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ARCHITECTURE IN HAWAII
BY LORAINE

RCHITECTS

of Honolulu face a
group of conditions, unique in
the world today, both in their
interest and possibilities. These

conditions are hinted at in the
various names by which Hawaii
is] described, the "Paradise," the "Crossroads"
and the "Melting Pot" of the Pacific. The wa\'
in which the island architects are beginning to
meet these conditions gives promise of forming
one of the most fascinating chapters in the development of American architecture.
For it will be American, although not of the
American continent. Hawaii is as American in
its

institutions

and culture as

it is

in its politics

— an American territory, as integral a part of the
But while Hawaii's architecture will express America, it will
be an Americanism compounded not only of the
racial elements of Europe and Africa but of Asia
and Polynesia as well. The polyglot population
of the islands forms a background that is allpervading in its influence, and not to be evaded
in the final expression. This, together with the
climatic and physical characteristics of the
islands, make up the unique conditions which
have produced already a number of interesting
buildings in answer to their challenge.
United States

as, say, Catalina.

In order to understand the

work

that

is

being

done by some of the architects of Honolulu, it is
necessary to know something of the conditions
there. While white civilization in Hawaii is over
a hundred years old, and in this time some pretentious buildings have been constructed, it is
only within the last five years or so that much
active attention has been paid to the development of a new type of architecture that shall be
an expression of Hawaiian conditions.
The first of these, to begin with, are those bits
of land, known as the Hawaiian Archipelago,
which are actually South Sea islands, although
"bit" is rather a misleading term for an area

covering over 7311 square miles. As South Sea
but only just inside the
islands located inside
tropic zone, the climate is a combination of hot
direct sun and cooling trade winds. Together
these make for an unvarying balminess, night

—

—
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and day, winter and summer. Protection must be
had from the sun and the frequent drifts of mistlike rain, but the trade winds must be allowed
to sweep through without restriction.
These two needs have brought into existence
the "lanai" or deep porch or open porch-like
room, which is, perhaps, the most invariable
feature of Hawaiian planning. The lanai, with
its roof and no walls, is the exact antithesis of
the patio, with its walls and no roof, which is so

where the sun's
usually grateful, and the winds are
often chill. The lanai provides a deeply shaded
area through which the winds can sweep at all
successfully used in California,

warmth

is

times.

Interesting examples of the lanai, as incorporated into several different styles of architecture,
are shown in the accompanying pictures, the work
of Hart Wood, an architect of Honolulu who has

much interest in studying the development
of a distinctive Hawaiian architecture.
In addition to being a climatic paradise, Hawaii is also the "Crossroads of the Pacific," the
halfway house or stepping-stone between the
Orient and the Occident, and influenced by both
sides. From the standpoint of population, persons of Oriental race far outnumber those of the
West, but up to this time the influence of the
Orient in architecture has been very slight. This
is because that part of the population made up of
plantation laborers imported from China, Japan,
Korea and the Philippines is of the coolie class,
and their children, "American citizens of Oriental ancestry," areas yet so occupied in adopting
everything new and American and, like youth
the world over, condemning and discarding all
that is old, that, with few exceptions, the Orient is little felt in architecture. But there can be
no question that as time goes on, and an appreciation of the art of the Orient becomes more
widespread, it will be felt distinctly and become
an inherent part of the architectural concept of
found

Hawaii.

An
this

interesting example pointing the way to
the residence of Mrs. C. M. Cooke, de-

is

signed by Hart Wood in the Chinese manner, and
planned to house congruously part of the large

.
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collection of Chinese art belonging to the owner.
Like certain of the houses of China, the general

conformation of the house resembles to a surprising extent the buildings found around the
Mediterranean. In its details, however, the house
is entirely Chinese. The roof is of tile, especially
made in accurate imitation of thesun-baked black
mud tiles of China, and the dip in the roofline is
characteristic. The design used in the railings and
in the half-timbered effect of the overhanging balcony is entirely Chinese, and the pillars supporting the lanai are of teak in the Chinese form.
Another characteristic feature is the stucco

which typically Chinese geometric patterns are used
The use of native materials, especially weathgrills, in

ered lava rock, has been particularly successful
in Hart Wood's hands. This stone has an interesting texture, and occurs in rich colors of brown,
varying from grayish to red. Much of it is covered with an ancient growth of gray-green lichen
which is carefully preserved when the stones are

put in place. The Christian Science church in
Honolulu, and the parish house and memorial
library in Lihue, Kauai, are examples of the use
of this stone.

EXCERPT FROM ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
ONSTRUCTION

volume

during

the

past fiscal year surpassed the former
high record made during the preceding
II months. The number of square feet
of floor space and the value involved in
the new contracts let were each close to
one-fourth greater than the year before.
The actual volume of construction
work carried'out increased by smaller proportions, showing that the industry had a larger volume of unfinished
work on hand than the year before.

Notwithstanding this immense building program,
building costs remained relatively stable. Both the construction industry and the owners of buildings have cooperated in the movement, to which the efforts of this
department have materially contributed, for keeping
building activity more even throughout the year. This
movement has reduced operating expenses and afforded
more stable employment to building-trades workers.
Construction activity was well distributed throughout
the different regions of the country. The leading class of
building construction continues to be residential.
We are not merely keeping pace with the needs of expanding population but meeting the demand for better
housing which comes with the general advance in living
standards. The past fiscal year, however, witnessed a very
considerable increase in contracts for new industrial and
business buildings and for public works and utilities.
There was little to suggest extravagant additions to industrial plants, which characterized the boom of 19x0,
the new buildings representing rather a steady growth of
production and trade and the meeting of needs for more
efficient, comfortable and attractive factories, stores and
office buildings.
The heavy and increasing expenditures for construction
during the past five years have been an essential factor in
maintaining and augmenting the activity of many of our
most important industries, including not only production
of building materials but also various other types of
manufacturing, metal mining and railway transportation. There is indeed a close and mutual interaction
bcnvecn construction and other industries. The prosperity of the litter makes possible the savings which go into
construction, while construction activity helps keep
other branches of industry prosperous.
.'\n increasing proportion of the housing construction
during the last two or three years has been of the less expensive types needed to relieve the shortage which arose
during the war, and to supply the demands of workers
whose advancing earnings enable them to afford better
quarters than ever before. Improvement in the methods
of financing dwellings is still needed, especially for fam1

1

ilies

of the lower income groups. In particular

it is

de-

sirable that interest rates and other charges on second
mortgages should be placed on a more reasonable basis.

The application of electrical power to home use has received enormous expansion. The number of homes served
has increased in six years from 5,700,000 to over 15,000,000. The number of farms served is expanding rapidly,
and in some States, such as California, farm electrification far exceeds that in any other locality in the world.
Owing to the economies brought about through central
generation and interconnection and through the advances
in electrical science the average price of power throughout the country is now somewhat less than before the
war, it being one of the few commodities to be delivered
on

less

than

a

pre-war basis.
+

*

*

SAFETY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
For several years a sectional committee has been at work
under the auspices of the American Engineering Standards
Committee, and under the official leadership of the National Safety Council, on a national safety code for construction work.
That part of the code dealing with construction of
buildings will be completed first, leaving general engineering construction work, such as dams, tunnels, bridges,
etc., for later consideration. When completed, the first
report of the sectional committee will be submitted to
the American Engineering Standards Committee for
approval as "Recommended Safe Practice."
The sectional committee will be enlarged so as to make
it more thoroughly representative of the industry as the
latter is at present organized. For example, the number
of representatives of the Associated General Contractors,
relation to this work is very important, will be
increased to four. In all, fourteen national organizations,
and the industrial commissions of California, Illinois,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Wisconsin will be officially represented. All of the cooperating bodies are being
requested to review their representation and make such

whose

changes

as

they

A

may

desire.

principal consideration in making these modifications
in the work was the large number of serious accidents
which are occurring in the industry, and the rapid increase in the number of accidents in some jurisdictions.
For example, in Pennsylvania in the first three months of
192.6 there were 15 per cent more construction accidents
than in the corresponding period of 192.5, in which the
number was 18 per cent greater than in 1914; and casualty
insurance rates have mounted very high, the rate in New
York State for iron and steel erection being over $17 per

$100 of payroll.
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ADOVt lORlitOURT, RESIDENCE OF MRS. C. M. COOKE, HONOLULU, T. H.
COURTYARD LANAI, RESIDENCE OF MRS. C. M. COOKE, HONOLULU, T.
HART WOOD, ARCHITECT
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ENTRANCE GATES, RESIDENCE Or DR. JAS. A. MORGAN, HONOLULU, T. H.
LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OF DR. JAS. A. MORGAN, HONOLULU, T. H.
HART WOOD, ARCHITECT
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CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST, HONOLULU,
HART WOOD, ARCHITECT

T. H.
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— ALBERT SPENCER WILCOX MEMORIAL LIBRARY; BELOW- -PARISH HOUSE, LIHUE, KAUAI,

ABOVE

HART WOOD, ARCHITECT
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Announcing A SERIES OF NOTES ON
SPECIAL DECORATIVE TREATMENT
ITi

THE FRENCH

Vri{ECTOriiE TE%IOD

In this apartment house, reception hall, walls and ceiling
were canvased and elaborately decorated with typical
design and color. Later in this series close-up views
will be given showing detail of treatment. Park Lane
Apartments, San Francisco; Eugene N. Fritz, Jr., Owner
Sons, Painters and Decoraand Manager. A. Quandt

&

tors. I Since 1885]}

374 Guerrero

Street,

San Francisco.
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HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN PRANCISCO, CALIF.

WEEKS
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DAY, ARCHITECTS
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DETAIL OF PARAPET, I5TH PLOOR, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
rit„l„ hy CiftriV;

Maulin
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DETAIL OF TOWER, HOTEL

WEEKS
PIloK,

h O'jiriJ MoulO.

MARK
6c

HOPKINS, SAN TRANCISCO, CALII
DAY, ARCHITECTS
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DETAIL, I5TH ILOOR, HOTEL NL\R1C HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIT.
WEliKS fv DAY, ARCHITECTS
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FOUNTAIN LOUNGE TO LOBBY, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN TRANCISCO,
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
Fh'/to by Gabriel

Moulin

So

CALIF.
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LOBBY TO FOUNTAIN LOUNGE, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN IRAN'CISCO, CALIf.
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
PlMo

I,,

G.ihritl

M„ulm
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PEACOCK COURT TO FOUNTAIN LOUNGE, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN TRANCISCO, CALIF.
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
rli,<l„

h

Ckri.l M«ulm
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ROOM OF THE DONS; BELOW

PEACOCK COURT; HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
Pli.,lo,

hj CikriA

M„ulm
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Han>l Carved an J PanclcJ Screen in Peacock Court, Hotel Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
McPonnld & Kahn, Contractors
Weeks &. Day. Architects

ENTIRE INTERIOR
IN

WOODWORK

THE BEAUTIFUL NEW

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
Executed

/n

ANDERSON BROS. PLANING MILL & MFG. CO.
QUINT AND CUSTER STREETS

•

SAN FRANCISCO
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ROOM OF THE DONS, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO,
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
Plwto by G^bru-l Moulit.

CALIF.
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HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO
McDonald

Si

Weeks

Kahn, Contractors

&

Day. Architects

MT. DIABLO CEMENT
used exclusively in the beautiful new

Hotel

Mark Hopkins

Henry Co well Lime & Cement Co.
2

MARKET STREET

•

SAN FRANCISCO

BRANCHES:
Oakland

•

San Jose

•

Sacramento

•

Santa Crur

Portland, Ore.
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SPANISH GRILLE ROOM, HOTEL

MARK

HOPKINS, SAN PRANCISCO, CALIF.

WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
Pltoto by Gabriel

Moulin
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SPANIbll

Pli:.l;

by GjhH.I Moulin

GRILLE ROOM, IIOTLL MARK UOPKINb, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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MURALS IN ROOM OF THE DONS; THE WORK OF MAYNARD DIXON AND FRANK VAN SLOUN
HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Phclo,iyG.,i,ulM^„l,;
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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MURALS IN ROOM OF

DONS, THE WORK OF MAYNARD DIXON AND FRANK VAN SLOUN
HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Tilt

WEEKS
PJiotos bf

GAriet Moulin

Si.

DAY, ARCHITECTS
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MURALS IN ROOM OF THE DONSJ THE WORK OF MAYNARD DIXON AND FRANK VAN SLOUN
HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
Photoi hy Gabriel Moulin
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TWO HANDS

A HOUSE BUILT WITH
BY ZOE

BATTU

A.

jlHERE has been much written about the
jovs of reclaiming old houses; of taking
long-neglected dwellings with sagging
lk)ors, woodwork of concealed beauty,
forlorn fireplaces and ancient beams
and, by dint of much labor and ingenuity, transforming them into spots of
glorified quaintness. From all accounts,
this reclamation business is one of rich rewards. There is
a glamour about it, comparable to the seeking of adventure in remote lands and among strange people.
If the reformation of an old house is such a fine achievement; if the results are so satisfying, surely there must be
infinite satisfaction in the entire building of a home by
one man. On this point, one may safely take the word of
Carl F. Biedcnbach, who with his own hands built every
inch of his home at i6i6 Claremont avenue, just back of
the Claremont Hotel, Berkeley. And this house is no 1x4
affair, for it has nine good-sized rooms and took Biedenbach two years to complete bv working on it in his spare
time and in the evenings, but he is quick to add that the
two years were well spent. The only work in this oneman home for which outside labor was called in was the
electrical wiring, and this was necessary in order to have
the job approved bv the city building inspectors. Everything else— excavating, foundations, stucco work, plastering plumbing, woodwork, flooring and painting were
done by the lone builder.

Unlike most such work undertaken by amateur archiand builders, this home is not a makeshift, in which
all the principles of sound artistry are disregarded to obtain effects. The site is an ideal one— a level space high up
on the hillside, and is further beautified by rock formations, tall slender eucalyptus and several fine old oaks.
The house has been carefully planned in relation to its
setting and the general architectural spirit and treatment
follows the Spanish. The continuity of its masses is well
conceived and unity and balance generally maintained.
An examination reveals a total lack of waste space and
tects

execution of details. In the living-room there are two
points of central interest the fireplace and the stairway,
leading up to the level of the two bedrooms. The fireplace
is massive in its proportions and is built of huge stones
brought from far back in the Berkeley and Richmond
hills. The color and texture treatment of the living-room,
dining-room and library walls are also interesting. The
fine

—

rough and the color

greenish gold. All doormade of slightly rough
and weathered timbers. The floors, too, catch one's eye.
They seem to be one continuous piece of dull and lustrous
brown satin. This effect was obtained by fitting and nailing each piece of hardwood separately, rather than taking
a dozen boards and putting them into place at one
operation.
On the basement level is garage space for several cars, a
billiard and card room and one other large room, which
can be used for a bedroom or servant's room. There is a
second fireplace in the billiard room. Biedenbach built
and finished these basement rooms as living quarters before proceeding with the rest of the house, and occupied
them while doing the remainder of the work.
texture

ways

is

a

are arched and the doors are

In its appointments for convenience and comfort, this

one-man home is notably satisfactory. The two bathrooms are beautifully tiled in colored tile and equipped
with enclosed showers. Every room has an electrical
heater and there is a central furnace as well and an automatic water heater. The kitchen has every conceivable
and is wired for an electric range.
an ample supply of baseboard outlets, through-

built-in convenience

There

is

out the house.

No

description of this home would be entirely comwithout taking note of its surrounding gardens and
landscaping. In this work Biedenbach is, of course, in his
natural and professional element. Immediately adjacent
to the house, and really a part of it, is the fountain and
fish pond. This niche is wired and fitted with lights and
at night is made further effective with concealed illumination. The site itself— sloping hills, rocks and treesplete

rich in landscaping possibilities. None of its natural
features has been disturbed, mutilated or removed. The

was

trees tower; the rocks stand about on the hillsides, as a
background of rugged and virile beauty— things that are
perhaps a trifle detached from mere houses built by manthings to look upon and wonder about. Around the house
have been planted smaller trees, shrubs and vines, but
they are of the variety whose maturity and blooming will
be in harmony with the larger backgrounds. They will
always fit into the composite picture, and in their smaller
size and closer intimacy with the house and its walls,
will lend it the soft grace of growing things, and ultimately complete the link that will make the home, the
hills, the rocks and tall trees a perfect one.
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RESIDENCE AND WALL FOUNTAIN, ESTATE OF CARL

F.

BIEDENBACH, BERKELEY, CALIF.
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WM. KNOWLES, ARCHITECT

ELKS TEMPLE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

HE NEW ELKS TEMPLE

is a beautiful and
striking addition to Oakland's architecture.
Its beauty will remain undimmed for untold
years to come, for the facades and tower are

faced with Architectural Terra Cotta supported by the
most approved methods, and a simple washing with
plain soap and water at infrequent intervals is all the at-

tention needed to restore the hred-in beauty of its glaze.

& SONS
N CLARK
MANUFACTURERS
•

1

16

Natoma

•
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Not just

a trade-mark

But a Symbol of Service,
Dependability and infinite Care in the production of fine paints
for every

purpose.
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Hand Hewed

i

\E D W

D

for Beautiful Ceilings
One of the most

beautiful ticket offices in this country is that of the

Dollar Steamship Line in Los Angeles.
unique in the absence of a counter.
Specifications for the
ceiling of

Redwood

Redwood

to have

all

mold adjoining the beams, then

It is refined,

luxurious and

surfaces

were as follows:' "Main
hand hewed except panel

lightly

sand papered and given a

ceiling

coat of acetic acid and iron stain; then oil filled to produce a fawn
grey tone and given a coat of white shellac, then glased with a wal'

nut tone glaze and high lights wiped to show fawn grey. Decorated
soffits in reverse stencil. Glaze withrottenstoneglaze and wax finish.
The hand hewing to be done to a certain pattern and before ceiling
is

assembled."

A gorgeous ceiling

is

the result.

the fact that an alternate bid was secured on
beams same size and design. Redwood saved $728 on the
beams plus $ 1 70 on the decoration and eighteen to twenty day s in time.

Likewise interesting

is

plaster

If you desire specific information about Redwood and
uses, ivrite our Architectural Service BureaiL

California
CALIFORNIA

its

Redwood

REDWOOD ASSOCIATION

24 California Street

«

-

San Francisco

Dept. 701

EDITORIALTrogressive

sive plan for city development,

Tlans

Two
formed

associations of architects have been
in California with very excellent motives. The Architects' League of Hollywood and
the Society of Architects of Alameda County are
groups of professional men joined together for
the purpose of securing better architecture for
their communities through educational pub-

informing the public as to what constitutes good and bad architecture, construction,
design and architectural service.
That this will be an essentially valuable contribution to the welfare of these communities
need not be argued. That there is still a vast
general ignorance on these subjects can not be
denied. Fortunately, an ever-increasing quantity of buildings of good design and construction
is being produced; and perhaps the most important part of this campaign will be to prove to the
licity,

public that the cost of good work is little or no
greater in the beginning, and vastly more economical in the long run. It can, indeed, be proved
in countless instances that some are paying more
for poor work than others for good.

The whole community suffers for poor architecno less than in aesthetic values.

ture; in financial

City 'Planning
common with

all large and steadily growSan Francisco needs a competent
City Planning Commission. It is perhaps the
only city of its size in this country which has not
taken up this matter in a definite way.
However, the Commonwealth Club always
devoted to community service has started a
definite and active movement to put on the ballot, after a period of time sufficient to determine
the form most satisfactory to all interests in-

INing

cities,

—

—

volved, a charter amendment creating such a
commission, with sufficient authority and funds
to make it an efficient body.
There is no intention to take authority from
the supervisors or from the various Departments,
which are functioning well in their separate capacities; but there must be a coordinating body
which can employ technical experts, and whose
recommendations can be overruled only by a
large majority vote of the supervisors
twothirds or more.

—

to present conditions, which is
most generally expressed by representatives of
the many neighborhood associations, is the lack

The objection

of finality in decisions. Without any comprehen-

decisions are

switched back and forth according to the
strongest— or latest— appeal from some citizen
or group of citizens. This has resulted in a haphazard and illogical treatment of such subjects
as zoning, building-height regulations, classification of residential buildings, schools, parks

and playgrounds,

density, travel arteries,

traffic

population density, etc.
This naturally suggests the even broader subject, which is being studied by an able and wellfinanced private committee, a Regional Plan of
the entire San Francisco Bay Region, to coordinate and unify the great interests of this metropolitan area.

*

*

*

Jin Jlnnual T^view
development of the
Coast, from
THE
an architectural standpoint, has reached such
Pacific

great and unprecedented volume of late years
that it is well-nigh impossible to gauge its character in any comprehensive way.
The pages of the "Pacific Coast Architect"
show, from month to month, some of the different phases of the current advance. But to
summarize this work briefly, to endeavor to give
a "bird's-eye view" of the highlights of architecture during the past year, we shall reprint in
our February issue (in addition to the usual
amount of new material) examples of distinguished buildings of various types, with brief
articles by eminent architects on the trend of design in their special lines of practice.
Such an Annual Review Number may well become a yearly record of the architectural advance of the Pacific Coast.
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NEXT MEETING
The next regular meeting of the San Francisco Chapter,
The American Institute of Architects, will be held in the
rooms of the San Francisco Architectural Club, 513 Pine
street, on Tuesday, January 18, 192.7, at 6:30 p.m. Dinner
will be served at 75 cents per plate.
*

*

+

In place of the regular December meeting, the members
of the San Francisco Chapter were the invited guests of
the Society of Architects of Alameda County at a dinner

given at theAthensAthletic Club inOakland,onMonday,

December

2.0.

President John J. Donovan of the Alameda County Society acted as Chairman of the evening, entertaining
those present with his own wit and humor, as well as
the presentation of a most enjoyable program, in which
the Alameda County Society showed talent in the art of
music, as well as some most mystifying examples of the
black art of magic. Short addresses were made by Mr. John

DICKEY BRICK INTERESTS CONSOLIDATE
The new

most important amalgamation thus far
has been the acquisition of two of Northern California's
largest manufacturers of burned clay products on January
1, by the W. S. Dickey Clay Manufacturing Company of
Kansas City, Mo. world's largest manufacturer of burned
clay products. The local plants which have been added to
the W. S. Dickey Clay Manufacturing Company chain of
year's

,

eighteen plants, now operating in the U.S., are the California Brick Company, with plant at Niles, and the Livermore Fire Brick Works, Inc., with plant at Livermore.

The W.

S.

Dickey Clay Manufacturing Companv market

their products in thirty-one States, the Hawaiian Islands
and Mexico. The company, which started in 1S85 with a

single four-kiln unit of about 10,000 tons' capacity, now
has an annual production capacity of over 500,000 tons,
the equivalent of more than 33,000 carloads, and a net
physical worth of over $11,000,000.
Although the Middle Western and Southern plants are
devoted mainly to the manufacture of vitrified sewer pipe
and culverts, they turn out a large annual production of

segment sewer blocks, hollow building tile, wall coping,
silo blocks, fire brick and flue linings. The California
plants, now known as the W. S. Dickey Clay Manufacturing Company, Pacific Coast Branch, will continue to
specialize in the production of Dickey Mastertile, partition tile, face brick, fire brick, paving blocks and the
kindred products for which they are so widely known.
There will be no change in the policy or personnel and
management that have heretofore conducted the local
plants. Mr. N. A. Dickey will continue in executive
charge of the plants as manager.

three years

Fairweather, two years

two

\V. C. Hay's,

Albert J. Evers,

three years

Henry H. Gutterson,

years

B. Bertz, one year

Will G. Corlett, one year

Galen Howard and Mr. Walter J. Mathews, who, with
Mr. Bernard Maybeck, have been elected honorary members of that society. Mr. John Reid, Jr., Mr. Harris Allen,
Mr. Frizelle, Mr. Chester Miller and Mr. W. C. Hays
spoke in serious or humorous vein, as the spirit moved
them. The singing of the quartette. Will Corlett's artistic
renditions on the flute to Mr. Frizelle's accompaniment,
and the wonderful card tricks of Mr. Bell, Mr. Howard
and Mr. Mathews were greatly enjoyed by all those
present.

The

refreshments, the dinner and the program were deand the spirit of good fellowship within the
profession were exemplified and strengthened by this
meeting.
The San Francisco Chapter wishes to express its thanks
and appreciation to the Society of Architects of Alameda
County for their courtesy and hospitality, as well as their
most exemplary energy in bringing about this enjoyable
social evening.
lightful,

Albert J. Evers,

Secretary.

DU PONT COMPANY FORMS RESEARCH DIVISION
In recognition of the public service rendered by master
painters in their respective communities and to assist
them in their contribution to the preservation of property, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company announces the
formation of a new division to make available the latest
developments in the evolution of finishing products. It
will be known as the Architectural Division with Frank
T. Stocker as manager and will operate under the Paint
and Varnish Division in Philadelphia.
One of the important functions of this new unit will be
to co-operate with Master Painters and Architects in the
development of their work, and to offer the results of
research and experimental work wherever this information will be of practical value. The whole plan, of
course, is one of co-operation in keeping with the Company's policy, to recognize these two important groups
as factors in the Paint and Varnish industry.
The development of the newei type of finishes will render this type of service particularly valuable, so that both
groups will be consistently informed of all the latest
Paint and Varnish developments and their application to

industry.

For information regarding the working details of this
plan, as well as information on any finishing problem,
may be directed to the Architectural Division, 3500 Grays
Ferry Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
*

The National Terra Cotta

*

*

Society,

New York,

announces

the publication of a new book devoted entirely to the
illustration of early Italian work, entitled "Terra Cotta
of the Italian Renaissance." Copies are $3.00.
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SAN PEDRO

Y.M.C.A.

L. Jay and Lincoln Rogers, Architects
WuRSTER Construction Co., Contractors

Clarence
J.

A.

Drummond,

Roofing Contractor

SIMONS Sorrento Tile lends the final
note of distinction to the new San
Pedro Y.M.C.A. The austere simplicity
of line and the massive walls of this
handsome structure called for a roof
of strength and dignity, and Simons
Sorrento Tile was selected as the most
fitting material. Due to its size and
strength, Simons Sorrento Tile is
extremely popular for roofing
schools and public or semipublic buildings. It is
particularly adapted
for

random

laying.
"Since iSSS"

SIMONS BRICK

CO.

Walter R, Simons, President and General Manager

115

W. Third

St.,

Los Angeles

Telephone MUtual 41S1

SIMONS SORRENTO TILE

PERSONAL GLIMPSES
{

Sketch from

life

in this issue by

Kamm }

Such an output in so short a time shows plainHobby of Mr. Schulze can be nothing
other than Work, of the most concentrated and
productive sort, although he is not above a
ly that the

friendly

game of

moments. His

is

golf or bridge at (very)
a truly American record.
*

IN

*

odd

*

THE PROFESSION

Hewitt-Miller-Shirey,

Architects

nounce the opening of new offices
curities Building, Los Angeles.
*

*

and

Engineers,

in the

an-

Petroleum Se-

*

Everett H. Merrill and John C. Rahn, Architects and
Engineers, announce the consolidation of their interests
under the firm name of Merrill & Rahn, and the removal
of their offices to the Financial Center Building, Los
Angeles.
*

LEONARD

OF

late years,

many

A.

SCHULZE

way?
Mr. Schulze is still a young man, but he has
had a rich and varied experience. Born in New
York, he graduated from the City College of
New York about 1894, and started in the office of
Trowbridge and Livingston. During this period
he was studying in the Masqueray Atelier of the
Beaux Arts Society. It is interesting to note that
Mr. Schulze was responsible for much of the
beautiful detail of the Palace Hotel, San Francisco, while with Trowbridge and Livingston.
Proceeding to the office of Warren and Wetmore, he spent about twenty years there, during
which he acquired an invaluable training in
that very complicated type of architectural work,
the planning of metropolitan hotels. What the
firm of Schulze and Weaver (formed about 1919)

has accomplished in this line demonstrates their
touching the high spots, such
hotels as the Biltmore of Coral Gables, Los Angeles, Havana and Atlanta; the Park Lane and
Netherlands of New York; the new Breakers of
Palm Beach all are examples of the last word
in caravansary elegance, comfort, efficiency. Incidentally, various large office buildings stand
to their credit in New York, San Francisco, Los
Angeles.
ability; merely

—

*

a large and stately build-

ing has been erected, in widely varying
locations stretching from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, designed by the office of Schulze and
Weaver. A natural curiosity is pardonable as to
the source of this prolific and comparatively
sudden activity of practice. Or, in the language
of the amazed observer, "How do they get that

*

*

Architects Masten and Hurd have removed their offices
to the Shreve Building, San Francisco.
Jas. T. Narbett, Architect,
street,

*
is

*

now

located at 337 Tenth

Richmond.
*

*

*

The

recently chartered Hawaii Chapter, A. I. A., is
holding meetings regularly. Several members formerly
of the Northern California Chapter, have been transferred
to this chapter.
*

*

*

PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS
The

third Pan-American Congress of Architects will be
held in Buenos Aires, from the ist to the loth of July,
igz/. This Congress will continue the magnificent work
done at the two preceding Congresses held at Montevideo
in 192.0, and Santiago de Chile in 1913.
At the same time with the Congress, the Third PanAmerican Exposition of Architecture will take place, and
judging by the enthusiastic spirit shown by the architects
of the countries invited, it is logical to expect the most
conspicuous attendance. Both the Congress and the Exposition have the auspices of the Argentine Government
and the Executive Committee has already taken the necessary steps to have the official invitations sent out as soon
as possible to all the nations of America.
*

+

*

ZAPON COMPANY ENLARGES BRANCHES
The Los Angeles

now

office

of the

Zapon Company of Califor-

under the management of Mr. J. S. Cameron.
New and larger offices and warehouse have been secured
at 1517 South Olive street, Los Angeles. With increased
stock and the installation of a service department and
laboratory, this office of the company is enabled to render
real service in assisting architects in working out finishing problems.
The San Francisco office is under the management of
Mr. E. E. Hensley, and is carrying an increased quantity
and variety of colors and materials.
Quality lacquer such as Zapon is being used increasingly for finishing purposes and this company is prepared
to supply the architect and builder with complete informative information on the subject.
nia

is
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The Housing of

Industrial

Employes

T

Reproduction of two facing pages

o^

and Housing"

Useful TSlew Hiook on Industrial

niuilding

is

Page

The Romance of the Factory

5-

6

Good Factory Architecture as an Economic
9-16

Assft

lYcparing for the Construction of a Factory Building

K-

,

30

Modern American Types of Factory Archi31-42

tecture

Planning and Building the Factory

43-56

.

67-66

Small Industrial and Utility Buildings

Welfare Provisions for Industrial Plants
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.

,

,

67-78

The Housing of Industrial Employes, Survey of Housing Requirements and Outline Survey

79-86

Financial Aspects of Industrial Housing
Projects

87-90

Laying Out the Industrial Housing Site

91-94

Houses for Industrial Employes

95-102

The planning and construction of the modern manu'
facturer's monument — his factory — is treated in detail. Examples are shown of architectural beauty
that enhance the value of the investment and add to

the appearance of the community.
Suggestions are given for interior arrangement including restaurants and rest rooms. Several chapters
are devoted to the establishment of employes' communities. The work is profusely illustrated with examples of fine factory buildings and typical homes for
workmen. This book sent postpaid for two dollars.
* « * •

In the erection of attractive industrial buildings

pre-eminent as a fire-proof, permanent,
the wall surface within or without. Its many colors and textures provide a choice to
suit exactly the color scheme, architectural treatment
or surroundings.

Face Brick
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this new book "Industrial Buildings and Hous'
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE ARCHITECT AND DECORATOR
|by zoe

a.

battuJ

Editor' s Note: In so far as we know, thtre is no architectural ma^a'^tm published in the West that is regularly devoting any part of its pages to the decorative treatment of the home and commercial building. Since we believe that in the West the time and place are particularly opportune for such a monthly department in an
architectural maga:^ine, we are starting one with this issue of the Pacific Coast Architect.
It it our aim to make this department practical
a medium through which both the architect

—

and decorator can speak, raise issues and ask each other questions,
as a means of creating a sympathetic working basis between themselves We will therefore, at any time, welcome criticism, comments, suggestions on this article or
subsequent ones; while ideas as to subjects you would like to have discussed will be more than welcome. May we not have your comments and criticism, favorable or
.

unfavorable, caustic or kindly:

HE

architect and the decorator! Here

two men who, by the peculiar nature
of their work have always been vital

are

forces in the creation of the order

^^))^V^ *^t='.l^«^5t^-^*^S||

and

balance of conditions called civilization. The one takes things
stones or
what you will of certain size and
shape, definite, sharp, quite material in
themselves, and builds cities, churches, monuments,
buildings, homes. In the building that which is essentially material acquires the fluid something that carries
man's thought into abstract spaces; fills him with new
desires and unshaped dreams. In the effort of realizing the
desires— of giving form and shape to the dreams— he lifts
himself to a finer consciousness mentally and physically.
Thus the architect serves in the process of civilization.
The decorator follows the architect. He has, as a background for his labors, four bare walls. They may be architecturally perfect, but unadorned they are impersonal and
removed from the individual— something that may move
him emotionally, but that he cannot lay his hand upon.
There is a cycle to be completed, a gap to be bridged, in
order that the occupants of a home may have an intimate
relationship with its masses and spaces.
To establish a bond between a man and the four walls
of his home is the decorator's function. He must give the
individual things upon which he can lay his handsbooks, pictures, chairs, vases, familiar objects that fuse
the impersonal with the personal. The decorator, who
works always in this spirit of creating a kinship between
the home owner, his home and its decorative treatment, invariably succeeds in producing something more than an

—

—

artistically

good

interior.

He

creates a place wherein

them a world of their own, peculiarly apart, but in which they can find much that
brings them into a closer relationship with themselves
and the entire outside world. More than that, no artist
can hope to do.
people can live.

He

gives

Another

\ii.\v

of

tin--

^amc room

Thus it may be seen that the bond between the architect
and the decorator is a very close one. It may be likened to
the relation between a singer and accompanist. If either
one plunges on without subtly connecting his part to
that of the other, if either one tries to unduly dominate,
the result is not music but confusion. Both may be fine
and capable artists, but a joint recital must be a joint
recital or he who seeks to center attention on himself
ceases to be an artist. He defeats his own ends by the very
means that he utilizes in the attempt to gain them.
So it is with the architect and decorator. Neither can
well afford to go his way without due regard for the
other. Neither can afford to seek to dominate by serving
effects rather than principles. For a home is judged largely
as a whole. The point at which the architect leaves off
and the decorator begins must never be too awkwardly
obvious, or the result is a house divided against itself
architecturally, decoratively and artistically. Neither the
work of the architect nor of the decorator can achieve its
ultimate possibilities in such a case.
Moreover, this bond shows every indication of assuming greater proportions. In the last dozen years a gospel
ofgood architecture and decoration has been broadcast
upon the land. Practically every newspaper, magazine
and periodical in the country carries a special department
devoted to the designing, building and furnishing of the
home. There are a score or so of ably edited magazines of
national circulation

who confine

themselves to these sub-

jects alone.

American
no longer content with the prosaic and ordinary
in homes. Nor does it have to be content with the commonplace, for, literally, the man on the street is financially able to hire an architect and decorator for his home
of comparatively modest appointments. On her part, the
American housewife demonstrates that even bargain basements are rich in decorative possibilities.
This interest in and general desire to acquire good homes
are on the whole most desirable. They indicate esthetic

As

a result of this activity of the press, the

public

This
to

a room sketch by Lionel H. Pries, Architect, made
show the approximate placing of decorative units

is

with the architectural background.

is
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and artistic interest of a practical and wholesome sort,
and this condition is always more promising than indifference. But it must also be recognized that there has
arisen a vast number of fads, fancies, schools, isms, schisms
and what not in architecture and decoration. At some
points the decorative imagination has run riot, and there

where we are ridiculously over-decorated.
However, as we have before noted, the movement on the
whole is good and nothing at which to take alarm. It
are instances

presents, rather, an opportunity for the architect and
decorator to clarify the main issues; to establish principles for effects; to give vigorous expression to that which

and has inherent elements of endurance.
methods by which an architect and
decorator can work together, there is a tremendous and
almost untouched field. The ideal relationship would be
for the client, the architect and the decorator to plan together from the first rough ideas to the finished home.
This, however, is an ideal. It is perhaps not impossible,
but as conditions now exist it would be somewhat impractical and in most cases too costly for either the archiis

really vital

As

to the actual

tect or decorator.

But it is somewhat within the limits of possibility for
an architect to keep in touch with decorators, whose
abilities, tastes and temperaments enable them to complete and complement the spirit of the several architectural styles in homes. The decorator will also do well

we show herewith some

55

of Mr. Pries' sketches along

these lines.
The merits of the method are obvious. By making perspective sketches of the furnished rooms, it is possible to
get a more accurate idea of its relationships than the best
blueprint affords. Such sketches may reveal flaws in the
proportions, in the placing of windows, doors and similar details, that

might not otherwise be apparent

until

the work neared completion. The error can be corrected
in the blueprint, and even though the architect and the
decorator never see each other in a house so planned and
sketched, the decorator receives a finely balanced and
adjusted background against which to place his decorative
effects. He can be truly creative and not be forced to waste
his talents in attempting to conceal or minimize architectural flaws.

To this factor of mass relationships in architecture and
decoration there has been given a great deal of attention.
Generally speaking, the capable architect and decorator
keeps them in mind at every step of his work. Two more
subtle points, which are constantly demanding that greater
attention be given them, are color and texture in wall,
floor and woodwork treatments. An infinite variety of
wall, floor and woodwork treatments are now available.
An architect with any ingenuity at all can devise efi^ects
that are both lovely and original.
However, before venturing too far with a striking and
intriguing color scheme or texture treatment, it is always
well for the architect and his client and the proposed
decorator to shop about a bit to see if rugs, draperies and
other fabrics can be found to match the proposed wall or
floor finish. If nothing is available that will happily blend
with the intended scheme, it had better be abandoned and
something else originated. Even the design, proportions

and finish of furniture in a room, where it is planned to
create something special in color and texture treatment,
had best be considered rather judiciously before definite
steps are taken. For it will often be found that ill-adjusted
color and form have a way of producing unexpected optical illusions.

Taken from any angle, the points of color and texture
things— the fine overtones and undertones of
the main themes and backgrounds. Like all details they
must be executed with sensitive finesse or the result is
are illusive

fireplace group by Pries. The decorator stepping
into a liome so planned has an ideal baclcgrouna

Study of a

for his effects.

working contact with architects, whose
homes provide an ideal background for the trend of his
personal abilities and talents. Where such a contact exists,
it would no doubt in many cases be possible to gain the
approval of the client on some sort of cooperation beto cultivate a

tween the man

who

who

will decorate

the profit and benefit
decorator.

designing the house and the one
Such an arrangement would be to
of the client, the architect and the

is

it.

Another method always open to the architect and one
that no doubt wins the approval of the decorator is that
of roughly blocking into the room sketches, units of
The sketches need not be elaborate drawings of exact pieces, but merely the smaller
masses placed in relation to the architectural background.
This plan is followed with more than ordinary success in
the offices of Lionel Pries, San Francisco architect, and

furniture, hangings, etc.

both disturbing to the senses and destructive to the entire
work. Color and texture are not things that can well be
decided by mere conjecture or sn?p judgments. Decisions
can only be safely made after experimentation. So arbitrary in their demands are these two details that they
practically force the architect and decorator to work hand
in hand; to decorate the home while it is still in the blueprint stage.
As a matter of fact, it seems that the whole future relationship of the architect and the decorator is in the
blueprint stage. This is an era in which American art
standards are slowly being created. By the nature of
things, the architect and the decorator are destined to
play leading parts in the process, and it would appear
that the two have reached a point where they will do

well to merge their work to a greater degree than they
have possibly done in the past. From such a merger it is
difficult to say what may ultimately come. But the result
such creais interesting to speculate upon, for when two
tive forces come into sympathetic contact it is reasonably
logical to assume that America may realize artistic ideals
infinitely satisfying to the generations who create them—
worthy of some consideration to the generations who
will follow.
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AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
The Johnson System of Heat Control
REGULATION SINCE
Is In The Nev/ Mark Hopkins Hotel
— for the same reason why hundreds of buildings of kinds in
1885

all

Johnson

Pacific Coast

San Francisco. Calil,
Los Angelen, Calii.
Portland, Ore
Seanle.Wajh.
Denver, Colo
Salt Lake Cily, Utah

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

Branches

4I7 Rialto Bldg,
607 Van Nuys Bide.
404 Failing BIdg.
452 Colman Bldg.
1230 California Sir.
.610 Mclnlyre Bide.
.

America have included Johnson Heat Control: for the same reason
why your buildings ought to include Johnson Heat Control to
prevent heat waste and save fuel costs, as much as 40^ annually.

—

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

U.

S.

A.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF GYPSUM TILE
quite generally admitted by the majority of archigypsum, due to its natural structure, is the most
and gypsum cast in
efficient fire rctarder yet developed
the proper manner into blocks of size convenient for
handling is undoubtedly the most desirable material for
fire protection, sound deadening, economy and future
It is

LIGHTING

IS

A PART OF ARCHITECTURE

tects that

—

efficiency, in certain specific places.

A

part, at least, of the difficulty which created the dissatisfaction in the past in the minds of many architects is
doubtless due to the fact that, like cement blocks, almost
anyone with a few dollars, a washtub, a bag of sawdust

and a hydrant could manufacture some sort of gypsum
tile. But there the human clement, allowing for variations, so enters into the problem that a uniform product
is almost an impossibility, regardless of the good intent
of the manufacturer. Proof of this is that in some sections
of the country the use of gypsum tile is consistently on
the increase and has been very satisfactory as a building
product for a number of years, but each of these sections
is situated adjacent to some well-organized plant which
manufactures the gypsum tile scientifically and with
uniformity.

The gypsum arrives at the plant in carload lots from the
gypsum manufacturer and the only possibility of the human element entering into the handling of the gypsum is
when employees truck the loo-pound sacks of gypsum
from the freight car to the large storage bins. Employees
simply snip the wire with which each bag is tied and
empty the bags into the supply bins.
From then on, everything is automatic. Screw conveyors pick up the gypsum and transport it to the dry mixer,
where it meets a small stream of long white fiber, also fed
bv a screw conveyor. These two conveyors never get
tired, never forget to revolve and run consistently hour
after hour at an unchangeable speed— conveying exactly
the same amount of material at all times. This dry mixture is then conveyed by.'another set of screw conveyors
to the wet mixer, where the water is automatically added
in the proper amount. It is automatically discharged to
the molding machine, where it assumes its initial set.
After it has hardened it comes in contact with the human
element for the first time; that is, employees remove the
set-up tile from the molds.
From there the material is loaded onto conveyors and
run to the tile drying yards. Here in Sunny California the
sun does the drying, which is nature's method of bringing
back the processed gypsum to its original rock-like state.
Few people recognize the magnitude of this business.
The cut shown on this page gives some idea of the extent
of the drying fields of the Buttonlath Manufacturing
Company of Los Angeles.
This plant has one of the very few fire-testing laboratory

The offices in the newHoanJof*
Trade Building, Loi Angeles,
are lighted with Diiplex-a-liles
Oirlett

of expansion of the

company

in

new

lines.

<

A RCHITECTS
AS
•^

^

and builders of
Southern California are turning

to Duplex-a-lites, particularly for

This light is scientifigiveu the greatest
eye comfort. There is no glare. Rays
are diffused, evenly distributed.
Shadowsarepraftically eliminated. Light
is indirect, soft... allowing the eyes to
work with the greatest ease and efficiency. Such struiSures in Los Angeles
as the Pacific Finance Building, Subway
Terminal Building, Union Oil Building
and many others of equal importance
are lighted with Duplex-a-lites.
large buildings.

cally construfted to

This Company is the sole distributor
of Duplex-a-lites in SouthernCalifornia.
Complete information on requeft.

"Jhe

VOKs/'EXompany Inc.
818 South

announcement has been made of the change of
name of the Wayne Tank and Pump Company, of Fort
Wayne, Ind., to Wayne Co. The change is made because

Official

ArchiteSs

DUPLEX ^A^ LITE

furnaces operating in the State. The organization is continually working in conjunction with the Raymond G.
Osborne Laboratories in an endeavor to meet new conditions which arise from day to day, and to emphasize the
superiority of gypsum tile over many other types of building material along the lines of fire-proofing, heat and cold
resistance, sound-proofing, strength, workability, salvage
value, etc.

Here is one of the many California industries which
have made great strides to improve general building conditions throughout the State.

& Beelman,

LOS

ANCELES

OFigueroa
^yr ESTABLISHED 1101
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FUTURE OF ARCHITECTURE ON THE

NUMBER TWO

PACIFIC COAST

fsY JOHN GALEN HOWARD, F.A.I.A.|
Editorittl Note:

This aJJrfss was publishtd in 11J12 in the "Building and Industrial News" of San Francisco, now our of pr/nt.
there has been considerable progress toward the accomplishment of Mr. Howard's ideals.

UCH

has been said and written in appreciation of architecture on the Pacific
Coast as exemplified in the old missions;

we have even heard tell of the old
architecture of San Francisco— sometimes with approval and sometimes
and

with

dispraise, but mostly with more
vigorous anathemas than any other like
quality of architecture ever received probably in the
history of this or any other country.
We all know how charming the old Spanish missions
are— how rich California is in possessing them, how fortunate we are that there remain even those few examples

work of the old padres. They make the fertile valwhich thev dominate delights indeed to the architec-

of the
leys

tural student as well as to the general tourist. But, per-

haps,

it

is

less

generallv

known how many

delightful

examples of beautifully simple, straightforward design of
the early davs in the way of solving the typical commercial problem were lost in the San Francisco fire.
We hear of the architecture of todav, too, sometimes.
Those of us who have been seeing San Francisco rebuilt
in no time realize that there is perhaps too much talk
about the present-day architecture, and that the less said
about it the better, except it be to keep our courage up;
we are at too close range to criticize it, to estimate it
justly.

But, now, the architecture of the future, we are all interested in that. It is a thing of vital concern to us, and yet,
perhaps, we don't think enough about it to give it a fair
chance to come into its own. Are we making such preparations today as are likely to blossom forth in the next

generation into a genuine expression of our Coast conditions? We do not give enough consideration to such possibilities, and I believe we ought to ask very seriously how
our art of architecture should develop in this part of the
world. We haven't looked at this subject in its proper
light. We haven't given it its due importance. We have
been doing things without anv thought of what their
effect would be in the future— what their value would be
for future development. And yet, on the other hand, we
are already really living in the future. We are already
looking forward to the time when the Canal will be finished and people will come from all parts of the world to
inhabit this coast, which is still almost a wilderness,
except here and there where men congregate together and
build cities. This immense empire of emptiness will, we
all believe, be settled up almost as soon as the Canal is
finished. We are all looking forward to the time, near at
hand, when our city, whichever city it is, will have a
million inhabitants, or ten million inhabitants, as the
case may be. We have fully grown ambitions in that
regard. Yes! We are all looking forward to the future,
but we are not making much of any preparation for it.
Nevertheless, that future's character must depend upon

It is interesting to ohserie

that

what we do

today. This is a time of preparation, rather
than of accomplishment; of hiving in foundations sane
and sound, rather than of rearing a superstructure fair
and free. The time is coming, and is almost at hand, I
think, when architecture on the Pacific Coast is destined
to be the significant architecture of the world. Our
friends, coming from the East, when they see the things
that are being produced here on this far isolated island,
as it were at the ends of the earth, between the sea on one
side and the desert on the other, wonder at what is being
accomplished. And they go back and spread the good
word and say, "We architects in the East must look to
our laurels; the men on the Pacific Coast arc forging
ahead while we are standing still!" That is not wholly
true, though it may seem so to them. They see things
through a golden sunlight glamor. They come out here to
have a good time and they see things with a kindly vacation eye. We are out of range of competition with them,
too, and they see with a more friendly eve than thev see
the work of their own communities. There is no personal
friction to bias their judgment unfavorably; no personal
end to be gained, which prevents them half of the time
from seeing how good the things around home are. So we
must not take their praise too seriously. At the same time,

we must

take to heart the significance of their tribute.
good lie in that direction. To be heartened is
to be strengthened, and on the foundation that we are
now laying the future of our architecture is necessarily
to be built.
I want today to say a few words with regard to several
different ways in which, it seenrs to me, we can do something for that future architecture. We can know nothing
of it, naturally, in detail. We cannot see the precise direction in which our architecture is going to develop; we
cannot even see what its general style and characteristics
will be, nor, perhaps, define in advance just what direction we think it should pursue. What we can do is to improve the conditions under which that architecture,
whatever it may prove to be, may develop; so that it may

Powers

for

develop freelv and sincerely into a true style which shall
be an intelligible, suitable, harmonious and beautiful expression of the actual physical and intellectual conditions
of

which

it is

the flower.

is one set of conditions which we have
absolutelv in our hands to control and to fix. Those are
what we mav call, speaking largely and broadly, professional conditions. We want a better professionalism than

First of all, there

exists at the present time.

On

this

Coast professional conditions

now

are hardlv

equal to what they were in New York and Boston twenty
or twenty-five years ago. And yet, the architects have
absolutely in their own hands the making of these conditions what they will. We should have better conditions in
order that we may produce better art, and in order that
we mav do fuller justice to those who come to us as

lO

°s
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and in order to serve the comnuinity better.
Better professional conditions will result in better art,
and better service in every way, because they will make
the architect more self-respecting, and enable him to devote himself to rendering the service rather than to getting the work.
There is one type of unprofessional conduct which is
not wholly unknown in all cities of architectural activity; and that is "butting in." I call it by the onlv name
I know for the practice— a slang expression which has no

clients,

equivalent in good language, any more than the thing has
a place in good society. If we could only get rid of the
attempts among our fellows to snatch work from one
another if we could onlv get each one of our profession
to recognize that he has no more right to take from another architect a piece of work which has been given to
him than he has to go into his house and steal his table
silver, then we should begin to have what is reallv decent
and reallv professional feeling. Until such recognition is
general, we never shall have tolerable professional con-

—

ditions.

We have a Committee on Practice which is expected to
take up individual cases of unfair, unfriendly, unfellowly
conduct, whatever the breaches of professional principles
may be; not in a spirit of "muckraking" in the least; but
merelv to get together on a fellowship basis and to have
it out with each other so that we may look each other in
the eve and sav, "You are mv friend; I will stand by you,"
and "You are mv friend; vou will have to stand by me."
Then the old-fashioned habit of "knocking" what
more detestable vice is there in our profession? An honest,
friendly criticism to a fellow architect's face, and aboveboard, is a desirable thing, if it is intended to help matters. It is a friendly act. But to "knock" behind a fellow
architect's back, to run down his reputation and to "black
eve" his work, is a thing that is altogether too common
among us, and a thing we ought to frown down. Destructive criticism is of little or no use, anyway. Only yesterday
the design of a great building was put before a group of
architects of whom I happened to be one, by the representative of the owner, with the request that we criticize it.
The position we took was that we should be glad to

—

he would just put us in communication with
The owner's representative might come
with him if he liked, but let us talk with the architect
personally. We would not talk behind his back.
Creative criticism is the onlv kind that is worth while,
and creative criticism we are all willing and glad to give,
providing it is a friendiv, good-fellowly relation that is
established and not back-biting criticism which tends to
weaken a man's position and destroy the good that might
be accomplished by the criticism.
The old question of proper charges comes in here, too,
it has an important bearing on mutual relations among
fellow architects. From one point of view any architect
has a right to do his work for any figure he cares to
charge, no matter how low; but two considerations are of
criticize

it if

the architect.

the greatest weight in this matter.

The

first is

that, as

is

well known, the profession as a whole has, by long experience, and in view of the best interests of all concerned,
client as well as architect, agreed that the architect's full
service, under the very exacting conditions of today, and
the high cost of producing the work, cannot be properly
rendered without loss, or, at any rate, without inadequate compensation, for less than 6 per cent. The American Institute of Architects has therefore ratified that rate
as the minimum proper charge; and members are expected
to adhere to it. The San Francisco Chapter, and other
similar organizations on this Coast, have adopted the
same schedule, and it is the duty of all members to practice in accordance therewith. It is not too much to say
that any member who charges less is by that very act

practically certain to be competing in charges with some
fellow architect if not with the great majority of his
fellow members one of the most unprofessional things he
can do. We are not shop-keepers we are professional
men, in duty bound to establish safeguards round the
heavy responsibilities of the architect's service. Most of
our members are doing the honorable thing and standing
by their mutual agreements in this matter of charges.
But statements are frequentlv made that many of our
members are not doing so. If it is true, such architects are
treading on disagreeable and dangerous ground and
should be made the subject of fellowly criticism and correction, to say the least.
We have a system of certification in this State, and it is
based on a sound principle. That whole system of certification should be strengthened from top to bottom. We
should all stand behind the State Board of Architecture,
supporting its efforts to raise the standards of our profession and enlarging its work in every possible wav.
There are numerous attempts to get around the State
Board of Architecture, and, incidentallv, the Board is not
as strong as it ought to be. But why isn't it as strong as it
ought to be? It is because we don't stand behind it and
back it up and see that its rules are really adhered to. We
have men who are practicing architecture in the State
without certificates, and others who have had certificates
but have allowed them to lapse. The only reason thev are
not prosecuted in a court of law is presumablv because
there are no funds with which to supply the ammunition.
The State Board of Architecture represents a certain principle, and that principle can obtain and be recognized in
the general community only in the degree in which we
ourselves recognize its value. Support it— strengthen it,
so that it can go on to further accomplishment. Instead
of wiping out that principle, as some architects might
advise, because the standard cannot all at once be set as
high as desirable, I say we can make certification mean a
great deal more than it means today, and the time for it
has come.
The architect should be more generally recognized at
his real value before the law. At the present time he is
scarcely recognized at all except in a back-handed way.
The architect is not recognized as a professional man.
He is not recognized as a necessary element of the community. He is not recognized as one of the most essential
contributors to the community's well-being. Lavmen
look upon architects, in manv cases, as a necessary evil.
Well! he is something better than that, as you all know,
but we have got to bring all our power, all our influence,
to bear on the laity, and upon the community, and have
the architect properly recognized. Until he is properly
recognized, he can't do his work properly for he is
wretchedly handicapped.
Then that great work of eduction— education of our
vounger fellows, and education of the public. We ought
to be ambitious to enlarge our educational facilities, not
only in our schools, but in the attention given by individual practicing architects to helping along the vounger
men in their offices. A great deal is being accomplished,
but not nearly enough. The efforts are too sporadic. They
ought to be correlated into a great unified movement for
the uplifting of our art and profession. We ought to offer
better inducements for our scholars. The suggestion of
Mr. Kelham, which was just read, that we induce fiftv
men to contribute twenty dollars a vear for three vcars in
order to guarantee a scholarship prize for that period—
this is in the right direction. But we should expand the
work, enlarge the field and put our whole heart and soul
into the effort. We can do that onlv by working together
and by working with absolute enthusiasm and sincerity.
And we have to educate the public as well. It all comes
down, most of what I have said, to a question of educa-

—

—
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LOS ALTOS

GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB

CHARLES K. SUMNER, ARCHITECT

DISTINCTIVELY Californian

is

this attractive

clubhouse of the Los Ahos Golf and Country
Club, where green lawns and white walls appear in
harmonious contrast with the rich tones of the tile
roof. The roof is laid with our Medium Cordova,
extremely dark, but blending into lighter
shades at the eaves.

QQ
GLADDING McBEAN &
•

General Office: 660 Market
Los AnRcIe).: 62

1

South Hope Street

Seattle;

Street,

Dexter Horton Buildine

•

CO.

San Francisco
Oakland: Twenty-second and Market Streets

•

EDITORIALAnother JMoral Vointed
more a disaster due to inadequate buildONCE
ing ordinances and inspectors has
stirred

San Franciscans to a righteous indignation. On
the last previous occasion it was due to the collapse of a building; this time, to the burning of
an old rat-trap tenement, with some loss of life,
and imminent danger of a holocaust to the surrounding district.
How many more tragedies of this sort will be
needed to stir the authorities to sensible action?
Los Angeles at least has an adequate inspection
system, although her Building Code is open to
criticism. Any amount of work has been done
on modern codes; a Uniform Code has been prepared and will probably be adopted by a number
of California cities; but San Francisco seems to
neglect all warnings, all opportunities.
It would seem to be well within the province
of the local chapter of the American Institute of
Architects to press this matter and keep on exerting pressure, through every legitimate chan-

and satisfactoryaction
remedy the situation.

nel, until definite

to

*

is

started

proval that

their journal to theS. F. Chapter, A.I. A., which
two sold it in turn to private
parties. Just how long it lived is uncertain
as
after a year or

—

Mr. C. E. Wolfe, who gave this information,
moved to Los Angeles and lost track of the
journal. Mr. Wolfe, who started practice in 1870,
is probably the oldest architect now in active
practice in California.
*

*

>v4«

*

Example

Albert

J. Evers, secretary of the State Board of Architecture in the northern district, reports that in the case of

the People vs. Davis in Alameda county the defendant was
found guilty of practicing as an architect without a State
license. The fine imposed on Davis in Judge Tyrrell's
court, according to Mr. Evers' report, was $50, with the
alternative of spending 15 days in the city prison.

FUTURE OF ARCHITECTURE ON PACIFIC COAST
[Concludi'd from page 10]

tion, of the profession

*

*

Oakland. The first edition met with such apit soon became a monthly, and took
up so much time that Mr. Wolfe and his son had
to choose between architecture and publishing.
They stuck to their profession, and disposed of
in

and of the public. We don't have
best that may reasonably be ex-

enough evidence of the

<^An ^Architectural Exhibit
good news is received that an exhibit of
recent architectural achievement in North-

THE

ern California is to be held during the month of
in the de Young Memorial Museum, in
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. The choice of
location and time is excellent. In May, 192.6,
with no special feature to attract crowds, nearly

May,

xoo.ooo people visited the museum. For motorists or pedestrians, it is convenient to reach;
there is abundant parking space; it makes a
pleasant objective for a trip to the ever-popular
park. Under these circumstances, with a fair
amount of newspaper and street-car publicity,
this exhibit is sure to attract an extremely large
number of visitors. Much good work has been
executed since the last exhibit, three years ago,
and the presentation of this work will be of
undoubted interest and value, both to the public
and to the profession.

"Do You T{eme7nher

—

Quarterly Architectural
THE
San Francisco
published

Review,

first

1877? It was
edited by Jas. E. Wolfe and his son, C. E. Wolfe,
architects, primarilv to illustrate a building erected by them for the Eclectic Medical College,
in

in

pected of the architectural profession. A very large part of
the progress made in the East in the last twenty-five years
has been made because of the interest that has been aroused
in the public mind by exhibitions, which have become
more and more influential. The standard has been raised
from year to year, until it is now really high. After a
lapse of some years since the last exhibition I happened to
see in New York, I was astonished and gratified last
winter at the Architectural League. The exhibition was
smaller and much more select, and that was by reason of
raising the standard. There were fewer things on the
wall, but the things that were there, for the most part,
were things of vital interest and genuine beauty. The line
is verv difficult to draw, to be sure, between good and

bad— different men would draw it in different places.
But, after all, we really can agree if we are willing to face
the situation. Draw the line somewhere. Draw it up as
high as vou can— nothing below a certain standard to be
exhibited. Put the big work in prominent places and
make the exhibition tell, for all it is worth. Don't be
afraid of offending because you have turned down something. You often help a man by not hanging his work.
You can't at once set up a high standard for the public or
for the profession; you can, however, in the course of a
verv few years, set up such a standard that the profession
itself will be raised and the public enlightened.
If we look after all these things the future will take care
of itself. Who cares what the style may be? Call it Mission, or what you like. If it grow naturally out of the

conditions of this wonderful country and if we provide for
of genuine profesit an environment and a nourishment
sional feeling, it should be the finest style the world has
vet seen.

:
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ORDEREK^
HOLLOW METALV

JL

S.
J

M.

DAMON

BUILDING, HONOLULU,

M. YoLing, Architect

R. E

Hollow Metal Doors and Trim
building manufactured by

T. H.
.

WooIIcy Con tr ac tor
,

for this
us.

Campbell Metal Windows
Nonpareil Skylights
Sheet Metal Work
Baked Enamel Finish
•

•

Hollow Metal Doors and Trim
Met-Elec Base

FORDERER CORNICE WORKS
Executive Offices

Potrero

Avenue and

and Factory

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angeles Office:

927

\

W. M.

Garland Building, 9th and Spring Streets

r

:

SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS
John Reid,

DIRECTORS
Fred H. Meyer, tliree years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
W, C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year
Will G. Corlett, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers,

Sec.-Treas.
v^ccci.-^'

NEXT MEETING
The next regular meeting
The American Institute of

of the San Francisco Chapter,
Architects, will be held in the
rooms of the San Francisco Architectural Club, 513 Pine
street,

on Tuesday, February

Dinner will be served

15,

192-7,

at

6:30

Mr. Chas. Peter Weeks, which was delivered to the Commonwealth Club at a recent meeting.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

p.m.

Albert

at 75 cents per plate.

*

JANUARY MEETING
The

regular meeting of the San Francisco Chapter, The
American Institute of Architects, was held on Tuesday,
January 18, 1917, in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural Club, 513 Pine street.
The meeting was called to order by President John
Reid, Jr., at 7:30 p.m. The following members were
present: Messrs. J. S. Fairweather, Lester Hurd, Raymond W. Jeans, Morris M. Bruce, E. H. Hildebrand, H.
H. Gutterson, Harris C. Allen, John Reid, Jr., Earle B.
Bertz, Wm. C. Havs, Chester H. Miller, Ernest Coxhead,
G. F. Ashley, W.R. Yelland, Wm. G. Corlett, Albert J.
Evers.

MINUTES
The minutes of

the

November meeting were

*

J.

Evers,

Secretary.

+

SACRAMENTO ARCHITECTS' BANQUET
An

attractive invitation

was

issued bv the Architects'

and Engineers' Club of Sacramento to their annual banquet at the Sacramento Hotel, February 3, with a committee consisting of Jens C. Petersen, Carl E. Berg, H. W.
L. Holman, and Roderick Miles. A
clever sketch of an Arabian Nights Entertainment, by
Mr. Miles, accompanied the notice.

DeHaven, Earl

tfStg^:^ai*v.^r-^>

:i».Miiiiii!iiyi»i4il''

accepted as

published.

:2r,ur=::s=2

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

W^tm.Tii,i.>

The Committee on Legislation reported a review of the
proposed changes in the State Housing Law.
Mr. Hays reported for the Committee on Membership.
A steady increase in Institute members at the rate of 3 or
4 per month was shown.
President Reid called the attention of the Chapter to
the new Competition Code and Circular of Advice.
Chairman Coxhead of the City Planning Committee
reported regarding cooperation in working with other
organized bodies interested in citv planning.
It was moved, seconded and carried that the San Francisco Chapter of the A. I. A. endorse the movement being
initiated by the City Planning Section of the Commonwealth Club to form, by Charter amendment, an adequate City Planning Commission, and offer to them support and cooperation.
Mr. Bertz reported that permission from the Park Commissioners for the spring exhibition in the Park Museum
had been obtained. The date for the exhibition was set
for the month of May.
It was moved, seconded and carried that a committee
be appointed to report on the advisability of an honor
award competition for executed buildings. The President
appointed Mr. Allen, Mr. Hays and Mr. Coxhead.
The Secretary reported that the change of the name of
the Chapter has been set for hearing in the court on February 2.1.
Mr. Allen read a most interesting paper prepared by

U^tlX'XAJiX^VC^

#^
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D. C.

GEORGE WASHINGTON SMITH, ARCHITECT

JACKLING HOUSE, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA

Hgmona RgofJile
Beauttf * Versatilitij *
It is

Permanence

the honest desire on the part of the manuRamona Tile to make each and

facturers of

every roof laid by
interest

that

them an

object of personal

and attention, and an example
is

best in

tile

of

all

roof construction.

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS
Main

Office:

116 Natoma Street, San Francisco. Vhme: Kearny 2830
Works: West Alameda, California

PUBLIC LIBRARY

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
MEMBER ARCHITECTURAL

CLUBs' TRANSFER SYSTEM

Howard

President

Vice-Preshknt
Directors:

Lawrence
Harry Langley

WESTERN STATES HEADQUARTERS: SOCIETY BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTS

Burnett

E.

F.

Keyser

Russell B. Coleman
John H. Devitt

Secretary

Treasurer

Arthur D. Janssen

Ira H. Springer

X

V.

Wf2^^r

i]HE San Francisco Architectural Club's
Twentv-fifth Anniversary. Twenty-five
years of existence and going stronger
each year. Proclaimed by visitors from
the four corners to be one of the livest
clubs of its kind in the United States.

Foremost among our

activities

was

Lawrence Keyser; secretan',
Russell B. Coleman; director, Arthur D. Jannsen. Our
outgoing president, Mr. Ernest E. Weihe, a Paris prize
winner, was presented with a beautiful watch charm and
E. Burnett; vice-president,

given

a

huge ovation

for his

wonderful work.

The Entertainment Committee presented to the members
its plans for the whole year's entertainment and the year

the twenty-fifth anniversary Jinx, held
Saturday evening, December ii, 1916, and at which were
present about three hundred and sixty. This was a large
affair and the boys worked hard under the direction of
the Jinx Committee consisting of Harry Langley, chairman, Ira H. Springer and C. Jefferson Sly. The main play
was "Archades," which means Architectural Hell, and
to carry out the spirit the hall was decorated in an appropriate manner. Both the Atelier and Engineering Class
had playlets that were to be highly praised. The hall was
decorated under the direction of Felix Raynaud, one of
San Francisco's leading interior decorators, and Arthur
Jannsen. With a corps of about thirty members, they
built the stage and made the scenery "on location" the

promises to eclipse any year past. There will be no dull
moments for anyone. The February meeting will be an
initiation, which is held about three times a year, and
we are going to well, we can't tell here as it is against
the rules of the Club, but we know that no one attending
will go home disappointed. Nuf sed.
For a "Bigger and Peppier New Year,"
Ira H. Springer.
*
*
*

day of the Jinx.
At the Jinx a beautiful forty-page Jinx Program was
distributed. As the Club had not turned out a year book
since 191 7, the year-book idea was incorporated in this
program, a copv of which was mailed free of charge to
all architects within a loo-mile radius of San Francisco.
Any club or member wishing one of these programs will
be mailed a copy without cost, by writing to the San
Francisco Architectural Club, 515 Pine street, San Francisco. As a result of the Jinx and the program, the Club
cleared about six hundred and fifty dollars.
Another of our big events of December was the billiard
tournament which was handled by Harry Langley. There
were four flights, the winners of which were as follows:
First flight, Wilton Smith; second flight, John McGilvray; third flight, Carl Schmidts; fourth flight, Theodore
Ruegg. The winners were presented with suitable prizes
at our January meeting.
One of our big activities is our Thursday luncheon in
our own quarters. We have between thirty and forty
present each week and at our special New Year luncheon,
held the Thursday before New Years, the club rooms were
taxed beyond capacity.
Our engineering class, which was mentioned before, is
continuing
as strong as ever under the direction of
'
Mr. Sly.
Our Atelier promises the biggest year under our new
Massier, Mr. Don Works, and with the able assistance of
our Patrons, Mr. Ernest Weihe and Mr. Ed Frick. It is
to be noted here that Mr. Wm. Freeman, one of our boys
who started his studies in the Club but four years ago,

John S. Siebert, architect, has moved
Granger Building, San Diego.

has received his certificate and

month

Now

to practice.
as to our start for the

is

leaving for Mexico next

New

Year, our slogan is the
year." We started the year
with a bang at our January meeting. With Ira H. Springer
acting as installing officer and Clyde Trudell as master
of ceremonies, the following officers were installed in a
serious but far from solemn manner; President, Howard
cue,

"A bigger and peppier

—

Certificates to practice architecture in this State

have

been granted by the California Board of Architecture,
Northern Division, to Mark T. Jorgensen, 742. Market
street, San Francisco, and Herman A. Schoening, iio8
Shattuck avenue, Berkeley.
*

*

John T.
his

new

'

*

*

*

his offices to the

*

well-known artist, has established
studio at 141 San Pablo avenue, San Francisco.

E. StoU, the

z8

«s
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YOUNG

ArchttecLj

ExquisiteRedwoodPanels
of Rare Beauty
THE living room in the home of Captain

Fremont R. Nash, San Francisco,

strikingly unusual in

is

its

beautiful use

of California Redwood.

The panel over the fire place is a single
Redwood burl 5 fee t by 8 feet in size. The
casings
curly

and baseboards of the room

are

Redwood.

And

the ceiling

is

panelled

wood, each board being clear,
Redwood, five feet wide.

in

Red-

all

heart

This is typical of the value of Redwood
producing beautiful effects— decora-

in

hand hewed beams for ceilings, for
and balustrades, siding, decorative
gates and railings for exteriors.
ted or
stairs

Information of any sort relative to the
uses of this remarkable
wood will be gladly furnished upon requestby our ArchitecturalService Bureau.

many and varied

CALIFORNIA

REDWOOD

24 California

Street,

ASSOCIATION

San Francisco

Dept. 702

California

Redwood
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ARCHITECTURE IN 19x6

HARRIS ALLEN.

F IT IS wise for an individual to
take a yearly inventory of his

and liaand profits, to determine
whether his business and his resources are in a healthy state of
stock, to figure his assets
bilities

growth, his credit sound, his prospects reliable
—it is no less important for so abstract (withal
so concrete) an entity as an Industry to audit accounts, so to speak; to ascertain whether it is
going ahead or falling back.
In the case of the Building Industry, in which
Art is inextricably combined with Business,

much more

involved than a financial audit,
important as that is. Without wise financing,
building progress is bound to be retarded, sometimes almost stopped. Of even greater importance to the future of the industry and the community is the quality of design and construction.
Evidence of a continuing high standard in these
particulars is the best sort of proof of progress;
if the standard is actually being raised, there
need be no doubts about the future, for a conis

siderable period, at least.
In such a happy position is the Building Industry of the Pacific Coast. Let me hasten to
qualify this statement. The amount of wretch-

edly poor design and construction is by no means
eliminated, nor even much reduced; we are far
from the point when we can afford to dismiss it
as negligible. But the percentage of good work is
steadily increasing; and the good work reaches a
higher average of excellence each year. And
moreover to a surprising, exhilarating degree
there is obvious less imitation and more inspiration; not in the invention of new forms or
styles of architecture, but in the intelligent application of present knowledge to present-day
requirements and conditions.
Granted that to do this successfully requires
more than average ability, we must admit that
we are fortunate in having attracted to this
Coast so many architects of this caliber. Various
causes contribute to such a condition the development of new country, with the consequent
freedom of opportunity; climate, natural advantages; the mixture of population, with people
arriving from all parts of the world, hence the
release from all cramping inhibitions of prejudice; many other factors could be added.
In this issue of the Pacific Coast Architect are
presented views of a few examples from the prin-

—

—

—

cipal classes of buildings.

This
the

is

work

by no means an adequate showing of
of the past

fair choice.

However,

year— perhaps not even
it

2-9

a

indicates quite clearly

the general truth of the foregoing remarks; and
it ought to follow that succeeding Annual Reviews will be able to provide as adequate a
record of the general advance in architecture on
the Pacific Coast as is possible in such a large
field.

BUILDING PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR
IN SAN FRANCISCO
|by w.
Prtsiiient,

h.

Tbe BuihUrs'

HE building

192.7

georgeI

Excbiiiiii of

program

San Francisco

for tlie year 1916 in the

of San Francisco passed into history
largest amount of building permits issued for many years past, in fact, probably the largest year since \<)i%. There are
apparently many causes leading to this result. There was
no boom; it was just a good steady program, apparently
brought about by the normal growth of a large city,
city

showing the

aided to a considerable extent by the publicity put out by
Californians, Incorporated.
The kind of building was not confined to any one class.
A goodly part of it was large office buildings; a considerable part was apartment houses, although probably the
largest part of it was home building, and it is interesting
to note the way the home building program in San Francisco has increased

and branched out.

was all accomplished in spite of the fact that commencing April I and throughout the year there was a carpenters' strike in San Francisco against the American
Plan. The result shows the confidence of our San Francisco
community in the American Plan, and that, in spite of the
fact that ttiere was a carpenters' strike on hand, they were
willing to proceed with the building program in a normal
way.
It

So far

as

anyone can prophesy, the outlook

for 1917

is

Our population is steadily increasing, the
demand for homes continuing, several apartment house
buildings are already planned as well as several new office

equally good.

buildings.

Fortunately the carpenters' strike is over and San Franis now enjoying industrial peace and harmony.
Therefore with renewed confidence and with a steadilv
increasing growth our people are bound to look forward
and give their attention to a continuance of the building
cisco

program.

The prices of building materials have remained normal
and about as low as could be expected with the high price
of labor; therefore there is nothing to cause the prospective builder to wait, anticipating lower building costs.
Apparently building costs are steady and permanent, at
some time to come.
In conclusion it is interesting to note the interest that
Eastern capitalists are taking in our building program
and the readiness with which money may be secured for
least for

any legitimate proposal

in the building line.

is made by the R. A. Herold Co., architects-engineers, of the removal of their San Francisco

Announcement

office to 68^ Sutter street.
*

*

*

The cover sketch bv Lionel Pries is of particular interest
made toat the present time' when real progress is being
wards

a definite bridge plan.
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CLAUS SPRECKELS BUILDING, SAN TRANCISCO.

REID BROTHERS, ARCHITECTS

note: this INTERESTING VIEW OF SAN ERANCISCo's FIRST SKYSCRAPER WAS TAKEN DURING THE CONFLAGRATION OF I906; THE
BUILDING WAS ONE OF THE FIRST TO BE REPAIRED AND OCCUPIED

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO.

GEORGE W. KELHAM, ARCHITECT

SHOWING ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF

ITS

}0-STORY HEIGHT

31
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concrete is the complete building material. It is again so
exemplified in the Wiltshire Boulevard
Church, Los Angeles.
In this building the architects have created a dignity of form ideally expressed in

concrete. The monolithic effect has been
gained by leaving the planes of the surface untouched after removing the forms.

Architectural search for the
satile

medium, wherein

most

ver-

truly artistic re-

of quick achievement,
the stone
that can be moulded.
sults are possible

is

rewarded with concrete

—

PORTLAND CEMENT association
ei

Concrete

for permanence

P

CHICAGO
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WHAT OF THE VERTICAL IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE?
BY

TIMOTHY PFLUEGER,

RACTICALITY

:inJ the economical use
of space rule the interior arrangements

Here everystandardized to
meet the purposes of the tenants and
assure the required financial return to
the building's owners. But in its exte] rior
architectural form, the modern
office building is in a stage of progressive evolution. Here
the architect's imagination, creative faculty and pure
fancy have somewhat free rein in the striving to create a
business building architecture, expressive of America, her
cities, people and the spirit that moves them to accomplishments whose magnitude and scope have never before been approached in the history of civilization.
The fact that we are largelv utilizing the vertical principle to this end is significant and suggestive.
jhe building of horizontal lines and masses goes up
broadly to stop with its own roof lines. Towers, columns
and pediments give variation because thev differ in the
fundamentals of their movement, rhvthm and suggestiveness. It is possible to coordinate and balance the vertical
and horizontal forces, but though the structure as a whole
may be well unified and impressive, it rarely has sufficient
balance of these opposite forces to give it a sense of
spontaneity.
On the other hand, the building of vertical lines and
masses seems not to end with its own definite self, no
matter how great the bulk of its several masses. The elements of towers, columns and other ornamentation serve
to give the necessary variation, but they themselves can
be so adapted to the vertical fundamentals that variety is
secured without the least suggestion of superfluity. These
things seem to be integral elements of^ the building,
rather than being stuck on for the mere sake of themselves. The eye of the beholder travels from the sidewalk
to the topmost point with one clean, quick sweep, uninterrupted by counter principles that stop his mental and
optical flight and force him to pick his way among them.
Nor does he stop at the top. There is always a sense of
release, symbolical of the upward rising, inexhaustible
force that knows no limitations and permeates American
business thought, accomplishments and progress.
This is the principle, and the American business architecture of the immediate future will be largely concerned
with variations and adaptations of it to meet the zoning
ordinances of different cities and localities; to proportioning, balancing and setting back the masses, so that they
will be well adjusted to street frontages and the shape and
size of the lot on which the building stands.
Illustrative of these points are manv of our newer office
buildings built on the vertical principle. They vary in the
nature of their sites and in the character of their surrounding neighborhoods. Their individual ensembles and the details of ornamentation and color give rise to totally different mental reactions on the part of those viewing them.
The dimensions and masses of each building are so exactly
scaled to its surroundings, its street frontage and its own
lot that it would not be possible to lift up one building
and put it down on the site of another, and have each
structure retain the all-around perfection of its original
concept. Nor can any building be satisfactorily copied,
no matter how carefully the dimensions of the duplicate
are adjusted to its site.
Thus business building architecture, employing the vertical principle, must concern itself not with slavish duplication of already well-expressed vertical forms, but in
of toJav's office building.

thing

is

more or

less

A

adaptation and adjustment of the fundamentals to the
elements of the site, the street and the neighborhood;
the purpose and nature of the building and the activities
of Its occupants. It must be so related to the other vertical
and horizontal buildings about it, so well and originally
conceived and executed, that it will neither dominate the
block by violation of the principles of large mass compositions, nor lose itself in the complexity and diversity of
the units that make up that mass.
It is only by applying originality to logical design and
by keeping in mind individual suitability in relation to
environment and function that vertical architecture will
find its proper place in American cities and not fall into
the rut of monotony that has so often characterized our
city architecture of the past.
if

HERMANN

*

*

SAFE CO. PLANT

Established thirty-eight years ago in San Francisco, the
Hermann Safe Co. has steadily grown until at present the
general offices and plant are located in a fine two-story
building at Howard and Main streets, containing over
30,000 square feet of floor space.
Started as a small machine shop devoted to the repair of
safes and vaults bv John Hermann, the business soon included manufacturing of fine safes, vaults, etc. Banks,
office buildings, etc., everywhere on the Pacific Coast

have installations by this company.
Architects and others interested are offered the service
of a specialized department devoted exclusively to proper
design of vaults and bank equipment.
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COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE Sc TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO
MILLER AND PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS; A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
Pluta iy Cj/irirl Miulin
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S.
COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE
^^^^°^^Z^°-''^'^^'''''^°
CANTIN. ASSOCIATE
MILLER AND PrLUEGER, ARCHITECTS; A. A.

From

a

drawing by Hugh

F^-rriss
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Ldcquer
The

first

great

building in the

world in which
Nitro-cellulose

Lacquer was
completely and
successfully applied by air-gun

process for sur-

on
all metal and
hardwood trim
face finish

was the Coast
Division Build-

ing of the Pa-

Telephone
and Telegraph
cific

Co.,

San Francisco. The extent of this operation was

so great, the consequences of any mistake so serious, that the adoption

of

this

new

process required

on the part of the architects, the
owners and their engineer after the most thorough
investigations.-*^ Miller and Pflueger, Architects,
absolute conviction

A. A. Cantin, Associate; Lindgren

Quandt

(iT

Swinerton,Inc.,

Sons {since 1885 1 Painters
and Decorators, 374 Guerrero Street, San Francisco.
Builders; A.

(2^

"Co-operation for Quality"

OniiHilt quality is (iviiilahk for the

smalt job us

ivtll ,is tht liirgc.

Spicialists in thf application of lacquer.
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Ldcquer
When the Hunter-DulinBuild-

ing,San Francisco, was planned,

two

considera-

tions w^ere imperative:

Quahty

and Time for
completion.

A

new Standard of
Excellence for
finish

had been

established by
Nitro-cellulose

Lacquer in the
Telephone Building and other

work, which met

all

requirements; and the speed of

application exceeded any

known

process.

The same

which had successfully completed the previous operations was engaged to apply
this new Lacquer Finish on all interior mahogany
surfaces in the Hunter -Dulin Building. -^ Schulze

experienced organization

and Weaver, Architects; Lindgren(L^Swinerton,Inc.,
Builders; A. Quandt (& Sons f since 1885 J Painters
and Decorators, 374 Guerrero Street, San Francisco.
'Co-operation for Q^uality"

Shcrum-WiUiann ComfMy "Opcx"

L,ic<jutr

.ipphnl throuiliout with Decora

.lir

bruihi, by A^ Qi„iink

& Sims.
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So

EVERLASTING

COLOR

±

he Shrine Aud't-

ttirium

Los Angeles,

finished with California Stucco.
Architect

John

Austin

C.
I'.

A.

I.

Fred E.

A.

Potts

Plastering Contractor

^^^^^|teajM|jyi^^

CALIFORNIA

Stucco, with
is an
ideal creative medium for the archiunlimited

its

It

tect.

versatility,

has the plasticity of sculp-

tor's clay with the solidity and
permanence of rock. It can be
fashioned to any shape. To massive surfaces or intricate details

lends

itself \vith

equal ease.

it

It is

For further infonnatlon write
LOS AN'GELES, CALIF.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Califotnin Stucco PioduRtB Co.

Utah Stucco PtoduotB Co.

SAN DIEGO. CALIF.

DENVER, COLORADO

California Stucco Productr Co.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
Cal'lornia Stucco Product! Co.

PORTLAND. OREGON
CalifomiB

Stucco

Company

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Calilornia

Stucco

Compaay

HONOI.VLU. T. H.
RubiuooD. Ltd.
ft

Alleo

Heimbccher Bros.

adaptable to any style. The architect's ideals of beauty are unchecked by limitations of the

This

material.

versatility

Portland cement.

the distributor nearest you
ST.

LOUIS.

MISSOURI

St. Louis Matciialft

Supply Co.

INDIANAPOLIS. N DIANA
I

California Stucco Prodticts

Co,

CHATTANOOGA TENN.
.

AMARILLO. TEXAS

Dixie

Amarillo Til« and Stucco Co.

CoDcreto

Co.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
California Stucco Products Co.

Products

Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO
Cleveland

HOUSTON, TEXAS
California Stucco Products

applies

not only to form, but to color and
texture. And its beauty is as enduring as the concrete walls it covers,
for basically California Stucco is

Company

Gypnum

CINCINNATI. OHIO
Catifornia Stucco Products Co.

HACKENSACK.

N. J.
California Stucco Products Co.

California

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Generul Cement Products Corp.
336 Fourth Ave.

PHILADELPHIA PA
,

.

CalifornuiStucco ProductsCo.

POTTSVILLE. PA.
California Stucco ProduclnCo.

ALLENTOWN PA
.

.

Hollynood Buildini Supply Co.

CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
CalifortiiD

Stucco ProductaCo.

"&:

Stucco
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FINANCIAL CENTER BUILDING, SAN fRANCISCO
FREDERICK H. MEYER, ARCHITECT
P/ioIo iy Cibricl

Moulin
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SherwinWilliams
ARNISHES LACQUERS
PAINTS

->

V

|N

ENAMELS.

«

interior

all

Dulin

mahogany trim throughout

the Hunter-

San Francisco, Schultze

& Weaver,

Building,

Architects, there has been used a

OPEX LACQUER—rich

new

interior finish^

in depth, durable

beyond

all

former notions of durability, and so quickly applied that it speeds
occupancy by many days. C| Opex is applied with the spray brush
and forms a flawless, naturally lustrous protective coating that is
immune to the action of heat, cold, water and strong soaps, and
resists scuffing and abrasion and all other forms of office building
wear. €]| It brings out the best values of any wood surface, forms
a fadeless coating of great depth and richness on any wood, metal
or wall surface. Being an inert substance it does not fade or lose
its brilliancy with time and continued use, but instead
actually improves and mellows with age.

Opex Lacquer
Pacific

also used in the Coast Division Building,
Telephone and Telegraph Co., San Francisco, Miller

& Pffueger. Architects: A. A. Cantin, Associate; the first
great building in the world to have all metal and hardwood
trim completely and successfully finished in lacquer.
buildings

Both
by A. Quandt & Sons, Painters and
Decorators, San Francisco

finished

The Sherwin-Williams
Pacific Coast Factories

OAKLAND
PORTLAND

Co.

and Warehouses:

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

LOS ANGELES

SPOKANE

The perfected

lacquer enamel
157

LARGEST

IN

THE

WORLD
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J-/„„„ tv Mori,,, ij Co.

HUNTER-DULIN BUILDING, SAN TRANCISCO

SCHULTZE ^ WEAVER, ARCHITECTS.

E. T.

HE.TSCHMIDT, ARCHITECT IN CHARGE
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NATIONAL/BANK BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
MORGAN, WALLS & CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS

PACIFIC
Photo by Mott Studiot
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DANK ENTRANCE, PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
MORGAN, WALLS & CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
Photo hy Wort SluJios
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STANDARD OIL CO. BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
GEORGE W. KELHAM, ARCHITECT
/'/j.^io

h

Mutt atudiu:
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
SEWARD

I BY
Maim^rr Domiitic Trade

HE

1916 was characterized in
Souchern California by the arrival of an
exceptionally large number of new industries and by notable expansions in
the manufacturing establishments already in operation. The total of new
factories exceeds 300, among which it
1=
] will
be interesting to enumerate some
of the more outstanding

^J
^&

Scars,

&

Roebuck

Co.

.

year

National Paper Pro. Co Factory
National Biscuit Co.
New plant
Steel Corp.
Rolling mills
Ford Motor Co
40-acre assembling
,

Columbia

Shell Oil

,

Co

GoodyearTire&Rub.Co.
111.

Pac. Glass

Co

.

plant at harbor.
Refinery
.\dditional plant.
New plant tor glass
.

bottles.

American Can Co
C. F. Braun
It is

& Co

New

Total Pro).
$5,000,000

Bldg. comjncnced.

.Distrib. plant

plant addition.
Oil well mach. plant

Completed.

Commenced
Commenced
Commenced
Commenced
Announced
first

.

.

.

1,500,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
1,500,000
750,000

unit.

.Commenced

SIMONSJ

C.

Angihs Chambtr

Dtpartmrrif, Las

1,500,000
1,000,000

evident from the fundamental character of the in-

dustries above represented that their plants will form a
very vital and important addition to the industrial outIt is estimated that within a
year these industries alone will be adding over $2.5,000,000
to the annual output of manufactured products in this

time estimated at
in contrast

Nothing

is

more striking

as indicating the rate at

which

Los Angeles' industries are growing than the announcement by the United States Department of Commerce of
the figures compiled bv the United States Census of manufactures for the year 192.5 just released. This gives the
total value of manufactured products within the city
limits of Los Angeles for 1915 as $545,985,480, an increase
over 192.5 of 50.7 per cent. The products of Los Angeles
county are given as $905,015,545.
An analysis of the Federal Census of manufactures for
the Pacific Coast cities shows a tremendous comparative
gain in the Southland's industry, typified by the manufacturing activities in Los Angeles city proper as against

showing of other cities.
Judged from a construction standpoint, 192.6 in Los
Angeles must be considered to have been relatively inactive.
The total volume of building permits for the year
amounted to $115,006,2.15 for the city of Los Angeles, a
decrease of some $19,650,2.11 from 1915 and about the
same amount less than 1914. A number of outstanding
buildings have been started in the city during the year,
among which undoubtedly the most notable is the new
city hall which will rise to the height of 17 stories, more
than doubling the height limit prescribed for private
structures. Some of the large downtown buildings completed during the year were covered by building permits
applied for during the end of 1915 and thus, while the
permit figures as above indicated show a decline in 1916,
the actual amount of construction was probably about
stationary, especially when taken into account with the
construction throughout the industrial area lying beyond
the relative

the city limits.
A check of the offices of a number of important architects and contractors indicates the prevalent opinion that
1917 will considerably exceed 1916. At least 10 limitheight buildings are scheduled for the coming year and
residence construction has been steadily showing a good
volume for a number of months past. Surveys as to the
percentage of vacancies in the various classes of building

less than 5 per cent of the total number,
with apartment houses where the vacancies

run over 16 per cent.
At this time the agencies studying the national building
conditions are continually asking whether the shortage
of construction due to the war years has been made up.
This aspect of the matter is hardly applicable in Southern
California. The population has doubled since the war and
any volume which might have been considered normal in
1918 would be relatively unimportant in 1916. We would
say, therefore, that the war building shortage was made
up as early as 1915, and that the future volume of construction will represent, as that of the last three years, a
demand for new buildings based on the growth of the
community. The growth of the community in turn bears
a close relationship to the development of industry in
Southern California and with the rapid extension of manufacturing, as indicated in the earlier portions of this
review, it would seem that an active and prosperous year
in the building lines will be experienced auring 1917.

put of Southern California.

area.

af Ct

indicate clearly that the single family residence is still
the type of building in which there is a relative shortage.
The vacancies in single family houses are at the present

LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
At the January meeting of the Club the annual election
of officers was held. Mr. H. Roy Kelley was elected, by
unanimous vote, to the office of president for the coming
year. George W. Hales was elected vice-president and
R. Wyatt, secretary, and H. B. Smith, treasurer, all
unanimously.
The meeting was held at the Elite Cafe and about fifty

J.

members attended. The retiring president, H.O.Sexsmith,
and Secretary J. R. Johnson gave their annual reports
and President-elect Kelley made a speech of acceptance
and outlined the policy of the administration for the
coming year. The other new officers followed with short
talks.

Mr. Julian Ellsworth Garnsey, who just returned from
Hawaii, where he has been engaged in the mural decoration of Government buildings, gave a very interesting
talk on Hawaii, its people and customs. Lee Rorabotis,
1915 Paris prize winner, who has just returned from
Europe, gave a short talk on Paris. The meeting was then
adjourned to the Furman Print Shops, where a very fine
collection of etchings, paintings and Chinese rugs was
viewed.
Mr. H. Roy Kelley is the Los Angeles architect who
has, within the past year, been successful in winning
four national architectural competitions.
*

The Southern

California Edison

Company

has announced

will spend approximately $41,000,000 in constructive work in Southern and Central California. This is 55
per cent more than the total amount called for in the 1916
budget. More than $7,500,000 will be spent in Long
Beach, Cal., in the erection of a steam power plant.
*
*
*
A grand total of $495,690,881 in building permits, issued
in 91 cities of the Pacific Coast area during 1916, reflects a
reduction of 8 per cent in the building program of the
year just closed from the activity of 1915, according to an
analysis of figures reported by building department executives in the National Monthly Building Survey of S. '\\'.
Co. The showing of the Pacific Coast is very
Straus
good, considering the greater reduction throughout the
that

it

&

balance of the nation.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY, LOS ANGELES
BERTRAM GOODHUE, ARCHITECT; CARLETON M. WINSLOW, ASSOCIATE
Phat<>

l.y
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SIMONS-BRICK HOUSE
David A O
.

t;

i

U- e
i

,

A rc h

i

t

e cl

John Mayer, Contractor

Residence of Mr.

AwanUil xfcond

pri-ze

J.

H. Kclleher, Ashbourne Drive, South Pasadena

in the iqzO Ercctfd-Brick-House Co/Hpetit/on of the

Simons Brick

Is

ARCHITECTURAL FORUM

Part of the Picture

W'E
come

take special pride in the
national distinction that has
to Mr. Ogilvie because his

prize-winning whitevvashed-brick
house is a Simons Brick House.

"Since iSS(,"

SIMONS BRICK

CO.

Walter K. Simons, President and General Manager

115

W, Third

St.,

Los Angeles

Telephone MUtual 41S1

ROOFING TILE BRICK HOLLOW TILE
•
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SAN FRANCISCO'S FUTURE
f

BY DR.

B.

M.

RASTALl|

Manager, Californiaiu

F

THE many

evidences of acceleration
in the growth of Central and Northern
California, none is more striking than
the quantity and quality of new construction work during the past year.
San Francisco's skyline has been almost
completely made over by the erection of
magnificent new office buildings, hotels
and apartments. Fully as impressive, in relation to the
size of the communities, are the building records of Oakland, Sacramento and many other cities.
Building in San Francisco during 1916 exceeded in volume the peak year of 1914, which in turn had exceeded
the 1907 record. The figures are $57,578,844 in 1907;
$57,851,973 in 192.4, and $57,955,948 for 192.6. This was
in the face of a carpenters' strike that undoubtedly influenced the postponement of much new construction
which will now go forward during 1917.
While this record-breaking construction was largely in
response to a definite existing need for new accommodations and to that extent merelv registered a general progress already achieved, it was also in itself a splendid contribution to progress bv owners and builders. It has been
an important factor in increasing that spirit of confidence
and attack which, given our resources and opportunities,
has been our greatest need. San Francisco's new skyline
has been an outward and visible sign of the rebirth that is
integrating all Northern and Central California in a great

forward movement.
Just how the curve showing supply and demand for
office accommodations and housing will rise and fall
from one short period to another is a problem for the
expert. But considering the future in terms of years rather
than seasons, my own opinion is that we need have no
fear of overbuilding. Our fault in the past has been that
we have not seen the future in large enough terms, and
have not organized ourselves to mold it according to those
terms. Having our resources in mind
resources both of
natural advantages at home and of wealth and population
back East from which to draw— it seems clear to me that
only some unforeseen failure of our own can prevent a
continued acceleration in the growth of this city and

—

State.

Here

our equation— what the advertising expert
our "picture":
We have a port and city most advantageously placed
for maintaining supremacy in that industrial develop-

would

is

call

,

Inc.

ment which

is so clearly on the cards for the Pacific Coast.
stand at the medial point with relation to the rapidly
growing population of^ the Pacific Slope. Here on San
Francisco Bay is the logical place for the great branch
factories that are to be established in increasing numbers
as Eastern industrial corporations learn that the business
of this rich and growing region will go to those firms
which save transportation costs and the delays and inconveniences of long-distance shipping.
We have a port and city already far in the lead in trade
with the countries bordering the Pacific, and with Europe
through the Canal. San Francisco export and import
figures for 1916 show a supremacy in foreign trade that
grows instead of diminishes.
We have a back country containing millions of acres of
undeveloped or underdeveloped land, with ample water
available, and with cheap power and climatic and other
advantages making it peculiarly attractive to the most
intelligent and enterprising farmers and growers. There
is no limit to the market for California products, and the
nature of these products is such that merchandising can
be organized to bring sure and substantial profit. The
market can be extended almost indefinitely, but in respect
to certain products this will take time, and it is this factor
alone that controls the rate of expansion.
We have a nation, from which to draw wealth and people, which is the richest in the history of the world.
Some 110,000,000 people live east of the Sierras and they
enjoy the highest level of economic well-being ever
reached by anv like portion of the race. Among them arc

We

several million who now have means and freedom to look
about for a place "where life is better" and who are actually in process of readjusting their lives with a view to
obtaining such advantages as we have to offer.
During 19x7 Californians, Inc., will speak directly and
repeatedly to 18,000,000 of these Americans, chosen for
their subscriptions to magazines reaching the upper range
of incomes. Experience shows that 60 per cent of those
who visit us as tourists remain as investors and home-

makers and workers.
Owners and builders have played a splendid part in the
great forward movement in San Francisco and its supporting districts. Owners have encouraged architects to excel
in design and soundness of workmanship. We are all proud
of our new office buildings, our new hotels and apartment
houses, our new schools, our new business blocks and
warehouses and

factories.

And

in

[Cnntludeil nn page S5I

home

building the
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ST. PAUL S CATHEDRAL, LOS ANGELES
JOHNSON, KAUFMANN Sc COATE, ARCHITECTS

PUBLIC LIbiHAHT

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

ST. JOHN S CHURCH, LOS ANGELES
PIERPONT AND WALTER S. DAVIS, ARCHITECTS
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Douglas Fir timbers permit
speedy jobs at low cost
THIS timber framed

building for the LaSalle Auto
Storage Company at 25th and South LaSalle
Streets, Chicago, was ererted in 70 working days
from breaking ground to completion.

The
states

Leon R. Stanhope,
that the structure cost
architert,

Chicago,

Inc.,

the difference in cost.

Douglas Fir

you can

$2.00 per square foot, including
sprinkler system
or less than 12
cents per cubic foot.
building

is

practical building material because

you want when you want

grade— ON

GRADE.

— in any

it

can be
furnished in practically any size
and length all heartwood, if necIt

—

strong, durable, light,
easy to work. It is sold at a

essary.
stiff,

4 stories high, 17

It is

reasonable price.

from floor to floor, and the
ground area is 120 feet by 300 feet.
The bays are 16'-8".\2r-2" and
feet

Retail lumber dealers stock
Douglas Fir. If your retail lumber dealer hasn't the sizes you
need, we will help you get them

-^?P»

I

the floors are designed for a live
load of 200 pounds per square foot.

— in a hurry.

The columns

are 14" x 16"; the
12"xl8", doubled; beams 12"x 16" -Structural Grade Douglas Fir.
girders,

The difference
had been built

is

get all

^

—

The

—

would be about l)^c per $100 far less
than enough to pay the interest on the interest on
sprinklered,

in insurance rate

if the building
of incombustible materials, and

Technical data on structural grades and other
uses of Douglas Fir will be gladly furnished. cAddress, West Coast Lumber Bureau, 5560 CC Stuart
Building, Seattle, Washington.

ouQias Fir
6QAmcricu'i

Lumber

Important West Coast

Woods

—

Douglas

Fir

-

West Coast

(Sitka)

Pert.
crtJiitnctit
Stip^
iupply

Spruce

-

West Coast Hemlock

-

Western Red Cedar

1
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THE NEWER TRENDS IN HOTEL BUILDINGS
fsY CHAS. PETER WEEKS, A.I.A.f
ff^r^^^T*

K^^J^SXy-

Ki^y

'SJ;
a
'^
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HE

hotel of one or two decades ago, in
the light of present-day efficiency
standards and operating costs, is a poor
investment. These older houses are
places of vast lobbies. The upper-floor
halls are generously wide;

rooms and baths

room

fovers,

too frequentlv
] poorly adjusted
to the tvpe and needs
of the guests. The kitchens and other functional units are
poorly planned and located in relation to the diningrooms they serve. In short, yesterday's hotel is marked
by a failure to intelligently and accurately adjust the
available space to the probable income.
On the other hand, the present-day hotel is planned and
built with a view to putting the maximum of space to
income-producing purposes. Lobbies are only large
enough to serve the practical needs of the personnel and
the guest. They are no longer retreats for a miscellaneous
collection of nonpaying loungers. Upper-floor corridors
are only wide enough to provide proper circulation.
Kitchens and dining-rooms are so planned that service
is accomplished with a minimum of operations, effort
and friction. In the face of high operating costs, the
present-dav hotel is constantly confronted with the
problem of providing dependable and adequate sources
of revenue from permanent guests, yet keeping its
transient quotas up to a high volume. If it can offer suite
facilities that are at once economically and comfortably
attractive to the patron and profitable to itself, this
irritating

problem

is

all

largely solved.

Aside from the problems of area in relation to income,
and speaking from a strictly architectural viewpoint,
today's hotel in its outward form follows the developing
trend of office building design. The former skyscraper
gave precedence to the horizontal and created impressiveness by the piling of mass on mass; building on building.
But this is an era that ushers in the vertical, and though
the tall buildings may have masses, their proportions
and handling are such that the structure appears to
sweep upward powerfully, proudly, sheerly— to almost
lose itself in the heavens.
In the recently completed Hotel Mark Hopkins an
attempt has been made to embody the newer interior and
exterior principles of hotel design, and the building, I believe, will serve very well as an example to illustrate the
several points made. The design is a combination of
Spanish Renaissance and French Baronial and in the verticality of its lines forms a striking contrast to the older,

—

well-known hotel buildings of the city, which without
exception are designed on horizontal mass principles.
They are substantial, solidly built and, without question,
impressive, but there is nothing about them that towers.
They begin; they end — definitely and squarely. They are
horizontally substantial; while the Mark Hopkins is vertically lithe

and graceful.

entering the lobby of the Mark Hopkins, one
finds that it is small. The clerks at the desk at all times
have a full view of the lobby. The registry desk and the
elevators directly in front of it are placed inconspicuously
to the left of the entrance. Thus the incoming guest's
first impression is the beauty, color and luxuriousness of
his temporary home. He is not immediately confronted
with the business mechanism of the house.
The several main-floor dining halls and ballrooms are
grouped about and open directly into the kitchens. This
arrangement enables large crowds of peoole to be served
with speed and dispatch and while the food is in prime
condition. The kitchens are of the daylight type, better

Upon

ventilated and illuminated than the old-time basement
kitchen.
In the basements of the hotel there are garage accom-

modations for loo cars, so that the transient and permanent guests enjoy the convenience of keeping their cars on
the premises. Garage facilities have come to be an indispensable part of the new hotel building.
Executive offices for the entire personnel are located on a
section of the mezzanine floor, which is reached only by
a stairway and is not available from the elevators, thus
the executives work free from casual and unimportant
interruptions.

The

upper-floor corridors are well lighted and ventiand the bedrooms are arranged to afford several
wall spaces, yet are compact and unified.
The plan of having on each of the four corners of the
lated,

house an apartment suite, consisting of living-room,
dining-room, kitchen, bath and bedroom, with a second
bedroom and bath possible, is perhaps the ideal solution
in making the hotel really a home to the permanent
guest. Theoccupant of one of these units has the personnel
of the entire hotel for his staff of servants, minus the
bother and expense such a retinue of workers would otherwise entail. He enjoys, in addition, the intimate touch his
own living-room, dining-room and kitchen afford to himself and his guests.
The idea of the five-story Mark Hopkins tower being
finished as apartments is yet another angle in the problem
of providing dependable revenue for overhead expenses.

These apartment suites and tower apartments have proved
to have a ready rentability on long and short time leases.
The suite, instead of being merely an accommodation and
liability, becomes a practical asset to lessor and lessee.
The demand for this type of unit is little affected by the
fluctuations of the transient trade, and the overhead expenses are thus constantly provided for, leaving the
transient-room profits relatively free and unincumbered.
In the details of decorative finish and treatment, the
modern hotel departs radically from yesterday's prejudices. It was formerly considered indecently unorthodox
to have anything in a hotel but dark woodwork, dark
doors, dark wall paper, dark carpets, dark drapes, dark
furniture, and, in garish contrast, a glistening white,
glazed tile bathroom. The white tile bath is gone. In its
place is the room tiled in delicately soft, pastel shades.
The halls and bedroom walls are done in cream shades and
quiet grays, that. provide a lovely background for pictures and hangings of gayer hues. The carpets are in
harmony with the general scheme. The total effect is one
of light and cheer; an atmosphere of relaxation and stimulation and an absence of the depressing.
In the lobby and dining halls of the Mark Hopkins this
newer decorative note is well accentuated. Colors of many
hues, brilliant yet deep and rich in tone; designs, intricate, exotic, impressionistic, classic, chaste; pictorial
interest; mirrors that reflect sparkling fountains— the
place is a fairyland— a work wrought from the imagination of artist and craftsman. There are those who may
mourn the passing of the old hotel of many stately corridors and indefinite lobbies, but surely even these people
will have the good grace to admit that the new hotel
gives, in place of mere space, a subtle world of design; a
profusion" and fusion of color that is at once a marvel to
the mind and a delight and intoxicant to the senses.
Cass Gilbert with his Woolworth Building took the
first step in the right direction in designing the modern
tower building. Conservatism led him to the Gothic.
Saarinen, with a freer mind, due to the success of his
[Concluded on page 93
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ROOF LOUNGE, CLIFT HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO
SCHULTZE & WEAVER, ARCHITECTS
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Hillside
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Home

severest test for residential construction

hillside

home.
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must withstand not only the
of hot sun and beating rain, but, in
It

many cases, the impact of torrents of surface water.
And besides, often there are stresses upon foundations
and frame unknown on level ground.
Plastite Waterproofed Plastic

Cement
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known for concrete or stucco in hillside construction. By its use basements can be made imper-

material

vious to water and the risk of unsightly cracks in walls

can be minimized.
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PARK LANE APARTMENTS, SAN FRANCISCO
E. E. YOUNG, ARCHITECT
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SOME PROBLEMS OF SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE
I

DY

JOHN

J

DONOVAN,

N THE

past fifteen to twenty years
scliool architecture, in common with
every other field of architecture, has
made constructive gains in the principle of efficient adaptation of buildings
to the uses and purposes of their occupants. When one considers the variety
] and scope of the activities housed under
the roof of a modern school building, it is perceived that
those architects who have devoted themselves to the
problems of school architecture have covered much

ground and worked what

A.I

lowed by school building committees. Architectural
supervision on this class of construction is all important.

A

contractor carrying out a purchased

fessional advisors and

ness offices.

tect's fee.

The schoolhouse

is

more and more becoming a comA goodly number of

to the public at large.

adults regularly attend evening classes and participate to
some extent in social activities.
The architect called upon by a school board is called to
a problem of infinite scope, but of the sharpest specialization. He must provide the best accommodations for the
school's special curriculum— academic, commercial, technical, trade or all-inclusive— plus facilities that will

make

it

my own

a center of student

and community

interests. In

survey and analysis method to be
the most satisfactory in determining the important problems of the specific case. In conference with the principal
and department heads I obtain the total enrollment and
probable increase for a reasonable future period. Figures
on the enrollment for various classes and departments are
gathered for domestic science classes, shop work, commercial work, English, art work, etc. An understanding
of the social, dramatic and athletic activities is indispensable, and the night school and general community uses
office

I

find the

—

arc included in the survey.

From these figures it is possible to determine the relative
importance of the school's several activities and how
much space should be allotted to each in the proposed
structure. The various departments and buildings can be
grouped to give the most favorable working conditions
of light, ventilation and equipment. Related departments
can be located close to each other. Stairways can be
planned so that whatever system is used in conducting
classes— platoon, Gary, etc.— the student body can go
from one part of the building to the other with a minimum of congestion in the hallwavs, friction and loss of
time. In short, the modern school building in the arrangement of major units, in the details of individual chambers, is planned to enable its occupants to function under
conditions favorable to maximum mental and physical
efficiency.

The completion

is only part of the
Short-sighted policies on
supervision, costs and compensation are too often fol-

of satisfactory plans

school architect's problem.

may

be

quently turn educator and educate the school board to the
obligation, shared equally by that body and the architect, of best serving the ultimate client— the public and

in more ways than one approaches a miracle.
Today the school building is a world and citv to its
occupants. To the student it is a workshop, machine
shop, laboratory, kitchen, studio, dressmaking parlors,
counting-house, bank, business and office headquarters,
where he gains familiarity with the tools of his future
means of livelihood and lite work. The school building is
his theater, stage, publishing house, news bureau, social
and political body, his center of cultural and social contacts that afford him appreciation of the more abstract
values of life and living. In addition to work in classroom
and iaboratorv, the student spends no small part of his
time on the athletic held as a spectator or participator.
Indeed, the modern student is as much tied to his school
headquarters as we of the outside world are to our busi-

munity center

plan

skilled and eminently responsible, but it is rarelv, if ever,
that he is capable of creating plans and making changes
for the better that always appear as the work progresses.
It requires first-rate architectural skill to meet these situations at no additional cost. Thus the architect must fre-

the child.
At this point the architect's responsibility in seeing that
materials of adequate strength are used and properly
utilized must be stressed. He should leave no stones unturned to this end. It is true that buildings in the same
relative class vary widely in costs per cubic foot. But an
analysis of operating and repair costs invariably discloses
that figures for the low first-cost building are considerably
in excess of those for the higher first-cost building. Replacement and repair expenses on makeshift jobs shortly
run far ahead of the difference in original costs and they
keep right on moving upward, while the building itself

moves downward

in value.

Yet another problem complicating
school buildings
I

is

the

common

the erection of
practice of retaining pro-

compensating them from the archibelieve the professional advisor has a place on

every school building program. His first-hand experience
in schoolroom work and school administration enable him
to give constructive criticism and ideas. But his compensation should come from sources other than the architect's
6 per cent fee. This 6 per cent is spent in order that the
remaining 94 per cent may be expended to the best ultimate advantage, and the responsibility for this rests with
the architect. To do the work justice he must give his
preferred time, attention and thought. It must be a first
interest with him for at least an eighteen months'
period; in some cases a four and five year period. How can
an architect well afford to give the necessary time and
attention unless he is fully and adequately compensated?
After all, the professional advisor is not an architect.
He could not draw up complete plans; cope with building
technicalities; meet unexpected difficulties. These are
problems the architect must solve with no aid from the
advisor and he must complete the work satisfactorily in
all respects. But logical as these arguments are, the circumstances of the practice make it a delicate situation to
deal with. It is an issue that will probably only be fairly
adjusted through the efforts of the profession in collaborating and working with the school boards of the country
to educate them to the faulty vision of the custom.
Aside from these immediate questions, the architect
specializing in schools has it as a privilege and responsibility to make creative contributions to the broader concepts of the American educational movement. He can, in
fact, hardly realize the final possibilities of his specialization unless he brings to it something more than mere
technicalities. He must bring perception and understand-

movement in relation to the social, economic
and political forces operating today.
For instance, business and industry are constantly raising their standards as to the mental and training qualifications of employees. In seeking even a minor position,
the high school or college graduate has the preference.
The economic and social orders of the day seem to demand
ing of the

that the schools shall more closely coordinate their
the practical tasks and complex issues that

work with
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PIEDMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, PIEDMONT. CALIFORNIA
W. H. Weeks, Architect, San Francisco, California

Awning Type Windows

Excel for Schools

Ideal Ventilation and. Light Control
Better
"Donovan"

Work
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Means

Desk

— Universal Windows of the Awning Type

in either

wood

or steel

meet the practical, hygienic and architectural requirements of the modern school.

DONOVAN
i

UNIVERSAL

WINDOWS
AWNING TYPE

UNIVERSAL

WINDOW COMPANY

General Sales Office— 1916 Broadway

Oakland, California
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Agents
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a new and distinctive product. It has a num^
ber of features of real superiority that you can
see and feel ^vhich are making it a ready
market and a profitahle item for the dealers; a
favorable acceptance by the architect, and a
distinct aid to the builder. The automatic ma^
chines ivhich produce it have been designed in
our factories to overcome the principal faults
that have been found in the composition
boards generally sold. A mechanical mixer
embodying a ne>v principal makes a mineral
is

center of greater strength than was hitherto
obtainable. The triple rolUng machines w^hich
ive have devised give it a permanent smooth
flat surface.
It has the waterproof feature
which has contributed so greatly to the popu^
larity of Super Locklath. It is dried flat in the
kiln, and not piled or pressed. It does not ivarp.
It does not sag.
EDGES ARE PERFECTLY

SMOOTH, PURE W^HITE, AND SQUARE.

It is

easily ivorked.
i-^and the better dealers are stocking
out the W^est.

it

through^

Made by

PLASTOID PRODUCTS, Inc.
Los Angeles

Manufacturers of Super Locklath
San Francisco
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ABOVE— court; below— floor plan; eureka junior high
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VALUE IN TILE ROOFS
Ask any

realtor if a tile roof adds value

to the selling price

of

a building.

Ask any insurance agent
improves insuring
artist

values.

or architect if a

if a

A

tile

A A
roof

tile

-^

Ask any

roof adds to

the aesthetic value of architectural design.

% A

Ask the homeowner

if his tile

roof

adds value to his pride and comfort

and maintenance budget.
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TREND OF ARCHITECTURE IN CALIFORNIA RESIDENCES^
[[BY

fTfil^^J]
p_^j|^fe^
R^ atJi^^^=^
21
'^

REGINALD

D.

URING the past forty-odd years in Califoniia, or since the days of the so-called
"ginger-bread" period, there has taken
place a most interesting architectural
development and search for appropriate
and fitting architectural stvles. The
range of architectural stvles as de-

veloped by this movement has been almost unlimited and unfortunately no section of any
country can equal in variety the attempts which we have

made

to solve this problem.

We

are still daily confronted

with various examples of these efforts in design, ranging
from the would-be cozy Chinese bungalow with its
painted tin tile roof to the Mission garage with its allimportant campanile.
While this development has often been painful to watch,
it nevertheless has not been without interest, and now
that we are apparently passing through the extreme jazz
plaster and vari-colorecl shingle period there are indications on all sides that we are settling down to two more
or less distinctive types, and the development of one general style is probably not far distant.
The two types which are at present most in evidence
in our domestic architecture we will call, for the want
of better names, the Mediterranean and the English. In
both these types a very good deal of fine work is being
done, work of which we are all justly proud.
No one can question the charm of the better examples
of the Mediterranean style as developed by our local
architects. No one who has at heart the interest of better
architecture in California would wish to see this stvle
replaced or discouraged in any way, and it is only to be
hoped that this type will receive more support and will
not be cast aside for some new style which may at first
appeal somewhat to one's sense of novelty, but which
may have little else to recommend it to thinking people.
And now a word for the so-called English type, many
excellent examples of which we see about us. This type
has been developed by those people who believe that
from the Anglo-Saxon point of^view there has been but
one real architectural interpretation of the word "home,"
and that interpretation is the English or the Colonial,
its Georgian offspring. These same people arc well aware
of the charm of the Spanish and Italian, and of the appropriateness of these styles to local usage, and the interesting question which we have to solve is, "What style
or type can be suggested for these people, who recognize
the inappropriateness of the English in California, but
are not willing to forego its charm and livable qualities?"
Can these two types be fused together and out of this
fusion a new style developed which will satisfy at the
same time those seeking the home atmosphere and charm
of the English and still retain the romance of the Mediterranean?
Have we not before our eyes examples of early attempts
along this very line of thought, attempts to combine the
livable quality of the Georgian with the romantic quality
of the Spanish? Are not the early California houses the
indication of the source to which we should go in seeking
the solution of this problem? Those houses of Monterey,
for example, built by the early settlers, solved the question of a background for their American furniture and at
the same time gave an indication of the possibilities of
this type when used for the solution of problems susceptible to picturesque solutions.
If we study and analyze these early and often crude
attempts we find that in place of the painted wooden
exterior of New England we have the plaster wall, which

JOHNSON,

F.A.I. A.J

of course from a practical and artistic point of view is
better suited to our semi-tropical climate and vegetation.
In place of the shingle roof we find the hand-made tile
and the hand-split redwood shakes, and in place of the
severely plain New England silhouette we find the overhanging balcony and informal outlines typical of Spanish
work in the mother country and in her colonies.
One of the most striking, and promising, features of
much of our current work is the increasing attention
being paid to craftsmanship. Unquestionably much of
the charjn to be found in the early work in California
comes from the naive handiwork of the builders. Much
of this, the picturesque, is crude; and it is to be noted that
our first efforts to reproduce, in a literal, imitative way,
the primitive effects of tile and wood and iron, are changing to honest, intelligent efforts which involve cooperation and frequently creative skill on the part of the artisan. An obvious instance is the development of stucco
texture and color; more interesting, because more capable
of infinite variety in design, is the use of wrought metal,
although not more important since it is not so essentially
structural. Very lovely decorative tile is coming into play

with

brilliant possibilities for

both house and garden

treatment. In fact, the wave of enthusiasm for craftsmanship is rising so high that, like the Morris and other cults,
it is capable of swamping us with an unintelligent and
inartistic surfeit. However, there is a very encouraging
amount of sanity shown in this respect, and in the ensemble design of house architecture the evidence of
enthusiasm, of a love for beauty, based on sound principles of composition and proportion. It is obvious that
inspiration is being wisely disciplined by study.
U we are to develop a true California style of architecture, let us see if we cannot retain the so-called Mediterranean style, which is now being so successfully developed, and for those who seek a somewhat different
architectural atmosphere for their homes let us see if
there is not in the architecture of early California a solution in another style which shall altogether harmonize
with the so-called Mediterranean, but withal be distinctive, fitting, practical, and altogether livable.
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OUTLOOK GOOD

1917 BUILDING
building operations totaling more than
$3,500,000,000 are already planned, under way or about
to be started in the United States, according to a nationwide survey of the construction industry just completed
by the Building Economic Research Bureau of the AmerMortgage Company, which estimates that
ican Bond
not less than $6,X50,ooo,ooo will be expended on new
construction during the year.
The survev, which was made with the cooperation of
representatives of the Associated General Contractors,
the National Association of Building Trades Employers,
State and city officials and executives of local real estate
boards and chambers of commerce, summarized the building situation as follows:
Housing shortage created by war has ended, but normal
requirements for homes and the demand for industrial,
commercial and public building will keep construction
industry highly active. There is practically no overbuilding, and a number of cities need certain types of industrial,
commercial and public buildings. No reduction in building wages IS expected and it is anticipated that labor will
ask further increases in some localities this spring. Material prices are well stabilized and no reductions expected
until, perhaps, the latter part of the year.
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RESIDENCE OF MR. GEO.

r.

STEEDMAN, SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.

GEORGE WASHINGTON SMITH, ARCHITECT
rli«l„ b) I.

W.

Colllnis
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RESIDENCE or COL. D.

C.

JACKLING, WOODSIDE, CALIF.

GEORGE WASHINGTON SMITH, ARCHITECT
Photo by Gabriel Moulin
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RESIDENCE OF MRS. JOHN DYERS, SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
DESIGNED BY JOHN DYERS
Wl..In hy
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ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS IN SMALL-HOME FIELD
1[by r. f.

HAMMATtJ

Sfcnrjry and Gtneral Manager, California Ktdwood Association

.CORDING

to ligiircs compiled in lyii
advcrtisins; agcncv of national reputation, 95 to 99 per cent of the home-

by an

building operations 'of the country are
controlled by speculative builders, and
this class of construction closely approaches 42. percent of all the country's
] construction— educational, office builduig, industrial, etc. The speculative builder constructs to
sell in a ninety-day period at the most. In order to survive
the intense competition of his field, he must eliminate
every expense that can be readily dispensed with, so that
the house can be priced to turn over without delay. Architectural service is one of the items that can be dispensed
with.
These ligures, therefore, place the percentage of houses
designed and built from original architect's plans at 5 per
cent. In some localities it may be less than that, but 5 per
cent will serve as a working basis. Though this survey
was made in 19LI, it is still essentially correct for all practical purposes. The intervening years have seen an expansion of the speculative building industry in the smallhouse field, unparalleled in the history of the country,
and there is no indication that it will fall greatly from
its present high levels. The principle of mass purchasing,
production, sales and specialized salesmanship has been
adapted by the industry and is generally employed to
keep down costs and selling prices and secure a large turnover within short periods.
Through this state of affairs the architect is automatically eliminated from sharing in the profits of the most
extensive branch of building and construction in the
country. The small house, which is built by the hundreds
and thousands yearly in every American city, is not profitable for the architect to handle. The general average cost
of these homes runs from as low as $1,500 to $11,000. On
jobs of this size architectural service is an item too great
to be practical for the speculative builder and ultimate
purchaser to stand, and too small to make it worth the
architect's time and attention.
The solution of these difficulties, so that the architect
may ultimately find that the small-house field offers him
profit, if he is attracted to it, lies in working out an application of the mass production and mass sales and merchandising principle for architectural service. At several
points there is evidence that constructive steps are being
taken to overcome the present difficulties.
It is the growing custom of the larger home building
and construction companies to hire an architect to design
all its houses. The architect so retained participates in

he would not otherwise obtain. Though his work
held to the more or less rigid demands of a standardized
system of materials, costs and selling prices, he is still
able to raise the general architectural standards and tone
in the sections and subdivisions where the company
profits
is

operates.

Architectural competitions are becoming more numerThe designs thus obtained are merchandised and
otherwise made available to the speculative builder, and
on the whole this idea makes a constructive contribution
to the movement of better home architecture.
Such organizations as the Community Arts Association
of Santa 'Barbara, the Architect's Small House Service
ous.

Bureau of the United States, Inc., The Small House Plan
Service, Los Angeles, and the project so carefully drawn
by Clifford I. Truesdell, Jr., all indicate that practical
steps are being taken to make architectural service avail-

able to the small-home builder and owner at a profit to
everyone involved. Difficult and many-sided as the problem is, it is not improbable that the activities of all the
organizations and agencies now at work may be finally
correlated and centralized. It would then be possible to
make architectural designs, of recognized authenticity
and fitness to the purpose, available to the majority of
small-home builders. Supervision of construction could
be provided for and a complete service delivered at a
profit to the architect, builder and owner.
Though it may be some time before a satisfactory system to this end can be evolved, the influence of the architect in guiding and shaping the standards of the
small-home building field is supreme. The speculative
building field keeps an eye upon what the architects of
the country are developing in the way of homes and loses
no time in doing likewise. On every hand there are copies
of conspicuously fine examples of residential architecture.

The

speculative builder duplicates, on a smaller scale,
impressively beautiful homes designed by architects, and
thereby increases the popular appeal and salability of
his own houses. Progressive building material concerns
are abandoning "commercial" designs and substituting
those from recognized architectural sources.
Finally the public at large has a flourishing interest in
good home architecture and a growing recognition of
the value of sound design, capably and individually executed in relation to the house, its lot, street and surrounding neighborhood. It is developing discrimination
in the details of architectural styles, choice, uses and
combinations of materials, and the public is slowly
realizing that the services of an architect are indispensable if all the factors and elements of a single house, no
matter how modest, are to be assembled and adjusted
for a
If

wholly satisfactory
intelligent,

result.

comprehensive, practical architectural

made available to the public at large at
mean no undue drain or hardship on the individual pocketbook, this whole unwieldy issue of the
service can be
prices that

architect sharing properly in the artistic and financial
phases of the small-home building industry will be
largely solved. When the architects meet the objections
and solve the problems of the ultimate public client,
they will have solved their own difficulties in this particular case.

*
*
.*
"Watertight Concrete," Bulletin 301, just issued by the
NationarLime Association, 917 Fifteenth street N. W.,
Washington, D. C, is an attractively covered and wellillustrated discussion of the value of hydrated lime in concrete. The text is based upon actual experience, supplemented by laboratory data. The experience of engineers,
architects and contractors, from all sections of the country, is drawn upon and the illustrations show the character and type of construction where lime was used to
make the concrete water-tight. These range from structures such as the Wilson Dam at IVIuscle Shoals on through
the whole list of concrete uses, office and public buildings, stadiums, reservoirs, tanks, basements, etc. Copies of
this bulletin will be mailed free upon request to the
National Lime Association or any member company.
*

*

*

"Hardwood Headquarters,"

are estabWhite Brothers,
lishing a warehouse in Oakland to better serve their East
Bay customers. The company has been in business for over

years and maintains San Francisco headquarters at
Fifth and Brannan streets.
fifty
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finest Philippine Mahogany.
Many beautiful new buildings are finished in Dark Red or Light Red
needle point Philippine Mahogany the cheapest good Hardwood.
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different in 1927, as
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Since 1872

Fifth and

MONG
ciyzM

the

Brannan

San Francisco

Streets,

many important

contracts executed by this

—

Com-

pany during the past year in cooperation with architects entire
Linoleum, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Furniture Coverings and Shades in the Hotel Mark. Hopkins, San Francisco,
Weeks & Day, architects.

installation of

Installations in other buildings illustrated in this issue include
Carpets, Shades and

Linoleum

in the enlarged Clift Hotel,

Si7inhzt'

—

San Francisco

& Wt'iiz^er, Arc/liU-its

LiiKilLum and Shades in the Financial Center Hiiilding, San Francisco
Frt-tit-rick

liattleship

Linoleum

in the Pacific

H. Meyer,

Telephone

MilU-r SS Pfliieger

.in,/

Arcfiilfct

&

Telegraph Building, San Francisco

A. A. Canlin, Archilecls

High School of Commerce, San Prancisco

Hunter-Dulin Building, San Francisco
Schultze is Weaver, Arcliitecis

Jiilin

BaketL-ell

& Hrozcn and Sylvain Schnaittacher, Architects

D. N.

Re'id, Architect

Hotel Del Monte, Monterey

Temple Emanu-El, San Francisco

Lewis P. Hohart and Clarence A. Tantan, Architects

& E. WALTER & CO.
Wholesale Since iS/jj

LINOLEUMS

-

562-72 Mission
I*;icitic

CARPETS
Street,

Const Agi'nts,

lifinjcct

San

-

SHADES
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Floors Co., Inc.
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INTERIOR DECORATING
WHAT

IS

"CORRECT" IN DECORATION?
BY ZOE

A.

FTER

3

minds with an exquisitely subtle exhilaration. These
things are part and parcel of the land, soil and seas of
the West. They are intricately interrelated with the architectural, decorative, cultural, social and artistic activities and outlook of the Western mind. It is difficult, if not

mighty

have come by the French, Spanish and Italian indominate Western home architecture and adornment, by a process of assimilation and
Americanization, typically Western. During the gold
rushes and immigration movements, the Latin, AngloSaxon and Oriental peoples came to our shores in great
numbers. The immigrant found somewhere in the West
a geographical and climatic environment similar to his
native land. Economic pressure did not thrust him into
a bewildering world of wheels, machinery and slums,

hre of decorative discussion

is

and hot, with many factors and factions, adding to or
seeking to quench the flames as the case may be. One
rushes into the conflagration and catches up something
an armful of ideas, impressions and theories. Sorting
them out on the sidewalk, one remembers that there were
other things he should or might have rescued. Neighbors
and the family gather about to ask why one did not
rescue this, that or the other thing and to dispute the
importance of the recovered possessions. One secretly
wonders if it would not be just as well to throw the things
back into the flames and make a new attempt.
The pursuit and the dashing, however, are agreeably
exciting. There is a thrill about it all. What one saves to
display may be a miscellaneous collection of facts in a
questionable and incomplete state, but perhaps they will
serve to show what this fire feeds upon; what the West
has in hand with which to work and possibly bring forth
a new order in decoration. Let us, then, sit down on the
curb and sort over whatever elements are here presented
in an after-the-fire spirit, and with the understanding
that out of the hottest and most unruly fire there can

ultimately

come

the most satisfactory and enduring prin-

ciples.

hard to find a starting point. There are so many
and peoples here Occidental, Oriental, Latin,
Semitic. The contours of the land are varied the climatic
conditions of many moods. Upon all peoples the spirit
and atmosphere of the West lays a magic spell; pervades
and animates their thoughts, works, imaginations and
It is

races

BATTU

spending some time in pursuit of
material with which to give an approximately accurate idea of decorative
practices and tendencies in the West,
I feel much like a man who dashes into
his burning home to snatch what possessions he can from the flames. The

—

;

impossible, to separate the forces into decently exact,
precise units.

We

fluences that apparently

Eastern industrial centers. He was free to take to
the land, the fishing smack, an open-air market, shop or
restaurant. He built a home about an open court, or
perched on the cliffs above the sea. He planted a garden;
put up an arbor; grew a grapevine and went on spending
his days and nights much as many ancestors had spent
them in France, Spain, Italy or even the Orient.
With the possible exception of the Oriental, the process
of adjustment was accomplished with a minimum of
friction and misunderstanding between the immigrant
and the more seasoned American elements. Americanization in the West has been more a process of mutual exchange than in any other part of America, with neither
element called upon to surrender the inherently sound of
his past and traditions. Perhaps to no other part of
America have immigrant peoples brought their architectural and cultural principles to an environment so
harmonious and receptive as to Western America. In few
instances has an exchange and adaptation been made so
readily and naturally. It is safe to say that Latin traditions
rooted themselves in Western America, not wholly because of stimulated fashions, but largely because the
people recognized their fitness to the contours of the land.
In the frenzy of first enthusiasms there were, of course,
decorators and architects who ran flagrantly afoul of
good art practices. Let us not dwell upon that period.
The phase we are apparently entering is of more constructive promise. Its problem is one of striking our own true
balance between the elements that come to us from the
past; of creating furnishings of inherent merit; of adjusting these elements to the needs and purposes of the modas in

ern home.
It is distinctly a process of creative adaptation; and
positive forces, capable hands and appreciative minds are
contributing to it. We find Western decorators whose
are turning out furniture finely wrought and
proportioned to fit into the modern home easily and
gracefully. We find workers in color, seeking to evolve
a color language in which we can express ourselves
naturally and spontaneously. We find Western craftsmen

workshops

pottery, textiles, leather, in all
which shall embody
the final essence and enduring values of currents and
forces rooted in this land. These things are produced in

working in metal,
mannerof mediums

in

to create things
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ception become the final arbiters for their use or non-use.
Unless these factors are properly and sympathetically
evolved, utilization of Oriental objects serves not originality or beauty, but artistic suicide.
Whatever the practical difficulties may be, they will
he somewhat minimized, if one searches out the truly
fine and authentic works. A close scrutiny of genuine
Oriental wares reveals the utter folly of fairly judging

such

work from

the prevalent styles in chop-suey places,
"Oriental" rugs made in Hoboken, New
Jersey, biscuit-tin duplications of vases, statuary and
Mmilar objects. These things are commercial claptrap.
Even to my lay mind and undeveloped understanding, it
is apparent that really fine Oriental works are characterized by a chaste simplicity of line— movement, infinite
grace and delicacy, rhythm, unity, flexibility without
weakness; while the exquisite perfection of craftsmanship is something whose spell could never pall. The symbolism of the art is a world the Occidental mind, schooled
in essential forms, can only speculate upon. Assuredly,
then, no art, however highly perfected or difi^erent, can
find fault with these qualities; can claim they have no
significance or future in our lives and homes.
tea gardens,

*

things of lasting merit were ever produced—to fit a definite need; to satisfy the desire of people
for objects with some impress of their dav upon them.
There are still hard and fast devotees of the antique and
the exact copy; still "Period" cranks. The antique will
always he with us. It should, for its charm cannot be
denied. But when it comes to a choice between the antique that has only age without original merit to recommend it, and the present-day production with a freshness
of design and obvious adaptability to its purpose, it
seems the wise choice should not be hard to make. So,
really, there are no more sacred rules about antiques,
Periods and like patter. So long as the decorative units
of the home or room have good relation to the background, are in harmony and accord of principle and contribute to making the home genuinely livable and comfortable, it matters little to what Periods or lands thev
belong. A judicious combination of Periods and styles
may lend unity and variety and the superior virtue of
giving expression to the educational, cultural, social and
artistic interests and sympathies that the average Westerner finds all about him and that have a place in his
thoughts, work and home.
So much for things Occidental. But wc can hardly lay
aside this decorative issue without some consideration
of Oriental influences. We cannot disregard them, for
investigation shows that Western dealers in Oriental
wares are doing a flourishing business. The public is
buying the wares and presumably making use of them
in the home. The movement is ancient, yet new. The people of early and medieval Europe went to great lengths
to obtain Oriental goods. Columbus discovered America
trying to find an unobstructed water route to Asia, yet
the Oriental has remained always aloof, strange and unknown. But somehow in the West the two peoples seem
now to stand in a relation hitherto unknown. They meet
on ground and under conditions peculiarly favorable to
both minds. It is not improbable that a free and rich exchange and assimilation process may ultimately take
the spirit that

all

*

*

SAN FRANCISCO'S FUTURE
[Concluded from page 49]

architects and builders of California have set a mark for
all America. In residence districts about the Bay, and

down the Peninsula, they have adapted the Spanish
colonial type in homes of rare beauty and charm and suitableness to climate and background. Financial houses
have done their part. Here is a large group of responsible,
conservative business leaders who have given the most
convincing proof that they believe in San Francisco and
California, that they not only think but know that this
city and State are going forward to greater things.

place.

To what end? It is hard to say. In architecture we see
here and there in ornamentation strong Oriental influences, but the major masses do not lend themselves as a
background for Oriental furnishings. If the individual
has acquired a sense of appreciation, a consciousness and
kinship with Oriental principles and forms, the objects
will find somehow a relationship and contact with the
American home. The personal element and mental per-

A. F.
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CO.

INTERIOR DECORATION
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Two Famous Names
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—Santa Fe
—Johnson
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XSan Francisco J

The name JOHNSON to the Oil Burner industry what
SANTA FE to the railroad world — each a Pioneer of the
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control.
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That Santa Fe Architects and Engineers chose Johnson Oil Burning
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San Francisco, speaks volumes for Johnson quality, reliability and safety.
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LACQUER-THE SUPER-FINISH OF TODAY
1[BY

THEODOR E

W. QUANDTj)

Stcrttary-Trea surer A.

N DISCUSSING

the character of this
newest member of the paint family the
question naturally arises in the mind of
the layman, what is it? Without entering into a technical discussion of this
linish, briefly stated it is this: Nitrocellulose lacquer is a by-product of gun
cotton, reduced with special solvents
and fortified by the addition of resinous gums. We all
know that cotton is a cellulose product, and bv treating
itwith a mixture of sulphuricand nitric acids thecellulose
becomes nitrated, or nitrogen is added to the cotton.
The use of lacquers by the Chinese, and later by the
Japanese, dates back to remote antiquity and, in later centuries, it is said to have ranked first among their arts.
However, it is interesting to note that the basis of their
lacquers was and is entirely different from the modern
nitro-cellulose lacquers discussed herein. The lacquers
used by the Orientals are obtained by tapping the "Rhus
vernicifera," known as the varnish tree, native to China.
We are all quite familiar with the beauty of their lacquer
finishes and the fact that they have been able to preserve
objects of great artistic merit for centuries.
Our lacquers today are the result of the most thorough
research work, experiments and tests of our modern
laboratories. Scientist, chemist, technician have united
in meeting the new demand for a super finish that would
fulfil the most exacting requirements of modern industry,
and particularly the building industry, to facilitate the
erection of the great buildings rising skyward in our
cities today with a speed such as the world has never,
before known.
And since "Time is the essence of the contract" in erecting our mighty structures today, nitro-cellulose lacquer
takes first place so far as the painting work is concerned.
To save time is the eternal problem and job of the world,
and truly "To save time is to save money."
The superior qualities and advantages that the paintercraftsman finds in the remarkable speed of application,
greater durability and economy of a nitro-cellulose lacquer are, briefly, as follows;
First, from the standpoint of the owner, the minimum
time for the completion of his building is a matter of
prime importance, and herein lacquer demonstrates its
greatest value, for no other known material on the market
today can be handled with such great speed and, when
properly applied, produce such a beautiful finish and
durable job.
This fact was proved conclusively by our organization
to the complete satisfaction of the architects, builders,
engineer and owners of the 16-story Coast Division
Building of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, San Francisco. The miles of steel trim installed in
this monumental building, as well as all the metal windows, door casings, base, and hundreds of oak and walnut
doors with holly and ebony inlay, were finished in nitrocellulose lacquer, both clear and colored. Before we
started to apply the lacquers as selected and specified by
the architects. Miller & Pflueger, we made the most
thorough investigations and tests of the best lacquers obtainable at that time; namely, March, 1915. These tests
made by us were far more severe than would ordinarily
be possible on the regular accepted varnish or oil enamel
finished surfaces.

We learned from these investigations that no building
of any consequence in America, or elsewhere, had been
completely finished with lacquer up to the said time, and

Quandt (ir Sons

sowehad to evolve our own working system and

technique

of application, and strike out on unbeaten paths to "blaze
a new trail." The strict time schedule adopted for the
completion of this 16-story building was adhered to in

every way, but it would not and could not have been
possible except for the lacquer finish we applied, and only
because of the quick setting and drying properties of the
lacquer used. Nitro-cellulose lacquers set so rapidly that
it is possible to work under almost any conditions, so
that it is now our regular practice with this super finish
to work alongside of the other craftsmen engaged in the
erection of a building, no time being lost waiting for
others to finish their work before commencing the painting operations. Perhaps no one can appreciate this great
difference and improvement in working conditions better
than the architect who, under the old methods, is accustomed to seeing valuable days slip by that mean, in
many instances, heavy losses of income to his client, the

owner.
Next, varnishes and oil enamels set so slowly that dirt,
dust and other foreign matter, inevitable in a building
under course of construction, adhere to same and, regardless of how careful the craftsmen may be, a first-class job
cannot be produced, since the painter can not control the
working conditions of all the other crafts involved. At
least thirty-six hours or more are required between coatings where varnish and oil enamels are applied.
But lacquer sets so rapidly (just a few minutes) that
dirt, dust and other foreign matter can not adhere. Volatile thinners used to reduce lacquers, such as amylacetate

or methylacetate, commonly known to the layman as
"banana liquid," evaporate instantly when exposed to
the air. It might be interesting to note further that lacquers dry by evaporation, which accounts for their speed
in setting and drying; while varnishes, oil enamels and
paints dry by the absorption of the oxygen from the air,
or by oxidation and are much slower in setting and drying.
In about thirty minutes lacquer is ready for handling
again and two or more coats can be applied on the same
day and, if necessary, a complete job made. Its hard,
porcelain-like finish presents a full, lustrous coating of
great beauty and durability, which will withstand severe
abrasion and constant washing with strong alkaline solutions, such as are usually employed by janitors in their
cleaning work. Nitro-cellulose lacquer is not affected by
heat, cold or moisture, or the caustic action of acids. It
may be applied in a dull finish, a satin-like finish, semigloss, or polished to a mirror-like surface.
"
To take a concrete illustration as to the speed with

which lacquer can be applied and completed underbuilding
working conditions, with which every architect is familiar,
we wish to cite the following experience. Just recently
we were completing the painting work in one of San
Francisco's finest and largest hotels. A problem arose in
connection with the finishing of the elevator cabs, which
were specified by the architects to be a varnish finish on
hardwood, and rubbed. It was desired by the hotel management to procure the use of these elevator cabs at the
earliest possible moment, as they were greatly handi-

capped in carrying their guests to their respective floors.
We thereupon suggested that these elevator cabs be finished in lacquer and that, if they accepted this new finish,
we could deliver a complete job within about thirty-six
hours. This they decided to do and our organization finished these cabs and delivered them as promised, to the
great satisfaction of the owners, architects and builder.
After more than a year's strenuous use we find these cabs

.
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in perfect condition. It is

LIGHTING

IS

A PART

OF ARCHITECTURE

obvious that this result would
not have been possible under the old varnish finish as
originally specified.
know from these proved facts, which are based both
on our valuable experience in the Telephone Building of
San Francisco, the first great building in the world to be
completely and successfully finished in lacquer bv air-gun
process, and our continuous daily lacquer operations on
all types of work and under all kinds of working conditions, that the selection by the architect of a quality
nitro-cellulose lacquer finish and its proper application

We

by

air

brush by experienced craftsmen will insure the

greatest durability, the
ish obtainable today,
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fin-

can be applied
in the shortest possible time, thus delivering the building
to the owner many days in advance of the completion
date possible under old conditions. The increased income
from the time saved and consequent lower cost of the
building to the owner needs no further comment.
Further, every architect and owner is vitally interested
not only in the first cost of the construction of a building,
but its upkeep cost as well, and here the selection of materials becomes a matter of supreme importance. Painting
is a service that is constantly required in anv utility building, whether it be office building, hospital, public building or the like, due to the changing conditions which
must of necessity take place from time to time, as well as
the paramount matter of preservation and beautification.
Lacquer coatings can be rapidly and economically applied
and are thoroughly adaptable to these changing conditions and requirements. The old line of oil enamels and
varnishes begin to deteriorate from the moment they are
applied, whereas, on the other hand, nitro-cellulose lacquers, because of their inherent nature, improve with age.
Thus the owner again is spared the expense of early repainting work due to inferior materials and perhaps
finish

workmanship.
owner should view the cost of a quality
painting job from "first costs" only. All painting work
should be considered from the standpoint of "ultimate"
or upkeep costs. If the wrong coatings are originallyspecified and applied, it simply means that when repainting is
necessary such coatings will have to be removed, and so
the owner is penalized this additional and unnecessary
faulty

No

architect or

expenditure.

A

few

facts

and figures brought

down

to as recent a date

as figures are available will surely interest the architect

because of his great responsibility to his
from every standpoint, to be incorporated in his building.
in particular,

client in selecting the best materials,

From one
.

These features are winning
Western Architefts to

most economic and beautiful

and that such

tins,

"The

of Sherwin-Williams Co.'s most recent bulledated January 17, 1917, we quote as follows:

covering the period from January i to
manufacture of 10,136,800 gallons of pyroxylin (lacquer) products. The first half of 1916, in comparison with the
last half of 192.5, showed a decrease of 6.8 per cent in the manufacture
and consumption of paste paints, and 3.9 per cent in mixed paints. For

June

latest available figures,

30, 1916,

show

a total

the same period an increase was shown amounting to 10.7 per cent for
varnishes and japans, and of particular interest to you is the fact that it
shows an increase of 6L.9 per cent for pyroxylin lacquers. It is also interesting to note that there are now iii manufacturers of p)roxylin
products in the United States today."

These figures show better than any words the tremendous increase in the manufacture and use of lacquers.
Quoting further from this same Bulletin;
"If it were not for the fact that some of the higher-priced cars give an
option to their purchasers of either varnish or lacquer the automotive
manufacturers would be on a 100 per cent instead of 95 per cent lacquer
basis. There is not a car manufacturer today that is not using lacquer on
some of their models. Even Pierce-.\rrow, Lincoln and Locomobile
turned to pyroxylin lacquers during the past calendai year. We have
never been able to obtain anv definite authentic figures on the consumption ol lacquer in the furniture trade, but as far as we can determine the
national percentage i.s approximately 40 per cent lacquer to 60 per cent

"S
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varnish. In the Grand Rapids section the percentage in favor of lacquer
is vcrv '"lose to 100 per cent."

Speaking of the speed attained in the application of lacquer by the air-gun process (or air brush, as it is now

JMONG

known):
by qood authorit)- that a building comprising lovx)
rooms can be completed at least 10 days earlier on a lacquer schedule than
on a paint and varnish schedule. Imagine what a large saving this would
be in rentals as well as interest on the money for the 10-day period,
sufficient to pay a large part of the entire cost of the work. I quote from
an article on the use of lacquer in buildings bv William J. Miskella,
M. E., appearing in the Januar\' number of Fjcrory, the magazine of
management, as follows: 'It lessens the time of idle investment during
construction. It brings the date of occupancy nearer. It sets before the
dust and litter accompanying construction can impair the finish.'"

the

many

"It has hecn said

highly satisfactory
contracts executed by this

Company

in the past year

—

Concluding, this authority of the Sherwin-Williams
Co. states:
"Lacquer

is

steadil\-

growing

in

favor for architectural work, particu-

larly for big building operations. It has alreadv passed

through the experimental stage and can be detinitel)' recommended with assurance of

ORNAMENTAL

satisfactory results."

And

the editor of "Industrial Finishing," Indianapolis,
finishing of industrial products in
many lines of industries in America, in a letter to the
writer dated January 31, 192.7, substantiates the aboveInd.,

which covers the

IRON (i^ BRONZE

mentioned figures and in concluding his letter states:
"Lacquer is on the increase and will continue so, as more
executives become convinced of its merits."
The above facts and figures are very illuminating and
show clearly the trend toward lacquer finish and the
rapid strides this new and vital member of the paint
family is making. Practically every paint and varnish
manufacturer of any consequence is now investing thousands of dollars in the erection and equipment of new
factories for the manufacture of nitro-cellulose lacquers.
To the architects of the Telephone Building of San Francisco (Miller & Pllueger) the paint industry of America
must give full credit for having pioneered the way in
specifying lacquer complete for this monumental building. They had the vision and courage at that time, March,
1915, to

recommend

this

new

for the

HOTEL DEL MONTE
MONTEREY,

CALIT.

Lewis P. Hobart inhldarevcc A. Tantau
Associated Architects

TEMPLE EMANU-EL
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Btihwtlt

& Brown ami Syh'ahi Schnmttfichcr
Axsoctatcil Architects

material to their clients,

and today this building and the lacquer job stand as eloquent proof and testimony of their good judgment and
foresight.

Because of the widespread interest in this new super
and because of the very limited amount of lacquer
work completed so far in the building industry, we have
arranged to make a special motion picture reel showing
the actual application of lacquer by air brush in the
ii-story Hunter-Dulin Building, San Francisco. This picture will show in a graphic and concise way just how this
new material is applied under building working conditions. With this picture we shall be able to show the
architect, his client, and those interested the superior
advantages of a quality nitro-cellulose lacquer finish. It
is now in process of making, and when ready will be
available to any architect preparing specifications for a
new building and who may not have the opportunity to
visit either of the above-mentioned jobs, and who desires
practical information.
finish
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Iron Grille, Hotel Del

Monte

We ojfer the same intelligent cooperation
in meeting your ornamental iron

and

hrorvT^ requirements.

*

CEMENT COMPANIES MERGE
The

Pacific Portland

Cement Company and the Old Mis-

Sart orius Company

sion Portland Cement Company announce the consolidation of their properties and holdings, under the management of Robert B. Henderson, William F. Humphrey and
J.

Ornamental Iron

A. McCarthy.

The new corporation, which will be known as the Pacific Portland Cement Company, will own and control
large cement plants and plaster and gypsum plants, also
vast mineral deposits throughout the State. The consolidation will enable the combined companies to effect
great economies and to better serve the former customers
of the individual companies.
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Another impressive recognition
of Johnson advanced perfections
and 25 to 40 per cent annual fuel
economy assured and with hun:

dreds of others

is

conclusive rec-

ommendation to include Johnson
Heat Control in your building.
Further facts on request.
••

•

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN. USA.
-

Automatic Temperature Regulation Since 18s^
I'wenty-nine Branches. United States and Canada

JOHNSON PACIFIC COAST BRANCHES
San Francisco. Cal.
417 Rialto
LfW Ans«-lf5. Cal. 607 Van Nuys
404 Failing
I'ortland. Oregon
Seattle. Washington 4S2 Colman

Bids.
Bldg.
Bldg.
Bids,
Denver, Colo.
12J0 California Sir.
.
Salt LalceCity, Utah 610 Mclntyrc Bldg.
.
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Lakeside Country Club, Los Angeles, California

Heated with

Payne Gas Furnaces

BUILDINGS

such as the Lakeside Golf Ckib,
shown above, offer unusual problems in heating. The extended plan, large rooms and unusual
structural features of buildings such as this call for
heating equipment of dependable performance installed under careful supervision and with the highest type of engineering skill.
Payne Gas Furnace Heating Systems can be
depended on by architects everywhere. They are
worthy of your most important jobs.

Payne Furnace & Supply Co,, Inc.
Established

11)14

338 FOOTHILL ROAD, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Branch
Branch
Branch

office:
office:
office:

2247 Grove Street, Oakland, Calif.
15 E. Union Street, Pasadena, Calif.
478 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif.
1

Northm and

Southern Distributors:

Eckart Bros., 310 Wcstlakc Ave. N., Seattle.

Robertson Bros., 1318 Fifth

Agencies in all principal Pacific Coast Cities.

K

St.,

San Diego.

Names furnished upon

request
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proud

to be able to

say

tliat

our

lacquers are just as good as tbe lamily tree wbicli, as

everyone knows,

is

tbe oldest and one ot

tlie

stauncbest

in tbe industry.

The Recognized

<^^>

Standard-- 1884

THE ZAPON COMPANY
of
30-4

Twellih Street
Oaklanci

CALIFORNIA
160 Seventh Street
San Francisco

1626 Eighth Avenue
Seattle

The pioneer manufacturer

1

317 So. Olive Street
Los Angeles

302 Selling Building
Portland

of lacquer

ana

leather cloth
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THE NEWER TRENDS IN HOTEL BUILDINGS
Hi.iulu.lc-.l fn.ni pasf

55]

owing

to the fact that his design after all was
but for a competition for the Chicago Tribune, took the
second step. From these two, the Modern Renaissance is

predecessor,

Lei

developing.

The former skyscraper was based on hori-/.i)ntal precedence and the piling of one building on the top of another.
Recent attempts of putting a temple on the top of a plain
mass is a throwback to the former fundamental error in
design, and it is generally conceded that the buildings
which the telephone companies have built throughout
the United States, following the Saarinen design, are in
the right direction. There are some buildings that have
gone even farther than this in an attempt to create new
forms by using old ones well developed in the past, in
new proportions with accentuated verticalitv. It is along
these lines, we believe, that the future of the tower building lies rather than in the. slavish copy of either Gilbert
or Saarinen. All of these modern designs, however, are in
the right direction, as they solve the problem naturally,
rather than by an attempt to force the old horizontal
architectural forms into vertical use.
Thus, we see the changed living conditions changing
the skyline of the world. The "home in the air" motif is
generating new forms of architecture.
*

*

^BIAD
^

your

\

Skylight
prohlemy

*

SOME PROBLEMS OF SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE
[Conclude.! from paye 65]

confront the present-day vouth. There is apparently a
great deal of waste throughout the educational process,
resulting in crime, disorder and inability of the individual
to make normal adjustments with life. Shall these problems be met by requiring a longer period of compulsory
attendance? Are there not manv possibilities in working
out a better system of part-time classes and part-time employment in business, the arts, crafts and trades? It is
self-evident that the cost of education is steadily rising.
If business and industrv demand so much of the schools,
would it be practical to work out some sort of a business
and industrial education tax, since the property sources
from which school taxes now come are fast approaching
their capacity burden? What is the more constructive
economy— to expend the needed funds for more efficient
education; or to pay the bills of crime, wasted lives and
individual maladjustment, apparently growing out of
faulty or inadequate education?
Broad concepts— intricate and complex! Yes; but has
not architecture throughout the period of mankind's development played a major part in fusing abstract and
concrete elements so that both factors could be utilized by
the average man? It would seem it has, and in this case it
may and will again do so.
*

STRABLE
It

*

has recentlv become

known

CO.

name of a
is the
skylight bar construction that
combines the strength of steel with
the non-corrosive, non-rust and nondeteriorating qualities of pure lead.
Steel "T" bars are completely encased in a lead sheath, and after being cut to proper length, the ends
are lead sealed so that no particle of
It will
steel is exposed to the air.
readily be seen that steel completely
sheathed in lead is protected from
air, moisture or fumes, hence cannot
rust, or corrode, and does not need
to be painted for protection.
Steelead is not a cheap construction in initial cost, but because of
the ease with which it is installed
and the fact that upkeep and maintenance expense is negligible, after
it is installed, it is easily the most
economical of any metallic skylight
construction.

Write

*

HARDWOOD

STEELEAD

CHANGES

that the Strable

Hardwood

for

full

details

as

to

how

Steelead will solve your skylighting problems.

Oakland has been purchased by a company
headed by J. O. Elmer. This company has operated in the
East Bay district for twenty years and under the leadership of George H. Brown, retiring president, has made

Companv

of

remarkable growth.
Mr. J. O. Elmer, president of the new company which
will continue to operate as the Strable Hardwood Company, has been associated with the hardwood business in
California for seven years, and has been for some time
secretary-manager of the Strable Company.
*

*

"Lighting Fixtures for Public Buildings"

111.

STee LEA d:
1

742-44-46 Fourth Avenue South

*
is

the

title

of a

new 48-page catalog issued by the Beardslee Chandelier
Manufacturing Company, ii5 South Jefferson street,
Chicago,

Northwest Lead Company

SEATTLE,

WASHINGTON
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HUBBELL & COMPANY

HILL,

'bAanu^actMrers of Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Biturine Coatings

SAN FRANCISCO
115 Davis Street

PORTLAND
51 First Street

LOS ANGELES
W. Eleventh Street

33 1

SEATTLE
816 Western Avenue

OAKLAND
3257 SanPablo

Avenue

THE BOURSE, Philadelphia

TULSA
P.

O. Box 1483

THE LYNCH

NEW YORK
15

Moore

Street

BALTIMORE
600 E. Lombard Street

CO., Honolulu

-
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\ As Simple as
A-B-C

SLOAN FLUSH VALVES
NO WASTED WATER

constructed along simple
mechanical lines that assure maxi-

are

Sloan Valves flush the exact amount of water required and then shut off
even when the handle is
held in the open position.

mum

The scientifically constructed by-pass in Sloan
Valves prevents obstruction by foreign particles
in the water.

minimum

of

known to thousands of
who find their faithful,

efficient service a

source of constant

are favorably

satis-

faction.

Years of encounter with all sorts of conditions have resulted in a flush valve that
is as simple to install as it is easy to under-

^

stand and care

for.

VALVE
SLOAN CHICAGO
WHALEN

W,

E. C.
301 Security Bldg..

J.

CO.

DRISCOLL

Monadnocii Bldg..
San Francisco, Calif.

471

Calif.

Branches

S

a

building owners

They

NO REGULATING
Correct principles of design make it unnecessary
incorporate delicate
to
and troublesome regulating devices in Sloan
Valves.

Los Angeles,

at

care and expense.

NO STOPPAGE

A.

service

in All Principal Cities ol the

United States and Canada.

COCHRAN

S. D.
1426 L. C. Smith Bldg.,

Seattle.

Wash.

.

Buildhtgs hy Kolatui E. Cnufe, Arch/tcct

A House

Pasadena.
Residence of Mr. Jacques V'inmont, Los Ang;les, Calif,
Entrance Detail, Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Patio. Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Loggia. Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Floor Plans, Residence of Mr, Jacques Vinmont
Garden Front, Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Court and Swimming Pool. Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Interiors, Residence of Mr. Jacques Vinmont
Ranch House for Mr James K. Tweedy. Downey, Calif
Patio, Ranch House for Mr. James K. Tweedy
Residence of Mrs. David Blankenhorn, Pasadena, Calif.
Entrance Detail. Residence oi Mrs. David Blankenhorn
Floor Plans, Residence of Mrs, David Blankenhorn.
Entrance Hall, Residence of Mrs, David Blankenhorn
Loggia Detail Interiors^A House in Pasadena, Calif.
Patio and Entrance Hall, Residence of Mrs. W. D. Edwards
Exterior and Floor Plans, Residence of Mrs. W. D. Edwards, Pasadena, Calif.
Residence of Mr. Jos, W, Campbell. Pasadena. Calif
Loggia. Residence of Mr. Jos. W. Campbell, Pasadena, Calif
Walled Garden, Residence of Mr Jos. W. Campbell, Pasadena, Calif.
in
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CmiEEL
Standard
All

Steel Buildings
Galvanized

page
EVERY
worth

of the Bulletin on

COASTEEL

Standard Buildings

is

man who

has a one-story building to buy, build
These buildings are economical, they are permanent and they

the time of the

or use.

can be shipped and erected

COASTEEL

in a

remarkably short time after being ordered.
from floor to roof peak and are

Buildings are galvanized

carried in stock in

San Francisco.

The Bulletin is a personally-conducted tour through the design, make-up
and manufacture of COASTEEL Buildings. If you have a one-story building in mind, you can get helpful ideas from each page. If you are right up
to the point of getting a building, the Bulletin will

make

final action

an easy

matter.

A

request on your business slalionery will bring a

copy of

MICHEL
10th

ibe Bulletin in the return mail.

& PFEFFER IRON WORKS

& Harrison Streets

SAN FRANCISCO
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GENTLE-PEOPLE'S HOUSES
BY HARRIS ALLEN,

URING

the last few years in
Southern California it has become evident that a change was
gradually developing in the arch itcctural treatment of domestic

work of

m

the better class, cspe-

inspired by Spanish-California
traditions. More restraint was shown; a firmer,
more assured handling of motifs and materials;
ciail\'

that

more refined sense of proportion, ot
relationship between the elements.of a composition, of detail. The experimental stage seems to
be passing.
Much of the early work was charming, but us
exuberance, its riot of fancy, resulted in a decidedly theatrical effect. The presence and influence
of the many great moving picture establishments no doubt had much to do with this; the
sudden increase in population and wealth, the
abundance of flowers, the warm brilliance of
sunshine, all were more or less intoxicating.
Steadying down after this positive spree of
form and color and texture, many of the South 's
veritable galaxy of talented architects arc now
producing compositions of a high order of merit.
To attain a quality of refinement, of dignity,

a subtler,

without losing vigor and spontaneity, is no
mean accomplishment. Much that is being done
can certainly be called "distinguished," which is
a term architects are chary of using.
Among these men Mr. Roland Coate, some of
recent work is illustrated herewith., is
decidedly to be counted. Young as he is, he has
"arrived." These buildings are architecturally
sound. They are based on the elementary prmciples of design; but they are far from being

whose

stereotyped. They exhibit both restraint and
urbanity; and quite as obviously, but without
ostentation, they have "character." a thing difficult to explain to the layman, perhaps, but clear
to the architect; but it is hardly possible that
the intelligent layman will not recognize that

these houses have an air of distinction— like a
thoroughbred racer among draft horses. The analogy is somewhat hard on neighboring houses,
which may not be commonplace at all— but let
it

pass.

will be seen that the exterior treatment is a
development of the plan, in every case;
occasionally an individual room is adjusted to
suit the requirements of good construction, roof
framing, outlook, exposure; but always the exterior conforms to the plan, and expresses it.
And the plan itself reveals, on inspection, the
It

logical

result of thorough study of individual conditions
and requirements, fused into a definite architectural scheme. Terms used in the Beaux Arts system of design come readily to mind. Without

using words of a foreign tongue, it will suffice to
point out the admirable treatment of axes and
vistas, of circulation and separation, of the closeknit relations between house and garden. With

one exception, the locations are on comparatively
small city lots; and there has been secured the
effect of spaciousness and privacy. The climate
of the South permits, in fact requires, the factor
of outdoor life, so that patios and courts and
garden terraces are really essential features of
domestic plans. Mr. Coate evidently so regards
them, and designs his homes with landscaping
elements as integral elements of the plan.
A recent clever novel bore the intriguing title
"Here are ladies." Mr. Coate's houses arc all in
that class, which would impel a passer-by to re-

mark "Here

live ladies."
*

*

BUILDING
A new motion

NEW

+

YORK'S NEWEST SUBWAY

picture film showing the construction
the Eighth avenue subway system in New York
City has just been released by E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company of Wilmington, Delaware. This film, which

work on

entitled "Building

IS

New

printed on safety stock,
15

York's Newest Subway," is
one reel in length and requires

minutes for showing.

The
as

is

It

film

is

a veritable trip along the line of operation,

shows not only scenes underground, where great

ledges of rock are being blasted away in the tunnels, but
windows
also work in the open'trenches and cuts.
blasting, how
are safeguarded from vibration caused by

How

up and how telephone and eleckept in operation are pictured in the reel,
such as telfers,
as are the great tools used in the work,
hoists.
caterpillar shovels, powerful trucks and steam
stored on
Scenes showing how explosives are used and
the job are interesting features. This film may be obtainBureau of E. I. du
ed upon application to the Publicity
Pont dc Nemours S: Company of Wilmington, Delaware.

monuments

are propped

tric cables are
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AN ARCHITECT?
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'

The California

with reasonable accuracy

'

'

tect has so many sides to his completeness that it is well-nigh impossible for

tically

single mind to work successfully on
the lines which he is now supposed

] and expected to bring into action. If he
could hut cut himself away from some things now re
quired, if he could but "press the button" when the inspiration of the sketch is given or when the drawings are
perfected and let some other fellow do the rest, we might
be able to handle him more readily. But now, through
the long, tedious and wearying process from the sketch to
the final certificate, which is the architect? Is he the plansman, the designer or the specification writer? Is he the
man who sees the bricks laid and the nails driven, or the
man who cuts down the extra bills? Or is the true architect just the man who gets the job? Is he the artist or the

hustler?

the soul of his endeavor to be found in the completed
or in the battle for an opportunity? We cannot tell
you. Sometimes he is one thing, sometimes another, and
each phase of his many-sided character has some example
stalking in our midst and honored in our motley procession; let us take him as we find him, and help him to
what he may be, regardless of his complex nature.
When we find architects themselves not able to define an
architect we can condone more readily the lack of the
knowledge of what an architect is and what he has to do
on the part of the laity or general public— and their lack
of appreciation as to his worth and his labor.
Just a glance at his multitudinous knowledge mav open
the eyes of the people to the amount of education required
to become a worthy member of that, without exception,
noblest and most difficult of the professions.
The list of arts and sciences an architect has to have at
his fingers' ends is very formidable. Acoustics he must be
very conversant with, otherwise the auditoria he designs
will be failures. Arboriculture, horticulture and landscape gardening he must be acquainted with, for often he
is called upon to oversee the laving out of the grounds
around the mansion he is putting up or around some large
public building so that all mav harmonize. The knowledge of archeology and history is also one of his necessary accomplishments, for little could he design without
a vision of old buildings, without a knowledge of the
history of architecture.
Boxing is an art to which he should not be a stranger—
to defend himself against some truculent contractor when
he insists upon him doing what is right and according to
contract, or against an owner who believes that he, said
architect, has prepared plans, etc., for him just for the
benefit of his health and to keep his hand in, when he
asks him, the owner, to pay what he owes.
When he comes to choose the best materials for the several parts of his buildings, chemistry and mineralogy,
metallurgy and geology have to be thoroughly digested;
and when his materials come from the vegetable kingdom, botany. Imagination and design he must be blessed
with and the art of drawing, by which he makes these
known to others. Educational methods and pedagogy he
must be grounded in when he puts up colleges and schools
and ecclesiology when he designs churches.
The science of ethics as it enters into the complicated
and delicate relations of architect and client, architect
and contractor and architect and craftsman, as well as the
relations between architect and architect, has to be re-

tion in

]

more frequently perhaps than in any other relalife, for without a scrupulous attention to its

codes no true architect can be.

.ill

Is

ferred to

and Building News

the physician, the surgeon, the attorney,
the artist, the sculptor; but the archi-

.1

work

.irchitect

Law, although theoretically out of his province, prache must have a smattering of; both in regard to the

relations above mentioned and in getting out the numerous legal documents and filing the same required during
the preliminaries to building and at other times during

progress which his client more often entrusts into his
hands than into the hands of his lawyer.
He has also to be au fa/t with all the latest styles and
articles of furniture of the several apartments, with gastronomy in laying out a dining-room to best suit proper
digestion, with cookery in arranging the kitchen; and
with what may be called dormitonomy for the sleeping
rooms, not forgetting music when arranging the apartments for the art which is the liquid form of architecture.
Finance must not be a stranger to him, for has he not to
make very often $5 out of $1 or, in other words, make $2.
go as far as $3? Has he not also to make his small commission providefor himself and family after paying draftsmen, stationery, office rent and the thousand and one
little outgoings necessary to get a job and keep it?
Hydraulics and hydrostatics, pneumatics, electricity and
physics he must have graduated in to specify and lay out
its

intelligently all the wires, pipes, etc., necessary for a
modern building.

Languages must not be neglected by him, for there are
technical treatises in foreign languages which he
ought to be able to read in the original to keep en rapport
with advanced ideas.
Mathematics must be to him an open book — for has he
not to understand and work out all the formulae necessary
to find the strains in and strength of his materials? And
that branch of it, geometry, has to be as familiar to him

many

A B C when making his

detail drawings.
be able to specify the materials and labor and to
direct construction he is supposed to know even more
than the skilled mechanic about the arts and crafts connected with buildings, which includes nearly all in some
shape or manner.
Machinery in arranging for boilers, engines, etc. Mining, when making excavations for deep cellars, tunnels,
transportation, steamfitting for heating apparatus,
etc.
locksmithing, carpentry, painting and even the proper
way to do the humble trade of kalsomining, and so on
and so on with a list which would take up too much of
our pages to complete. He must know as much about
hygiene as a physician to be able to put up a healthy
home or healthy place where humans congregate; and
something about practicable therapeutics and surgery to
build hospitals rightly, also know something about
penology to build an appropriate prison.
Turning to the fine arts, he ought to be able to paint and
to model, and to aid him in the composition of his ornamentation he must use subjects from the animal and vegetable kingdom, when an inkling of zoology and botany
comes in handy. In the adaptation of ancient art, a proper
understanding of its motive cannot be obtained without
a knowledge of philology and mythology; and a practical
insight into the theatrical profession is needed before he
as

To

—

builds

a theater.

Then he must

build his buildings to be able to withstand cyclones, earthquakes and other like natural phenomena and to suit the climate, so that meteorology is
necessary to teach where these phenomena chiefly occur
and the climatic conditions of the place in which he is
to build.

[Coticluilcd
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RESIDENCE or MR. JACQUES VINMONT, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT
Fholo by Padilla Co.
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ENTRANCE DETAIL, RESIDENCE Or MR. JACQUES VINMONT, LOS ANGELES,
ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT
Plwlo by Padilla
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ENTRANCE FRONT, RESIDENCE OF MR. JACQUES VINMONT,
ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT
Pliolo hy Piiililla C,i.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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vinmont, los angeles,
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INTERIOR DECORATING
THE INTERIOR ARCHITECT
{by
EDITOR'S NOTE — In

a.

r.

martenJ

Mr. Mjrtni gives a new ami broader conception of the interior decorator and his function. At this motntnt l^r. Marten' s
preparation and training of interior decorators are theoretical. But it is self-evident that they are essentially sound and

this article

retarding the

his suggestions have

many

ideas

possibilities that will no doubt see future materialisation.

TIME

goes on and the building of the
Vinerican home acquires the standards
of a well-evolved art, it is possible that
there will be no interior decorators.
That is to say, the so-called interior
Jccorators will develop into interior
architects— a term which I believe is
more descriptive of the ultimate possibilities of this craft than the one in common use. Indeed,
it seems that the interior architect is the only logical solution to the problem of coordinating the work of the man
who designs a home and the man who decorates it for the
best interests, desires and comforts of the man who must
live in the house.
For in the expression "interior decorator" there is the
implication of an art and science that the general run of
modern interior decoration practices barely touches upon.
S

In this connection, however, we must remember that interior decoration is one of America's youngest crafts.
After some lo years of rapid growth, it is reaching a stage

§^*J^'-y

it definitely leaves behind the half-formulated, uncertain methods, fads, fancies and irrelevant ideas to
which every young growth is heir. Interior decoration is
approaching the point where it perceives the fallacy of

— -__:jir

where

decoration for the mere sake of decoration. The public in
general and those practicing professionally realize that
interior decoration is not so much a matter of filling
spaces with something— with anything, in fact— as it is
a problem of adjusting the several areas and decorative
units of a room with the intelligence and perception that
arise from an understanding and mastery of the laws of
proportion, perspective, color and mass compositions.
This newer realization of the true function and significance of decoration will open the way for the develop-

ment of the American
already exists and

is

interior architect. In

known by

this

name. He

Europe he
is

a creative

of the architectural
problems of laying out' Hoor plans. He is trained in the
mathematical and scientific principles that underlie pro-

worker with

a

working knowledge

fountain
:

execute

an

i

valu,

group

below

shozv

skctchci for several pieces of furniture to be
It ecill be noted that the architectural masses

s

are

included in the plans and the furniture
sealed accordingly.

portion, perspective, design, color and color combinations, as applied to decoration. He is not a person who
"just naturally has good taste," a smattering of knowledge anent periods and antiques and who proceeds by

"hunches."

The European interior architect joins the architectural
conference table at the point where interior floor plans
come up for discussion. He may be in a department of the
architect's ofhce or maintain his own organization. In
either case he is well qualified by thorough training and
general experience to make suggestions regarding the

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
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moving and placing

of doors and windows; obtaining
proper wall spaces; selecting lighting lixtiires and fireplaces; determining color schemes and texture treatments
and the many details, trivial in themselves, but which if
improperly handled strike harshlv false notes that mar
the harmony of the whole.
The advantages of such a relationship between architect, client and decorator are almost too obvious to comment upon. The home is decorated as it is planned, rather
than being planned, built and then decorated. The interior furnishings become as much a part of the dwelling as
its very timbers instead of an afterthought. The problems of interior decoration and architecture are solved
without the delays and extra expense of making changes
after the work is under way. The desired results and
effects are secured at a minimum of expense and the finished work is a finer expression of skill of both architect

and decorator.

At

this point the question quite naturally arises,

Where

these interior architects? What facilities have
we in Americafor theirtraining? What mental talents shall
the individual possess in order to be a good potential
decorator? The problem is one to which I have given
much thought, since scarcely a week passes without one
or more voung women or men coming to me to ask me
where they can learn interior decoration. We have not even
begun to touch upon this phase of the problem. Its solution is purely a matter of speculation, but let me speculate.
When these people come to me seeking guidance and information I have no place to send them. I can recommend
them to take one of the many available decorating courses.
These courses, on the whole, are good. In fact, are probably very excellent as far as they go, but they do not go
far enough. So far as I know, there is in all America no
decorating course, no college, school or department of
such a school which gives a course comprehensive enough
to give the student a genuine understanding of the problems of decorating.
Such a department would be preferably allied with an
architectural department. Its course of studv would include principles of draughtsmanship and design as applied to interior decoration. It would give such rudiments
of interior architecture as would enable the student to
work on an equal footing with an architect in consideration of floor plans. The instruction would include something of the mathematical and scientific laws of light and
lighting, color and texture. The work would cover the
nature and possibilities of all the various materials fabrics, pottery, wrought iron, copper, brass, wall paper,
carpets, tapestries, etc., that the decorator works with.
The student would study the various periods in furniture
and something of their historical associations and backshall

^

we get

(Juee/i
1

1

Anne Cabinet

'a/nur with lacquer panels

Lady Dyke Armchair
from our own Studios

Interior decoration and ruRNiiURK
with the spirit in which the architect

in

har-

h.i?

con-

completion.

Our

mony

ceived the house are essential to

knowledge and experience

S.&G.GUMPCO.

fit

its

us for such cooperation

^lyfiTiipS M64SPOSTST

SAN FRANCISCO

—

grounds.

Such

allowing proper attention to both classwork, could not be coiiipresscd into
months or even a year. Three or four
years would not be too much time to allow. The student
graduating from the work would know something of the
a course,

room and

practical
the period of a few

possibilitiesand limitations of hiscalling. Hewould know
true and what was false in furniture and other
objects for any given room and space and why. If necessity arose he could himself design furnishings, perfecthplanned, scaled and individually adjusted to their given
purpose. He would, in short, be able to do constructively
creative work from drawing plans and blueprints of a
decorative scheme to executing its finer details.
Clearly this problem of training young people in interior architecture and decoration is one that by the circum-

what was

stances of our American educational system will ultimately have to be worked out in schools and colleges.
It is a responsibility that jointly concerns the decorators and architects of the country, since the work of the
[Concluded on page 47]

A. F.

MARTEN
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URGENT NEED OF SAFETY ON CONSTRUCTION WORK
1[by

J.

J.

rosedaleJ

Cansulting Saftty Engineer, San Francisco

HERE
.1

has been some progress made hv
few progressive contractors in acci-

dent prevention worlc, but there is still
urgent need of organized safety work
in the building industry. It might be of
interest to quote a few decisions in
compensation cases, which were costlv
both to the owners and contractors.
Recently two large contractors were penalized $1,^00
each by the Industrial Accident Commission for failure
to provide necessary safeguards, the lack of which resulted in two fatalities. In another case the Supreme
Court awarded a worker $50,000 against the owner of a
building, due to neglect in providing safety conditions,
which resulted in permanently disabling a worker. One
case pending concerning a permanent disability to a
building mechanic involves the sum of $100,000 and another case is pending for $50,000 for the loss of a hand

to a carpenter.
A decision was recently handed down that a contractor
is liable for injury received by a person trespassing upon
property where construction work is going on. The
court awarded damages and held that the contractor

to the

compensation insurance rates for contractors. The
on their experience. As has been brought

rates are based

out in a previous article, if their losses are heavy, their
insurance rates are increased; and if their losses are small,
the rates are reduced. As a matter of fact, the majority
of contractors are paying considerable debit rather than
receiving a credit.
The number of accidents

on construction work is
mounting considerably and this industry is considered
most hazardous by insurance companies. In fact, on
account of the mounting of accidents on construction
work, it is expected that the manual rates will be in-

his property so as not to injure others whether
they are on the property legally or not.
In spite of the above examples of what accidents cost,

must use

contractors who pay little attention to accident prevention, due to the fact that they feel they are
insured and that the insurance company pays their
losses. A little thought on the subject would convince
them that the insurance company does not bear all the
burden in fact. In the event of an employer or contractor
being found guilty of serious and wilful misconduct, by
the Industrial Accident Commission, he is penalized
50 per cent additional compensation, which he pays out
of his own pocket and is not insurable. Also where an
employee sues for a large sum of money, over $50,000 or
$100,000, often the contractor and owner must pay considerable of this sum over and above the insurance he
carries. It is therefore necessary for the contractor to
give this matter serious consideration, as a serious accident on a job is likely to be costly to him as well as to
the insurance company. Then, too, the insurance companies are beginning to select their risks and are not

we

still find

anxious to pay heavy losses.
There seems to be a general misunderstanding

in regard

creased considerably within the next year.
Probably the most outstanding hazard in the industry
is the poor construction of scaffolds, such scaffolds being
used by the majority of mechanics on buildings. Numerous serious and fatal accidents occur each year on scaffolds. Another source of hazards is the sidewalk canopy.
Very little attention is being given to this protection
by contractors and workers are not the only ones endangered by this hazard, but the public as well. Mechanical "equipment also receives too little attention in the
matter of safety. Such equipment includes saws, mixers,
grinding wheels, hoisting engine, air compressors, etc.
Inspection of boilers and air tanks is not receiving sufficient attention and ladders are another source of acci[Coiicki.leil "n pau-:

Jll
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DECORATIVE NOTES
^

|A SERlESl

SEVET^TEET^TH CE7^TU%Y FliENCH TA?iEL

Adapted from an original in L'Hotel de Mailly, Paris, this
typical of its period in composition and color.
Blending ornamental forms with gracile flow and

panel

is

VA
easy balance VA the main lines are in soft golden tones
VA acanthus leaves in warm green and mellow red -VA
flowers in subdued natural tones VA draperies of Gobesoftening
lin blue VA an ecru ground VA with
glaze VA the ensemble has the subtle charm of French
Renaissance, refined but rich. VA Park Lane Apartments, San Francisco VA A.Quandt & Sons, Painters and
a final

Decorators

I si nee

1885I 374 Guerrero

St.,

"Co-operation jor Quality"

San Francisco

—

.

EDITORIAL^rchite^s JMusf Have Certificates
ARTICLE in "The Inspector" by A. M.

ANEdelman,

secretary of the Southern District
California State Board of Architecture, empha-

the necessity for persons practicing as
conform with law. He quotes from
a recent decision handed down in the Court of
sizes

architects to

Appeal:
"For any person to practice architecture in this State
without a certiticate is made a misdemeanor, and this regardless of whether or not he may also have held himself
out to the puhlic or to any person as an architect.
"Under this statute there is but one way in which a
person who has no certificate can legally render such
architectural services as were to be performed bv respondent. Such person can 'inform the person for whom such
plans or data are furnished that he, the person furnishing
*
*
*
the plans, is not a certified architect.'
"The rule which brings one within the classification of
'architect' has been declared in various jurisdictions. In
every instance where the term has arisen for interpretation, so far as we are able to ascertain, it has been held
that one who makes plans and specifications for a building, and superintends the construction, is an 'architect.'
In fact, the rule most commonly applied does not embrace
the duty of supervision. * * *
"It is to be noticed that every case from every court
recognizes that when a statute has been made for the protection of the public, a contract in violation of its provisions is void."

The State law is clearly shown to be, not an
enactment to protect architects, but a law passed
by theCalifornia Legislature to protect thepublic.
*

*

*

Building Better Cities
the attention
significant, indeed,
VERY
paid to the Second Annual California City
is

Planning Conference, held in Oakland March 4
and 5. Two thousand delegates— architects, pubrealtors, builders, representatives of
organizations such as chambers of commerce, planning commissions, municipal leagues,
civic and women's clubs— such a great gathering
indicates the vital importance of a comprehensive Citv Plan to the citizens of a community.
No longer is this subject an occasion for jeers
at long-haired cranks. Nor is it, indeed, an
aesthetic matter alone. Practical problems of
safety, of transportation, of property values, are
too pressing, too complicated, to be solved without adequate plans and adequate authority.
In the face of such evidence of awakened public
lic officials,

many

opinion

have
oped by

as

writing

as this Conference, such political forces
opposed effective city planning, develexperts, would do well to read the handon the wall.

The

New San Francisco Opera House

War Memorial
THE
cisco are coming up

Buildings of San Fran-

and definite pubhave long been under preparation—studied and restudied but now that notice is given that a bond issue will be voted on
lic

for final

action. Plans

—

for the balance of the funds required (four mil-

lion in addition to the two million already privately subscribed) it develops that there is great
difference of opinion concerning the size of the
opera house, which is a salient part of the

Memorial plan.
The two diametrically opposite points of view
are based upon arguments which in both cases
are not to be dismissed without consideration.

One side

—

points to the fact not to be disputed
that no existing opera house seating more than
2.000 is a success, in the vitally important matter
of acoustics. The other asserts that an audience
of 4500 or 5000 is needed for the practical support of so costly an undertaking as an opera season, that the popular demand is for plenty of
inexpensive seats, and that for other purposes a
large auditorium is needed
It should not be impossible to reconcile these
extreme views through a solution it is not
necessary to call it a compromise which will
give us the largest accommodation possible for
the maintenance of good acoustics under modern
scientific methods. None of the opera houses referred to has been built under such conditions.
A well-informed professional musician estimates that an audience of 3100 can hear satisfactorily in a properly prepared hall. The editor
visited a Los Angeles theater seating some 4000
people, and found the acoustics excellent for a
large orchestra. From the top gallery, the values
were clear and true. But a solo voice sounded
very tiny and unconvincing both sight and

—

—

—

sound reminded one of the effect produced by
looking through the wrong end of an opera glass.
An opera house for a great modern city should
be large enough to allow all those who desire to
hear great artists; but not so large that greatness
and artistry are destroyed.

The Talace of Fine ^Arts
STEPHEN CHILD, a

landscape
MR.architect of San Francisco,noted
comes forward

with an appeal to preserve Bernard Maybeck's
masterpiece, the Palace of Fine Arts designed for
the Panama-Pacific Exposition, which is now

:

4'o

:
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HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC BUILDING, HONOLULU,

T. H.

R. E. WooIIey, Contractor

York and Sawyer, Architects

Hollow Metal Doors and Trim
Elevator Cars

FORDERER CORNICE WORKS
Executive Offices

Potrero

Avenue and

and Factory

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angeles Office

927 W. M. Garland

\

Building, 9th and Spring Streets

^
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SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
John Reid,

Fred H. Meyer, three years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
W. C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year
Will G. Corlett, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers,

Sec.-Treas.

NEXT MEETING

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

The next meeting of the Northern California Chapter of
The American Institute of Arcliitects will be held on
Tuesday, March i';, 192.7. The members of the Society
of Architects of Alameda County will be invited to join
with us at this meeting, at which the Entertainment
Committee will offer us a special program of unusual
interest. It

is

planned to hold the meeting at the Hotel
will be notified by special

Mark Hopkins. The members
letter in regard to details.

FEBRUARY MEETING
The regular meeting of the San Francisco Chapter, The
American Institute of Architects, was held on Tuesday,
February 15, 192.7, in the rooms of the San Francisco
Architectural Club, 513 Pine street. The meeting was
called to order by President John Reid, Jr., at 7:50 p. m.
The following members were present: Messrs. Morris
M. Bruce, Harris Allen, James Mitchell, Earle B. Bertz,
John Reid, Jr., William Mooser, G. F. Ashley, J. S.
Fairweather, Charles Masten, Albert J. Evers.
Mr. Holder, Mr. Hartley and Mr. McWilliams were
present as guests.

MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted

as

published.

the last reminder of that great Fair, and in a
forlorn state of decay.
He urges that rotunda and colonnade be repro-

duced in stone, and that the reflecting pool which
"doubles the beauty and charm of it all" should
also be restored.
Behind the colonnade could be built, in sections as needed, galleries for art collections or
schools.

Thus he envisions an Art Center for the Pacific
Coast, the Golden West— prophesying pilgrimages from all world civilizations as now to the
Parthenon or the Colosseum.
A splendid dream; would that it might be realized! Even as a faded ruin, the Art Palace is an
inspiration to countless thousands. Here is proof
undeniable, irresistible, of the Power of Beauty;
depending, not on period or style or precedent or
rule, but making a well-nigh universal appeal
to those equalities of aesthetic perception which
exist to a greater or less degree in every human
intelligence. Is it not a crime to let this vision

—

die?

No

unfinished business

was

reported.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Mr. Allen,

for the Publicity Committee, reported regarding publicity in the current issues of newspapers, etc.
The Committee reported against paid advertising by the
Chapter.

NEW

BUSINESS

Secretary read a communication from the San
Francisco Garden Club, asking cooperation. The Secretary was instructed to offer cooperation.
A communication was read regarding a competition for
University buildings for the University of Western Australia. Those wishing particulars may obtain them from

The

the Secretary.
A request for endorsement of bills for formation of
State Parks Commission was referred to the Building
Laws and Legislation Committee, with power to act.
Mr. Hildebrand was appointed representative to the
Central Council of the Builders Exchange, with Mr.
Morris M. Bruce as alternate.
An invitation was read from the San Francisco Branch
of The League of American Pen Women to attend a book
fair at the Hotel Mark Hopkins, March i to 6, inclusive.
Mr. W. C. Hays presented a notice regarding a fine set
of Paris prize drawings on exhibit at the Architectural
Building of the University of California. Mr. Hays especially invited the Chapter to a fireside evening to be
held on Thursday evening, February 14.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES
Mr. Earle B. Bertz reported progress for the Exhibition
Committee. The return from the preliminary letter is not
satisfactory. The Committee requests that all Chapter

members reply immediately.
Mr. Mooser reported for the Committee on Building
Laws and Legislation. This Committee has been working
with the State Bureau of Housing, and also on certain
additions to the San Francisco Building Law.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

Albert

J.

Evers,

Secretary.

Mr. Hartly of the California Electrical Bureau spoke on
the Red Seal system for identification of electrical equipment.

Mr, Holder of the Paraftine Companies, Inc., spoke
most interestingly regarding roofing problems.
*

*

*

necessary legal steps for changing the name from
San Francisco Chapter to Northern California Chapter
have been taken, and from now on the new name will
give a clearer idea of
be used. The change of name will
Chapter represents,
the geographical area which our
Takes in all of Northern California and Nevada.

The

since'it
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THE CHARLES

D.

WILLIS POLK, ARCHITECT

DLANEY RESIDENCE, SARATOGA, CALIFORNIA

Rgmona RgofJile
Beautif * Versatilttif *

tnr^O

and

Permanence

eye alike, the inherent
instant appeal.
^i_ beauty of Ramona Tile makes
Made as they are in an exceptionally wide variation
of harmonious colors and laid by master hands, the
individual tastes of the Architect or Owner may
readily be satisfied. Moreover, like the roofs of old
Spain, the life of such a roof as that shown above
cannot be measured in years.
the casual

critical

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS
Main

Office:

116 Natoma Street, San Francisco. Phcne: Kearny 2830
Works: West Alameda, California

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
MEMBER ARCHITECTURAL

CLUBs' TRANSFER SYSTEM

Howard

President

E.

Lawrence
Harry Langley

Vice-President
Directors:

WESTERN STATES HEADQUARTERS: SOCIETY BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTS

Burnett

F.

Keyser

The San Francisco Architectural Club has determined
that 19L7 shall be its most prosperous and successful
year. High hope and contidence and great expectations
are placed in the newly elected officers who are respectively:

Russell B. Coleman
John H. Devitt

Secretary

Treasurer

Ira H. Springer

Arthur D. Janssen

since the Born family, Ernie and Esther, have taken up
their studies there. Ernie is taking the Le Brun Competi-

tion and Mrs. Born is "doing" the Emerson Prize. The
club as a whole and the Atelier in particular is honored
by their visit. We hope that they will make their stay

permanent one.

Coleman, secretary;

H. Burnett, president; L. Keyser, vice-president; R.
J. Devitt, treasurer; A. Janssen, H.
Langley, I. Springer, directors.
The February meeting was well attended and was made
of special interest by an address by M. Vinson, an authority on architectural publications; a short talk by Ernest
Born and was wound up by a silly stunt staged by Don
Works, Al Johnson and Clvde Trudell of the Atelier.
Ira Springer, the new Entertainment Committee Chairman, announces a galaxy of social activities to take place
during the year. He promises some novel form of entertainment at each meeting and get-togethers will be held
between meetings in the form of picnics, theater parties,

will be held at the
Lick Grill for a while instead of at the club quarters,
until our chef has served a short term for violating the
pure food laws. Luncheon served from 12. noon to 1:50
p. m. All members and friends of the profession welcome.
The Sacramento police were again foiled when Fred
Howelling appeared in the city. When not in hiding
Fred pounds the boards for Al Larsen.
Voisson is back from L. A. He says he feels as though
resurrected from the dead.
The boys are giving Bill Freeman the glad-hand. Willie
passed the board and got his ticket last month. Congrats,

etc.

Bill.

The Atelier has lately been a scene of great activity.
Problems are knocked out right and left, and most any
night an energetic little group might be seen bent over
the boards up on the second floor. Jim Magee has his
children busy again in the Order Class.
The boys miss Rene Travelletti and Horace Driver, who
left last month for Chicago. The dapper Frenchman returned to Armour Institute and the bloody Australian"
landed a job in Chi.
A certain "homey" atmosphere prevails in the Atelier

a

The Club's weekly Thursday lunch

"Lorry" Keyser

down two
F.

Meyers and M.

work ahead, old man.
The March meeting will be featured by

president. Lots of
Initiation.

SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS OF

ALAMEDA COUNTY

the University of California, who spoke on the relations
between landscape architecture and city planning, with
special reference to the problems of the East Bay region,
and District Attorney Earl Warren, who gave some very
interesting information concerning public contracts as
they alTccted architects legally. The meeting of FebE. Reed, Oakland
National Association of Real
Estate Boards. He outlined the plans and purposes of the
State-wide City Plan Conference to be held in Oakland
March 4 and 5.
A special meeting was held March 4 to hear Mr. Charles
H. Cheney, city planning authority, consultant in the
Palos Verdes and Riverside projects, on "Architectural
Control and Art Juries."
The Society arranged a comprehensive exhibit of city
plans, maps, charts and models, as a part of the conference. It has also provided a permanent exhibit at the

ruary LI

sixty-foot lot in

Oakland. This exhibit will be changed

The weekly column

Oakland Tribune under the
general title "Architectural Developments" is being contributed by the Society under a carefully arranged plan
providing for a series of articles dealing with architecture
and architects' services.
in the

*

*

The

California State Civil Service Cominissioner announces examinations for the following positions:
Junior Architectural Draftsman, Assistant Architectural
Draftsman, Architectural Draftsman, Junior Estimator,
Senior Architectural Draftsman, Assistant Architectural
Designer, Architectural Designer, Junior Structural Engineer, Assistant Structural Engineer, Associate Structural Engineer. Application blanks must be filed by
March 31st and may be secured from the State Building,
San Francisco; the Hall of Records, Los Angeles; the
Forum Building, Sacramento.
*

was addressed by Mr. Fred

from time to time.

Mammoth

"Trudy."
*

HILL,

realtor, first vice-president.

Builders' Palace Exhibit, consisting of analyses, sketches,
plans, details and photographs of a house built on a

a

Everybody come.
C. Trudell, Chairman Publicity Committee.

'

The February meetings of the Society were well attended.
On February 7 the guests were Professor J. W. Gregg of

also to be congratulated. Lorry holds
now. First, he has associated with
Jorgensen. Second he is our new vice-

is

real jobs

*

*

HUBBELL & CO. EXPANSION

An

additional one-story concrete factory building, containing 52.00 square feet, has recently been occupied by
Hill, Hubbell & Co. to provide much-needed additional
floor space. The new building is being devoted principally to the manufacture of varnish. The main offices of
the company are located at 115 Davis street, San Francisco. A branch factory is located in Tulsa, Okla., and
sales offices in Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles and New

York

City.
*

*

*

The United States Gypsum Company offers the following
highly interesting booklets: "Structolite Concrete,"
"S'tructolite for Industrial Buildings," "Architectural
Data on Pyrobar Roof Construction," "Sheetrock PyroAll of these bookfill Construction," "Pyrobar Voids."
exceedingly well illustrated and contain much useinformation. They may be secured upon application to

lets are
ful

the United States Gypsum Company, 105
Chicago, or from any sales office.

street,

W. Monroe
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A paint you can forget, but don^t!
When Hockaday

smooth, egg-shell surface, we forget

it

The

paint leaves the factory,
does not leave factory supervision. No
sir! Though it is shipped away to distant
cities in airtight cans,

we

follow

washing

But—
When Hockaday

how

it

will
will resist

it

Yes,

sir,

forget,

St..

San FranciGCo, Cal.

Hockaday

m

YOUR

is

a paint you

CAN

Inc.

Los AngelcN Hockadav Co.
420Douglas Bldg., Los AnBeles.CaL

COPY

D. E. Fryer &. Co.. Seattle.
Tacoma, Spokane and Portland

V \
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FOR

checking,

CARROLL AVENUE
CHICAGO
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limeburn,

but one you don't! Only time does.

HOCKADAY,
206 Ninth

through the years it
how with each
shine out again like new,

cracking and peeling.

has been applied, when,
according to our specifications, it is on
the wall and has hardened with a

The Hockadav Co. of San Francisco

it!

an old one to

will retain its freshness,

sure of a good paint job.

1823-1829

is
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us.
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story from there on
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AN ARCHITECT?
fmni page lo]

which he occasionally reads before
and popular bodies, to make out lucid reports
his papers

and descriptions, even to write a creditable specification,
he must be

And

somewhat

of a litterateur.

have the chance of exhibiting his skill at
all he must have studied hypnotism, animal magnetism,
bon mots, divinity, physiognomy, practical politics and
what not; not forgetting that he must be a bon vivant and
a gallant; to make a success he also must be a consistent
hypocrite and a time-server.
To exhibit what we mean by the ignorance not only of
the general public, but of those who come in contact with
plans and architects, we cull the following from a San
Francisco journal which we have just come across. In
describing the half-tone photograph of a cottage the
author savs;
"The exterior view, which your architect calls the plan
of elevation,' is a departure from the set and inartistic
lines of your cut-ofF-of-the-same-piece, ready-made dwelling, and as a whole is imposing and extremely attractive.
"The illustration is made direct from a photograph, so
that it is a faithful reproduction of the house itself, and
not an ideal creation of a clever draughtsman."
Here we have a terrible jumble of misstatements— what
architect (God save the mark!) could the author have
come across who calls a perspective view a "plan of elevation"? And then to put the title in quotation marks to
show that it is your architect's term! With all due respect
for the author, we don't believe he ever heard any architect say such a thing, or if he did, he must have been playing on the credulity of his listeners, vulgarly called joshing him. Then the remark in the last paragraph, although
finally to

'

not saying so, leaves an impression that clever draughtsmen's ideal creations are meant to deceive, in comparison
to the faithfi/l reproduction of the photographs. Here the
writer labors under the impression that it only requires
a clever draughtsman to make an ideal creation. Of course
those initiated know that it requires a designer who is
called an architect when the result is a building. They
also know that the ideal creation of an architect drawn
on paper, when carried out in a building, is the facsimile
of its paper original and looks exactly like it as far as a
solid can look like the same drawn on the flat.
We cannot altogether blame the public for these popular fallacies; they are not able to distinguish, with the
little enlightenment they have on the subject, between
an architect and a quack who hangs out his shingle and
advertises himself as an architect.
So it seems the only way to educate them is for the
architectural journals and the newspapers to keep digging
away and showing up and explaining all these misapprehensions which are constantly showing themselves.

OUR STAFF

IS

VERSATILE

The

Pacipic Coast Architect was host to several San
Francisco architects at the "Authors' Breakfast" held
February 17 at Hotel Mark Hopkins by the S. F. Chapter,
League of American Pen Women. This pleasant event was
occasioned by the fact that Miss Zoe A. Battu, of our
editorial staff, won first prize in the recent Short Story
Contest, instituted by Mrs. Colbourne, president of the
League, for a story of San Quentin Prison entitled "Freedom." There were present at the P. C. A. table Mr. and
Mrs. John Galen Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Evers,

Mr. and Mrs. Earle B. Bertz, Mr. and Mrs. Henry H.
Gutterson, Miss Battu, and Harris Allen, editor of the
magazine.

*

*

*

Recommendation on Lumber" is inhandbook for architects and builders, volume

"Simplified Practice

cluded in

a

i8, issued

under auspices of Illinois Society of Architects.

FLUSH VALVES
Need No Regulation
simple turnTHE
ing of the screw

A

(see diagram)
assures the exact

amount

of water
needed to make the
closet bowl
perfectly.

flush WATROUS FLUSH VALVE
Sectional

The result is maximum flushing
economy in water consumption.

View

efficiency,

and

Every time the valve is flushed, the plunger (B)
raised off its seat (C), leaving an opening
through which grains of sand, etc., can be washed
out of the port.
No type of valve, without this
is

safeguard,

is

immune from

obstruction.

WATROUS
FLUSH
VALVE

J
The advantages named above should not be
confused with regulation for varying degrees of pressure. The Watrous valve requires no regulation, from highest pressure
to approximately five pounds.
Having

a 25'; larger diaphragm-area in the control
chamber, the Watrous valve can be relied on to
close off, even under low pressure conditions where

other valves often

fail.

has a larger water-way per second of opening,
and therefore delivers water with extra volume
and "punch," insuring prompt flushing action.
It

Write ioT

full details

on the

Watrous Flush Valve and Duojet Closets

Wm.

P.

L. C.

Coombs, Rm. 506,

Wm.

to

Co., 237 Rialto Bldg., San Francisco
1 10 W. 1 1th St., Los Angeles
P. Horn Co., L. C. Smith Building, Seattle

Horn

PaciBc Coast Representatives of

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
1220 West Harrison

Street

CHICAGO

Watrous Flush Valves— Duojet Closets— Self-Closing
Basin Cocks

— Combination Lavatory Fixtures
— Liquid Soap Fixtures— Etc.

Pop-Up Wastes

Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United States.
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Pantages Theatre BIdg.,

Marcus B.

Priteca,

Architect

ATT
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JOHNSON
HEAT CONTROL
THESE

Fifth Ave. Theatre.

R. C. Reamer.
Architect
Pacific Telephone
&l

Telegraph Bldg.

among

the

many

buildings

of

equipped with The Johnson Sys-

tem Of Heat Control; convincing examples of
the regard for automatic temperature regulation,

and the preference

for Johnson.

THE DUAL THERMOSTAT

Architect

Night and

Below —

Day

SYSTEM OF CONTROL

of California.

Architect

are

Seattle

Eagles Temple.
Henry Bittman,

Dank
John Graham,

L.

a new Johnson advancement with which you
ought to become thoroughly acquainted. Operation of a switch turns off steam or sets thermois

stats for

lower temperature in rooms vacated for

the day, but leaves steam on in the rooms used
Lit

night.

In morning same switch resets ther-

mostats for daytime temperature in
the day.
fuel

all

rooms

for

A night and day service, that reduces

consumption as much as 40 per cent. Comon request.

plete details furnished

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
Main Office and Factory — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Automatic Temperature Regulation Since 1885
l'r;inchcs in all principal cities of

United States and Canada

JOHNSON PACIFIC COAST BRANCHES
-II? Rialto Bldg.
607 Van Nuys Bldg.
,
404 FailinK Bldg.

Cal.
Lr,B Anu.lL-.. Cal.
I'orllLUiil, (>ri-eoii
.S.-:ittl.-.

,

UaMhineton 452 Colman Bldg.

IZJO CaliforDinStr.
n.-nv.T. Colo.
.
.
SttltLakfCily.Uiah OlOMcIntyrcBlds.
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NEED OF SAFETY ON CONSTRUCTION WORK
[CiiTulutlcd

friiiii

page J7]

THE

dents, due to their construction as well as placement on
the |ob. Another source of hazard is the material hoist

on the construction job. These hoists, for the most part,
are tlimsily constructed and no provision is made to
safeguard them to protect workmen from falling maThe principal danger on these material hoists

Page Gas Furnace

terials.

allowing workmen to ride up and down in them.
Fatal accidents have occurred, due to cables breaking on
these hoists, where the cable is deteriorated or the hoist
is hoisted clear to the top of the sheave beam, which
causes the cable to snap.
Another source of danger is falling materials, due to
inadequate protection of floor openings and hoistways.
This constitutes one of the greatest hazards on construction jobs and demands serious attention. Handling materials takes its toll of accidents also, especially where
defective or improvised equipment is used and where
there is improper piling and placing of piles. Protruding
nails add to the toll of accidents and manv of these nail
punctures and resulting complications could be prevented

FOR

lies in

by the men bending down protruding nails, piling such
lumber in one particular place and bv requiring that the
men wear thick-soled shoes on the job.

The foregoing

only a partial list of the hazards encountered on construction jobs, but will give an idea of
the urgent need for organized safety work on each and
every job. Safety is no longer a matter of choice, for the
public demands that everything possible be done to protect human life. If a contractor intends to stay in business, he must give this matter serious thought. Competition is very keen and the margin of protit on anv job
depends to a great extent on the number of accidents.
There are unseen costs to accidents, such as the big labor
turnover, decreased production, time lost by the workers
and breaking down of the morale on the job. Contractors
must change their general method and seek to organize
on the basis of their superintendents and foremen giving
is

work the attention it deserves, for safety and production go hand in hand.
First the contractor himself should be sold loo per cent
to the idea and then he should be advised by a competent
engineer as to the methods and means of making his job
safe. Not only is it necessary to safeguard the physical
conditions on the job, but all workers must be educated
in this movement. There are accidents due to the personal
element which can be prevented only by a campaign of
education in safe practices and inculcating the safety
idea into the minds of the workers.

YOUR
NEXT
HOUSE

Five stages of
heat extraction
insures maximum

economy by using
all

the heat.

safety

*

*

A

heating system you may
specify with the utmost
confidence. The Page Gas
Furnace is always a source
of maximum comfort and
complete satisfaction to the
owner. And it pleases his

*

pocketbook, too.

THE INTERIOR ARCHITECT
[Coiidudfd

two men

fiori. in.g-r

j6]

so closely interdependent that the educational and training standards of both professions must be
practically equal before any constructive progress will be
made in bringing about harmonious working conditions.
In other words, I hold that interior decoration is a profession whose proper practice requires quite as much training, background, experience, application and close devotion as the practice of architecture, engineering, writing
or any other similar profession.
is

*

*

Glenn Stanton;

he

(I

pi ensure

to

explain

to

Manufactured by

Montague Furnace Co., Inc.

recent meeting the Oregon Chapter, A. I. A.,
elected the following officers for the ensuing year:
President, O. R. Bean; vice-president, VV. R. B. Wilcox;
a

secretary, A.

let 1 1

*

OREGON CHAPTER ELECTS OFFICERS
At

//

you fully the features of the Page
Gas Furnace or descriptive folder
will be sent at your request.

376-386 Sixth Street

•

San Francisco

Phone Market 4845

treasurer, Fred Allyn.

The Yawman and Erbe Manufacturing Co., makers

of

Filing Systems, announce the purchase of the Phoenix
Desk Company, San Francisco.

Northwest Representative: E. J. Hilscher,
94 Columbia St., Seattle
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SIMONS HANDCRAFT TILE FOR THE
NEW BRENTWOOD COUNTRY CLUB

BRENTWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
W. W. Ache,

Sumner

Architect

LOS ANGELES
& Sollitt Co-, General Contractors
J. A. Drummond,
'

Roofing Contractor

QIhe

new Simons Handcraft Tile has
been enthusiastically received by architects
throughout Cahfornia. By a new process
of manufacture, these machine-made tile
are given the rugged texture and shape
of hand-made tile ^-accurate reproductions of the century-old ware used on
the Missions' ^but with the greater
strength, higher quality and lower

—

cost

made

possible by better burn-

ing and the elimination of hand
work. These tile provide absolutely sound roofing, true to
type, at comparatively

low

cost.

"Since iSS6"

SIMONS BRICK

CO.

Walter K. Simons, President and General Manager

115 \V. Third St., Los Angeles
Telephone MUtual 4181

SIMONS HANDCRAFT TILE
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^Industrial buildings
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and Housing^

^

An Important New Book of Unusual Merit
Wcifare Provisions for Indiutrial Pbnts

T:

Wcltut Aonaiu Whrdi

ili..jU

tfc i^;wT,»d.-t«i

When

Plinnins

THIS valuable new book on "Industrial
HOUSING

Buildings and Housing" provides a

wealth of usable material, for the archi'
tect

who

is

engaged in designing

modem

industrial buildings.

The

extremely interesting and detailed

treatment of this timely subject

is

indi'

by the following chapter headings
selected from the table of contents: "The
cated

Romance of

the Factory,"

"Modern

American Types of Factory Architec
ture," "Welfare Provisions for Industrial

Plants," "Planning

The Dealer

Who

Displays this Sign
Carries the Best Quality in Face Brick

tory," "Practical

and Building the Fac-

Houses

for Industrial

Employes."
Face Brick.
made

bif

a Member of the

AMERICAN FACE BRICK
ASSOCIATION

This profusely
for

two

illustrated

work

is

dollars.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1767 Peoples Life Building, Chicago,

Illinois

sent
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RESIDENCE COMPETITION
Announcement has been made of

a nation-wide architectural competition for the best designs for a residence
and garage built principally of wood, with $5, "jog in

cash awards oliercd by C. W. Stinison, prominent Seattle
lumberman, and the West Coast Lumber Bureau,
This contest is sponsored by and conducted under the
auspices of the Washington State Chapter American Institute of Architects and is known as the "West Coast Woods
Architectural Competition." It is open to any architect,
architectural hrm, designer or draftsman in the United

Lei
siKtiaD

States.

Holmes, A.

A., of Seattle, has been selected
and architects composing the committee on competitions for the State chapter are: Harlan
Thomas, chairman; J. Lister Holmes, vice-chairman; William J. Bain, David J. Myers and Robert F. McClelland,
all of Seattle, and Nelson J. Morrison of Tacoma.
The competition will close at 5 p.m. on August i, 192.7,
and the first prize design will receive $1,000 in cash, the
second prize $500 and ten designs receiving favorable
mention will be awarded $100 each.
The program of the competition provides that the subject of the design shall be an attractive all-year-round
residence and garage, built principallv of wood, the house
containing not more than seven principal rooms confined, with the garage, to an immediate site of 11,000
square feet. The garage may either be a part of the house
or detached. The plans shall be convenient in arrangement and adapted to general living conditions.
J. Lister

I.

as professional adviser,

your

'

\

Skylight)
J>Tohkms/

The jury of award will consist of five architects of national repute selected from representative sections of the
United States. The program of the competition provides
that the jury of award shall give consideration to the

following points:

Novelty and originality

in the treatment and use
native to the Pacific Northwest.
"1. Excellence and ingenuity of plans.
"3. Architectural merit of the design and fitness of the
application to a frame house.
"4. Practicability of construction.
"5. Fitness of the design as a whole to meet the needs
of the problem."
Excellence of drawings also will be given consideration
by the jury, but will rate a small percentage in proportion
to the other points. The competition will be conducted
under the code of the American Institute of Architects. "The special purpose and intent of this competition," according to the statement of the committee of
architects in charge, "is to develop and bring forth the
uses, applications and methods of construction and finishing of the woods of the Pacific Northwest, Douglas Fir,
West Coast Hemlock, Sitka Spruce and Western Red
Cedar. It is the thought of the Bureau that the methods
of use and the beautv in treatment of these woods have as
yet been merely touched upon and that applied ingenuity
will bring forth new and effective developments, both
in using and beautifying these products. It is hoped that
the most competent architectural designers will be encouraged to bring their talent to bear in ingenious ways
"i.

of

wood

towards most

artistic results."

*

*

STEELEAD

is an established
product. There is nothing new
about the principle back of SteeThe
lead skylight construction.
practice of encasing steel in lead
for protective purposes has been
employed for many years, particu-

larly in

European countries.

Steelead met with immediate approval on the part of Eastern architects, contractors and builders.
For use in railroad depots, train
sheds, freight houses, where there
is a continuous assault of smoke,
gases and vibration; for factories
with a constant attack of fumes,
Steelead has
steam, vibration

—

proved

We

without an equal.
welcome your inquiries.

itself

Write us for

full details as to

how

Steelead will solve your skylight

may

be obtained from the offices of
Pacific Coast Architect or by addressing the West Coast
Lumber Bureau, Seattle.
Further particulars

Steelead Skylight Concourse. Union Station, Chicago
Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Chicago, Architects

*

The Plastoid Products Co. of Los Angeles announces the
production of rock composition locklath entirely by
machinery, with consequent greatly increased production
without interference with its high quality and absolute
uniformity. It is only after years of experimentation that
the new system has been perfected.

problems for

all

time.

Northwest Lead Company
^STee LEA

D

Wie UrmanentSkylight

1742-44-46 Fourth

Avenue South

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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YOUR
thousand

clients are

a

iences.

and

s»

accustomed

to

modern conven-

Why should they, in this day

age, install antiquated heating

plants and be required to go into a

fog of coal dust and ashes in dark

basements festooned with cobwebs
to

keep coal

fires

They should
preciate

zvann-iUr furnaces

Gas-freil

deliz'er

not,

and they

your work more

will apif

We are always ready to consult with

tJi'ts

siipcrh scrvirc.

you.

RiYNE FuJRNA£E j^ SuFFLY Co. |nC.
Established 1914

338 FOOTHILL ROAD, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Branch
Branch
Branch

you

specify this heating system.

The touch of a button regulates
Payne Heat. As modern as
electric refrigeration.

burning?

office:

2247 Grove Street, Oakland,
Union Street, Pasadena,

office:

115 E.

office:

478 Sutter

St.,

Cai.ii--.

Cai.if.

San Francisco, Calie.

Northern anil Southern Distributors:

Eckarl Bros., 310 Wcstl.ike Ave. N., Seattle.

Robertson Bros., 1318 Fifth St.S.in Diego.

Agencies in all principal Pacific Coast Cities.

Names furnished upon

request
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(It you ever watcli a skilled operator apply lacquer
a spray gun, you will oe ainazeo to see

/

ne

As

Iimslies tlie surlace.

tlie

new

new

-witli

rapidly

Ian sliapea mist ol lacquer

passes across the surlace ol tne wall or tloor,
tnat a
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it

seems

Actually, that

surlace leaps into being.

is

the case, lor the particles ol atomized lacquer, upon

ana tlow out lorming

striking the surlace, knit together

ulm

a

A

ol unusual smoothness.

time comparison

w^ill

show

that one can cover about

one thousana square leet by hand brushing as against
three thousand square leet
ison

IS

made between

by

spraying.

11 a

the time consumed on an oil base

brush job as against a lacquer spray )ob
that additional time

compar-

is

it

will be lound

saved due to the rapid
rapi
dr>
rying

ol the lacquer.

^apon Odorless

Jjrushing and opraying Ijacquers and

Liacquer i/namels are especially adapted lor

A

practically all interior surtaces.

tiiiishing

booklet describing

lacquers and their application will be sent Iree ol
charge, or a representative
at

make

w^iil

a demonstration

your request.

The Recognized

<^^

Standard—188^

THE ZAPON COMPANY
of
304 Twellth Street
Oakland

CALIFORNIA
160 Seventh Street
San Francisco

1626 Eightli Avenue
Seattle

1317 So. Olive Street
Los Angeles

302 Selling Building
Portland

TJie pioneer manufacturer of lacquer

and

leather cloth
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r-'^i'^rrO.^

Rock^Edge Texture
^a^f^EXTURE

demanded now by almost all
r^'^ architects and owners— texture for walls and
^j^aa^ for roofs <^ ^ The charm of Old World slate
is

roofs can be secured, together

with modern methods
new Rock-

of application, low cost and security, in the

edge shingle
color <^

^

tile <^

i*^

Rough

surface f^ <^ variety of

heavy, irregular weather line <^ <^ give
a

wide range of

artistic effect

California Potterij
San Francisco

Oakland

- E.

Companij

' lllh & Harrison Sis. - Phone Klarkei 9270
I2lh St & Park Ave ' Phone Fruitoale 588

FRESNO

<

MERCED

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
COMPETITION IN DESIGNS FOR THE PLANNING
OF THE CIX'IC CENTER, BIRMINGHAM,

ENGLAND
(Through the courtesy of S. F. Office, Bureau of Foreign iiiiJ
Domestic Commerce, U. S. Dept. of Commerce^
The General Purposes Committee of the Corporation of
the Citv of Birmingham, England, have invited town
planning experts, architects, and surveyors of all countries to submit designs in competition for the planning of
the new civic center which it is proposed to lay out. The
conditions of the competition and notes for the guidance
of competitors are submitted with accompaniments.
A premium of £i,ooo ($4,666.50) will be awarded to
the design placed first, and a further sum not exceeding
£1,000 will be divided between the authors of other designs approved bv the assessor.
Conditions of competition, instructions to competitors,
and plan of site may be obtained on application to Mr.
Herbert H. Humphries, M. Inst. C. E., the city engineer
and surveyor, on payment of a deposit of £1 i.r ($5.11),
which will be returned after receipt of a design or the
return of the documents supplied.
Designs, in sealed packages, endorsed "Design for Civic
Center," must be delivered to Mr. Herbert H. Humphries,
M. Inst. C. C, Council House, Birmingham, England,
not later than June 30, 192-7. Any questions which the
competitors desire to ask must be addressed to the city
engineer on or before January 31, 1917, and all such questions and answers thereto that the assessor considers necessary will be sent to each competitor and will be considered as forming part of the conditions.
The city of Birmingham has a population of about
1,000,000, being the second city in size in England, and is
regarded as the center of the West Midland region of
England, comprising six counties, which has a total population of 3,000,000. The present civic buildings are not
adequate to the demands on them, and it is desired to
provide sites for additional ones so disposed as to enhance
the dignity of this important city. The object of this competition is to secure a plan which will bring about an impressive grouping, amid pleasant surroundings, of the
important public buildings which it is intended to erect.
The writer recalls with pleasure that he forwarded the
Government invitations which resulted in the winning,
bv an American, of the prize offered for the plans submitted for the capital city of Australia, which is soon to
be ofiicially dedicated at Canberra, Australia, and hopes
that some interest may be aroused in other Americans by
this invitation for the submission of designs for the new
civic center to be constructed in Birmingham, England.
Accompanying the Conditions of Competition and
Notes for Guidance of Competitors will be found:
(a)

A

—

general plan of Birmingham, scale
I

mile.

*

*

United States Gypsum Company under the trade name
of Bundled Rock'lath. Each bundle contains lath for the
covering of thirty-two square feet of wall and ceiling

two

The individual pieces of lath come
16 inches by 48 inches, and of these there are six
in a bundle. The other is 16 inches by 32. inches, and iil
these there are nine in a bundle. Each bundle weighs 60
pounds.

surface.
is

For Every

Home
the Los Angeles
INBiltmore,
the entire
ninth floor

is

given over

Here,
where an exclusive ulto private suites.

tra touch of

luxury

!.\-V/S-0 Rolls

doun

is

sought, In-Vis-O
Screens are used.

of the

sight, out

way, out of the zaeather
uhen not in use. Permits

Roller

Disappearing

and

up

like a roller shade.

Out of

full

The

when

manual pictured below
shows that In-Vis-O

freedom

vision

of

The

in use.

ideal

screen for outward open-

ing casements.

Screens are quite as practical for the small
home, as for the palatial hotel, or elaborate

mansion.

May we

send

a

copy for your

files.''

lnyiso>

in

Company

Los .Angeles,

1260 Temple Street

FOR YOUR

C.TlIforni.i

FILES

16 pngcs of Viiluiiblc technical

data

on screening
this

modern windows,

*

Gypsum lath in bundles that are handled by the lather
with at least the same ease that wood lath is handled was
announced at the Silver Anniversary Convention of the

One

This Ultra Biltmore Luxury

Disappearing Roller Screen

J

A plan

BiltmoTC Hotel, Los Angelct; Schuize £f Weaver, Arcliileets

3 '2 in.

of the site to the scale of
^'^^°
(c) Aerial photograph of the site.
Hall
Municipal
Buildings,
(d) Photographs of
of Memory, etc.
(e) Declaration Form to he filled in by the competitor and envelope for same.

(b)
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COUPON WWA. EKING
YOUR corv
lN-VIS-0 Disappeniing
Roller Screen Compnny,

1260 Temple
I shall

St.,

Los Angeles

be glad to receive for

on screening modern windows.

sizes.

Namk..

ni ^our manii.il

1

.
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A new wood panel treatment
sand-etched Douglas Fir
HTHE

adornment of wood paneling with paint-

or carving has called forth the
painstaking efforts of many a skilled craftsman.
Only the wealthy could afford such work the
ing, inlaying

—

less

fortunate had to be satisfied with plain walls.

But one day a mechanic accidentally turned
on a Douglas Fir board, revealing
to an ingenious architect a new decorative process, inexpensive and strikingly beautiful.

All woods cannot be successfully sandblasted.
There must be a distinct contrast in hardness
between the spring and summer wood, the grain
fairly close and the fibers straight and parallel,
as in Douglas Fir, so that the softer part of the
wood will be eaten away smoothly and the

harder part

left intact.

a sandblast

Here

wood

is

the simple

way

to carve

and color

panels:

Take

a straight-grained, clear piece of vertical

grain Douglas Fir.

Glue on

its

face a stencil of

heavy manila paper in which has been cut the
design wanted. Then sandblast through the
stencil to the depth desired, using 20 to 30
pounds air pressure. When the sandblast is

remove the

finished,

to

stencil

and apply color

suit.
San.i-c!chcd. har^d cohrcd
'ongios Fir panel in lohhy of
Hotel Emerson, Hoquiam, Washington. RobertC. Reamer,
I

fl

....

JM

[I

msi 1
"ii

11 1
:,

U

14
I

1

i'

p:.

^* 1 ku

mw

w
I'm
Mi

.

J

!

Ilii

Emerson.

coloring

is

tapestry effect.

a matter of choice, as

Age only

Douglas

and wax

to per-

ripens the beauty of such

paneling, for Douglas Fir is durable wood.
Compared with other means of interior decoration, sand-etched Douglas Fir panels are not at
such wood paneling is within the
all expensive
reach of the man of moderate means.

1

—

Why

not learn more about the possibilities
Douglas
Fir, not only as a decorative materof
ial, but also as America's supreme structural
wood? We will be glad to send you valuable

^

wmi^^
Pilaster of

The

Note

Fir takes paint, stain, varnish
fedtion.

iiu -h n
rr^

Seattle, Architect.

literature

at

your request,

West Coast Lumber

sand-euhcd Douglas Fir on stairway of Hotel
This design has the early pioneer hunter of the

if

you

will address

Bureau, 5560

CC

Stuart

Building, Seattle, Washington.

Pacifie Northtwest for a mottf.

Douglas Fir
^^oAmerica'i Permanent
Lumber Supply

Important West Coast

Woods

—

Douglas

Fir

-

West Coast

(Sitka)

Spruce

-

West Coast Hemlock

-

Western Red Cedar
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Used on Fixtures
of Any Manufacture

SLOAN FLUSH VALVES
Syphon

washdown and other
wall-hung closets; pedestal,
stall and wall-hung urinals; slop sinks too
Sloan Flush Valves are used on them all.
jet,

reverse trap,

floor-outlet closets;

It

makes no difference what type or make

'^

of

toilet fixtures are selected, // they require flushing/,

Sloan

Flush

Valves

will

increase

their

efficiency.

Because they insure sanitary conditions of closets,
urinals and slop sinks; because they always deliver a uniform flush, regardless of pressure or
how operated; because they add to the appearance of any fixture^Sloan Flush Valves are the
choice of architects who demand
and all-around adaptability.

WHALEN

E. C.
Security Bldg.,

^vho sho'w
Sloan Flush Valves
in their catalogs
Thomas Haddock's Sons

Monument

Pottery Co.

Wheeling Sanitary Mfg. Co.
Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.
N. O. Nelson Mfg. Co.
Sanitary Earthenware Spec. Co.

J

Peerless Selling Co.

W.

J.

CO.

DRISCOLL

Monadnocit Bldg..
San Francisco, Calif.

in

Co.

Trenton Potteries Co.
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.
Chicago Pottery Co.

471

Calif.

Branches

s.

quality

SLOAN CHICAGO
VALVE

301

Los Angeles,

known

•V

Some Nationally
Kno-wn Manufacturers

COCHRAN

S. D.
1426 L. C. Smith Bldg.,

Seattle.

Wash.

All Principal Cities ol the United States and Canada.

^

An
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Monthly Magazine for the

Architect^ Contractor
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Builder
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Hotel
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Mark Hopkins

'

San Francisco
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MYRON HUNT, ARCHITECT

PALOS VERDES --Where Bad Architecture Is Eliminated
{by MYRON HUNT, F.A.I.A

|

PresicUnt Palo! Vtrdes Art Jury

RCHITECTS have long advocated
that some means should be set up
to stop the 93 per cent of poor
stufT
badl)' designed, badly prothat
portioned and ofF-color
goes into our cities, with consequent building depreciation and loss, not only to
the owners but particularly to surrounding

—

—

neighborhoods.
It is therefore most encouraging to hnd at Palos
Verdes Estates an area of 3100 acres (five square
miles), eventually to be 16,000 acres, where
nothing can be built that does not measure up to
"a reasonable decency of design and color." The
protective restrictions for this great suburb of
Los Angeles have from the beginning required
that nothing be built, and that no color be put
on or changed, until approved in writing by an
Art Jury, which is permanently established, and
endowed with $300,000 to produce funds to pay
the best possible men to serve, together with
adequate safeguards looking to the perpetuation
of the jury in such a manner as to insure its continued independence, together with an insurance
of there always being representation of the local

property owners on the jury. The arrangement is
such that the majority of the jury must always
be selected from men nominated by the national
organizations representing the architects and the
national organizations representing the city
planners, coupled with local authorities acting
ex officio.
This arrangement was deliberately made in order to insure against the possibility of any local
clique getting the control of the jury at any time
in the distant future, and perhaps changing the
fixed policy which it was assumed would have
dominated the past personnel of the jury with a
majority of outside professional talent.
After three years' service as chairman of this
Art Jury or Architectural Board of Review, as it
might be called, I am glad to say that I think we
have solved one of the greatest of our modern
problems in cities. I know that this kind of a system will work. We have been doing it successfully and we have yet to find anyone who in the
end was not pleased with the Art Jury's recommendations and requirements. The buildings
passed upon have all been held up to a good
standard of design, without putting anv undi

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
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we have met with will

Arcade Sidewalk in Front of Stores at Malaga Cove Plaza
Webber, Staunton <!j Spaulding, Architects
Eventually this arcaili will bt

coiitiiiiieii

around the

pla':^a,

for which

a

camptttc design has been established with the approval of the Art Jury,
this being the first building erected from the design.

additional financial burden on the home builder,
is that we have none of the poor or
eccentrically designed residences which so often
blight an otherwise charming neighborhood.
The design of many of the houses in the district
are, as must be expected, distinctly better than
others, and many of them are far and away above
what would ordinarily be termed "good archi-

and the result

tecture."

Some method or methods should be found for
more cities to set up a barrier, an Architectural
Board of Review, which would insist that the
design of buildings and their proposed exterior
coloring be reasonably good. I believe that the
Palos Verdes scheme of required review before a
competent board is in line with what must be
done very generally, and I trust that the success

further lead the way for a
very general movement in cities to organize a
wise control of architectural design. This is the
only way successfully to stop depreciation and
deterioration of neighborhoods.
However, no Architectural Board of Review or
Art Jury is likely to succeed unless in the first
place, as at Palos Verdes, it is given complete
judicial status with veto power, and, second,
that its members shall always be sufficiently and
continuingly qualified to act as experts as well as
reasonable and experienced human beings. To
insure the latter it is necessary that nominations
for membership on the jury be absolutely limited; that they be made by organizations such as
the American Institute of Architects, the American City Planning Institute and other qualified
groups. Otherwise, the respect for the Board and
its decisions is bound to be broken down. Such a
board must particularly have the respect of the
architects of the general community, and to that
end a majority of its members must always be
men trained in the arts. The best architect cannot object to having his work passed on by what
he considers a jury of his peers. Palos Verdes is
fortunate in having so constituted its jury permanently that such a group of members must

always

result.

The Palos Verdes project is particularly enjoyable to work with, because Mr. Jay Lawyer,
the general manager, and the Bank of Italy,
which is trustee for the project, had that foresight and vision which led them to assist in the
formative days of the development of the jury
and of its rules for procedure, and then to accept
and carry out in their entirety the general town
plans and the scheme of protective restrictions
as" originally formulated under the advice of
Olmsted Brothers, landscape architects, and
Chas. H. Cheney, consultant in city planning.
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END PAVILION, MALAGA PLAZA STORES— PALOS VERDES, CALIFORNIA
WEBBER, STAUNTON & SPAULDING, ARCHITECTS
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A. E. CAMERON, PALOS VERDES, CALIFORNIA
KIRKLAND CUTTER, ARCHITECT
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ABOVE — SANTA MONICA DAY AND MALAGA COVE. SCHOOL, PALOS VERDES. ALLISON AND ALLISON, ARCHITECTS.
nELOVV — PLAN or PALOS VERDES ESTATES; DARK AREAS SHOW BUSINESS CENTERS; DOTTED AREAS, SCHOOLS
AND parks; BALANCE, SINGLE-FAMILY DWELLINGS
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RESIDENCE or CHARLES H. CHENEY, PALOS VERDES, CALIFORNIA
CHARLES II. CHENEY AND C. E. HOWARD, ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS

s°
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MOST WORTHY OP NOTE
ABOVE-KES.OENCE OP MKS. PHIEJ. KERR, JR., TOUNO THE
RUOTP
^'^l^
ON VIA LA SEEVA,
COMSTOCK RESIDENCE ^^Jl^^lll^ll
AWARDS IN igrV C. E. HOWARD, ARCHITECT. BELOW-THE
ARCHITECTS
AND MUNSON,

15
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ABOVt— RliSIDENCK
SADLER. BKI.OVV

Or MR.

— RESIDENCE

AND
Ol

MRS. IIA.MMONO SAOLliR, PALOS VERDES, CALIFORNIA, DESIGNED BY MR.
AND MRS. GEORGE GIBBS, JR., PALOS VERDES, CALIFORNIA, DESIGNED
BY MR. GIBBS

.MR.

;8
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CAMKRON RESIDENCE, PALOS VERDES.

KI RKLAND CUTTER, ARCHITECT. BEDROOM ITREPLACE IN MISS REYNOLDS
RESIDENCE, PALOS VERDES. PAUL WILLIAMS, ARCHITECT. MISS REYNOLDS' LIVING-ROOM TIRBPLACE, PALOS
VERDES. PAUL WILLIAMS, ARCHITECT. RESIDENCE OF GEO. T. MORAN, PALOS VERDES. A. F. MANTZ, ARCHITECT

19
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ri:sidi:nci;

r. dawson, palos verdes, California
HOWARD, ARCHITECT

or mrs. jamks
C. E.
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PALOS VERDES ESTATES^.A
{by CHAS.

Model Residential Suburb

CHENEY

H.

2.1

]|

Consultant iu City Plamiiite^

ALIFORNIA

has the distinction of havng under development the best pro tec ted
and most comprehensivelv phinned residential suburb in the United States, on
the coast near Los Angeles, in the great
I

Palos \'erdes Estates project of 16,000
acres.

Many schemes for residential suburbs
and many town plans have been well conceived, some even
well launched, on the Pacific Coast, but verv few, unfortunately, have been carried into execution in the spirit
and with the ideals in which they were originalhplanned. It is therefore encouraging to find atPalos\'erdes
Estates that the original town plans bv Olmsted Brothers,
landscape architects, and Charles H. Chenev, consultant
in city planning, prepared in 192.3, are being carried out in
practicallv all the general details of arcaded plazas, zoning, major trafhc street svstem and rich street planting,
park and boulevard svstem, well planted schools, plavgrounds, and parks, golf courses, bridle trails, control of
architecture (including color) by a permanent art jurv,
with a permanent community association for maintenance levying an annual tax, the same as in the city of Los
Angeles, and other fine features which give finish to a
great project of this kind.
Already some 2.600 acres of subdivision on this plan
have been filed of record, and 5500 lots are sold out of a
total of some 5000, in the 32.2.'; acres now under development. Three and a half million dollars of improvements
of streets, utilities, planting, etc., had been done up to
January i, 192.7, and as much again is to be spent during
the next two years. Hence this project is now well along

towards being built. Over a million and a quarter in
building permits were issued up to April i, 1917.
Palos \'erdes Rancho lies at the southwest corner of the
Los Angeles metropolitan district about twenty miles
from the center of the citv, and includes twelve miles of
seacoast, on beautiful rolling hills with many charming
bays and inlets, on the promontory which projects into
the ocean toward Catalina Island, between Redondo
Beach and San Pedro. Here the Vanderlip Syndicate ac

quired 16,000 acres, 2.5 square miles, in 1913, becoming
the sixth owner in succession from the original grant of
the King of Spain.
The object of the first development was to furnish a residential neighborhood assured of a better environment
than had heretofore been offered about Los Angelesmore open space, better recreation areas, more careful
control of architecture— such as can be found elsewhere
in the United States to a limited degree in such established
districts as Roland Park, Baltimore; Forest Hills, Long
Island, or St. Francis Wood, San Francisco. Hence in
Palos \'erdes approximately twenty-five per cent of the

It

was conceived primarily

as a suburban residential dismetropolitan area which now contains close to
two million people. The zoning done by restriction therefore reserves over 90 per cent of all lots for single-family
dwellings. Local business centers consist of a few lots
each, surrounded by a small group of apartment and
house-court sites; necessarv stores, garages, service stations and the like are being located in a few compact
blocks. The number and kind of thesebuildings are stricthlimited, and the community controls their architectural
trict for a

design.
Definite standards of architecture have been established;
in most parts of the Estates these require the use of a type
appropriate to the Southern California climate— its predominant features being walls of light-hued plaster and
tile roofs. No billboards or general advertising signs can
be erected anywhere in the Estates; the few necessary
store and business signs are subject to review bv the Art
Jurv.
By planning so large a tract at a time, it was possible
not only to group residence and shopping districts into
convenient community units— the store centers being approximately two miles apart— but to make exceptional
provision foropen spaces and recreation. Everymileacross
the property, about ten acres has been set aside for an
elementary school-playground-park unit; every two miles,
twenty-five acres for a junior high school and children's
ball fields; every three miles, fortv acres for a senior high
school and communitv playground. A 115-acre park and
golf course, with grass greens, fairwavs, and clubhouse
complete, has been deeded to the community for permanent recreation use; together with four miles of ocean
shore park and about two hundred acres of additional
parks and gulches, linking up, with paths, roads and
bridle trails, all parts of the property.
Title to these parks has been turned over to the Palos
\'erdes Homes Association, which was incorporated as a
nonstock, nonprofit communitv organization to bridge
the gap that usually occurs in a new section between the
time of its first settlement and the incorporation of a city
government— a gap which is full of embarrassing possibilities for those whose interest lies in prompt ancl continuous operation of communitv service. This associa
tion, in which every building site has one vote, has power
to interpret and enforce all the restrictions attached to the
property and to collect an annual maintenance tax, which
is created in the restrictions by a recurrent annual lien.
[Continued on page 5j]

whole area is dedicated for parks and recreation.
The first area developed has been the 312.5 acres lying
along the northern and western fringe of this great area.
initial development is financed in comparatively
small amounts through the Palos Verdes Trust, by several thousand participating owners, about two thousand
of whom have bought home sites at reduced rates as underwriters. Further areas, it is expected, will be developed
along similar lines in conformity with the general town
plan'for the whole area, a plan which takes full account
of the character of the land and makes free use of its
sweeping contours.
Unlike" the English garden cities, Palos \'erdes is not
planned as a self-contained industrial and residential unit.

The

House on Via La

Sclva. Ruofl" and

Munson, Architects
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RESIDENCE OF MR. THOMAS GRAHAM, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
DES. ET DEL. BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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PATIO, RESIDENCE IN BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
DES. ET DEL. DY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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PATIO STAIRS, RESIDENCE IN BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
DES. ET DEL. BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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lihrary and living room, residunce in deverly hills, calieornia
DES. ET del. BV DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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DINING-ROOM, RESIDENCE IN BEVERLY HILLS, CALITORNIA
DESIGNED BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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CALIFORNIA
PATIO VIEWS. RESIDENCE IN BEVERLY HILLS,
DESIGNED BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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RESIDENCE FOR MR. CHARLES CARPENTER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
nHSIGNED BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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RESIDENCE TOR MR. ROBERT OVERELL, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
DESIGNEO BY DAVID MALCOLM MASON
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REPOUT^ CALIFORNIA CITY PLAN CONFERENCE
IB V

HARRIS ALLEN,

N

\hirch 4th and '^tli theSecond Annual
Scate-wide Conference on Citv Planning was held in Oakland under the
auspices of the California Real Estate
Association and the League of California Municipalities. Over 100 California

cities

were represented, with

a total at-

tendance of 1500. The wiM"k of assembling this large convention and of preparing the program
responsible for its success was directed bv FreJ E. Reed,
of Oakland, chairman of the City Planning Division of
the National Real Estate Association. Through the efforts of Mr. Reed and his Invitations Committee 10,000
programs of the convention were distributed.
Among those receiving such notices were the Governor
of the State, the Lieutenant-Governor, all Senators and
Assemblymen, all mayors or head officials of every California city listed in the State Roster, the chairman of
every board of supervisors in California, all county clerks,
district attornevs, tax collectors, auditors, assessors, recorders, surveyors, sheriffs, superintendents of schools,
all city clerks, city attorneys, citv engineers, the presidents and secretaries of everv chamber of commerce in
the State, the president of everv club belonging to the
California Federation of Women's Clubs (over 500 here,
alone),
uptown associations and improvement clubs,
the members of the Oakland Council of Churches, the
president of each service and development club around
San Francisco Bay, individual members of the Oakland
Real Estate Board and the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, the president and secretary of every realty board
in California, and over 1000 individuals gathered from
various sources as being interested in city planning. Besides those listed, many invitations were broadcasted to
numberless miscellaneous organizations and to persons

no

not specifically catalogued.
Notices were sent out by the California Real Estate
Association offices in Los Angeles to individual Los Angeles members, all officers of the National Association,
and to lio newspapers in California, to whom publicity

was

also sent.

The chairman of the General Invitations Committee
was Mr. George E. Gross, Oakland county clerk, his
vice-chairman being Mr. James C. Holland, deputy
county clerk. The chairman of the Women's Division of
Invitations Committee was Mrs. O. P. Cole, president of
the Civic Center, and her vice-chairman was Mrs. Bessie
Wood Gustason, past president of the Business and Professional Women's Club of Oakland.
The program was both inspirational and practical:

OPENING SESSION— Fr/</4)',

March

4.

'd-T

Fred E. Reed, Chairman, City Plan Division of tlie California Real Estate
Association, presiding.
Music Oakland Real Estate Board Glee Club.
Invocation Rev Robert Elliott Brown, First Congregational Church,

—

—

"Welcome."
Hon. John L. Davie, Mayor of the City of OaklandFred R. Caldwell, President, Oakland Real Estate Board.
Charles P. Howard, President, Oakland Chamber of Commerce.
Harrison S. Robinson, President, Major Highway and Traffic Committee
of One Hundred, Oakland.
Opening Statement bv the Chairman.
John Nolen, Cambridge, Massachusetts, President, American City Planning Conference.

"The Importance of Citizens' Committees

in

Accomplishing the Citv

Plan."
Miles Humphreys, President, Fresno City Planning Coiiiinission.
"City Plan Procedure in the Smaller Cities."
David R. Paries, Executive Vice-Chairman and Counsel Major Highways Committee of Los Angeles Tralfic Commission.
"Work of Major Highways and Traffic Commission in Los Angeles."

A

.

I

.

A

Hawley, Chairman, Executive Coinniittee. M.tjor Highway and
Traffic Committee of One Hundred.
"The Major Highway and Traffic Plan for Oakland."
H.irland Bartholomew, Consultant National Capital Park ^s, Pl.inning
Commission, Washington, D. C.
"How St Louis Developed and Carried Through Her $88,000,000 City

Stuart

S.

Plan Project."
Recess for Official Photograph.

FreJ R. C.ildwell, President. Oakland Real Estate Board, presiding.
Iiuocanon -Rudolph i Coffee. Ph. D Temple Sinai.
Harry B Allen. San Francisco, President, California Real Estate Asso,

ciation.

"Aims and Ideals of the Realtors of California."
Dr John J. Sippy, Stockton, President, League of California Municipalities.
"

"Relation of the City Plan to Public Health
Harry C. Knight, Oakland, Vice-President, California Real Estate Association.

"The Builders' Responsibilitv in Citv Planning."
Charles P. Howard, President, Oakland Chamber of Commerce.
"Planning the Citv for Industry."
Friday Afrmioon

William J

Locke, Alameda, Executive Secretary, California League of

Municioalities, presiding.
Director, Los Angeics City Planning Commission.
"Relation of Building Heights to Street Widths; Street Widenings and
Who Should Pay the Bill'"
Rollin L. McNitt, President, Los Angeics City Planning Commission.
"The Law of Zoning."
Carl Bush, Vice-Chairman, Los Angeles County Regional Planning Commission.
"Planning Business Districts in the Outside Areas.
Dr. Carol Aronovici, City Planning Consultant.

Gordon Whitnall,

"Extended Eminent Domain

in

Street Openings;

Building Set-Back

Lines.

Harry H. Culver, Culver City, President, Los Angeles Realty Board.
"Subdivision Control."
Discussion led by Herbert L, Breed, General Counsel, California Real
Estate Association, and A. E. Brock, Assemblyman and former Mayor
of Redlands.

Harry B. Allen, President, California Real Estate Association, presiding.
Dr. Aurelia Reinhardt, President, Mills College.
"There's Inspiration in the City Plan."
Hon. Joseph R. Knowland, Publisher, Oakland Tribune.
"The City Plan and the Community Life."
Charles Keeler, Manager, Berkeley Chamber of Commerce.
"Building Better Cities in California."
Leroy Goodrich, Commissioner of Public Works, City of Oakland.
"Team-Work Between City Officials and the Property Owner."
Saturday, March

j, ttjii

—

In\ocation Rev. T. J. O'Conncll, St. Patrick's Church.
Hugh R. Ponieroy, Secretary, Los Angeics County Regional Planning

Commission.

"What Regional Planning Has Accomplished in Los Angeles County."
Frederick Dohrmann, Jr., President of San Francisco Bay Counties Regional Plan Association.

"A Regional Plan for California's Metropolitan Areas."
Stephen Child, Consultant in City Planning.
"The Federation of the Boroughs of S.an Francisco Bay."
Gustavo B. Hegardt, First V.-'P. American Society of Port Authorities.
"Harbor Terminals and Their Approaches."
George A. Damon, Pasadena, Secretary, Los Angeles City Planning
Associ.ttion.

"Relation of the

Motor Bus

to

Other Methods of Transportation."
himchcoit

Invocation— Rev. Lloyd B. Thomas, Rector Trinity Episcopal Church.
Design, University of California.
|. W. Gregg, Professor of Landscape
"Parks, Parkw.iys, and Recreation Areas a Vital Need in Developing a
Higher Civilization."
Charles H. Cheney, Consultant, Palos Verdes and Riverside.
"Architectural Control and .\rt Juries."

Saturday Afternoon

Hon. Frank D. Stringham, Mayor of Berkeley.
"

"Legislation Proj^osed at Sacramento.
Discussion led bv William J, Locke, Executive Secretary, League o California Municipalities.
[ccmilnurJ i>m jmbc 57)
Repott of Resolutions Committee.
I
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Where the '^est is Required
preparing
permanent home for a great financial
INhouse
hke Peirce, Fair & Co., San Francisco, only the
a

highest quality of craftsmanship and material could be
accepted. ^» Complete co-operation between architects
and contractor made this possible, c^* Architects for remodeling. Ward and Blohme. «<• Hardwood installation
by Home Manufacturing Company. ^« Painting and
decorating by A. Quandt Ci^Sons | since 1885I
374 Guerrero Street, San Francisco
"Co-operation for Qj/cdity"

Ptaiiccrs iiml sptcijlists ni the iipplUiititiit if lacqtKr by ,ijr brifth

tit tijc

architectural field
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SOLUTIONS OF THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM
f
i

HE

streets of

BY

most American
accommodate

EDWARD

cities

were

designed to
street cars
and horse-drawn vehicles, and in most
instances were laid out with but one
thought in mind, that of "getting downtown." Their direction and location
were determined largely by the business

3 exigencies

of real estate subdividers.

Nearly every city, as a result, today faces the task of transforming a lumbled mass of nineteenth century horse and
buggy streets into a circulatory system of automobile
thoroughfares. The difficulties facing the accomplishment
of this task and the manner in which they are being met
form today perhaps the most interesting and the most
important phase of urban development.
Secretary Hoover has said that traffic congestion now
affects the cost of every necessity of life. The total cost of
the inadequacy of trafhc facilities to the people of the
United States has been estimated to reach the astronomical figure of $1,000,000,000,000 a year.
The street traffic survey recently completed in Chicago
included studies of the cost of operation per unit hour of
all classes of vehicles. Upon the basis of their studies and
of further studies of traffic delays, it was estimated that
a reduction of traffic delays lo per cent would save the
people of Chicago $75,810 a day, or $17,195,100 per year,
'an

amount which would substantially

affect the cost of

living in the city."

By only four methods may the effects of traffic congestion be alleviated; bv the efficient regulation of traffic
movements; by the limitation of the height and volume
of buildings and by the limitation of the population upon
given areas; by the construction of new streets; by the
correction of defects in existing street systems.
The regulation of traffic and pedestrians has done much
to relieve congestion and delay. It has -definite limitations, however, and by no means offers a permanent solution.

The regulation of the height and bulk of buildings as a
means of reducing traffic congestion has been forcing itself
upon the attention of traffic engineers and city planners
That the outpouring of thousands of people from high
office buildings onto narrow streets is one of the chief
causes of traffic difficulties is generally admitted. It is contended by some, however, that by housing many in a few
high buildings, rather rhan in many smaller scattered
buildings, many street traffic movements are altogether
eliminated.
Los Angeles has always limited the height of her buildings to 150 feet. The tendency in this direction, however,
is to limit the "bulk" rather than the height of buildings;
the maximum bulk being determined by the area of the
lot and the width of the street.
Milwaukee has an ordinance which provides that no
structure shall be erected the cubical content of which
exceeds the sum total of the area of the lot upon which it
is erected, multiplied by 115 feet. In New York a building
at the street line must not be higher than !'< times the
street width, and above such a height it must be set back
one foot for each additional five feet in height. The City
Club of New York is advocating limiting the height of
all buildings to the width of the street upon which they
front, excepting, of course, ornamental towers.
The problem of building-height limitation is one which
yet deserves much study. At present it does not appear to
offset a practical or by any ineans complete solution of the
traffic problem. The same may be said of the limitation of

population on given areas through zoning legislation.

LANDELS

D.

I

Much

could be said on these matters which the limitations of this paper forbid.
The construction of new streets and the elimination of
defects in existing street systems present the immediately
practical solution of the traffic problem. In undevelopecl
portions of a city, when once the principles upon which
the street layout must be predicated are determined, it is
a comparatively simple task. In built-up portions of a
city, however, a system of thoroughfares must be built
upon existing streets; there, the ideal system must be

compromised by what

is

feasible.

The laying out

of streets is work requiring engineering
judgment of a high order and has become a somewhat
specialized field. To provide an adequate system of streets
requires not only a determination of how and where a
city is likely to grow, but often a careful weighing of cost

and benefits. The importance and difficulty of this work
has led a number of the more progressive cities to have
made exhaustive surveys of all factors aff^ecting the volume and ffow of traffic and upon the basis of these surveys to have prepared a major street plan. Los Angeles
adopted her major street plan, prepared by Frederick Law
Olmstead, Harland Bartholomew, and Charles Henry
Cheney, in 1914, and Oakland is now having prepared a
similar major street plan by Harland Bartholomew and
associates.

A major street plan is a scientifically arranged system of
main thoroughfares so designed in width and direction
as to take care of all a city's major traffic movements. It
provides a city with a comprehensive and balanced program of street openings and widenings. Such a plan, as a
rule, comprises seven main considerations:
The creation of broad direct arterial streets to carry
1

.

from outlying portions of the city to the central
business and industrial areas.
1. The creation of broad interconnecting thoroughfares
from onepopulouscommunitycenterofthe city to another.
5. The establishment of so-called bypass streets to enable traffic going from one part of the city to another to
avoid, entirely, entering the congested area.
4. The establishment of a wide so-called "distributor
street," around the business area, to enable traffic with
an objective within the business district to first go around
the district upon such distributor street and enter the district at the point nearest the objective, instead of being
compelled first to go to the center of the district and "mill
out" to its objective.
5. The establishment of trucking lanes in the industrial
areas of the city, and to some extent a differentiation betraffic

tween commercial and trucking
6.

The designation

streets.

in residential sections of

what

are to

be regarded as major and what as minor streets.
7. The elimination of jogs, dead-ends, and bottle-necks,
and particularly the elimination of blind streets in the
business districts, which prevent traffic from easily and
quickly leaving the congested areas.
8. The reservation of adequate rights of way for the
eventual construction of park ways and pleasureboulevards.
The experience of many cities has been that the adoption of such a plan results in the dedication of valuable
rights of wav by large subdividers. Los Angeles county
has acquired in this way approximately 100 miles of 100foot boulevards. Through the control of land platting
and the adoption of a plan, newer portions of a city may
be assured an adequate system of streets for all time without any cost for rights of way. Without a plan, such is
impossible.
The stupendous sums being spent by the larger cities to
[Cuneludcil on

p:ig<; ^t)}
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Dr. H. C. Mofjill Rfsiilriire,
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Rgmona Bgof^ile
Beauttf * Versatilitij *

Fermanence

Ramon. \ Tile
who for years

is laid in place by the Manufacturer,
has retained for this work a corps
of highly trained Roof Tile Setters. .Moreover, in
the home territory, the Roof Tile Department
For these
takes a personal interest in each job.
reasons there is a distinct indix'iduality in a
roof made and laid bv N. Clark & Sons.

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF CLAY PRODUCTS

Mam

Office:

116 Natoma

Street,

San Francisco. Phme: Kearny 2830

Works: West Alameda, California

EDITORIALT{e?tder

Unto Caesar

Palos Vcrdes Estates project,
THE
tures of which are shown in this
splendidly conceived plan which
coniins; a reaiit\'.

Three

is

\-ears as^o it

some

fea-

issue, is a

i^raduaily be-

was a dream,

outlined on paper. Alread\', roads and terraces,
trees and shrubs, portions of business plazas,
manv homes scattered through its three thousand acres, give evidence to the intelligence with
which it was laid out and the care with which
its development is being safeguarded.
In short, it was planned and is controlled by
experts in landscape and building architecture.
The authoritv was given to men who knew their
In a recent address published in the R. I. B. A.
Journal an interesting illustration of this same

was given by the speaker:
"Only the other day I was shown two housing

point

—

should call it a
town if there was anyone present from it one
built before the war, and the other after. The
first was monotonous, it was dull, it showed not
the slightest imagination or effort to do more
than provide a habitation for some human being.
The second was laid out, evidently, by a practiced hand. The arrangement of the houses
showed variety, and it showed appreciation of
in a little village

architectural effect.

and harmonious, and

I

The materials were

—

varied

I

said at once to the official

of the local authority

who was accompanying

me, "You have had an architect here,' and he
admitted the soft impeachment."
While the planning of even such large tracts as
Palos Verdes comes under special conditions,
and is not subject to public control, it may well
serve as an incentive to the proper treatment of
conditions which affect the general public. To
such ends, architects should give their attention
and their whole-hearted support. The Royal Institute of British Architects has done its utmost
to make its influence felt in many public matters. It organized and led the campaign for the
comprehensive treatment of the London bridges,
culminating in the appointment of the Royal
Commission under the chairmanship of Lord Lee
of Fareham which is dealing with the whole
question.
It

with housing schemes.
The American Institute of Architects has given

much study

to the subject, in general. Some of
chapters have been influential in local citv
planning work; but the Western chapters have
not as yet actively shouldered much responsibility. It should not be left to real estate boards,
civic clubs or other private associations to prod
the architects into participation in movements
concerning them so closely.
its

*

*

*

"Awards for '^Architectural xMerit

business.

schemes

pressing upon the government and municipal
importance of emploving properly qualified and able architects in connection
autiiorities the

has urged the necessity of a great planning

scheme for Central and Greater London. It has
helped and advised the London County Council
in the matter of the revision of the London Building Acts, and it has lost no opportunity of im-

connection with the coming Architectural
INExhibit
to be held in May at the
de

Young

Memorial Museum, Golden Gate Park, San
Francisco, the Northern California Chapter, A.
LA., has decided to institute a system of Honor
Awards similar to those which for some years
have gained such good results in Los Angeles,
New York and elsewhere.
These awards will be made for exceptional
merit in work executed since the last exhibit
(192.4) and will be in the form of certificates
bearing the seal of the Institute, presented to
owners, architects and contractors. A jury of
three architects not members of this chapter will
judge buildings for awards, not to exceed three
awards in any classified group. No award will
be given unless in the opinion of the jury the
work is of sufficient outstanding merit.
This system unquestionably tends to increase
public appreciation of good architectural design and construction, and to inspire the profession and the building industry to greater efforts.
certificate for an Honor Award is a source of
pride and satisfaction to an owner, and a valuable proof of ability to architect and contractor.
In no long time the community is bound to benefit by an improved standard in building quality.

A

*

*

*

INDIANA LIMESTONE CO. OPENS OFFICE
Pacific Coast lieadquarters of the above company have
been established in the Crocker National Bank Building,
San Francisco, under the direction of Mr. Lawrence N.
Dunihue. A service bureau is maintained by the company
to answer all questions regarding Indiana limestone and
its most economical and otherwise advantageous uses.

Mr. Dunihue comes directly from the New York office
and through practical knowledge and experience is prepared to render
interested.

a

real

service to architects or others

:

4^
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liLtVATOR FRONTS, FINANCIAL CENTER BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
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Hollow Metal Construction with Baked Enamel Finish
Manufactured and

Installed by

FORDERER CORNICE WORKS
Executive Offices

Potrero

Avenue and

and Factory

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angeles Office:

927

•^

W. M. Garland

Building, 9th and Spring Streets

PUBLIC LIBRARY

^

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

M

MONTHLY BULLETIN
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
John Reid,

Fred H. Meyer, three years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
W. C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year
Will G. Corlett, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Aldert

J.

EvERs, Sec.-Treas.

NEXT MEETING
The next

reguhir meeting of the Northern California
Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, will be
held in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural
Club, s-) Pine street, on Tuesday, April 19, 192.7, at
6:50 p. m. Dinner will be served at 75 cents per plate.

MARCH MEETING
The

regular meeting of the Northern California Chapter,
A. I. A., was held in the Spanish Room of the Hotel
Mark Hopkins on Tuesday, March 15, 1917. In the absence of President John Reid, Jr., the meeting was called
to order bv V^ice-President Harris Allen at 8:45 p. m.
The following members were present: \Vm. Clement Ambrose, Harris Allen, J. Harrv Blohme, Edward G. Bolles,
Morris M. Bruce, Earle B. Bertz, Howard E. Burnett,
Edward G. Bangs, John Bakewell, Jr., Will G. Corlett,
Ernest Coxhead, W. H. Crim, Jr., Albert J. E vers, J. S.
Fairweather, Hcnrv H. Gutterson, E. H. Hildebrand,
Lester Hurd, P.J. Herold, Wm. C. Hays, B. S. Hirschfeld,
Edgar B. Hurt, Raymond W. Jeans, Creston H. Jensen,
Bernard J. Joseph, Chester H. Miller, Leffler B. Miller,
Jas. H. Mitchell, Chas. W. McCall, Louis C. Mullgardt,
Chas. F. Masten, William Mooser, Frederick H. Meyer,
Chas. F. Maury, Ernest L. Norberg, James T. Narbett,
T. L. Pflueger,AV. O. Raiguel, Jas.' W. Reid, Fred'k H.
Reimers, Albert Schroepfer, Roland I. Stringham, Herbert A. Schmidt, Louis M. Upton, Chas. Peter Weeks.
The Society of Architects of Alameda County were the
guests of the Chapter for the evening. The following
members were present: Messrs. Blaine, Butler, Dakin,
De Lappe, Ellinger, Flores, Froberg, Gates, Gilkey,
Gregg, Hass, Keefer, Loubet, Olson, Roeth, Rich, Snyder, Sisson, Shepherd, Stiehl, Schroeder, Warnecke,
Wastell and Williams. The Chapter members present who
are also members of this Society are Messrs. Allen, Bangs,
Corlett, Chester H. Miller, McCall, Narbett and Reimers.

Mr. William Mooser,

Jr.,

and Mr.

J.

I.

Holder were also

present.
a short address of welcome to the
which the T Square Quartet, consisting of
Messrs. Watts, Neilan, Brooks and Delmar (through the
courtesy of the Paraffine Cos.), put on some architectural
musical comedy that was roundly applauded. Mr. Chester
Miller responded for the Alameda County Society. Before

Mr. Allen made

guests, after

the business of the meeting, Mr. Austin
Crane Co. sang several splendid selections.

W.

tects.

NEW

of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

nates.

The Secretary read a letter from
of San Francisco, stating that all
advised that it would be to their
their plans executed by licensed

Secretary reported that the final court action had
been taken on the change of name, which had been approved by the Board of Directors of the A. LA., changing

the General Contractors
their

members had been

best interests to
architects.

have

all

REPORT OF COMMITTEES
Report of the Honor Award Committee was read bv Mr.
Coxhead, chairman. Mr. Allen advised regarding the expense of putting into effect the system of Honor Awards
merit.
The report was
ordered placed on file, and it was moved, seconded and
carried to adopt the following resolution:
for buildings of architectural

Resolved, That this Chapter approve the plan
of awarding annual (or at periods not to exceed intervals of three years) awards of merit
to architects, owners, builders and craftsmen,
and authorizes the Board of Directors to inaugurate such a plan in connection with the proposed architectural exhibit to be held in May of
this year, provided a satisfactory plan of amply
financing the necessary expense can be worked

out.
for the Exhibition Committee, stating
that the exhibition was assured to be held at the Museum
in Golden Gate Park. Mr. Allen reported on the publicity
for the exhibition.
Mr. Fess and Mr. Wilson of the American Rolling Mills
Co. presented a most remarkable film showing the manufacture of Armco sheets.
The party was a great success, if one would judge by
visible and vocal evidence. A large turnout, goodfellowship and a good dinner made the evening pass most
pleasantly.
A good time was had by all. Let's do it again.
Respectfully submitted,

Mr. Bertz reported

Albert
*

*

J.

Evers,

Secretary.

*

Smith O'Brien, architect of San Francisco, departed recently for an extended European tour; returning sometime
in October of this year.
*

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
The

BUSINESS

Election of delegates to the Sixtieth Annual Convention
was held. Delegates elected werej. S. Fairweather, L. A.
Mullgardt, James Mitchell and Chester H. Miller. All the
Institute members of the Chapter were elected as alter-

Sperry of

MINUTES
The minutes

the name of the San Francisco Chapter to the Northern
California Chapter of The American Institute of Archi-

*

*

exhibit of new industries established in Oakland,
Calif., during the past yc.u" was held on April 5 under the
auspices of the Oakland Chamber of Commerce.

An
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L.

A. PHILLIPS.

.Jrt/3;(«i.

Grace of Line
In

this

'Redwood "balustrades

In this hallway of the home of Mr. L. A. Phillips
of Beverly Hills, California, Redwood has served
to add its soft tone to the entirebeauty ofthe room.

The

stair balustrade, stair risers

are all of Calilornia

could serve more

and baseboards

Redwood. And no wood

effectively.

For Redwood is a light wood of great strength.
may be finished in natural color, or tinted to
harmonize with the walls and ceilings.
It

CALIFORNIA

REDWOOD

•t^ssociat ioiL^
24 California Street, San Francisco
Department 702

In addition, this

wood

ceilings, panelled walls,
railings

and siding

beautiful in beamed
and decorative gates,

is

for exteriors.

We will gladly
tural Service

nature

on

furnish through our ArchitecBureau detailed information of any

request.

California

Redwood

.

PERSONAL GLIMPSES
professions is the inJividual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely Joes he receive the recognition
his due. Never docs he seek it. As a result, most of us see onlv a name or a completed creation of his
and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small
measure, to heed the cry ot "Author, Author," so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are
:ied, as well as other outstanding figures in the building industry, by presenting photographs of them
concerne
;tches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in The Hall of Fame are acceptable from our readers.
and sketcf

few
INthat

is

[SUfd' from

lift

tti

this issut by Kaiin/i]

is his nearest approach to a hobby it might be said of him that, like another
and very famous President, he has a Hobby-

This, perhaps,

—

horse.
*

*

*

A LETTER SENT TO MEMBERS, GENERAL
CONTRACTORS OF SAN FRANCISCO
March
Under

a recent decision

14, 1917.

handed down by the Court of

Appeal, Second Appellate District, Division i, of the
State of California, it is a misdemeanor for anyone to
practice architecture in this State without a certificate.
In the event of a dispute arising in the performance of a
contract, part of which includes architectural services for
plans and specifications prepared by the contractor, the
courts will declare such a contract null and void.
There is only one way that a person who has no certificate can legally render such architectural service and that
is bv formallv notifving the owner or employer that the
is not a licensed architect.
licensing architects was not enacted for the purpose of protecting the architects, or merely as a revenuecreating measure, it is regarded more as a police measure
for the protection of the public, and the courts hold that
when a contract is entered into in violation of its provi-

person rendering such service

The law

it will not be upheld.
believed that our members will promote their best
interests bv working in harmony and in closer cooperation with the architects by having their plans made by a
dulv licensed member of the architectural profession.

sions,

GEORGE FORDERER
Another Native Son

iVers

in this issue.

born in Napa, Cal.,

is

presented to our read-

Mr. George Forderer was
and after passing through

various California schools, started in business at
2.2.6 IMission street, San Francisco, with his father,
Jos. F. Forderer, in the early days and ways of
sheet metal work. The business had been founded
by the elder Forderer in 1875. Since that time a
great business has been developed, with great
changes in methods and manufactures, but still
maintaining the family control. Mr. George Forderer is now president, and with him are connected two brothers, under the tirm name of

Forderer Cornice Works.
Active in many civic affairs, at one time director of the Chamber of Commerce, and at
present director of the California State Auto
Association (also treasurer) and of the American
Trust Company, Mr. Forderer is one of the valued citizens of San Francisco. He is fond of music

and of horses— despite his connections with machinery and motors he owns several good horses
,

It is

Respectfully submitted,

Gener.\l Contractors or San Francisco,
Bv A. H. Bergstrom, President.
*

*

*

ARC-WELDING COMPETITION
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has

ac-

cepted the custody of seventeen thousand five hundred
dollars given by the Lincoln Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio, to be awarded, under the rules of the competition, to those contributing the best three papers disclosing new information that will tend to advance the
art of "arc welding. The purpose of this competition is to
encourage improVements in the art of arc welding, the
pointing out of new and wider applications of the procgained
ess, or i'ndicating advantages and economies to be
by its use, as these latter will be the chief bases upon
which the winning papers will be selected.
Mechanical
It is the purpose of The American Society of
Engineers to present these awards at the stated lyiS
spring meeting of the society. Communications regarding
this competition should be addressed to The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Calvin W. Rice, Secretary, 19 West Thirty-ninth street. New York City.
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a Joy

Tile "^pof Is

BECAUSE

it is

fireproof

f/oji/^r

insurance costl everlasting

{no cost of repairs} insulating {against heat

{a type for

every style}

Forever--^

and cold} adaptable

beautiful {colors that melloiv with

age'

—

texture that enriches any composition} profitable \it increases
the sales value of a building far in excess of its

own

cost}

Calif or niaPollenj Companij
San Francisco

Oakland

-

'

lllh

E. 121K

SI.

& Harrison Sis. " Phone Market 9270
& Park Aue - Phone Fruih»ale 588

FRESNO

•

MERCED

©

INTERIOR DECORATING
THE REPRODUCTION OF ANTIQUES
f

BY RICHARD

B.

GUMP

hiUriar Dtcorating Dfp^rrment, S. iTG. CiniipCo

dav sees the renaissance of American
iiome architecture. The movement is
general throughout America, touching
great cities, smaller ones and even the
most remote villages. It is a process
wherein the old and the new are being
fused, and here in the West this fusion is
especially apparent in the adaptation of
French, Spanish and Italian architectural principles to
the environment and spirit of this relativelv new land.
ilHIS

culture and civilization.
Hand to hand with the architectural renaissance goes a
renaissance in furniture and furnishings. The two are inseparable. These Western homes of ours, combining the
freshness and virility of our own creativeness with the
dignity and mellowed tradition of older days and peoples,
demand furniture suitable to their spirit, interest, color
and variety. The genuine and authentic antique, one
fits into the room and spot for which it is
acquired, is, of course, a treasure quite beyond price. To
be able to readily find such pieces would he good fortune
beyond improbable dreams. Since such antiques do not
come to hand with every seventh wave, the reproduction
and adaptation of them remain as the most satisfactory
solution for providing furniture worthy of today's fine

which happily

the sun. His shops, to he found in every large and small
throughout the country, are centers of expanding

city

activity.

The methods employed in these shops are a combination
of the older spirit of hand workmanship and the newer
age of machine efficiency. The designer and draftsman
makes blueprints and working drawings of the particular
piece to be reproduced or adapted. The kind and quality
of the wood to be used is carefully selected and specified.
With the working drawings and specifications before
them the operators of the woodworking machines fashion
the main units and masses of the piece. But the finer
touches of sandpapering, carving and embellishing are
done at the workman's bench. Carving is done by hand
carvers who know woods and their various characteristics—their different grains, textures, colors, tone— and
who seek to reveal the inner beauty of this medium. The
chipping, done to give the appearance of age and wear, is
handwork of restrained and studied skill.
When the several parts to a piece are completed, they
are assembled in the joining department and the painting,
varnishing, polishing and other details of finishing begin.
These final operations are done entirely by hand and the
worker with clear varnishes or colored paints'must be as

home.
But this business of reproducing or adapting antiques
is something more than a mere matter of exactly reproducing lines and curves. It is a craft, whose problems in
some respects are more complex than the creation of the
original pieces. The antique is the work of some craftsman who labored in an age and spirit quite different from
our own. The thing is valuable because the worker expressed in the wood something of the intelligence of his
own mind and hand, to which time, use and tradition
have added further enrichment. These latter values the
modern workman cannot give. In place of them he must
have the ability to endow mere wood and form with his
perception of the spirit in which the originator
his own understanding of his medium; his own
expression of present purposes. Unless he can do this, the
reproduction or adaptation is wooden, lifeless.
The reproducer of an antique— the maker of an adaptation who can thus strike a balance between exact forms
and his own creative abilities, so that his work has life,
interest and a certain distinction— is indeed an able and
finished artisan and artist. Nor does he need to offer his
reproductions or adaptations with any apologies. They
can stand upon their own merits as furniture of honest

own

worked;

workmanship.
Since

we have

so carefully defined the problem of the relet us examine into how it is being

producer of antiques,
met and worked out
field

of

work

in this

we come upon a
with romance and

day. Here

as fascinating, as alive

as that of architecture itself. No longer are the
cabinet and furniture shops of the country down-and-out
enterprises, existing in a hand-to-mouth fashion, dominatecl and crushed by the great furniture factories, daily
turning out thousands of their standardized pieces. The
cabinetmaker and his bench have again found a place in

growth,

A. F.

MARTEN

CO.

INTERIOR DECORATION

{in

1501

harmony with

SUTTER STREET

tlie
*

.irchitcctl

SAN FRANCISCO
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THE WALTER

P.

TEMPLE HOMESTEAD

Puenrc, California
R. Selden Price, Architect

H

Dain 'i^'Son, Koofn^ Coutraclor

Qlie restoration of old Gilifornia landmarks
calls for both reverence and skill on the part
of the architect and builder. The modern
touch must not compromise the beauty of
the old. In making these structures habitable, old roofs must be replaced but
they must not be modified. In modernizing the historic buildings at the
Temple homestead, the builders
selected Simons Sorrento Tile
because it is faithful to the
early designs but affords
a quality and strength
that were never possible

when

tile

were made
by hand

''Since iSSf,"

SIMONS BRICK
Walter R. S/wont,

1x5

Pres:Jfiit atiil

W. Third

St.,

CO.

General Manager

Los Angeles

Telephone MUtual 41S1

SIMONS SORRENTO TILE

—

RCHITECT
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ARCHITECTS CHANGE ADDRESSES
W. McCall removed

to 1404 Franklin street,

Oak-

id.

P. J.

Herold removed to Forum Building, Sacramento

Cal.

Arthur T. Ehrenpfort removed to 14 California
San Francisco.

street,

Harrison B. Travcr removed to care of Trewhitt-Shields,
Sixth street and Grand avenue, Los Angeles.
Clarence R.

Ward removed

Sansome

street,

San

Harry Blohme removed to 510 Sansome

street,

San

to 510

Francisco.
J.

Francisco.

Stanton D. Willard removed to care of Walker
105 1 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
*

A Comer

Modern Furniture Woricsliop

in a

&

Eisen,

*

*

ESTABLISH DISTRICT OFFICES
The

much

a

master of his materials,

in rehition to the

wood

and the effect desired, as the furniture designer is a master
of line and form. The planning and application of all
kind of color work especially calls for manv-sided knowledge and trained skill.

As it emerges from the shops to take its place within
the modern home, it has, like that home, something in it
that is old; something that is new. The passing of years,
use, perhaps abuse, many people, events and associations
will add unto it the heritage of weathered mellowness
and graciousness to which all good things, well made by
good workmen, are heir.

Who knows

but what today's reproduction or adaptabe the "antique" of many, many years hence
an object to be sought out— a thing worthy of reproduction and adaptation?

early part of last year the United States Radiator
Corporation of Detroit, Mich., decided to open a branch
office in California and San Francisco was chosen as the
central point of distribution for their products throughout California, Utah and Arizona. A three-story warehouse and assembling plant was erected in San Francisco.
This year, due to expansion of business of the company,
the executives have seen fit to establish a Pacific Coast
headquarters or district office in San Francisco, under the
direction of Mr. Paul V. Rozier. In addition branch warehouses have been established in San Francisco, managed
by H. F. Beresford; in Los Angeles, managed by E. A.
Stark; in Seattle, managed by S. C. Heath.^in Portland,
managed by R. G. Sangster.

may

tion

*

*

*

SOLUTIONS OF THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM
[Concluded

fioiii

p.i(i<'

Jy]

create necessary streets in their built-up section— a mil-

widen and extend Tenth street in
Los Angeles; seventeen million to bring Fairmont Parkway six and one-half blocks in Philadelphia; sixteen
million for a few blocks of Michigan boulevard in Chicago emphasize the importance of street planning and a
courageous program of execution. Too often nothing has
been done until congestion has forced the hand of city
officials, and of course congestion does not usually arise
until costly improvements have been erected on street
lion dollars a mile to

—

lines.

In nearly every larger city There now exist, however,
either official or unofficial bodies that are actively engaged in having made traffic surveys and street plans. In

Los Angeles the Traffic Commission, in Oakland the Major Highway and Traffic Committee of One Hundred, in
Sacramento the City Planning Commission, are doing
work of far-reaching importance. The program of these
bodies is, first of all, a comprehensive and scientific survey; secondly, an intelligent and practical major street
plan, and, thirdly, a steady annual execution of the projects included in the plan in the order of their importance.
If the integrity of such plans is preserved and their execution effected step bv step, it is only a matter of years
until we will find all forms of traffic circulating freely and
elficientlv throughout even our largest centers of popula-

J'OR a small country house on picturesque lines,
an interior of distinction and charm can be
achieved at moderate cost by the use of
French Provincial Furniture.

tion.
*

-+

*

"Locks and Builders' Hardware," a catalogue of P. & F.
New Britain, Conn., is offered to architects and
others by the company.

Corbin,

S.&G.GUMPCO.

'

111 liTil

Ib)
I

& SAN

"46-68 POST ST
FRANCISCO
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Nationally KnownStasoSlscte

on EL REY Shii^les
— makes a more compadt, durable roof of
natural, beautiful

permaneut

coloring!

"W'ERMONT was famous for superior
^ slate long before she became a news
feature as the
Coolidge.

home

state of President

"Staso" Slate, used on all El Rey Shinthe finest grade of Vermont slate.
It comes in the form of slate flakes, that
pack more densely and lay more evenly
than ordinary minerals, and make a far
more durable, weather-resisting roof
gles, is

El Rey Slate Shingles are obtainable in
three shapes— square, hexagonal and octagonal—and in a wide variety of solid
colors and blends. Being natural, "Staso"

hues will never fade.
The El Rey
roofing,

line includes every type

smooth surface, mica

finish

Write for samples and

Los Angeles
1633 N. San Pablo St

of asphalt

and

prices.

slate.

^

—

°s

S. F.
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ARCHITECTURAL CLUB NOTES

jlHE March meeting ushered another
hatch of candidates, via the initiation
ceremony, into the Sacred Circle. A
goodlv crowd was present to assist the
new men over the burning sands and
through the stunts arranged bv the Degree Team. Ira Springer, Chairman of
3 the Entertainment Committee, is to be
commended on his efforts in arranging the evening's entertainment and a vote of thanks is also due his assistants,
"Trudv," Rudy Igaz, Al Johnson and Johnny Birchhind,
who upheld the honor of the Club in their portrayal
of the immortal "Spirits."
An activitv of special interest, a theater party, was announced bv our own Ira, to be held on the evening of
April 15 at the Alcazar Theater. A block of choice seats

has been reserved for the Club and tickets are already selling like hot cakes. Tickets may be had from Ira H. Langlev or bv applving at the Club. A large crowd is anticipated and the evening's pleasure will be resumed after the
show at a rendezvous to be announced during the per-

HOTEL CONSTANCE

formance.

Attendance at the Thursday lunches has been rather
The boys are still meeting at the Lick Grill
everv Thursday noon, however, and anyone desiring a
gloom chaser is advised to sit in with the gang during the

Piumbins

slack of late.

sacred hour.
A plot is being hatched for the Club hi-jackers to
snatch a bit of paint from W. P. Fuller's to massage the
front of the Club building. Volunteers are requested to
hold themselves ready to don their smocks on instant
notice, while brushes are being smuggled into the Club

under cover of darkness.
The wheels of progress

Pasadena, California
McNEAL SWASEY
Contractors. COONY & WINTERBOTTOM,
Architect.

Equipped throughout

be heard steadily revolving
in the Atelier. A group of the more energetic, known as
the "Atelier Rats," continue to pound the boards and the
standard of work produced is being constantly raised.
"Andv" Anderson is to be congratulated on his promotion to Class A. Andy won his final credit on the last
problem, "A Marine Museum," and is the first man to
work up to Class A through the Club in several years.
When asked to what he attributed his success Andy was
heard to answer, "I owe everything to Mr. Hobart's supply case." The mystery surrounding this remark was
cleared on examining Andy's locker. Mentions on the last
problem were also awarded to T. Vierra, I. Tognelli and
C. Trudell in the Projets and to F. Collins, A, Jacobson
Scoma in the Analytiques. Massier Don Works exand
J.

immense relief on the breaking of the cold spell.
"Another cold week," said Don, "and we would have no
more tables." The inability of the Club to supply coal as
fast as the Atelier can burn it is regretted. However, the
pressed

stove burns a mean stool.
Mr. Art Janssen requests that he no longer bear the title
"Tinv." He says that he has outgrown those days.
Joe'LeClere, the little boy with the big pipe, reports

amazing progress in Jolly Jack Sly's Engineering Class.
"My insomnia has been completely cured," says he.
"Shylock" Devitt, the official Club pinch-penny, was
seen on the "Avenue" last week pricing roadsters. The
Directorate is advised to keep an eye on the Treasury.
News item: Fred Howelling is back in Sacramento
again. On being told that the charges against him had
been dropped and he could come back north, Fred remarked, "I hope vou don't feel hurt," and took the first
train back. Sandy McNinch wept bitterly at the parting.
Wee Billy Freeman, who recently was awarded his
architect's certificate, has returned to Mexico, where he
intends to display his shingle. Needless to say, Billy took
the Club's best wishes with him.
"Trudy."

ivith the

^/ati*oii«
Flush Valve
ous
'Wa
THE
Flush 'Valve prot

may

Inc.

WATROUS
FLUSH
VALVE

r

motes correct sanitation and prevents
water waste by de-

the exact
quantity of water
required by the bowl with which it is used.
No regulation is needed for varying degrees of water pressure.
An illustration of the saving thus obtained
is furnished by a test made in the MarA comparison
quette Building, Detroit.
between the last 3 months in 1925 and the
livering

corresponding months in 1926 shows a
saving of 222,245 gallons of water for the
period during which 'Watrous valves were
As this is an office building, with
used.
comparatively few closets, it may be inferred what an immense saving is possible
in a hotel.

When

the

Watrous valve

is

installed in

combination with the 'Watrous Duojet
closet, an even greater saving is obtained,
as the latter is very economical with water.
Write for

{all details

on the

Watrous Flush Valve and Daojet Closets

Wm.

to

Co., 237 Rialto Bldg., San Francisco
L. C. Coombs, Rm. 506, 1 10 W. 1 1th St., Los Angeles
P. Horn Co., L. C. Smith Building, Seattle
Pacific Coast Representatives of

P.

Horn

Wm.

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
1

220 West Harrison

CHICAGO

Street
Watrous Flush Valves— Duojet Closets— Selt-Closmg

— —

Basin Cocks Combination Lavatory Fixtures
Pop-Up Wastes Liquid Soap Fixtures Etc.

—

Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United States.
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NowPiedetermined

Strength and Quality

!

^^ For given materials and conditions
of manipulation, the strength of
concrete is determined solely by the
ratio of the volume of mixing water
to the volume of cement so long as
the mixture is plastic and workable, yy

The

application of the Water-Cement Ratio
Strength Law, as quoted from the newly published booklet, "Design and Control of Concrete
Mixtures," makes possible the production of
concrete of predetermined strength and quality.

materials, estimation of quantities, importance

This book emphasizes the importance of WaterCement Ratio on the other qualities of concrete
such as water tightness and durability. A
considerable section is devoted to selection of

cussed in the new booklet which is a practical
aid to designer and builder.
free copy of "Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures" will be

—

of curing, and control of concrete in the

field.

to overestimate the importance of
these subjects to all who employ concrete in
building. They are thoroughly explained and disIt is difficult

A

sent to you

upon

request.

PORTLAND CEMENT ^Association
Concrete for Permanence

CHICAGO

,

-s
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PALOS \ERDES ESTATES
[

l

uniiiiucU from

piijit-

21]

This tax, which nnist never exceed the city tax rate within the Los Angeles municipal limits, is used for the upkeep of recreation sites, street planting, parks and the
like, and for the general henctit of all property owners.
The association already holds title to more than 800 acres
of public land.

mon

It

will act as a permanent nucleus for

Charles Ari-dretcs Hotnc, Los Angeles
FORTINE
MEfK'LE, Designers ami BuiUicrs

&

ClllSnOI.M,

com-

activities of all sorts.

The

difficulty

with most of the protective

restrictions

has been that once put of
record thev could never be changed until the date of expiration. In Palos \'^erdes for the first time a reasonable
scheme of amendment has been provided, so that, without breaking down the protection offered, it is possible to
correct unforeseen difficulties, or, as the vears go on, to
meet changing conditions.
Construction began in Palos \'^erdes in 192.3. Enough
water has been developed to take care of 30,000 people
and more is available. The first arcaded business building
in Malaga Cove Plaza has been completed and occupied.
The ideals of the garden suburb, elaborately preplanned,
are being carried out; Palos Verdes is building for per-

adopted

in residential tracts

manency.

Of

particular interest to architects and home-builders
thought out requirements as to architectural design. So much ruin has been caused by bad
architecture, careless builders and bad color that the following requirements as to architecture are inserted in the
protective restrictions. Every lot in the project is in a
Type I, Type II or Type III District, and business lots are
generally in Type IV, where the right to establish a group
design has not only been reserved but actually carried out
in every business center so far opened for sale. The protective restrictions say:
are the carefully

Section 34. (a} To preserve the attractiveness of the said property an J
CO prevent the erection, alteration or maintenance of buildings of undesirable and inharmonious design that would depreciate their neighbors, there are hereby established and defined for said property certain

combining the usual architectural forms

districts

Type

as follows:

Architecture District, Type II Architecture District and Type
in Architecture District, as herein further defined and limited, with
location, extent and boundaries thereof as may be defined and established
in supplemental declarations and restrictions hereafter filed.
I

(b) A design must be reasonably good of its kind in order to be approved by the Art Jury. A poorly designed example of any sort of architecture, regardless of its nominal "stvle" or of its cost, shall be disapproved,
(c) Materials, color and forms must be used honesflv, actually expressing what they are, and not imitating other materials such as tin,
tile, wood and sheet metal, shamming stone, etc, or, for instance, wood
being treated frankly as wood and not in imitation of stone, wherever
it is used. In this hilly countrv, roofs will be much seen from above, and
their form and color are important to the success and attractiveness of
the property. The design of the building must be of such a kind or type
as will, in the opinion of the Art Jury, be reasonably appropriate to its
sice and harmonize with its surroundings, including the architectural
character of neighboring improvements for which designs have pre\iousIy been approved. The word "type" is used rather than "style"
because attempts to reproduce "arch.roiogical" or "period" styles shall
be discouraged.

TYPE

I

No
. .

you seldom
a fly screen

yet

.

see

O NLY

when windows

are open

and fly

screens actually needed arc

screens visible in the

home

of Charles Andrews. Then
you see no unsightly

frames; no dingy wire

IN-VIS-O

Hut the screens,
new, insect-proof
are there, summer or win-

Rolls

tip

cloth.

,htvn like a roller

hright,

Out of

ter,

ready for service.

siglitj

11,1,1

s/itt,lv.

out of the

out of the weather

tvtiy,

tclieu not In use.

They

Pennits

freedom of vision
zvhen in use.
The ideal
screen for outtvard opening casetiicnts.
full

are In-Vis-O Roller
Screens, conce.aJed in the
head jamh.
Like roller
shades, they pull smoothly into place when needed;
like roller shades, they glide quietly out of sight
when not in use. The only thoroughly satisfactory
screen for outward-opening casements. Economical for even the most modest home.
Send for
Screening Manual shown below .nnd have complete working details in your files.

inyisO)
^*^

J

I

I

I I I

III!

I

I

I

Disappearing Roller Screen
1260 Temple Street

Company

Los Angeles, Californl.i

FOR YOUR

ARCHITECTURE DISTRICTS

Section 35. In Type I Architecture Districts buildings or structures
conform to the following general requirements and definitions,
subject to the discretion of the Art Jury:
Type I shall be chat discinctive type of architecture which for two
decades or more has been successfully developing in California, deriving
its chief inspiration directly or indirectly from Latin types which developed under similar climatic conditions along the Mediterranean.
Color: Generally light in tone I'^of shades to be approved tor each individual case).
Materials: Plaster or stucco exterior wall surfaces of a durable construction, or where they can be afforded, concrete stone or an approved
artificial stone are to be preferred. In rare cases an exrerior finish ot wood
or clay products may be appro\ed in Type I Districts, but only when
treated in harmony with the dominant note of neighbiiring buildings.
Roofs: Low roofs arc desired in Type I Districts, preferably not steeper
than thirty (30) degrees and never to exceed thirty-five (35) degrees maximum. They should be of tile of an approved color, or if of shingles the
natural weather tone shall be preferred. Roof, if flat, enclosed by parapet

Home

Flies in this

FILES

16 pages of v.iluable technical data on screening
modern windows, this

shall

COUPON WILL BRING
VOUR COPY

IN-VIS-O Disappearing
Roller Screen Company,
1260 Temple St., Los Angeles
I

shall be glad to receive fur

un screening modern window

Name

s.

my

files

.t

copy of your

m;iriii.il
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You're Safe

When Your Plans
"Pacific

Specify

Gas Heating"
—

That specification has been made over
200,000 times by architects who know.

crews supervised by an experienced Pacific Heating Engineer.

They know

They know

that back of every Pacific gas
is 14 years of experience.

heating appliance

that this P. H. E. will take
the details off their hands.

all

When

you're planning heating, call in the

They know

Pacific

Heating Engineer and make him do

They know that a Pacific installation will
made right — by skilled installation

the work because he sells all types of
gas heating appliances and his recommendations are unbiased. He will relieve you
of a lot of work and you'll be sure of a
satisfactory installation.

that the Pacific guarantee is
backed by the largest gas heating appliance
manufacturers in the West.

be

Pacific Gas Radiator
Gas Heating

»Coinpany<

Headquarf-ers

West*s largest manufacturers of Gas Heating Equipment. Wholesalers to dealers
throughout the West. Factory at Huntington Park, Cal. Los Angeles retail agents,
PACIFIC GAS HEATING CO.. 1732-40 W.Washington St.. Phone BEacon 2190

Qas Radioforj —
Pressed Metal and

Can

Jron

Pipelesi Floor

Fumacei

Unit Boirment
Furnace Syttcn\i

c^nufacturers of Every Type of Gas Heating Appliance
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approved prepared roofings of these tlat roofs to be
sprinkled with gravel or other natural material, generally light in tone,
walls. Paper or other

TYPE

II

Type

ARCHITECTURE DISTRICTS

Architecture Districts buildings and structures
shall conform co the following general requirements and definitions,
subject to the discretion of the Arc Jury:
Type II varies from Type I in greater latitude of architectural character. Type I designs may be approved in Type II Districts. However,
where some special local start of a variant type is made, with the approval of the Art Jury, other nearby buildings may be required to harmonize.
Color, M.,itirials and Koofs: Requirements the same in general as for
Type I, with local variations subject to the approval of the Art Jury. A
greater use of wood exterior finish may be approved than in Type I Districts, with an accomnanving latitude in steepness of roof pitch. The
maximum allowable pitch for story and a half houses in Type II Districts
shall be forty (40) degrees, and for two-story houses forty-five (45) degrees maximum, preferably less
Section 36. In

TYPE
Type

II

III

SRllMD
TM«( MAUI

fttttVTUUP

ARCHITECTURE DISTRICTS

Architecture Districts buildings and structures
shall conform to the following general requirements and definitions, subject to the discretion of the Art Jury:
Type III varies from Type II as follows and Type II buildings will not
be discouraged in Type III Districts where they are made to harmonize
with the adjacent improvements, but Type I buildings may not be apSection 37. In

proved

III

;

ami Materials: To be varied as occasion warrants with the apEroval of the Art Jury. Greater use of clay products exterior finish may
Color

e

approved

in

Type

III Districts.

A

slope or pitch of as much as sixty (60) degrees may be allowed
in some cases, when not considered inharmonious with the neighboring
buildings or contour of the surrounding ground.
Koojs:

The Permanent SKylight

TYPE IV ARCHITECTURE DISTRICTS
Section 38. In

Type IV Architecture

Districts all buildings or struc-

conform to the requirements of Type (I, II or III) Architecture
Bank of America reserves to itself, its successors and assigns, the sole right to establish a general group design and
color scheme with the approval of the Art Jury, for any and all buildings
and structures to be erected in said Type IV Districts, w^hich said design
tures shall

Districts, provided that the

shall indicate the general spacings of bays or openings, exterior facades,

roof lines, gables and towers. No building or structure shall be erected,
constructed, altered or maintained on any lots in said District except in
conformity with said design and color scheme, as interpreted by the Art
Jurv; provided that if within ninety (90) days after the receipt in writing by Bank of America, its successors or assigns, of a request for the
completion of said design for anv lot in said Type IV Architecture District from the owner thereof, reasonably adapted to the uses and purposes of said lot and permitted and authorized by the restrictions applicable thereto under the terms of the deed or contract of sale of said lot.

Bank of America, its successors or assigns, shall fail to complete said
design and color scheme as to said lot to the satisfaction of the Art Jury,
the Art Jury shall without further notice be empowered to establish a
design and color scheme as to said property and no building or structure
shall thereafter be erected, constructed, altered or maintained on said
property except in conformity with said last-named design and color
scheme or such changes therein as may be approved by the Art Jury.

said

STEEL CORE— sheathed

in

pure

ALL

the strength of
steel with a non-rusting, non-corrosive all-enduring cover of protecting lead.
lead

-

STEELEAD

is unaffected by wind,
storm, rain, smoke, gases, chemical
fumes, ammonia, salt air, heat or

cold.

Never needs

paint, putty or pack-

by temperature
Never loosens or breaks
glass through vibration.
ing.

Is unaffected

changes.

STEELEAD

IS

EVERLASTING!

Send for the Facts. Learn why
leading architects and builders are
demanding "the Skylight that, once
in place, can be forgotten."

ARCHITECTURAL BOOK SHOP MOVES
The Architectural Book Shop has removed to 314 Maskey
Building, 46 Kearny street, San Francisco, where Mr. M.
Sterling Carter will continue to cater to the needs of the
profession, architectural students, and art lovers generally, in the way of books dealing with architecture and
art.

^smiLi^ D*
Wie UrmanentSky/i^M

1742-44-46 Fourth Avenue, South

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Telephone Sutter 1357.
*

Northwest Lead Compan y

*

*

residential and commercial building will constitute a large part of the 1917 building program, there is
a large amount of industrial, public works and utilities

Although

construction planned. Estimates compiled by the Electrical World show that light and power companies
throughout the countrv will spend $958,000,000 for 1917
construction as compared with actual expenditures of

USE THE COUPON

NORTHWEST LEAD
COMPANY
1742-44-46 Fourth Ave.. So.. Seattle

Please send
rn Catalog.

$841,000,000 in 1916.
*

*

Q

me

*

"Standard Specifications for the Fabrication and Setting
of Sheet Steel Cornices" has just been prepared by the
Sheet Steel Trade Extension Committee, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and is offered free to those interested in
the subject. It is especially prepared for A. I. A. filing.

the following:

Sample Steelead Bar.

City..
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Our reputation
^ warrants your

recommendation!
Cy^
V

lellpostedarchiteds
J/ y play safe.They know the value of
^—^

background

.

.

just

another name

for past performance.

We have acquired a background. We call
ourselves "progressive pioneers" in the Oil

Burner industry. For twenty-two years

this

plant has been devoted to the exclusive pro-

duction of Oil Burners.

We have the specialized knowledge needed to produce Oil Burners the architect can

recommend.That's one reason why Johnson
Rotary Oil Burners have been, and are constantly being installed in the leading hotels,

the most important public buildings and the

homes

finest
If

in the country.

you don't already know about Johnson

Oil Burners, a postal card request brings im-

The Chalfonte

Hotel, Amsirerdam Avenue and 70th
New York City. F. Georcc Pelham. Architect.
Equipped with a battery of three J<ihnyon Rotary Oil
Burners. Barren-Hubert Co., Engineers and ContracStreet.

tors.

portant information you should have.

S.

T JOHNSON
OIL
Main

942

fb)

ARLINGTON

CO.

BURNERS

and Factory:

Office

AVE.,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive

Manufacturers of Oil Burners
for 22 years
Factory Branch Offices: San Francisco, Sacramento, Philadelphia.
Distributors and Dealers throuehout the United States
and in Foreign Countries.

JOHNSON ROTARY OIL BURNERS with

Eull Automatic Control
are approved by Underwriters* Laboratories, the New York Board of
Standards and Appeals and Fire Prevention Bureaus of principal cities.

Oil Burner Installation by Fuel Oil Burner Engineer
ing Co., New York City.

°S
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CALIFORNIA CITY PLAN CONFERENCE
[li.r.li.unJ lion, pnsc- ;:]

A

fc.itiirc

which had immense

ediic.ition.il v:ihit;,

photographs and drawings of street layouts, highways,
parks, parkways, public buildings, civic centers, museums, libraries, schools, playgrounds, churches, and the
many other factors which combine to make up a large
city. Seventeen cities of the United States sent displays as
a feature of the Second Annual California City Planning
Conference. Those contributing included New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Louis, New Orleans, Seattle, Minneapolis, St. Paul, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Pasadena, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Oakland,
Berkeley, Richmond and San Jose. Dr. Carol Aronovici, of
Los Angeles, city planning consultant, was in charge of
the City Plan E.xhibit Committee.
A feature of the e.xhibition was a series of maps and
diagrams of the city of Paris, showing the development
of the French metropolis from the period during the reign
of Louis XI\^ when Baron Von Haussman laid out the
first

plan for the city,

down

THE

.md

which gave many delegates ideas to apply to local problems, was the Citv Plan Exhibit.
Here were gathered maps, charts, diagrams, models,

Page Gas Furnace
FOR

YOUR
NEXT
HOUSE

to the present. Particularly

were models of the Taj Mahal, and of a
proposed improvement in Lakeside Park, Oakland.
Some very constructive talks were given bv Dr. Aronovici, Mr. Charles Keeler and Mr. C. H. Cheney. A musical
program was splendidly rendered and enjoyed bv everyinteresting, too,

Five stages of
heat extraction
insures maximum

economy by using
the heat.

one.

The exhibit was scheduled to close Sunday, March 6,
but the Mayor was so impressed with the educational
importance of it that he requested it be held over for another week, so that more of Oakland's citizens might
have the opportunity of profiting by a visit to it. As a
result of this request, Mr. Fred E. Reed again put his
shoulder to the wheel, evolved a new committee headed
by Mrs. Fred G. Athearn, president of the Federated
Clubs, and arranged different days for different organizaview the exhibit.
Thursday, March lo, was Civics Day, and on that day
the Business and Professional Women's Club of the East
tions to

Bay, the Civic Center, the Forum, the Soroptimist Club,
the East Bay Chambers of Commerce, and the Major
Highways and Traffic Committee viewed the exhibit.
Friday was Federated Women's Clubs and Service Clubs
of Alameda County Day. Saturday was Education and
Development Day, to which all schools and clubs affiliated with them were invited, as well as the development
groups, represented by the Real Estate Board, Builders'

Exchange, architects, landscape architects, and City Plan
Commissions.
Sunday Building a Better East Bay Day— was the day
set aside for churches, city and county officials and improvement clubs.
Among other resolutions passed by the Conference the
following deserve special attention for their immediate
and definite character:

A

heating system you may
specify with the utmost
confidence. The Page Gas
Furnace is always a source
of maximum comfort and
complete satisfaction to the
owner. And it pleases his
pocketbook, too.

—

// ivill be a pleasure to explain to

you fully the features of the Page
Gas Furnace or descriptive folder
will be sent at your request.

Ktxolved, That it is the recommendation of the Second Annual California City Planning Conference that the following city and regional plan-

ning bills now before the Legislature should be enacted into law, being
urgently necessary to the more orderly and more sounding economic
growth of our California cities and the greater health, comfort and convenience of all their inhabitants:
S. B. 585, "TheOfficial Plan Act," with recent amendments combining
with It S. B. 731 and S. B. 591, making it now a complete city plan act
recommended by Herbert Hoover and the United States Department of

Commerce,
A. B. 39, which extends to counties the same procedure in zoning as
required of cities, with amendments defining procedure for establishing setback line and issuing building permits.
Senate Constitutional Amendment 16, providing for submitting the
niattcr of extending eminent domain to a vote of the people,
S. B. 588, permitting the formation of county park boards in those
counties desiring them;

Manufactured by

Montague Furnace Co., Inc.
376-386 Sixth Street San Francisco
Phone Market 4845
•

now

Northwest Representative: E. J. Hilscher,
94 Columbia St., Seattle
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A

sample will be sent on request or a demonstration can
be arranged to suit your convenience.

The Recognized

^^&^>

StanclarJ~1884

THE ZAPON COMPANY
0/
304 Twelhh Street
Oakland

CALIFORNIA
160 Seventh Street
San Francisco

1626 Eighth Avenue
Seattle

The pioneer manufacturer of

1317 So. Olive Street
Los Angeles

302 Selling Building
Portland

lacquer

and

leather cloth

.
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pcrmicting the formation of local park and parkwav dis-

LIGHTING

tricts;
S. B. 4^7, permitting school districts to conduct courses in Forestry
and to acquire forest lands therefor,
S. B. 459, 440. and 441, creating a State park commission, authorizing
a survey of the recreational possibilities of the State, and submitting to a
vote of the people a bond issue for State park purposes.
Such amendments to the Subdivision Map Act and the Licensed Surveyors Act as will prevent metes and bounds subdivisions.
Rfsoltej, That the Second Annual CaliforniaCity Plan Conference recommends that there be appointed a committee jointly representing the
California Real Estate Association, the League of California Municipalities, the California Conference on City Planning, the American Society of Landscape Architects, the American Institute of Architects, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the California Federation of
Women's Clubs, and the Chambers of Commerce of the State as a whole
to prepare a text-book on city planning which shall be suitable for use
in the public schools of California. And that the otfcr of our chairman,
Fred E. Reed, to provide for the publication of such books, when prepared, shall be accepted with the thanks of this convention. It is understood that this committee will consult with the University of California,
State Board of Education, the California Teachers' Association, University of Southern California and other educational agencies.

IS

A

PART OF ARCHITECTURE

ill!

The proceedings

of the Conference are to be published
and distributed without cost to all cities in the
United States of 30,000 population and over.
Such a gathering is a very significant event, and foreshadows the time when propertv owners and their public
officiais will be closelv linked by experts who will advise
on the many problems which affect both public and private interests, and work out intelligent plans for future
developments, in effective cooperation with municipal
and regional governments. The active participation of so
many city and State officials in this Conference indicates
that city planning is one of the most important movements of the day, and that the great force of public opinion is behind it, steadily forcing the issue.
in full

*

*

The
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Buildniii.
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& Wbbartl, Arch/cedi.
.
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UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
States Civil Service Commission announces
the following open competitive examination: Associate

The United

architect, $3,000; assistant architect, $1,400.

Applications for associate and assistant architects will
be rated as received at Washington, D. C, until June 50.
The examinations are to fill vacancies in the Supervising
Architect's Office, Treasury Department, and vacancies
occurring in the Federal classified service throughout the
United States.
The entrance salaries in the District of Columbia are indicated above. A probationary period of six months is
required; advancement after that depends upon individual
efficiency, increased usefulness and the occurrence of vacancies in higher positions. For appointment to the field
service the rates of pav will be approximately the same.

The

duties of associate architect, under general superwith considerable latitude for the exercise of
independent judgment, are to prepare complete architectural workingdrawings for monumental as well as simpler
types of buildings and groups of buildings, such work to
include the supplementary designing necessary to develop
the scheme from sketches prepared by others; to direct a
small group of assistant architects and to be responsible
generally for their work; to check shop drawings and
working drawings prepared by others and to submit
recommendations on architectural samples of materials.
vision, but

The duties

of assistant architect, under immediate supervision, are to assist in the preparation of architectural
working drawings for buildings, including those of monumental character; to prepare full-sized details for buildings and to perform related work as required.

Full information and application blanks may be obtained from the United States Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C, or the secretary of the board of U. S.
civil-service examiners at the postoffice or customhouse
in

any

city.

Diiplex-a-lites
yor the

new

Beaux Arts

Building
l^f^^HE Beaux Arts Building
HR^ra the new musical center

.

.

of
l^aa?^l Los Angeles, is equipped
with Duplex-a-lites. Their soft, indirect light

fills

the exafting require-

ments of the Beaux Arts studios.
There is no glares. There are no
shadows. The light is evenly distributed, providing sufficient illumination in every part of the

Duplex

-

a

-

lites

room.

are distributed

throughout the weft by

this

Company.

^he YO^VEJOompanif Inc.
818 South Hfigueroa
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HOCKADAY,
1823-1829

Inc.

CARROLL AVENUE
CHICAGO

Los Angeles Hockaday Co.
San Francisco, Cal.
420 Douglas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
D. E. Frver
Co.. Seattle.
Tacoma. Spokane and Portland

The HockadavCo. of San Francisco
206 Ninth

St.,
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BOOK. REVIEWS
Archittctunil Design; by John

6l

*^4.4..:.^.;.,j.,5.,5„j.,5.^^^.;..j,^.j„j„j^^,^^^^,j„^^^^,j,^.j,

F.

*
*

Harbeson,

A., Ass i stunt Professor Architect/trtil Design,
L'n/iersity of Pennsy/vanni

A book of extraordinary interest, not alone to the student, but to the practicing profession as well
perhaps

—

even more. It is a logical, orderly analysis of the BeauxArts method of attacking and studying any problem in
design; the successive steps to take to produce a good
"analytiquc rendu," involving sensibility to proportion,
feeling for composition, appreciation of ornament, character in drawing, and technical information for rendering.
"Design is not concerned primarily with ornamentation
or detail, but with making an arrangement that will
satisfy the practical requirements, with proportion of
masses, arrangement and disposition of openings, etc.—
producing a building of pleasing appearance. * * * To
really learn the lesson of planned disposal of time is of
the greatest value, not only in the atelier, but in office
practice. * * * The science of design is necessary to an
architect in order that he may express himself clearly."
The Study of Architectural Design; by John F. Harbeson,
A. I. A. The Pencil Points Press, Inc., 19 East Twentyfourth street, New York. Price, $7.50 postpaid.
The Smaller Houses
is

book showing
whose treatment

a really delightful

a

*

supplied by

Rudolph

C.

Greiner,

Inc.

*
*

to

Importers

by Leigh French, Jr., and Harold D. Eberlein

iSij;

Here

from :6So

cinj Gtiriiens of Versailles,

TILES

number

Colored Bathroom Tiles

of
applicable

small French residences
is
with but little modification to the present requirements
of a large portion of the American public. These are
dwellings of persons attached to the French Court,
modest in size, elegant though simple. They are not
chateaux nor farmsteads, but small settings for polite life
without excess of formality— used undoubtedly for escape
from the stiff conventions of Court attendance.
They are characterized by distinguished reticence and
self-contained completeness; the embodiment of sophisticated simplicity. In this volume are shown nearly 2.00
pages of exterior and interior views, with 17 pages of
text, notes on plans, gardens, materials, finish, colors,

and Dealers

of Distinction
Display and Sales

500 TEMPLE

Room;

COR. N. OLIVE, LOS ANGELES
Telephone MUcual 2.913
ST.,

*****************************•:•**

sizes, accessories.

The Smaller Houses and Gardens of \'ersailles; by Leigh
French, Jr., and Harold Donaldson Eberlein. The Pencil
Points Press, Inc., 19 East Twenty-fourth street. New
York. Price, $6.00 postpaid.
*

THE AMERICAN
The Yale University

*

*

SPIRIT IN

ARCHITECTURE

engaged in the presentation
of a pictorial history of our country under the general
head of "The Pageant of America." To consist of 15 volumes, five have been issued, one of which (to be Vol. 13
in the series) is the above. It reviews our periods and influences, from European backgrounds to the tendencies of
today; each chapter is a distinct monograph, with a concise foreword summing up the special subject, followed b\
illustrations with accompanying brief comments, S32. of
these in

Press

is

all.

This is an excellent book for the school and the layman,
giving a vivid and truthful impression of our architectural history, so closely reflecting the spirit of the times.
It reveals unmistakably the "rebirth of national idealism
expressed in a growing artistic interest and restraint."
"The American Spirit in Architecture; by Talbot Faulkner Hamlin, Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn.

*

The

*

*

April issue of Plastite Progress, published monthl\by the Riverside Portland Cement Co. of Los Angeles,
contains some highly interesting items including "Art
Stone Specifications" as recommended and used by the
Associated Art Stone Manufacturers of Southern California.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Room,
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ornamental iron and bronze in the Clifl
Hotel addition was executed by us.

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON
BRONZE COMPANY
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Sixteenth Street anh San Hruno Ave. - San FR.ANnscn, Calif,
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new book on California Stucco
THIS
the
shows in natural colors the
is

press.

It

just off
latest

textures for stucco interiors and exteriors and gives
complete specifications for producing them... a valuable handbook for the architedt and the craftsman.
WritetheC aliforniaStucco Produ<fts Company, 1503

South Alameda Street, Los Angeles or 340 Dore
Street, San Francisco.
CALIFOKNIA STUCCO DISTRIBUTORS ARK LOCATED
LOB ANOELES,

CALIh'.
California Stueco Product* Co

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

SAN DIEOO. CALIF.

DENVER. COLORADO

C»lifornia Stucco Products

Utah Stucco Products Co.
Heimbccher Bros.

Co

ConTLAND, OREGON
Slueco

CompaDy

SEATTLE. WASHINGTON
(rahfornia

Stucco

Compaujr

HONOLULU, T. a.
Allen * RobiDKon. Ltd.

Calitornia Stucco Pcoducta Co.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
California Stucco Product* Co.

LOUIS.

MISSOURI

St.Louit MalcrialA Supply Co.

CITIES:

PITTSBURGH,

Calilornia Stucco Produota Co.
74th Place and So. Paulina

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIA.N'A
Co.

CHATTANOOGA TENN.

I'A.

General Cement Proilurtu Curp.
336 Fourth Ave.

PHILADELPHIA

,PA

.

California Stucco Product* Co.

,

Dilie

HOUSTON, TE.\A8

ST.

THE FOLLOWINt;

CHICAGO. ILL.

California Stucco Product;

AMARILLO.TEXAB
AmatilloTile and Stucco Co.

Califbiiii*

IN

Concrete

Product!

Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Cleveland

G>p»uro

POTTSVILLE. PA

.

CalUocnia Stucco ProductsCu.

Ccimpan]'

CINCINNATI. OHIO
California Stueco Products Co.

HACKENSACK.

N.

J.

Callturnia Stucco Ptodueti Co.

California

MflTUtNDCLMCKT

Stucco

,
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PARTITION OFFERED

The Reinhold Partition Corporation, Division

Pacific

Manufacturing Co., is now manufacturing removable
wood and glass partition units of the most advanced
tvpe. The new order of things is to put partitions on a

The experience of fifty years
making of highest grade mill and cabinet work
behind this unit partition, which has the advantages
true architectural basis.

the

in
is

of

interchangeabilitv, concealed wiring in conduits approved
bv all the fire insurance underwriters, good appearance
and of being architecturally correct.
Careful attention has been given to the finishing as well
as design. Experience has pointed to the desirability of
lacquer finishes as most pleasing and durable.
Flexibilitx' is assured, which means much to the building owner intent on making transformations on short
notice and at minimum expense.
A large number of units of Reinhold wood and glass
partitions have been installed in the new Financial Center
Building, San Francisco, each of them adaptable to the
requirements of greatly diversified groups of business.
The Reinhold partition is manufactured completelv in
the factory at Santa Clara. Sales and demonstration offices
are maintained at iSo Stevenson street, San Francisco;

Washington Building, Los Angeles; 355 Hobart
Oakland.
*

*

new

constructing a
six-storv building to take care of increased business.
*"

*

*

four

Top

widths.

drawers for linen or
silver.
Three metal

drawers

for

bread,

flour, etc. Lower
compartment has sliding

shelves for

pots

and pans.

Under the Kitchen Sink

street,

*

The Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co.

This unit 35 inches
high and supplied in

is

*

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL
Exposition, Philadelphia, has
awarded a gold medal to the S. T. Johnson Co., manufacturers of the Johnson Oil Burner, for "excellence of workmanship and completeness of design."
This information was recently received by J. C. Johnson,
president of the California company, in a letter from S. C.
Simms, secretary of the International Jury of Awards.
The S. T. Johnson Co. is one of the pioneers in oil burner
manufacturing, having been engaged continuously and
exclusively in this business for twenty-two years.
Branches and distributors are maintained throughout the
United States and in foreign countries.

The Sesquicentennial

"Y^AKE a

good look at this picture.
It shows a typical Peerless
standard cabinet. There are more

^—'

than 80 different cases in the Peerless
line.

An

architect

who

is

particularly care-

about his casework construction is
always enthusiastic about Peerless.
Each case is a real cabinet job. Glued
and doweled frames, lip front panel

ful

doors,
sides

center

hung drawers,

5-ply

and backs. These are just a few

Peerless features.

you are planning a home or an
let a Peerless salesman
show you the hundreds of combinaIf

apartment,

tions possible with Peerless units.
«vsi|iiirrntrntiial Jnlrrniiiiniutl Ifxjiosiiinn

Dealers in

all cities

and most towns.

BiilailrlMliia

Thie la to notifi ;".ia t.;:r. i:.^ i^:^ ;.....,«.il
Jury of Awards of the Sestiuicdntonitl&l lntcnv:ivioin*l
Sxjosillon H*!e a:T'iTded you a Cold liedal for your
excellence of worls^An^lilp -xiii coiojileteae»« of deci^n.
The Diploraa? of Aftnrd are Qeing Drci>i»red '>n<i
it le hoped to luive tlien re,^dy for dl8tril)utioii durlnc
tile early part of the i:oisltic yef.r.

Yours very trjl:

,-^9t^a:^.

BUILT-IN FIXTURE CO.
2608 San Pablo Avenue. Berkeley. California
820 East Sixtieth Street, Los Angeles, California

PORTLAND
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HEAT CONTROL
Portland buildings like-wise endorse
Johnson Heat Control: the group
pictured here being examples of the
many Portland buildings that are
And now the
Johnson equipped.
I.t/1

DUAL THERMOSTAT
Ni^ht and Day

CONTROL

The Johnson System
more than ever most advantageous and advisable to include
Johnson Heat Control in yowr buildings: for it furnishes ni^ht and day
fuel economy, amounting to as much
feature

makes

in

it

Write now for intercomplete details of Johnson

as 40 per cent.
esting

Dual Thermostat Heat Control.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN!.

U. S. A.

AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SINCH

BRANCHES

IN

1885

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

To Righl:
United States
Niitional Bank:
A. E. Doyle, Architect

Masonic Temple:
Sutton & Whitney,

Archileet

University Club;

Whitehousc

&

Fouillioux
Architect

AmonK

Purtlanil Buildings

.litlin.toii

luiuipped
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SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL COMPETITION
Competition for the design of the new Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon, to replace the old
structure destroyed by lire on March 6th last, has now
been formally opened. Complete specifications mav be
secured from The Secretary, Shakespeare Memorial
Theater, 150 Nassau street, New York, N. Y.
The site which has been secured for the new theater is
an enlargement of the old one on the banks of the Avon.
The destroyed theater, of which only the ruined walls
remain, stood between the Avon and the road leading to
the church where Shakespeare lies. It held a commanding
position, but one that required extension for the erection
of a theater adequate to the needs of the future. Land,
buildings and a canal basin now occupying the space beriveen the gardens on which the old theater fronted and
the famous Old Clopton bridge have been purchased from
the Great Western Railroad, and the demolition of the
existing structure on this plot will greatly enhance the
beauty of the approach vistas to the new structure. The
new theater will stand surrounded bv gardens with the
Avon on one side, within sight of Shakespeare's Church
and the roads leading from Warwick, Kenilworth, Oxford and London.
Although a large theater is not desired, a difficult problem must he solved in designing a building which will be
in harmony with such surroundings and with the fifteenth
century atmosphere of Stratford-on-Avon. In order that
the new structure may be worthy and adequate to the

which

to be erected, fully detailed in the
Royal Charter, the selection of a design has been placed in
the hands of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

objects for

Mr. E.

it is

Haws Model No.

There

is

35

a Haws model

for

every architectural purpose

HAWS SANITARY

FAUCET
DRINK.ING
'^O* HARMON
/-l/-VVf
DA "WV

ST.

Guv Dawber,

president of the Roval Institute of
British Architects; Mr. Cass Gilbert, president of the
National Academy of Design of the United States, and
Mr. Robert Atkinson, F. R. I. B. A., Director of Education for the Architectural Association, will act as judges.
The new building will be visible from all sides, whereas
in the case of most theaters only the facade has to be
given special consideration. The foundations of the old
auditorium could be used for the construction of a conference hall, and it has been suggested that the stage of
the new theater should be made abutting on the old stage
with the new auditorium in the Bank Croft gardens to
the northeast.
A copy of the specifications and a brief statement of
facts concerning the theater, its history, development and
the present plan for endowment will be furnished on request. We shall also be glad to furnish photographs of
the town and theater site. Applications for the contest
should be accompanied by a fee of $5, which will be refunded if the specifications are returned within one month.
*

*

See File No. 29H1, Western Construction Catalog

CABINETS
^//(/MIRRORS
^noM/-yrfiite 3teel

*

decided upward trend in plumbing fixture manufacture, according to G. B. Schneider, general manager of
the Washington Iron Works of Los Angeles, who says:
"The reason does not rest entirely with the manufacturer.
The fact of the matter is that the home owner has come to
realize the importance of high-class fixtures. This was
brought about largely through educational campaigns
fostered by manufacturers and plumbing merchants." The
Washington Iron Works has recently installed a display
of fixtures in the Hollywood Building Materials Exhibit,
6916 Santa Monica boulevard.

There

A

is a

*

+

*

"Asbestos, the Unquenchable Stone," is the title of a
highly interesting and informative book which may be
had for the asking from the Republic Asbestos Board
Corporation, S45 Ellicott square, Buflalo, N. Y. This
company has recently entered upon the manufacture of
asbestos wallboard, using asbestos as the basic material
instead of

wood

fiber or plaster.

STYLE E
to refcss

open

h

f

f^oiket

belou'.

l-TESS Snow-white Steel Medicine Cabinets and Mirrors are used from
Coast to Coast. Carefully and accurately

—

Beautifully finished in hand
formed
rubbed baked enamel, they are unequalled in quality and beauty.

bathroom

Suitable for the finest
at prices pleasing to the close buyer.

Write ior catalogue; or See Sweet's Index.
HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess \\'e/(fcd Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. M'estern Avenue. Chicago

:
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For Their Clients'
Convenience
— increasing numbers of Architects are selecting
*Tavneheat"

for their better

They
clients who

homes.

feel that their responsibility to their

depending on their good judgment can be

are

safeguarded

better

by

selection

the

of

this

thoroughly reliable heating system, and the excellence of the service of the

Once

Payne organization.

installed, their clients appreciate the de-

pendable operation of the system, the cleanliness
of the fuel (gas), the healthfulness of this

way

of using gas, the reasonableness of their heating
bills

and the lovely interior

effect their architects

have achieved by being able

to

do away with

unsightly radiators in their rooms.

"PavnEHEAT'' has gone
Aehc, William W
Acker, Arthur L.

Adnms, George
Allison

Austin
Barber,

&
&

.

J.

Allison

Ashley

Thomas

P.

Barber, William
Barker, M. L.
Unics, Richard M.
Rent, Harry Sims

Arthur B.
Hishop, Horatio W.
Ulick, Joseph J.
Blusscr, Benjamin J,
Bouncthcau, Harold DuPn
Brett, Edward C. N.
Brown, Saul Harris
Callahan, Ezra Lfo
Campbell, Wm. I..
Ilcnion,

Clark, Orville L.
Clarke, W. M.

Edgar H.
Cooper, John M,
Corwin, H. G.
Crawford, Louis N.
Cross, Harold E.
Dodd & Richards
Dorn, Fred R.
Duncan, Paul J.
Cline,

into

good homes designed by the following architects
Lee, Charles
Leicht, Adolph F.
Lindsey, Ceo. M,
Mantz, Aloysius F.
Martin, Albert C.
Martin, Edwin D.
Martin, Emmet G.

Fager, Frank A.
Fnlkenralh, Rudolph,
Farquhar, Roht, D.
Farrington, Robt.
Fentress, Luther L.
Ficker, Peter
Finklehnr, Robert
Flewelling, Ralph C.

M

Merrill, Everett H.

Mitcham, De Witt
Monaco, Arniand R
Morlan, George S.
Munson, Arthur C.
Neff, Edwin W.
Newton, Henry Cai It'M

Gogert>',

Kaufmnnn, Gordtin
Kelly,

Noerenberg & Johns.
Norton & Wallib
Orr, Robert H.
Ott, G. Lawrence
Parkinson 4: Parkins
Patterson, H. M.
Payne, John Thnrnas
Pierce, Harry L.
Plunimer, Charles F

I

Arthur R.

Kelso & Mackie
Kennedy, Fredk.
Kibbey, John R.
Kieffcr,

II,,

Rayjiinnd

Ru.iff,

McAfee, Harry

&

\^>ant
Henry L.
Grev, Elmer
Hawes, Arthur W.
Hebbard, Will Sterli
Heineman, Arthur S.
Howard, George A.
Hudson, W. Asa
Hunt & Burns

Gable

J.

King, Richard D.

&

Henry J.
Koerner & Gage
Krempei &: Erkes

Priest,

Kucera, Jos. J.
Kyson, Charles H.

Kea & Gnrstang
Roth & Parker

Postle

Kiiauer,

k Jackbcn
Allen K.
Rust, Edward B.
Scholz, Arthur G.
Sedgley, Arlos R,
Selkirk, Charles R.
Sexsmith, Harold 0.
Shattuck, Charles E.
Skidmore, William L.
Smale, Clarence J.
Smith, L. A.
Somerville &c Pulnani
Stacy-Judd, Robert
Stanton, Reed & Hibbard
R.;^ua

Starrelt,

Taylor

Theodore
Taylor

&

Thome, Edwin

C.
Thuesdell, Cliffmd A., Jr.
Ivler, P'rank M.
Underwood, Gilbert S.
Verge, Gene

Vernon, Watson
\^'alker

&

Williams,

Eisen
Paul R.

Winslow, Carlcton M.
Wiihey, Henry F.
Witraer & Watson
Wolfe, C.
Woolett, William L,

Postle

Alfred F.
Quintin, Scott

RvYAfE FuiRNACE ^ SuFFLY Co. |nC.
Established 1^14

338 FOOTHILL ROAD, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Branch
Branch
Branch

ojfice:
office:
office:

Street, Oakland, Calif.
Union Street, Pasadena, Calif.
478 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif.

2HJ Grove

1 1

5

E.

Northern and Southern Distributors:

Eckart Bros., 310 Wesclake Ave. N., Scittlc.

Robertson Bros.,

Agtncies in all principal Pacific Coast Cities

.

132.8 Fifth St.,

San Diego.

Names furnished upon

request
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SLOAN FLUSH VALVES
Automatically

—

Insure a

Uniform Flush

Without Regulation

—

Automatically

Shut Off Even

Handle
Without

this

of

WHALEN

E. C.
301 Security

BIdg..

Los Angeles.

Calif.

is

When

the

Held Open

Non-Hold'Open Feature the Assurance
a Uniform Flush is Impossible
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San Francisco. Calif.
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,„ AJI
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D.

COCHRAN

1426 L. C. Smith BIdg.
Seattle.

Wash.

Pr.ncipal Cties of the United States
and Canada.

^

'

^

"THE DOVECOTE" of the

Farm Group on the Thomas Ince ESate,
Beverly Hills. Roy Seldon Price, Architect. The roof is random laid with
Los
Varicolored Granada tile made by Gladding, McBean (^"Company

—

Angeles Pressed Brick Company. Watercolor sketch by

J.

E. Stanton.
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On Round Frame
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FLAT WIRE GRILLES MADE

I
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ARBITER ELEGANTIARUM
BV HARRIS ALLEN,

T

IS a somewhat trite saving that
nobody loves an aristocrat like a

democrat. Americans invade European palaces in hordes, indulging their innate curiosity concerning the magnificence which
slieltcrs rovaltv. And it is not so long a time
since our own American robber barons expressed
their independence and proclaimed their financial success by erecting copies of chateaux and
castles

and

which were usuall)- pathetwhich in their high-water
some of the Fifth Avenue man-

villas,

ically ridiculous, but

mark, such as

sions, reached a painful perfection in their veri-

similitude.

We
much

are not quite so crude now. To be sure,
of the furniture tor homes of wealthy

Americans comes from abroad, or is faithlullv
and surprisingly reproduced from "antit^ue" models
even to worm-holes and battered edges
and cracks but if it is beautiful, why not have
it and enjoy it? Providing, of course, that its
beautv is fittingly housed.
That, exactly, is where the difficulty and the
achievement comes in. To provide a setting in
which objects of art can be harmoniously placed,
but which, instead of being a meaningless copy,
shall be an original creation, developed logically
to meet the requirements of site and climate and
station, this is certainly an achievement, one
which is happily becoming more and more fre-

—

—

—

—

quent.

The great danger has been to keep within
bounds. The day of ostentation (not always
ostensible, but unmistakable) is waning, if not
quite over; but it is not easy to draw the line
beyond which elegance becomes opulence.
Gifted with a subtle instinct which warns him
of this danger line, Mr. Gordon Kaufmann,
some of whose recent work is shown in this issue,
has been fortunate in his clients and in his choice
of architectural expression. It is obvious that no
restraint has been placed upon the means to
achieve his ends; but he has exercised a most excellent restraint in his manner. He has attained
dignit)'

without

stiffness, vet

richness of substance.

without

sacrificing

A.

1

Almost all of these houses are fairlv large, one
two of them of great size as houses go in California. But none of them is formal in plan. It is

or

clear that different conditions governed in each
case; but in every one is evidenced a firm, suave

control of the essentials that work for architectural unity and harmony, however coinplicated
the arrangement.
This is a very important thing, this matter of
"unity," and even in a very small building it is
often wofully violated. Mr. Kaufmann, however, never fails to tie his composition together
very strongly, first in the broad principles of design, and in detail, in his consistent use of architectural style and motif.
The group here illustrated is treated in what
has come to be generally known as the Mediterranean style, in California; some are distincthItalian in feeling and feature, others of Spanish
inspiration. Technically it is not necessary to
comment on them; the lovely photographs (es-
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HOOVER ON BUILDING CONDITIONS
HE

Secretary

of Commerce,

Herbert

Hoover, in an oral statement April 11,
said he could not agree with the view
expressed in some quarters that a recession in the building industry may be expected this year. Contracts signed for
construction of all kinds are up to
those of 1916, Secretary Hoover declared, and construction at the present time, according to
1

continuing at a normal level.
Information received by the Building and Housing Divi-

latest reports, is

Department of Commerce shows that March,
the largest month on record for contracts
awarded for construction of all kinds, it was stated. Ac-

sion of the

was

1917,

cording to the F.
figures

W. Dodge Corporation compilation

from 56 States,

in

total building contracts in the

the

March

of

which about seven-eighths of the
United States are awarded,

was $595,876,000. The previous peak
August, 1915, when the figure was $589,690,000.
total

was in
The figures

are used in the Department's Survey of Current Business, issued monthly, which incorporates in addition to figures received from governmental sources those

Mr. Clarke) speak for themlayman. But
again it is well to emphasize the restraint which
has been shown in these homes of wealth, which
pecially those by

selves, to the expert as well as the

indicate the possession of culture, refinement,
discrimination, as well as means; not by any
means are these always associated.
Here are homes of aristocrats, which combine
luxury, even splendor, with beauty and elegance controlled by that magic, subtle something we call "good taste" for want of a definite
name. Mr. Kaufmann has had the opportunity to
add greatly to the architectural and esthetic
assets of his community, which, together with
the owners of these estates, is to be congratulated

—

upon

his brilliant performances in this field.
*

*

*

The Alumni Bureau

of Occupations, University of California, }oi Stephens Union Building, BerkeJev, California, has been established for the purpose of placing
university trained men and women in professions and
positions for which their individual ability qualifies

them. No fee is charged for this service. An office of this
Bureau is also maintained at 85^ N. Vermont avenue,
Los Angeles.
*

The Bureau
Labor

*

*

Labor Statistics of the Department of
announces the following interesting figures:
of

Building permits issued during 1916 in 194 cities of the
United States having a population of 15,000 and over and
an aggregate population of 41,700,350 on July i, 1916,
show that 480,775 families were housed in new buildings,
with the per capita expenditure for new buildings in these
cities $84.90, of which $49.39 was for dwellings.
*
*
*
of the Industrial Association of San Francisco
are now located in the Alexander Building, 155 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

The

offices

generally accepted by the trades as authoritative and responsible. The figures of the Dodge Corporation, according to the Department of Commerce, are compiled from
reports covering contracts awarded in small towns and
rural districts as well as large cities and include all States
except Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah,
Wyoming, Nevada, California, Arizona, New Mexico
and parts of Kansas and Nebraska.
The March, 1917, increase is given as 5.5 per cent over
the ligure for March, 1916, which was $576,799,500 and
the highest for that year. The new high record figure of
$595,876,000 represents a rise from the February, 1917,
figure of $381,186,000 and the January, 1917, figure of
$568,950,100. February, 1917, however, was 1.7 per cent
under February, 1916, when the figure was $591,713,500,

and January, 1917, was 19.8 percent under January, 1916,
which was $445,571,500.
The aggregate for the first three months of 1917 was
$1,547,981,000 or 4.1 per cent under the figure for the
same three months of 1916, which was $1,596,144,000,
but substantially above the figure for the same three

months of 1915, which was $1,076,569,500.
Officials of the Building and Housing Division explained
that the recession in the 1917 figures is explained bv the
one large public utilities construction contract
in New York City in January, 1916, swelled that year's
total by about $50,000,000. Moreover, thev stated, the
comparison must consider that this is a period of normal
building in the Southeastern States, where an abnormal
boom period prevailed in 1916, as in the case of Florida.
fact that

"While the figures for the first three months in the 56
States are 4.1 per cent under those for the same months of
1916," it was stated, "they are 14.9 per cent and 51.0 per
cent, respectively, greater than those for the
in 1915
It

same period

and 1914."

was shown that while building permit

figures in

some

cases are showing a decline in building activity, they do
not include the construction of public works and projects
located outside cities, such as sewerages, streets and
roads, dams, irrigation and railroads, and buildings lo-

cated outside municipal limits where construction permits arc not required.

The foregoing
awarded

figures include all contracts,

local

and

the 56 States for commercial, industrial,
residential, educational and public and semipublic buildings, as well as public works and utilities. They are said
to afford the most generally accepted index to building
construction activities in this country.
rural,

in
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AUOVL--L]VIN<i RODM, Dlil-OW — Dl Nl N<i ROOM; RliblDENCE OV MRS. J. Y. BARUII,
LOS ANCtliLIiS, CALirORNIA. GORDON H. KAUIMANN, ARCHITl-CT
Pli„las hv Padilla
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RESIDENCE TOR DR. ED JANSS, LOS ANGELES, CALIEORNIA
CORDON B. KAUrMANN, ARCHITECT
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SAN FRANCISCO
PUBLIC UBRABV
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LIVING ROOM
Photo by miles Bcrnc

RESIDENCE FOR DR. ED JANSS, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
GORDON B. KAUFMANN, ARCHITECT
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DECORATIVE NOTES

TH£ use OF

fA

0%I£?{T..AL

SERiESl

MOTIF

THE LOBBY of the Telephone Building, San Francisco,
INceiling
A diaper
adapted from piece of Chinese brocade.
is a

a

«f»

pattern alternates the Imperial Phoenix with the horned deer
Jsign of longevityl with conventional wave design between.
'^A ground of lacquered gold leaf was high-lighted with some
2.5 different colors «§*• glazed and antiqued '^ producing a soft
yet brilliant contrast to walls of polished black marble.*^ Miller
i^Pf[ueger,Architects;A.A.Cantin, Associate; A.Quandt<z!?° Sons,
Painters and Decorators |sincei885l 374 Guerrero St.,San Francisco

"Co-operation for Q/iality"
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ENTRANCE GATEWAY- -RESIDENCE FOR MR. BENJ. R. MEYER, BEVERLY
GORDON B. KAUFMANN, ARCHITECT
Plwto by W. M. Clarke

HILLS, CALIFORNIA
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JvAMONA

TILE covers
the roofs of many of Seaclitf's finest homes. It is
interesting to note that among these roofs no two
are the same, varying as they do in tone and
method of laying. It is but an outstanding example of the versatility
of Ramona Tile.

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF CLAY PRODUCTS

Mam

Office:

116 Natoma

Street,

San Francisco. Phone: Kearny 2830

Works: West Alameda, California
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FRANKLIN AVENUE SCH(X)L
Los Angeles
Ficdk-

J.

Soper, Architect

jas. P. Steele, General Coiitruclnr
)

A.

Dr inmond,

Koofju^Contractor

BURNED CLAY
ROM FOUNDATION TO

I

OF

lU'IRESAFENESS

and permanence
without the slightest sacrifice of
beauty or utility
this has been

iL

—

achieved in the
Franklin

new

brick- and- tile

Avenue School

Los An-

in

Face brick, common brick and
burned-clay roofing tile have been

geles.

skilfully

harmonized

in the con-

struction of this building.

The

roof

Simons Sorrento Tile supplements
the tone of the buff brick walls.
of

"Sinci: iSSCi"

SIMONS BRICK

CO.

Waiter R, Simons President and General Manager
^

115

W. Third

St.,

Los Angeles
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IX-corativc Tile in black. rcJ, and whicc carries out the Calpct color
Architect. The stvle i> Tunisian, and under the

scheme in this distinctive lilling station at Los Angele-i
warm, white Southern sunlight it is most attractive.

GLADDING McBEAN tr CO.
LOS ANGELES PRESSED BRICK COMPANY
r

Los Angeles:

S;in Francisco:

660 Market Street

H]

Seattle: i^oo ist

611 S.

Hope

Avenue, South

Portland: 454 Everett Street

Street

Rol.iiul

FCoare,
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ORNAMENTAL

TILE — Irs
BY ZOE

HE

beginnings of civilization! The davs
hack that we are pleased to call
the beginnings of civilization. What
did mankind create in those davs?

f

tar, far

What

things or knowledge do we
possess that the men of those days did
not possess? What heritages have we of
the beginnings of civilization?
have
the heritage of myths. Poetry and song, lingering between the lines of very old myths, tell us that man
possessed wisdom of a genuine and penetrating sort, even
in the days when civilization was beginning. He wove
into his myths strange and vital things. He builded into
his architecture much that is to be sensed in his mvths.
He took the clav of the earth and gave it form, shape and
color. He wrought tiles and into them he again wrote
yes, he burned into them the stories of his mvths, the
symbolisms of his life and thought.
Thus have men and their civilizations come by tile.
And few indeed, if any, are the instances where the progress of civilization, as evaluated and expressed in architecture, is wholly without the embellishment of ornamental tile. In the Orient, in the Occident, throughout

We

Europe — wherever men have put one stone upon another,
they have invariably turned to tile for ornamentation,
hnding in the smaller units a flexible, harmonious medium
with which to complete the object and motive of the
larger masses. There have been times when the interest in
and use of tile have languished. There have been peoples
living in environments and under conditions not conducive to developing the ultimate possibilities of tiles,
but even so, the interest in them has never entirely died
out, nor been wholly absent, in the several modes of
architecture, as developed bv the different races and
civilizations.

Consequently, it is not surprising that the architectural
renaissance of this Far West, which draws its inspiration
largely from the lands about the Mediterranean, where
consummate skill was attained in the ceramic arts, turns
again to this old-new medium. It could hardiv be otherwise, for geographical and climatic conditions in Western
America are generally similar to the conditions under
which those older peoples and civilizations evolved their
arts, cultures, architecture and philosophies. As the principles of the architecture developed in the lands bordering
the Mediterranean are being given an interpretation and
significance entirely Western, so are trrnamental tiles undergoing a similar adaptation in the hands of Western
makers, architects and decorators.
The present-dav makers of tile are adding a new, virile
richness to this very ancient medium. Indeed, improved
methods of manufacture may enable us to rival, if not far
exceed, the mastery of the ceramic arts that is accorded to
past ages and workmen. Tiles made by hand or machine
and burned in modern kilns are oftentimes things at
which to marvel. Their color interest is truly magical and
infinite— brilliant, exotic, delicate shades; mottled elfects,
shading away and shot with lights and shadows; full
tones, subdued and pregnant with hidden values, which
time and use will bring forth. To the interest of color
may be added that of design— precise and geometrical or

A.

History

and Kenaissunce

BATTU
freely fanciful, as the purposes of the tile

may

dictate.

The

architect and decorator of both residential and
commercial structures, on their part, show that they are
fully alive to the opportunity tile presents. Where our
hrst

works and compositions

in

ornamental

tile

were

often amateurish, crude and without special direction,
there is now evidence of a conscious intelligence in this

medium. There

is

an understanding of fitness— the condi-

tions and circumstances in which tile may or may not be
used to good advantage. There is a realization of relationships and the importance of litting the smaller unit
into the general scheme to secure harmony of color, size,

shape, design and texture. It becomes apparent that the
interior use of tile must be considered not only in relation
to the architectural values, but also in relation to the
furnishings. Whether the worker makes use of plain,
solid-color squares or tiles more complex in color and design, he now strives to create a composition that in itself
has interest, variety and unity, yet conveys something of
the story, spirit and symbolism of the whole structure.
It was through correlation of these several factors that
the ancients attained the mastery of the ceramic arts that
to this day is something to travel far to see, to studv and
draw upon for inspiration. Considering all the factors
that contribute to the renaissance of architecture and
decorative tile in Western America, it is not unlikely that
we, too, shall bring forth an art worthy of the traditions
that inspire it an art which makes rich contribution of
new thought and creativeness to the original source.

—
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Sketch of Chancel,
Spiscopal Church,

Pasadena, CaL,
Johnson,

l^aufmann^

&

Coate, cS\rchiteas

l^ood Screen
Lectern

"Tidpit,

and Jeatin^ by
cAmerican
Seating (Company

^his

Installation of

SANCTUARY WAINSCOTING

Itwo Chapels and

Mavej

TRI-SEAT and CANOPIES

SANCTUARY CHAIR CONFESSIONALS
BAPTISTRY DESK and SEAT
CREDENCE
PEWS and PEW SCREENS
VESTMENT CASES and WARDROBES
'

'

is

example of the character and scope of our
Carving Studios and Church Seating Department.

a typical

American Seating Company
Qeneral Offices— 1082 Lytton Bldg., Chicago,

C.

F.

Weber

&.

Company,

Pacific

601-9 Mission Street

Avalon Blvd
Los Angeles

6900

Sar. Francisco
52-'

West Washington

St.,

111.

Coast Distributors,

Phoenix, Ari:.

.
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EDITORIAL
The Inspector
ARE HAPPY

WE

to announce that The Inhas been combined with the Pacific
Coast Architect, and that Mark C. Cohn, its
publisher, joins the stafF of the Pacific Coast
Architect.
Few men are better known to the building fraternity of the West Coast than is Mr. Cohn, who
has spent the greater part of his life in the field of
the allied building industry. For more than ten
spector

with his staff, specializes as an expert consultant
on housing and building regulations and inspection, with a public relations bureau in San Francisco, and branch offices in Los Angeles.
The valuable services which have been performed by The Inspector will be continued in the
Pacific Coast Architect and we believe that
subscribers to both journals will profit by the
combination.
*

*

+

m

Advertising

A

RECENT COMMENT

trade journal
questions the policy of showing advertisements in text pages. This involves a much larger
issue, and it may as well be faced frankly; what
is advertising? Is it of any value to the reader
or

is it

in

a

bunk?

the latter be true, even relegating

If

it

to the

cannot conceal the fact that advertising revenue is, of

back door

is

a futile gesture, for

it

course, the principal and essential source of income to any journal, and if advertising be worthless this revenue is received under false pretense.

But

it is

not true. The theory and ethics of ad-

vertising have undergone a radical change within the last quarter century. And this is more parthose
ticularly the case with technical matters
based on science or engineering. It has been
found that in the long run— and not so long, at
that— false or misleading assertions do not pay.
The modern, almost universal, tendency is toward accuracy, and most statements are provable

—

was chief deputy in the Los Angeles
Municipal Building and Plumbing Departments.
Later he was legislative expert tor the State of
California under auspices of the State Housing
Institute and the Immigration and Housing Comyears he

mission of California. Under his leadership California's State Housing Regulations were written
into the statutes.
During the World War Mr. Cohn was Western
representative of Government housing activities
under the Industrial Housing Division of the
United States Department of Labor, which functioned through the United States Housing Corporation and acted for the LInited States Ship-

ping Board and

Navy Department.

Mr. Cohn was California's first State Director
of Housing; wrote the State Housing Manual,
published in 1917, and is also author of the California Housing Handbook, which has been the
standard guide used by architects, engineers,
builders and public officials during the past four
years. In private professional work Mr. Cohn,

by

test or reference.

follows that, with the almost inconceivable
multiplication of improved devices and methods
and materials, the busy architect finds one of his
best and easiest sources of information in the
vivid, concise advertisement. A glance tells him
what is new, or reminds him of what is true.
If this be so— and it is— the advertising page is
It

as useful to the reader, though in a different way,
as plate or text, and its location need only be

governed by

its

appearance;

many

are quite as

attractive as text pages; logically, they should
furbe more so, to gain favorable attention.

A

ther value is to be found in their use for separation of different types of building, so that in
filing plates the architect is not confronted with

between a church on one page and a
theater on its reverse— the Scylla and Charybdis
of the filing system.
This is not an Apologia for Advertising, but a
a choice

reminder that the World

Do Move.
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ORDEREKN
METALS
IHOLLOW

Elevator car of hollow metal construction,
finished in baked enamel, manufactured by

FORDERER CORNICE WORKS
RxecMxve Offices and Factory:

Potrero

A\enue and

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angeles Office:

927

\

W. M. Garland

Building, 9th and Spring Streets

SAN FRANCtSCO
PUBLIC LIBRARr

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
,lKT»»J^.

DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
John Reid,

Fred H. Meyer, three years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
VV. C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year
Will G. Corlett, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers,

Sec.-Treas.

NEXT MEETING

S. F.

Unless notice is given to the contrary, the next regular
meeting of the Northern California Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, will be held in the rooms of
the San Francisco Architectural Club, 52.5 Pine street, on
Tuesday, May 17, 1917, at 6:30 p. m. Dinner will be
served at j'^ cents per plate.

APRIL MEETING
The regular meeting of the Northern California Chapter,
A.I. A., was held in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural Club on Tuesday, April ig, 192.7. The meeting
was called to order bv President John Reid, Jr., at 8 p. m.
The following members were present: Messrs. Ernest
Coxhead, Wm. I. Garren, Chas. F. Masten, Lester Hard,
Wm. B. Farlow, Chas. F. Maurv, Morris Bruce, J. S. Fairweather, Earle B. Bertz, R. I. Stringham, John Reid, Jr.,
A.

J.

Evers.

Mr. E. E. Johnson, Junior Member of the

Institute,

was

present at the meeting.

MINUTES
The minutes of

the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No

unfinished business

No

reports of Standing

was

reported.

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Committees were heard.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Secretary reported that a post-card vote had been
taken on an assessment for Honor Awards. Due to some
opposition, the Board of Directors decided not to levy
the assessment.
A letter from the San Francisco Garden Club was read
and ordered placed on file.
There was a general discussion of the activities of the
State Board of Architecture.
The Secretary urged all members to bring forward candidates for members, also urging eligible Chapter members to become Institute members, pointing to the possible increase in Institute initiation fees.
There was some discussion of Chapter financing.

REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES
Mr. Bertz reported for the Exhibition Committee, stating
that the arrangements were complete for the exhibit at
Golden Gate Park in Mav. The committee also reported
that the financing for the Honor Awards was to be undertaken bv the Industrial Association of San Francisco, who
will cooperate in making and furthering the awards.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
J.

Evers,

ilHE April meeting of the S. F. A. C. was
unusually well attended. Business of the
evening found such interest among the
members that several times the meeting
was taken from the hands of the Directorate and conducted from the floor.
The question of female membership was
3 discussed with great fervor, the antifeminist section emerging victorious. Their victory was
clinched bv a dramatic oration delivered by Harold
Weeks, who set forth his objection in such strong, ringing terms that individual opinion, if any, was completely
squelched. Harold later in the evening carried the discussion to the Atelier, where he delighted the boys with a
bit of gymnastics and tumbling. The usual committee reports, etc., preserved the order of the meeting, which was
adjourned in plenty of time to do justice to the eats prepared bv Teddy Ruegg and his trusty slaves.
Prof. C. J. Sly conducted a group from his engineering
class to witness a series of experimental tests at the University of California on Saturday, April i6th. Instructive
notes were made by his students on various testings of

wood, steel and concrete.
The "Atelier Rats" made a clean sweep of the last
Analytique Problem. J. McGilvray headed the list with a
mention and seconds were awarded to R. Igaz and
With such good work in the Atelier we hope
that the massier will find something favorable to report
first

J.

Collins.

at the next meeting.

The

Albert

ARCHITECTURAL CLUB NOTES

Secrctiiry.

The club turned out strong for the theater party, held at
the Alcazar Theater, Wednesday evening, April 17th.
Some hundred and fiftv members and friends were present
to witness a most enjoyable comedy, "The Patsy.' Dancing at a well-known cabaret climaxed a successful evening's entertainment. Arrangements and preparation were

made by IraSpringer, Chairman En tertainmentCommittee.
The May meeting will feature old-timers' night. The
old past presidents will be on hand and a full capacity
crowd is expected. Appropriate entertainment will be
furnished by the Entertainment Committee.
Plans for the club picnic to be held Sunday, May iid,
at Saratoga, have been completed. Information re transportation, etc., may be had from Ira Springer or Russ

Coleman, Secretary.
Several new classes are being organized. Men interested
engineering, sketching, spec, writing, water color,
etc., are requested to apply at the club for more definite
in

information.

The Harvard Scholarship for 1917-1918 found three
competitors in the club; H. Anderson, Ted 'Vierra and
C. Trudell. It is earnestly hoped that one of the boys
rnigs the bell.

"Trudy."

THE

INSPECTOR
.ITHi STVThS

COMBINED WITH
VOLUME THREE

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
I

Serial Issue or The Inspector

ANNOUNCEMENT
BEGINNING with this issue The

is

Architect.
Readers of both the Pacific Coast Architect
and The Inspector will now have the benefit of the
combined efforts of two successful organizations
heretofore functioning separately and in some
respects covering the same held. At the same
time readers will get in one publication all feature, building and architectural news heretofore
covered by the two publications.
IN

REDLANDS

Building Inspector M. E. Armstrong of Redlands is reported to have found timbers in the library weakened as a
result of an attack of termites. It is asserted this is the first
case of the white-ant pest discovered in that city. The
building inspector urged immediate action by the Library Board in replacing some of the timber structural

members.
*

*

*

ZONES IN COUNTRY DISTRICTS
An

ordinance passed by the board of supervisors of Los
Angeles county is asserted to be the first which comprehends establishing building zones outside of cities. It creates seven zones to regulate classes of building, occupancies and uses of properties. Eventually the scope of
ordinance will be extended to cover other portions of the
county commonly designated as unincorporated territory.
*

*

C.

COHN
NUMBER

i

riVE

TIMELY SAFETY ORDER
Inspector

combined with the Pacific Coast Architect,
including its special feature departments, with
question, answer and complaint service divisions, familiarly known to readers as "Ask the
Inspector" and "Tell the Inspector" columns.
All paid subscribers to The Inspector will, without further cost, receive the Pacific Coast Architect and The htspector combined until their
subscription expires. All paid subscribers of The
Inspector who are also paid subscribers to the Pacific Coast Architect will be credited with the
balance of their account on renewal of subscription to the Pacific Coast Architect when their
subscription expires.
Mark C. Cohn, publisher of The Inspector, also
becomes associate editor of the Pacific Coast

WHITE ANTS

rATFNT OFFK

AND EDITED BY MARK

*

Santa Barbara and Sacramento now have duly established
chapters of the Associated General Contractors of America. The prospect of forming a regional association of
A. G. C. chapters on the Pacific Coast is being discussed.

Commendable

ruling has been issued bv the Municipal
Building and Safety Commission of Los Angeles, through
its building and plumbing inspection division, relating to
materials for venting gas-hred appliances safelv.
The Chief of the Fire Department in that citv is quoted
as having said 15 fires in two weeks originated from improperly vented gas-fired appliances due to the use of
unsuitable materials.
The official bulletin issued by the Los Angeles officials
reads:

"Building Division Employees: Hereafter do not approve glazed terra-cotta tile for gas vents for any type of
gas-burning appliance.
"All terra-cotta tile for this purpose must be unglazed,
as the glazed sewer pipe cracks very readily under heat
and is a fire menace to any building in which it is installed, there having been many recent fires due to the use
of this kind of pipe."
*

*

*

BUILDING INSPECTORS' ANNUAL MEETING
The Building

Officials' Conference at its thirteenth annual meeting in Chicago considered a number of subjects
of interest to the building fraternitv.
Salaries of building inspectors was one of the first subjects discussed. Other subjects related to arc-welding,
work of the Underwriters' Laboratories, uniform building code, the National Board of Fire Underwriters, city
planning as related to building departments, the Florida
hurricane and its effects on building, the building code
committee of the Department of Commerce, organization
of building departments, preparation of plans and specifications by building departments for public buildings and
the licensing of contractors.

ALIEN

MAY CONTRACT

PUBLIC

WORK

Although State laws require governmental bodies to employ only American citizens on public works, the Appellate Court has held in substance the restriction applies to
employees and that an independent contractor is not an
employee.
James L. King, deputy district attorney of San Bernardino county, is reported to have so ruled in a case
where the school authorities let a contract to one who
it was alleged had not yet become a citizen of the United
States.

STATE BOARD CONDEMNS PIER
The California

State Industrial Accident Commission is
reported to have condemned as hazardous a pier in Redondo Beach. A. B. Wagner, construction engineer of the
State Commission, is reported to have examined the concrete pier and to have held that it was unsafe for public
use and that big cracks had appeared in 62. of the iron and
concrete piers.
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THE INSPECTOR
DIDS

AND

DIDN'TS --Whaf Legnlamre Accomplished
{by mark
Exp<rr Cn)niiltant on

(This

is

did the California Legislature do
with laws affecting the building industry, is the question being asked by the

building fraternity. And the question
appears appropriate since building regulation seems to be the life of the party

nowadays when eyervbody
This

article,

cohn|
BiiilJmg Kcgulatioiis

the twenty-third of a series of articles on building codes.)

HAT

I

c.

Hoiisiiis^ utul

howeyer, goes

is

doing

it.

to print too

all legislatiye doings. And no
one knows what the Legislature might do with bills
pending before it finally adjourns. Even then, it will take
some time to unscramble the last-moment rush of the
legislative mill to find out what did happen.
So it is not amiss to point out what the Legislature
didn't do. For example, no laws were passed to insure
better-built buildings. Before the Legislature convened
there was much enthusiastic urging of a law to strengthen

early to coyer the details of

the State act regulating the practice of architecture.
Suggestions for a law to license professional engineers
also were given much publicity. And both these proposed
measures were coupled with favorable discussion for a
third law to require greater use of the highly specialized
professional service rendered by architects and structural
engineers. This much-talked-about legislation failed to
materialize. And to do full justice to the State solons, it
must be said they cannot be blamed, because none of this
highly desirable legislation was presented for consideration.

The happy part of the matter is that all the discussion
during the past few months has not been in vain. The
agitation for better-designed and better-built buildings
will no doubt be continued and crystallized into a
tangible movement within the next two years.
Another thing the Legislature didn't do was pass two
companion measures to regulate the installation of
plumbing, gas and water pipes and sewer connections
throughout the State. Licensing and examination of
master and journeymen plumbers also would have been
governed by these bills.
The principle involved in the State plumbing bills is
conceded to be a meritorious one, even though some of
the phraseology invited opposition. Consequently, this
agitation for uniform standards in a State plumbing code
likewise perhaps will be furthered during the next two
years so that a similar measure will be accorded very
careful consideration two years hence.
Two bills proposing to license, bond and register building contractors suffered a similar fate. Here apparently a
greater divergence of opinion developed than was the
case with the State plumbing bills. It is not improbable
that before the next session of the Legislature unanimity
of thought will be brought about through some measure
which will more fully satisfy all concerned. In which
event a licensing bill for building contractors might
evolve.
The Legislature did enact a measure which makes possible the adoption of electrical wiring, plumbing and
building ordinances without legal publication. In the

event this law

held not to conflict with requirements of
where city charters are silent as to requirements for legal publication of ordinances, building
regulations might readily be passed by the legislative
bodies in cities merely by the adoption of a short ordinance referring to whatever comprehensive regulation or
specification is desired to be adopted, three copies of
which must be filed with the city clerk and become peris

city charters, or

manent records.
Without question, smaller

cities

have

failed to enact

adequate building regulation because of the requirements
and cost involved in giving ordinances the requisite legal
publication. And this enabling act will relieve cities of
that embarrassment.
On the other hand, the law has some dangerous aspects.
Legislative bodies could misuse it by changing building
regulations without notice to those who might be vitally
concerned. And because of the cheapness of passing new
building ordinances might change them frequently to
satisfy every Tom, Dick and Harry.
Another bill passed by the Legislature amends the California State Housing Act. In all probability the Governor
will sign this measure promptly. Comment on its provisions will appear on this page in a forthcoming issue.
A second measure aimed to amend the State Housing
Act would permit sleeping and cooking in the same room
in apartments. Apart from whatever doubtful merit might
attach to this proposal which cannot now be handled by
intelligent enforcement, written into the State Housing
Act it might result in confusion bordering on the nullification of other requirements in that State law. It was
passed in the Assembly and some hold hope it will
weather the Senate.
At this writing it is predicted other bills here briefly
digested will fail of passage. To define a hotel as a building with not less than 50 rooms and with ground floor
lobby. To further restrict the employment of alien labor
on public works. To provide safeguards for audiences in
itinerant shows and carnivals.
Creating a new State board to be known as the "State
Fire Prevention Survey," which would be charged with
the duty of recommending building and fire prevention
legislation two years hence.
Amending the State Labor Camp Act as regards sanitation and ventilation and to provide that bunks, with suitable bedding, including pillows and sheets, be supplied
employees. To regulateconstruction, sanitation and maintenance of auto camps and providing for licensing and inspection. And to regulate the labeling of containers for
oils, paints and varnishes.
Two different proposals defining, regulating and licensing dry cleaning and dyeing establishments seem doomed
to die in

On

committee.

the whole, the building industry suffered no harm
by any new legislative enactments so far analyzed by this
publication. And there is no evidence that the building
industry might be enhanced by any regulatory legislation
adopted.
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STRINGENT HOUSING LAW ENFORCEMENT

POMONA ADOPTS ELECTRICAL CODE

Determined to stop the occup.incv of apartments and
hotels without permits and certificates, the housing division of the San Francisco Health Department has resorted
to phicarding buildings while in course of construction.
Notices to owners and builders printed in letters nearly
two inches in height are being nailed on buildings to
warn against occupancy of apartment houses and hotels
before a "certificate of completion" and "permit of
occupancy" are obtained.

Supplementing the rules and regulations of the California
State Industrial Accident Commission, the Railroad Commission of the State of California, rules and regulations
of the Immigration and Housing Commission of California, the regulations laid down in the National Electrical
Code, and safety regulations approved bv the American
Engineering Standards Committee, and rules of the Board
of Fire Underwriters, Pomona has adopted a comprehensive code regulating the installation and maintenance
of electrical wiring and appliances. It licenses contrac-

The

full

printed placard, 14" x

"
t

i

in size,

reads as fol-

lows: "To Owner or Builder: Before this building is completed, an application for a final inspection must be made
at the Department of Public Works. For a certificate of
final completion when above certificate is issued the
owner or builder must apply to the Department of Public
Health for a permit of occupancy, otherwise these premises cannot be occupied."
It IS contended that speculative builders often sell buildings while in course of construction and that violations of
the housing law are passed on to the new owners without
their knowledge. Now the placards will serve to tell all
who read— "caveat emptor" let the purchaser beware.

tors also.
*

UTILIZE

S.

F.

ENGINEERS'

MONTHLY MEETING

engineers attended the last monthly meeting of the San Francisco Bay region Society of Engineers
in San Francisco. Captain G. B. Landenberger, U. S. N.,
for years in command of the Asiatic Fleet, told the engineers about China and the present war.
George W. Van Buren of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, assisted bv a corps of young women,
demonstrated to the engineers the detailed workings of a
complete telephone switchboard.
*

*

*

CHULA VISTA ADOPTS ZONING CODE
Ordinance No. 165., effective in Chula Vista, Cal., comprehends the establishment of five zones prescribing the
classes of buildings and structures that may be built, the
uses to which buildings may be put, and in some features
regulates the construction of buildings and structures
according to the districts

in

*

WEAVER

*

More than 500

which they

are built.

*

Los Angeles seems destined to build downward in order
to relieve an almost intolerable congested situation for
parking automobiles. That city limits the height of buildings to 1 50 feet, but apparently there is no restriction how
deep they may build. One building now in course of construction has three basement floors and it is reported
another building will be designed with five stories below
ground.

—

*

*

*

UNDERGROUND SPACE FOR BUILDING

IS

*

*

NATIONAL COUNCILOR

Sylvester L. Weaver, well known to the building fraternity, has again been honored by appointment to the office
of National Councilor in the United States Chamber of
Commerce, representing the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce, of which formerly he was president. The
building industry of the Pacific Coast is therefore assured
of being well represented in the national affairs of that
organization.
*
*
*

GIRL JOINS ENGINEERS' SOCIETY
After 75 years the barriers have been broken and Elsie
Eaves of Denver is reported to have been admitted to the
American Society of Civil Engineers. She is the first
woman to be admitted to that organization since it was
founded three-quarters of a century ago.
*

NEW

*

*'

ARCHITECTS LICENSED

Howard Peyton Hess, Carl E. Sjoberg and Edwin
Westberg of Pasadena, Los Angeles and Alhambra,

L.
re-

'

+

*

+

OCEANSIDE ADOPTS BUILDING AMENDMENT
Oceanside, Cal., which is now
altering of buildings
which are transported across streets, alleys and other
thoroughfares and applies to buildings which are razed.

An amended

ordinance

in

spectively, are recent candidates granted certificates to
practice architecture by the Southern District Board of
the California State Board of Architecture.
*

moving and

effective, regulates the

*

*

*

A movement

reported to have originated in San Mateo
has for its objective a set of uniform building regulations
for the entire county so that electrical wiring, plumbing
and building will be carried on uniformly in the various
cities of the county.

*

*

ENGINEERS ELECT OFFICERS
by the Los Angeles Chapter, American
Association of Engineers, for the ensuing year, are:
E. E. Glass, president; Rolf R. Newman, vice-president.
The following were elected directors: J. W. Ludlow,
R. W. Stewart and W. C. Hogoboom.
Officers elected

may change

its height limit for buildings from
Another proposed change in the Portland
Building Code would permit the use of wooden trim,
sash and doors in high buildings where metal now is re-

Portland

10 to II stories.

Paul F. Langvvorthy, long secretary-manager of the Los
Angeles Builders' Exchange, has resigned that post.
Frank W. Plane, formerly with the E. K. Wood Lumber
Company, has been appointed secretary to succeed Mr.

Langworthv.
*

*

*

Walter Streckc has been appointed building inspector of
Santa Rosa to fill the office left vacant when W. B. Simp-

quired.
*

*

son died.
*

*

+

Reports from Glcndale mdicate that city soon will enact
comprehensive ordinance regulating plastering.

a

*

*

Pending in Los Angeles is a code that comprehends
changes in the requirements for the installation of plumbing and gas piping and relating to the examination of
master and journeymen plumbers.

Amended ordinances

*

*

Oakland will require that plastering and roofing contractors be licensed and must secure permits.

in
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Ask
Under

Tell

this heading are published ijuest/ous J>id answers dealing with

r/'/,r

Herewith are published a number of querns
asked of 'X he Inspector and the answers. Pop the question.
Your name will be omitted if you wish.

building problems.

K
iQ.

;^

— Wits

tl)e Steite

law on

pltimbhig are

heiiit^

would

A.

— Two bills

like to see

were introduced

hills

were companion measures

like provisions.

Neither bill was adopted. Sufficient opposition apparently developed in the Senate committee on the original
wording of the bill to keep it from being passed on to the
floor for vote. The Assembly bill was materially amended
in committee and passed out without recommendation
for or against the measure. The bill was returned to the

committee, where it remained.
The principle and intent of the bills are meritorious and
perhaps they will again be proposed two years hence.
jg.

— When can the proposed State law to license building con-

tractors

again be considered- I am glad the proposed laws were
lawmakers, but please do not publish names

rejected by the State

on this

letter.

A.— The

California Legislature meets every two years.
regular session will be convened on the first
Monday in January, 192.9. The proposed law can be considered again during that session.

The next

—

What has become of the amencbrients to State laws for
jQ.
apartments? In The Inspector about two or three irionths ago
you published stories about changes in that law.
A. A bill passed by the California Legislature would
amend the State Housing Act in some respect. Elsewhere
in this issue appears comment on the same subject. The

—

has not been signed by the Governor at this writing,
probability itwillbe signed. If the bill is signed,
comment will appear here.
bill

but

Q^.

in all

—/

understand the Underwriters' Laboratories have an

Can you tell me where it isA. With the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
1014 Merchants Exchange Building, San Francisco.
on the Pacific Coast.

office

—

—

George A. Dotoning, inspector of building of Monterey
Q.
Park, California, asks:
"Will you be kind enough to give me the total valuation of
building in San Francisco from igoO to 192-;:"
A.—John P. Morgan, chief building inspector in San
Francisco, says building permits total $653,479,088 for
the period from May, 1906, to March 31, 192-7.
*

*

*

M. G. Riggs,

fire chief, becomes building inspector, and
under the terms of the new building ordinance adopted by
the Board of Trustees in Hayward he will receive as
compensation the fees provided bv that measure.

*

At

*

*

group meeting of building inspectors held in Fresno
the proposed Uniform Building Code was the subject of
discussion and revision.
a

*

by

*

*

limits in Portland is supported
city officials and opposed by industrial interests.

Proposal to enlarge the

•e.

lire

kich

dfdtCitttd to
/.f

rt-ierrcil to

_

iiiul coitiimutx.

Nawfs

publish or reject any co/Nplaint

omitttil

'it!

rtccttctl.

I

x|

^

BEAUTIFY UNSIGHTLY ROOFS

plitmbjiig rtgiilatioiis passed by the

laws goienihig plumhers and
considered. What is the major difference in

plumbers. However, the

with

/.f

Give name anil luUlren iu evidence of good fttith. This
department ii open for constritctive criticisms.

^

published the status of these laws.
in the California Legislature that proposed the regulation of sanitary plumbing
installed in any building anywhere in California. These
bills, too, would have licensed master and journevmen

these law.!: I

THE INSPECTOR

rcqitcsr. R.ii>/jr

two

Appareiir/y

Le^isleittirc:

cotnwii

Now

and then one observes outstanding examples of real
artistic treatment of roofs designed to top off structures
that mav be classed as architectural achievements.
The flat type of roof predominates on buildings designed
for commercial, mercantile and office purposes. Apartment houses and hotels more often than otherwise are designed with Hat roofs. It is this type of Hat roof that
appears to have been neglected. Here is much room for
improvement. And flat roofs can profitably be used to
greater advantage than has been the case in the past.
Go to the roof of the average building and what will
find? LIsually the roof is cluttered with a lot of
hideous-looking tin-clad penthouses for elevators and
machinery. No two of the same size.
Rustv-looking water tanks that appear to be in perilous
positions and a conglomeration of radio aerials, telephone
and power wires are the sight that usually greets one
visiting the roof of a building.
Not infrequently the sight encountered on roofs is reminiscent of an old-fashioned Chinese laundry with a
variety of garments scattered over the housetops. No two
alike. And no Chinese laundry ever exuded the numerous
odors and stenches that come from an assortment of
chimneys that incinerate garbage, permeate the air with
foul smoke, soot and ashes. Gas Hues vie with one another
in sending out poisonous fumes. And the malodorous
plumbing vents belch out nauseating sewer gases.
Yet roof spaces, especially flat roofs, can readily be

vou

made

delightful spots. In

crowded

cities

where recreation

centers are few and far between roof spaces can be made to
serve an enjoyable, healthful and utilitarian purpose.
It is therefore refreshing to view with approbation a
few examples of what can be done with a flat roof. One
might compare the delightful atmosphere of roofs that

have been treated artistically with the word picture given
of what roofs usually look like. And hope that roof
spaces of the future will be beautified.

CITIES SEEK NEW BUILDING CODES
Lamenting the lack of building regulations in Corvallis,
Ore., the local officials are working on a set of recommended practices with the objective of developing building and zoning codes.
Aberdeen and Mt. \'ernon in Washington are
cities seeking new building codes.

two other

BEVERLY HILLS AMENDS PLUMBING CODE
now effective in Beverly Hills, Cal.,
regulations for the installation of plumbing and gas
piping and furnace work, defines a plumbing contractor,
and provides for the licensing and bonding of those engaged in the business of plumbing installation.
^
^
*
*
*
Shields, city building inspector of Sacramento, at a
J. R.
meeting of building material dealers explained the salient

Ordinance No. 115,
fixes

new Building Code which became effective
and urged cooperation of all affected by its requirements to secure uniform enforcement.

features of the
this year

*

*

*

Harry E. Blake recently resigned from the
engineer of Alhambra.

office of city

—

—

—

.
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.,,from the
forests

of the

West Coast,,,

West Coast Hemlock
from

obscurity to importance in six short years

1921 West Coast Het7ilock ii'cis little kiioxvii to the country at
Today it is recognized as one of the nation's important
xvoods. This rapid development has come without exploitation'
through proof of xvorth by actual use.

In

large.

—

COAST HEMLOCK
WEST
—
^it

grows only

in the

of the Pacific Northwest.
character, free

is

a distinct species

Douglas Fir

It is

a

wood

forests

of high

from the shake and brashness

usually ascribed to the hemlock species.

It

has

only to be used once to be favored for
flooring, finish, siding, studding, framing,

•

for framing and boards:

U.

S. Forest Service Bulletin 115
says of West Coast Hemlock,"//;
house construction zvestern hemlock
is used a great deal as a framing
material. " It is strong, light, quite
durable, easy to handle and
easy to work. It takes nails
without splitting and holds

them

boards and boxes.
.

For studding and framing, its uniformity in
'growth and small knots make it interchangeable in strength with Douglas Fir.

for flooring:

West Coast Hemlock

flooring has a light,
even color and a uniform texture. As it ages
it wears evenly and stays
it becomes harder
smooth it wears down instead of slivering up.

West Coast Hemlock makes

—

for

—

.

of the beauty of a

,

home

depends on the wood for interior finish. U. S. Forest Service
Bulletin 115 says,"/li a fi?iisli
lumber ivestern hemlock has
the advantage of containing
practically no pilch; it has a

It"—!

beautiful grain, ivorks smoothly, takes stain readily.
It presents a comparatively hard surface and conse.

quently does not mar easily." Its smooth satiny
surface and comparative hardness make a splendid
base for enamel.

You can

get

splendid boards

form work, sheathing, under -flooring and

other structural purposes.

for finish:

Much

finnly.

for siding:

West Coast Hemlock
holds

it

siding

is

easy to nail without

from pitch; takes paint

splitting. It is free

well.

easily

and

— -wnte for booklet!
.

, ,

,

,

Interesting

and valuable information

about West Coast Hemlock and its uses
will be found in our new, illustrated
booklet on this choice wood from the
Douglas Fir forests of the Pacific Northwest. We will be glad to send it to you if
you addressWest Coast Lumber Bureau,
560DD Stuart Building, Seattle, Wash.

West Coast Hemlock from Retail Lumber Dealers

-s
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Architectural Competition
for the Uses of

West Coast Woods
in
[.

Home

Construction

Lister Holmes, A.

I.

A., Professional Adviser

PROGRAM FOR A RESIDENCE AND GARAGE
Proposed by C. W. Stimson, Seattle, who is presenting first and second prizes; offered
by West Coast Lumber Bureau; sponsored by Washington State Chapter A. I. A. Competition open to any Architect, Architectural Firm, Designer, or Draughtsman.
Closing date: August 1, 1927.

COMPENSATION TO COMPETITORS
West Coast Lumber Bureau
judgment of the

agrees to award the following prizes immediately after the

jury:

For First Prize Design
For Second Prize Design
Ten Mentions, each

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

$2,000.00
500.00
100.00

PURPOSE AND INTENT OF COMPETITION
The

purpose and intent of this Competition is to develop and bring forth the uses, applications, and
methods of construction and finishing of the woods of the Pacific Northwest, Douglas Fir, West Coast Hemlock,
Sitka Spruce and Western Red Cedar.
It is the thought of the Bureau that the methods of use and the beauty
in treatment of these woods has as yet been merely touched upon and that applied ingenuity will bring forth new
and effective developments, both in using and beautifying these products. It is hoped the most competent architectural designers will be encouraged to bring their talent to bear in ingenious ways towards most artistic results.
special

PROGRAM OF COMPETITION
Subject of this design will be an attractive all-year-round residence and garage to be principally built of wood.
The house shall contain not more than seven principal rooms, confined with the garage to an immediate site ot
12,000 square feet. The plans shall he convenient in arrangement and adaptable to general living conditions.
Garage to accommodate one automobile and may either be a part of the house or detached.

JURY OF
the

AWARD

Award will consist of five Architects of national repute, selected from representative sections of
United States. The Jury will meet within two weeks after the termination of the competition and winning
The

Jury of

competitors and those deserving honorable mention will be notified immediately of the awards.

CONSIDERATIONS OF THE JURY OF
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

AWARD

Novelty and originality in the treatment and use of woods native to the

Pacific Northwest.
Excellence and ingenuity of plans.
Architectural merit of the design and fitness of the application to a frame house.
Practicability of construction.
Fitness of the design as a whole to meet the needs of the problem.
Excellence of drawings will he given consideration by the jury, but will rate a small percentage in proportion to the other considerations.

COMMUNICATIONS
Copies of program and information concerning the woods included in this competition, can be
obtained from the Professional Adviser, J. Lister Holmes, 1014 Alaska Bldg., Seattle, Washington

—

1
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TEMPERATURE RECORD FROM ACTUAL RESIDENCE

SUMMER COMFORTvvv
means Suel saving in Winter also. CI No other material provides the insulation and Sire protection afforded by Insulex
—for the same cost. CL Summer comfort and fire protection are easily and economically obtainable in structures
already built as 'w^ell as in ne^v construction by the use of

EMPIRE
If

GYPSUM-AIRCELL-INSULATION
Manufactured by

Pacific Portland
Los Angeles

•

Cement Company

San Francisco

*

Portland
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MORE INFORMATION ON WEST COAST WOODS
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION
Following .ire questions on a number of points suhmitteJ
bv competitors, together with the answers, by J. Lister
Hohnes, professional adviser, in the West Coast Woods
Architectural Competition:

—

Hare iiny arraii^imtnts been made for passing plans
Q.
through the Canadian and American customs housesA.
Arrangements have been made for Mr. R. H. H.
Alexander, Secretary, British Columbia Lumber ,Sc Shingle Manufacturers, Ltd., 917 Metropolitan Building,
X'ancouver, British Columbia, to act as the representative
of the West Coast Lumber Bureau in connection with the
West Coast Woods Architectural Competition. All architects in Canada who participate in the competition arc
requested to send their designs to Mr. Alexander in Vancouver, who will see that the designs are passed through
the customs and delivered in proper form to the professional adviser in Seattle. All those in Canada who enter
the competition should have their designs in the hands
of Mr. Alexander in Vancouver not later than 4 p. m.,
Julv 1.0, 192.7, so as to allow sufficient time for deliverv of
the drawings to the professional adviser before the
closing date.
Shall the perspective drawine^ he clear and sharp or in
Q.

fyoxlasting

—

—

sketch form-

— This at the option of the competitor.
— Are there any obligations in entering this competition!
A. — None whatever.
joint drauQ. — Is it permissible for two persons to submit
A.

is

Q.

<i

— not affected by temperature
— requires no paint or putty
— requires no solder for joints
—
chemical action
is

resists

ing or one person tiro drawings?

—

A. Two persons may join in submitting one drawing
or any competitor may submit as manv as he or she
chooses.
Does the delivery refer to mailing time or delivery in
Q.

The

A.

— No

drawing received

later than

<;

p.

the office of the professional
Seattle, will be accepted.
192.7,

at

:1:

:(:

m., August
adviser,

in

by them; and
"Whereas, It is a moral obligation of the engineering
profession to exert its influence to change this condition;

steel

in place the Steelead Skylight
can be forgotten -nothing affects
it! It is the Permanent, the EverLasting Skylight!

ASK ADEQUATE PAY FOR ENGINEERS

ried

of

Once

:{:

"Of all the learned professions, the members of the engineering profession are most underpaid, and it is the one
profession that today does least for its members to remedv
this evil," asserts C. J. Ullrich, president of the American
Association of Engineers.
This association has resolved to work for adequate compensation for all engineers. To that end it has adopted the
following resolution;
"Whereas, The economic conditions during the past fewyears have materially increased the cost of living; and
"Whereas, Salaries of engineers have not kept pace with
the increased cost of living; and
"Whereas, Engineers are not receiving adequate compensation for services performed and responsibilities car-

Send for the
a

sample

catalog. Also ask for
section of a genuine
Bar.

STEELEAD

Northwest Lead Compan y
^STeeLIAp
^e f^rmanentSkyli^hf
1742-44-46 Fourth Avenue, South

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Geo. H. Short. Dooly Building. Salt Lake City. Utah
Price-Teltz Co.. Inc., 523 Market St., San Francisco. Cal.
Continental BIdg. Specialties, Hibernian Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal.

now, therefore, it is
"Resolved, That the American Association of Engineers
commits itself definitely to a policv of adequate compensation for engineers, based upon the services rendered and
responsibilities carried and that this association employ
every and all means in its power to obtain adequate com-

USE THE COUPON

NORTHWEST LEAD
COMPANY
1742-44-46 Fourth Ave., So., Seattle

Please send

pensation for engineers."
*

Bar combines the

with the nonrusting, non-corroding, non-deteriorating qualities of lead -a steel "T"
completly sheathed in a casing of
pure lead, ends hermetically sealed.

Seattle!

I,

STEELEAD

strength

—

+

Q

*

The merging of three well-known companies under the
name of the Edward L. Soule Company was reported re-

Niime

cently, and involves the American System of Reinforcing
of Los Angeles and the Concrete Engineering Compan\' of

Street

California with the Soule Steel

Company.

Catalog.

Q

me

the following:

Sample Steelead Bar.

City...
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SALT LAKE CITY
Upper Left:
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JOHNSON HEAT CONTROL
ll

These buildings contain and endorse
The Johnson System Of Heat Control.
Innumerable other buildings, throughout United States and Canada, contain
and endorse Johnson Heat Control.
Your buildings, too, ought to include
this totally efficient and practical system of night and day fuel economy:
amounting to as much as 40 per cent.
Complete details of The Johnson
System of Heat Control: and
The Dual Thermostat (Night
and Day) System: will be furnished on request.
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STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ilHE nation-wide speaking tour recently
completed by Charles F.Abbott and Lee
H. Miller, executive director and chief
engineer, respectively, of the American
Institute of Steel Construction, has
served to emphasize the steady progress
being made by the Institute in its campaign to bring about improvements and
economies in steel construction through standardization
and better business methods in the structural steel industry.
Addresses were delivered by Mr. Abbott and Mr. Miller
in II large cities from Philadelphia on the cast to New
Orleans on the south and San Francisco on the Pacific
Coast. The usual program was a meeting of the fabricators alone in the afternoon, followed by a dinner and
evening meeting attended bv the fabricators and by mill
representatives, engineers, architects, contractors, bankers and municipal officials. Attendance at the meetings
varied from 10 to 50 for the afternoon meetings of the
fabricators, and from 100 to 400 for the evening meetings.
In addition to addressing the meetings of the fabricators
and others actively interested in building construction
from one angle or another, Mr. Abbott and Mr. Miller
addressed the engineering students of Lcland Stanford
University, Syracuse University, the University of California, and the students of rive other technical schools or
universities. A number of addresses were also delivered
before chambers of commerce, technical societies, and the
students of Y. M. C. A. engineering classes.
In Los Angeles an entire week was denoted as "Steel
Week," and at one of the many meetings in that city the
representatives of the American Institute of Steel Construction addressed all of the foremen, erectors, draftsmen, salesmen, engineers, superintendents and executives
of the local fabricating plants. The total attendance was
over 300.
The success of the tour is attested not alone bv the
enthusiasm displayed in each city but by the fact that the
speakers returned to the headquarters of the Institute in
New York with a number of applications for membership
from large fabricators, and with notification from the
Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference that the standard specifications of the Institute have been recommended
for adoption in 40 major cities in the Western States. The
space devoted to reports of the meetings in the piress
affords further evidence of the success of the tour.
The objects and future program of the Institute, which
was formed in 1911 bv the structural steel fabricators of
the United States and Canada to widen the field of usefulness of structural steel by standardization and the promotion of better business methods, were outlined at each
meeting bv Mr. Abbott. In touching upon the future of
the structural steel industry, Mr. Abbott predicted that
within the next few years steel would be extensively used
for the frames of dwellings.
He pointed out that, aside from the factors of greater
durability and protection against fire, a comparison of
costs between steel and wood frames already favors steel.
Further standardization of shapes and large scale factory
production, he said, would still further lower the cost of
steel for residence construction. "It is estimated," said
Mr. Abbott, "that three and a half tons of steel in beams
and girders alone will be required for the average $15,000
residence. Since the number of such residences to be
erected is beyond calculation, the use of steel in their construction will be an important factor in the demand for
fabricated shapes."
The Institute's standard specifications for the design and
erection of structural steel, and its code of standard practice, were discussed from their technical aspects by Mr.
Miller. He emphasized the fact that the Institute is not
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PAINT JOB

can he no better than its foundation
coat. The condition of the last coat depends on the
base that underlies it.

When Hockaday

was first applied as a foundation coat, 20 years
began building a reputation. It held the friends it made the
first year through its excellent condition at the end of that time, and
doubled their number the next year. Its present number of friends
is proof of the permanence of its character and its users' good will.
ago,

it

Today, it receives the supreme compliment of being selected for
the foundation coat in the new 3000 room Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Nothing more need be said to show that Hockaday is a quality
paint which in the long run means maximum economy.
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1823-1829
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primarily concerned with the adoption of any particular
working stress, but that it is vitally interested in promoting the substitution of recognized engineering practices for the wide variations existing in the past which
have resulted in many unjustifiable practices and a lowering of standards. The Institute's specifications, according
to Mr. Miller, were drawn to assure a combination of
safety, durability and the most economic use of steel.
The American Institute of Steel Construction now has a
membership of 2.10 fabricators or practically all the
structural steel fabricators in the United States and
Canada, aside from the men in charge of the plants controlled by the rolling mills. Its standard spccihcations
are now in use in 59 large cities and a number of states.
Its code of standard practice has been widely adopted on
both sides of the United States-Canadian border.
The following is a list of cities covered in the recent
speaking tour: Buffalo, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Cleveland, Ohio; Syracuse, N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; New Orleans,
La.; Houston, Texas; Tucson, Ariz.; Phoenix, Ariz.; Los
Angeles, Cal.; Santa Barbara, Cal.; San Francisco, Cal.;
Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Wash.; Salt Lake City, Utah;
Denver, Colo.; Kansas City, Kans.; St. Louis, Mo.;
Indianapolis, Ind.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Detroit, Mich.
*

*

*

EFFECT OF \'ARIOUS PROPORTIONS OF LIME
GYPSUM IN PLASTERS STUDIED BY

AND

BUREAU OF STANDARDS
In plastering it is common practice to use a mixture of
calcined gypsum and lime putty for the finish coat. The
lime employed may be either hydrated lime or slacked
quicklime, the latter being slaked on the job.
The properties of lime-gypsum mixes vary greatly, and
it is of the utmost importance to know what to expect
under given conditions. Therefore, the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce, has been studying these
properties with reference to time of set, tensile and compressive strength, shrinkage and plasticity. In this work
the composition was varied by 5 per cent increments from
100 per cent lime to 100 per cent calcined gypsum.
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The following conclusions have been drawn:
I. Quicklime and hydrated lime when added in small
amounts to calcined gypsum accelerate the time of set.
Maximum acceleration occurs when about 10 per cent by
weight of hydrated lime is present. Above 50 per cent
hydrated lime, retardation occurs, which becomes
marked at about 70 per cent when the time of set ap-

proaches that of pure lime.
1. Hydrated lime in small amounts increases the tensile
strength of calcined gypsum. A calcined gypsum-hydrated
lime mix, rich in hydrate (in excess of 85 per cent), has a
greater tensile strength than a mix of like composition
containing an equivalent amount of quicklime.
in all
}. The addition of lime to calcined gypsum
amounts lowers the compressive strength. The compressive strength of a gypsum-hydrate mix is greater than
that of a gypsum-quicklime mix where the lime content
is

The advantages named above should not be
confused with regulation for varying degrees of pressure.

The Watrous
tion,

A

definite

valve requires no regula-

loivest to highest pressures.

Having

a 25'! larger diaphragm-area in the control
chamber, the Watrous valve can be relied on to
close off, even under low pressure conditions where

other valves often

fail.

has a larger water-way per second of opening,
and therefore delivers water with extra volume and
"punch," insuring prompt flushing action.
It

Write for
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from
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fuJI details
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Watrous Flush Valve and Duojet Closets
to calcined

gypsum without

affecting the shrinkage on setting, but
lime in excess of this amount increases the shrinkage.
5. Lime in all proportions increases the plasticity of

calcined gypsum.
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San Francisco
Coombs, 1815 Rodney Drive, Los Angeles
P. Horn Co., L. C. Smith Building, Seattle

P.

Co., 237 Rialto Bldg.,

Pacific Coast Representatives ot
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The Macomber

Steel Company, manufacturers of Massillon Bar Joists, has issued a pamphlet— The Massillon

Roof Truss Catalog — in standard

size and containing
complete safe loading tables for architects' use in designing buildings with "Curve Chord" (bow-string) and
"A" type steel trusses. Copies are available bv addressing
the company at Canton, Ohio.

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG.
1220 West Harrison

Street

CO,
CHICAGO

— Duojet Closets— Self-Closing
— Combination Lavatory Fixtures
— Liquid Soap Fixtures — Etc.

Watrous Flush Valves
Basin Cocks

Pop-Up Wastes

Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United States.
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Dtiy, Architects.
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General Contractors,
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Masonry Contractors.
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PROCESS SAID TO CL'RE

CEMENT QUICKLY

W. Hunt, chemist, asserts he has perfected a new
spraying process which will revolutionize the curing of

Carl

LIGHTING

IS

A

71

PART OF ARCHITECTURE

It will, he declares, cure "green" concrete on
highways, pipes and buildings with considerable saving
of time, and add to tensile properties.
The "Hunt" process, under control of the Morris Ens;inecring Company, is reported to have been used satisfactorilx on highway construction in San Diego under

concrete.

i)bservation of \\\ P. Bauer, an inspector of the city engineer's start.
Ralph H. Morris, general manager of the company bearing his name, tormerh- was Municipal Research Engineer
of Los Angeles. William H. Antram, member of the Board
of Building and Safety Commissioners of Los Angeles,
also is connected with the company.
*

*

*

ARCHITECTS LISTEN TO PLUMBER
"Improper financing in the last few years has lost staggering sums for the building industry due to irresponsible,
incompetent and even crooked building operations by
which a host of subcontractors hold the sack," \V. H.
Graham, plumbing contractor in Oakland, told the Society of Architects of Alameda County.
"i can tell you how an irresponsible builder, a promoter, owners or contractor can legally steal $50,000 in
six months," he asserted.
We hope none of the architects will be led astray by Mr.

Graham's

orter.
*

*
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Spanish type of house so prevalent in
California makes its interior comfortable
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The Heating Problem Solved!
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ARCHITECTS' BOARD ELECTS
Donovan

NEW

OFFICERS

Oakland

will head the California
State Board of Architecture tor the next vcar bv virtue of
having been elected president at the annual meeting of

John

J.

of

the entire Board, held in San Francisco last month. Mr.
also elected president of the Northern District division of the State Board.
William H. Wheeler of San Diego was elected vicepresident of the State Board and president of the Southern
District division. The office of secretarv-treasurer to the
State Board was filled by the election of A. M. Edelman
of Los Angeles, who was also elected secretarv-treasurer
of the Southern District division.
The election of Albert J. Evers of San Francisco to the
office of secretary-treasurer of the Northern District
division carries with it the office of assistant secretarv
to the State Board.
Other members of the State Board of Architecture are:
Fred H. Mever, San Francisco, .James S. Dean, Sacramento; James H. Plachek, Berkelev, who with Messrs.
Donovan and Evers compose the Northern District divi-

Donovan was

sion.

75

The New Hoyt
Employs a Dual
Heating Principle

William H. Dodd, Myron Hunt and John H. Park-

inson, all of Los Angeles, are the other members of the
State Board, and with Messrs. Wheeler and Edelman
comprise theSouthernDistrict division of the State Board.
Material changes were adopted bv the State Board relating to its rules and regulations. These changes will be
published in a pamphlet which is now in the hands of

the State Printer.
*

*

MORE TERMITES

*

PASADENA

IN

ants or termites are reported again to have inflicted considerable damage to wooden buildings in Pasadena. Apparentlv warm davs make the termites get busy,
for the last reported damage was made before the winter
season set in. Public officials are endeavoring to devise
methods bv which the white-ant problem will be solved

White

permanently.

*

*

*

is made that Mr. Austin L. Black, who
has for the past three years directed the advertising of the
California White and Sugar Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

Announcement

Company,

tion, is now associated with the Honig-Cooper
advertising agencv of San Francisco.

William Templeton Johnson, architect of San Diego, has
been selected as architect for the United States Government Buildings at the International Exposition which
will be held in Seville, Spain, in 1918.
*

*

*

L. E. Richardson, citv building inspector of

Alhambra,

resigned that office last month to accept a position with a
contracting firm in Los Angeles at a reported salarv increase.

^

^

^

Oscar G. Knecht, building inspector of San Diego, cooperating with the Allied Roofers' Association, is reported to be working on a draft of roof-covering regulations.
*

*

*

Special construction provides a maxheating area by allowing the
sides of the boiler to absorb the heat
from the gas as it passes up the flueway after coming into contact with
the spreader.

imum

Heavy gauge sides and heads made from
specially galvanized copper-b3aring steel
give exceptional strength and durabi.ity.
Additional long life results from the perfected design of the spreader which relieves the bottom of the boiler from carrying the full intensity of the heat. Backed
by Hoyt guarantee and "Within-a-day"
Service.

A

graduated scale of fees for building permits is comprehended bv an amended building ordinance enacted by the
Board of Trustees of Azusa, Cal., now effective.
=4:

*

*

Joseph Losekann, Stockton, Cal.,

architect

and

*

*
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Wiring Code which has been rewritten in
Seattle will soon be completed and ready for consideration bv the municipal legislative body.
Electric
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Broadway
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George W. Kelham, architect, announces the remoxal of
his offices to 515 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

Two

21 Gallon Capacity--$ 90.00
32 Gallon Capacity— 135.00

city

building inspector for the past year, has resigned the
municipal post to resume private practice.

The

A six-jet Barber patented burner
evenly distributes heat over the entire surface of the fan-shaped brass
spreader, thus maintaining a uniform
and constant circulation of water.
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setback type ot design which carries the promise

ot a beautiful

American

style calls insistently tor the

decorative grace of appropriate color enrichment.

Splendid possibilities exist
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modern

in

Terra

Cotta

style worthily perpetuat-

ing the dignity ot past architectural tradition.
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the opportunity
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THE SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
BY HARRIS ALLEN,
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11

value of an architectural exhibition, both to the public and
to the profession, is much greater
if it is a recurring event, held at
more or less regular intervals,
rather than an occasional affair

governed bv spasmodic impulse.
If its regularity is regulated by a system of
awards for merit in design and execution, made
by a competent and impartial jury, its importance and usefulness are therebv increased enor-

mously.
Such a system of biennial exhibitions and
awards has been started in San Francisco by the
Northern California Chapter, A. I. A., with
what is certainly the largest exhibition of the
kind ever held in that city, with the highest
average of architectural quality. The subjects
included in the exhibit were made the basis of
a selection for Honor Awards by a jury from
the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A., consisting of Robert D. Farquhar, Reginald D. Johnson and Pierpont Davis. The buildings selected
by this jury, for exceptional merit, will be distinguished by the award of Honor Certificates,
bearing the Institute Seal and appropriate data,
to owner, architect and contractor in each case.
It is worthy of note that the Industrial Association of San Francisco, recognizing the importance of a high architectural standard to the community, has given whole-hearted cooperation to
the Chapter
the initiation of this system.
So much for the background of the exhibition.
Another factor, however, should be mentioned,
to which a large measure of success is due; the

m

Young Memorial Museum in
Golden Gate Park in which to hold the exhibition. Thanks to the Park Trustees and Curator
choice of the de

Barron, the large well-lighted Statuary Hall was
available for the entire month of May, and every
facility of the Museum staff was offered. Nowhere else could so many people (more than a
quarter of a million) have been given the opportunity to see assembled such an impressive display of the result of local activities. On the

opening Sunday, about 18,000 passed through
the hall; and the attendance kept growing, with
a marked increase in the call for catalogues after

the first week. The great numbers of people who
spent considerable time studying the exhibits
was convincing proof, if such were needed, that
the public is really interested in architecture.
As to the quality of architectural design, it is
safe to say that the Chapter need not fear comparison with other districts in this respect. No
open exhibition can be above criticism; but a
community which did not fall below the standard here set would be fortunate and unique. In
respect to buildings of large size and semi-public
character, most of what was shown could be
praised with but slight reservation; virile, well
proportioned, well studied. The skyline of San
Francisco is becoming very interesting indeed,
and it will be rather a pity to have these towering masses welded into such a conglomerate
jungle as New York now presents. That must
be expected, as the city grows in business and
wealth; although its hills will always prevent

any dead level silhouette.
The treatment of less formal buildings— resi-

—

dences, clubs, shops has distinctly improved.
Much of the free, vigorous quality, that has so
captivated visitors to Southern California, is
evident in Northern work now; more architects
have a touch that is "loose" instead of "tight,"
so many of our otherwise well-designed
buildings have turned out previously. This is
partlv a matter of craftsmanship, partly due to
new blood with its release of inhibitions, partly
to the growth of public appreciation and a resulting greater latitude for architectural inspiration and experiment. Wider publication of
good design has played its part, in stimulating
creative talent, and developing discrimination
on the part of the building public.
Notable in this class was the residence of Mr.
Garfield D. Merner at Hillsborough, California
(shown in some detail in this issue), of which
not only photographs were exhibited of the project in its completed state, but also a scries of
drawings including various preliminary schemes,
then the actual working plans, and a number of
full-size detail sheets— thus giving a fairly clear
(though condensed) review of its architectural
history. This was assembled in a separate alcove
and labeled "The Complete Architectural Record
as
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RESIDENCE MR. G. D. MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORNIA.

WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS

Honor Award, Architectural Exhibition, Northern California Chapter, A.

the President, Northern California Chapter,
Institute of Architects, San Francisco, Calif.

American
Dear Sir:

The Jury on Honor Awards

to be based

tion of Architecture held during the

Museum

on the Exhibi-

month

of

May

at the

Golden Gate Park, namely, Robert D. Farquhar, Reginald D.Johnson and Pierpont Davis, met at the
Exhibition Hall on Friday, May ro, 1917. The photographs and drawings were carefully examined. It was
with regret that the Jury failed to find exhibits from a
number of the members of vour Chapter.
The Jury was practically unanimous in its selection of
buildings that gave promise of being worthy of consideration for an award. The following two days were spent
in

inspecting the various buildings in San Francisco, across
the Bav, and down the Peninsula and in the Monterey
district. Again the Jury found itself unanimous in the
result of its decisions.
The Jury takes great pleasure in commending most
highly the character of the buildings of commercial, public and semipublic nature. The citizens of San Francisco
should be, and doubtless are, proud of their City Hall,
the dome of which in beauty is comparable to any; of
their public buildings; of their bank buildings, some of
which are of particularly high quality; and of their office
buildings.
The Jury was one in its admiration of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Building. From near and far it was

of a

with

Modern Residence," was evidently viewed
keen interest, and was an educational

feature of real value to the public.

Such an Exhibition, with its accompanying
Honor Awards, should be a useful instrument in
breaking down the wall of misconception which
surrounds the profession.

A.,

San Francisco, California

AWARD JURY

REPORT OF HONOR
To

I.

its message of Young America. It is modern
manner and technique, and nowhere reminiscent

convincing of
in its

of Europe.
Of quite different character is the Pacific Gas and Electric Building. Academic inspiration under the hands of
gifted artists has achieved here a most beautiful building.
The Jury discovered upon later consultation that the
same impression was made upon each by the Temple
Emanu-El. A glorious building, placed most effectively
upon a difficult site, beautifully planned and modeled,
the utmost care and thought given to all of its details, it
realizes to the highest degree the expression of its religious character. It is with respect, with happiness and
with congratulations to the architects and owners that
the Jury awards to the Temple Emanu-El the Distinguished Honor Award in Architecture.
(Signed) Robert D. Farquhar,

Reginald D. Johnson,
Pierpont Davis.

LIST OF AWARDS
SpecM Award:
Distinguished Honor in Architecture, Temple EmanuEl; Bakewell & Brown, Sylvain Schnaittacher,
Architects.
Single divellings under seven rooms:

House of Mr. Henry

F. Swift, Berkeley;

Roland

I.

Stringham, Architect.
House of Mr. Jamison, St. Francis Wood; Henry H.
Gutterson, Architect.
In the case of both the above awards we wish to commend the garden treatment about these buildings,
which was so successfully in keeping with the
architecture.
Single divell/iigs over six rooms:

Garfield D. Merner Residence, Hillsborough; Willis
Polk & Co., Architects.
House of Mr. Harry Hunt, Pebble Beach; Clarence
[concluded on page 43]
A. Tantau, Architect.
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TLOOR PLANS, RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD D. MERNER, HILLSDOROUGH, CALIFORNIA
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
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ABOVE — SOUTHWEST GARDEN PRONT; BELOW — SWIMMING POOL; RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD
HILLSnOROL'GIl, CALIFORNIA.
W.../..J

hy C,i«.i.7 Mt.u/,„

WILLIS POLK

iSc

CO., ARCHITECTS

D.

MERNER,
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WEST PATIO ENTRANCE, RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD D. MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORNIA
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
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NORTH PATIO (mAIn) ENTRANCE, RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD

D.

MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORNIA

WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
Ph'lo by G^brid Moulin
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MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH,
PATIO DETAIL, RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD D.
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
Fhdic by Gabrid Moulin

CALIFORNIA
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SOUTH TERRACE, RESIDENCE
Plf>to by

C^hrul Moulin

OI MR. GARUELD D. MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH,
CALIFORNIA
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
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LIVING-ROOM — TOWARD DINING-ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR. GARFIELD
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
Pholo by Gut'Ul Moulin

D.

MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH,

CALIF.
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GARFIELD
LIVING-ROOM — TOWARD DIN INC -ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR.
WILLIS POLK & CO., ARCHITECTS
Ph,Uf

h
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MERNER, HILLSBOROUGH,
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Resilience of
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G. D. Aienicr,

ll/l/shoro-'i^,

,

L.,.

^

OR

Willis Polk

./j./.'.'.-

fwrr,, JI„»o, A-t,:i,l

/.v

.\i,tll,r.

Cilliiiiniiu CitilpliT, A.

& Co., Architects

A.

the roof of this charming house, so character-

istically

Cahfornian in feeHng,the architects selected

our hand-made Mission Tile
selection specified

half reds.

With

/.

The

I

top and pan I.

was one-half

effect is a

russet

The

color

browns and one-

roof of most engaging beauty.

the passing of time the brighter hues will be

softened and mellowed like the age-dimmed
brilliance

of an antique Oriental rug.
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Hope
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SUITE. RESIDENCE OT MR. GARFIELD D. MERNER,
ARCHITECTS
HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORNIA. WILLIS POLK & CO.,

ABOVE-STAIR HALL; BELOW-OWNEr's
PAofoJ b, Galiri.l Moulin
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BEAUTY

and

SERVICE

THE ARCHITECTS of the Dc Luxe Guest Cottages in

the

Hotel Del Monte system required all surfaces to have
beauty of texture and color <^» and to achieve maximum
durability i^» necessitating the best of materials and the most
expert craftsmanship. «h» Clarence A. Tantau and Lewis P.
Hobart, Associate Architects. (^ A. Quandt

(i'"

Sons, Painters

and Decorators Isince 18853 374 Guerrero Street, San Francisco

"Co-operation for (Quality"
Pioneers and specialists in the application of lacquer by air brush in the architectural field.
Quandt nuality is available jor the small job as well as the large. Our operations are State-wide
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Ahuvc, Right — Mi-mori.d
— Memorial
Klinkhjrdt,
H. H. Meyers,
G.
Miller and
San
Edgewater Beach
Left —
Center, Right — Exhibition
Opening Day, May
1927.
Belozv— Exhibition

Above, Left

liuilding,

Berkeley,

Center,

P.icific

Biiililing,

C;ilif.

Architectj

Club,

Al.imcda, Calif.

Associate.

R.

Francisco, Calif.

Pliueger, Architects.

Hall.

Hall,

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

i,

A.

I.

A.,

SAN TRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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S«onJ Church of Christ, Scientist, Ik-rke-li-y, C:ilit.
H. GiittiTSon, Architect. IhiKiir Au-arl.
H. H. Cutti-rsun, Architect.
*«•/<,«— RcsiJi-MCc ll;irt Wi-;ivc-r, San Francisco, Calif.
(>/.,/

.iH,/

i:,iil--i

II.

ARCHITECTURAL liXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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PhoU. hy August P,t,ru„

Temple Emanu-EI,

S.in Francisco, Calif.

Assitciatcd Architects.

lJake«i-ll

Dislittgu'mhfd

.mi«I

Rmun

Honnr

in

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

ami Syh.iiii Schnaittacher,
Jrc/i//i\turt-.

A.

I.

A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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Paul's Episcopal Church,

Wm.

Burlingamc, Calif.

C. F. Gillam, Architect.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

PUBLIC LIBRARY
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Ahovc, /,.//— Ri-siik-nci- J. J. iVk-igs, Ross, C^ilil. Asliliy .iiul Jinis, Aicliincts.
Ahofe, Riglil St. J'aiil's, iiurlinc.inu-, Calif. Wm. C. F. Gill.im, Aicliitcct.
Ilymaii an. Appk-ton, Architi-cts.
AparttiK'nt Hmisi-, San iMMiiciscii.
fl,.;„.j

—

—

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

I

A.

I.

A.,

SAN TRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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J/i</iV— Residence J. J. Mint's, Ross, C:ilif.
Residence Dr. D. Richards, lierkcley,

Bfloa

—

ARCHITECTUR.\L EXHIBITION,

AsMcy aiul F.M-rs, Architixt*.
W. R. Yclland, Architect.

C.ilif.

NORTHERN CALIEORNIA CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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J/..JI,, /,,//— Ri-slJtnce J. J. .\Kii:s Knss, Calif.
Ashk-y and Ivors, Architects.
Above, Rig/it Rock Ridge Women's Club, 0.ikl.ind, Calif. Miller and Warneckc, Architects.
Cciiter, Lefl
Residence Judge W. \. Beasly, Berkeley, Calif. Williams and Wastcll, Architect
Center, R!ghl
Residence R. W. Kittrelle, O-ikland, Calif. Williams and Wastcll, Architects.
Below, Left Residence G. R. Roermann, Oakland, Calif. Harris Allen, Architect.
Helou; Right Residence Dr. D. Richards, Berkeley, Calif. W. R. Yelland, Architect.

—

—
—

—
—

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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Ri-si.ii-ncf A. F. EcKv.irds, Oakljiul, f.ilil".
Willi.inis .inj W.isttll, Aichiti-cts.
Ahovf, L.-lr
Above, Rig/il Rcsidi-ncc David C. Ualton, Oakland, Calif. Harris Allen, Architect.
Belaa Rock Ridge Women's Club, O.ikland, Calif. Miller anj Warneckc, .Architects.

—

—
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of Fine Arts, S.in Fr.mciscn,

B,ikc«i-ll ;ind liiuvvn, Architects,
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ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

Award.
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A.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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Honor Av,ard.
Ii»kew.U and Brown A'-chltccts
Frcdenck H. Mcy.r, Arch.teC.
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CM.

CHAPTER,
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h'r«,pc>ch> also

trafhc ceiitL'i nnd great central uiiiott s;avicinity of Twelfth and Mission streets.
traffic center station, combined with

A. Nntuinl
ijon,

B.

Auxiliary local
oRicc building,

of

vicinity

Valencia

and

Market

streets.

City Hall, Municipal Opera House
and War Meinoriai.
D. Ferry building, present artificial center.
F. Fxpress
train subways
to
all
distant points, via
C.

Civic

center,

submarine lubes.
F.

Local

subways

to

each

important

district

of

the

city.
C;.

Submarine

tubes

Marin, Alnmcda and other
patent, most safe and economical
to

counties.
New
also ideal from militaiy view.
J^-rf'le surface entrance to tube.
Elevated loop for surface traftic to second floor of
Ferry building; leaves Kmbarcadero traffic uninterrupted.
Tread well docks on first point of arrival in harbor, on natural foundations of Anita shoals (see
i

H.
I.

J.

V.
K.

S.

Ideal

bay,

Geodetic Survey).
war docks and navy
also

first

point

of

yard

arrival

in

and

Richardson's
shielded

by

Mt. Tamalpais and Marin hills.
L, Lone
Mountain, converted to a beautiful community mausoleum, a inonumeni in honor of our
pioneers.
This will satisfy the sentiments of
those who wish to retain iheir dead in the city.

It

the

will

also

assist

cemeteries

into

to
finance the conversion of
beautiful parks and residential

million
lars,

M. Municipal aquatic park, foot of Van Ness avenue.
N. Column of Progress, yacht harbor and Marina park.
O. Telet'raph
Hill,
art
center,
community homes,
apartments and parks.
P. Panhandle extension to Civic Center,
Q. Presidio panhandle.
R.

Richnmnd

S.

Sunset district.

district.

expense

of

ten

million

dol-

pn sent and developed distribut-

to

street

Sausalito,

house.

4,

Marin

fcey

coumty.

Belvede

5,

to
I.

Angel

system
Bonita light

fortifies tion

Point

Island.

6.

Goat

House and
Island, naval
training station.
Cliff
7.
Seal Rocks.
8. Lincoln park and Veterans' Memorial,
10. Fort Win field
9. Presidio military reservation.
Scott.
I r.
Fori Mason.
12. Pacific ocean, joining
of greatest natural wealth.
i j.
Nob Hill,
location of aristocracy.
14. Columbus aveMasonic Temple and
Latin quarter.
1 5.
Young Men's Institute.
16. Retail stores and office
building facing Market street to preserve continuity
of pedestrian traffic.
17. Golden Gate Paik.
18.
( Note)
Aeroplane landing in vicinity of Seven ih and
Mission streets, elevated and about two city blocks
in area, running right over the tops of the buildings
and adjoining street.
Also one north and south landing, two blocks long over Van Ness and one east and
west, same length, over Market street, near center of
city.
19. St. Francis Retreat House, Great Highway
and Noriega.
20. Corona Heights high class residential district. 21. Community Hall and Tower of Jewels
at head of Market street over East Portal entrance of
Twin Peaks Tunnel, in Eureka district, the sunny heart
of San Francisco.
22. Hunter's Point dry doclc, where
submarine tubes will be made,

historical

nue

and

Thirteenth

surface

abnormally

streets.

Market

Mount Tamalpais,

I.

z.

countries

T. Mission district.
L'. Third and Mnrket streets.
V. Van Ness extension lo Howard

W.

at

/

ing system.

districts.

\V.

population

connected

*

traffic

on

developed.

X. Golden Gate.
Entrance to the greatest natural
world;
harbor
in
ihe
also
site
of submerged
of
Niagara
Falls,
capable
developing
sufficient
hydroelectric energy to supply all the needs of ihe
bay district, including lights, heat and power for
transportation, manufacturing, etc.
Y. Alcatraz island, guarding entrance to the harbor.
Z. San Francisco Bay, under the bottom of which is
located a giant, subterranean, flowing supply of
Most practical and accessible
pure, fresh water.
location known by author.
Ideal military advanWill be developed to adequately supply a
tage,

and

ECONOMIC & SOCIAL ASPECTS TUBE TRANSPORTATION
<?/

BY N. W. MOHR, ARCHITECT

T

need exists
San Francisco for a transportation
system tiiat will overcome the obvious
imitations that geographical location
and conditions impose upon growth
and expansion, both within the city
proper and in outlying suburbs. But in
the creation of such a system we must
be certain before we begin that whatever we propose to
do will actually solve the problems at hand; will really
give the ultimate in service for the present and future,
from a monetary and idealistic standpoint.
By the very nature of San Francisco's geographical position and conditions, a tube system of transportation
would meet the growing, pressing problems of economic
and industrial progress more adequately than any other
system that might be devised. Such a system would event-

s

^S"^ffl
^m_
^^M
^^^
^^^^.

IS manifest that a crying

in

ually centralize all the rail, a goodlv numberof the streetcar lines operating in the city and the several arteries of

the tube system in one main terminus.
This terminus could be built at the time the tubes were
constructed, or at some later date, as the evolution of the
system warranted it. If the terminus and the tubes were
not built simultaneously, the latter could be constructed
and their several entrances would become auxiliaries to
the Ferry Building, thus relieving the congestion at that

would best be located at the exact
which has been determined as lying
between Mission and Howard, Eleventh and Twelfth

point. The terminus
center of population,
streets.

The central terminus, if built, would be patterned after
the Pennsylvania station of New York. The ground and
upper floors would be given over to offices, ticket windows, waiting rooms, concessions, etc. Overland tra'ns
to distant points would be located on the first sublevel;
on the second, suburban and interurban lines, and on the
third level, the tubes. One tube would run beneath the
bay to the East Bay shore; one north beneath the bay to
Marin county; one southeast to the lower peninsula countrv. The three sublevels would be reached by a system of
ramps and escalators, and traffic would reach the tube
entrances by a system of approaches, tunnels or subways.
At various strategic points would be located substations,
at which rail passengers and automobile traffic could
enter or leave the subways.
The submarine tubes would be of reinforced concrete
of the pneumatic type and 50 feet in diameter. They
would accommodate eight lines of automobile traffic and
fourot rails. In all, there would be between 11 and 15 miles
of submarine tubes, providing complete transbay transportation to the east, north and southeast. The tubes
would be built on land, as in the case of the Alameda
[Concluded on page 4

1
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INTERIOR DECORATING
WHEREIN SOMETHING

MADE OUT OF NOTHING

IS
BY
ZOE
A. BATTul
f

MAN whose mind ran in squares
planned and built the house which

we have

pictured here. He was
the sort of a mortal who must
have this wall equidistant from
that wall He left spaces for door.

ways, ran the proper woodwork around them
and squared everything off nicely. In some of
staid, blank doors
the door\vays he hung doors
that didn't even intrigue one to wonder what
might lie beyond them. That unknown builder
had an eye to comfort and warmth. He put a
fireplace in the living-room; another in the dining-room, topping them off scjuarely with de-

—
—

cently

stereotyped

mantels.

He

painted

the

whole, no doubt, various shades of brown and
similar serviceable colors; called it a good day's
settled himself solidly and content-

work and
edly.

And so the house stood — we don't know how
many years, perhaps too many — until another
man came along with a sense of color, a fine
by appreciation and guided by trained skill, and now
this house, built by a man whose mind ran in

feeling for design, a paint brush inspired

squares, Hves. The limitations of its squareness
are quite forgotten in the variety, interest and
eloquence of its color motifs and design. Its

doors, the identical doors chosen and hung by
the man who built the house, are something
more than devices, opening from this room to
that. Even though they be closed, they open
vistas that lead the thoughts across the lands
and seas into far countries, into realms of travel

and adventure.
to prove that primitive man,
crudely colored pictures upon the
walls of his cave home, created for himself
thereby visions of intangible things that mightily stimulated or gently relaxed his faculties, as
the case might be. The motive and the instinct
that led the cave man to thus adorn his home is
still existent, if somewhat neglected, and the
modern home has all too often need of the vitality and variety that painted design will lend.

All of

which goes

who drew

This particular house, which we are citing and
which is the work of William G. De Classon,
decorator, is a striking example of what can be
accomplished with this decorative medium in
spite of ungainly limitations. De Classon verily
has accomplished the miracle of making some-

thing out of nothing. His work in this instance
shows design, color, proportions, exquisitely
wrought and executed in themselves and related
to their background so that the latter gains a
beauty and grace it would otherwise totally
lack. Hence we are moved to speculate upon
what the man might accomplish under approx-

imately ideal conditions.
Of course, painted design for wall surfaces,
furniture or doors has its times and places for
use, governed by the type of the house, its general furnishings, interior finish, the size and
light conditions of its several rooms and the
desires and temperaments of its occupants. In remodeling work, as it did in this case, the medium
will frequently present itself as a heaven-sent
gift to minimize, if not entirely eliminate, the
awkwardness of square rooms, nondescript
doors, panels and the like. But its use is by no
means confined to these purposes, for the many,

many
signs,

effects to be secured

through

different de-

brilliancy or quietness of colors,

make

painted design the most plastic of home decorative mediums. Judicious study and observation
of the average large or small home will usually
reveal some areas that will be the richer for a
bit of well-applied design and color.
The success with which this medium is used

and furniture is largely dependupon the care and thought exercised in its
planning and execution. The work may easily fall
into the class of the commonplace, the tawdry

for wall surfaces

ent

[Cotitiuded ml page 51]
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EDITORIAL
ARCHITECTS— as

a rule

— are

as inconsistent

xi. as women. More so, indeed; for women
know what they want and go after it.
But members of the oldest male profession are
constantly complaining of public ignorance, indifference, in the matters of building design and
construction; gullibility with regard to incompetent advice and service; misunderstanding prejudice against the employment of trained architects. And yet, even louder than these well-nigh
universal lugubriations, arise cries of horror
when individual or group break through the
shell of professional reserve in an attempt to inform the public of the truth about these things.
We have, and must have, a code of ethics. The
foundation of such a code is not individual gain,
but protection for the public; and it must be
recognized that adequate protection requires not
only ethical conduct of architects among themselves, but knowledge on the part of the public
of the difference between genuine and false practitioners. This applies to other professions as
well, and it is significant that, conservative as
the medical profession has always been, it is now
giving official publicity to hygienic and curative
data, and contemplating further methods of information which would have shocked the physicians of the past generation.
While architecture does not have to contend
with the multitudes of cults that hedge the profession of healing,

gations.

it

would only be fair that they pay a share
of construction costs, prorated on the basis of population.
San Francisco's prorated share would he $7,000,000.
The foregoing discussion of plans, details and costs is
interesting, practical, indispensable. But an analysis of
the economic benefits and results that such a system
would bring about is truly illuminating. The carrying
capacity of each tube (8 lines of automobiles, 4 of rails)
would take care of a huge daily tonnage of merchandise
and thousands upon thousands of passengers, speedily
and dependably. All of twenty years would pass before
the capacity of the tubes would be heavily taxed. All
move continuously in two directions
traffic would
throughout the day and night. There would be none of
the holdups to which surface traffic is subject; no delays
in crossing the bay, such as a system of suspension bridges
would, from time to time throughout the day, entail.
This is an all-important factor to consider in the tube
running to the East Bay shore, where the need for ready
in the benefits, it

'Breal^ the Shell

cannot evade

its

own

obli-

The enormous production of poorly

de-

signed and constructed buildings can be attributed in no small degree to the apathy of the profession. Nowhere else can the public look for
authoritative information; and the issue should
not be confused by bringing in the personal equation. As in any other line of human endeavor,
rewards will be commensurate with quality of
service; the greater the rewards, the more efficient the service; the more extended the service,
the better for the community.
*

*

*
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Estuary and sunk into place. A generous estimate places
the cost of construction on the tubes at $i per cubic foot,
and $60,000,000 is quoted for the complete job— a figure
which includes construction costs on construction equipment, architects' and engineers' fees, financing, etc.
This plan would give the city three arteries of transbay
transportation at the cost of a single bridge, equal to the
traffic capacity of any one of the tfiree tubes. Inasmuch as
the several cities and counties about the bay, served by
the system and having free access to it, would participate

access of passengers and freight isfast approaching a crisis.
The tube, serving the lower peninsula areas, which are
backed by the central valley regions, would do much to
solve the perplexing problem of the bottle-neck. Our

highway, steam and

street

railway

facilities

throughout

the lower peninsula are well-nigh complete, yet the complaint IS universal that far too much time is lost in getting in and out of San Francisco for either business or
pleasure. The twelve traffic line tube, free of the interruptions necessary to surface traffic, would reduce this

problem

to its absolute

minimum.

Aside from these strictly utilitarian considerations,
there are social and aesthetic factors of equal importance.
We have seen how the Market street tunnel has resulted

development of beautiful tracts of individual
homes, an asset which for many years San Francisco was
quite without. The individual, because of rapid transportation, has been enabled to work in the city, yet have
the joy and enrichment of a home in the restful, stimulating environment of a suburb. The city has gained
architectural interest, beauty, variety; and the complexities that multiply when people live one on top of another have no doubt been mitigated and lessened.
To the north, east iind southeast of San Francisco are
great exp.inses of foothills and lovely valleys where
thousands would and could seek year-round homes, if
only rapid transportation were available. The proposed
tube system would give ready access to these three areas
and is the only kind of a system that would serve adequately and satisfactorily the home-maker with city
in the rapid

Thus the creation of such a medium
would give rise to further growth of
outlying home districts. Dangerous congestion would be
relieved in the city and both areas would have the space
business interests.
of transportation

necessary for the development of an architecture, fitted
to their specialized purposes and with the beauty and
variety that contributes such a rich significance to the
lives of those who create and live with it.
Lastly, the sweep of our glorious bay would be unbroken. There would be no obstructing bridges to mar
the beautv of its vast openness. The traffic of the world,
the ships from the seven seas, would move over its waters
and without delays. Ourselves, and those who
come after us, would always be able to look upon its
whole broad expanse and know the great inspiration
that comes from sheer virility of its unspoiled naturalness.
freely
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
John Reid,

Fred H. Meyer, three years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
W. C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers,

Sec.-Treas.

Will G. Corlett, one year

''eccci.-^'

NEXT MEETING
Due

MAY MEETING
In place of the regular meeting scheduled for

May

Tuesday

dinner was held at the Hotel Mark
Hopkins on the evening of Friday, May 2.0, 1917. The
guests of honor for the evening were Messrs. Pierpont
Davis, Robert D. Farquhar and Reginald D. Johnson, all
of Los Angeles, acting as judges for the Honor Award in
connection with our Exhibition held during the month

evening.

attendance and in variety of exhibits! The initiaHonor Award, an activity in which this Chapter has lagged, will undoubtedly prove an incentive for
improvement and set architectural standards for owners
and builders, as well as for architects. It is the hope of
the Chapter to make these awards periodically— perhaps
yearly or biannually. As is natural, the start has been the
greatest difficulty, and the Committee should have the
thanks of all for their efforts. Although the awards were
conveniently combined with the Exhibition in this instance, in the future they may be separate.
The Chapter should be advised of the assistance given
by the Industrial Association to our Honor Award. Without their financial aid and cooperation it would have been
difficult to make our beginning. We are indeed appreciative and grateful for the civic spirit which prompted
bility,

meeting of
the Northern California Chapter, The American Institute
of Architects, will not be held until September lo, 1917.
Notice of this meeting will be sent to the members.
to the vacation period, the next reguhir

17, a

of Mav at Golden Gate Park Museum. About fifty attended the dinner, including Senator Albert E. Boynton
and Mr. Frank Carmodv of the Industrial Association,
who are cooperating with the Chapter in the Honor
Awards. Mr. Sturges Carnes, Mr. J. I. Holder, Mr. Francis Watts and the members of his T-Square Trio were also
guests of the evening.
Members present were: Harris Allen, G. F. Ashlev, John
Bakewell, Jr., Edward G. Bangs, Earle B. Bertz, Edw. G.
BoUes, Morris Bruce, Will C. Corlett, Albert J. Evers,
W. B. Farlow, Henrv H. Gutterson, Wm. C. Havs, John
Galen Howard, Lester Hurd, E. H. Hildebrand, R. W.
Jeans, J. K. Masten, Chas. F. Masten, Chester H. Miller,
Jas. H. Mitchell, G. B. McDougall, Ernest Norberg, T. L.
Pllueger, Warren C. Perrv, John Reid, Jr., Frederick H.
Reimers, Albert Schroepfer, Chas. Peter Weeks, Ralph
Wyckoff, L. M. Upton, W. R. Yelland.

tion of an

their action.

While the Secretary is engaged in arduous literary effort,
might be well to disclose our splendid progress in membership—especially Institute members. In spite of losing
a»group of eight in the formation of the new Hawaii
Chapter, we now have more members than ever before,
and of the whole number over 70 per cent are Institute
members.
Albert J. Evers, Secretary.
it

*

*

*

REPORT OF HONOR AWARD JURY
[CiiJuJed Irnm pafe lu]

Multiple dwellings:

Apartment Group, Frederick H. Reimers, Owner;
Frederick H. Reimers, Architect.
wish to comment upon the above as a successful
solution for an apartment house on a hillside site.

We

MINUTES
The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting was

Mercantile

biiihltiigs tiiiJer five stories:

dispensed with, since they had been regularly published.
Mr. John Reid, Jr., was in the chair as toastmaster.
During the course of the evening the Chapter had the
privilege of hearing discourses bv our distinguished guests
from the South and by Mr. John Galen Howard, Senator
Bovnton of the Industrial Association, Mr. Harris Allen
and others. Mr. Watts and his T-Square Trio put on a
snappy charette, sparing none as they cheerfully mixed
personal quips, architecture and music with all the wellknown paraphernalia and atmosphere of the drafting

& Reed Music Store and Tea Room; W. R.
Yelland, Architect.
Mercantile biuUings over four stories:
The Telephone Building; J. R. Miller and T. L.
Pflueger, Architects.
Pacific Gas and Electric Building; Bakewell tS:
Brown, Architects.

room.

Academic biiildtngs:
California School of Fine Arts; Bakewell

by the members
present, the genial camaraderie of the occasion and the
pleasures of meeting with our guests made new bonds of
friendship within our midst as well as between the
Northern and Southern Chapters.

The party was judged

*

Our Exhibition

at

a great success

*

*

Golden Gate Park Museum

is

dis-

mantled and the exhibits are homeward bound. What a
forward this Exhibition was in scope, accessi-

fine step

Tupper

Religio/is biiiUings:

Second Church of Christ, Scientist, Berkeley; Henry
H. Gutterson, Architect.

Architects.
Hospitals, Detention Homes, etc.:
Relief Home, San Francisco;

John Reid,

& Brown,
Jr.,

Archi-

tect.

*
*
*
Buttress Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles announces that production on their Wallboard has increased
100 per cent ciuring the past year.
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STATE HOUSING LAW VETOED
Housing Act adopted
by the Legislature were pocket vetoed by Governor C. C.
Young, because, he said. Assembly Bill No. 819 was
found defective. At the last moment the entire effort

Amendments

to the California State

proved futile apparently because reasonable precaution
had not been exercised in the compilation of the measure.
The Inspector repeatedlv has emphasized the need and
importance of carefully considering the writing and compiling of building regulations, because, after all, building,
housing and plumbing codes are laws, not mere specifica-

and should not be amateurish experiments.
Apart from reasons made public for vetoing the State
bill, some of its provisions were the subject of considerable discussion exemplified by opposition by builders,
realtors, property and building owners. Opposition, however, seems to have crystallized after the measure had
been passed by both Houses of the Legislature.
Some of the opposition engendered by the bill no doubt
could have been ironed out harmoniously if it had been
handled in a way consistent with the original plan followed in 1916, when all concerned, including the architectural profession, were given ample opportunity to participate in the discussion and writing of that coinpfthensive measure, which is known as the State Housing
Act of California. It has stood the test of time and successfully weathered all attacks in court.
Governor Young savs that much better legislation can
be achieved and conflicting elements reconciled if these
tions,

matters would not be put off" until the hurry of a legislative session. He further offers the suggestion to those
interested that it would be well to begin soon to work
out a new bill.
Governor Young's letter, printed here, is self-explanatory:

"Mr. MarkC. Cohn, 461 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.
"Dear Mr. Cohn;
"At a hearing which was called to consider Assembly
Bill Number 819 it developed that there was a fatal discrepancy between the body of the hill and its title. If I am
not mistaken, three sections were incorporated which
were not mentioned in the title at all, and, inasmuch as
these sections were very vital ones as far as the measure
IS concerned, the proponents of the bill at once agreed
that it would be useless to do anything concerning it.
"I have made the suggestion to those interested in this
measure, both to contractors and to the Immigration and
Housing Commission, that it would be well to commence working out a new bill in the immediate future.
Much better legislation can be achieved and conflicting
elements could be reconciled if these matters would not
be put off until the hurry of a legislative session.
"As to this particular bill, however, under the circumstances, I should say that there is no possibility of its
becoming a law.
"Y'ours very sincerely,
"C. C.

Young,

Governor."

AND EDITED BY MARK

C.

COHN
NUMBER

J

PLASTERERS' LICENSING

six

LAW ILLEGAL

An

ordinance requiring plasterers to pay a license fee of
$75 a year and to file bond in the sum of $5,000 has been
characterized bv District Judge Frank M. Noye in Minneapolis as "unreasonable, oppressive, burdensome, confiscatory," and he points out that it "imposes an unlawful
limitation, interference and restriction upon the right to
follow a lawful, useful and harmless business," according
to a published report on this case.
This court decision is of unusual importance and will
perhaps be carried on appeal to the Supreme Court. The
Inspector has on different occasions suggested careful
consideration of the principle involved in this kind of
legislation. Not because there aren't times when legislation of this sort will serve a beneficial purpose, but because, first, care must be exercised in the preparation of
this type of legislation, and, secondly, the need for it
should be established beyond question.
The question involved in the Minneapolis case briefly is
that a plasterer applied to the building inspector for a
permit. His application was refused on the ground that
issuance of such permits to plasterers not licensed in
Minneapolis is forbidden by ordinance. And the case was
carried to court on the contention that a license fee of
$75 a year is excessive, unreasonable, burdensome, entirely unconstitutional and void. That it discriminates
unfairly in favor of individuals living and maintaining a
place of business, or both, outside of the corporate limits

of the city.

Judge Noye's decision

as reported held that the ordi-

nance discriminates unfairly and unreasonably between
citizens of different portions of Minnesota and between
citizens of different portions of the United States, and unlawfully and unreasonably discriminates against persons
residing outside of the city of Minneapolis and outside of
the State of Minnesota.
*

*

*

SAN DIEGO SEEKS LARGER FIRE ZONE
The Inspector commends

public officials in San Diego for

their effort to increase the fire districts in that growing
city. Through its editorial columns this magazine has
consistently urged the enactment of legislation to provide

protection barriers in different cities where a great
majority of the construction is of frame. Except in congested mercantile districts and the central business areas
of cities, it is not always necessary to set aside large
portions of cities wherein only buildings of masonry
may be built. The plan of fire zoning in Los Angeles is
not only a wise one but it is feasible and adaptable to
almost any city. And it is a plan that immediately
commends public approbation.
Practically every main artery following the principal
public thoroughfares in Los Angeles is a fire district. In
this manner the city is cut up in checkerboard fashion
with fire districts that make for fire barriers against conflagration. It has invited public support, which, after all,
is essential to be effective.
fire
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THE INSPECTOR
A PEEP AT THE BUILDING CODE OF THE FUTURE
Will Revolutionise
f
Expert

(This

OU

are

is

BY

MARK

Present Practice

COHnJ

C.
and

Consitlttin[ on Housitig

Btiiliiing

Kegifljtrom

the twenty-fourth of a series of articles on building codes.)

welcome

to use the

schoolhouse

to debate all prrper questions in, but

such things as railroads and telegraphs
are impossible and rank infidelity.
There is nothing in the word of God
about them. If God had designed that
His intelligent creatures should travel at
the frightful speed of 15 miles an hour
b\ stc.ini, He would have clearlv foretold it bv His holv
prophets. It is the device of Satan to lead immortal souls
down to Hell."
The foregoing is an excerpt from an official document
issued bv a schoolboard in an Eastern city about a century
ago. It was written in response to a petition for permission to use school property as the setting for a debate on a
popular question of the day.
Today living through the air like birds at 100 or more
miles an hour scarcely attracts attention. Trains traveling
a mile a minute or more have lost their thrill. Radio
waves traveling at indescribable speed is a modern miracle
that is accepted as a matter of fact. Recently there was
maugurated a regular service to carry on conversation
between San Francisco and London across the continent
and the Atlantic Ocean by means of ground wires and
radio. And on Washington's Birthday the memorable
address of President Coolidge before Congress in Washington was broadcast the length and breadth of this
country. This signal achievement through a hook-up of
45 radio broadcast stations brought the words of the
President into every home that had a receiving set as
clearlv and audibly as though the listener stood beside
the President. Television is already a fact and soon will
be in use commercially.

—

—

WHAT WOULD THEV

tects,

engineers

share present-day achievements, unheard of only a few
years ago.
Not unlike the schoolboard, many persons are prone to
think their effort is the ultimate of achievement and fail
to appreciate they are mere infinitesimal atoms in the
great universe.
With a peep into the future, one may visualize how
building codes will be written a few years hence, using
present experience as a basis of supposition.
Primarily a building code should not he concerned with
the specific narrow-minded viewpoint of how many
bricks should go into a wall, arbitrarily fixed wall thicknesses, pounds of steel used and the numerous other requirements ordinarily set out as commandments in building regulations.
A building code should be designed as a means to an
end. After all, that is what a set of municipal building
regulations is for: Laws presumed to insure public safety.
It IS not unreasonable to predict that the building codes
of the future will specify only the ultimate results expected to be attained, leaving to the ingenuity of archi-

builders

the details of devising
is

to specify that the wall shall not be less than a fixed

thickness, assembled in a given manner with only the
kind or kinds of materials set out in the law. There is no
intelligent explanation of what it is all about. One
builder's guess is as good as another. And there are a lot

of guesses. Why this or that particular material mentioned shall be used, why other materials may not be
used and how the whole thing is arrived at are seemingly
an unexplainable puzzle. Many plausible theories and
ideas are advanced.
The code of the future will be better understood, for
perhaps it will require that the walls shall be built of a
thickness capable of sustaining safely the live and dead
loads transmitted thereto Qojds tirriveJ at by actual tests'),
with a given factor of safety {determined by authentic practical research data), with materials Qhe finished assembly)
capable of resisting for a given number of hours a given
degree of fire and heat Qhe number of hours and the deforces
of fire and heat determined scientifically on the basis of serving a
definite necessary purpose) immune to disintegration from
the ravages of the eleir.ents that would affect the integrity
cf the finished wall assembly.
Space does not permit of a detailed outline, but the foregoing does show that it is possible to fix the basis for a
law with a tangible objective for each requirement
definite objective that may be understood by everyone.
Witness the ease with which heated argument can be
precipitated anywhere with regard to stresses developed
bv earthquake. And note the diversity of opinion. Eventually this, too, will be taken care of in a practical way.

—

HERE ARE ADVANTAGES

SAY?

One wonders what the wise members of that old schoolboard would say if they were to return to earth and

and

methods of accomplishing desired results.
The conventional custom of writing a building code

The advantages would,

be that every building material
use in the construction of building just as
water finds its own level. No mention would he made of
brick, concrete, cement, tile, lumber, mortar or any other
building material. Any one or all of the different kinds of
materials might be used, provided the integrity of the
finished assembly or wall construction fulfilled understandable fixed requirements therefor. And the requirements, too, would have a fixed basis of fact.
Architects and engineers would be free to choose their
materials, methods of assembly, ingredients and structural elements to be used in their specified construction.
It would put a premium on knowledge, ability, training
and experience. It would remove the premium on ignorance and guesswork. It would do away with the mystery
that envelops some of the present-day requirements. It
would provide an incentive and encourage the development of new materials, open markets for a greater use of
some commonly used products which are curtailed as to
potential use by arbitrary prohibitions.
It is not too visionary to look forward to the time when
the so-called fireproof office building will be described in
ordinances as one wherein the floors and roofs shall be

could find

Its
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constructed to resist fire of a given intensity for a fixed
number of flours. This resistance to remain effective wfien
water is applied thereto, under fire and loaded conditions
and otherwise. Floors to sustain given live loads of so
many pounds per square foot. The live loads to he arrived
at by practical scientific research and tests rather than the
many guesses now made. The requirements for walls and
partitions, including the protection of openings, not unlike the requirements for floors plus requirements for
other purposes for which they are to serve normally and
under anticipated extraordinary conditions.

TAXES IMAGINATION
It

would be

folly to

details that will be
torily.

Here

it is

attempt to anticipate innumerable

worked out eventually and

satisfac-

intended only to convey an idea that

is

not altogether fanciful.
Even under the commonly used ordinances of today, in
the case of skyscraper construction perhaps greater dependence is put on the structural steel frame than on
other structural elements.
Yet even now the use of structural steel is in the main
governed by given allowable stresses or values. In effect,
ordinances provide that live, dead and wind loads shall
be transmitted to foundations and footings and otherwise
taken care of by means of a structural framework. In
other words, the allowable stresses for structural steel,
rivets, bolts, etc., are fixed in the ordinance. The sizes of
the structural members and the placing of them in particular positions are not governed by fixed requirements
in the ordinance but by the design of the structure and
regulated by given allowable stresses. Mathematical
mechanics and engineering technique are applied to the
design of the framework.
Why not the same principle for other building materials
and the assemblv of products that enter into the construction of buildings?

has been functioning without many notable progressive
changes for a long, long period.
Only recently the writer was good-naturedlv criticized
for his activities in sponsoring uniform building code
practices of a modern nature. The critic urged that he
leave well enough alone; that things had been done in the
same old way for ever so many years— whv disturb them?
Perhaps this critic is right, but the writer puts it up to
the live, progressive generation now sitting on the throne
with vision to meet the problems and needs of tomorrow.
When the time arrives for a scientific building code of
the future to be prepared, each element in the great
building industry will have some comprehensive detailed
specification of manufacture, use and assembly of its
products. Practically all of the innumerable details of
assembly and erection now set out in building ordinances,
and a lot of important ones not included in building
codes, will of necessity appear in specifications of manufacture, fabrication and erection. Manufacturers must

know

every possible defect in products in order to cure

them; and they will appreciate every virtue of their
products. The foremost objective will be to improve output. Competitive effort will be on a basis of quality. It is
not too soon to begin now. Advantages to be had now
from such an effort will promote better building conditions sooner than expected.
*

*

*

SAN FRANCISCO CHURCH AND HOTEL
"The world do move"— San Francisco

is promised a
combination church and hotel. San Franciscans
will look back to ye olden times when it was just about
essential to the success of a hotel venture to have an
elaborate buffet with a supply of rare vintages.
2.5 -story

At the building officials' group meeting held in Los
Angeles last month, the uniform building code was the
subject of discussion and revision.
*

WIDE APPLICATION
Such recognition given to the value of steel in a measure
applies to other building materials. Automatic sprinkler
heads, fire doors and shutters, in a very few cases assembly or modes of construction are recognized as approved
because thev are presumed to have passed favorably
conducted under rigid supervisions of auon such investigation.
If a national or local board is competent to sav when a
fire-shutter shall be "approved" for use in an opening
through the exterior wall of a building, whv shouldn't
that board or another committee be equallv competent to
pass on the integrity of the wall assembly that goes
around the opening and to which is fastened the firescientific tests

thorities qualified to carry

*

*

Newport Beach,

California, is reported to have before its
board of trustees a stringent fire and building ordinance
that would practically forbid the construction of wooden
buildings except for dwellings.
*

*

*

Ordinances to license and bond contractors in the cities of
Ventura, Oxnard, Santa Paula and Fillmore are reported
to be sponsored by the Ventura County Chapter, Associated General Contractors of America.

The

principle of zoning laws again has been upheld by
the United States Supreme Court in two cases originating
in Los Angeles and the town of Euclid, a suburb of

Cleveland, Ohio.

shutter?

Therefore, the more study given to this subject the
nearer we find ourselves to the building code of the
future. However, the writing of a scientific building code
is a long way ahead of the present, and the distance will
be lessened only in direct proportion to the effort that
comes from within the building industry.
A long time has elapsed since the schoolboard quoted at
the beginning of this article said that a railroad train
"traveling at the frightful speed of 15 miles an hour was
a device of Satan to lead immortal souls down to Hell,"
and the perfection of radio reception.
On the whole, the world seems to move much faster now,
and who can say but that the business of building may
become revolutionized within a short time? This industry

Mt. Vernon, Washington, is scheduled to adopt a new
building code, which is reported to have the support of
the Washington Fire Underwriters' Rating Bureau.
*

*

*

Monterey, California, has amended

its building code to
regulate the construction of buildings of clay tile and
other hollow building units.

*

*

*

The May meeting of the San Francisco Society of Engineers was addressed by members of its public-speaking
class

and entertained by
+

its

own
*

orchestra of members.
*

San Francisco has fixed a limit of 40 feet for the height of
buildings in the zone known as the Marina District.

"S
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APARTMENT

LI\'ING

GROWING

SAN FRANCISCO DEBATES SHINGLE LAW

Figures compiled by the Department of Labor in 194
cities show that in 1916 housing accommodations were
provided for 480,775 families. It is asserted that for the
first time the figures show clearlv the nation favors the
so-called "cave dwellings" because 45.4 per cent of all
the families provided with new dwellings during 1916
went to live in apartment houses.
Dwellings designed for one familv amounted to only
40.7 per cent of all the new housing facilities, and 13.9
per cent of the families went to live in duplex or twofamily dwellings.
Figures listed for some California cities show that for
each 10,000 of population there were provided homes as
follows:
In Los Angeles, 547.1; San Diego, 559.5; Berkeley, 11 1.5;

The question of whether

the lire retardent roof districts
San Francisco shall be extended to include a large portion of the entire city has been the subject of much discussion during several meetings of the Board of Superin

visors.

Fire Chief Thomas R. Murphy, supported by the Board
of Fire Wardens, composed of battalion chiefs, and the
Fire Underwriters' Bureau, argues for the proposed law.

Lumber and wooden

shingle interests, with the support
of some builders, apparently feel the ordinance would
discriminate against wooden frame construction.
A proposed change in the law to decrease allowable repairs on existing wooden shingle roofs from 40 to 10 per
cent in any one year has invited opposition bv building
owners whose houses now have wooden shingle roofs.

Oakland,

175. i; Sacramento, 165.1; San Jose, 154.5; San
Francisco, 150.6; Pasadena, 145.7; Long Beach, 100. i;
Alameda, 99.4; Stockton, 68. 5; Fresno, 19.7.
*

*

*

George A. Downing, building inspector of Monterey
Park, California, has recommended to the board of trustees a change in the building ordinance to reduce the
thickness of masonrv walls for the smaller tvpe of
building.

)

HOW MANY

INSPECTORS?

Inglewood, California, has before its city council a recommendation to lessen the burdens of the building inspector by creating two new offices of plumbing and
electrical inspection. In this

perform duties which are
building inspector.

manner three

now

oiHcials

L..^.P.B. CO.

CLUMPS CORNERS, EbSEX A SERIES OV OLD ENGLISH VIEWS
roadside cottage in Essex, containing many suggestions in design applicable to American
construction. The roof would be more pleasing if the old form of "bonnet tile" were used in place of
the unsightly modern ridge roll. Note that a special valley tile has not been used, the regular roof
tile being laid in close and the valley being laid in lead or copper.
.

A

little

Publication of fhotografhs of the varitil typis of the minor English domestic .nchitectme in this exclusive serial
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company, from data collected at first hand in Europe.

tesy of the

would

carried on bv the office of

is

made

possible by cour-
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iBirge

Residence of J. A. Diinker, Palo Alto, Calijornia

M.

Rgmona RgofJile
Beautif * Versatilitij *

Permanence

BiHE TONE, PATTERN & ARTISTRY of

a tile roof
determined by the skill with which the various colors
are arranged in cover and trough The architect and owner
are enabled to work out a roof to harmonize with the
structure itself by the exceptionally wide and harmonious
variation of colors obtainable in Ramona Tile and by the
skillful men employed by N.Clark (fi^Sons in laying them

are

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF CLAY PRODUCTS

Main

Office:

116 Natoma Street, San Francisco. Vhone: Kearny 2830
Works: West Alameda, California

Clark, Architect

«s
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Ask

bitilUnig probltms.

jskeil of

This column

j(

Q.— Several inquiries relating to amendments to the
State Housing Act included in a bill passed by the California Legislature have been received.
A.

— All

those

who have submitted questions on

this subject

are referred to article in this issue wherein it is explained that

Assembly Bill No. Hzg, which was
measure passed^ a?nending the provisions of the Cali-

the Governor refused to sign
the only

The Governor found fatal discrepancies
it,

it

in the bill,

ANOTHER HOUSING LAW KILLED
Assembly Bill No. 406, designed to amend the California
State Housing Act to allow living, sleeping and cooking
in the same room, heard its deathknell in the Senate Committee on Public Health and Quarantine. This bill passed
the California Assembly, but apparently couldn't overcome the quarantine which smothered it in the Senate
*

vened in 792 J).

— Am

I correct in assuming that the size of inner
Q.
courts for an eight-storv hotel proposed to be built near a
California beach resort but outside of the town limits is
the same as that required for a tenement apartment house?

width by 22

feet in length.

An

apartment house of the same height ivould require an inner
court with least dimension of 24 feet and to contain an area of
S40 square feet. In either case, if the inner court is bounded by a
lot line for its entire length, the hotel court would have to be
10 feet wide by at least 14 feet in length, while in an apartment
house it would have to he at least iS feet in width and have an

Q._What
under the

square feet.

Angeles Builders' Exchange, Ralph Homann, who is also
president of the Los Angeles Commission of Building and
Safetv, accepted the office and honors conferred on him
bv the members of that body. Mr. Homann likewise is
secretarv of the Southern California Chapter, Associated
General Contractors of America.
+

districts.

license fee for masons, roofers, plasterers
in Oakland, and what is the
bonds required to be posted?

different

No. jSOj, New Series, in Oakland, provides
tax of $100 for masons. The license tax for
plasterers is the same, and roofers are required to pay a license
tax of .fjo a year. The same ordinance requires boiids of H 1,000
for a mason or plasterer and a $!oo bond for a roofer. Permits

A.— Ordinance

an annual

license

for the work on each job are required in addition to the license fee.

WAR

A

— This same question has been answered in previous issues.
mandatory, but it is required in
event that the required ivindows from living and sleeping

rear yard for dwellings is not

the

rooms are not so located that they open onto other legal unoccupied
spaces.

*

The National Board of

*

*

Fire Underwriters recently issued

the third edition of revised standard ordinance for chimney construction. Copies of the ordinance are available
at the office of the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
85 St.

John

street.

New
*

York.
*

*

Hillsborough, California, now has a building code that
requires building permits before beginning construction

*

VETERANS' INSURANCE

L,

Veterans' Bureau before July i. The San Francisco
gional office is at 814 Ivfission street.
*

L. A.

Law.

*

1917, is the dead line for veterans disabled in the
World War to take advantage of war-time insurance provided by the Government. 'The United States Veterans'
Bureau is doing all possible to get this message to veterans so they will not lose their rights. All veterans are
requested to get in touch with the nearest office of the

Julv

Q._Two public officials ask whether a rear yard is
required for dwelling houses by the California Housing
A.

*

BAKERSFIELD TO ADOPT BUILDING CODE

new ordinances

amount of the

+

Probable hastening of the adoption of a new building
code in Bakersheld is foreseen in a critical survey of fire
hazards made in that city by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. R. H. Hubbard, city building inspector, is
reported to have denied definitely the assertion attributed
to the Underwriters that special permits have been
granted for inferiorly constructed buildings in the fire
*

is

*

Elected for the second term as president of the Los

A. — A hotel of S or more stories in height requires a minimum
size inner court of 16 feet in

*

RALPH HOMANN HEADS BUILDERS

automatically becomes vetoed. There-

State Housing Act, as passed in igi) and amended
two years ago, remains intact. No further amendments to this
State act can be considered until the Legislature again is con-

6p

^

V.

and with

fore, the

area of not less than

and comments. Names omitted on

committee.

fornia State Housing Act.
his refusal to sign

dedicated to kicks

any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence of good faith. This
department is open for constructive criticisms.

Inspector and the tiusivers. Pop the question.
Your name wHl be omitted if you wish.

J_

is

request. Rigljt is reserved to publish or reject

The

V.

THE inspector"

''Tell

publtsbfj questions jtij jiiswers ilej/nig uith
Herewith ure published j number of queries

Vtiiirr this htiiilnii^ ./re

*

re-

*

COUNTY LICENSES SEWER CONTRACTORS

ordinance passed by the Board of Supervisors of Los
Angeles County requires persons, firms and corporations
laying sewers on private premises in sanitation districts
to beregistered with the county surveyor, pay license of
S50 a ywr and post bond in the sum of $1,000 to protect
any person who may suffer damage by reason of violation

An

of the provisions of the ordinance.
*

*

*

Recent applicants granted certificates to practice architecture in California are: Milton M. Friedman and
William Vincenr Kernan of Los Angeles, and Laurence B.
Clapp of Santa Barbara. The Southern District Division
of the State Board of Architecture granted these certificates.
*

*

*

of any building.
*

*

*

Architects in Pasadena are reported to have begun a
movement to form an architectural club.

Violation of building restrictions set out in a deed is not a
for refusing a building permit, is the gist of a de-

ground

cision of the

Supreme Court of

New Jersey.
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St. Paul's Episcopal

Church, Burlingame,

Wm.

Calif.

C. F. Gillam, Architect.

Heated with

CLOW GASTEAM EQUIPMENT
UNIT STEAM SYSTEM

PACIFIC
57

1

GASTEAM
Mission Street

SAN FRANCISCO

CO.

WILLIAMS RADIATOR CO.
1860-1868

W. Washington Street

LOS ANGELES

°s
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INTERIOR DECORATING
[Concludetl from page jy]

Mil Air

or the makeshift. Design, conceived for its individual artistrv and in the correct relation to
the several other factors of the room, is essential.
An understanding of the nature and applications
of paint to secure various effects of color and
texture, is equally essential. Such a work, in a

word,
that,

is
it

Home

of Gene Striilton Puriir
Los Ausfles, Calif.

Diitld ,:al Rh/uirJs, An/iilnls,

one of final, perfect details, and being
admits of no haphazard methods. But

the student of its possibilities finds in painted
design a medium that is a ready servant for the
expression of varied moods of creativeness and
imagination.

Announcement is made of the consolidation of the Pacific
Portland Cement Company, Consolidated, and the Old
Mission Portland Cement Company into a new corporation, with a capital of $50,000,000, to be known as Pacific
Portland Cement Company.
The new company will operate the following plants:
Cement Plants: Redwood City, San Mateo Co., California; San Juan Bautista, San Benito Co., California;
Cement, Solano Co., California; with a daily capacity

of 50,000 sacks.
Plaster Plants: Plaster City, Imperial Co., California;
Gerlach, Washoe Co., Nevada; with a daily capacity of
16,000 sacks.
The rigid quality standards maintained for so many
years by the brands Golden Gate and Old Mission Cement
and Empire and Reno Plaster will be faithfully adhered
to. The combined laboratory facilities of all the plants

under one management not only insures uniform and
exacting manufacturing control but also provides unequaled facilities for research and development of special
products not otherwise found on the Pacific Coast.
Orders from customers of the two companies will he
taken care of from the consolidated offices on the eighth
floor of the Pacific Building. Telephone Garfield 4100.
Golden Gate, Old Mission, Empire and Reno patrons
are assured that their individual requirements will receive
the same intimate, pains taking care as in thepast and have
the resources of the largest cement and plaster manufacturers on the Pacific Coast at their command. We sincerely hope that you will continue to favor the new company with the splendid cooperation you have shown to
the individual companies in the past.
*

*

A

Qreat Writer
chooses In -Vis -O

WHEN Gene
Porter

Stratton

planned

her

beautiful Bel Air home, she
chosecinciif the must charm-

ing spots in Califiirnia.

And,

order that she
this beauty,
from every window, without interference from
dingy, stationary screens,
her architects chose InVis-O Disappearing Roller
in

might enjoy

IN-TISO
diuin

ll.vr.

InvisO)
^-.«
^r
III!
1

*

12&0 Temple Street

cated at 12.34

+

Company

.'\nge)es,

California

modern windows, this
COUPON WlLI, BRING
YOUR copy
IN-\'IS-0
1

1 shall be glad to receive for my files 3 copy of
your manual on screening modern windows.

*

Flooring Bureau are
Builders Building, Chicago.

now

Address
lo-

Disappearing

Roller Screen Company
z6o Temple St., Los Angeles

architects.
*

Los

*

of Successful Fireplaces, Fifth Edition,
has just been published by the Donley Brothers Company,
Cleveland. The new edition carries 44 pages and treats
upon the fireplace in relation to its history, common
errors in building and detailed plans of correct construction. May be secured from the Donley Brothers Company,
13900 Miles avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, complimentary to

Oak

1

16 pages of \'aluable technical data on screening

The Donley Book

Headquarters of the

1

Disappearing Roller Screen

Durable Douglas Fir; Comparison of Douglas Fir and
Southern Pine; Douglas Fir for Sash and Frames; Unique
and Beautiful Paneling of Sand Blasted Douglas Fir.
Copies of any or all of these booklets will be supplied
upon request by the Bureau's office, 561 White-Henry
Stuart Building, Seattle, Washington.
*

Rolls up and
a roller shade.

PriunLl full
mil in
You can secure for
freedma of vitfiuu alien in
nj<r. Ideal for dotible-hung
your clients the same adsosh an well «J( eMBentfnle.
vantages in beauty, convenience and ultimate economy. The booklet shown
below tells the complete story, and the coupon will
bring you a copy for your files.

Screens.

*

The West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau offers
some very useful information concerning West Coast
woods in the following booklets and folders:

like

Oatof si'iht.'nil 'jUhe way.
out of ll,r ,rr(ithrr when

.
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IN SAN FRANCISCO^S

HOME TOO

RELIEF

$2,000,000

Perma-Light Wall Finishes
'I^HROUGHOUT

this

magnificent structure

\J Perma-Light Wall Finishes

JOHN

REID,

their

Jr.

higher co.t

Architect

J.

A.

MOHR & SON

Painters

economy and
()cr

were chosen for

durability despite a slightly

gallon.

Perma-Light Wall Finishes provide a perfect seal
and full protection against suction, lime burns or

& Decorators

air checking.

CLINTON CONST. CO.
Preferred by

Qeneral Contractors

many

leading architects.

Made

ex-

by Hill, Hubbell & Company, manufacturers of a complete line of architectural finishes.
Architects' specifications covering each finish
clusively

available.

HILL,

HUBBELL & COMPANY
Mannfactureis of

FAINTS VARNISHES ENAMELS
BITURINE PROTECTIVE COATINGS
•

•

115

Davis

St.

SAN FRANCISCO

331

W.

Eleventh

St.

LOS ANGELES

2412 First Ave.

SEATTLE

S.

P. O.

Box

1483

TULSA

51 First St.

PORTLAND

1006

Washington Ave.

HOUSTON

600 E.

Lombard

St.

BALTIMORE

15

Moore

St.

NEW YORK CITY

•s
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WEST COAST WOODS COMPETITION
Following are questions siihmitted by contestants in the
West Coast Woods Architectural Competition, together
with the answers by j. Lister Holmes, the professional
adviser:

have an idea for a home and garage of wood
which I believe will have a direct effect on forest conservation and utilization as well as making for economy in
Question:

50, 75 or/00

I

construction. If I plan this structure so as to make the
best use of the material from this standpoint, will any
credit for this be given me by the judges?

IjearsfromJiQv

Answer: This competition does not contemplate bringing
out ideas or practices calculated to conserve wood or to
reduce the cost of building. One of the particular objects
of the competition is to develop uses of West Coast woods
(Douglas hr. West Coast hemlock, Western red cedar and
Sitka spruce) that could be duplicated only with great
difficulty, if at all, by the woods of other regions. For
this reason the committee in drafting the competition
program did not place a cost limit on the structure to be
built from the designs. Contestants may go as far as they
wish in developing new and striking ideas and uses of
West Coast woods, without giving any consideration to
the cost of construction or of the finished residence.
Question: What is meant by the phrase "immediate site
of i2.,ooo square feet" in the program of competition?
Answer: The property upon which the house is placed
limited to ii,ooo square feet, but it may be any shape.

is

Question: Where may samples of the different West Coast
woods be procured?
Answer: From local retail lumber dealers or from manufacturers of West Coast woods.
Question: Is there any wide variance in the color of the
different West Coast woods? Is this marked enough to be

differentiated

Portion of Steelead Skylights, Bank of
Graham,
California,
Seattle.
John
Architect.
J. A. McEachern & Company, General Contractors.

This Skylight will be in Service

when weathered?

Answer: The natural colors of the woods included in the
competition and the changes that occur in weathering

BECAUSE

—

West Coast hemlock— Is almost a light straw color when
it ages it acquires a clear, light ocher tint, tinged
with reddish brown, darkening very slightly and becom-

more mellow with

chemical action,
temperature changes.

resists

Leading architects specify

a hint of sienna.

Send for

it.

Northwest Lead Company

Exposed to the

gradually assumes a light sienna-gray color.
Sitka spruce— VvcshXy sawn is a clear, light silvery
brown, almost white, with a faint tinge of clear red, the
color deepening slightly as it ages. Exposed to the
weather it remains a rather light silvery gray with a
mellowing tint of burnt umber.
Western red cedar— \J\ien sawed from the log is a clear
reddish brown. Exposed to light in interior work it
gradually deepens in tone, becoming more distinctly
brown. When exposed to the weather it acquires a rather

^STHIIAD'

it

VhelkmianentSkyh^ht

1742-44-46 Fourth Avenue, South

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Geo. H. Short. Dooly Building, Salt Lake City. Utah
Price-Tcltz Co.. Inc.. 523 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.
Continental Bldg. Specialties, Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles. Cal.

USE THE COUPON

NORTHWEST LEAD
COMPANY

deep, gray-brown color.

any preference for a two-story house?
optional.

Question: Is there
is

Would novel

the garden have
weight if planned in accordance with the spirit of this
competition?
Answer: I believe the Jury would give them proper conQuestion:

It

salt air, moisture,

the facts.

cut; as

Answer: This

—

Steelead will outlast the building! It never

needs paint.

reddish-gray.

weather

STEELEAD, the Ever-

The
Construction.
steel "T" bars completely
Steelead Bar
has all
encased in a sheath of pure lead
the strength of steel combined with the
rust-resistant, non-corrosive, non-deteriorating qualities of lead.

—

Douglas fir Young rapid growth, "red tir" usually is
of a light, orange-red color when green, assuming a
darker reddish-brown hue as it ages. When exposed, it
weathers to a soft, neutral reddish-gray. Old growth,
"yellow fir, "is a light ocher, faintly tinted with orange;
as it ages it darkens to a soft, light, burnt umber. Exposed
to the weather it passes through the same color phases
as "red fir," but the final color is a much lighter, soft,

ing

it is

Skylight

lasting

are as follows:

little scale

models on the

/

-

1742-44-46 Fourth Ave., So.. Seattle

-'
t

Please send
Catalog.

Q

me

the following:

Sample Steelead Bar.

Name..
Street

you consider

.— -i^
[g lass
^"""^

r
|

Q

features for

sideration.
Question: Will

^£^..j

"St-ASsJ

City..
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Logan School, Los Angeles
Roliand H. Holbrook. Architect
Superior

Roof Co.

Roofing Contractors

W^ko

fke Gruaranf or?

is

''V^^HAT is

\^ of

the beginning, the middle

and the end

The

the subjed of guaranteed asphalt roofs.

quality of the materials ... the care with
are applied

.

.

.

which they

the thoroughness of inspection

fador of strength in the guarantee

is

.

.

.

every

involved in the

charader of the guarantor.

You
tion

answer that question to your complete

when you

specify El Rey.

The

Guaranteed Roofs.

satisfac-

Ten and Twenty- Year

guarantor

is

then the Los

Angeles Paper Mfg. Co., one of the oldest and largest
roofing concerns in the West... operating a ^1,500,000
plant and widely known for
Complete

sound business methods.

specifications are furnished the archited for El

They

anteed Roofs.
experts,

its

are installed

and inspedted

Rey Guar-

under the supervision of our own

at intervals

throughout the term of the

guarantee.

We
roofs

commend
and

the entire El

shingles, to

you

Rey

line

of roofings, including

your consideration, and

prices

and samples upon

slate

will gladly furnish

request.

Los Angeles Paper Mfg. Co.
1633 No. San Pablo Street

LOS ANGELES

Telephone ANgelus 5236
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basis as drawings, providint; thev are Hat elevations
of the inside and outside of the wall?
Answer: The result woidd he elevations rendered in a
medium not called for in the program and therefore will
not he accepted.
Qiitstion: Should these houses be designed for any particular climate or locality?
Answer: This is optional with the competitor.
Qiitstton: Will color receive much consideration?
Answer: Rendering is merely the vehicle for an idea and,
although it will be given consideration, it will not rate
in proportion to the idea.
Question: The program calls for the use of pencil only on
the sheet bearing the perspective and plans. Could not
these drawings be made in ink?
Answer: All requirements of the program in this regard

same

are

mandatory.
*

*

*

FEDERAL BUILDING PROGRAM LACKS
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
States Civil Service Commission states that
has not received enough applications for positions of
architects and engineers to meet the needs of the Supervising Architect in connection with the $165,000,000
public buildings program recently authorized by Congress.
Examinations are open for assistant architects, associate
architects, assistant structural engineers and assistant
architectural engineers. Entrance salaries range from
$L,4oo to $3,000 a year. Higher-salaried positions are
filled through promotion. Applications for the positions
named will be received by the Commission until June 50.
The Supervising Architect's Otiicc reports considerable
progress in the execution of the authorized program. A
number of buildings in various parts of the country are
under construction and plans are being made for others.
Of the $165,000,000 authorized, $50,000,000 is to be
spent in Washington, District of Columbia, for muchneeded buildings. It is expected that the next Congress
will authorize the purchase of the entire triangle between
Pennsylvania avenue and the Mall, approximately a mile
in length, for the erection of public buildings along the
south side of Pennsylvania avenue from the Capitol to
the Treasury. The consummation of this plan will make
Pennsylvania avenue a grand boulevard, as it should be.
Now it is a distinct disappointment to those who visit
the national capital for the first time.

The United
it

*

*

HOME leaves nothing to be deharmonious expression of tradition,

"IPHE ENGLISH
sired in its

beauty and comfort.

(^

Architect, decorator and
and their achieve-

client all revel in its possibilities

ment.

C[

We may
in early

2.46-68 POST ST.

be said almost to specialize
English furnishings.

'uinrnrDS

SAN FRANCISCO

r

*

BOOK NOTES
Worship in Wood, by Thomas M. Boyd.
While this handsomely printed and illustrated volume
was produced with special reference to church furniture,
presents a decidedly interesting resume of the history
of houses of worship, from the times of primitive man,
through the pantheistic ages, the temples and cathedrals,
the quaint meeting houses of early American history, to
it

our modern conglomerate era with

its

more comfortable

fittings.

Worship

in

Wood. By Thomas M. Boyd. American

Seating Co., Chicago. $8. 00.

Model No. 5A

An

improved model offering more
positive operation, greater sanitation and longer life.

Has vitreous china bowl,
Harvey Wiley Corbett, of the architectural firm of Helmle
and Corbett, New York City, has accepted an invitation
from President Thomas S. Baker to deliver the Commencement oration at the Carnegie Institute of Technology this
year, according to an announcement. Mr. Corbett is a
graduate of the University of California and the Ecole des
in Paris. He is lecturer in architecture at Columbia, a member of the advisory board of the school of
Architecture at Princeton, and a member of the Fine Arts
Commission of the State of New York.

Beaux Arts

nickel-

plated cast brass iy2-in. trap
vitreous china fountain head.

and

HAAVS SANITARY

DRINK.ING FAUCET
COf^KAJNX

BERKELEY, CAL. U.S.A.

See File No. 29HI, Western Construction Catalog
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NATIONAL REINFORCING
the Renaissanc& of Decorative Plastering

JvLstifies
Modern

interiors in

mellow

tints

and

With National Reinforcing

var-

ied textures, in any of the new plasters ....
are no longer questionable successes.

National Reinforcing has made them
economical and as enduring as the building itself.
This welcome renaissance brings to interior
walls and ceilings a simplified decorative
treatment of great beauty that needs no further adornment. It brings this work into

National Reinforcing

—

And it assures
the same crack-proof beauty of surface here
as in flat plastered areas.

it

on

request.

NATIONAL STEEL FABRIC COMPANY
Subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Co.

UNION TRUST BUILDING, PITTSBURGH.

PA.

Branches

New York City. N.Y.
Cleveland. O.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Detroit. Mich.
III.
Los Angeles, Cal. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cincinnati. O.
Seattle, Wash.
St.
San Francisco. Cal.
Atlanta. Ga.

Chicago.

Portland. Ore.
Rochester. N. Y.

San Antonio, Tex.
Louis,

Mo.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

WELDED STEEL FABRIC

distinct

it

least its reinforcing value.

The "Reiriforc&d Plaster Construction' Book will prove iotk
of value and of interest. We will gladly

717

offers

can be bent to
conform to gracefully curving stairways and
arches and unusual angles with the utmost
without lessening in the
ease and facility
advantages, also, in that

the province of the Architect, affording him
a freedom of design unknown before, and
the attractive color and texture effects thus
achieved, add immeasurably to the pleasure
and satisfaction of the owner.

furnish

[a plaster

base of welded steel fabric entirely embedded in the plaster and backed up with a
heavy, two-ply, moisture-proof, sound-deadening insulation] the danger of unsightly
lath marks, and cracks and stained walls is
eliminated.

—
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NEW STEELEAD CATALOG
A comprehensive catalog on

"Stcelead, the Permanent
Skvlight," has just been published hy the Northwest
Lead Company. The hook is profusely illustrated with
tvpical installations and reproductions of blueprints
showing details of construction of various designs of

Model specitications are also given.
The Northwest Lead Company also manufactures a
large variety of other lead products, which are sold under
the Bunker Hill Brand Lead Products trade-mark. A com-

Steelead skylights.

plete engineering

and service department devoted solely

construction is maintained to assist in its
proper adaptation and iiTstallation.
Architects interested may procure copies of this catalog
bv addressing the Northwest Lead Company, 1741 Fourth
avenue South, Seattle, Washington.
to Steelead

*

*

A

*

MASTER THINKS

A very interesting booklet illustrating the unusual and
line ornamental iron in the Hotel Mark Hopkins, as conceived by Weeks and Day, architects and engineers, and
executed bv Michel
Pfeffer Iron Works.
A booklet on California Architectural Windows of Copper Steel has also been recenth- published by Michel &
i.*v

Pfeffer Iron

be secured from the Michel & Pfeffer Iron
Works, Tenth and Harrison streets, San Francisco.
*

*

*

Watrous

flush valve de-

livers the exact quantity
of water required for a

thorough flush by that

make of bowl. By turning a screw, the valve is adjusted to supply the
and no more.
precise amount needed
This vitally important feature should not be confused with regulation for varying water-pressure.
The Watrous valve requires no regulation for pressure conditions.
The design of the Watrous Duojet closet eUminates clogging. Also, as it is very economical with
water, it takes full advantage of the water-saving
features of the Watrous flush valve.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

Wm.
L. C.

Wm.

Never Fails" is the title of a new book issued bv
the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.,
18"; Madison avenue, New York City. Copies will be forwarded without cost to anyone interested.

Horn

Co., 237 Rialto Bldg.. San Francisco
Coombs, 1815 Rodney Drive, Los Angeles

P.

Horn

P.

The executive

*

*

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG.

United States
pany have been removed to 300 West
Chicago.

Gypsum ComAdams street,

CO.
CHICAGO

1220 West Harrison Street
Watrous Flush Valves— Duojet Closets
Basin Cocks

offices of the

Smith Building, Seattle

Co., L. C.

Pacific Coast Representatives of

"Steel

*

WATROUS
FLUSH
VALVE

with any make
USED
of closet bowl, the

Works.

may

Copies

Need No Regulation

—

IRON

IN

FLUSH VALVES

— Combination
—

— Self-Closing

Lavatory Fixtures

—

Pop-Up Wastes Liquid Soap Fixtures Etc.
Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United

States.
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Before me, a Notary Public in ami fur the Slale and county afnrtsaid, personally
appeared J. Leslie Kleek, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and
Kivs that he is the Business Manager of the PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT and
thai the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the dale shown in the above caption, required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 44J, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
on the reverse of this form, to-wit:
1.
That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business nianageis are:
Name of
Post Office Adress
Publisher, Western Stales Publishing Corporation, 70 j Market Street, San Francisco.
Editor, Harris Allen,
70; Market Street, San Francisco.

ill

:

^^r=4Mi*j

Managing Editor, None.
Business Manager, J, Leslie Meek,
70J Market Street, San Francisco.
2.
That the owner is: (If the publication is owned by an individual his name
and address, or if owned by more than one individual the name and address of each,
should be given below; if the publication is owned by a corporation the name of
the corporation and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of the total amount of stock should be given.)
Western Slates Publishing Corporation, 70; Market Street, San Francisco; A.
Hoffman, 345 Battery Street, San Francisco^ Harris Allen, 70J Market Street, San
Francisco; H. Collier, J45 Battery Street, San Francisco; N. Brydonc-Jack, 1617
West Thirtieth Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
J.
or holding i per cent or more of the total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities are:
None,
(If there are none, so state.)
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of ihc owners, stock4.
holders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting; also that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ments

embracing

affiant's

full

knowledge and

belief

as

to

the

circumstances and

conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon ihc
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said

bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him,
That the average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months
preceding the date shown above is,...
(This information is required from daily
publications only.)
lesLIE MEEK, Business Manager.

XJESS Cabinets and Mik-rors are suitable
for the finest bathrooms, at prices

the ordinary income.
Sold by local dealers every. If you cannot
find them at home, write for particulars.
to

fit

Write for catalogue; or See

stock,

5.

j

Sworn

to

and subscribed before

me

this

1st day of -April,

(SEAL)

(My Commission

1927.

E. J.
expires August 18,

CASEY.
19^7-)

HESS

WARMING

&.

w

Stveet's Index.

VENTILATING CO.

Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnace.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

m
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The Heating Problem Solved!
The

Page Gas Furnace
—

is

scientifically constructed, so as to give the

most permanent

efficient service.

heat extraction

(as

illustrated),

Five stages of
cast-iron

con-

struction with outer casing of heavy galvanized

simplicity of construction and operation,

iron,

insure complete satisfaction.

More

heat to rooms

+

lower fuel consumption^

greater comfort and smaller gas

Complete information

is

bills.

available to you on request.

Manufactured by

Montague Furnace
376-386 Sixth Street, San Francisco
Northwest Representative: E.

J.

Co., Inc<

Phone Market 4845

Hilscher, 94 Columbia

St.,

Seattle

Nature^s Own
Roof Colors
Nori'Fading
Yosemite Rock!
in

Pioneer Yosemite Rock-Surfaced Shingles form a
beautiful and colorful roof of fire-safe crushed rock
from Yosemite. Colored by nature in absolutely nonfading hues of Red, Green, Golden-Brown, BlueBlack and multi-colored Blends, they never need paint
or stain.

Specify
tion

.

terial

.

for permanent roof beauty and protecthey are sold by Lumber, Building Ma-

them
.

and Hardware Dealers.

PIONEER PAPER

CO.. Inc.
Established 1888

Los Angeles
Seattle

— San Francisco
— Portland
— Denver

ff)iGneel

Spokane

Pioneer Manufactures a
Complete Line of RooBngs

and Building Papers

Yosemite RpckSurfaced

SHINGLES

m
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Anthony, Inc., Building, San Francisco
Alhambra Theatre, San Francisco; Miller and Pfluegcr, Architects

Interior Detail, Earle C.

Castro Theatre, San Fr.incisco; Miller and Pfluegcr, Architects
Peninsula Theatre, Burlingame; Weeks and Day, Architects.
California Theatre, San Jose; Weeks and Dav, Architects
El Capitan Theatre. Hollywood; Morgan, Walls and Clements, Architects
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Music Box Theatre. Hollywood; Morgan, Walls and Clements, Architects
"Packard" Building for Earle C. Anthony, Inc., San Francisco; Bernard Maybeck, Architect,
Residence of Mr and Mrs. W. L. Risley, Los Angeles; W. L. Rislcy, Architect
Residence of Mr. Walter A. Green, Lankershim, California; W. L. Rislcy, Architect
English Cottage, Brenchiey-Kent
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TYPE A — Clear

Span Type

Choose Your Location —

M— Monitor Type

TYPE

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

COASTEEL Building Will Fit It
choice
a
on
NEVER
your one-story
building — standard
a

the

hesitate

—Low Crane Type wilh

TYPE BMB

monitor

of

location for

fit

any required

a

industrial

COASTEEL

Building

will

combination of length, width and height of building.

m^

,^^
Type

BAB

Buildings also available

TYPE BCB— High

Crane Type

Just as wide a choice in type of building

By combining

standard

standard bay lengths and standard

ment, you can get a
exactly suit you.

(^
Type

M

record time because
truss also available

it

it is

possible.

columns,

window

arrange-

Building that will

can be shipped and erected in
standard.

(oi

COASTEEL
SAWTOOTH TYPE

COASTEEL

And

is

standard

trusses,

(ST)

buildings are manufactured

and

San Francisco

carried in stock in

MICHEL & PFEFFER IRON WORKS
MULTIPLE SPAN BUILDING
l/-i>^

Type

MM

shown, type

A

#

Tenth and Harrison Streets
San Francisco
<&^.

.^'° .1^^
<i^''^

trusses

also available
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NUMBER ONE

HAVE AN ARCHITECT?
DV H. ROY KELLEY, A.

1.

A.

Pre tfJcnr of Los Angelet Archittctuml Club

&^

^^ '^

mm
Sw

\'ERY
chant

enterprising

who

has

Middle West

snoe
shoe

merthe
land of

come from

to

this

sunshine, finding his

own

field

overcrowded, has looked around
i^fiimzjmsLi
for some better business opportunity. It is only natural that he should hit upon
our biggest and most active industry building.
Having nosed around and gotten a smattering ot
superficial knowledge of building and with a
small amount of capital to invest, he soon takes
a flyer and we then have another builder in our
midst. Having built one or two houses, he soon
learns how it is done and his next step is to
attempt the planning and designing of a lew
himself. He is now a "Designer and Builder."
His one aim is to make money, the more the
better. He is not primarily interested in, nor by
experience capable of, planning with economy,

Wi
^^^

—

using materials properly or designing attractively, all of which are fundamental bases of the
architect's training. He has not the love of
building attractively and well, which is the propelling force of the architects' endeavors. And
most sad of all, the man for whom he builds has
no expert supervision of the work b\' which to
know that he is getting what he is paying for.
The net result of this system has been a tremendous mass of poorly designed, poorly planned
and poorly built houses, in which initial waste
and subsequent costs of maintenance and repair
are not only huge hut inexcusable.
These so-called "designers and builders" have
used every trick of advertising and publicity to
sell themselves to the public, one of which has
been their advising the public to leave out the
architect, thereby saving an unnecessary commission. The architects in turn have done nothing to controvert this, and enlighten the public
as to what constitutes the real services of an
architect, and the economic and aesthetic benefits that accrue to the client who employs one.
The architect has been too reticent, too dignified, and too ethical to engage in anything that
might border on advertising to acquaint the
public with facts of his excuse for existence. It
public should
is but na tural the misinformed
•Counts)

of

"C^llFORNI.A Soil

III

\vi.

gain the impression that he is a nonessential element to building an unnecessary expense to be

—

saved.
It

is

startling to find the vast

sumably well-educated persons

number of prewho have the

impression that the architect's only function is
draw plans. If the plans can be obtained in
any other manner from a book, from a contractor, or what-not
that is a good amount of
expense well saved. Nothing has been done bv
the architects to correct this fallacy of thought.
Some time ago many architects and others who
have an inherent appreciation of beauty and the
litncss of things suddenly awakened to a realization ol what was taking place in our domestic
environment and looked with horror upon the
liideous array of poorly built and poorly designed homes which had sprung up like mushrooms. They then got together and considered
ways of inducing and encouraging people to
build better homes. The result was the sponsoring and guidance of small-house plan service
bureaus and certain magazines devoted to the
publishing of material for prospective home
builders. This activity has undoubtedly improved the character and the planning ot our
houses, but it has done little to improve the
quality, and nothing to insure the home-builder
getting honest value for the money he spends.
The architects' approval of people getting
plans from plan service bureaus and paying a
nominal fixed price for them has been a mistake
because it has not only encouraged people to
evade paying a legitimate architectural fee but
has given them a misapprehension as to exactly
what that fee is for. Few people realize the real
advantages of employing an architect, and we
to

—

architects

—

have done nothing collectively to

enlighten them.
The first great value of the architect's service
is that of economic planning. Making every bit
of usable space count to the greatest advantage
means a great deal in this day of high building
costs, and this is the most important part of the
architect's fundamental training.
The next advantage of the architect's service
his

command

is

of those elements of beauty of de-
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RECENT CALIFORNIA THEATRES
BY HARRIS ALLEN,
F

A.

I.

THERE

may

is any place where one
violate the ancient conven-

may be ornamented, but ornament should not
tion "Construction

be constructed," it is in the
treatment of a theatre. When a
erected frankly to amuse people, to

3uilding is
divert them from serious work and worry, to
house the representation of things which are not

most truly expressed by a false facade. Such, at least, is the
assumption under which countless architects
have labored. The results have but too often
been very obviously labored.
Following our California custom of using
Spanish motifs, the group of theatres illustrated

as they seem, its purposes can be

herewith have happily escaped this stigma.
In general, there is evidenced unity in composistrong and well-balanced architectural
a gay exuberance of well-modeled dewhich is appropriate to style and purpose.

tion,

lines,
tail

and

While most of them show Baroque

influence,

out-and-out Moorish, very thoroughly
carried out, "theatrical" to the last degree; and
one interior is modernized with some rather extraordinary hints of "L'Arts Nouveaux."
The execution of all this riot of ornament is
extremely good, vigorous and crisp, with little

one

is

office Entrance, Belasco Theatre,

Los Angeles

or no looseness or uncertainty. Color is well
handled now there is no excuse for crudity,
rawness, muddiness, lack of harmony. These
theatres present an effect of mellow splendor,
produced by the clever combination of many
colors, blended, glazed, antiqued. Fixtures and
furnishings are carefully chosen to avoid any
jarring note.
The comfort of the theatre patron is being
looked after most affectionately, with a supply
of lounges, smoking rooms, retiring rooms, luxuriant couches, thick rugs, softly shaded lights,
and so on, ad infinitum. This phase of public entertainment has evidently grown much more
important with the expansion of moving picture popularity, with its changing, waiting

—

crowds.

The function of

the theatre nevertheless, deemphasis on that portion
outside the stage, is still the same, the eye and
the ear must be tickled. And doubtless the building of these amusement palaces will continue to
afford opportunity for the pencils and brushes
and trowels of our architects and craftsmen.
spite the increasing
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ALHAMBRA TH EATRE, SAN
Photn by Gabriel Moulin

FRANCISCO, CALirORNIA. MILLER

AND PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS
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ABOVE— auditorium; below — foyer; ALHAMBRA theatre, SAN
MILLER AND PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS
Plioloi by CiAi-J./ MmJin

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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CASTRO THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
MILLER AND PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS
Pl,„lu

l,y

Cihrirl Mnulii,
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DETAIL, PENINSULA THEATRE, BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA
WEEKS AND DAY, ARCHITECTS
Photo by fjrofi Alherton
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DETAIL or OROAN SCREEN, CALIFORNIA THEATRE, SAN JOSE, CALIEORNIA
WEEKS AND DAY, ARCHITECTS
Photij by

Faxon

Atliri
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rOYER, CALIFORNIA THEATRE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
WEEKS AND DAY, ARCHITECTS
Ph^,f^ by y-'xon
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MARQUISE, EL CAPITAN THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
rhctQ by Tht Mott Studio
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DETAIL or orncE untrance, el capitan theatre, Hollywood, California
MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
/•/i-fo

hy Tlu

Moll Studt"<
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LOBBY, EL CAPITAN THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
rll«ta by

riu Mull Sludiu
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BELASCO THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, CALITORNIA

MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
Pltoto by

Tht Mt,tt Stujio
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ABOVE— proscenium; below — LOBBY, BLLASCO THEATRE, LOi AN'GTLES, CALIFORNIA
MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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MUblC BOX TIlUATRli, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
Photoi by Thr MotI Stu.Uoi
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THE MAN ON THE STREET' --Speaks of fheVackard^mlding
I

N

BY ZOE A BATTU

attempting to get the reactions

of

the

lay

mind on the new

Packard Building, I strove to
choose people who could respond
with intelligence, vet who lacked

knowlcdgeof the technical phases
some cases of art, gen-

of architecture, and in

The opinions as set forth are spontaneous
"snap' judgments of the typical "man on
the street" as to what he likes or doesn't like
about this building, which has raised such a
great wave of comment within and without the
erally.

— the

profession.
it is not entirely fair to evaluate such a
the opinions of this indefinite person of
the masses, but here in America his views can
never be wholly disregarded. He may be, educationally, emotionally, culturally, unequipped to
weigh values in the c]uestion at hand, prone to
quick, shallow judgments, untempered even by
a spirit of intellectual tolerance yet by a paradox
of the existing order, his decisions represent
ultimate wisdom. He is the court of final appeal
for the leaders of great causes and the prevalent
assumption is that his judgments are divinely
right. Under these conditions, can we do less
than give him voice in attempting to arrive at a
just estimate of this Packard Building?
The parties to the experiment included a New
York business man, the sales manager for a soda
fountain and candy manufacturers' supply house,
an engineer in the construction department of
the telephone company, a literary magazine editor, a group of housewives, a student and
teacher of psvchological and philosophical stud-

Perhaps

work by

something wrong with anyone who said that
there is anything wrong with Maybeck's work.
The editor of the literary magazine gave it as
her opinion that the building is expressive and
suggestive of the machine it houses. The Packard
is an aristocrat among cars; the building is a
fitting home for such a car. This motive and its
expression in this instance she compared to
present-day methods employed in advertising
fine

perfumes,

jewelry,

costly

wherebv color and well-executed

fabrics,

etc.,

effects in

type

and composition subtly convey a sense of the
beauty, value and distinctiveness of the product.
The group of housewives thought that as a
business building it was all very well. However,
to attempt to duplicate the pretentious spirit in
the average home would, in the opinion of these
women, render the home not a place to be lived
in and with, but something merely to be

looked

at.

opinion of the student and teacher of
psychological subjects, such structures represent
an economic waste. They are the result of an
economic order marked by competition so keen
that we are driven to oversell and to place as
much or more emphasis on things outside of the
product as upon the inherent values of the merchandise itself. This woman was careful to add
that she does not discount the importance of
beauty and harmony in the material and abstract scheme of things, but she was emphatic in
the point that it is more fitting to the spirit of
business to keep its beauty simple and shorn of
the unnecessarily ornate.
The commercial artist could not see any justiies, a commercial artist.
fication for the ensemble or its details from an
The New York business man voted the struc- artistic or practical standpoint. If, indeed, it has
ture as typical of San Francisco, but questioned
advertising value, it secures that value by violathe wisdom of what he termed the "futuristic"
tion, rather than original interpretation, of
in business buildings. He is a very successful
practically sound advertising art principles. The
business man, dealing in costly luxuries, but
thing in this woman's opinion is "stagey"
would hesitate to put up a building so preten- confused clamor for attention. The outside piltiously unique as this one for fear his customers'
lars have no structural reason for being. They
minds would be concentrated upon the architec- hold up nothing; they are no integral part of the
ture and decorations, rather than upon the
walls and upper stories. They are just put there
merchandise. He would have his business home
because they are pink.
well and artistically built, with a judicious use
And so it goes. Public opinion on the merits of
of color and variety, but less obtrusive and
the building is clearly divided. Where one man
spectacular than the Packard Building.
accepts it, the next rejects it, and acceptances
In the opinion of the soda fountain salesman
tend to be tempered by reservations. The gist of
the building is without an equal in the city for
this situation is perhaps best expressed by Mayits advertising value.
beck himself in the radio speech he delivered at
The telephone company engineer, after exam- the formal opening of the structure. To repeat
ining the structure from several points of the
him in part: "Only in San Francisco does this
compass and at night under the play of its
building happen, and only at this hour— it may
changing lights, decided that there must bej be good art; it may be bad. * * * The one thing
;

In the

—
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this building does reflect to me is earnestness, energ)',
hard work, and it seems to me that everyone from the

bottom up worked with asenseofdoingsomethinggood."
For mvself, and speaking as I must as a layman, I am
verv certain that the building could happen in no other
place than California, where verily the cultures and archseem to find climatic
and geographical environments favorable to the evolution of fresh expressions and vigor, and at a time when
we are peculiarly sensitive to the widely varied heritage
that is ours and facile in giving the many, many elements
new adaptations. When I first looked upon the building,
I was confused bv the complexity of sources from which
it springs and the infinite variety of its materials. There
seemed to he no logical connection between masses and
details. But after a time this confusion passed away,
much in the same fashion that misunderstanding of a
new, strange opera passes away. I perceived unity of
symbolism in the building, as a building. As such it is
variouslv and ideally suggestive of many lands, architecitectures of all the races of the earth

tures, inspirations, of the Orient,

Hugo expressed in thought. When the Cathedral of Notre
Dame covers you, you seem to sense the presence of men
who lived long ago. You may sense the good that they
were buried with their bones. That
mirror of that sky, those trees, those
swamps, the hearts of those men who lived in that exact
geographic location, and at that exact hour, and at
nowhere else and at no other time.
"This building. The Packard, in which I stand as I
give voice to mv thoughts, is again the repetition of the
forces that built cathedrals, but from a different motive.
Only in San Francisco does this building happen, and only
but
at this hour— it may be good art, it may be bad
such as it is, it is the outcome of the man who inspired
did;

their errors

cathedral

is

a

—

'

Occident, Asia, Africa.

richly visionary.
But in the matter of the structure's svmbolism in relation to its purpose, I am beset with doubts. The Packard
car is an aristocrat of the machine age. It is steel and
little else, made alive, sensitive, responsive, muscular.
It is

sumptuous, luxurious, but what a marvel it is
of the art of achieving these qualities by confining structural and ornamental elements to bare essentials!
So it seems to me that between the building, the business and product it houses there is a subtle incongruity
and discrepancv an opportunity overlooked to create
something equal in impressiveness, attention value and
beautv, yet giving more exact expression to the spirit and
motive that has evolved this vital thing of steel.
However, let that point pass as it may. The creator has,
without question, labored in sincerity, though he may
have disregarded this or that precedent. His sincerity and
courage are genuinely virile and it is not impossible that
another generation of builders will carry forth the symbolism and spirit expressed in this work to a fine and
harmonious perfection. Such things have happened
It is costlv,

—

before.

—

\Etiitorial Nori:
Professional opinions as to the merits of tiie Packard
Building varv as much or more than those of laymen. The liberties which
have been taken with the use of motifs, materials and colors are questioned bv purists. Disregarding these as matters of detail, no one can
question the fundamental architectural qualities of mass and line, of
proportion and balance, or the eifcct of monumental nobilitv which has
been conceived,
*
*
*

it'

and had the courage to bring

it

into being, aided by

many men. The one thing this building does reflect to
me is earnestness, energy and hard work; and it seems
to me that everv one from the bottom up worked with

j

TALK BY BERNARD R. MAYBECK,
BROADCASTED FROM THE PACKARD BUILDING
ON ITS OPENING NIGHT
I are molded bv the land, the trees, the sky and
that surrounds us
the streets, the houses and men.
Our hearts are shaped by the plaster walls that cover us
and we reflect plaster-wall ideals, and that by repetition
to the nth power.
"When I make a vase, a cup or a saucer they will be the
exact expression of what I am. This vase or cup or saucer

"You and

all

—

will tell you who and
before your sight.

what

I

am whenever they appear

"The time may come when we

shall bring

man-made

things to establish facts in history, to round it out, just
as it is being done in the courts to find out the truth for
the jury.
"A Russian philosopher, Ouspensky, like the American
Indian, thinks that the things men make are alive. He
says that when he passes the walls of the Kremlin Prison
he feels that the stones themselves reflect the meaning
of why they are there. Perhaps from this same point of
view the Notre Dame of Paris tells the story that Victor

doing something good. Every sensitive heart
that can read will feel this spirit of the men who built
the place, and I believe those who come from the snow
countries will feel that it is an expression of the 'Spirit
of San Francisco,' and that it could not happen in Boston.
The people of that snow country have another spirit
which would take on a different form. All this is another
way of speaking of cooperation. The measure of the
beautv of a city is the measure of the cooperation of its
a sense of

citizens." Notr.—"Thc man who inspired

WET BRICK BEFORE, NOT

it"

is

EarleC. Anthony.

AFTER, LAYING

The wetting

of brickwork for a period after laying, as
often is done in concrete construction, does not add to the
strength of the brickwork, according to information
given out bv the Common Brick Industry as a result of a
series of tests conducted by the United States Bureau of
Standards at Washington. Tests have proven there is no

decided increase in the strength of wetted walls over
those of the same type of construction which were unsprinkled. The industry, therefore, states that this unnecessary expense and trouble may safely be eliminated.
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CALIFORNIA
C. ANTHONY, INC., SAN FRANCISCO,
BERNARD MAYBECK, ARCHITECT; AHNDEN AND POWERS, ASSOCIATED

SALES ROOM, "PACKARD" BUILDING FOR EARLE
P/iotoj by Gabriel

Moulin
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RESIDENCE OF MR. AND MRS. W.

W.

L.

L. RISLEY, LOS ANGELES, CALirORNIA
RISLEY, ARCHITECT
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Lacquer Is Again Chosen
—for another of San Francisco's new temples of
commerce, where requirements of quahty and
durability compelled the use of highest grade
nitro-cellulose lacquer. «>(• The Insurance Center
Building; Powers (ZrAhnden, Architects; Cahill
Sons, Painters
Bros., Inc., Builders; A. Quandt
Guerrero
Street,
and Decorators fsince 1885]) 374

&

San Francisco, California

"Co-operation for Q^iiality"

Piomtri and jpfcialisti in tht application of lacquer by air brush in the architectural fielii. Complete decorative color schemes
designed and furnished. Quandt quality is available for the small job as welt as the large. Our operations are State-wide.
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MIGHTY AND THE MASSES
|BY M. G. PERRINjj

Scaritig Etigitieer, C. F.

[HE

prone to take its
and lecture
h.ill, its church pews, altar embellishments and other material forms of its
spiritual faith, largely as a matter of
course. Its notice of such equipment and
comment thereon is apt to he confined
to a lack of comfort or some other glaring fault. But the architect planning a building for public
gatherings must consider a multitude of factors in providing seating facilities that are at once comfortable,
enduring, within the allotted cost for them, and in keeping with the spirit and purposes of the structure.
His problem is often far from being simple, but modern
production methods and a rich tradition of history unite
to enable him to provide seating of superlative artistry
and excellence at a reasonable cost. Historically the
sources and inspirations that lend themselves to the design of seating units for public gathering places are as
rich and varied as architecture itself. Throughout the
lands of the earth and the ages, wherein man has built
his great temples of worship or amusement, he has invariablv embodied in the seating units hnely wrought
designs, symbolically and artistically in harmony with
the spirit of the whole.
Indeed, we may take a single carved pew from any of the
world-famous or lesser known cathedrals of the Old
World and from its general design and embellishments
gencr.il piihlic

is

seats at the theatre, opera

piece together a creditable

Webtr

& Co.

better-known and leading houses within the seat-making
industry are fully alive to the responsibility this tradition
and history impose upon them. The industry is among
the foremost of great American enterprises, with a full

knowledge of the building.

realization of the existing opportunity to create products
artistically worthy of an exalted past and to cooperate
with today's architects in giving lasting expression to

craftsmanship of the modern
high standards of workmanship and quality prevail in this industry of seat

some of the

finer creative

age. Thus, generally speaking,

making.
Mechanical features of chairs with movable seats have
been simplified to the point of being entirely troubleproof. The chairs are built for long life and to withstand
all the careless usage that a thoughtless public gives
them. The woods used in chairs, pews and other ecclesiastical cabinet work are selected for their soundness and
beauty of grain; carefully cured, dried and processed to
best withstand the climatic conditions in the location
where the products will be installed. Fabrics are woven
largely to specification with the object of rendering them
tear-proof and well-nigh wear-proof.
Within this industry there has been assembled possibly
the largest and most expert group of wood workers,
carvers and metal workers to be found in America today.
The leaders in wood-carving work come from a score of
lands in which the art has attained outstanding perfection.

These men are

artists in their

its purpose and the innermost thoughts of the people who
brought it into being. We may take a chair from one of
the opera houses of Paris, Rome, Berlin, London, New
York, and truly the splendor of the opera, the glamor of
the drama have become part and parcel of the materials
of which it is made.
Fortunately for this age, its builders and buildings, the

medium and

skilled

own

or executing those furnished by the architect in a manner that reveals the inherent beauty of the wood grain and makes of these
smaller units in the architectural scheme things of rare
in creating designs of their

beauty and symbolical

interest.

Indicative of the singular excellence which seat making
has attained in America is the seating of the Temple
Emanu-El, San Francisco. This job has been rated in the
industry and the architectural profession as one of the
[Ciinlinu>f(l

on page sv]
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oped by Gladding, McBean & Co. is revealed here,
fine harmony with stone walls.
The full range of
kiln-run colors was employed, making a roof
of exceptional attractiveness.

GLADDING McBEAN tr CO.
LOS ANGELES PRESSED BRICK COMPANY
<

San Francisco:
660 Market Street

m

Seattle: 1500 1st

Los Angeles:
611

S.

Hope

Avenue, South

Portland: 454 Everett Street

Street

An /liter

INTERIOR DECORATING
DEVELOPING DECORATIVE ASPECTS IN HEATING
BY ZOE
IF ALL THE PROBLEMS which beset
the architect, that of the artistic disposal of heat registers and radiators is
by all odds the most stubborn and defiant of a thoroughly satisfactory solution. Radiators may be set in wall
recesses; registers may be set flush with
3 the walls and radiator screens can be
had in any number of materials, beautiful designs and
effects, but somehow there always lingers, in the most
skillful attempt at concealment, a sense of the makeshift.
It seems quite impossible to entirely banish a certain mechanical note that such external apparatus injects into
the otherwise harmoniously artistic chambers of the
home, business house or public gathering place.
But whatever may be the objectional features of heating
systems from the artistic viewpoint, they are nothing
that can be done away with. Satisfactory heating is indispensable to comfort and full efficiency in every type of
building. The situation from an artistic and decorative
standpoint, therefore, is distinctly one of choosing the
lesser of two evils and studying facilities at hand with a
view to making the best of them.
Before dealing with the decorative possibilities of heating systems, it is, of course, understood that mechanical
and engineering factors bearing on the case have been
fully considered and provided for. No matter what
decorative masterpiece the architect may evolve in the
way of registers and radiators, the feat will win him
little gratitude from a client whose home or business
place is inadequately heated because unseen mechanism
has been sacrificed or wrongly handled to provide impressive exterior arrangements.

BATTU

A.

facturers of heating systems in order to perfect their
products. Everyone was so concerned with these angles

that artistry was not thought of. But now that the heating system industry, as a whole, has mechanically perfected its products, it has time to concern itself with their
artistic possibilities.

Thus, in recent years, we see the registers and radiators
of the several types of heating plants acquiring some
semblance of grace and good design. Steam radiators,
whether fired "from a central basement plant or from a
self-contained gas or electrical unit, are no longer the ungainly objects of former years. Their loops are slenderized

and harsh contours are toned down.
Hot-air registers are made in period designs and various
colors and finishes, so that they blend very well with the
style and color scheme of the rooms into which they are
put. In fact, this type of heating is perhaps the most
flexible available from the standpoint of register treatment, for while the wall openings, in the interest of
practicality, may have to be rather large, registers can be
specially designed so that the effect is still pleasing and
the unity of "the room is not objectionally broken. In
homes, especially, this is an important consideration.
The evil of soiled walls in this type of plant is always
more or less present. However, in the Pacific Coast terri-

tory,

where hot-air heating systems

are in extensive use,

assumes abnormal proportions, because it is seldom necessary to burn any kind of fuel at
high temperatures over prolonged periods.
If the client is a stickler for cleanliness, electric heat will
since it ejects no
fill all his demands in this direction,
gases, fumes or dust into the air and production of heat is
this objection rarely

was, perhaps the importance of these strictly utilitarian factors of heating that made progress slow m
evolving its artistic side. Heat was heat and could not be
left out of buildmg plans, and there was a vast number of
mechanical and scientific problems to be solved by manuIt

independent of atmospheric conditions. Electrical heaters
of both the portable and wall type show growing traces
toward physical attractiveness and harmony with their
surroundings.
For this type of heating there has also been developed a
system of automatic thermostatic control, which is
[Cixitlu.KiI
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Experience^

Qounts

MANY

years of suc-

cessful experience in

manufacturing special furnishings requiring fine
wood carving and cabinet

work by

artisans experi-

enced alike in Ecclesiastic
design and symbolism,
assure architect andclient

and economihandling of Pews,

satisfaction

cal

Chancel, Altar or other
special furniture of the
better grade.

Consultation on plans

and estimates given without obligation.

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
LOS ANCEr.ES
6900 Avalon Blvd.

FRESNO

OAKLAND

GENERAL OFFICES:
C. F.

WEHER

P.icific

Cn.ist

Si

COMPANY

Distributors

601-609 Mission St.
SAN J'RANCISCO

1082

LYTTON BUILDING, CHICAGO
PHOENIX, AKIZ.
5i4

W.

Wasliiiiglon St.

RENO, NEV.

EDITORIAL
Trinciples of Tractice

AT THE

Convention of the American
Washington, May, 1917, a revised and briefer Code of
Ethics was adopted, has been printed and

l\.

last

Institute of Architects, held in

mailed to all members, and
upon them.

now

is

binding

That these Principles of Professional Practice
should apply to the conduct of
whether A. I. A. members or not,
one, at

first

would be
sible, to

reading.

difficult

frame a

As

this

all architects,
is

and voluminous,

set of rules

clear to any-

document
if

states, it

not impos-

which would cover

and relations of the archiHowever, the Nine Points to which this
Code has been boiled down are broad enough to
guide under almost any conditions or circum-

been featured, and maintain the high standard
of merit to be expected. A special "House Number" gave examples of domestic architecture
from various parts of California, all evidently
chosen by a judge of good design and good
taste. Text pages are set with large, well-spaced
type, easy to read. It does not need the eye of an
expert to appreciate the tremendous improvement in appearance and make-up; and we are
sure that the Architect and Engineer, which has

always specialized in giving useful information
to and about the building industry, will be even

more valuable

definitely all duties
tect.

stances.

A

preliminary paragraph states the basic prinit should
be quoted and repeated as widely as possible;
"The profession of architecture calls for men of the

ciples of the profession so clearly that

highest integrity, business capacity and artistic ability. The architect is entrusted with financial undertakings in which his honesty of purpose must be
above suspicion; he acts as professional adviser to
his client and his advice must be absolutely disinterested; he is charged with the exercise of judicial
functions as between client and contractors and must
act with entire impartiality; he has moral responsibilities to his professional associates and subordinates; finally, he is engaged in a profession which
carries with it grave responsibility to the public.
These duties and responsibilities cannot be properly
discharged unless his motives, conduct, and ability
are such as to command respect and confidence."

In the light of previous comment in these
columns, it is interesting to note that the new
Code definitely urges greater publicity: "An
architect will not advertise for the purpose of
self-laudatory publicity, but publicity of the
standards, aims and progress of the profession is
to be

commended."
*

*

readers in the

new

form.

BARCELONA PORT COMPETITION
Domestic Commerce by American Consul-General Nathaniel B. Stewart at Barcelona, Spain, he advises that he
has received a communication from the Consortium of
Warehousing and Free Port of Barcelona, stating that it
is proposed to construct in Barcelona a model free port
and that to aid in carrying out this purpose it is opening
an international competition of preliminary plans and
projects in which the technical skill of the entire world
IS invited to compete. The competition will be open to
all competent persons whatever their residence or nationalities.

may be drawn in Spanish, French, English,
German or Portuguese. The period for their

Plans

Italian,

presentation ends on December 9, 192.7, at ii p.m. A
prize of 100,000 pesetas and another of 15,000 pesetas will
be awarded to those offering the plans chosen.
Complete details of the terms of the competition, together with all other necessary information, are on file
in the office of Leonard B. Gary, district manager of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 310 Customhouse, San Francisco.

RESIDENTIAL COST INCREASES IN PAST
TWELVE YEARS
Figures recently published by an investment company on
the cost of residential building for the Los Angeles district show a gradual increase every year from 191";
to 192-6.

On the basis of cost per square foot for residential
building the figures are as follows:
Per sq. ft.
Year
1915

$1.82.

91 6

TtO

1917
1918
1919

i 53

1

Wishing ^JMany Happy T{ettirns
OUR HEARTY congratulations to the Architect

thus joining the ranks of what may be called
standard-sized magazines.
The choice of illustrations for this and subsequent issues has been happy. Buildings which
received Honor Awards from the Northern and
Southern California Chapters, A. I, A., have

its

In a report just furnished the Bureau of Foreign and

*

and Engineer, which celebrated its twenty-second birthday by change, in the April number, to a larger size page and an attractive cover,

to

•

192.0

90
48
4.09

192.1

4.z6

19^^
192-3

4 31
4 43

192.4

4-8')

192-5

4-94
5.10

2..

3

1916
*

*

*

Luther Fentress, architect, has removed his studio and
residence to San Marino, California.
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LIGGETT BUILDING, SEATTLE, 'WASHINGTON
Linton

&

MoKlcnhinrr, Arcliitccts

HOLLOW METAL ELEVATOR FRONTS
for

above building manufactured and installed by

us.

FORDERER CORNICE WORKS
Executive Offices

Potrero

Avenue and

and Factory:

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angehs Office:

927

\

W. M.

Garland Building, 9th and Spring Streets
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SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
MEMBER ARCHITECTURAL

CLUDs' TRANSFER SYSTEM

Howard

President

Lawrence
Harry Langley

Vice-President
Directors:

WESTERN STATES HEADQUARTERS; SOCIETY BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTS

Burnett

E.

F.

Keyser

S. F. A. C. has once more furnished
winners for the Harvard Annual Scholarship. The lucky men this year were
none other than Rome Bias, also last
\car's winner, and Theo. N'ierra, the
pride of the Club. The bovs unite in
extending their heartiest congratulations to both Rome and Teddv, with
the hope that they both enjoy to the fullest the henelits
to which their earnest efforts entitle them.
The Club picnic held Mav 2.1 at Marshall Park was
voted a huge success by all who attended. Games, dancing and feasting helped to make the occasion a happy one.
The June meeting was well attended and was featured
by moving pictures in conjunction with a lecture on the
manufacture and uses of Celotex.
Vacancies made bv the retiring treasurer and directors
were recommended to be filled by Ed Counter for treasurer and the Nominating Committee announces Jack Slv,
Ira Springer and J. Devitt will do battle for the director-

i]HE

...

Russell B. Coleman
John H. Devitt

Ira H. Springi;r

Arthur D. Janssen

Secretary

Treasurer

.

cludes: O. Bullock, F. Kruger, R. Bias, H. Driver, R.
Tranelletti, J. Dinwiddee, J. McGilvrav, O. Hooker,

C. Trudell, H. Anderson,
Ralph Kerr.

Ted

X'ierra,

Bob Williams and

ship.

Future Club events of importance will be an overnight
partv at Ira Springer's palatial summer home-on- the-Napa,
for members only. June L4th and i^th are the dates and
boating, swimming and fishing will be the attractions.
Several of the bovs will participate in the boating,
swimming and fishing; the majority, however, are coming for the etc.
At some time in the near future (date unsettled) a Club
trip will be made to the Columbia Steel Corporation's
plant at Pittsburg. Transportation and eats provided.
An inspection of the plant will disclose every phase of
fabrication from the raw material to the finished product,
in the manufacture of steel plates, nails, etc.
Tendencies toward Eastern migration as evidenced by
the Atelier bovs this last vear has led the mossier to consider establishing our S. F. A. C. Atelier in the East with
a branch here at the Club. The list of "Atelier Rats"
who have left or intend leaving the Club this year in-

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS
NEXT MEETING
Due

to the vacation period, the next regular

meeting of

the Northern California Chapter, The American Institute
of Architects, will not be held until September 10, 192.7.
Notice of this meeting will be sent to the members.
*

*

Favorable reports are received from the South, where
Stanton W'illard (Tubby) is convalescing from an operation for appendicitis.

Trudy.

BRICK

MEET

IN

WASHINGTON

Manufacturers of common brick will hold their next annual convention in Washington, D. C, in February, 192.8.
Among other features being arranged for the delegates to
the convention the Common Brick Manufacturers Association of America advises that a visit will be made to the
United States Bureau of Standards, where may be witnessed tests of common brick in the making.

*

Glass skyscrapers with a framework of steel may become
the latest fashion in architecture, catching the sun like
dazzling prisms and permitting an open view of thousands
of office workers. Architects have been flocking to the
exhibition of Granovskv, the first Russian constructionist
to visit America, who has included the model of a glass
skyscraper among his strange cubistic constructions. The
discovery of vitrified glass, which is as sturdy as steel,
has made these buildings possible.
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Reinhold
Sectional wood and glass T^artitions

INTERCHANGEABLE
w-j

^
JOT 1 Uli*

For the asking,
ypy „^^y have
this new Standard A. I. A. file of Information Sheets giving clear, concise data on the
1

new
lence

•

/;

l\.C(XCiy

trend in Office Partitioning. Excelof architectural design, combined

with features of exclusive significance make
for the growing popularity of Reinhold
Partitions. Quality

and workmanship are

guaranteed by the Pacific Manufacturing
Company, with its fifty years of leadership

and cabinet-work

in the mill

field.

Reinhold Partitions

I'he

reasons

preferring

for

Reinhold

Partitions will he readily apparent after

Why
1.

Concealed wiring
fire

2.

consulting the Information Sheets, fresh

Reinhold?

from the
in

press.

or send

insurance underwriters.

Interchangeable parts, making for ease in
changing a layout at minimum expense.

coupon below.

Reinhold Partition Corporation

3. I-acqucr finish.
4.
5.

Endorsed by

Used exclusively
new

ing,

San

Dk'iiiofi of

architects.

tures like the

Write on your letterhead

conduits approved by

in

fine

PACIFIC
business struc-

Financial Center Build-

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

San Francisco

Los Angeles
San Jose

Oakland

Berkeley

I-'rancisco.
This Coupon For Your Convenience

Reinhoi.d Partition Corporation
8 .Arcade,

,

Name...

Monadnock Building

San Francisco, California
I

a copy ol' your
A. Kile on Reinhold Panitiims.
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ENGINEERS' EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURAL

CLUB
H. Roy Kklley
GcoRCiE P. Hales
J.

Prej/Jciif

Vice- President

Raymond Wyatt

Secretary

The mid-June meeting of the Los Angeles Architectural
Club was given over to discussion of various professional
problems. Notable among the several talks was one by
Mvron Hunt, who spoke on "Suggestions for the Young
Architect." Chas. H. Cheney, William Lee Woollett and
Chas. Kyson were other speakers, who discussed several
pertinent professional issues. Kyson has been most active
in the work of bringing the architect to a realization of
his own worth and of his profession in general, and this
organization is cooperating with Kyson in formulating a
program whereby practical steps may he taken in the
attainment of this desirable end.
June 30 was marked by an interesting meeting, the
entertainment of which was given through the courtesy
o{ A. J. Baver & Company.
*

*

*

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER
A.

I.

A.
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The Engineering

Societies

Employment

Service,

whose

Western headquarters are at 57 Post street, San Francisco,
and in charge of Newton D. Cook, announces that its
offices are in a position to fill permanent or temporary
positions in architectural organizations where an engineer's services may be required, or engineering offices
who may require the services of an architect or architec-

draughtsman.
This employment service, which was inaugurated some
eighteen months ago, is cooperative and the organization
tural

is composed of The American Society of Civil Engineers,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Engineers
Club of San Francisco, American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers, American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, California Section of American Chemical Society and the Western Society of Engineers. Offices are
also maintained in Chicago and New York. The facilities
are thus nation wide and the societies comprising the

organization take in every possible branch of the engineering profession. Applicants for positions are carefully
classified as to education, experience, past records, age
and general qualifications. There is no charge to the employer for availing himself of the services of this bureau.

Heiidipnirters, Seattle, IViuh.

....

Harlan Thomas
Sherwood F. Fox

President

first Vice-President

Paul D. Richardson

Secretary

May

and June meetings of the Washington Chapter of the
A. i. A. saw the transaction of several constructive pieces
of business. October has been delinitely set aside for the
holding of an architectural exhibit in the quarters of
the Seattle Fine Arts Society, and a budget for financing
the exhibition is under consideration by the committee in
charge of the project.
A report covering the work of the Department of Architecture at the University of Washington was presented
with particular reference to a scholarship for the purpose
of sending a student to the Architectural School at

Fontainebleau. It was voted that the Chapter make a
contribution of $100 to this fund.
The functions of the City Building Department as set
forth in the Seattle city charter were reported upon, and
it was voted that a committee be appointed to see what
steps might be taken to improve certain practices of
the Building Department in the matter of plans for
public buildings.
+

*

*

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS
San Francisco Buy Region
Offices, ()}2 Pacific

George E. Tonney
John Wallace
Albert J. Capron

.

Building
President

.

Vice-President
Secretary

Monthly meetings, second Tuesday evening of every
month. Blue Room, Palace Hotel.
The final meeting and banquet of the Society of Engineers before their summer adjournment took place at the
Palace Hotel, Tuesday evening, June 14. The National

Tube Company provided the principal entertainment of the occasion, through its showing of a film cover-

Steel

ing the manufacture and use of

its

products in various

industrial and commercial plants and buildings, engineering projects, etc. The Society of Engineers will not re-

convene until the second Tuesday in September, which
will mark the opening of its fall and winter programs
and activities.

Scholarships in the Harvard School of Architecture, as
recently announced for the year 152.7-2.8, reveal two
young San Franciscans as capturing first and second
places in the competitive awards, which are national in

The winners are Theodore Vierra, first place,
and Romello Bias, second. Bias, with Orrin Bullock, also
of San Francisco, won the same scholarship last year.
Vierra comes originally from Hawaii and obtained his
architectural experience in the offices of Bakewell &:
Brown. He will remain in San Francisco during the summer months, going East in September to enroll for the
their scope.

fall

college semester.

Bias, Vierra and Bullock are

members of the San Fran-

cisco Architectural Club, and Vierra is the seventh member of the organization to win the Harvard Scholarship,
which is rated among the profession as one of the highest of its

kind and

is

an honor greatly coveted by young

architects.
*

*

*

CONSTRUCTION BOARDS REORGANIZED
A

cabinet consisting of the heads of nine State departments will advise Governor Young on all subjects of
government. Two of these departments are of particular
interest to the building fraternity. In fact, the whole
plan of government is of general interest to all.

new

A new department of public works consolidates the
divisions of engineering, irrigation, water rights, architecture, highways. A State highway commission will
have five non-salaried members.
A new State department of industrial relations consolidates the divisions of industrial accident, housing and
sanitation. State employment agency, labor statistics,
law enforcement and industrial welfare.
This does away with a number of different State commissions that have functioned separately heretofore, but
in most cases the commissions still remain a part of the
State government, their duties co-ordinated in one or
another of the new departments.
The Governor's plan of reorganization contemplates a
new department to be known as the Department of Professional Standards. In this latter division of government
will come the State Board of Architecture, with all other
boards that have to do with examining, registering and
licensing professions. It will be two years before this new
division of government, however, is finally created.

'

"
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The Inspector

safely steered clear of all these

movements. And nearly

everv group of manufacturers of building materials, in
self-defense, perhaps, have entered the code-making field.
*

*

*

LOS ANGELES PLASTER CODE
More voluminous than codes

in other cities for like pur-

and all materials allowed for these
purposes. Yet this ordinance does not license or bond
is done in other cities. Apparently in Los
Angeles the predominant thought is that the real test of
regulation and qualifications to do lathing and plastering
is determined on the job by thorough inspection rather
than by fixing arbitrary qualifications for the men who
shall be permitted to work.
More plasterers are employed in Los Angeles than in
any other American city with the possible exception of
New York, it is asserted, and some do not even concede
that New York employs more plasterers the year around.
It therefore follows that the new ordinance in Los
Angeles will attract attention the country over, and its
results will be watched with interest.

plasterers as

*

*

*

VENTURA SEEKS TO LICENSE BUILDERS
All building contractors will be licensed in Ventura if an
ordinance now being considered is approved by the citv
council. A committee of the local Builders' Exchange is
reported to he urging the passage of the proposed ordinance to protect builders and nropertv owners. The
ordinance if passed in its reported form would also license

and bond plasterers, masons, carpenters, plumbers and
electricians.

NUMBER seven

]

Santa Barbara newspaper says: "Revisions of the citv
building ordinance along lines tending to render the erection of new homes and remodeling of business blocks less
of a financial burden and at the same time make for
stronger construction will be taken up with Mavor-elect
T. R. Finley and members of the new city council shorthafter their inauguration.
"L. L. Pope, city building inspector, has been asked to
prepare suggestions for amending the building code, manv
chapters of which are said to be ambiguous and to contain typographical errors in addition to clumsy grammatical construction which lends itself easily to conflicting
double interpretations.
The above quotation is rather disconcerting, because it
will be remembered that only a short time ago Santa
Barbara enacted an entirely new building code. At that
time it was heralded as a model for other cities to follow.
Much ado was made and a lot of publicity given to the
assertion the new code was expertly written. Even then,
however, the city attorney was quoted publicly as having
said the ordinance was written to favor certain building
materials.

must also be remembered Santa Barbara

is not a big
and if it finds its own expertly written code burdensome, ambiguous, with clumsy grammatical construction
which lends itself to conflicting double interpretations,
other cities might well practice caveat emptor before

It

city,

buying some of the so-called expert codes.
*

month, comprehensively regulates plastering, lath-

ing, exterior stucco

COHN

A

poses, an amended ordinance in Los Angeles, effective
this

C.

SANTA BARBARA TO AMEND CODE

ANOTHER UNIFORM BUILDING CODE
Recent announcement that the National Building OlHcials' Conference will write a recommended building code
to standardize fundamentals of construction adds another
to the long list of those engaged in code making and some
that are only code tinkering.
The Hoover Uniform Building Code Committee, headquartered in Washington, D. C, has been working on a
code for about six vears. How many others are doing the
same thing the countrv over, no one seems to know.
proh;e and proti
On the Pacific Coast there are at least three
uni3-calle(f uni
ablv four different movements for writing so-calleci
form building codes. Nearly every city, too, is either
amending or writing building codes without relation to
any of the code movements. Plumbers, electricians,
plasterers, roofers and masons in different cities are hard
at work advocating codes to regulate their particular line
of work and to license trades and building contractors.
Funnv, but no two codes are alike. All are termed uniform. Wonder what the end will be? Probably survival of
the fittest financially unless the building industry as a
whole gets fed up and then, bingo! to them all.
It is commendable that the architectural profession has

AND EDITED BY MARK

*

*

PLUMBING CODE BEFORE

L. A.

COUNCIL

An

ordinance to regulate installation of sanitary plumbing and gas piping and fix qualifications for master and
journeymen plumbers has finally reached the city council
of Los Angeles. It is reported the measure has had long
study and that much work has been devoted to writing
an ordinance designed to coordinate requirements now
scattered through several different enactments.
Many new features first incorporated in the proposed
ordinance which brought about crystallized opposition
are reported to have been successfully ironed out during
the past few months.
*

AGITATION FOR

+

S.

*

F.

PLASTER CODE

Plasterers in San Francisco, it is reported, have revived
agitation for a plastering ordinance, which has suffered a
hectic time for the past two years. The original draft of

proposed ordinance not only aimed to regulate lathing
and plastering and plaster ornamentations but also provided for licensing plasterers and required that plasterers
post a bond.
Architects, home builders, painters and other interests
opposed passage of the proposed plastering ordinance,
which is now somewhere in the archives of the Building
Committee of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
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TRAINING COURSES FOR INSPECTORS
f

MARK
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(This

is

C.

COHnJ

Housing ami huililhig RiyiUtiotis

the twenty-fifth of a series of articles on building codes.)

HE

average inspector of building cannot very well be expected to know all
about structural engineering and the

mechanics of mathematics, possess practical experience in masonrv, installation
of sanitary plumbing, electrical wiring,
carpentry, understand the science of
ventilation, technique and theory of reinforced concrete design and engineering, structural steel
work, plastering, and be versed in scientific deductions
adduced from the study of chemistry and laboratory work.
Experience, too, proves it is a difficult job even to keep
track of, let alone understand, innumerable requirements
for building set out in several dilferent ordinances. State
laws, zoning regulations, underwriters' rules and have a

working knowledge of similar requisite information. In
many respects no two building jobs are alike. And no two
building jobs but differ in the problems encountered.
Still worse, ordinances on building overlap and frequently are chaotically confusing.

INSPECTORS ARE SINCERE

Theaveragemanemploved to perform municipal
tion work on building construction, however,

inspecis

con-

ceded to be sincere, accepts his duties seriously and functions to the best of his knowledge, ability and experience.
And this type of inspector is usually eager to add to his
storehouse of knowledge in order the better to undertake

and carry on this important work.

And it is possible for all inspectors by proper schooling
and intensive study and training to reach a uniform understanding of numerous requirements set out in various
building ordinances in order that rulings of different inspectors shall be more nearly alike. It is also possible for
inspectors under proper tutorship to learn the underlying
fundamentals of construction, theory and practice of
engineering and design, mechanics of mathematics and
other building science which will better enable them to
discharge the duty of practical and intelligent inspection.
In turn, schooled inspectors would educate builders,
many of whom apparently are or pretend to be ignorant
of building code requirements and the reasons therefor.
Unfortunately, there are inspectors who if asked why and
what this or that requirement in an ordinance is for
would answer; "Well, it's the law, that's all I know, and
you must comply with whatever the law says." Usually
that is about all that type of inspector does know. And
he is the type of uninformed person who casts reilection
on all inspectors as a class.
NOT ALL FOOLISHNESS
Everything contained in building ordinances is not
foolish. Much is, however, made to appear foolish when
the enforcing official apparently is unable and unwilling
to explain intelligently what it is all about and why it is
needed, and, consequently, answers foolishly. On the
other hand, even a brief intelligent explanation would
turn away wrath and resentment so frequently reflected
by those with whom inspectors come in contact.
The suggestion for training courses or school for inspectors of building IS, therefore, not amiss. The best

place to begin the establishment of schools is in every
building department. Here even one hour every week devoted to intensive study of building regulations, the
underlying reasons for requirements set out in building
ordinances, how such regulations tend to safeguard life
and property, their value to builders, architects, property
owners and manufacturers of building materials could not
more profitably be spent. Here at least once each week
could be invited prominent engineers, architects, practical mechanics, manufacturers of building materials, who
would in friendly spirit of cooperation explain and reveal
to inspectors whatever information they are eager to
learn.

Once a year, perhaps oftener, district or State institutes
could be held where an open forum for exchange of ideas
would achieve highly unexpected, interesting and profitable results.

MUNICIPAL CLASS
Courses of study are

WORK

now

established in and for man\'
professions, vocations, trades and crafts. Members of
municipal fire and police departments are required to do

work where laws and ordinances are explained to
them, and they are schooled in law enforcement, fire prevention, first-aid treatment and fire fighting. Why not a

class

school for inspectors of building? Intelligent inspection of
building in some aspects is even more important than
some functions performed by police and fire departments.
A desirable kind of inspection work to be efficient and
effective must be carried on as a profession in itself.
When the writer was connected with the municipal inspection service in Los Angeles the building inspection
department achieved highly productive results by class
work with district building and plumbing inspectors as
students.

RECIPROCAL RESPECT

Nothing will gain more

respect for public inspectors

than theirbeing able to explain intelligently to those with
whom they come in contact the "why" of as well as the
"must" of laws and ordinances regulating building,
housing, health and safety. And inspectors well traineJ
in their own profession have better regard for the perhaps
mistaken viewpoint of the fellow on the outside of the
counter. Reciprocal respect is theirs without the asking.
Moreover, better, more practical, intelligent and understandable building codes will evolve.
The writer predicts that in the not far distant future
California and other States will enact legislation fixing
standards of qualifications for those who engage in the
business of or are employed in the act, capacity or labor
of inspectors of building and inspection activities that
have to do with the safeguarding of life and property.
Comment on this subject from inspectors and the building fraternity

is

cordially invited.

H. G. Hansen, formerly San Bernardino city building
inspector, will engage in the contracting business, according to report. He retired from the office of building
inspector last month.

.
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THE INSPECTOR
Ask

THE INSPECTOR

Tell

THE INSPECTOR

This column is dedicated to kicks and comments. Names omitted on
request. Right is reserved to publish or reject any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence of good faith. This

pubhshrJ qiit^tims ami annvtrs dealing with
building problniis. Herewith are published a number of queries
asked of The Inspector and the answers. Pop the question.
Your name will be omitted if you wish.

Under

this htadiug art

department

is

open for constructive criticisms.

^^
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Q.—Does the new cabinet created by law for the consolidation of State departments in California legislate out
of existence the State Housing Commission and the State
Industrial Accident Board?

—

A. At the recent session of the Legislature a number of bills
were passed which have been signed by the Governor, designed to
co-ordinate governmental functions of several State departments
One of

these bills creates a

u'hich

co-ordinates

Department of Industrial Relations

the functions

heretofore

exercised by

the

California Immigration and Housing Commission and the
State Industrial Accident Commission and other State boards.
This bill provides that the boards remain in existence with

Sfi

RESIDENTIAL LOT AREAS FIXED
Six thousand square feet is the minimum area of lot on
which a single family dwelling may be erected in Salt
Lake City, according to a reported recommendation of

the City Planning Commission. A double dwelling house
to be built on a lot of at least 9000 square
feet to conform to the commission's plan. And there must
be no less than 8 feet between each dwelling and the
property line, while the aggregate of unoccupied space on
both sides of dwellings must total lo feet. What would
happen to the 15-foot lots in San Francisco if similar regulations were enacted bv the city fathers?

would have

same duties as heretofore, but these commissions
become divisions under the Department of Industrial Relations,
headed by a director in charge.
practically the

ARCHITECTS MUST BID FOR JOBS
is no authority of law to commission private
architects to prepare plans and specifications for State
buildings on a percentage basis is the gist of an opinion
reported to have been rendered by U. S. Webb, State

That there

Q.— An out of the State subscriber asks: Can you help
an interested reader to learn the names and addresses of
the heads of building departments and fire chiefs in Los
Angeles and San Francisco; also State fire chief or fire
marshal, if there is such an official ?
J. Backus, room ;;, City Hall, and Ralph ].
South Hill street, are superintendent of building
and fire chief, respectively, of Los Angeles. John P. Horgan,
room 2j6, City Hall, and Thomas R. Murphy, room 2, City
Hall, are chief building inspector and fire chief, respectively,

A.—John

Attorney-General for California, when he notified Paul
Bailey, State Director of Public Works, of procedure to
follow. General Webb advised there must be competitive
bidding.
*

*

*

Scott, 21-j

San Francisco.
Jay W. Stevens, State

of

fire

marshal, has

offices

at 1014

Mer-

chants E.xchange Building, San Francisco.

PORTLAND COPIES CALIFORNIA LAW
Desiring to conform to requirements of the California
Housing Law, changes in ordinances in Portland are reported to have been presented to the city council. Other
States and cities frequently have looked with favor on the
California Housmg Law as one which can be copied with
profit. It has stood the test of time and weathered attacks
ui court.

Q.— We

have again been asked several times whether
anv new law changes the provisions of the California
State Housing Law to permit forced draft ventilation for
water-closet compartments and bathrooms in apartment
houses and thereby eliminate the need for open vent
shafts?

— The

A

which passed the California
defective and the Governor
refused it approval. This leaves the matter the satne as it has
been for several years and no change can again be considered by
the Legislature until it is convened two years hence.

A.

Legislature

answer

is,

no.

bill

was afterward found

The Santa Barbara building department was legislated
out of existence recently, but was re-created by emergency
ordinance.

*

NUTTY?
Aldermen of Brockton, Massachusetts, recently granted
permission to a building owner to shoot squirrels which
he said were eating holes in the roof of his house, somewhere in the center of the city.

*

SANTA ANA HAS CITY MANAGER
Beginning this month the municipal business of Santa
Ana will be handled by a city manager, the new position
having been created by ordinance. Building, plumbing
and electrical inspection work will be under jurisdiction
of the city manager, but carried on by inspectors as in
the past.
*

*

*

OAKLAND WILL HAVE NEW CODE
Frank Coiburn, Oakland commissioner of public health
and safety, predicts that in the not far distant future a
new building code will become law in that city. A. S.
Holmes, building inspector, is reported to have worked
on a suitable code for the past several months.

SEATTLE BUILDING CODE CHANGED

A

sprinkler ordinance conforming to underwriters' regulations has been approved in Los Angeles.

*

Seattle building ordinance has been amended by two
separate ordinances affecting the use, manufacture and
inspection of tin-clad doors and relating to cement containers, cement mixes and grading of sand and gravel.

The

*

A

*

*

week is reported to have been adopted on
building work in Santa Barbara with the exception of
two jobs.
five-day

•s
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THE INSPECTOR
NO PERMITS FOR COUNTY WORK

FAT MEN'S BUILDING CODE
Not

outdone perhaps by all the building codes in
the making, the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco is
considering an ordinance to require greater space between
seats in theatres, measured back to back, for "convenience" and "comfort" of theatregoers.
to be

The Board of Supervisors might ask the City Attorney
he thinks the courts would sustain an ordinance which
would cut out 15 per cent of seating accommodations in
if

theatres in order to furnish "convenience" and "comfort"
to patrons who voluntarily attend performances; or

whether the exercise of police powers granted

cities

by

is limited to passage of ordinances designed to
provide well-delmed requirements for "safety." Also, the
City Attorney might be asked if theatres in every city in
the country have not for years established the fact that
the requisite space between seats now provided by the
San Francisco building law is safe, and, if so, by what
token this practice could be proved harmful to the satisfaction of a learned judge who considers nothing but
cold facts.

charters

Theatres, of course, may enlarge their seats if they
wish; but to force them to provide fat men's seats would

seem like

class legislation.

®'-^''"-"'

dispensation has been written into the Los
Angeles Building Code to exempt the county of Los
Angeles from the burden of obtaining city building permits for county structures built within the territorial
limits of the city. It may be all right to favor the county
authorities and remove requirements they think burdensome, but what about the poor fellow trying hard to
pay for his little home, humble though it may be? And
Special

the

he

more humble

it is

the

more deserving of consideration

is.

*

*

*

Twenty-five million dollars for a 1 lo-story building
1100 feet in height was the high record set bv New York
when the building inspector approved plans for the
Larkin Tower structure.
-+

Master plumbers assembled

*

*

annual convention of the
California State association went on record against the
proposed hve-dav week for plumbers.
*

in

+

*

Charles \'er \'alen, for more than two years building
inspector in Centralia, Washington, resigned that post
in June.

Brenchlev-Kent

The Duke

of St. Albans' place is an exceptional specimen of early work and has many points of
interest in its construction, such as its closeness of timbering and molded facia at second-lloor line.
This once pretentious building, like many others of its kind, has been transformed into quarters for
several tenants and shops.
minor English ilomestic architecture in this exclusive serial
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company, from data collected at first hand in Europe.

Publicatiott of photographs of the varied types of the
tesy of the

is

made

possible by cour-
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Architect
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Ross Castcndyck:, BtuUler

A. Drunimond, Koofn^Contracl or

J,

\ ROOF
'

1

the old style

Qjie design of the roofing
California buildings

tile

naturally, roofing tile

is

used on the early

in use today. But,

is still

better

made today

with our more adept labor, our technical
control and our mechanical skill. ?*>
Simons Handcraft Roofing Tile is
in such wide demand today because it combines the beauty
of the early designs and

texture with present-

day economy and
perfection in

manufacture.

" Siucc iSSA "

SIMONS BRICK CO
Walter K. Siwofu, Pmidciit
:i.5

W. Third

St.,

jntl

Gaaral Mjnagcr

Los Angeles

Telephone MUcii.iI 41S1

SIMONS HANDCRAFT TILE
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composition and appointment, charm, color, disand artistic character, which
are so much a part of the architect's training and constant
expression. And the important point to hear in mind is
that these are the things which add immeasurablv to the
house, not only as an abode, hut also in inhnite intrinsic
value of dollars and cents. In this new country of ours we
have so far had time and consideration for onlv the
purely practical and utilitarian. It is hut natural that
elements of refinement and beauty should have been overlooked, and we have not yet arrived at any general, accepted standards of artistic expression. We, however,
know that our physical environment has a tremendous
influence upon our spiritual and moral life. The education
and training of our architects as a class have equipped
them to give aesthetic and artistic expression to our
physical entourage, which has unquestionably been an
immeasurable contribution to our natural assets, and has
had a tremendous influence upon our aesthetic life and
sign,

tinctiveness, individuality

expression.

The next element of value in an architect's service is that
of proper detailing of construction, and specification of
materials. The money spent on maintenance and repair
because of leaks, cracks, faulty construction, poor materials, etc., on ninety per cent of our houses over a period
of five years would more than pay the initial commission
to an architect

And

and avoid

California Lnlherafi^
fThe
Hospital, Los Angela

Walker & Eiseii,

\\
A rchitectsj\

all this grief.

advantage of employing an architect, and one which, unfortunately, few
people realize. It is that of architectural supervision of
construction. The architectural profession has collectively done little to enlighten the public as to what constitutes architectural service, and few people realize that
the architect is a professional adviser to be retained for
architectural counsel, the same as an attorney is retained
for legal counsel. He is first the professional adviser of
the client to give the advantage of his expert knowledge
of planning, designing and construction; and, second, he
is the agent or professional representative of the owner
in all relations with contractors and material concerns,
to see that the interests of the client are properly observed and carried out. His expert knowledge of construction enables him to supervise the work, and see that the
contractors not onlv do their work properly, but that the
plans and specifications are carried out honestly with
regard to use of materials and methods of construction.
This is something not one out of five hundred clients can
do for himself, and the saving here alone would frequently pay an architect's fee.
Beware of those builders who agree to design homes
free and others who give so-called free plans. You can be
sure you are paying for them somewhere along the line,
whether you realize it or not. The chances are that an
amount even greater than the fee you would pay an
architect is being squeezed out somewhere.
A few contractors and some real estate concerns have
what they call an architectural department to give their
clients this service. But the disadvantage of this is that
the important element of supervision is left out. You have
no check on what you are getting. You have no one to
this brings us to the last great

for Hospitals
/-JAUPLEX-A-LITES
J'~-y

provide

the architect with scien-

illumination for the hospital.

tific

The light

is

indirect, soft

and

rest-

A patient can look directly at

ful.

the luminiere without eyestrain.
All direct light

the eyes. There

ows

is
is

shielded from

no

are eliminated.

part of the

glare.

Yet

room

ample

Shad-

in every

there

is

light.

represent your interests.

The Standard Government Form of Construction Contract, No. 13, which was placed in use on January i, 192.7,
does not contemplate that the findings of the contracting
officer as to the facts relative to the causes and extent of
delay shall be approved by the head of his department,
unless an a jpeal is filed hv the contractor within thirty
days from the date of such finding of fact.

97?e FORVEjljCom/)/^n?/ Inc.
818 South H^Figueroa
L03

ANGELES

^£ST,\BL1SHED IQOl

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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STOREY & DE LONG
Arcliin-ils

J.

RENI'ROW

Butidlng Conlractor

WM. REID
Painting Contractor

In the nezv home of J4^atsonviUe''s Morning Nezvspaper

PERMA LIGHT

-

Hill, Hiibbell

&

FINISHES

Company's Perma Light wall

and enamels were specified for the new

finishes

They met with

Watsonville Register Building.

the approval of both architect and painting contractor.

Altho costing slightly more per gallon than ordinary

finishes,

Perma Light

more economical because
bility.

Hill,

actually

of their unusual dura-

Hubbell
line

of

finishes

made

are

& Company

exclusively by

and are part of

architectural

finishes.

a
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Architects'

upon

specifications covering each finish

HILL,

are

This fact has been frequently demonstrated.

Perma Light
plete

finishes

request.

HUBBELL & COMPANY
Manufacturers of
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SEATING EQUIPMENT
[Conlinucd from page Jv]

BfVfrl\' Hills

kind in America today. The building itself
achieves dignity and rare impressiveness through its utter
simplicitv. So pure and gracefully simple are the lines of
its pews, so beautiful is the rhythm of the grain in the
dull, richly polished wood, that the pews stand not formally stiff, as pews seem to have a way of doing, but as
flexible links in the majestic sweep and exquisite rhythm
of the whole. Other worthy examples of the seat-making
art, but interpreting different motives, are to be found in
St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Burlingame, the Wilshire
Boulevard Congregational Church, Los Angeles, and All
Saints Episcopal Church, Pasadena.
liiicst

of

Home

of Pauline Frederick

its

A

FamoMs

Kctress

CKooses In-Vis-O
home
THE
Frederick,

of Pauline

famous
on the screen and the
stage, is one of the most
admired in Beverly Hills.
alike

And

like

beautiful

many

other

Beverly

Hills

so

homes, it is screened
throughout with In-Vis-O

Disappearing Roller
Whether you are

IN-YISO

Screens.

can secure

for your

same advantages
beauty, convenience and

clients the
in

Considering theatres and amusement places, the idea is
growing of having the seating in even the simplest places
embody their motive and spirit, rather than being plainly
utilitarian, and in the larger houses the imagination of
designer and colorist is allowed wide latitude. Conspicuous among lavishly appointed houses for the entertainment of the masses is the recently opened Graumann
movie house, Hollywood Upon the metal uprights of the
chairs is a raised design, whose lines and several colors
are typically Chinese and Oriental. Seats of scarlet
leather, amply padded, complete the effect. Less pretentious, but not less perfect in its details and appointments,
"movie' house, San
is The Alhambra, neighborhood
Francisco. Here also the design, colors and whole makeup
of the chairs convey the message of the dramatic and
luxurious as evolved by the Spanish and Moorish in.

fluences.

As a matter of fact, the seating of moving picture
houses has overnight sprung into the position of a high
art. So insistent are the builders of these bewildering
creations that house the cinema arts for the luxurious,
lavish and fanciful in seating, that they may be said to
have instituted a renaissance

in seating units for theamillions of "movie" patrons who
nightly follow the loves and fortunes of their favorite
heroines and heroes do so from chairs whose comfort,
trical structures.

The

Have you recei\ed }our
Screen Manual?

tip

file C(

ultimate

economy,

py of the In-Vis-O

nyisj
Disappearing Roller Screen
1260 Temple Street

and

like a roller shade.
of sight ^oiU of the wati.
out of the xeeaiher vheit
not in use. Perndls full
freedom of vision when in
use. Ideal for doiible-huno
sash as well as e.aseinents.

Out

or a quite simple cottage,

you

Rolls

down

planning a stately mansion,

Company

Los Angeles, California

16 pages of valuable technical data on screening

modern

windows,

this

COUPON WILL BRING
YOUR COPY
IN-VIS-O Disappearing
Roller Screen Company
z6o Temple St., Los Angeles
1

I shall be glad to recciA'c for my files a copv of
your manual on screening modern windows.

6o
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MASONIC TEMPLE, PORTLAND. OREGON
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED WITH
JOHNSON SYSTEM OF HEAT CONTROL
Sutton & Whitney, Portland,
Geo. E. Reer, Portland,
Alaska Plumbing & Heating Co., Portland,

CHARACTER

Architects

Engineer
Contractors

OF INSTALLATIONS BESPEAKS

JOHNSON HEAT CONTROL VALUE
The many hundreds
the impressive, long

of buildings all over America, including
on the Pacific Coast, equipped with

list

The Johnson System Of Heat Control convincingly manifest
the regard for Johnson Heat Control efficiency, and its fuel
The quality of the buildings, the general
economy value.
adoption for all classes of buildings, the repeated recommendations by architects, engineers and contractors, all
point to Johnson Heat Control as advisable for you to consider
thoroughly, to include in your buildings. 40 per cent fuel saving per year, possible with the Dual Thermostat (night and
day) Control in The Johnson System, is a very important item.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE,
San Francisco Branch
Los Angeles Branch
Portland Branch
Seattle Branch
Denver Branch
Salt Lake City Branch

417 Rialto BIdg.

Van Nuys Bldg.
404 Failing Bldg.
452 Coleman Bldg.

Ci()7

1230 California Street.
610 Mclntyre Bldg.

WIS., U.

S.

A.
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heautv and downright luxury were very likely
those richly wondrous days of "The glory
Greece, and the splendor that was Rome."
Wherefore, America may now claim the distinction of
having mothered a renaissance and it may be said with

costliness,

unknown
that was

in

some truth
art of line

that, if the ancients far outstripped us in the

we excel them in the appointments of
that house this amazing drama of the

drama,

the structures
silver sheet.

+

*

*

DECORATIVE ASPECTS IN HEATING

srauAD

apparentlv the most simple, compact and attractive
thing of this kind thus far developed. These regulators
can be put up in anv inconspicuous, out-of-the-way corner or even concealed behind a picture, and they are not
much more noticeable than an ordinary switch plate.
Aside from what heating-svstem manufacturers are doing to give their products decorative value, the ingenious
architect may still find scope for his imagination to
operate on radiators and the like. A conspicuous example
of this possibilitv IS afforded in the cafeteria of the Tele-

'

/soive
your

N
\

Skylight]
problems^

WILSONIAN APARTMENT-HOTEL.

Seattle,

Wn.

Frank H. Fowler, Architect
Puget Sound Bridge & Dredging Co., General Contractors
Independent Sheet Metal Co.. Skylights

"T^HE owners of tfiis Apartment-Hotel
* have used Steelead to solve their skyproblem, and it has given complete
Notwithstanding its comparatively recent introduction in the West,
Steelead has been recognized and adopted
by leading architects and builders in the
United States over a period of several years.
It is the permanent, everlasting skylight.
light

San Francisco. Here the steam radiators, of the type ordinarily used in commercial buildings,
have been painted the same background color and
stenciled with the same design as are employed on the
walls. The radiators are recessed, but the treatment
eliminates the sense of an ungainly break in the wall

phone Building

in

satisfaction.

surfaces.

The architect's methods in this case gracefully minimize
the obstacles to achieving artistry and interest in the most
difficult and uncompromising exterior units of modern
heating systems. In some cases the plan would appear to
be an even more desirable solution than the use of screens
or covers. At least it is a suggestion that lends itself to
wide adaptation in the home, where it is sorelv needed;
as well as in the church, school, lodge room, clubhouse,
hotel, auditorium, office structure and shop building.
This idea may not be the ultimate, but it is certainlv a
happy example of mitigating necessary evils, which, as
we have noted before, are ever with us in planning the
heating arrangements for large or small buildings.

Northwest Lead Company
^STeIIIa 0?
^hePermanentSkyhght

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
GEO. H. SHORT

CONTINENTAL BLDG. SPECIALTIES

PRICE-TELTZCO..Inc.

Dooly Bldg.

Hibernian Building
Los Angeles

523 Market Street
San Francisco

Sail Lalce City

Eastern Representatives

AMERICAN 3-WAY LUXFER PRISM

CO.,

CHICAGO
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or^iality
A

Symbol— and

Paint
What

means

"Sterling"

its

Meaning

to silver, Hockaday's

symbol means to paint.
expresses the accumulated experience of
twenty years
twenty years of paint-making
with one ideal, one goal; the perfecting of
Hockaday.
It

—

Like the globe and anchor of the Marines, the
Hockaday mark stands for Protection protection against lime burns and air checking.
Like the dauntless Marines, Hockaday asks for
no handicap. The most destructive foe Time
acknowledges in Hockaday a fighter of exceptional endurance.

—

—

—

nothing to find out how Hockaday will
cut your maintenance costs. Write us.
It costs

HOCKADAY,
1823-1829
The Hockaday
206 Ninih

WRITK

FOR

St.,

Inc,

CARROLL AVENUE
CHICAGO

Co. of San Francisco

Los Angeles Hoclcadav Co.

San Francisco, Cal.
420 Douglas BIdg., Los AngeteSt Cal.
D. E. Fryer Sl Co.. Seattle
Tacoina, Spokane and Portland
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COPY
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"PAINT
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OF AWARD FOR ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITION

made by J. Lister Holmes, proWest Coast Woods Architectural
Competition, of the personnel of the jury of award for
Announcc-meiit has been

fessional adviser of the

the competition.
bers of the

The

jury selected comprises five

mem-

American Institute of Architects of national

repute from representative sections of the United States
Emery Stanford Hall, of Chicago; Henry C.
Hahn and Louis C. Jaeger, both of New York City;
W. R. B. Willcox, of Eugene, Ore., and David J. Myers,
of Seattle.
The competition closes at 5 p.m. on August i, next, and
within two weeks thereafter the jury will meet in Seattle
to decide the winners in the competition. The best design will receive $1,000 in cash, the second best $500
and ten honorable mentions $100 each.
Mr. Hall is a member of the firm of Emery Stanford
Hall, Bisbee iS; Rhenisch of Chicago. He is a director of
the Illinois Society of Architects, chairman of the publication and materials and methods committees of that
society and editor of the Illinois Society's Handbook for
Architects and Builders. He is the A. I. A. representative
on the consulting committee of the National Lumber
Standardization Conference. Mr. Hall has devoted his
attention largely to designing large public and commercial buildings rather than residences, yet he always
has manifested a sympathetic attitude toward wood construction and his work in designing a group of wood
buildings for the Y. W. C. A. summer camp at Lake
Geneva, Wis., is directly in line with the development
which the West Coast woods competition is calculated
to stimulate.
Mr. Hahn is associated with Francis Y. Joannes of New
York City and is president of the Atlantic Division,
Architects' Small-House Service Bureau, serving four
years as chairman of the division's plan committee. He
also is director of program with the Producers" Research
Council of the A. I. A.
Mr. Jaeger is an associate of Roger Bullard of New York
City and is vice-president of the Atlantic Division, Architects' Small-House Service Bureau, being chairman
of the division's plan committee. He has been prominently identified with residence construction throughout
as follows:

his practice.

Fellow in the A. I. A. and a member
of the jury of Fellows of that organization. Formerly he
was a director in the A. I. A. and for some years he has
been professor in charge of the Department of Architecture of the University of Oregon at Eugene, where
he is also in private practice. Mr. Willcox formerly was
located in Seattle and has won an enviable reputation
as a designer of fine residences, hotels, apartments and

Mr. Willcox

is

a

other large structures.

Mr. Myers is a member of the firm of Schack, Young &
Myers of Seattle. He is a past president of the Washington
State Chapter, American Institute of Architects, and is
noted as a designer of many splendid homes and public
buildings in the Northwest. Mr. Myers has officiated
on the jury of award in a large number of the more important architectural competitions in the West and few
architects in the country are regarded as familiar as he
with West Coast woods, their variety of uses and their

CENTER
Metropolitan Theatre

Hermosa Beaeh

BELOW

Dome

Theatre

Ocean Park

7^

Theatreslarge or small

.
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.

Prefer

CLOW Gasteam Equipment
UNIFORM, dependable, healthful heat,
and ease and economy of operation
Clow Gasteam Equipment to designers of theatres and other

recommend

public buildings.

Passed for efficiency, rating and safety
to health by the American Gas Association Testing Laboratory.

A

thoroughly

service

is

adequate

engineering

available to architects.

WILLIAMS RADIATOR CO.
1

860-1 868

W. Washington Street

LOS ANGELES

application in residence construction.

OHSKY! ORDINANCE KOVICH

A California

building inspector received a
request from a Russian in Russia for a copy of the municipal building ordinance. What that Russian will do once
he reads all the commandments and the prohibitions set
out in California building ordinances remains to be seen.
city reports

its

PACIFIC

GASTEAM

571 Mission Street

SAN FRANCISCO

CO.
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PAlAiydeJmiCE
and the HALL of
JUi'TICE. iQsJngeles

ffrrrrFnjrt

Tfouen,

SINCE medieval

Complete
closures

elevator

in-

and metal doors

trim throughout by
'Dahlstrom

and

Pacific Coast

Kefrewutatives

days the magistrates
of France the Kingdom, France the
Empire and France the Republic have administered the law from the stately Palais de Just ice in the ancient city of Rouen.

And now, in Los Angeles, there rises
an even vaster Hall of Justicewhere American magistrates will interpret modern
lawand pass judgmentona thousand complex questions thatnever entered even the
imaginations of the judges of long ago.

Manufacturers
Specialties Co.

Boston Building
S.il t

Lake City, Utah

E. H. Camp
^15 Bell Street
Seattle,

Wash.

McCroken

.S; Ripley
61-67 Albina Ave.
Portland, Ore.

G. R. Brandin
Transportation Bldg.
Cor. 7th and Los
Angeles Sts.
Los Angeles, Calif.

The

designers of the Hall of Justice

have chosen Dahlstrom Metal Equipment for Its enduring beauty and staunch
qualities on which Dahlstrom
utility
metal products have built their reputation for the piast twenty three-years.
.

.

.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door
INCORPORATED 1904

Jamestown,

New York

Representative! in principal cities
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THE AMERICAN ART MANUAL
The American Art Annual, \'olume XXIII, for the vear
192.6, has recently been issued by the American Federation of Arts. In this most complete book of reference published on contemporary American art, the regular features, brought up to date, are supplemented by new
features.

Directories of Art

Museum Workers

and Craftsmen are

the special features of this volume, short biographical
sketches are given of approximatelv 600 museum workers

and 1750 craftsmen in twenty-rtve branches of the crafts.
Significant events in the world of art which occurred
during 1916 constitute a review of over fourteen pages.
The Sesquicentennial Exposition in Philadelphia was the
outstanding event of the vear; and Frank A. Munsey's
bequest of approximately $40,000,000 to the Metropolitan Museum of Art was one of the most colossal gifts
ever made by a single individual to an art institution.
Gifts of cash, buildings, works of art and other property,
to the cause of art, probably established a record during
1916. In addition to

Mr. Munsey's

gift, the estate of Col.

Nelson, estimated at from $10,000,000 to $10,000,000, has become available for the Nelson Collection of
Kansas City. Yale University received $1,000,000 for the
erection of an art museum. Many fine buildings for various public purposes were erected during the year; more
than thirty important memorials and other works in
\V. R.

sculpture were dedicated.

"^/ati^oiis
FLUSH VALVES

Need No Regulation

with
USED
of closet

bowl, the
Watrous flush valve delivers the exact quantity
of water required for a

thorough flush by that
of bowl. By turning a screw, the valve is adjusted to supply the
and no more.
precise amount needed
This feature, important both for sanitation and
economy, should not be confused with regulation
for varying water-pressure. The Watrous valve
requires no regulation for pressure conditions.
The design of the Watrous Duojet closet eUmi
nates clogging. Also, as it is very economical with
water, it takes full advantage of the water-saving
features of the Watrous flush valve.

make

—

WRITE FOR DETAILS

Wm.

Horn

Co., 237 Rialto BIdg., San Francisco
L. C. Coombs, 1815 Rodney Drive, Los Angeles
P. Horn Co., L. C. Smith Building, Seattle

P.

Wm.

Pacific Coast Representatives of

New York City

has again broken its record as the greatest market in the world today, for works of art, according
to the 1 12.1 2 pages in the American Art Annual, devoted
to "Paintings Sold at Auction." More than thirty paintings fetched five-figure sums, as contrasted with seven
paintings in 192.5 and three or four the previous year.
Many of these paintings were included in the several
sensational sales of noted collections: Billings, Clark,
Chiesa and Leverhulme. Nine paintings by Corot brought
from $10,000 to $50,000 each; among the others were an
"Old" Crome, $47,000; a Messina, $65,000; an Orcagna,
$45,000, and a Millais, $31,000.
Nearly one hundred eminent artists and patrons of art
passed away during 192.6. Among them were Joseph Pennell, the United States' greatest etcher; Mary Cassatt,
Thomas Moran and Ben Foster, painters; A. D. F. Hamlin, architect; Ralph King,
J. M. Wade and John E. D.
Trask, patrons and collectors of art, and museum officials,
and Charles Dexter Allen, our foremost authority on
book-plates.
The American Art Annual for 1916 contains, in addition, a directory of art dealers throughout the country;
lists of publications which devote space to art news,
seventeen beautiful full-page, half-tone illustrations,
photographs of paintings, sculpture, museum buildings
and artists; and complete indices, including cross refer-
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THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
CHICAGO
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Street
Watrous Flush Valves— Duojet Closets— Self-Closing
Combination Lavatory Fixtures
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—

Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United States.
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Quaranteed
Roof Protection
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semi-annually by Pioneer Roofing Engineers. But, the fact
remains that it needs no guarantee to make the best roof

money

will
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So carefully were the specifications worked out and so
scientifically were the Pioneer Products perfected that to
date not a claim has been made on the Pioneer Guarantee!
PIONEER PAPER

CO.. Inc.
Established 1888
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CO.

Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnace.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago
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SLOAN FLUSH VALVES

A

Case of Wanting
the Best
and Qetting It!

what type or make of
if
they require flushing,
Sloan Plush Valves will increase their eFRciency.

It makes no difference
toilet fixtures are used

—

Superior quality and efficiency count for most when
you deal with plumbing equipment. Mr. Decker
says that's why the owners of the new Eitel Hotel
selected Sloan Flush Valves. Hundreds of architects, from every corner of the country, specify and
recommend them for the same reason.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
CHICAGO
WHALEN

E. C.
301 Security Building

Los Angeles.

Calif.

W.

J.

DRISCOLL

Monadnock Building
San Francisco, Calif.

471

Branches

in

AH

E.

315 U.

C.

FALLEIN

Natl. Bank Building
Denver. Colo.

S.

Principal Cities of the United States and Canada

S.

D.

COCHRAN

1426 L. C. Smith Building
Seattle. Wash.
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THE HOUSING OF LIBRARIES
BY HARRIS ALLEN,

THERE is any virtue in logic,
the function for which a building
is intended should be expressed in
its architecture. This statement,
of course, is trite is axiomatic

F

—

—

is

almost fundamental.

nevertheless, one of the
of architectural tenets.

It

is,

most frequently violated

A

library is of necessity a record of the past;
a collection of the recorded history of the human
race, of

mind and matter.

It is

certainly logical

to clothe such archives historically

— employing

the principles of pure design, proportion, fenestration, scale, to express properly and beautifully the functional nature of the building—
rather than to interpret the contemporaneous

A. I. A,

type of construction. The latter method may not
be incompatible with the expression of many
uses of a library; but it cannot possibly alter the
scope and meaning of its contents.
All of which is a prologue, admittedly the
record of personal reactions, to stating that the
new Pasadena Public Library comes near to being a triumph of architectural design.
It is not classical in the senseof being archeological, but classical motives have been used in a
manner peculiarly appropriate to California traditions, to the California climate. There is
dignity, even nobility, in mass and proportion;
the requirements of library use are admirably
suggested, even to the seclusion, the quiet,
sought by the student, which are intimated by

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECTS-
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yet harmonious. It is interesting to know that
the exterior plaster color is in two tones, lighter

on north surfaces. Some forty samples were tried
out, one being found finally which produces a
pinkish shadow, but seen in sunlight looks
much like English gray; a color warm on overcast days, but cool in summer.
To solve the problems of such a complicated
organization, so large a building, with a onestory plan, is a feat worth comment. Study of
the scheme showed that monumental stairs and
hallways must be eliminated, including elevators, entrance lobbies, and so on. The result has
been a great room 33 feet wide, 45 feet high,
2.04 feet long, which combines all the above features with those of library administration, and
from which radiate the other departments of the

Patio CoIonnaJc, Pasadcnn Public Library
Mvrnn Hunt and H. C. Chambers, Architects

the entrance court and

high sheltering wall.
with such
essential unitv of design (both in plan and
facade), each of whose many elements is an integral part of the whole, each in itself a fine bit
of composition; from every angle, a picture;
every detail, every ornament, appropriate and

Seldom do we

satisfying.

The

its

see a large building
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color, the texture, are varied,

Dct.ill,

Los Angeles Public Library

Beriram finodhiie and Associates, Aichiiccis

building. This room is extraordinarily impresfrom its great length and height ancf the
effective use of material and color. From a practical standpoint it is equally successful. It, as
well as the other large rooms required, has been
prepared for restful acoustics by the use of cork
floors, acoustic plaster walls, and wooden ceilings whose panels are of an acoustic material
made by grinding up sugar-cane stalks. The
quantities of all these acoustic materials were
carefully figured by experts to produce the
proper shortening of the period of echo. The
final checking by Prof. Burt of the California
Institute of Technology was extremely favorable.
The stack room being obviously the center of
library functioning, it developed that the scheme
of this one-story building is really a group of
sive

itin
>

Room,

Hum

Pasadt-na Public Library

and H.

C

(.'hanibers. Architects
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ABOVE— SECOND FLOOR PLAN; BELOW— BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN; PASADENA PUBLIC
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. MYRON HUNT AND H. C. CHAMBERS, ARCHITECTS
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CIRCULATION ROOM, PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
MYRON HUNT AND H. C. CHAMBERS, ARCHITECTS
Plwto by

IV.

M. Clarke
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PATIO KNTRANCE, PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY, PASADENA, CALIIORNIA
MYRON HUNT AND II. C. CHAMBERS, ARCHITECTS
Photo by Geo.

li.

Kiting
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PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
PATIO AT NIGHT, PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY,
MYRON HUNT AND H. C. CHAMBERS, ARCHITECTS
Plwta by

IV.

M. Clarke
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IN BOYs' AND GIRLs' ROOM; PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
MYRON HUNT AND H. C. CHAMBERS, ARCHITECTS. MAUD DAGGETT, SCULPTOR
(presented by THE SCULPTOR IN MEMORY OF HER PARENTS, MR. AND MRS. CHARLES DAGGETTj

MANTEL
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FLOOR PLANS, HENRY eThUNTINGTON LIBRARY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
MYRON HUNT, ARCHITECT (mYRON HUNT AND H. C. CHAMBERS)
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tNTRANCt DtlAIL, HILL AVENUE LIBRARY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
MARSTON, VAN PELT AND MAYBURY, ARCHITECTS
riiulu by Ccunji: llaujlil
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CALIFORNIA
INTERIOR DETAIL, HILL AVENUE LIBRARY, PASADENA,
MARSTON, VAN PELT AND MAYBURY, ARCHITECTS
Photo by Gconic Uah)Ul
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Photos by George Ilaioht

AVENUE DRANCll LIBRARY, PASADIINA, CALITORNIA
MARSTON, VAN PELT AND MAVBURY, ARCHITECTS
HILL
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LOS ANGliLES PUBLIC LIBRARY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

BERTRAM C.OODHUE, ARCHITECT; CARLETON M. WINSLOW, ASSOCIATE

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECTS.

DETAIL ENTRANCE, LOS ANGELES PUBLIC LIBRARY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
BERTRAM GOODHUE, ARCHITECT; CARLETON M. WINSLOW, ASSOCIATE
Photo by Molt Studios
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CHILDREN

S

ROOM, LOS ANGELES PUBLIC LIBRARY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

BERTRAM GOODHUE, ARCHITECT; CARLETON M. WINSLOW, ASSOCIATE
Pholoi by Moll Sliidios
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HOUSES FOR COSMOPOLITAN BUILDING

AND LOAN

j'j)

..

a.»WH.l»^

ASSOCIATION, OAKLAND, CALIF. GEO. H. ELLINGER, ARCHITECT

THE ARCHITECT IN THE SPECULATIVE BUILDING FIELD
L.

NMISTAKABLE

evidence that educathe interest of good
architecture and architectural service,
furthered by the public press and such
organizations as the Small-House Plan
Service of Los Angeles, United States
Small-House Service Bureau, Inc., and
the Community Arts Association of
Pasadena, is bearing fruit, lies in the growing tendency
among speculative builders to eniplov an architect to design groups of houses for them. This growing practice
gives the architect entrance to a field whose activities
comprise easily 95 per cent of the home-building operations of the country, for it is estimated that only
per cent of the private dwellings annually erected in the
United States are planned and constructed under the
supervision of an architect. Within this speculative field,
the sales price of homes runs from as low as $1,000 to
$15,000 and $io,ooo, and in some cases up to $100,000.
It has been particularly difficult for the architects to
reach the speculative builders, because their operations
are conducted upon such a narrow margin of profit that
their only salvation appeared to lie in rigid standardization of costs and materials and elimination of all expenses
not absolutely necessary. Employment of an architect
was and still is, to the average speculative operator, a
criminally useless extravagance, for the average successful builder cherishes an abiding faith in the safety of half
a dozen stock designs, repeated at judicious intervals and
varied only slightly.
But within the past five years there has been a visible
tendency among the larger and more successful builders
in Western cities to have blocks and larger groups of
tional

work

in

<i

homes planned

in

an architect's

office.

Westwood Park

in

MEEK
San Francisco and the operations of R. C. Hillen of Oakland are

among some

of the

more extensive home

district

developments in Northern California handled in this
manner. Doubtless there are others of equal or greater
scope and merit in other districts and cities. The movement on the part of the builders is quite voluntary and
constitutes proof of the

awakened public consciousness

and deinandior homes embodying essential principles of
correct architectural design, as well as substantial materials and good workmanship.
There are practical monetary advantages to the builder
and purchaser of such homes, which the architect who
may be approached on such work will do well to bring
to the attention of his prospective client. The fact that
the houses have been designed by an architect of good

standing with a view to obtaining individualized exteriors is a talking, sales and advertising point that weighs
heavily with the home-buying public. No matfer how
practically and prosaically minded a home purchaser is,
he hardly relishes the thought that his home is precisely
like every other one in the block. To the average woman
the idea is an abomination. Individuality, distinctiveness

and variety have a sure-fire appeal.
Variety and interest will be coupled with harmony of
the whole and a pleasing relationship between the individual units, through the skill of the architect. These
factors make for stabilization of values, for no one house
will achieve notice or false sales value by reason of
effects or devices not in keeping with sound architectural
design. The house that does attract attention by violation, rather than original, balanced expression, of accepted architectural principles, invariably presents a most
distressing appearance when depreciation sets in. Its depreciation detracts from the value of the house on either

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
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side of
a block

and from the whole street. Thus by buying into
where the architecture is uniform in standard, the

it,

purchaser protects himself against depreciation losses

bevond his control.
Inasmuch as the speculative builder, employing an
architect, would be erecting sizable groups of homes, the
charges for architectural service can prohtably be figured
on a volume basis. The cost of this item on no one house
would be so great as to make any objectional difference
in the selling price, and these factors serve the purposes
architect, builder and buyer.
of all parties concerned

—

We show herewith several plates, illustrative of work
among Northern California architects along the lines
discussed. Angus McSweeney's houses for Louis Heilman, San Francisco builder, are of the attached variety,
common to the Bay city, and are on X5-foot lots. McSweeney's work, all factors of the case considered, shows
individual and collective merit. The general excellence of
the group is verv striking, in contrast to the indifferently planned and poorly harmonized construction on the
opposite side of the street and in adjoining blocks, yet in
selling from $10,500 to $13,500 these good-looking homes
are not selling in excess of other new, speculatively built
dwellings in the immediate neighborhood.
Architect George Ellinger had still narrower price
limits to keep within in his group of homes for the Metropolitan Building and Loan Association of Oakland,

BAUMtiiT

rii;!l

from $6,500 to $7,500. He has done a notably good
with the facilities available, and has demonstrated

selling

job

what an

architect can accomplish in

NEW AND RECENT

work

of this type.

BOOKS*

Guirdino Italiaiio (Italian Gardens), by Luigi Dami.
(Limited ed.) 350 pages of photographic illustrations.
Size 10x14. Bound (mmBT), Price, $zi.5o.
//

Le Fontane D'ltalia (Fountains of Italy), by Arduino
Colasanti. (Limited edition.) 306 pages of photographs
of the most famous and beautiful fountains of Italy.
Size 10x14 inches. Bound (mmBT), $i2.;5o.
Italian Renaissance Architecture,

by Gromort. (181 pages.)

A short historic and descriptive account with a
no photographs and measured drawings and 45

series of

illustra-

from French into English by
George F. Waters. Bound with paper cover. Size 7x9
inches. (mV). Price (with French text, $5.60), $4.00.
Le Fer Forge (Ornamental Wrought Iron-Work Used in Modern
Decoration^, by Gaston Fleury. 36 full-size photographic
plates. Size 13x18 inches. Portfolio form (trdMA), $14.50.
tions in the text. Translated

Villas Normandes and Anglaises. 52. full-size plates of
photographs and plans of city and country houses of the
English and Normandie stvle. Much half-timber work.
Size 13x18.I2 inches. In portfolio form (rtdMA), $8.50.
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Bonk Shop,
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HOUSIS lOR LOUIS HEILMAN, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. DESIGNED BY ANGUS MCSWEENEY

Kearny

St..

S. F.

•SPACIFIC COAST

ARCHITECT

HOUSES FOR LOUIS HEILMAN, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

DESIGNED BY ANGUS McSWEENEY
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ABOVE — SGRAITITTO PANEL, RESIDENCE OP MRS. LLOYD ACKERMAN, SAN FRANCISCO
H. H. GUTTERSON, ARCHITECT
DELOW— IRESCOES IN DISPLAY ROOM, CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO
SIMEON PELENC, ARTIST

INTERIOR DECORATING

FRESCO IN COLORED CEMENT. SIMEON I'ELENC, ARilbT

THE FRESCO WILL LIVE AGAIN
BY ZOE
i]HE ART of fresco painting is inseparably
associated with what are generally considered the Golden Ages of Architecture. Pompeii, Greece, Egypt, Persia,
Chaldea and Italy in the hrst beginnings of their civilizations, in the heyday of their cultures and arts, produced
frescoes whose beauty is still something
marvel at. Fresco painting is likewise an art of great
names. Fra Angelico, Ghirlandajo, Massacio, Gozzoli
and Giotto were master architects and painters whose
to

the fame of the
and other sumptuous structures
erected during medieval and ecclesiastical periojs of
European history.
So great an art fell in to disuse, not wholly because the ages
produced no masters of it, but rather because the forms
of architecture changed so that there were no large, flat
surfaces upon which frescoes could be put to advantage.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and as the most
active building of Gothic structures moved northward
and into England, Gothic underwent a transition. Plain
surfaces and expanses of ceilings and domes gave way to
more sharply pitched arches, and these lines, coupled
with the use of tall columns and spire effects, afforded
little suitable space for fresco painting. To the north of
Europe and in England there was a marked tendency
frescoes contributed in large part to

churches,

palaces,

A.

BATTU

toward restraint of color, and even where casual examples
of this ancient art are found in these sections, they lack
something of the vividness and interest of color so
characteristic of the works of warmer climes.
But it is now several centuries since English Gothic has
dominated the architecture of Anglo-Saxon peoples.
What we call Gothic today is a mere suggestion of the
|r(.iilir..i<-l

nn

p.ige

S7]
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Jldaptation of <JMoorish 'Motifs
THE PANELS of this door were decorated and
T/je

antiqued to harmonize in pattern and color with
dado of imported Tunisian tile. 4 KFRC Broadcasting Studio, Don Lee Building, San Francisco. 4
a

Harris Allen, Architect for Studio; A. Quandt iZr Sons,
Painters and Decorators fsince 1885]} 374 Guerrero
Street, San Francisco, California.

"Co-operation for (Quality"

Pioneers

and specialists

designed

in the application of lacquer by air brush in the architectural field. Complete decorative color schemes
is available for the small job as well as the large. Our operations art State-wide.

and furnished. Quandt iiitality

—
SAN FRAIVCfSCO
PUBLIC LIBRARY

EDITORIAL
A City Planning Council jor
Scm

development of a city plan. The Commonwealth Club deserves the sincere gratitude of all
citizens who have the welfare of the community

Fraficisco

perhaps two years, the Commonwealth
FOR
Club has been studying the problem of im-

at heart.

proving conditions as to City Planning in San
Francisco. During the past six months the club
committee, or section, as it is called, has been
preparing an amendment to the charter, which
will be given the most thorough publicity before
being brought to vote. It took the precaution to
invite the collaboration of delegates from over
eighty civic improvement associations, and the
proposed amendment has received their unanimous approval.
The essential feature of the new plan is that it
provides a coordinating body between the various departments, by which all proposed projects
will be fitted into a definite plan for the physical
development of San Francisco. This plan is to be
prepared with the aid of expert consultants, and
will include such matters as streets, subways,
bridges, terminals, waterways, parks, playgrounds, public buildings, zoning, heights, set-

Information Is Correct

backs,

lire safety, and general welfare,
and economy. From time to time the

traffic,

efficiency

may be amended or extended.
The council will consist of seven

citizens not

holding municipal office so appointed that there
will always be hve older members. To this
council each executive city department must submit plans for fixed improvements, which if disapproved within sixty days can only be adopted
by a two-thirds majority vote of the entire
membership of the Board of Supervisors.
In other words, the City Planning Council is an
advisory, coordinating body whose opinion
must be heard on all connected activities, but
with no administrative or veto powers. All
public officials are to cooperate with the council
and furnish it information.
Full publicity is to be given to all its hearings
and findings and it must accompany its recommendations with the technical data upon which
they are based.
These are the main features of the amendment,
which is in a form stated to be legal and constitutional. Whatever criticisms may be made
and it will be criticized by some as going too far
and by others as not going far enough it can
not possibly help but be an improvement over
present conditions, and can hardly help but lead

—

more

*

WS. HEBBARD,
.

*

architect of Los Angeles,

writes as follows:

"Referring to the July number of the Pacific Coast
Architect, page 50, The Inspector answers the question as
to whether or not forced draft ventilation is allowed in
water-closet compartments and bathrooms in apartments
in the amended California State Housing Law, in the
negative.
"The Architect and Engineer, on page 58, July number,
states that section 51 is amended to permit the ventilation
of bath and toilet rooms and kitchens in fireproof apartment houses more than four stories in height bv an exhaust system. Again on page no it states that section 6o
is amended to permit fan exhaust system in fireproof
apartments of more than four stories.
"Will you please advise me which is correct?"

The Pacific Coast Architect exercises meticulous care to print only authentic information for
architects, especially on questions of such importance as the one here discussed— one which
concerns the entire building industry of California.

plan

to a

*

definite, fore-sighted progress in the

Therefore, open answer

is

given Mr. Hebbard

in order to set straight others of the building in-

dustry who may labor in confusion as a result of
contradictory statements.
In The Inspector, combined with the Pacific
Coast Architect, for June, there was published
an exclusive article which first informed the
building fraternitythat no changes were made in
requirements set out in the California State
Housing Act, and this information is equally
true today. The building fraternity of California
is again referred to editorial and news items published on pages 44 and 49 of The Inspector in the
June number of the Pacific Coast Architect and
on page 50 of the July issue. All this information
is absolutely correct, and has been confirmed by
the Secretary of State and other State officials.
Any information to the contrary which may
have been published in other periodicals will no
doubt be explained by its authors in an equally
frank manner.
*

+

*

Architect Russell G. de Lappe, Francis B. Plant, structural engineer, and \'. Oglon, associate, have been commissioned by the board of supervisors of Stanislaus county
to proceed at once with the plans for the new Stanislaus
County Hospital, Modesto, California.
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Why
— Concealed wiring
ance
2—
minimum
3 — Lacquer
1

in

Reinhold?
conduits approved by

fire

insur-

underwriters.

Interchangeable parts, making for case in changing a
at
expense.

layout

—

A

^»

architects.

I

Rclnhold Partition

—

finish.

Endorsed by

—onc-rooni

offici

in Financial Center Bldg.

FINANCIAL CENTER BUILDING
San Francisco
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
After scanning the fieJd, the owners of the magnificently appointed Financial Center Building
have concentrated on Reinhold Interchangeable
Wood and Glass Office Partitions. The requirements of individual tenants are being met in the
most appro\'ed, up-to-date
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The Julv meeting of the Southern Chapter, A, I. A., was
marked by the discussion and transaction of several pieces
of business.

Sumner P. Hunt made a tall: in which he urged that the
Communitv Planning Committee of the local and national boJv should show more activity in city planning
and building problems.
Charles Chenev, addressing the meeting, urged that the
Communitv Planning Committee of the Chapter be supplemented bv another committee, known as the City
Planning Committee, and that the Los Angeles Chapter
petition the directors of the A. I. A. to appoint a city
planning committee.
After discussion of this suggestion, a resolution

was

adopted to the effect that the president of the A. I. A.
should be requested to appoint a committee on city and
regional planning.
Mr. Cheney also had on hand a circular letter to be sent
to all members of the Chapter, which would call for a
vote on the architectural accomplishments of Los Angeles, San Diego and Santa Barbara. The letter-ballots to
he filled out and returned, so that a report could be made
on them at the August meeting.
It was voted that such letters be sent out.
Chairman S. M. Spaulding of the Educational Committee made a brief report on his department's work.
He urged Chapter assistance to architectural students in
the public schools and universities. Mr. Spaulding urged
establishment of a permanent architectural exhibition
and presented several practical suggestions for its establishment. Three possible locations were named in which
such an exhibit could be placed.
*

*

*

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER,
Headquarters, Seattle,

Harlan Thomas
Sherwood D. Ford
H. A.

A.

I.

A.

Wash.
President
First Vice-President

MoLDENHOUR

State Chapter of the
A. L A. brought together architects and contractors for
discussion of their relations and mutual problems.
A. S. Downev, president of the Seattle Chapter of the
Associated Contractors of America, was the principal
speaker of the evening. In his address Mr. Downey reviewed the activities of the Seattle Chapter of his organization, pointing out that several measures were in
force to insure not only cooperation among the contractors themselves but also in their relations with the
architects and other workers in the building industry.
The speaker also discussed such matters as segregated
bids, deposits on plans, alternates and unit prices, the
opening of bids and arbitration, as a peaceful and allaround satisfactory settlement of disputes.
Roland E. Borhek, Washington State Chapter, A. I. A.,
spoke for the architect in these matters and he also made
a special plea for arbitration in settlement of trade
disputes.

accepted by the members
committee consisting of two members from

Upon motion by Mr. Downev,
each organization was

NEXT MEETING
Due

to the vacation period, the next regular meeting of
the Northern California Chapter, The American Institute
of Architects, will not be held until September lo, 1917.
Notice of this meeting will be sent to the members.
*

appointed

to

*

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
of the San Francisco Architectural Club,
held July 6 in the Club rooms, was marked by the annual
election of treasurer and two directors.

Edward Counter was elected treasurer, an office held
during the past year bv John H. Devitt. Ira Springer was
reelected to his place among the directors and John H.
Devitt elected to the board position vacated by the retirement of Harrv Langlev.
Rome Bias, winner of the Scholarship Award, Harvard
School of Architecture, has a displav of his drawings on
exhibit in the banquet room of the Club.
Clyde Truesdell, past secretary of the Club, has left San
Francisco for New York and Eastern fields.
*

*

*

LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
Meetings of the Los Angeles Architectural Club during
the

Warm summer months

are being given over to out-

door sports and social functions.
The Club members were the guests of Donald B. Parkinson at the Santa Monica Beach Club, the evening of
July 19. An outdoor dinner and program was given, which
was hugely enjoyed bv the members present.
This outdoor meeting and dinner were so successful that
it is planned to do something similar during August, and
include the wives and families in the invitations. Bv such
informal gatherings it is hoped to strengthen the spirit
and fellowship and understanding among club members
as a basis for carrying through constructive, serious programs of work.
*

*

*

The College of Architecture of

the University of Michigan announces that as. a result of the annual competition
the George G. Booth Traveling Fellowship in Architec-

awarded to Mr. John E. Dmwiddie bv a
members of the Architectural Faculty and
Messrs. Marcus R. Burrowes, Alex. Donaldson and Talmage C. Hughes, the three latter being Detroit architects.
Mr. Dinwiddie is a native of California who graduated
from the University of Michigan in 192.5, since which
time he has been employed in San Francisco and New
ture has been

jury

made up

York

of

offices.

*

*

*

Plate glass in large sizes has been installed throughout
Sacred Heart Church, Flower Citv Park, Rochester, New
York, as a protecting surface for the many stained glass
windows in the edifice. The installation of plate glass, instead of the rough or ribbed glass customarily used for
this purpose, greatly enhances the exterior appearance of
the building since it permits the beauty of the art glass to
be viewed from the outside. Sacred Heart is the second
church in Rochester to use plate glass in this manner.

consider ethical

practices and subjects relative to the contacts

architects and contractors.

*

The July meeting

Secretary

The June meeting of the Washington

present, a

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, A. LA.

between

The new Hotel Benjamin Franklin, W. H. Weeks,
tect,

has recently been opened at San Mateo.

archi-
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ETHICS ENFORCED

Architects in France are endeavoring to organize themselves into a close corporation with authority to discipline members and cancel rights to build, when necessary,
according to reports.
It is asserted French architects claim a high standard of
ethics, and at present have no recourse against unfair
competition. Wherefore they wish to be placed legally
on somewhat the same basis as lawyers.
California and all Pacific Coast architects might find
profitable thought in this endeavor of the French architects. And to give thought to this subject appears apropos, now that the Supreme Court of California has decided that corporations of licensed architects may engage
in the practice of architecture without violating the provisions of the California law regulating the practice of
architecture.
*

L. A.

+

UNITER STATES l-ATENT OFFICE

AND EDITED BY MARK

*

APPOINTS HEATING ENGINEER

Otis E. Phillips has been appointed heating and ventilating engineer by the Los Angeles Municipal Building and
Safety Commission. This new position was created recently by ordinance. The salary is $500 a month.
Mr. Phillips is reputed to be well qualified to fill the
new position. He has been employed in the municipal
building department of that citv since September i6, 192.1,
when he entered the municipal service as an assistant
building inspector. About a year afterwards he was promoted to assistant senior building inspector and later
again promoted to senior building inspector.
The Inspector commends this appointment and congratulates Mr. Phillips. New and better-paid positions
in the municipal service should, whenever possible, be
filled by promoting employees who are qualified to step
up. And this has been done in the case of Mr. Phillips.

C.

COHN
NUMBER EIGHT

The Inspector]

SANTA ANA CODE SOON EFFECTIVE

LONG

building construction in California side hy
side, and it would make one huge building reaching from
San Francisco to Los Angeles. In other words, it would
provide a roof-paved air-line roadway approximately
515 miles long. This almost incredible information is revealed in fiscal vear reports of building permits issued by
municipal building departments in cities of California.
San Francisco, Oakland and other California cities contributed their share of upbuilding, but Los Angeles tops
the list with building operations that would total more
than 150 miles if placed in a straight line.
This formidable line of buildings many miles long includes all classes of construction from the modest bungalow and small private garage to sky-soaring structures
such as the 30-storv Russ Building in San Francisco and
the 2.8-story new Citv Hall in Los Angeles.
This brief word picture should serve to impress all with
the economic, industrial and commercial importance of
the building industry in California.
Place

IN

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

E. P. Collier, former City Trustee of Santa

City Manager. William H.

Ana,

is

now

Twav,

president of the Santa
Ana Builders' Exchange, at a recent meeting of executives of builders' exchanges in Southern California, reported that a new building code will be effective in Santa
Ana within the next month. This code was prepared under direction of the Santa Ana Exchange and represents
more than a year's study by builders. It has no connection
with any other code or code movement, but adheres to
standard customs and practice followed in cities of
Southern California.
W. S. Decker, Chief Building Inspector, commenting on
the code a short time ago, said:
"The new building code adopted in Santa Ana is, in my
opinion, the most comprehensive, modern, scientific,
practicable and easily understood ordinance that ever has
been written. It is especiallv designed to fit better all conditions that obtain in cities of California, and in particular cities in Southern California, than any other building

code in existence.
"Santa Ana has set the precedent; Fullerton, Anaheim
and other cities in Orange county undoubtedly will pass
the same code within the next few weeks. Every city in
California, but in particular the cities south of the
Tehachapi, can follow profitably the lead established in
Santa Ana by adopting this uniform building ordinance
and therebv greativ facilitate design, construction and
inspection practices in

all cities.

"With
tions

I

35 vears' practical experience in building operaheartily favor every city enacting building laws of

uniform character, patterned after the requirements set
out in Santa Ana's new uniform building code."
The Santa Ana Register in an editorial comment relating
to the code says:
"Santa Ana's new building code, passed by the City
Trustees recently but which will not be in effect until
earlv fall, provides for better materials in buildings and
provides for more stringent inspection of structures. This
ordinance was advocated and written by the builders
a

who realize that a good structure means
business, while a poorly constructed one is a menace

themselves,

more

to the lives of people in or near it."
*

*

*

OCEANSIDE CODE POSTPONED
Long delayed consideration

of a building code adaptable
to local conditions in Oceanside, California, has again
been postponed, according to report of the Oceanside

Blade,

which

says:

"Preliminary draft of a building ordinance which has
been on the stocks for many moons was again laid over.
The city is awaiting the completion of a model ordinance
which is being drafted in San Francisco, or some other
seaport, and is now expected to be completed by October.
Meantime an attempt to make a touch from the city for
$15 toward the expense of making it was given a glassy
stare by the Council."
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THE INSPECTOR
Municipal Plan Checking Privileges Often Abused
Taxpayers Burdened Unnecessarily
f

BY

MARK

C.

COHnJ

E.\pcrt Consultant on Housing ant! BuiUltng KtgliLitians

(This

is

the twenty-sixth of a series of articles on building codes.)

lUILDING INSPECTORS

are authority
municipal facilities for exanlination and checking of
building plans and specifications are
often misused and frequently abused by
class who engage in the practice of
preparing drawings and specifications
El for building projects without the requisite knowledge, training and experience for the performance of that highly important technical service.
To evade requirements of State laws regulating practice
of architecture and professional engineering, unlicensed
and uncertified designers attach appellations to their
business names that thinly disguise the fact they are
neither licensed architects nor competent structural engineers. These untrained persons sometimes know just
enough about making plans and theory of design to be
dangerous, because their finished drawings appear passablv good to the uninitiated prospective building owner.
for the statement that

LACK KNOWLEDGE
Quite often this class of practitioner, lacking proper
knowledge, resorts to guesswork in the design of building. Perhaps fearful of their smattering of questionable
knowledge and to check up guesses and theories they
take advantage of privileges extended by municipal
building departments. There are records of plans and

tion for the proposed building, and again expert service
and advice of a metropolitan building department is

obtained free of charge.
Clyde Makutchan, municipal research engineer in Los
Angeles, and formerly chief plan examiner in the Los
Angeles Building Department, asserts that during a
period of a few months he officially checked plans for
building projects filed in that office totaling an estimated
cost of $14,000,000. Mr. Makutchan further states that of
these plans building permits eventually issued for structures erected at an estimated cost of less than $8,000,000.
Here the municipal building department actually rendered expert plan examination service in checking plans
and specifications for over $6,000,000 of building projects
for which the city was never paid.
It is not difficult to perceive that the privileges of this
municipal bureau were greatly abused, because it is evident architectural and engineering drawings for buildings
amounting to $6,000,000 were submitted for checking to
Los Angeles officials when the structures under consideration were not planned to be erected in that city, but perhaps in adjacent cities. It is reasonable to believe that in
these cases the submittors desired to get an okeh free of
charge from the municipal plan examiners of Los Angeles,
in order to insure a check structurally and for requirements of building laws.

TO CURB BAD PRACTICE

specifications refiled several times before finally corrected
to justify municipal okeh.

And each time municipal plan

examination service had to be rendered the same as if it
were a new project.
It is apparent the art of deceiving municipal plan
examiners is practiced in devious ways. Where plans are
accepted for examination and checking by municipal
building inspection departments without formality of
authentic application for permit, it is easy to have plans
examined for corrections regarding State housing laws,
building code requirements, structural inaccuracies, rules
for plumbing, electric wiring and elevator installation.
In these cases cities render the service free of charge, but
at the expense of all taxpayers.

MANY

ABUSES

where formal permit application is required to
accompany plans filed, the applicant easily complies with
set requirements in case the project is bona hde, pays
In cities

nominal permit fee and receives the benefit of expert plan
examination service at a price greatly incommensurate
with services rendered.
There are still further abuses, as will be noted, in cases
where the building project is of promotional nature and
no permit ever issues, although the city building department functions and is put to the expense of checking
plans without remuneration.
There are cases, too, where the proposed building is to
be erected in cities where there are no building inspectors
or where the city does not employ inspectors competent
to examine efficiently and check plans. A convenient
vacant lot in one of the larger cities is given as the loca-

to remark that failure on the part
of any licensed architect to evidence sincerity, by scrupulously avoiding any practice that puts him in the same
category under discussion, shows poor judgment, because
it establishes precedent for others to follow who will do
so in order to save employment of professional architecIt

might not be amiss

and engineering service.
the Los Angeles
J. Backus, general manager of
Building and Safety Commission, and Clayton V. Welch,
chief of the municipal building division, assert they have
long known the engineering plan checking facilities of
the building department were being misused and abused
by a certain class. To curb effectively this practice they
plan to devise measures to stop it without putting obtural

John

of those who honestly seek informacitations used in this article make general
reference to Los Angeles, but the situation is by no means
peculiar to that city. There is ample evidence to show the
stacles in the

tive data.

way

The

same practice obtains

in

other large

cities.

THE INSPECTOR RECOMMENDS
Thelnspector urges the adoption of measures thatwill at
once stop this needless public expense of paying for free
plan examination service for those who are not entitled
to it. One possible solution is for cities to pass building
ordinances requiring that each plan filed be accompanied
by certified check in an amount to cover fully the cost of
expert plan examination plus 100 per cent additional to
guarantee good faith.
If permit issues and the project is carried out in good
faith, according to plans and specifications officially
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examined, refund may be made to the applicant minus
actual cost and reasonable overhead charges for services
rendered. If the project is not carried out in good faith,
copv of plans and specifications shall remain permanentlv
on file in the building department and full amount of
certified check shall be forfeited to the municipality in
payment for labor and services performed.

THE INSPECTOR PLAN

IS

FAIR

The plan suggested here should promptly discourage
misuse and abuse of building department privileges and
functions. No one has any right to object to paying for
requisite service actually rendered. No city has any interest from the standpoint of safety in structures that are
not built. No city has any official interest in any building
built outside of its territorial limits and no person has a
right to obtain services of city officials by means of misrepresentation. Moreover, building laws are not designed
to empower cities to establish city building departments
or bureaus for plan examination and checking as commercial enterprises that compete with licensed certificated

ENGINEERS ARE ENGINEERS
A

long delayed but highly desirable change is announced
by the Los Angeles Civil Service Commission to the effect
that several positions in the city engineering department
have been changed from "engineer" to "operator."

These positions have nothing to do with technical engineering work, but were for positions such as operators of
pile drivers, hoists, tugboats, etc. Engineers will acclaim
this salutary recognition of difference between profes-

sional engineers and others

GLENDALE LENIENCY AMENDMENT
lenient requirements for small structures and minor
deviations from building code are comprehended in an
amended ordinance reported to have been adopted in
Glendale. Petitions presented to the City Council for
petty deviations from building ordinances not involving

menace, usually granted by the city dads, would be
granted by the Building Inspector under the amended
enactment.
*

are, of course, estab-

lished to render service to the public. Suggestions offered

here should not be confused to mean that such building
inspection bureaus shall refuse fully and freely to assist
applicants who honestly seek informative advice and
general information about building code requirements
and other building regulations. Therefore, profound care
must be exercised in the administration of building laws
designed to stop the abuses here discussed so that those
who are entitled to the free use of municipal facilities
shall not be denied that privilege.
*

*

ANTRAM AND TOMS REAPPOINTED

C. E. Noerenberg.
*

*

*

FRESNO ADOPTS SPRINKLER CODE
Automatic sprinkler systems must be

installed in thea-

basements and in certain specified mercantile and
buildings, according to provisions of an
amended ordinance reported as adopted in Fresno. The
amended ordinance follows rules of the Board of Fire
Underwriters' Rating Bureau.
tres,

industrial

^

*

*

*

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
Not long now until the annual Fire Prevention Week
observance, with its customary stereotyped proclamations, and then will follow 51 weeks of non-observance
by a far too great number of persons. Anvhow, one will
hear a lot about what ought to be done from October y
to 15.
*

*

*

VENTURA LICENSE LAW
now licenses its building contractors by virtue
of an ordinance that provides bond of $1,000 shall be
posted by contractors who undertake any job costing
more than $300.
Ventura

*

STATE SCHOOL

*

LAW

EFFECTI\'E

California's new State act requiring thatplansfor schools
built outside of incorporated cities must hrst be approved

by State authorities

is

now

L. A.

effective.

*

+

STEEL JOIST CODE

An amended

ordinance being considered bv the Los
Angeles City Council and already approved bv the
Municipal Building and Safety Commission would allow
poured gypsum slabs and so-called armored-gvpsum fireproofing for fire protection to steel joist construction and
for hreproofing structural steel members. Several amendments relating to steel joist construction are also included in the proposed ordinance.
j

*

*

William H. Antram and J. W. Toms, reappointed bv
Mayor George E. Cryer as members of the Los Angeles
Building and Safety Commission, have been confirmed by
the Municipal Council. The other three members of the
Commission are Ralph Homann, Frank McGinlev and

perhaps are enginemen.

More

architects.

Municipal building departments

who

L. A.

*

*

HEATING CODE EFFECTI\'E

An amended

ordinance in Los Angeles relating to installation of all types of warm-air heating furnaces, connections thereto, appurtenances and appliances and regu-

lating construction of vents and furnace rooms is now
Permits for installing furnaces are required
under the amended ordinance and plans therefor must
first be submitted to and receive approval of the municipal authorities.
effective.

*

+

*

S. F. GAS PIPE INSPECTOR
About the only large city in California that depends on
its gas company to inspect gas piping, San Francisco, in
all probability will soon change this outworn system and

enact an ordinance regulating the installation of gas
piping and providing for inspection under jurisdiction of

municipal authorities.
*

*

*

ABERDEEN BUILDING CODE
Nearing completion is the reported progress of the local
building code being prepared in Aberdeen, Washington.
The proposed code is reported as being especially adaptable to lumber and seaport towns and to adhere to recommendations of the Washington State Chamber of Commerce.
*

L. A.

*

*

COUNTY BUILDING DEPARTMENT

Probable establishment of a Los Angeles county building
inspection bureau is foreseen in reported action of the
county counsel, who is reported to be preparing a set of
building regulations to apply to structures erected within
that county but outside of incorporated cities and towns
which have local building ordinances.

1
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Ask

THE INSPECTOR

L'nJcr this hfjidug

building probldfis.

asked

I

o/The Inspector

titid

Your name will

1

^

the answers.

Did

Pop the question.

^

IN STATE

the Governor recently .agn

HOUSING LAW
ii

bill

which amend.! the

California State Housing Act?

A. We could answer this question, which h;is been asl;ed
by many who apparently have been misinformed through
publication of erroneous statements, that, when an item
appears in The Inspector, disregard everything to the
contrary.

We won't do this, however, because we, too, are mere
humans, fallible and liable to err. The fact is that no bill
has been signed by the Governor which in any way
amends or changes the State Housing Act of California in
its requirements as they have stood for more than two
years.

In an article published exclusively in the

June

issue of

The Inspector it was pointed out a bill designed to
amend the act under discussion was passed by the California Legislature, later found to be incorrectly drawn
and defective, and, consequently, refused approval by
the Governor.
Moreover, with that article there was published exclusively a personal letter from Governor C. C. Young
wherein he stated there was no possibility of the bill in
question becoming a law, and setting forth his reasons
therefor.

The California State Housing Act remains exactly as
passed in 1913, with minor amendments enacted in 192.5.

WHEN

BRICK?
brick only when
IS

Pigs is pigs, but brick is
it is brick.
Centuries old, used the world over, and yet in this enlightened age age of bootleggers and svnthetic products
it has become necessarv to protect the name of the poor
common brick against being besmirched, and perhaps
more particularly in order that the public shall get brick

—

—

when

it

wants

brick.

reported the American Society for Testing Materials has accepted a report to be "published as information and for comment and criticism" which includes the
following:
"Brick A structural unit formed while plastic into a
rectangular prism, usually solid and S by 5^4 by i'^
inches in size.
"Note The term 'brick' is understood to mean a unit
of burned clay or shale. When other substances are used,
such as lime and sand, cement and sand, hre clay, adobe,
etc., the term 'brick' should be suitably qualified."
It is

—

—

*

*

*

Uniform building regulations were discussed at group
meetings of building contractors and inspectors of building, held in Seattle and Oakland last month.
San Jacinto, California, created three separate fire zones
to regulate building by an amended ordinance now
effective.
*

*

THE INSPECTOR

column IS dfdtcatfj to kicks jiid comments. Names oiutttal on
Ttilitcst. Kigbt is reserved to publish or reject any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence of ^ood jaith. This
department is open for constructive criticisms.

T/'/j

be omitted if you wish.

.

NO CHANGE
Q.

Tell

puhlishfd qnatioin and answers ilailnig with
Herewith are published a number of queries

iirc

*

Torrance, California, is considering an amended building
code to provide for masonry construction in fire zones.

K

X

LONG BEACH

OFFICIAL SHAKE-UP

With well-sharpened axes the new
recently inaugurated in Long Beach
chopped off official heads
to be due to fall.

citv administration
is

reported to have

in neat fashion.

More

are said

Among other changes reported in personnel of governmental heads is the appointment of Henry S. Callahan,
former Councilman, who succeeds Charles S. Hendersoi
as City Manager.
Arthur H. Adams, formerly Assistant Engineer, promoted to the office of City Engineer, succeeds R. D. Van
Alstine. It is rumored the Municipal Art Commission
probably will be abolished.
Charles D. Wailes, Jr., structural engineer in the Building Department, temporarily heads that department.
*

NEW

L. A.

*

*

PLUMBING CODE OKEHED

With the signature of Mayor George E. Cryer attached to
the new plumbing ordinance in Los Angeles, a big piece
of constructive work has been finished. The new plumbing ordinance should have a salutary effect for the promotion of better plumbing work. The new code coordinates several regulations for plumbing, gas piping and
house sewer installations which heretofore have been
scattered through numerous enactments. The new code
also provides for qualifications of journeymen and master plumbers and establishes the Board of Municipal
Building and Safety Commissioners as the Board of

Plumbing Examiners.
+

*

SAN DIEGO PLANS

*

NEW CODE

Oscar G. Knecht reports progress

new ordinance designed

in the

preparation of a

and bond roofing contractors, and a companion ordinance to regulate roof coverings in San Diego. Another code to license and bond
building contractors is also reported in the making. Mr.
Knecht states this latter ordinance will define building
contractors as those who engage in that business, so as
to avoid causing inconvenience or annoyance to building
owners who may wish to employ a workman to do minor
jobs or make repairs. Workmen doing these minor jobs
and not actually engaging in the business of building
contractors will not be governed by the license ordinance.
*

to license

*

*

COUNTY FATHERS DEFY CITY DADS
Contending that court rulings give them the right to
proceed with building independent of city authorities,
the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors apparently has decided to challenge the authority of city officials. It is
reported that a hospital of semi-fireproof construction
will be reared, regardless of building ordinance requirements for fireproof hospital structure. The building in
question is to be built within the territorial limits of
the city of Los Angeles.
*

*

*

HAWTHORNE STRENGTHENS

ITS

Only buildings of masonry materials with

CODE
fire-retardent

roof covering in certain zones are to be permitted in Hawthorne, California. Amendments to building ordinance
have been adopted.
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DetMl, Mission High School,
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Jr.

,

Architect

HE PERFECT PLASTICITY of Terra-Cotta as
a

medium

motives

is

for the expression of architectural
nowhere better illustrated than in

It is un>«»«aEa»^ this lovely entrance-way and facade.
Icilns, buff color,
Lincoln
our
from
Terra-Cotta
elazed
texture.
With light free-hand tooling and of a velvety
i

GLADDING McBEAN & CO.
LOS ANGELES PRESSED BRICK COMPANY
^

San Francisco:
660 Market Street
Seattle: 1500 ist

Los Angeles:
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THE HOUSING OF LIBRARIES
[Concluded from page lo]

rooms, large and small, totally surrounding the
stack. The book-stack space is large enough to
hold tour times the number of books now owned
with supports strong enough to carry two more
stories, and space for one story to be placed on a
lower level. Its lighting is through "factory"
skylights instead of the usual long vertical slits,
and is most satisfactory.
To return to the exterior; what could be more
ideal than this entrance court, with its richness
and its simplicity its warmth of light, its coolits stretches of paving and
ness of shadow
planting its tall palm trees (almost theatrical
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its mellow
the effectiveness of their setting)
coloring its atmosphere of "dolce far niente"?
Southern California has many examples of Mr.
Himt's genius, but it is quite safe to say that
none will constitute a more enduring monument
than the Pasadena Library. However, it seems
especially fitting at this time to refer to the
library he designed some few years ago for
Henry E. Huntington, now dedicated to the
public; this lovely classical building, wonderfully landscaped, is a gem in which it would be
hard to pick a flaw.
The little branch library in Pasadena by Marston, Van Pelt and Maybury is also a most delightful bit of composition, and expressive of its
purpose.
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A Qreat Realty Firm
Chooses Iri'Vis'O

FR.ANK MELINE
of Los Angeles

as

genius in realty; few firms

in

the

the

country'

exceed

it

in

magnitude or the high
of

character

operations.

its

when The
Meline Co. designed and
Quite

most

Marston, Van Pelt and Mayburv, architects, announce
the dissolution of their firm. Mr. Garrett Van Pelt, jr.,
will open offices at i6 South Oakland avenue, Pasadena.
Mr. Sylvanus B. Marston and Mr. Edgar W. Maybury
will practice under the firm name of Marston and Maybury, retaining the present offices at 1% South Euclid
avenue, Pasadena, and 402. Union Oil Building, Los

CO.
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nized throughout the West
a

naturally,

built
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Hammond W.

Whitsitt, A. I. A., announces the opening
of his office in the John D. Spreckels Building, Los Angeles, for the practice of architecture. He formerly

!

InyisO)
ii^

r'

practiced in Moline, Illinois.
*

*

Disappearing Roller Screen

*

W. H. Weeks, architect, has prepared plans and specifications for a new apartment-hotel building to cost approximately $500,000, to be built
ing

Lake

in

1260 Temple Street

^:

*

*

*

Koerner and Gage announce the removal of their architectural and construction offices to Beverly Hills, California.
*

*

*

Palmer Sabin, architect, has established
West Sixth street, Los Angeles.
*

*

offices

at~iooS

+

Luther Fentress, architect, has removed his studio to
1L15 Sherwood street, San Marino, California.

C;iliforni.i

modern windows, this
COUPON Wll.l, BRING
YOUR copy

*

Leonard Schultze and S. FuUerton Weaver announce the
reopening of their Los Angeles office in the Subway Terminal building, under the direction of E.T. Heitschmidt.

Company
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Oakland, overlook-

Merritt.
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IN-VIS-O Disappearing
Roller Screen Company
260 Temple St., Los Angeles
1

I shall be glad to receive for my files a copy of
your manual on screening modern windows.
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PART OF A RC H T EC T U R"
I

page 41]

and for many hundreds of vears architecture has
dealt mainlv in plain, flat surfaces in buildings for residential, commercial or public purposes. Yet, in America,
we have not revived to any extent fresco painting—
mode of decoration eminently suited to flat wall surfaces.
Perhaps there was undeveloped among us an architecture
whose spirit was in keeping with the spirit and atmosphere of those countries which developed the rich traditions of fresco painting. Possibly our fashions in wall
finishes and textures mav have made the fresco seem
alien and strange. These objections, however, are largely
removed in the extensive adaptation America, and Western America in particular, are making today of the architecture of Southern Europe, and the prevailing fashion
of having rough plaster or stucco walls in both homes
and business buildings. Every factor, therefore, is now
inotif,

favorable to a rebirth among us of the old, old art of
fresco painting.
But no art can be reborn unless there also exists someone
with the vision and ability to further it, and in this
respect the Western architectural profession is fortunate
in having in its midst Simeon Pelenc of San Francisco.
Pelenc is a member of the French National Art Academy,
and brings to this mission of giving rebirth to the fresco
a sound art training and experience, a close familiarity
with the whole history of the art, and a thorough understanding of the chemical and mechanical factors involved
in painting frescoes.
This artist in the few years he has been among us has
executed some notably fine pieces of work in homes and
commercial structures. Typical of his creations, we show
here, among several other things, a panel in the San
Francisco display room of the California Stucco Company. This panel, we believe, possesses exceptional merit
in that it makes exposition of the fundamentals found in
world-famous examples of good frescoes.
The design is flat, and Pelenc lays emphasis upon maintaining this technique in the art. There are frescoes whose
figures and designs are worked out in regular perspective,
but they are basically faulty, because perspective, in this
case, is an irrelevant element at cross purposes with the
nature of the surface. Fresco is painted upon plaster walls
while they are still damp. The design and whole composition become an integral unit of the wall
as much a part
of the plaster as its lime and sand. We look at or along
the walls and their frescoes, and the injection of perspective into the scheme breaks the harmony and simplicity
of the flat, plain surfaces. In other words, perspective is
permissible, is necessary, where painting is done upon
something that is hung on the wall. But where the painting is directly upon the wall itself, only the flat technique
serves the complete harmony of the work and surface of

—

which

it is

a part.

We

perceive also from the panel that Pelenc is a master
of this type of design. His work has strength, rhythm
and grace. The colors are well chosen; the values well
blended and harmonized; and such is the skill with
which they have been applied that the beauty and harmony of the whole increases as we withdraw from the
wall.

we must make mention of the sister art to
painting, which is sgraffitto. The name comes
from the Italian, and means "scratched." Sgraffitto traces
its origin back to the time when primitive man scratched
At

this point

^jTBrenttvooci Country Club,
\\

I

r.

ir.
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Los Angela

\

Ache, t^rchitecL.

I

^Howard
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Verheck, Decorator J/
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lighted

room without

shadows or glare that type of
illumination is produced by
the Duplex-a-lite. There are no sharp
.
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.

or direft rays to tire the eyes. Every
part of the room has an abundance of
light. Yet the light is so well diffused
and so natural, that one is scarcely conscious of

illumination.
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of building.
They are particularly adaptable for
homes. Special designs furnished if de.
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in praftically every type

sired.

Catalog sent on requeJt.

fresco

and chipped pictures upon the walls of his cave home.
It is still an art executed bv scratching, for the design is
scratched out of unset and moist plaster. A base is laid of
dark-colored plaster, over which is laid a lighter-toned
plaster. When the latter takes its initial set, the design is
transferred and the parts desired cut out with a knife or
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two tones

When the phister completelv hardens,
the design, like fresco painting, is part of the wall, and
the rule of Hat technique holds here also.
The permanency of these two classes of work is in keeping with the permanency of the major works of American
architecture today. Our mighty structures of steel and
stone may reasonably be expected to stand for many
generations, and it seems only logical that we should
give wider utilization to these two modes of decoration,
whose beauty will be undimmed as long as the walls
upon which they are put remain intact. This permanency
holds true of both interior and exterior work. The colors
of fresco painting penetrate into the undried plaster,
which

in drving forms a cn,'stalline, marble-like surface.
Neither sun, wind, rain or water has the slightest effect
upon the life and brilliancy of the colors, and the granitelike plaster surface is proof against scratching except
under extreme pressure. Indeed, the frescoes of Pompeii
and ancient Egypt are as bright and gay as the day thev

were painted.

The uses to which these two modes of decoration mav
be put are too numerous to permit of anything more than
mere suggestion in this paper. Designs in fresco for exteriors or interiors for homes, public or business buildings may be large; may be small; simple, or elaborate; and
themes in color and design are limited only by the imagination of artist and architect. The same is true of
sgraffitto, for the combinations in plaster tones available
today are various and lovely in their richness.
Consequently, we have only to look about us to perceive that in our homes are coldly bare plaster and stucco
walls, blank spaces above fireplaces, awkward panels, exterior doorways of unpleasant stiffness. In our churches,
schools, libraries, banks and other business places the
same conditions prevail. We have achieved very well a
feeling for the dignity, simplicity and strength of space.
But we have not as yet learned all the lessons of preserving the sacredness of this space, yet giving it the life, expressiveness, emotional and imaginative suggestiveness
of finely wrought design and well-harmonized color.
In fresco and sgraffitto we have arts that lend themselves to these ends as perhaps nothing else does. We have
mastered and have an intelligent consciousness of the
lessons and value of space. The opportunity is at hand for
its permanent decoration. This is our next step— a phase
in which an ancient art will find new birth in a new land,
among a new people and their culture.

A

The Permanent SKyligM
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used throughout the country. It has the
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architects and builders in many cities as
a

background

for its true

worth. The

Steelead skylight on this hotel has been
installed for ten years and is giving complete satisfaction.

*

Reforestation of timber lands in western Oregon and
Washington is a relatively simple and inexpensive process, the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture
has concluded as a result of a study of logging conditions
in that district, a report on which has just been issued as
the second of a series on practices to perpetuate forest

Northwest Lead Company
STe1L|a dp
'DhePirmanent Skylight

growth.
*

*

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

*

American Institute of Steel Construction will convene
October 2.5-19 at Pinehurst, N. C.
*

Genfire Steel

has

the competitive field. It

Mr. Earle

B. Bertz announces that his architectural practice will be continued under the name of Bertz, Winter
and Maury, a partnership consisting of Earle B. Bertz,
Albert H. Winter and Charles F. Maury. The firm will
maintain offices in the Shreve Building, San Francisco.
The many friends of these gentlemen will be glad to hear
of this new partnership, which will no doubt become
one of the representative firms of San Francisco.

Vancouver, B.

R. T. Garrow. Architect
Christy. General Contractor

J. S.

Company

+
is

the

*

new name
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LOWERING INSURANCE COSTS
By the Insuriinct Counselor
[Similar articles on this vital subject will appear in coming issues.
Architects have it in their power to exercise an important
inlUicnce on the burning ratio and fire insurance losses
and rates hv specifying certain safeguards thit have been
shown bv experience to have a hre-retardent tendency.
Amons; these safeguards might be mentioned lire doors
Ml factories and similar occupancies. The value of fire
doors is shown by a lire that occurred several months ago
in the plant of the United States Products Corporation at
San Jose, California. The plant consisted of two buildings,
a "C" class warehouse of tile construction with composition roof, approximately 60 by 60 feet. Adjoining and
exposing this plant with two openings was a frame cannery building approximately "jo by 100 feet. This building
was of frame construction with an asbestos roof. When
the frame cannery was burned, the warehouse was saved
by double standard hre doors which the engineering department of a large fire insurance company had insisted
should be installed to close the openings between the
cannery and warehouse. Although the fire doors were
warped and twisted by the heat, the fire did not penetrate through the interior. The loss on the cannery, including building and equipment, was about $100,000.
The warehouse with contents was valued at approximately $190,000. The installation of the double fire doors
covering the two openings referred to cost less than $1,000
and undoubtedly saved the warehouse and contents
valued at $2.90,000. It is significant that the fire doors
exposed to the cannery blaze were burned through and
that the inner doors stopped the fire, showing that a
slight difference in the cost between single and double
fire doors in this case was an excellent investinent. It is a
safe rule to insist on double standard fire doors when a

portion of the plant

and exposed by

a

is

of "B" or "C" class construction

frame building.

VAULT DOORS
Tests have shown that unprotected steel loses approximately 70 per cent of its strength at 1000° F., a low temperature in a fire of even moderate severity. The result is
that the outer door of the ordinary vault often warps and
sags, permitting the llames to reach the valuable con-

St. Chari.es P.\rish

Howard

San Francisco

CLOW
gives the necessary

warmth in

any one or part of any one of
these buildings

— instantly

The Church
Thk Rectory
The Social Hall
The School

tents of the vault.
S. Geological Survey report on the San Francisco
and earthquake of 1906 contains the following comment on the facilities then in use for the protection of

The U.

fire

valuable records:
"To all external appearances, no doubt, the vaults
looked like secure places in which to keep valuables; as a
matter of fact, they were the llimsiest kind of shells, not
capable of resisting any sort of determined attack from
either fire or burglars. The tenant would have been better
off without the vault, for in that case he probably would
have carried his papers to some other point where they
would have had a better chance to escape the fire."
A report of the committee on protection of records of

Buildings

Street at Kightccnth

,

the National Fire Protection Association lays down requirements for vault doors classified for the length of
time that they are designed to withstand fire and the
Underwriters Laboratories have been making hundreds
of scientific tests of the fire-resistive qualities of various
kinds of materials used in vault construction and all of
this data may be obtained by any reputable architect
or builder.
Fire-resistive construction, automatic sprinklers, inclosure of vertical openings, correction of hazards and
elimination of combustible materials are vital factors in
the reduction or removal of internal exposure.

A fire in
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Lowell, Massachusetts, burned an entire block in the
heart of the city with a loss of $1,500,000. The chief of
the lire department declared that the tire would not have
been so disastrous if the Pollard Company had followed
his suggestion to equip the store with automatic sprinklers. The State lire marshal of Massachusetts had also

recommended

—your

client will appreciate your
forethought in specifying the

SAVED BY SPRINKLERS

Caused probably by a short circuit in an automobile,
fire burned a small inclosed car in a garage at Pittsheld,
Massachusetts, and slightly damaged another car only a
few feet awav. The heat thus generated opened two
sprinkler heads and extinguished the blaze. Nothing was

known

When Winter Comes!

sprinklers.

G.'VRAGE

63

Page Gas Furnace

until the dav-man arrived at seven in
the night of the fire the garage con100 cars valued at about $118,000. The
garage building is valued at approximately $50,000,
making a total of $178,000, which undoubtedly was
saved bv the investment of a few thousand dollars in

of the

the morning.
tained nearly

fire

On

sprinkler equipment.
*

*

*

FIFTY YEARS OF FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP
The town

of Santa Clara's major industry is that of the
Manufacturing Company, pioneer manufacturers
of custom miUwork. It is a concern, with its beginnings
Pacific

in the late seventies. In all the years since its

products

have been specified by architects and contractors identified with some of the outstanding big building projects
of the Pacific Coast. In recent years the Pacific Manufacturing Co. has supplied the interior miUwork for such
buildings as Palace Hotel, St. Francis Hotel, Del Monte
Hotel, Telephone Building, Balfour Guthrie Building,
Southern Pacific Building, Hobart Building, Commercial
Union Building, Hunter-Dulin Building and others.
The plant had a rather romantic beginning. Its founder
was the late J. P. Pierce, one of the original '49ers, who
bought out the claims of a distracted prospector. Soon
after, a harvest of gold was gathered and with a part of
his profits Mr. Pierce bought an immense forest area in
the Santa Cruz Mountains, which was subsequently

Five stages of
heat extraction
insures maximum
economy by using

The

all the heat.

outer casing

heavy

is

o

galvanized
iron.

developed.

To profitably use a portion of the timber wealth in his
holdings, Mr. Pierce, in 1875, established a mill at Santa
Clara to manufacture windmills and caskets. The business grew rapidly, and a few years later a department of
general millwork was added and that has been the main
business ever since. Pacific Manufacturing Co. products
have found their way to all parts of the globe.
The business is still controlled by members of the Pierce
family. A son of this founder, James H. Pierce, is president.
grandson, J. Lester Pierce, is vice-president and
general manager. Between 400 and 500 men are employed
in the Santa Clara plant the year around.
The most recent addition to the company's activities is
the formation of a subsidiary, the Reinhold Partition
Corporation, which makes and markets the Reinhold
interchangeable wood and glass office partition. This is
distinguished by a number of outstanding features,
among them, conduiting to permit inclosed wiring,
lacquer finish, and a quality appearance throughout.
The partition was recently exhibited at the Detroit Convention of the National Association of Building Owners
and Managers and there won high recognition. The
company's announcements are now appearing in Pacific
Coast Architect.
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94 Columbia St., Seattle

MONTAGUE FURNACE

CO..

INC.

376-386 Sixth Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Please call

Q

Please send literature

Q

regarding the Page

Gas Furnace.

*
offices

you

and factory at

Carroll and Ingalls streets, San Francisco, is manufacturing a composition building material made in various

Name

shades and textures from natural travertin cast to shape
and recut by hand to imitate stone.

Street

City
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GEORGE KELHAM, ARCHITECT

SAN FRANCISCO

RUSS BUILDING

HAS JOHNSON HEAT CONTROL

greatness of the buildings, the variety of
buildings, the large numbers in which Johnson
Heat Control is installed is evidence of its great
value. Such endcjrsement, and the fact that J ohnsonHeatControl saves as much as 40 per cent in

The

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY,
-117

Riiill..

HMk.

Van Nijy, 11M«.

fuel, are sufficiently why to consider it for your
buildings. Get all details now regarding Johnson

Control: with its Dual Thermostat
night and day control: and determine thoroughly its possibilities. Sent gladly on request.

Heat

Factory and Main
I'.,rlliiTiil
S<_.,illl.'

llninrli

Ilrnr..li

-

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.

Office,
1(11

T--;ulir,K

HMk.

.-.2('.,k-iim,i lU.lc.

Il.iivt'r

Salt

g»»-'

Tlnmrl,

].::k.'

lily

.

.

llraiull

T::in f'alifi.rniaStP
Gill

M.lntya- Bldg
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MONUMENTS 9^THE AGES
'i¥-f^

^/^ Hospice of
Si. 'Bernard and

*

Hollywood Hospital

Central Contrcictor
Meyer

& Holler

NINE centuries

ago St. Bernard of Menthon established the
Alpine hospice that bears his name. And in these nine hundred years the fame of the heroic rescues by the Augustine canons
of St. Bernard and their dogs has spread to the four corners of
Eie'vator Entrances

by Dahlstrom

the earth.

The beautiful new Hollywood Hospital has a similar mission
of mercy
the rescue of the injured, the relief of the suffering, the
aid of the distressed.
In keeping with the high character of the appointments of the
new Hollywood Hospital, the elevator units are Dahlstrom. To
rich dignity of appearance, metal equipment by Dahlstrom adds

—

the sterling quality that insures dependable and lasting service.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.
INCORPORATED

Jamestown,

I

904

New York

Representatives in principal cities

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES
McCroken

Ripley
61-67 Albina Ave,
Portland, Ore.
i*!;

G. R. Brandin
Transportation BIdg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Manufacturers
Specialties Co.
Boston Building
ilt L.ikel nv. I'r.i

r

DAHLSTROM

E. H. Camp
515 Bell Street
Seattle,

Wash.
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7180;

inlet

1 - g a u g e
is
1
tubing. Exposed
parts finished in
either nickel- or

chromium

plate,

as specified.

r

'^

Now/

A seamless trap

with 11 -gauge

inlet

bend!

Because the inlet bend on this sturdy trap is
of 11-gauge brass, it is stronger than any
other trap on the market. The inlet bend is as
without the faults
strong as one of cast brass
of the latter. There is no rough interior to catch
lavatory accumulations which sometimes clog

There are other features of the Mueller G-7180
equally important: There is not a seam in the
entire trap, nor is any solder used. This means
that the trap resists corrosion
there being no
seams for such action to start.
Bends in the Mueller Trap are stronger due to

the drain.

a specific process of bending. Special construction gives this trap a deeper water seal.
heavier flange, less likely to become dented and
disfigured.
All of these features combine to make the
Mueller Lavatory Trap an outstanding value.
It promises to give the most desirable service
on any job and is sure to win the approval of
owner and tenant.

made

—

The

bend, of 11-gauge tubing, is twice as
thick as that of 17-gauge. Moreover, on the
Mueller inlet bend the threads are cut to full
depth, assuring a non-leaking joint connection.
This is impossible on 17-gauge tubing, which
necessitates sweating on or otherwise attaching
an expensive collar. The Mueller Trap is perinlet

manently satisfactory.

Learn now about

—

Mueller. For seventy years this famous
the finest plumbing goods. We will send
complete catalog upon request

company has made
a

MUELLER CO.
Factory:

(E.stabJished 1857) DECATUR, ILL.
San Francisco: 1072-76 Howard Street
Los Angeles: 2468 Hunter Street
Decatur. Illinois. Canadian Factory: MUELLER, Limited, Sarnia

A
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NEW

FIELD IN

WOOD

UTILIZATION

promises to open up new field in wood utilization
is the end-matching system applied to softwood, according to a report just issued by the National Committee on
Wood Utilization of the Department of Commerce.
Heretofore the end-matching principle, which means
providing one end of a piece of lumber with a tongue and
the other end with a groove, has only been applied to
hardwood ilooring. The committee now advocates the
extension of this svstem to a number of softwood items,
particularly for covering purposes, and inasmuch as we
arc using six times more softwood than hardwood, it can
easily be seen that this innovation in lumber utilization
will be of the greatest importance.
In the report sponsored by a special subcommittee organized for the purpose of investigating the uses of endmatched lumber and composed of leading architects,
engineers, builders and lumbermen it is stated that end-

What

67

.1

matched softwood lumber will

There

Is

Now

a

HOYT.^HEATER
for

Every Purpose

find its greatest applica-

tion in building and construction for such purposes as
flooring, sheathing, ceiling, siding, etc., but there are

many

also

industrial outlets such as elevator construc-

packing boxes,
and a number of other purposes where a smooth joined
surface is needed. The use of end-matched lumber represents a considerable economy to the consumer because it
can be installed by anyone who can wield a hammer.
It permits one hundred per cent utilization of the lumber
because it is applied just like a ribbon cut off at the end,
and the cut-off part used in starting the next tier. The
consumer is also independent of length specifications,
since any length from i or i feet and up can be used. The
material has sufficient strength to permit the joints to
occur between studs or supports for all ordinary purtion, convevors, car construction, large

eight

models
of

storage
heaters

End-matched lumber therefore enables utilization
of short lengths (stock less than 8 feet) which heretofore
has been considered as nonsalable in most instances.
poses.

According to Mr. Axel H. Oxholm, director of the comis the second project of a series which has for
object a closer utilization of our timber resources.

mittee, this
its

It is

obvious thatacontinued liberal supply ofwood,

now

used as the principal raw material by more than forty
per cent of the American industries, is dependent on the
closest possible utilization because reforestation on a
commercial scale will never be an economic success unless the mills can produce and market a sufficient quantity
of forest products from each tree to make investment in
reforestation profitable. The end-matching of lumber is
therefore a considerable step in the direction of a greater
utilization of timber, a matter which is trulv of national
importance.
The National Committee on Wood Utilization was organized by order of President Coolidge, and has for its
chairman Secretary Hoover.

THERE

now fourteen

are

* members of the famous family
of Hoyt Hot-Water Heaters

—

four sizes of automatic heaters,
both wall and floor types in two
finishes

— and

two

series of stor-

age heaters in various

sizes,

both

gas and electric.

No matter what your
requirement or preferthere's a H o y t
ence
that exactly meets your

—

need.

HOYT

Specify
be safe.

— and

PAINTING
on

ill!

ZL-ood

trim and fixtures^ walls and ceilings^

ortumienta} ironzcorky on (he

PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY
(MVRilN HfNT, ARCHITECT)

2146 E. 25th Street.
1277 Mission Street

EALINDGREEN
Maiming Contractor
2607 DAYTON AVt.

TELEPHONE PU QoS
LOS

ANGELES

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
121

Broadway

SAN DIEGO
Show Rooms

LOS ANGELES
4401 E. 10th Street

OAKLAND
188 Fourth St.

PORTLAND, ORE.

in the Principal
Pacitic Coast Cities.
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FINANCIAL
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

LtMhK

mdf^

tiUlLDINt;

MacDonald & Kahn, Builders

Interior Partitions Built

Reed

Si

Reed, M.uoni

With

EMPIRE GYPSUM TILE
Tests show:
1.

Gypsum

Tile

601 more

effective

in

3.

2.

Gypsum

ONLY

Gypsum

Tile

35';

lighter

in

weight.

reducing sound transmission.
Tile the
partition tile
tested and approved by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.

4.

Large units insure rapid and economical construction. Less mortar
and plaster required.

Manufactured by

PACIFIC PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
LOS ANGELES

Golden Gate and Old Mission
Portland Cements

SAN FRANCISCO

PORTLAND

Empire Hardwall Plasters
Empire Insulex

I
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THE NEW BUSINESS ERA*

City planning and builJing is rapidly erasing the imaginary corporate houndaries. The region, whether it be for
a few miles around each small communitv or <,o or 60
miles around a metropolitan city, is now the unit for
planning instead of the city itself.

Almost overnight have sprung up a number of regional
planning bodies which are solving manv ot the planning
problems in the great metropolitan centers throughout
the United States. In the region of Chicago a difterent
science from the usual city planning scheme is being
evolved and in two years has operated most successfully.
Here the regional planners have forecast, first, the expected population in all parts of the region as far ahead
as 1950; next, they have brought together the Federal,
State, county, city and village highway authorities to
perfect a master highway and street plan which is being
designed scientifically to care for the expected population.

Discovering that the amount of business property in use
directly in proportion to the population, the standard
of fifty front feet of business property per 100 people has
been adopted by subdividers and by zoning authorities to
prevent the excess platting of retail business property and
to keep it in relation to the expected population.
is

Park areas are being located and playground areas designed in the right location for the expected population.
These general facts have been assembled by the Regional
Planning Association and are being made available to
every community as they fit their individual plans together into a master regional plan.

FLUSH VALVES
Need No Regulation

WATROUS
FLUSH
VALVE

with any make
USED
of closet bowl, the

Watrous flush valve delivers the exact quantity
of water required for a
thorough flush by that
make of bowl. By turning a screw, the valve
precise amount needed

is

adjusted to supply the

— and

no more.
This feature, important both for sanitation and
economy, should not be confused with regulation
for varying

water-pressure. The Watrous valve
requires no regulation for pressure conditions.
The design of the Watrous Duojet closet ehminates clogging. Also, as it is very economical with
water, it takes full advantage of the water-saving
features of the Watrous flush valve.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

Wm.

P.

Co., 237 Rialto Bldg.,

Coombs,

L. C.

Wm.

Horn
Horn

P.

San Francisco

Rodney

Drive. Los Angeles
Co., L. C. Smith Building, Seattle
1815

Pacific Coast Representatives ot

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG.
1220 West Harrison

CO.

CHICAGO

Street

Watrous Flush Valves— Duojet Closets— Self-Closing

*From .in address by Robert Kingery, secrccarv and assistant treasurer,
Chicago Regional Planning Association, at Fiftcentii Annual Meeting,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washington, D. C.

Basin Cocks

— Combination Lavatory Fixtures
— Liquid Soap Fixtures — Etc.

Pop-Up Wastes

Sold by Leading Plumbing Jobbers Throughout the United States.

Circulating system to patio fountain, copper
gutters and leaders and all outside copper
metal work for the new

PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY
Installed by

FOSS-JONES
Manufacturers

CO.

of

Glee -Wood Gas Furnaces
SHEET METAL VENTILATION PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
-

28

-

EAST UNION STREET

PASADENA. CALIF.

Phone Terrace 7087

Wilkinson'Scott
176

Di-s/g>im

PROVINCIAL FURNITURE when

the
requirements of fitness maybe harmoniously used
with our own Colonial or early American. (Tit conduces to an atmosphere of real comfort and
the charm inspired by simplicity.

Company

EAST UNION STREET, PASADENA
,iHii

DiaiiiiUiihirfri

(tf

liigh-gniji' Ugliting fixdirfs

it fulfills

ReipoHi'thte for

//hi/i\

iUfrjftiz'e

spei'hil jixfines

in the nezv

146-68 POST

ST.

'I!l litil

ID

&

^^^ FRANCISCO

PASADENA PUBLIC LIBRARY
as well as all staiulard lightin|r et|uipiiicnt
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c/tabassador^
Los
Angle les

Plan to enjov Southern California's
glorious

summer

this

climate this year at

world-famous hotel.

CAML VAH VECHTEH
Famous AutUor. writing

m Vanity

Fair

says;

'^ht Ambaisaaot

ii, t \houia think, ont ol Iht very befl hoitu
in the liortd The sert'ice n iutierlain t, iht /ood ttnirie,
the courtesy o/ management ana employ «< unlaiitng.

Women

like

In th

w.der

Ambi

.ado.

inge ol

Kitchen

this

all

Suuperb.

lure t(olt

coune

jlunje
Riding, hunting
incluaing pn VI legos ot

ana Opel
and

the

attraction;

xcel.

27-ac
jports

Rancho Golt Club

Mol.c
and 25 Jiiiart shops v
Dancing nighdy to thi
tKe famous Cocoanut Grove

tKeatt!!

Koiel

published the picture
\^ IEthehave
kitchen shown above many

of

W/You would

Moderate Summer Rates
Attractive rooms with bath as
as $5. $6 and $7 a day single,

be surprised to know
times.
the number of people who tear out the
print and bring it to one of our dealers.
"I'd

ever so

low

from $7.00 double
WRITE
Calif

for Cheff Booklet of
Reapei and Infonnuioii.

SEN L FkANK

Syiatutgtr

a kitchen just like this,"

like

many women have

said.

And

and builders have frequently
ordered an exact duplication, too.
Why is this kitchen so popular?
architects

Mainly because

it

is

pretty and a

practical place in which to work. Easy
generous in storage and
to keep clean
table space.

—

And

it is

Every case

a typical Peerless kitchen.
in

it

is

a Peerless unit.

furnish any kitchen with
these well-built, pleasingly designed
Peerless units. There are more than
80 of them in varying sizes.

You can

you have a kitchen to build, conand a Peerless
salesman. We'll mail you a catalog on
request. If you don't know the name
If

sult a Peerless catalog

—
—

your local Peerless dealer there's
one in every city in the West drop us
of

a card.

BUILT-IN FIXTURE CO.
2608 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley. Calit'ornia

OriKinunlnl Grilled G.ites

to

Dining Room, Enlarged Clifl Hotel. San

Fr.incisco. Schnltze

PEERLESS 1

&i

Weaver, Architects.

and bronze executed by us in l":iithreproduction of the architect's conception.

()rnamL-nt.il iron
I'lil

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON
BRONZE COMPANY
MXri-tNrM Mkhl-I AND SAN HRUNU AVK. - SAN
rELtl'HONt HEMLOCK 41H0

&.

KR-\NCISCll,

C.AIIF,
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SLOAN CHICAGO
VALVE
WHALEN

E, C.
301 Security

BIdg.,

Los Angeles,

Calif,

W.

J.

DRISCOLL

Monadnock

BIdg.,

San Francisco,

Calif.
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Branches

in All

E. C.

315 U.

S.

CO.

FALLEIN
Natl.

Bank BIdg.

Denver, Colo.

Principal Cities ol the United States and Canada.

COCHRAN

S. D.
1426 L. C. Smith BIdg.,

Seattle,

Wash.
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Waterproof Sidewalk Doors
^^ROviDED with
all

Steel
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around, with drain through

curb and gutter in the center.

Hinges are concealed and hinge
pins rest in semi-steel

hinge -boxes.
Carried in Stocli
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ADVENTURES
UST

three years ago, there were
reviewed in this journal a number of buildings designed by Wallace Neff. Among other comments (and I shall take occasion
to quote several) was the prophecy that his future development would be well
worth watching. In the light of Mr. Neff's extraordinary vogue one can call it nothing less

—

—since that time, it is interesting to examine
his recent work and note to what extent that development has progressed.
As was certainlv to be expected, he has succeeded in establishing a distinctive style of his
own; so that people exclaim "There is another
NefF house" as they drive by. The layman
doubtless attributes many houses wrongfully to
Mr. Neff, for some of his characteristic features
have been seized upon and reproduced with a
frequency that is somewhat disconcerting, if
flattering. (Many of these inspired adaptations
are really very pleasing.)
In spite of this definite individuality which is
now impressed upon his work, the "original
and imaginative designing power" which was
evident in those davs has not become dulled.
True, a few particularly Neffish features are constantly repeated with slight changes of detail
but in all probability these were insisted on by
the client, indeed, may well have occasioned his
architect.

is

still

—

SEPTEMBER iQl/

A.

•

NUMBER THREE

A.

I.

herewith form perhaps a twentieth, or less, of
the work he has turned out) without some
definite failures in design, through sheer lack of
time for study.
To quote from our previous article: "He has
imbued his compositions with a freeness, a
varietv of element, an irregular balance, which is
all very delightful .... He paints from a bold
palette .... Here is no delicate stylist who refines detail .... nor yet an impressionist who is
vague and poetic .... rather, a vivid realist who
paints with strong shadows and bold form and
rich color .... what stunning stage settings
some of these would make! .... 'picture' equality to a surprising degree .... the virile atmosphere which is characteristic of all Mr. Neff's

work
Now,
.

"
.

.

.

this is all quite as true today, and it is
one of the pleasantest things a critic ever finds to
do, to realize that his enthusiasm was not illfounded and that he can praise the developing
powers of an artist just as whole-heartedly as he
did the promise of a budding talent. And let us
remember, that Mr. Neff is still a young man,
and that he is still experimenting with form and
shadow, actjuiring an ever richer experience, an
ever surer mastery of proportion and profile and
balance. This may be called a "progress report";
and I repeat, his future will be well worth
watching.
^
^
^

But his creative imag-

very much in evidence. It is
sometimes a little too much in evidence. Perhaps I should qualify this by saying, too much
for the conservative, the student of tradition,
the advocate of restraint and subtlety all of
which characteristics are supposed to form part
of the equipment of the conventional critic.
This original, picturesque power of Mr. Neff's
imaginative faculty is felt in every one of his designs, and his more definite control of it is a sign
that he is becoming more mature. Three years
ordinarily do not affect a young man materially; but three years of such intense activity as
has been the case here, have some such effect as
that ot a greenhouse on a young and strong
plant. It is rather wonderful that he should have
accomplished so much (the buildings shown
ination

COMBINED

IN ARCHITECTURE

BY HARRIS ALLEN,

engagement as

IS

ARCHfTECTURAL POSITIONS OPEN
To

permanently positions in the olHce of the Countv
Architect, the Los Angeles Countv Civil Service Commission, headquartered in the Hall of Records, will hold
examinations for positions listed here on the following
fill

dates:
architect, salary $500 to S350 a month,
senior architectural draftsman, salary $2.50 to
$175 a month, October 14; architectural draftsman,
salary $110 to $130 a month, September 13 and for similar
position, salary $175 to $190 a month, September 30.
Examination for junior architectural draftsman, salary
$150 to $140 a month, will be held October 7; student
architectural draftsman, $100 to $110 a month, September 19; electrical draftsman, $2.2.5 "•° $15° •• nionth,
October iS; plumbing draftsman, $2.2.5 to $2.50, October 11.

Assistant

October

5;

;

*

The new Russ

*

*

Building, San Francisco, which was officially opened September first, will be pictorial Iv presented
to the readers of P.\ciric Coast Architect in the October

number.
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INTERIOR, CALirORNIA SECURITY LOAN CORPORATION DUILDING, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
t'lwlo by Fadilla Cy.

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

ST.

Pliolo

(iv

Padilla Co.

Elizabeth's church, altadena, California
WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT

13

14

"S

ST.
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ELlZADliTH

Pholoj by Padilla Co.

s

CHURCH, ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA. WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
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TERRACE WALL, RESIDENCE OF MR. AND MRS. FRED C. THOMSON, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
Plwlo by Padilla Co.

"S
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C. THOMSON, BEVERLY
WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT

FOUNTAIN, RESIDENCE OF MR, AND MRS. FRED
Pliolo by Padilh Co.

HILLS, CALIFORNIA

XI
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LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE Or MR. AND MRS. FRED C. THOMSON, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
I'holo by Padilla Co.
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RESIDENCE or MR. AND MRS.

E. L. PBTITFILS,

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
Photos by Padilla Co.
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ABOVIi— LIVING ROOM TERRACE; BELOW LOGGIA; RESIDENCE OF MR. AND MRS.
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA. WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT
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ANDERSON,
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e-garage; below-exterior detail; residence of mr. and mrs.
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA. WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT

j. c.

anderson,
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LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR.

AND

MRS.

J. C.

ANDERSON, BEVERLY

WALLACE NEFF, ARCHITECT

HILLS, CALIFORNIA
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LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE Or MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN S. VAVRA, BEL AIR, CALITORNIA
WALLACE NEEF, ARCHITECT
Photo by Keystone Photo Scf'
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S.

W. CidwalhidL-r

L.

G. Schcrer

June Street, Los Angeles
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J

A

Charles Snyder, Contrador

Co., ArchtteSIs
.

A

.
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,

Koofng Contractor
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EVERLASTING
eauty, SHAPE AND COLOR are Vital Iv important in rooting tile^ ^and Simons
Roofing Tiles have these qualities in full
measure. But Simons Tile is preferred by
so many architects because in its manu
facture we have never sacrificed strength
•

—

for beauty, or

compromised

utility for

shape, or conceded texture for
color, and we never will.
•Sin,el88G"

oiimoiis JorucJk 'L^om.paiiy
Av Alter

i\,

Oimons,

1

rrs.

and

(3pnl. iMlgr.

.125W.TL;rJSire,.t, Los Angeles.

MUtuaHlSl

SIMONS SORRENTO TILE
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RESIDENCE Or MRS. CHARLOTTE PICKFORD, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
WALLACE NErp, ARCHITECT
Pliolo by Padilla

Co
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Djiis House, Crescent Pjrk, Pj'o Alto,

Calif.

R. IV. Follmer, Cimtractor

Cbas. K. Sumner, Architeci

Bstnona RgofJile
Permanence
Beautif * Versatilittf *

ypN

INTERESTING ROOF recently laid by this comyjL^ panv is that on the residence shown above. The tile
is graded from light salmon shades at the eaves to the very
dark browns at the ridge. The tile are copper wired in place
with moderate irregularity both horizontally and vertically
and all cement used is white. It is an excellent example of
skillful workmanship both in blending and laying.

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF CLAY PRODUCTS

Main

Office:

116 Natoma Street, San Francisco. Phone: Kearny 2830
Works: West Alameda, California

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECTS"

RESIDENCE OP DR. FRANCIS

W.

J.

CONLAN, PEBBLE BEACH, CALIFORNIA

H. TOEPKE,

ARCHITECT
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE FIREPLACE
BY ZOE

A.

BATTUJ

PEAKING

from the romantic angle,
there is little that can be said about the
hreplace that has not been said before.
Poets, writers, statesmen and the makers of songs have made it the symbol of
all the wholesome virtues of home and
familv life. Disaster comes swiftly to
the nation

which abandons

its

fire-

sides for the pursuit of frothy pleasures of doubtful value.

But social soundness, individual and collective strength
abides with the people who find their greatest joys upon
the family hearthstone.
We have onlv to look upon some of the degenerate and
misht hreplaces about us to perceive that this philosophy
of the hearthstone is not far-fetched. We may well cry,
"O temporal mores!" when we see some of the graceless
substitutes for hreplaces that arc found in many homes, or

O

when we

see

fireplaces

good enough

in

themselves

placed in rooms with which they have no artistic, symbolical or emotional relationship. But the lowest level
of degeneracv is reached when we go into a house where
the hearthstone has never had a fire kindled upon it be-

cause

it

will dirty "the nice

unholv mechanical device

new
is

where some
which gives a

bricks," or

installed

ghastlv imitation of fiames. Who, indeed, can be condemned for seeking solace and diversion outside of the
home in such cases?
Happily, the collection of fireplaces shown here, while
it mav not be perfect and complete, escapes the stigma of
artificiality

and substitution. The collectioi, at

Library,

Women's

Bliss

City Club, San Francisco
and FaviUc, Architects

least.

serve to convey something of the fine dignity; the
sort of lordly graciousness only a fireplace can achieve in
the hands of one who realizes its place in the limitations
and possibilities of a room, in contrast to the forlorn, ungainly, alien result of the builder who puts in fireplaces

may

mere sake of putting them in.
Factors that contribute laVgely to the complete success
of the fireplace are those which have to do with its mechanical construction. No fireplace, however outwardly
pleasing in design, can grow old gracefully unless its
inner mechanism functions smoothly. Fortunately the
engineering problems involved in fireplace construction
are greatly simplified and safely standardized in the sev-

for the

eral'verv excellent makes of dampers and fireplace forms
now on the market.
These forms and dampers are made in a wide range of
sizes. Each size has its proportions carefully gauged to
assure the maximum of heat being thrown into the

rather than allowing it to escape up the chimney.
of these mechanical units embodies features
that facilitate easy drawing and the carrying off of smoke
and gases. Finally, they are so sized and constructed that
the chimney builder in putting them in place is compelled
to lav the masonry so that the height and depth of the
hreplace, the opening of the chimney throat, the curve of

roo.-n,

The design

Tile M.mtcl, Studio of Eri H. Ricli,.rd'inn
S;in Fr.Tnciscn

the fireback and pitch of the chimney sides are all correctly adjusted to assure satisfactory functioning of the
fireplace under all conditions of fuel, atmosphere and

temperature.

These mechanical features having been thus simply
[Concludcd on

p.ige s

j ]

dis-

— —
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Above, left Living Room, Residence of Mr. O. J. B.irvvick, Los Angeles. Henry F. Witlu-y, Arcliitect
Above, right Living Room, Residence <jf Dr. W. H. McCabe, Oakland- Harris Allen, Arcliitect
Lounge, Ritz-Carlton Cloister, Boca Raton, Florida. Designed by Addison MIzner
Below, left
Living Room, Residence of Mr. A. E. Cameron, Palos Verdes Estates. K. Cutter, Architect
Below, right

—

—

EDITORIAL
The

Why

of the Institute
RECENTLY a pamphlet was

what

his duty is to the profession and the
public and whether he is qualified to measure
up to the standards which membership in the
Institute implies, and requires. And there is a
real satisfaction in definitely declaring one's
self on the side of honorable public service.

—

sent

to

the

- architects of the United States giving information as to the object and program of the
American Institute of Architects. Non-member
architects are now, if such was not previously
the case, in a position to judge whether the work
of the Institute and the standards for which it
stands are sufficiently important to justify and
require their applications for membership.
Without regard to membership, architects
ever)'where, constantly, are availing themselves
of schedules, forms, principles of practice, which
have been established by the Institute as the
National Organization of the architectural profession, and which are recognized by the courts

custom and precedent.
its founding in 1857, the members of the
Institute have labored patiently and painstak-

as

*

ingly, year after year, to stabilize architectural

promote

its

practical efficiency, to

aesthetic, scientific and

make

it

of ever increasing

*

Company, San Francisco,
announces that Mr. E. J. Kennedy will head their Department of Technical Service. This department is prepared to furnish expert advice on matters of stucco texture, color, application, mixture, backing and every
detail necessary to the successful use of exterior and interior stucco, both before and during the construction
period. Upon the selection of a sample by the architect,
the Company is prepared to follow up the work with all
necessary attention, until properly completed.
Mr. John Woodyard is also associated with the Company in this department.

Tlie California Stucco Products

Since

practice, to

*

KENNEDY WITH CALIFORNIA STUCCO

*

*

*

The National Association of Ornamental Iron and Bronze
Manufacturers will meet at West Baden, Indiana, on
September

2.0,

2.1

and

2.1

for the twentieth annual con-

vention.

service to society.
It is constantly studying local practices and
problems; assembling these studies, co-ordinating them, suggesting improvements or solutions. Changing methods and materials and
business relations require continual re-studies.
Due to the Institute, better collaboration is
steadily being established between architects
and producers, government bureaus, the allied
arts
the painter, the sculptor, the landscape
architect, the craftsman.
Its Circular of Advice for the prospective
builder has been distributed widely, giving
clear information about the functions of the
architect; a document much needed for the promotion of better understanding and better re-

—

lations.
It has not created a Super-Trades-Union, a
privileged class of professional monopolists. It
pledges its members to maintain standards of
professional behavior; it does not bind them to
maintain a price standard. The Schedule of
Charges has never been mandatory; but as it is
based upon a fair return for adequate services, it
is a protection to every architect against quackery.

It is difficult to see how any conscientious
architect can accept the benefits of such a national institution without feeling the obligation

to register himself as a participant in its program of service. Every man knows in his heart

Colonel Ch.irles Lindbergh.
by Francis J. K.eally for
National Small Sculpture Committee

Suggested nioniinicnt

Modeled

in soap

to

4^
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Partitions
ReinholdROYAL
•

•

Are Built

for

Concealment

of All

Conduit and Wiring

THREE VIEWS OF SAMPLE PARTITION
Showing progressive steps in assembly of partition, installation of either rigid metal or flexible
conduit and electrical outlets, and the concealment of the conduit in the completed partition.

REINHOLD

PARTITION
T)

PACIFIC
SAN FRANCISCO
8 Arcade
BIdg.

Monadnock

Sutter 395

i

u is

I

n

CORPORATION

of

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, SANTA CLARA,

CAL.

OAKLAND

BERKELEY

SAN JOSE

LOS ANGELES

353 HobartSt.

T.i^ocu
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t
A
2
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c.
58
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V. Santa
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INSTITUTE AND CLUB MEETINGS
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, A.

I.

A.

NEXT MEETING
The next regular meeting of the Northern California
Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, will be
held September lo, 192.7, in the rooms of the San Fran-

commend

the generous scope and vision which have been
continuouslv evidenced by the Bureau and that we fully
appreciate the valuable contribution which, bv reason of
this competition, has been made to the cause of good
architecture.

American Institute or Architects
Washington State Chapter

cisco Architectural Club, 52.3 Pine street. Dinner will be
served at seventy-five cents per plate.
*

ALAMEDA

*

OF ARCHITECTS

CO. SOCIETY

September 5 th was the date set for the election of officers,
appointment of major committees and planning for activities in the forthcoming fall and winter season of the Alameda County Chapter of the A. I. A.
*

*

He^iJqi/arters, Sciittle,

I.

A.

Wash.

which the Washington State Chapter, A. I. A., journeys to Tacoma, was
particularlv enjovable this year since the trip was made
from Seattle to Tacoma on the yachts of John Graham
and Ted Gearv. The dav was divided between the homes
and hospitality of Captain and Mrs. Griggs, Mr. Rhodes
and the Tacoma Hotel, where dinner and entertainment
were provided.
During a brief business session, plans for the chapter's
exhibit to be held in October were reported upon and
discussed. The event will be held in the auditorium of
Nelson & Frederick during the second and third weeks of
October. Sufficient funds have been voted to cover the
chapter's expenses in the affair and arrangements have
been made for the publicity, so necessary to the success of
such an exhibition.

The annual outing meeting of June

*

winning designs in the West Coast Woods ArchiCompetition will be shown in the October number of Pacific Coast Architect.
Prize

ARCHITECTS' LEAGUE OF

in

HOLLYWOOD

sessions of The Architects'

have been

A.

Harlan Thomas, Presijent
H. A. MoLDENHovR, Secretary

tectural

Summer

*

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER,

*

Signed:

*

a

League of Hollywood
happy combination of good fellowship and

soundly constructive programs.
Robert B. Stacy-Jucld gave a scries of three talks on
Mayan and Aztec architecture during July and early
August. The first talk of the series dealt with the probable origin and known history of the architectures; the
second with their application and significance, and in the
third talk the speaker showed modern examples of the
work and further discussed its possible application in
present-dav architecture.

On August
Symmetry,"

Conrad Buff gave a talk on "Dynamic
modern svstem of design which has inter-

17th,
a

esting possibilities in the architectural world.

+

WEST COAST WOODS ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITION
Resolution unanimously passed by the Washington State
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, August
12.,

192.7:

Whereas, the West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau, together with Mr. C. W. Stimson, of Seattle, have
conducted a notable and successful National Competition
covering a problem in Domestic Architecture which involves the use of lumber in such manner as to promote
varied artistic, architectural motives and effects, and

Whereas, the West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau has from inception to completion of this competition
shown the utmost deference to the ethics of the American
Institute of Architects relating to competitions, maintaining at all times considerate and courteous relations
with this institution through its Washington State
Chapter which enjoyed the honor of sponsoring this
competition, and

Whereas, refined and artistic architectural treatment
and the economic, intelligent use of building materials
are promoted by competitions of this character.
Therefore, be

it

resolved. That the Washington

State Chapter of the American Institute of Architects extend to the West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau
and Mr. C. W. Stimson our sincere congratulations on the
successful issue of this competition, that we heartily

Louis Christian Mullgardt, one of California's
best known architects, is spending tiie

summer

at the

Hotel Del Monte

Mation

IsOide^

Service^
([p*~-'HE service

of the

American Seating
Company in cooperating
\L)

witharchitectandbuilder
is as wide as the nation.
It

includes designing, pro-

duction and installation
of chancel furniture and

pews for churches, and
the complete production
and installation of seating for auditorium, theatre,

and

school.

Chancel and pews of
the Boulevard Congregational

Church, Detroit,

Mich igan.were produced
in our Wood Carving
Division in collaboration with Mr. Lancelot
Sukert, Architect.
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Serial Issue of

PLANNING LAW DECLARED VOID
A new law

enacted recently by the California Legislature
is declared void and ineffective in an opinion written by
County Counsel Mattoon and Deputv Counsel McFadden
for the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors. According to
legal counseL as far as powers purported to be imposed
in counties for the creation of city planning commissions
which would have strict control of plans for subdivisions,
and considerable other powers, are concerned, the act is
unconstitutional, because it violates that section of the
state constitution which directs that the Legislature
shall create counties with uniform systems of government.
Apparently, according to the opinion of the county
attorneys, the new law leaves it discretionary with
counties whether thev shall set up planning commissions,
and it would thus be possible for some counties to have
one system of government and others a varying system.

OXNARD

SEEKS TO LICENSE BUILDERS

Builders in Oxnard, California, are reported to be considering a proposal to follow \'entura in asking the
enactment of a builders' license law.
Ordinance No. 316, passed by the Board of Trustees in
Ventura, provides for licensing and bonding of persons,
firms and corporations engaged in the business of erecting
or constructing buildings. The ordinance exempts an
owner who builds or repairs his own dwelling. It further
exempts anv person who makes a minor alteration, if the
total cost of the work does not exceed $300. The license
fee provided for building contractors is $50 a year, and
contractors must post $";,ooo bond.

SANTA BARBARA CHANGES CODE
Changes

in building regulations have been adopted in
Santa Barbara to reduce requirements for uses of property
relating to percentage of areas, sizes of rear and side
vards and setback distance from streets. Apparently unnecessarily stringent regulations were put into effect
during the alarmist period which held swav following

the

quake of 1915.
*

*

*

BUILDINGS TO BE NUMBERED

The Inspector

the building to

which attached.

C.

COHN
NUMBER NINE

I

KEEP IT QUIET
Learned scientists apparently have discovered a new
peril; that the sun might explode and all inhabitants of
the earth be blown to distraction or extinction or something. They also say that forty stars have exploded during
the past twenty-five years. It remains to be seen if some
sufferer from a psychological complex to regulate building for every possible contingency, no matter how remote,
will suggest that all building construction be made safe
against the explosion of sun and stars. And then someone
is apt to recommend that buildings carry sun and star
explosion insurance. In that event special sun and star
inspectors would be the vogue.

MORE CHANGES IN L. A. CODE
Amendments proposed for adoption in the Los Angeles
Building Ordinance would permit greater use of concrete
block construction, and legalize the use of a new type of
burned clay hollow block.

A

committee of the Los An-

Chamber of Commerce, which is reported to have
worked for the past two years on a code requirement to
geles

take care of lateral stresses that might develop under
earthquake conditions, will submit the proposition for
consideration by the Municipal Board of Building and
Safety Commissioners.

DANCING AND STONE LAYING
two and twelve-hundredths more calories of
energy to dance the Charleston than is exerted by a stone
mason, according to the profound statisticians of a
physiological institute in Finland. Rated schedule for
dancing the Charleston is 7.65 and the work of a stone
mason 5.53. This perhaps accounts for the high cost of
It requires

bricklaying.
*

NEW

*

CITY JOB

*

URGED

Assistant Superintendent of Building would be the title
of a new position recommended to be created bv the Cit\'
Council of Los Angeles by J. J. Backus, superintendent of
building. The position would be under jurisdiction of the
Board of Building and Safety Commissioners and the
salary $500 a month.
*

Amendment

to the building law in San Francisco would
require every building to be numbered with figures at
least four inches high and so placed that they can be
plainly seen from the street and of a different color than

STATES PATENT OFFICE

AND EDITED BY MARK

*

*

REDONDO SEEKS CODE AMENDMENTS
Permits for plastering and stucco, and probable licensing
of plastering contractors, are contemplated in proposals
before the Board of Trustees of Redondo Beach, California.
*

Donald M. Baker, consulting engineer and first vicepresident of the American Association of Engineers, has
been appointed a member of the Los Angeles Citv Planning Commission by Mayor George E. Crver. The appointment was confirmed hv the Citv Council.

An

*

*

ordinance adopted by the Board of Trustees of Hermosa Beach, California, on recommendation of F. C.
Mead, building inspector, would regulate lathing, plastering and stucco work.

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECTS-
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Building Code Urged
C.

COHnJ

Expert Consultant on Housing and Building Regulations

(This

is

the twenty-seventh of a series of articles on building codes.)

PEEP AT THE BUILDING CODE OF
THE FUTURE," recently published in

exercise jurisdiction in 90 per cent of all construction
operations.

found

Special requirements to regulate hazardous occupancies
and certain types of building will be covered in separate
enactments, each complete within itself. These, too, can
be written concisely, the better to be understood and

this series of articles, apparently

many

among

Letters
assert this is an opportune time to obtain simplified buildingpractice through
simplified building regulation. It appears to be the consensus of opinion
friends

readers.

that the virtue of a building code lies in its etfectiveness,
and that readilv understood requirements make for
effectiveness. All of which is rather axiomatic, but lends
emphasis to the rapidlv changing viewpoint on the entire
subject of municipal building regulation.

There

is

a

growing demand

for a building code written

concisely and confined to its subject. It is pointed out
that the weakness of the ordinary type of building code is
lack of adherence to elementary fundamentals. Better informed code specialists realize the weakness of unwieldlv,
voluminous building ordinances which are relics of olden
days when specialized professional building service was
unknown. Yet it has been next to impossible to educate
cities out of the mistaken viewpoint that a code to regulate building must of necessity be voluminous.
M.-iSTER

The building code of

BUILDING CODE

might be described as a
short form master code supplemented by a series of brief
chapter codes, each complete in itself, dealing with
specialized portions of building construction and specialized occupancies as the case may be. It will supersede
the present type of building ordinance.
Major fundamental requirements for building over
which municipalities may exercise police power jurisdiction easily may be written into a short building code so
as to be applicable to about 90 per cent of all problems
of building regulation. Intelligent enforcement would
he facilitated thereby and the short form code would invite cooperation of the public, highly desirable and
the future

To

The study of almost any municipal building code
makes obvious the fact that out of some 2.00 to 12.5 pages
of closely printed content about 90 per cent is applicable
to about 10 per cent of building; ancl about 75 per cent is
data taken from standard specifications with which the
building fraternity is familiar.

WILL SIMPLIFY PRACTICE

The popular building code of the future will avoid requiring that a property owner who desires to build a
home, or perhaps a masonry building of one or two
pages of printed law in order
is permissible or if a ii-inch
brick wall will pass muster in a one-storv garage.
The short form code will set out briefly requirements
for permits, classes of building— divided into not more
than four general classes— general fundamental requirements for wood framing, foundations, masonry walls,
chimneys, interior construction, lathing and plastering
and roof coverings. In that fashion it will cover the
major regulations for building over which municipalities

stories, shall read scores of

whether

2.

x 4 stud

easily enforced.

Requirements of engineering, allowable
assumptions, theory and design of reinforced concrete all
could be set out in one specification. It would serve to inform quickly and intelligently all interested in that subject. Structural steel requirements could be handled in a
illustrate:

manner and special occupancy
treated in separate short ordinances.

like

provisions,

too,

FOR SPECIALIZED OCCUPANCIES

The

design and building of a school, hospital, jail,
theater, public edifice and other structures used for specialized purposes are of no interest to the general run of
the big army engaged in the building business who are
compelled to use building codes daily. Informative data
on these classes of building are of interest to the few concerned. Moreover, each of these classes of occupancy often
involves special treatment. Consequently, they can be
treated better if handled as separate ordinances.
Study of a building ordinance in a certain municipality
reveals twenty pages of minute details for the construction of fire escapes on buildings of three or more stories
in height, A vast amount of printed space is devoted to
automatic fire sprinklers, gravity and pressure tanks,
wet and dry standpipes and to smoke towers. All this
verbiage is sandwiched between other relatively unimportant regulations, but of interest to those engaged in
the construction of small wooden frame structures.
Surely unrelated requirements which must necessarily be
read by all in order to pick out what each wishes to
learn from the code.
IT IS FEASIBLE

The

essential.

to learn

more

and conproven by the fact that
sanitary plumbing, electrical wiring and elevator construction are handled as separate enactments (not always
concisely, however) and apart from the building ordinance. The same idea is adaptable for the design and construction of theaters. Every building has plumbing and
electrical wiring, but every building is not a theater.
Study made of the building code, in a city that boasts
of something like twenty legitimate theaters and perhaps less than one hundred picture shows, claims the distinction of having something like 2.00,000 homes, flats,
small stores and the ordinary medium size structures.
Yet scattered through the building code of that city there
is about ten times as much space devoted to theater confeasibility of writing, in positive fashion

cisely, a general

building code

is

struction alone as all classes of small buildings. And it is
this latter informative data that is of vital interest to a
far greater number of readers.
The world do move, and simplified short form building
codes will eventuate in the not far distant future. They
will be adopted quickly because the expense of legal publication will be greatly lessened.

«s
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THE INSPECTOR

Vfithr this hdidtng ure piibhshdl questions atui answers dealing with

building problems. Herewith are published a number of queries
asked of The Inspector and the answers. Pop tie question.
Your name will he omitted if you wish.

|K

Tell

THE INSPECTOR

This column

is

ilediaited to kicks

ami cowtnmts. Njincs omitted on

any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence of good faith. This
department is open for constructive criticisms.

request. Ri^ljt is reserved to publish or reject

S(l

whom cati we address a comflaint against an old wooden
apartment house three stories high that has no outside iron fire
escape: We thought there was a state law to compel all buildings
to have outside fire escapes.

Q. To

A. If the building in question is very old the chances are
the provisions of the California State Housing Act are
inapplicable, as its requirements are not retroactive regarding fire escapes. Suggest you first call on the building
inspector to learn if the local ordinance is applicable to
the condition complained of. The fire chief, health
officer, police department and building inspector are all
charged with the duty of enforcing housing, health,
safety and building laws.

»

iK

NEW PLASTER LAW

BOOSTS PRICE

Contractors have announced a 15 per cent increase in the
cost of exterior work and a 10 per cent raise in the cost of
interior lathing and plastering on account of more
stringent requirements of the new plastering and lathing
ordinance adopted in Los Angeles according to report
from \^an Nuys, borough of Los Angeles.

ALHAMBRA

CITY

MANAGER

A. E. Stockburger, formerly city manager of South Pasadena, has been appointed city manager of Alhambra to
succeed M. H. Irvine, who resigned the position several
weeks ago.

SHERPl-Sl'RREV
In this example, an old house in Shere, particular attention is called to the design of the chimney, starting
from a heavy base and gradually lightening in its upward development. Notice the interesting manner in
which the cnninion brick is handled in the final finishing out of the chimney with the projecting courses and
offsets in the face. •IThe bay at the left, one will note, has l)een hipped and the hips finished with halfround tiles which are not to be compared with the older form of bonnet tiles. *lThe windows on the first
floor, which in this case open directly upon the highway, are closed by shutters operated from the outside,
as it would not be practical to operate a shutter in any other manner where the sash swings out, as is the
rule in all English work, the outswinging of the sash accounting for the absence of shutters in most examples. Upon the other liand, shutters are of frequent occurrence in continental work, the sash swinging in
and permitting the operation of the shutter from the window opening.
Puldiattron of p/iotographs of the varied types of the minor English domestic architecture in this exclmii
possilde hy courtesy of the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company, from data collected at ftrit hand

serial

i

Europe.
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DECORATIVE NOTES

Iaseries

c^ 'Deliberately Chinese Interior
CHINESE DESIGN and color were used in an unusual room for
entertainment ae ceiling in jadeand black blue, red and orange
a silvered dome 3^ glazed and lacquered bronze walls as black
sash and base is scarlet trim 3ff In the residence of Hans Nelson,
San Francisco i» Chas. F. Strothoff, Architect ae Decorative treatment designed and executed by A. Quandt c!?" Sons, Painters and
Decorators f since 1885I 374 Guerrero Street, San Francisco, Cal.
,

as

'Co-operation jor Quality"

Pionttrs

and sptcialists

designed

in tht application of lacqutr by air brush in the architectural jltld. Complete decorative color schemes
is available for the small job as well as the large. Our operations are State-wide.

and furnished. Quandt quality

ORNAMENTAL IRON

BALCONY, PALAZZO GIA CALCIATI, PIACENZA

THE DECORATIVE USE OF IRON
BY HARRIS ALLEN,

ITH

the tremendous growth in
popularity of the Latin or "Mediterranean" architectural motif on
the Paciiic Coast, there has developed naturally an increased
use of iron for structural accessories. Formerly regarded as applicable almost
entirely for public buildings, with the exception
of an occasional balcony, ironwork played no
part in the great mass of private work.
Now, however, to its qualities of strength and
permanence have been added those of beauty
and fitness, and the client demands iron for every
type of building and in every conceivable form.
As a consequence of this demand, of wider and

A. I. A.

keener competition, of the more exacting requirements of architect and decorator, the modern standard of craftsmanship has improved
until the craft has today almost, if not quite, regained the mastery over metal that made Europe
of the Middle Ages such a treasure-house of iron
fabrication. Technical and shop equipment is, of
course, tremendously developed; there yet remains the necessity for the human touch to

overcome the monotony of machine-made exactUnder the spur of great demand, these artists in ironwork are being developed; and the importance of this material,
and its uses, in the building industry, is becoming more and more evident daily.
Recognizing that this is so, a series of articles
ness, "perfection."

is being prepared for publication in the Pacific
Coast Architect, each of which will deal with a
different type of ironwork or a different building

distinguished for its use of iron. Illustrations of
masterpieces from the Old World (such as those
accompanying this introductory article) will be
shown from time to time, and we can promise
some very interesting comparisons with modern
handiwork, whether inspired by old models or
molded along new lines of design. To acquaint
our readers with the possibilities of metal-working today, the really extraordinary progress that
has been made within the last few years, will be
well worth while. This series of monographs,
when completed, should prove to be a valuable
addition to the library of every architect; and of
others connected with our building interests.
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BALCONY IN PALAZZO BEVILACQUA, BOLOGNA

•S

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

DETAIL or CHANCEL SCREEN, MUSEUM, PALERMO

BALCONY, HOUSE IN CREMONA
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE FIREPLACE
[ConduJcl

posed
to

of,

the architect,

work out what

(ninipasi- ty]

homeowner and

artistry they will

builder are free

upon the exterior

design of the hearthstone. Here, of course, the materials,
motifs and architectural periods that niav he drawn upon
are well nigh endless. But the hreplace, as the permanent
decorative unit of a room must achieve the end of having
strong interest and variety, while maintaining harnion\
with the spirit of the chamber and the manner in whicli
the spirit is expressed.

Obviously, then, the problem of building a (ireplace is
one of capturing a spirit a result which can hardiv be
realized bv any one cut-and-dried formula. Everv lire-

—

place is a stiidv in itself. If it is of the same material as
the walls of the room, its scale and proportions; the
molding of its lines and contours; its ornamentation with
color or some other decorative device can make of it an
unending jov, or a botchv, indifferent thing. If the material of the fireplace is different from that of the walls, it
may easily have the appearance of something that has
been "stuck on." But if the texture, color and unit dimensions of the contrasting material are selected and assembled so that they have unity and relationship with
the quiet simplicity, the quaint chasteness, the sturdx'
ruggedness, the sumptuous luxurv of the room, as the
case may be, we have a fireplace with the strength of
contrast and the virtues of proper relationship.

A

hearthstone having these qualities

is

ARCHITECT

these things

may

u.th

VJc/E

are equip-

phases of

all

lighting. In office buildings,

homes, theatres, schools,

an ideal, at-

churches, hospitals, stores,
we can co-operate with
the architeft not only by producing lighting equipment of
appropriate designs, but also
by producing correct lighting

—

etc.,

be but symbols of the possession of

dollars and may carry no implication of genuine
appreciation on the part of the owner. But the family
whose home, however small, simple or inexpensive, has a
fireplace

LIGHTING
ped to handle

many

charm,

WRITER

and the SPECIFICATION

tained, perhaps, by few builders. As a possession in a
home, it is to be ranked with possibly beyond jewels,
tapestries, rare paintings, statuary or what you will, for

—

Helping the^

ji^

which captures the imagination by its sheer
home whose people, if need he. could live lite

effects.

is a

The

services

of spe-

always available
for such work as the lighting
of banks, libraries, display
cialists

graciously, richly and well with only their fireplace and a
few other simple possessions.

are

windows and

difficult

all

lighting problems. Photometric tests cheerfully made,

and without obligation.
,vfi-«TOTmi»triv

Among

recent Forve instal-

lations are^:

LIBRARY UNIV. OF ARIZONA
R!jy Place,

r^nhitti

TOWNSEND'S.
Flil&

t

iM^ha %i\

Stanton, Reed

HOSPITAL
C.

13th

HibharJ. Architects

Morgan, Walls & Clements,

BEL AIR

Oak Knoll Branch
Mantoil, Vjh PcUaiui Ovtayberry,
t^-trcbiticli

&

MAYAN THEATRE

^larlin, Architect

PACIFIC-SOUTHWEST BANK

STORE

BEAUX ARTS BUILDING

QUEEN OF ANGELS
A.

INC.,

'Paradise, Archltefls

C.

Architects

COUNTRY CLUB

M. Winshu;

Archtlecl

ARTHUR LETTS. Jr. RESIDENCE
Arthur

CHURCH OF CHRIST
SCIENTIST

Kelly, Architect

MAYFAIR HOTEL
Curlett O Beetmatt, Architects

Aliifori Sc AllisQTl, Architects

Uhe VOV^YjCpmpany Inc.
818 South ^1 Figueroa
LOS ANGELES

Living Room,

lioiise

of

W.

C.

"established WOl

Van Antwerp,

IJnrling.unc, C:iHfnrni,i

Tihmhuiori for Dupltx-a-liHi

in Soiiihern California-^
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ALVARADO SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO
C. Albert l.an^biiryli. Architirt

Jnlin Reifi. Jr.. fonsnlling Archileot

famous for schools of beauty, this lovely structure is outstanding.
The opulent facade is trimmed with Terra Cotta. The body color
is cream enamel, while the background of the ornament
is polychromed with tan, blue, and green.

In a city

GLADDING McBEAN (tr CO.
LOS ANGELES PRESSED BRICK COMPANY
<

San Francisco:
65o Market Street
Seattle: 1500 ist

Los Angeles:
62.1 S.

Hope

Avenue, South

Portland: 454 Everett Street
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BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

11

EQUIPPED
as

I Ii

** I

with

Sloan Flush Valves,
are the majority of the

nation's finest buildings.
GEO. W. KELHAM
Architect
HUNTER & HUDSON. MecAV Engrs.
F. W. SNOOK CO., Plumbing Contrs.

?!^iMi»i

WHALEN

E. C.
301 Security Building
Los Angeles, Calif.

CRANE CO

Plumbing Fixtures

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
CHICAGO
W.
482

J.

DRISCOLL

Monadnock Building

San Francisco.

Branches

Calif.

in All Principal Cities o/ the

E.

31S U.

S.

C. FALLEIN
Natl. Bank Building

Denver, Col

COCHRAN

S. D.
1426 L. C. Smith Building
Seattle, Wash.
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NUMBER FOUR

WEST COAST WOODS ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION
Report of the Professional Adviser

N THE
tural

early stages of architec-

development

in this

coun-

try the colonists were directhsubject to the English influence
and it has only been since 1900
that our methods of thought
have crystallized other than in British molds. It
takes some time for architectural consciousness
to develop. The last few years, however, appre-

good taste, character, and design in
the small house has progressed by leaps and
bounds. This is partly due to increased wealth
and leisure, hut to a greater extent can be attributed to the stimulation given by publications and various small-house competitions.
In approaching the West Coast Woods Competition the exploitation of the Douglas fir,
West Coast hemlock, Sitka spruce and Western
red cedar was an intent. However, the Bureau
had other purposes of almost equal value in
mind. Without question such a contest should
stimulate better character in house design; it was
hoped that freedom from standardized and stultified methods would prevail; that familiarity
with wood construction would be broadcast,
and that interesting modes- of developing the
beauties of these woods would be made the subject of intense study.
From all of the above was developed the paragraph of the program entitled "Purpose and Intent of Competition," which is herewith quoted
"The special purpose and intent of this competition is to develop and bring forth the uses, applications, and methods of construction and
finishing of the woods of the Pacific Northwest,
Douglas fir, West Coast hemlock, Sitka spruce
and Western red cedar. It is the thought of the
Bureau that the methods of use and beauty in
treatment of these woods has as yet been merely
touched upon and that applied ingenuity will
bring forth new and effective developments both
in using and beautifying these products."
Next in order for selection were the considerations upon which the problem would be judged.
Although each of these was not given a percentage they were placed in order of their value in
the program. Thus, No. i, "Novelty and origciation of

:

and use of woods native
Northwest." No. 2., "Excellence
and ingenuity of plans." No. 3, "Architectural
merit of the design and fitness of the application
to a frame house," and so on. So much for the
inality in the treatment

to the Pacific

preparation for the competition.
As to the result, there were over two hundred
competitors submitting over double that number of drawings, the general character of which
was very gratifying. Nineteen were thrown hors
de concours for violating one or the other of the
requirements of the program. The competition
was international in scope. Drawings were received from Canada, England, France and Hawaii. The Jury was unanimous in its selection in
the first and second prizes and the mentions were
rated as given.
Respectfully submitted,
J.

Lister Holmes,
Professional Adviser.

REPORT OF THE JURY

The Jury of Award in the "Architectural Competition for the Uses of West Coast Woods in
Home Construction" begs to report its findings
with respect to the 2.03 submissions, as follows:
First prize

Dra'ving No.

Second prize
First mention
Second mention
Third mention
Fourth mention
Fifth mention
Sixth mention
Seventh mention
Eighth mention
Ninth mention
Tenth mention.

Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing

.

.

.

7

No. 156
No. 76

No
No
No
No
No

y6
17
72-

146

No. ^5
No. 114
No. 64
No. 14

Of the rest of the submissions, 17 were excluded, variously, on account of violation of the
clearly stipulated conditions with respect to
rendering, scale of plans, number of principal
rooms, excessive use of materials other than
wood, or the inexplicable presence of a symbol
or device upon the drawings, while one submission was received after the date required for
delivery. In some cases, otherwise interesting designs, as shown in perspective drawings, were
[Concluded on

p.ige

57]
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I

56, BY

ANGUS McD. McSWEliNEY, I50 SANTA PAULA AVENUE,

SAN I'RANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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pleasing effect in a
The ii(C(iin|tjinyiii^ desipns imd jilaiis show a pussililt* solution for iiii jiveratrt* itj lot designed to pl'odure
ini>Ie and compact lis possible.
wood house. IfOn plans every effort wiis made tluit the arrange neiit of Ihe r<-ouis may bi
minimum. ^fTlie exterio
be entirely of red cedar. On
eliminating all unnecessary. si)aee and reduriiig the pross urea to
tJie main front gable is flush boarding with moulded vertical battens that produce a pleasing effect in contrast with the special
cut red cedar shingles as shown on the remainder of the house. The roof is of red cedar split shakes laid irregular and doubled
at eaves. Main entrance and garage doors are red cedar. ^The interior of living-room, dining-room and entry to have wood wainscot and Mood beam ceilings of Douglas fir. sand blasted, stained and oiled. ^All floors to be random width of thi»'k planks,
roughed with jar-kplaue and stained and oiled. fIThe doors, cases, trims, and all other woodwork in interior to be Douglas fir.
5TThe wall of exterior to be a weathered gray and ronf stained green. Sash tn be green.
it
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LAGUNA HONDA HOME, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. JOHN

REID, JR., ARCHITECT

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
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THE LAGUNA HONDA RELIEF HOME
BY ZOE

A

BATTU

.

N PLANNING

the Laguna Honda Reof San Francisco, Architect
Reid was confronted with a variety of
problems, peculiar both in their praclief

Home

tical

ished

and

artistic aspects.

work shows

in

its

But his

L^^^—^-

component

^XL^:i-S!JSM ll^,^,,

parts an admirable perfection, while as

3

whole the building

w

remarkable in
the unity and coordination of all factors involved and in
its flexibility to meet future needs. So well has the work
been done that the fame of the Laguna Honda Home has
a

is

grown apace. \^arious Eastern architects, specializing
more or less in this class of work, and authorities in the
social service held have visited and inspected the Home.
These people have given the opinion that it is without
question one of the most advanced structures of its tvpe
in the United States, and no small contribution to this
particular branch of social science and the architecture
that houses it.
In the nature and location of its site, the Laguna Honda
Home sets a new precedent. Relief homes are ordinarilv
located on the outskirts of cities and well away from anv
of the more desirable residential districts. But this Home
lies well within the heart of San Francisco's most attractive, newer and desirable home areas. All possible objection to the presence of a public institution on the part of
the home owners in the adjacent neighborhoods is done
away with in the general attractiveness of the Home and
its grounds. The design, generally Spanish in spirit, is
simply handled to give strength and dignity. There is entirely lacking that impersonal, forbidding "institution"
look, so common to buildings of its type. It is substantial
without the depressing sense that the building was put up
for durability alone, from whatever materials would
most cheaply serve its practical purposes. Standing as it
does upon the crest of a hill, the Home has something of a
free and generous graciousness about it, and is, all in all,
an architectural asset to the home neighborhoods which
flank its grounds.

Upon going through

the building,

we

^HiH^^^^^^I

fin-

see that its sev-

have been provided, located and equipped to
twofold purpose. One, to serve the human needs

eral units

serve a
of its inmates as well as their physical needs. Two, to
make it possible for the work of the place, done by either

inmates or attendants, to be performed conveniently and
expeditiously.

Typical W:]rJ,

L:igiiTi

.
.

J|

T^SKj

;^^

"**
1

Hinid.i

Hiiiiie.

To the latter end, the kitchens, dining-rooms, serving
pantries, bakeries, dish-washing rooms and all similar
functional units of the Home have been planned and
equipped with the idea in mind that, while the help furnished by the inmates is plentiful, it is largely inexperienced help with hands, feet and minds not normally
agile. But these problems are all well worked out to meet
conditions as they exist, and one remote part of the building can give service to an opposite wing with reasonable
dispatch, bv reason of the wide halls and ready accessibility between every unit of the great building.
The open and general wards are very simply laid out;
finished and furnished without unnecessary ornamentation, making them easv to keep clean And sanitary by inmate workers. There are two special wards, one for men
and one for women, the occupants of which are completely
isolated from all the other inmates on account of their
feeble physical or subnormal mental conditions. These
two wards are equipped with facilities with which the
attendants can do any special cooking their charges require, but in all other cases the inmates take their meals
in the main dining-room, where they are served by fellow
inmates.
its facilities for providing comforts and diversions for
inmates, the Laguna Honda Home also sets somewhat
of an advanced standard and makes provision for practically every type of mental and physical case within its
walls. We find within the building a chapel for religious
services, a general auditorium for lectures, entertain-

In

its

ments and a weekly moving-picture show, a library,
men's reading room and billiard and card room. These
rooms, while simply finished and furnished, are well
lighted, airy, and painted in light tones or tiled to eliminate from them that dark, austere and depressing atmos-

common to structures of this type. Thus ever\detail possible has been provided to care not only for the
phere so

mere physical needs of these unfortunate citizens, but also
to give them whatever mental diversion they may wish
to avail themselves of, and so lighten the dreariness of
their last and less fortunate days in this life.
*

*

*

PACIFIC PORTLAND CEIMENT CO. MO\'ES
Announcement is made by the Pacific Portland Cement
Company of the removal of their offices to the HunterDulin Building, San Francisco. The entire eleventh floor
is

occupied by this company.
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DETAIL or TRONT EAST WING, LAGUNA HONDA HOME, SAN FRANCISCO, CALirORNIA
JOHN REID, JR., ARCHITECT

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

LAGUNA HONDA HOME, SAN

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. JOHN REID, JR., ARCHITECT
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Soum

CALIFORNIA. JOHN REID,
PLAN AND SECTION, LAGUN A HONDA HOME, SAN FRANCISCO,

JR.,

ARCHITECT
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LAGUNA HONDA HOME, SAN
Aliove, Lejt

—View

Ci-nler, £,.-//— End of

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. JOHN REID, JR., ARCHITECT

of Typical Corridor.

Above, Right

— Assembly

Lower, Left

Hall.

— Men's Lounging Room.
Dlnins-Room.
—
—

M.iin
Center, Right
Chapel.
Lotcer, Right

Main Dining-Rooni and Coffee Urns.
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DECORATIVE NOTES
Combining Spanish

& Italian zMotifs

In a room designed to allure passersby,
in the Spanish

manner

and

ceiling, clearly

ble

is

orations

f

still

with

are blended

C[ A.

Quandt

richly adorned walls
((

further harmonizes the

& Sons

374 Guerrero

I

The

({A suggestion of

walnut, stained and lacquered

fection Shop, San Francisco. d^A.
since 1885

Street,

|

and iron treated

tile

of Italian inspiration.

skilfully blended.

woodwork

fASERiES

color ensem-

classical
1

form

in

and mural dec-

two

J.

styles. (![ Zeiss' ConHorstmann, Architect.

Painters and Decorators,

San Francisco, California

'Co-operation Jor Quality"

Piomers and sptcialifts hi the
deiigned and fternished.

iipplicjtiaii

Q^nandt ifuality

/)[

ix

Licijitrr

by air hru^h in the architectural

field.

Complete decorative color tcheimt

available for the unall job at well at the large.

Our

operatioiit are Stale-wide
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RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
Photo by Gabriel Moulin

GEORGE W. KELHAM, ARCHITECT
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Cerjr^e D. Clark

Home,

So

Warren

Palo Alto, Calijoniia

Skill in gs, Arrhiterl

Rgmona Rgoflile
Beauttf

One

*>

Versatilitij *

Permanence

of the unsolicited letters of commendation recently rewas from a well known architect and closed by saying:

ceived

"/ also appreciate the personal attention
you gave this job in seeing that the tile
was properly selected and graded in color"
Personal attention, skill in laying and responsibility are the
keynotes of Clark Service.

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF

Main

Office:

116 Natoma
W<yr]<^:

FINE CLAY

•

PRODUCTS

San Francisco. Phone: Kearny 2830
West Alameda, California
Street,

•'

»s

UBRf

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

ABOVE — BRENTWOOD COUNTRY CLUB AND CADDY HOUSE FROM THE LINKS, SANTA MONICA,
BELOW — STREET ELEVATION, BRENTWOOD COUNTRY CLUB. JOHN BYERS, ARCHITECT

35
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LAGUNA HONDA HOME, SAN FRANCISCO
John Reid, Jr.,

Clinton Construction Co., General Contra^ ors

/lrc/i//f(,7

NTIRE painting
and decorating of
these outstanding buildings ex-

ecuted by

us.

All interior

mahogany trim

in the

Russ

Building finished in lacquer

by our organization, being
the pioneers in the application of lacquer and

spray method.

11

-

J

RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
Geo. W. Kelham, Archite^

J.A/MOHR

(z:r

Dinwiddle Const. Co.,

SON,

Inc.

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
COMPRESSED-AIR PAINTING

433 ELEVENTH

ST.,

/

SAND BLASTING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE MARKET 4^56

Contraclors

IN THE

REALM OF CEILINGS
BY ZOE

ERHAPS

you have noticed it— that
something psychologically pe-

there is
culiar about ceilings.
may enter a
room luxuriantly carpeted and richly
furnished, whose walls are adorned

We

with costly hangings, but instinctively
our eyes first sweep to the ceiling, to
rest there for a fleeting instant.

a business house, store or

bank — its

We enter

ceiling in nine cases

is the first thing that rivets our attention. We
seek to find solution to our mental perplexities in the
ceiling. We cannot escape from ceilings; we are always
vaguely aware of their presence, and though we may never
consciously analyze the nature of our reactions to certain
ceilings, they are, nevertheless, satisfying or irritating to
our sensibilities, as the case may be. Whv?
The students of psychology and philosophy could no
doubt supply any number of plausible reasons for our in-

out of ten

stinctive interest in ceilings. But we shall not concern
ourselves greatly with any of these, merely accepting the

our inherent attraction to ceilings, and considering
may bring to them to render
esthetically expressive and beautiful.

fact of

what
them

essentials the architect

Thinking

bac"k

upon

it,

the ceilings in the great cathe-

homes,
and business buildings
at home and abroad that have impressed themselves upon
our memories have done so because they were expressive.
Somehow they caught, held and embodied the dominating idea, the spirit of the building and its purpose. They
were the epitome, the dramatic climax, of the story of the
motives which the structure served motives of reverence, worship, comfort, relaxation, amusement, beauty,
finance, commercialism.
Expressiveness, then, appears as the major element in
ceiling design, and nowhere is this better exemplified
than in bank architecture. A score of years ago the financial house sought to impress the public with a sense of
its remote and impregnable strength; to inspire almost
fear and trembling. The ceilings of that banking era were
drals and palaces of Europe; the ceilings in those

hotels, railroad stations, public

—

A.

BATTU

high enthusiasms for a ceiling that will be quite different
from anything that has been done before in material, design and ornamentation, will do well to pause and consider whether the proposed material and treatment will
be a logical continuation of the essentials of the structure,
or merely the injection of a diverse and alien element. This
is not a plea against a spirit of free experiment in ceilings,
or a condemnation of the use of materials differing from
those used in the main masses of the building.
Far from that! The ceilings in our homes have so universally been cut and dried areas of plane surfaces that
any architect who will take the time to consider how he
can give them vitality and interest, through experimenting with color, texture, design, contrasting materials,
lighting, this, that or the other device his imagination
may suggest, will surely reap a reward not only in appreciative clients but in the satisfaction of having made
noteworthy contribution to American home architecture.
In the public and business building field the professional
and lay mind generally appears more alive to the possibilities of ceilings. This is reflected in the fact that in the
noteworthy hotels, banks, public utility buildings,
theatres, clubhouses, office buildings and the like, constructed on the West Coast within the past few years, the
architects with but occasional exceptions have wrought
ceiling work of exceptional originality in conception and
fine craftsmanship in execution. As a matter of fact, one
or two of these jobs have ceiling work which has few
equals for its rich imaginativeness, its fine harmonization
of theme and materials with those of the building generally and perfection of execution. In this class of work,
at least, we have certainly become "ceiling conscious,"
and the whole trend of effort in this direction indicates
that Western architecture will make a contribution
peculiarly creative, beautiful and virile to the architecture of the country.

lofty, of cold, liteless material in restrained, formal de-

now

the world of finance comes down to the
employing all the sales arts of the market place. More and more are the ceilings in banking
houses being touched with bright, gay colors and fanciful
designs; unusual materials are being used and illumination employed that gives illusive vagaries of light and
shade. All this is expressive of the fact that banking and
finance are talking in terms that every other line of business employs, and architecture is one of their most
eloquent mediums.
In the effort to achieve expressiveness in ceilings, we see
here and there, in buildings of every kind, size and purpose, that this quality is realized without any intelligent
regard for relationships. That is, effects are secured which
are clever and original in themselves, but which have no
actual or symbolical connection with the room and the
building. The ceiling in such a case has the rather startling and disconcerting effect of a suspended mass without
visible means of suspension.
So the architect, building owner or home builder, with
sign.

But

level of the street,

Pacific

National

13.iiik,

Morgan, Walls

Li-. .\iit;clc-s. C.iliiornia

& Clements, Archiceccs
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Win. Lcc W..ollett, Arcliili-ct.
Living-rni.m, Residence E. J. Liini;e:ir, Altaaenii, Calif.
Uppfr, Left
Reveily Hills Club, Jieverly Hills, Calif. As.i W. Hudson, Aichieect.
Upper, Riglil
Los
Angeles, Calif.
Directors' Room, Pacific National Bank,
Ct-nU-i, Li'll
Morgan, Walls & Clements, Architects.
Weeks & Day, Architects.
Lobby Ceiling, Huntington Apartments, San Francisco.
Cenler, Riglil
Henry F. Withey, Architect.
Lotver, /,<//— Library, Residence S. Beeknian, Los Angeles, C.ilif.
Lowtr, R;>/;/— Living-room, Residence S. Reekman, Los Angeles, Calif. Henry F. Withey, Architect.

—

—

—
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—

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect.
upper, Left Swimming Pool, Ellis' Club, S;in Francisco, Calif.
Upper, Right
Lobby, Elks' Club, San Francisco, Calif. Frederick H. Meyer, Architect.
Loner, Left Safe Deposit Lobby, Pacific National Bank, Los Angeles, Calif.
Morgan, Walls & Clements, Architects.
Lozver, Right— hobhy, 26-story Pacific Tel. 4 Tel. Co. Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

—

—

Miller

&

Pflucger, Architects.
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Willi HIT
i

ffn/piV St. haul's Cathedral,

Johnson, UCaufmann

£os

<5^ngeles, Galif.

& Goate,cS^rchilects

A PRODUCT OF OUR WOODCARVING STUDIOS

IHERE

varied divisions of plan and direction
and construction of the modern church, that
architects appreciate more and more the assignment which can be
made with absolute confidence in the products to be delivered, the
service to he rendered, and ideals to be preserved.
are so

many and

in the designing

We are in every way equipped

through our Designing, Producand Installation Departments to merit the confidence of all
who intrust their commissions to us.

tion

American Seating
Pcsij/iuvs mill
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Scaliiia

(li-iuriil

and

I'nniiliirc

Offices: 1082
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EDITORIALPolitics versus Architecture
coincidence of a coming election may or
may not have anything to do with an in-

THE

vestigation being conducted by certain Supervisors of San Francisco into the amounts of
money paid as architectural fees for school work
during the past ten or twelve years. The fact remains, that those newspapers hostile to the
present Mayor have given the impression that
excessive fees were charged for incomplete service, and much publicity has attended this "investigation," which was found to react unfavorably, not alone on the City Architect, but upon
the profession generally.
Realizing this, a large group of architects, including those most distinguished locally and
nationally, attended a hearing of the committee
and presented an open letter defining the nature
and extent of architectural service to be performed for the fee in question (the regular minifee of -6 per cent), expressing their complete confidence in Mr. John Reid, Jr., City
Architect, and their high opinion of the work
done by him or under his control. The school
buildings of San Francisco rank architecturally
among the very best in this country.
Whether this action on the part of architectural experts will have any effect upon the findings of the Supervisorial Committee remains to
be seen; but unquestionably it will clear up
much confusion, will correct wrong impressions, in the public mind. Their evidence shows
that the work performed was of excellent character, the service was complete, and the compensation, far from being excessive, was hardly
adequate to cover the cost of plans, engineering
and technical experts, etc., and still leave a fair
payment for the architect who created, assembled, and bears responsibility for, these buildings in toto.
*
*
*

mum

The Building Situation

THERE has

been a general decrease in building activity over the country during the
present year. This is by no means an unhealthy
sign, nor should it tend to pessimism as to the
future outlook. The volume of new work is
large enough to prevent any serious amount of
unemployment; and there continues to be a
great demand for better housing. Any idea of
overbuilding may be discounted by a review of
facts and figures; the normal growth of population and business requires not only more accom-

modation, but it requires it of higher quality.
This involves a considerable amount of reconstruction, repairs, improvements.
A statement issued by a leading bond and mortgage company puts this in a convincing way
"There is a great force at work today which has gained
surprising velocity since the war. This is the force which
makes us continually better our standards of living. The
greatest accelerator of this force is advertising. Advertising makes us want better bathrooms; better kitchens;
better heating plants; better furniture; better radios;
pianos foods, and so on, through the whole gamut of the
luxuries and necessities which make up the framework of
modern living. Advertising in turn keeps business active.
It stabilizes demand and continually forces the producer
of merchandise to keep alert to maintaining the standard
of his product at the highest possible point.
"Those who believe that we may by some black magic
of the mysterious arts return to the lower standards of
living of fifteen or twenty years ago do not take into account the changes which have come over business during
the past decade— even some laws of economics have
;

suffered change.

"The general prosperity which is now in full view
ot necessity affect favorably the entire population.

must

This
condition of course makes an increasing demand for new
housing, better working conditions, greater office space.
*

*

*

A Significant Function
Northern California Chapter, A.
THE
inaugurated recently a ceremony which

A.,
of
real significance to the profession and to the
community. On the evening of August 31st, the
Honor Award Certificates for buildings chosen as
I.

is

displaying special merit in design and execution
by a jury of architects from the Los Angeles
Chapter, last May, were presented to architects,
owners, and contractors, at a public meeting
held in the Temple Emanu-el, which received
the Distinguished Honor Award.
Addresses were made by John Galen Howard,
F. A. I. A., Rabbi Louis I. Newman, Mavor
James Rolph, and Mr. Colbert Coldwell, President of the Industrial Association. Recognition
of the importance to San Francisco of good
architecture was manifested by the speakers, by
the large audience, and by press comments.
It is proposed to make such Honor Awards
biennially; and it is obvious that such an incentive to the erection of architecturally good
buildings, and the favorable publicity so brought
to the community, constitute a great step forward. America is gradually awaking to the
realization that art has a practical, even a commercial value; and every growing community
will do well to consider the old axiom that comparisons are often odious.
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Wood
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American
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You
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will find the following par^i-

graphs well worth reading for
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own

No

to be-

"Use wood and conserve the forests." For timber is a crop. It
needs to be cut when ripe. Failure to do so
waste.

enough standing timber

L'nited States today to build a

in

the

new six-room

for every family in this country,
Canada, South America, all of Europe and
theentire British Empire! And t\\Q additional
lumber supplied by t\\t yearly growth of standing trees would build a continuous row of
these houses along both sides of a street
reaching from New York to San Francisco.

house

Better lumber than ever
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of lumber but better lumToda}', American Lumber Standards^
adopted by the industry and endorsed by the
U, S. Government, give the purchaser pro-

Not only plenty
ber!
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anteed product.
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what he

Wood

endures

oldest and most beautiful homes in
America are houses built of wood. Many of
them stand today, as sound in timber and
beam, and as livable^ as they were before the
Revolution. These early American homes
teach us that when you build of wood and

The

build right, the building lasts!
Wood endures and the supply

—

is

endur-

the only one of our natural
resources xh^it grows. The mine becomes
a gaping hole; the forest iorcv^r renews.
It

is

Wood
Wood

is

home!
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beautiful

possesses a pleasing natural

beauty of grain and texture
that mellows and deepens
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may mean

materials there is none so friendly,
with such a sense of human companionship,
as wood. Wood is warm and alive to the
touch. The handle of a tool, the steering
all

wheel of your car, the arm of your chair, the
bowl of your pipe you like the feel of them
because they are wood.

—

Wood
Wood

is
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to special

economical
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other material. It

is

pound, than any
and cheaply fitted

for

easily

forms for special needs.
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erate cost is due today, in no small measure,
to the elimination of waste. There is a grade

of lumber for every purpose, a right
for
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renewed and greater appreciation

facturers Association are preparing an extensive educational campaign. The first thing

the Association wants

is

a "slogan." In send-

ing yours, please use coupon.

National Lumber
Manufacturers Association
Washington. D. C.
Manufacturen of American Standard Lumber
Contest Closes
I5th

i

OOP
$500
to you
fend to day!
Mail coupon below and booklet will be sent
yon postpaid. It contains the Official Blank
On Which Your Slogan Mm! Be Submitted.
This may mean $5,000.00 added to your
bank account. So mail your coupon right now.

First Prize

.

.

.

$5,000
2,000
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Second Prize
Third Prize
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Fifty Prizes (each)

of wood, manufacturers of American Standard Lumber in the National Lumber Manu-
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ing.

ican architect prefers lumber for hisown

Of

ester, urges the nation to

is

with age and defies imitation. Wood can be
fashioned and carved and fitted into thousands of charming designs.
And surely it is significant that the Amer-

Wood is friendly

timber shortage

lieve that this country is confronted by an
acute shortage of timber. This is not true.
In fact, Col. William B. Greeley, U. S. For-

There

durability; its economy.

sake.

Almost everyone has been induced

means

its
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MONTHLY BULLETIN
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
John Reid,

Fred H. Meyer, three years
Henry H. Gutterson, three years
J. S. Fairweather, two years
W. C. Hays, two years
Earle B. Bertz, one year
Will G. Corlett, one year

Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers,

Sec.-Treas.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Northern California Chapter,
The American Institute of Architects, will be held on
Tuesday, October

i8, 192-7, at 6:30 p. m., in the rooms of
the Architectural Club, 51} Pine street, San Francisco.
This will be the annual meeting and the Chapter will receive reports of all officers and committees, and will elect
officers for the ensuing year.

SEPTEMBER MEETING
The regular meeting of the Northern California Chapter,
A. I. A., was held in the rooms of the San Francisco
Architectural Club on Tuesday, September lo, 1917. The
meeting was called to order by President John Reid, Jr.,
at 7:45 p. m. The following members were present:
Messrs. John Bakewell, Chas. F. Maury, Ralph Wyckoff,
Jas. H. Mitchell, Henry H. Gutterson, \Vm. I. Garren,
Lester Hurd, James T. Narbett, Wm. B. Farlow, Chester
H. Miller, Chas. F. Masten, Fred'k H. Meyer, Morris M.
Bruce, Ernest H. Hildebrand, John Reid, Jr., Albert J.
Evers.

MINUTES
The mmutes of

the previous meeting were accepted as

spond with dates of the State Board of Architecture
meetings was brought up by Mr. Bruce. Moved, seconded
and carried that the meetings of the Chapter accord with
the State Board meetings and that steps be taken to
change the By-Laws in accordance therewith.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES
The Honor Award Committee reported that awards were
presented to recipients at Temple Emanu-El on Wednes31. Mr. Reid read letters from the
Industrial Association officers, expressing their pleasure
in cooperating in the honor awards.
Mr. Allen sent in a report, which was read by the Secretary, recommending the Chapter activities for next vear.
The Nominating Committee consisting of Morris M.
Bruce, Jas. H. Mitchell, G. F. Ashley, John Reid, Jr., and
Frederick H. Mever, reported the following nominations:
For President, Harris Allen; Vice-President, Henry H.
Gutterson; Secretary-Treasurer, Albert J. Evers; Director
for unexpired term of Henry H. Gutterson, Earle B.
Bertz; Director for three years, John Reid, Jr., Jas. S.
Dean, Jas. Mitchell, Alternate.
Moved, seconded and carried that the report be ac-

day evening, August

cepted.

published.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

There was no report of unfinished business.

Albert
*

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Chairman Bertz, Mr. Gutterson read the
report of the Exhibition Committee covering the Exhibition of last May held at the Museum in Golden Gate
Park, San Francisco. The Committee reported that 2.00,000
persons had viewed the exhibit and that there was a small
deficit which had been ordered paid by the Directors.
Moved, seconded and carried that the report be accepted
and placed on file and a vote of thanks be tendered the
Committee. Moved, seconded and carried that a vote of
thanks be tendered to the Trustees of the de Young
Memorial Museum and to Mr. George Barron, Curator
of the Museum.

GENERAL BUSINESS

J.

Evers,

Secretary.

*

ARCHITECTS RECEIVE HONOR AWARDS

In the absence of

Secretary brought up the matter of group advertising, referred to Standing Committee on Public Information.
Letter from the Millwork Institute of California was read
and ordered placed on file. A letter from the General Contractors of San Francisco regarding quantity surveys was
read and referred to a committee composed of John Bakewell, Jr., Wm. I. Garren and Wm. B. Farlow.
Secretary reported return of $48.77 from the Sixtieth
Annual Convention fund, which was returned to the
general chapter fund.
A proposal to change Chapter meeting dates to corre-

*

of September 31 was the date upon which
were formally presented the Honor Awards for the
Architectural Exhibition of the Northern California
Chapter, A. I. A., held in June of this year. The Temple
Emanu-El, which received the first and highest honor
award of the competition, was the scene of the gathering
of several hundred architects, their friends and wellwishers. A program was given, comprising several
short talks and musical numbers. Speakers of the evening
were John Reid, Jr., John Galen Howard, Frederick
Koster, Rabbi Louis I. Newman and Mayor James
Rolph,Jr. Senator Boynton presented the twelve prize
winners with their awards in the absence of Harris Allen,

The evening

who was

unable to be present, as planned.
*

*

*

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL COVER COMPETITION
The House

Beautiful magazine announces

its

sixth an-

cover competition and exhibition. Among the
awards will be First Prize of $500; Special Prize of $500;
Second Prize of $150. Student prize and several honorable
mentions. A copy of the conditions may be obtained
nual

from the Competition Committee, The House Beautiful,
8 Arlington street, Boston, Mass.

.
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MEMBERSHIP NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,
of members of Northern CaliA., together with addresses and
telephone numbers. The Secretary should be notified at
once of any change in address or other correction.

Following

is

the

official list

fornia Chapter, A.

I.

FELLOWS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

Coxhead, Ernest, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter 5909.
Faville, Wm. B., 12.00 First National Bank Bldg., San
Francisco, Sutter 1715.
Howard, John Galen, Architecture Bldg., University of
California, Berkeley, Calif.

Club, San Francisco, Frank-

C, Bohemian

Mullgardt, L.

1441
Reid, James W., California-Pacific Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearnv 4041.
Reid, Merritt J., California-Pacific Bldg., San Francisco,
lin

Kearny 4041.
Traphagen, O. G., 1057 Alameda Ave., Alameda,

Alameda

Calif.,

Garren, William

I.

A.

Bldg., San Francisco,

Sutter 4317.

Georgeson, Franklin T., Humboldt Standard Bldg.,
Eureka, Calif.
Gutterson, Henry H., 52.6 Powell St., San Francisco,
Douglas 1416.
Hays, Wm. C., First National Bank Bldg., San Francisco,

Kearny 4849.
Hirschfeld, B. S., c/o Bakewell & Brown, 2.51 Kearny St.,
San Francisco, Kearny 35S.
Hobart, Lewis P., Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter 968.
Hopkins, C. Harold, P. O. Box 368, Davis, Calif.
Howard, Henry T., 133 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
Hurd, Lester, xio Post St., San Francisco, Douglas 62.57.
Hurt, Edgar B., looi Balboa Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny

92.9.

Hyman, Samuel

L., 68 Post St.,

San Francisco, Sutter

446L.

no

Sutter St., San Francisco, Douglas

Jeans, Raymond W.,
Sutter 32.74.

60 Sansome St., San Francisco,

Jacobs, Alfred H.,

303.

De Young

1.,

A.

62.6.

MEMBERS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

C, Ray

Bldg., Oakland, Lakeside 3691.
Applegarth, George A., C. Spreckels Bldg., San Fran-

Allen, Harris

Douglas 342.5.
Appleton, A., 68 Post St., San Francisco, Sutter 4461.
Ashley, G. F., 515 Market St., San Francisco, Douglas
cisco,

7961.

Bakewell,

John,

Jr.,

2.51

Kearny

St.,

San Francisco,

Kearny 358.
Bangs, E. Geoffrey, 360 17th St., Oakland, Oakland 1684.
Baur, John Albert, 151 Kearnv St., San Francisco, Kearny
358.
Bertz, Earle B.,

no Post St.,

San Francisco, Kearny 1164.
Bliss, W. D., Balboa Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny 919.
Blohrae,J. Harry, 3ioSansomeSt!, San Francisco, Davenport 119.

Edward G., Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny 744.
Brown, Jr., Arthur, 151 Kearny St., San Francisco,
Kearny 358.
Bruce, Morris M., 859 Flood Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny 1143.
Burnett, Howard E., looi Balboa Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny 919.
Cantin, A. A., 544 Market St., San Francisco, Sutter 64S9.
Christie, John H., 65 Market St., San Francisco, DavenBolles,

port 4000.
Clark, Birge M., 310 University Ave., Palo Alto, Calif.,

Palo Alto

The Oakland Bank

Bldg., Oakland,

Glencourt 4796.
Cole, Chester, First National Bank Bldg., Chico, Calif.
Crim, Jr., VV. H., 415 Kearny St., San Francisco, Davenport II 76.
Dean, Chas. Francis, California State Life Bldg., Sacra-

mento, Calif.
Dean, Jas. Somerville, Calif., State Life Bldg., Sacramento, Calif.
De Longchamps, Fred J., 331 Gazette Bldg., Reno, Nev.
Devlin, Leo J., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter 838.
Donovan, John J., 1916 Broadway, Oakland, Oakland
891.
52.5

Market

St.,

San Francisco, Douglas

cisco, Douglas 335.
Masten, Chas. F., 2.10 Post

J. S.,

Balboa Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny

C,

Hearst Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny

919.

Falch, Walter

St.,

San Francisco, Douglas

6157.

Masten, J. Kendall, 315 Montgomery St., San Francisco,
Davenport 4317.
Mathews, W. J., 917 Broadway, Oakland, Oakland 179.
Mayo, Frank V., X07 Yosemite Bldg., Stockton, Calif.
MciDougall, G. B., Forum Bldg., Sacramento, Calif.
Meussdorffer, C. A., Humboldt Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny in.
Meyer, Frederick H., 74i Market

St.,

San Francisco,

Sutter 780.

Meyers, Henry H., Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Davenport
3070.
Miller, Chester H., 1404 Franklin St., Oakland, Glencort 8094.
Miller, J. R., 580 Market St., San Francisco, Kearny 3136.
Miller, Leffler B., Crocker Bldg., c/o L. P. Hobart, San
Francisco, Sutter 968.
Mitchell, Jas. H., 2.77 Pine St., San Francisco, Garfield

Mooser, William, Nevada Bank Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny 1481.
Morgan (Miss), Julia, 1135 Merchants Exchange Bldg.,
San Francisco, Kearny 4140.
Narbett, James T., 337 lothSt., Richmond, Calif., Rich-

mond 764.
Newsom, Sidney

3970Farr, Albert, Foxcroft Bldg.,

San Francisco, Douglas 1493.

B.,

Nevada Bank

Bldg., San Francisco,

Sutter 2.815.

O'Brien, Smith, 741 Market

St.,

San Francisco, Sutter

4630.
Perry, Chas. E., 460 Montgomery St., San Francisco,
Davenport 30S3.
Peugh, Wilbur D., 315 Montgomery St., San Francisco,

Davenport 432.7.
Timothy, 58oMarket

Pflueger,

7962..

Fairweather,

Lake, Herman R., 435 Rowell Bldg., Fresno, Calif.
Lansburgh, G. Albert, 140 Montgomery St., San Fran-

2.736.

152.3.

Corlett, Will G.,

Evers, Albert J.,

Kelham, Geo. W., 315 Montgomery St., San Francisco,
Davenport 432.7.
Knowles, William, 1114 Webster St., Oakland, Oakland

St.,

San Francisco, Kearny

32-56-

Plachek, James W., 404 Merc. Bank Bldg., Berkeley,
Calif., Berkeley 5932..
Ratcliff, Jr., W.H., Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Berkeley, Calif., Berkeley 597.
[tonnnurf onpagi- 57]
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ALAMEDA COUNTY

SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS OF

The Society of Architects of Ahimeda County held the
fall season the first Monday in Septemlargely a business session at which were
nominated candidates for an election of new officers,
which took place the first Monday in October. Chester
Miller, yice-president for the past year, was nominated
for president. Ralph E. Wastell, who has been secretary
and treasurer, was nominated for yice-president and
Charles F. B. Roeth for secretary and treasurer. No names
were offered in opposition to these candidates. John J.
Donoyan and E. Geoffrey Bangs were named as the two
new men to be elected to the position of directors. Upon
October 14 the organization held a theatre party in the
first

meeting of the

ber.

It

was

—

Architectural Design.
Course as outlined by the Beaux
Arts. Institute of Design followed. Ernest Weihe and
Edw. L. Frick, patrons. First problem of the season, issued

Saturday, September 17th. Programs for the following
problems will be issued in October: October i— Class A
and B, Archeology Projet. October zx— Class A-ii,
Projet. October 2.1— Class B-ii, Equisse— Esquisse.
Classic Orders of Architecture.— A course in preparation for
the regular course in Architectural Design. James A.
Magee, instructor. Class conducted the year 'round.
IVater-Color C/dj-j-.— Conducted

*

*

crete.

*

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.

Two

newly elected members of the Washington State
Chapter are Lancelot E. Gowen and Arthur P. Herrraan.
Mr. Gowen and Mr. Herrman have been for several years
associate members of the Chapter and are assistant professors in the Architectural Department of the University
of Washington.
As this number goes to press, the Architectural Exhibition is being held in Seattle. The Chapter, desiring to encourage the appreciation of architecture by extending its
recognition of exceptional merit in any executed work,
has established a series of awards to those by whose
ability, skill and cooperation such works were created;
the first Honor Awards to be made during the exhibition.
The awards will be reported in the November number of
PACinc Coast Architect.
The West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau, with
whom the Chapter was so pleasantly associated in connection with the recent West Coast Woods Competition,
gave a dinner to the members of the Chapter and other
architects, Thursday, September 19, at the Olympic Hotel
*

*

—

Now studying reinforced conConstruction, steel construction will follow. Conducted by C. J. Sly, of C. H. Snyder's staff. Civil Engineers. Class meet Friday evenings at 7 o'clock.
Engineeringfor Architects.

Oakland Auditorium.

by Mr. DeGastyne, a

graduate of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris. Class meets
every Monday evening, at 7 o'clock.

*

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB

newly organized

History of Architecture.— A.

commence October

To be conducted by

11.

class will

a graduate of

the University of California.

—

Classes to Be Started.
Classes in full size details of architectural construction, contracts and specifications will be
started as soon as sufficient students enroll.
*

*

*

BUILDING FLOODLIGHTING
The National Terra Cotta Society, ig West 44th street.
New York City, has just published an interesting illustrated booklet entitled "Building Floodlighting and Its
with Terra Cotta." Several papers are included therein which accompanied the presentation of
technical reports covering the tests made with terra
cotta at the illuminating laboratory of the General
Electric Company during the past year. This research has
equipped all manufacturers in this society to furnish
material of the highest light-reflecting efficiency. Joint
Possibilities

conference with manufacturers and lighting experts is
recommended before selecting the particular type of
terra cotta surface to be employed.

The annual

Atelier Dinner of the San Francisco Archione year and ushering in a new one,
was held September i6th.
Special honor was accorded the patrons of the organization, Mr. Ernest Weihe and Mr. Edward Frick. Guests
of honor were the two Harvard Scholarship men, Mr.
Rome Bias and Mr. Ted Vierra. Mr. Herbert Anderson,
who was also to have been a guest of honor, was unable
to attend. Our President, Mr. Howard Burnett, members
of the directorate and representatives of the engineering
class were also present.
Mr. Bias spoke upon architectural design and gave also
a general description of the atmosphere and spirit surtectural Club, ending

On

sounding Harvard life.
Mr. Jack Schnier, one of the guests of the Massier, gave

N. Clark

a short, instructive talk

on the relation of sculpture to

architecture.

The

business of the evening consisted of the election of
Massier, resulting in Mr. Bert Lund being named
for the honor, and to be assisted by Mr. Ralph Berger as
Sous Massier.
a

new

*

+

*

Classes of the San Francisco Architectural Club for the
lyiy-xS season are announced at this time. They are as

follows

the morning of September i6th, a fire of unknown
origin destroyed the old 5-story brick building housing
the architectural terra-cotta department of N. Clark &
Sons. The fire was brought under control before other departments were affected, and the company is now in full
production of sewer pipe, drain tile, roofing tile, brick,
etc. By the time of going to press, the architectural terra
cotta will again be operating, though at a reduced
schedule, and new work, to a limited degree, will be
taken on. The company expects to build bigger and better
at an early date.
*

*

*

&

Sons have issued a catalogue fully covering
their Ramona roofing tile. This catalogue is illustrated
photographically, instead of the usual line cut, and will
be found of great value to the architects, contractors and
owners. The company are the only manufacturers who
are still laying their own tile, but will still sell to anyone
else.

Smith O'Brien, architect, 49 Geary street, will return
about October 17th, when he will reopen his office. He
has been in Europe for the last seven months, occupying
himself with the study of architecture and painting.
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Assistance League

Day Nursery. 5606 De Longpre Avenue. Hollywood.

CaIiforr\ia.

William Lee Woollett, Architect

f

Safety First!
DAY NURSERY

must

first

of all be a

safe place for children. It should, of

course, be well designed and conveniently arranged and appointed. But
above and before all it must be fireproof, weatherproof, soundproof and permanent. ^ The beautiful new Day Nursery of the Assistance League in
Hollywood abundantly meets all these require-

ments. From footing to ridge it is built of Simons
Simons brick in the
burned-clay products
walls and Simons tile on the roof.

—

"Since 1886"

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
WALTER R. SIMONS, Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
125

W. Third

Street

•

Los Angeles

MUtual 4181

ROOFING TILE

BRICK

PADRE TILE
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SANTA ANA BUILDING LAW EFFECTIVE

SAN DIEGO TO LICENSE BUILDERS

After nearly three years' work by a joint committee of
the Orange County Builders' Exchange, W. S. Decker,
city building inspector of Santa Ana, and the building inspectors of Anaheim, Fullerton, Orange, Huntington
Beach and Newport Beach, the Santa Ana city council
has adopted a new comprehensive building code.
William H. Twav, president of the Orange County
Builders' Exchange, spokesman for the joint committee,
says the committee will continue to function until the
same ordinance shall have been adopted in all Orange
county cities. Orange countv then will be the first county
to work under a master building code applicable alike to
all similar classes of construction in every city.
The building code in Santa Ana is significant because it
is the onlv code in California written to include all the
requirements of the State Housing Act. Adherence to its
provisions therefore means the State housing requirements
will be complied with without having to refer to any
other enactment. Moreover, the Santa Ana building code
is the only code written to make applicable all practical
provisions of the State law to other occupancies not covered by the State law such as hospitals, construction of
stairways in schools, etc.
Mark C. Cohn, consultant on housing and building
regulations, was retained by the Orange County Builders'
Exchange to coordinate the work of the joint committee
and put the code in shape for adoption under the direction
and supervision of the public officials and the Builders'

Regulations to license builders in San Diego are looked
for soon, according to Oscar G. Knecht, chief building
inspector, who has submitted to the city council an ordinance to cover the various requirements. Builders would
be divided into three classes, each required to post bond and
pay annual license fee as follows:

Exchange. Although this work was finished more than a
year ago its final adoption was delayed until last month,
at which time new plumbing and electrical regulations
also were adopted. All credit for this commendable piece
of constructive work belongs to the public officials,
Builders' Exchange and committee of practical builders,
plumbers and electrical contractors in cities of Orange Co.
*

*

*

PASADENA CODE CHANGES PROBABLE

Class

"A"

moot question

in the

Crown
*

*

City.
'*

IN ARIZONA
At the annual convention of the Building Officials' Con-

CODE TO BE DISCUSSED

on October iS to ii, the
proposed conference building code is scheduled as one of
the major subjects to he discussed by inspectors of build-

ference in Phoenix, Arizona,

ing

who

are

members

of that organization.

would post penal surety

on any class of
building operation. Class "B" builders would be licensed
to carry on building operations the cost of which would
not exceed $15,000 and the required bond would be
$1,500. In like manner class "C" builders would post bond
of $1,000 and their operations limited to jobs the cost of
which would not exceed $5,000.
The proposed San Diego ordinance differs in some important respects from similar ordinances in other cities.
The ordinance also defines building contractors, exempts
owners who build private dwellings for personal use, and
sets out conditions of bond so it will inure to the benefit
of any party to the transaction who may suffer grievance
due to violation of the building laws.
*

entitled to carry

*

*

STATE PREPARES SAFETY ORDERS
The

California State Industrial Accident Commission has
prepared drafts of proposed safety orders regulating the
use of paint spraying devices, copies of which may be obtained at the offices of the State Commission.
Following the release of the tentative orders the Commission will hold meetings in San Francisco and Los Angeles to discuss the orders with the view to final adoption.
Two committees, representative of those interests who
would be directly affected by the new safety orders, are
reported to have cooperated with State officials. Others
who have not participated in drawing up the regulations
may familiarize themselves with the content of the proposed rulings bv securing copies before the dates of the
next meetings are announced.

The creation of

a special bureau to pass on the safety of
furnaces and other gas-fired appliances and an ordinance
similar to one recently put into effect in Los Angeles to
govern the installation and inspection of furnaces are
probable enactments which have been submitted for consideration of the board of city directors of Pasadena.
Other changes in building regulation reported to be under
consideration by the board of city directors are a new
ordinance to regulate plastering and stucco work and
amendments to the plumbing and electrical ordinances.
The creation of a board of plumbing examiners is also a

licensed builders

bond of $5,000 and be

*

L. A.

+

+

ADOPTS COUNTY BUILDING LAW

The Los Angeles county board of

supervisors has set a
precedent for the passage of county regulations not unlike
municipal codes for building and zoning. A general ordinance on these subjects enacted by the county board of
supervisors is said to be the first code of its kind to regulate building and uses of properties outside of incorporated cities. It is regarded as a step toward comprehensive
regional zoning. A bureau of building permits is to be
established in the office of the county regional planning
commission. Branch offices for the issuance of building
permits will be established in each district fire house.
*

*

*

Contemplated to raise the standards for plastering, lathing and stucco work in Glendale, California, the city
council adopted an ordinance reported long to have been
urged by H. C. Vandewater, chief building inspector.
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THE INSPECTOR
Architects'

Law
f

Ruling by Attorney-General
BY MARK

COHn|

C.

Expert Consultant on Housing and Building Regulations

(This

is

the twenty-eighth of a series of articles on building codes.)

HAT

the spirit and intent of the California State law regulating the practice
of architecture is being violated by a
class of unlicensed practitioners is the

conclusion to be drawn from an opinion
written by U. S. Webb, State AttorneyGeneral of California. Ultimate decision
will rest perhaps in whether the courts
sustain the ruling of the Attorney-General. Careful
analysis of this ruling makes apparent its far-reaching
effect. If pursued to a logical conclusion, it would affect a
greater number of companies and individuals than might

be supposed.
In this series of articles much has been written on the
subject of misleading appellations attached to names of
firms and individuals who prepare and sell plans for
building without openly making known the fact they are

"uncertificated" architects or designers.

VIOLATORS NOTIFIED
Notices calling attention to the ruling of the AttorneyGeneral are reported to have been mailed to a number of
alleged violators of the law by the State Board of Architecture. It remains to be seen if these alleged transgressors
of the law will acquiesce or precipitate court action to
test the Attorney-General's interpretation.
The published opinion of the Attorney-General addressed to the California State Board of Architecture
follows:

"You have asked mv opinion concerning the legality of
certain titles or designations assumed by those who are
practicing architecture without a license.
"The answer to vour inquiry involves a consideration of
the terms and provisions of the act creating a State Board
of Architecture (Deering's General

Laws

192.5,

page 137).

This act was approved March 2.5, 1901 (Statutes 1901,
page 641), amended in 190} (Statutes 1903, page 52.1).
Section 5 of the act provides in part as follows;
STATE

LAW

IS

VALID

After the expiration of six months from the passage
of this act, it shall be unlawful and it shall be a misdemeanor, punishable by fine of not less than fifty dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars, for any person to
practice architecture without a certificate in this State, or
to advertise, or put out any sign or card, or other device
which might indicate to the public that he was an architect; provided, that nothing in this act shall prevent any
person from making plans for his own buildings, nor furnishing plans or other data for buildings for other persons, provided the person so furnishing such plans or data
shall lullv inform the person for whom such plans or data
are furnished, that he, the person furnishing such plans,
.'
is not a certified architect.
"The constitutionality of this act was brought into
question in the case of Rx parte McMaiiiis, 151 Cal. 331,
and in a carefully considered opinion the Supreme Court
of California upheld the act and declared it to be con"

.

.

stitutional.

"Again

in the case of Binjord vs. Boyd, 178 Cal. 458, the

was before the Supreme Court of California, and in
the opinion of the court it was said that the law could be
upheld upon the theory that the Legislature believed that
it was injurious to the public interest to allow unskilled
and unqualified persons to prepare plans and specifications
for the erection of buildings, owing to the dangers which
might arise from defects in plans or construction.
"In a still later case this act was before the District
Court of Appeal in Payne vs. De Vaughn et al. 49 C. A. D.
848 (146 Pac. 1069). In that case there was involved a contract in writing between De Vaughn et al., as parties of
the first part, and J. F. Payne, architectural engineer, as
partv of the second part. The agreement provided that the
partv of the second part should make all necessary plans
and specifications, supervise the bids from subcontractors
and supervise the construction of a proposed building.
The compensation agreed upon amounted to four per
cent of the total cost of the building if erected, otherwise
the sum of $2.00 for sketches and services. The parties of
the first part contracted with another architect and the
building was erected pursuant to his plans and specifications. Payne sued on the contract and obtained judgment,
from which an appeal was taken. The Appellate Court
held that the services contracted to be rendered by Payne
were those of an architect, citing the ca.sc of Bacigalupi vs.

act

,

Phoenix Bt/ilding and Construction Co., 14 Cal. App. 631.
said that the act in question forbade the practice of architecture by an unlicensed person and held that
Payne had practiced architecture in contravention of the
provisions of the act regulating the practice of architecture and therefore the contract upon which he sought a
recovery was illegal and void.

The court

MISLEADING APPELLATIONS

"The purpose of the act

is

clearly to prevent persons

from holding themselves out, either by advertising or
otherwise, in such a way as to lead the general public to
believe that they are architects, unless they are certificated under the act.
"Specifically answering the questions contained in your
inquiry, it is my opinion that violations of the spirit and
intent of the act are committed by uncertificated persons
who advertise as follows:
"i. (a) John Smith, architecture, (b) Architecture by
John Smith.
"2.. John Smith, architecture and building.
"3. John Smith, architecture and engineering.
"4. (a) John Smith, architectural designer, (b) John

Smith, architectural engineer.
"5. John Smith, architectural draftsman.
"6. John Smith, architect (Unc).
"7. John Smith, designer of homes.
"8. John Smith, designer and builder.
"I am also of the opinion that the act is not violated by
uncertificated persons who advertise as follows:
" I.
John Smith, architect (uncertificated).
"1.

John Smith, designer.
"With reference to the last designation, 'designer,' we
are assuming that this designation is used unassociated
with architectural work."
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THE INSPECTOR
Ask

THE INSPECTOR

this hcdding are published questions

Under

building problems.

asked oj

and answers

Herewith are published a number of queries

The Inspector and
Your name will

the answers.

Pop

THE INSPECTOR

Tell

This column is dtdicattd to kicks and comments. Names omitted on
requtst. Right is reserved to publish or reject any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence oj good jaith. This
department is open jor constructive criticisms.

dealing with

the question.

be omitted if you wish.

iK

POSSIBLE ARREST FOR

HOUSE LINING

FRAGRANCY

Q. I awn an old brick building built about 20 years ago. The
building is two stories high u'ith ly rooms on each floor rented
who operates it as a rooming house exclusively for
to a
lodgers. There is a public toilet on each floor, hut only one bath,
.

which

The

.

.

.

located on the first floor.
health and sanitary inspector has notifled

.

.

is

me

it

will he

new bathrooms and install bathtubs. He
says the State Housing Law requires these improvements.
A builder and engineer, ivho is a friend of mine, told me the
law cannot he enforced in an old building built long before the
law was passed and which complied with the laws of that time.
necessary to build two

Furthermore, I have told the health inspector that the costly
improvements would be wasted because the tenants would not use
the baths. Seldom if ever do they use the bath that is now available and it ivould answer all purposes in case they should care
to use it.

I ivould be obliged to you to please tell me if the State law on
housing can be made to apply to my building under the circumstances mentioned in this letter.

A. Under the State Housing Act of California a building
of the type described by you would be classified as a
"hotel." The State law mentioned is retroactive in a case
of this sort. It specifically provides that in an existing
hotel ("heretofore erected") there shall be installed not
less than one bathtub or shower, in a separate compartment, located in the public hallway, for every 2.0 guestrooms or fractional part thereof, which are not provided
with private baths. The law also provides that such baths
or showers shall be located on the same floor, and accessible from the public hallway, as the rooms served.
In this case it appears that one additional bathroom or
shower on the second floor would suffice to comply with
the minimum requirements of the State Housing Law.
However, the law further provides that the enforcement
department may exempt any building existing at the time
of the passage of the act from fully complying with the
above-mentioned requirements when in its discretion
such deviation will not be detrimental to the health of
the occupants, sanitation of the building or premises, or
it is impractical to comply fully because of structural reasons that mav exist in the building.

SANTA BARBARA PRINTS CODE CHANGES
Recent changes in the building and zoning ordinances of
Santa Barbara are available in printed pamphlets issued
by the city clerk and in the office of the building department. The city council will serve as a board of appeals to
hear complaints and grant relief to builders in cases where
the provisions of ordinances are deemed manifestly inapplicable to situations that may arise.
*

*

*

Jr., chief of the division of water rights,
has been elevated to the position of Acting State Engineer of California. His appointment was made by the
Director of the State Department of Public Works after
Paul Bailey, former State Engineer, resigned that post.

Edward Hyatt,

IS

M

REQUIRED

For the better insulation and weatherproofing of stucco
plastered houses the Los Angeles board of building and
safety commissioners, under the provisions of a local
plastering ordinance, requires that buildings be lined
with asphalt saturated waterproof building paper.
When buildings are sheathed with wooden boards the
waterproof paper, which must weigh not less than 14
pounds to 100 square feet, is placed over the sheathing,

tacked and lapped shingle fashion. If gypsum-centered
plasterboards are used to sheath the building, the waterproof paper is placed back of the plaster boards.
On buildings to be stucco plastered without solid
sheathing, horizontal wires must be placed 6 inches apart,
stretched taut across the outside face of studs and covered
with at least one layer of 14-pound asphalt saturated and
coated waterproof building paper. The coated paper, too,
is acceptable in buildings of^the solid sheathed type.
Plastering contractors initiated the movement to have
the city officials standardize on the use of not less than
14-pound asphalt saturated building paper for house lining in order to insure better stucco plastered exteriors,
which apparently are in popular demand, especially for

home building.
The Los Angeles

requirements seem to offer a suggestion
made the minimum standards for
stucco work in other cities where house lining either is
not being used or flimsv building paper not sufficient in
weight to insulate effectively and weatherproof the job

which can

is

profitably be

used.
*

*

*

SAN DIEGO APPROVES PLASTER LATH
city council, following recommendation
by Oscar G. Knecht, chief inspector of building,
has adopted an amended plastering law to approve and

The San Diego
offered

legalize the use of fire-resistive plaster lath not less than

The

^ g-inch type of approved fire-resistive
required in positions where fire-resistive
construction is prescribed by ordinance, which is the
same standard heretofore prescribed in the building code
and plastering ordinance of San Diego and the State
Housing Act of California.
5|i;

inch thick.

plaster lath

is

POMONA DISCOVERS ANT DAMAGE
to wooden timthe disclosure reported by Pomona,
where the white-ant menace has suggested recommended
changes in the building code after inspection was made
of a school building which indicated that some of the
structural timbers had been honeycombed and eaten away

That termites have wrought destruction
bers in buildings

bv white

is

ants.
*

-+

*

OCEANSIDE CODE EFFECTIVE
L. W. Robinson, in charge of building and plumbing inspection in Oceanside, California, urges cooperation in
the enforcement of the requirements of building, plumbing, and electrical ordinances adopted recently by the

board of trustees of that

city.
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ENTRANCE, HOTEL MARK HOPKINS, SAN PRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. WEEKS AND DAY, ARCHITECTS
EXf£Ul<d by Michfi

y Pl'f,'

ART IN IRON & BRONZE
DOORS AND DOORWAYS
ANY

artistic crimes have been
committed in America in the name
of ironwork. While lack of designing and discriminating abil-

largely responsible, certainof the unhappy result is
due to ignorance of the proper treatment of
metal inasmuch as we frequently find cast iron
ity
ly

is

much

;

masquerading as wrought, and vice versa, the
attempt to produce in wrought iron forms that
can be adequately rendered only by casting.
Without going into the process too technically, wrought iron is hand-worked on an anvil,
hammered while it is hot or cooling; while cast
iron is poured in a hot liquid state into moulds.
It follows that wrought iron is an assemblage of
small members tied together, but a very large
casting may be made in one piece. This obviously renders cast iron more generally useful

for structurally supporting

members, wrought

iron for purposes of protection, separation, ornament, accessory use.
The shape of cast iron, mass and detail, naturally follows that of other structural materials,
stone or wood; it does not rely upon the irregularity, the varying curves and thicknesses and
surfaces which give to wrought iron so much of
its charm. In fact we must admit that no matter
how well modeled the moulded, how crisp and
deep the casting, the essential charm of handicraft is lacking. However, good cast iron has
beauties of its own, and there is always the interest of the material itself, with its varied
effects possible, of polished high lights contrasting with dull lower surfaces; the values of
repeating motives, panels, bands, borders; the
inlinite variety of

polychrome

effects.

Ail this may seem to be far removed from
doors and doorways. However, inspection of
the illustrations given herewith, of locally executed ironwork, will show that consideration
has been given to the foregoing principles. Most
of this work is cast, and rightly so. The two
examples of wrought iron (which happen to be
grill work ornamenting and protecting glass
doors to high-class residences where the elements of structural use and guard against theft

—

are not factors) show bona fide qualiof handicraft applied appropriately. The excellent execution of cast detail, crisp and delicate,
indicates an expert understanding of its legitimate application. The confusion that has existed
as to the proper use of these forms of a valuable
material is being corrected by a closer coordina-

or

damage

ties

tion between elesigner and manufacturer; and
while the most satisfactory modern examples
are based upon historic precedent, the growing
use of metal should lead to new forms and uses
which will express modern inspirations.
*

*

*

PLASTER LATH APPRO\'ED FOR CLASS "A"
Fire-resistive plaster lath ' ^ inch thick attached to metal
studs and plastered to make solid partitions is an approved type of construction for class "A" buildings re-

cently approved bv the municipal board of building and
safety commissioners of Los Angeles.
'

— Bronze
Fresno,
Ri^hl —
Li-fl

Doors, P.icific Southwest liuiMing,
Calif.
R. F. Felchlin Co., Ardiiti-cts.
lironze F.levJtor Doors, Berkeley Ch;imlier of Commerce.

Wm.
(,-J l,y S.,

s

H.

Cotnpnny,

Rntclifte,
Itic

.'i'rchitect.

*

*

*

HANFORD SEEKS BUILDING CODE

Elev.itur

stable and fire-resistive construction would obtain
Hanford, California, if the recommendations of Fire
Marshal C. E. Kendall for a restrictive building ordinance are adopted by the city council.

More
in
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Left to right are: W. R. B. Willcox, Director of the School of Architecture, University of Oregon, Eugene,
Hiihn, New York City; Louis C. Jnegcr, New York City; Emery Stanford H.ill, Chic;igo; Dnvid J. Myers,
Sciittic, Me-nibcrs of the Jury; and J. Lister Hnlnies, Seiittle, Professional Adviser.

C.

REPORT OF THE,JURY OF AWARD
[Ciiiicluded fiiim page 9]

found to be impossible or inaccurate developments from
the plans.

The Jury of Award deems it proper to add that consideration of the intent of an author in use of marerials, as set
forth in individual statements permitted under the terms
of the competition, entered largely into its decisions;
while questionable detailing in cases where the design was
susceptible to practical treatment was not regarded as a determining factor.
In general, the Jury of Award feels that this competition
is worthy of emulation as a means to, and as a definite and
strong encouragement of, better wood architecture, for
which Mr. C. W. Stimson, the West Coast Lumber
Bureau, and the Washington State Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, who respectively proposed,
offered, and sponsored it, are entitled to the commenda-

Weeks, Chas. Peter, 405 Montgomery
Davenport 1636.

San Francisco,

St.,

Wm. J., no Howard Ave., Piedmont, Calif.,
Piedmont 1054-\V.
Wvckoff, Ralph, Growers' Bank Bldg., San Jose, Calif.
Yelland, W. R., 1404 Franklin St., Oakland, Glencort
Wilkinson,

8094.
associates,

Wm.

Ambrose,
Berkeley

northern CALIFORNIA CHAPTER

Clement, 9 Brookside Ave., Berkeley,

452.7-J.

Wm.

K., 505 Mercantile Bank Bldg., Berkeley,
Berkeley 1819.
Bliss,W.M., looi Balboa Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny 92.9.
Farlow, Wm. B., 58 Sutter St., Room 737, San Francisco,
Bartges,

Sutter 3100.

[C.ncludeil nn paje 61]

tion of the lumber industry, the architectural profession,
and the public.

^-^^^

'^tO'^u^^^^L''^^

Respectfully submitted,

David J. Myers,
Henry C. Hahn,
Emery Stanford Hall,
W. R. B. Willcox, Chairman.
Louis C. Jaeger,

*

+

*

MEMBERSHIP NORTHERN

CALIF.

CHAPTER

[Continued fi.nn paee 44J

Reed, Walter D., The Oakland Bank Bldg., Oakland,

Oakland
Reid,
5 2-74

Jr.,

162.7.

John, 60 Sansome

St.,

Rushforth, Geo.,

Pine

3'i4

St.,

SHOWN

San Francisco, Sutter

•

San Francisco, Kearny

BLYTH'WITTER &
Ward &

4735Ross, T. Patterson,

Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco, Sutter

2.0S4.

Calif.,

Monadnock

ALSO

LACUNA HONDA HOME
Ktin, JR.. A^cluiyH

Bldg., San Francisco,

Douglas 3445.

Simpson, Horace G., Call Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter
131S.
Skillings,

CO.

/(r.-^ifr.-fj

RUSS BUILDING

John

Sheldon, Martin A.,

RHIMNfF..

Entire Twenty-firft Floor

510 California St., San Francisco,
Kearny 4116.
Sawyer, Houghton, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco, Douglas
3156.
Shea, Will D., 454

IN OFFICES OF

262!

j()40 lin. ft.

sq. ft.

PEWS
CHAPEL

LINOLEUM TOP
Warren, Garden Citv Bank Bldg., San Jose,

Calif.

Symmes, Edwin J., 715 Shreve Bldg., San Francisco,
Kearny 6377.
Upton, Louis M., 454 Montgomerv St., San Francisco,
Kearny 442.9.
Ward, Clarence K., 310 Sansome St., San Francisco,
Davenport 119.

TABLES
IN

AND

DINING HALL

AUDITORIUM

IRNF.STHELI)
Pr,r.

I.

HAS. H.

SEYMOUR

Vicf-Ir^S.

tAMILLE

1111,11

Sec-Trr.!..
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MAJESTIC
Additional Proof that the
Day of dectric Heating

HERE!

is

T/'f Sail

Lucia

hiii

at Salinas

] G. Johnston, Prop.,
Wm. H. Crim, Jr. Architect.
.

,

EVERY
'

DAY

sees

more

architects

appreciating the advantage of

electric heating, particularly Majestic

installations.

The combination of

Majestic wall insert heaters and the

automatic thermostats
guarantees adequate, diffused heat

Majestic
at

minimum

ating cost.

installation and oper-

The

our engineering

entire facilities of
staff are at

the dis-

posal of any architect or engineer.

MAJESTIC ELECTRIC
APPLIANCE CO.
INCORPORATED
SAN FRANCISCO

KANSAS CITY

PHILADELPHIA

70 Majestic Electric

Heaters installed
by Salinas Electric Co.
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Harold C, 719 Jones St., San Francisco.
Hildebrand, Ernest H., 110 Sutter St., San Francisco,
Ferree,

Douglas 615V
Jensen, Crcston H., 605
held 5046.

Maury, Chas.

Market
Post

F., 2.10

St.,

St.,

San Francisco, Gar-

San Francisco, Kearnv

2.164.

McCooI, John B., 1304 Bernal Ave., Burlingame, Calif.
Perry, Warren C, 160 California St., San Francisco, Davenport 6389.
Reimers, Frederick H., Tribune Tower, Oakland, Glencort 3900.

Stringham, Roland

160 California

I.,

St.,

San Francisco,

Davenport 6389.
Tantau, Clarence A.,

2.10

Post

St.,

San Francisco, Sutter

1060.

Thayer, O. R.,

1

10 Sutter St., San Francisco, Sutter ui";.

CHAPTER MEMBERS, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Binder, William, 3<i W. San Carlos St., San Jose, Calif.
Cannon, Edward \\'., Ray Bldg., Oakland, Lakeside 1083.
Ehrenpfort, Arthur T., 14 California St., San Francisco,
Garheld 566S.
Ferris, Geo. A., Box 363, Reno, Nev.
Herold, P. J., Forum Bldg., Sacramento, Calif.
Joseph, Bernard J., 74 New Montgomery St., San Fran-

Entrance Pacific National Bank Bldg., Los Angeles

cisco,

hiorgan, Walli C^C/fwcHAr, Architects
Robert E. MiUsap, ContrtiL^or

1517.

ENTRANCES

Douglas 1996.
Kleeman, Otto, 5617 Fifty-eighthSt.,S.E., Portland, Ore.,
Honorary Chapter Member.
KrafFt, Elmer J., Phelan Bldg., San Francisco, Kearny
Lenzen, Theodore W., Humboldt Bank Bldg., San Fran-

Douglas 1S76.
McCall, Chas. W., 1404 Franklin
cisco,

St.,

T

Oakland, Glencort

Newman, Wm.
cisco,

Arthur,

Hemlock

402.

Post OfHce Bldg., San Fran-

4400.

Norberg, Ernest L.,

593

Market

St.,

San Francisco,

Douglas 6353.

W.

O., Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Calif.
Schmidt, Herbert A., 151 Kearny St., San Francisco,

Raiguel,

Kearny 4139.
Schroepfer, Albert, 965 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco,
Sutter 4657.
Voorhees, FredD., 1819 West St., Oakland, Lakeside 3 Si.

HONORARY ASSOCIATES, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Maybeck, Bernard R., 163 Sutter St., San Francisco,
Douglas 1454.
Molera, E.

J.,

THE PORTAL

of every important
building the skill
of the worker in

6114.

iron and bronze makes itself
manifest. Here is revealed,
in permanent design, the impressive motif which typifies
the architectural style of the
building. The character of

the structure is nowhere more
definitely established than
in the entrance.

1015 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Gray-

stone 7511.
*

*

*

O. S. Roen succeeds A. E. Stockburger as city manager of
South Pasadena. Mr. Stockburger is now city manager in
Alhambra. Mr. Roen formerly was city manager of
Ontario, California.
+

*

*

Ordinance No. 115, passed in Beverly Hills, California,
establishes and creates six separate zones and regulates
the construction and uses of buildings and improvements
in

Ornamental Iron and

such zones.
*

+

*

+

+

Wegnori, for more than 35 years building inspector
of San Bernardino, California, died last month at the age
of 81. Mr. Wegnori resigned the post of building inspector about two years ago.
F.

Tiron'::e

*

Thickness of masonry load-bearing walls will be regulated by amended section 14 of Ordinance No. 161, put
into effect bv the adoption of Ordinance No. 170 in
Azusa, California.

H.

A'I'BAYERCO.
Hollotv -JMetal "Doors
Executive Offices and Factory: Los Angeles
San Francisco Sharon Bldg 'J P. McNeill, M^r.
.

:

Keprexentiitivcs:

Portland;
Mircrr Srtil Co.

Hawaiian

Seattle:

San Diego;

A. H. Kobcrttoil Co.

Thro. F. SnyJir

Islands; Lewers

&Cooke, Honolulu
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IN SAN FRANCISCO^S
$2,000,000

HOME TOO

RELIEF

PermU'Light Wall Finishes
-Y^HROUGHOUT

this

magnificent structure

\^ Perma-Light Wall Finishes

JOHN

REID,

their

Jr.

Architect

J.

A.

were chosen for

durability despite a slightly

higher cost per gallon.

MOHR & SON

Painters

economy and

Perma-Light Wall Finishes provide a perfect seal
full protection against suction, lime burns or

& Decorators

and
air

checking.

CLINTON CONST. CO.
Qeneral Contractors

Preferred by

many

leading architects.

clusively by Hill, Hubbell

&

Made

ex-

Company, manufac-

turers of a complete line of architectural finishes.

Architects'

covering

specifications

each

finish

available.

HILL,

HUBBELL & COMPANY
Manufacturers of

PAINTS VARNISHES ENAMELS
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The

Paraffine Companies, Inc., finding need of enlarged
warehouse facilities is constructing two new warehouses,
one at Emeryville and the other at Antioch, at a total
cost of approximately $150,000.
*

*

*

Golden Gate-Atlas Materials Company, well-known
manufacturers of lime, mortar and concrete, is constructing an addition to the plant at Sixteenth and Harrison
San Francisco.

streets,

*

The Lake Merritt

+

+

district

is

the center of

much

activity in

apartment building. The Enos Tower Community Apartments is one of the most recent projects for this district to
be announced. R. G. de Lappe is the architect.
*
*
Crescent cork coverings are described in a new booklet
published by the United Cork Companies, Lyndhurst,
>t!

New Jersey.
*

*

*

Requests for back copies of Pacific Coast Architect are
continually received so that our files have been entirely
depleted of some numbers. We have a request for January
and March, 1915, and will gladly pay for copies sent in
to us,

^

Brik..

II

m

bronze corridor entrance
and bronze doors
Palace Hotel Branch

American Trust Company
San Francisco
Bliss

Executed by

Bronze Entrance, Financial Center Building, Los Angeles, CalitNortonC?'Wa!lis,.4ff/>//fr7j.

Edwards, Wild ley

Craftsmanship

in

mental ironwork

c?'Di.\on,C('H/r./i7i/rr

wrought and orna-

essential to every
well-designed building, and care should
be taken to select those shops that are
able to give you real craftsmanship.

Philip

is

Friedman

Ornamental Iron
pacific

and Fairweather, Architects

'

& Son, Inc.

StruSttiral Steel

boulevard & fiftieth street, LOS ANGELES

©rnanifntal Jrotiii iSruUiC

•

ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES (P CABS METAL STORE FRONTSSTAIRS RAILINGS BANK ENCLOSURES V RAIUINOS
•

•

•

•

BKONZE TABLETS

&3

NAME PLATES ANDIRONS -ETC•

2530 Eighteenth Street
San Francisco, California
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CLOW GASTEAM EQUIPMENT -^/or Church Installations

\

c/X CUMOtlTi/

LPli/COPAL

CHUIXH

WILLIAMS RADIATOR
1

PACIFIC

CO.

865-1 873 West Cordova Street
I.OS

GASTEAM

571 Mission Street
SAN FRANCISCO

ANGELES

CO.

363 Hobart

Street

OAKLAND

Screen Between

Entrance and

Banking

Room

•'.'jrwuiMnUBrifisii

Main

Office:

BANK OF ITALY
SAN FRANCISCO

%
Bliss &.

Fairweathur

Architects

Executed by

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE COMPANY
Sixteenth Street and San

Bruno A\enue, San

Francisco, Calif.

Telephone Hemlock 4180
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LUMBERMEN TO SPEND MILLIONS
The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association,

in

recent annual session in San Francisco, adopted a live-vear
program of trade extension and advertising calling for the
expenditure of $5,000,000 already pledged for that purpose. It is asserted that this great sum of nionev will be
used chiefly toward informing the public of improved
lumber manufacturing methods and the various uses for
which lumber is best adapted. The campaign also includes
research work, preparation of recommended specifications for all types of building construction and a comprehensive investigation of methods for protecting wood
against fire hazard, decay and insect attack, according to
published report of the meeting.
*

*

Addison Mizner, architect, was

He

-H

*

a recent visitor to

Beauty

San

preparing plans for a residence at Santa
Barbara for Henrv Dietrich of New York.

Francisco.

is

in the Sink!
The

has a business newspaper, "Electric Refrigeration News," which is published
electric refrigeration industry

Probably no architect ever got
much of a thrill out of designing a

fortnightly in Detroit.
*

*

*

"The History of the Radiator" is the title of a folder pubby the American Radiator Co., 816 South Michigan avenue, Chicago.
lished

And whoever would

kitchen sink.

expect to find any beauty in so

dane an

mun-

object.^

and beauty, too,
Peerless
Built-in Units. Beauty of line,
beauty of workmanship, beauty of
But there
in

is

utility

sink assemblye of

a

finish!

The

shown in the illustration
combination of four
Peerless Units: a Refrigerator
No. 1835R, a Drawer Unit, No.
1235G, Sink Wings No. 3014,
Cupboard Unit No. 3035G.
sink

above

a

is

you are planning a kitchen for a
or an apartment house let the
Peerless Plan Service Department
If

home

help you.

JBuilt-in Furniture

There
C. E,

Toberman BjilJing, Hollywood. Mc>ci ^^ li^i\^i\U'f//fj,iu/j
I Hand-chased Lobby Screens and Doors}

THESE

is

a

Peerless

lieiiler

If you don't
his name, write for it

in your city.

know

hand-hammered wrought-iron

screen and cast-bronze hand-chased
doors add character and dignity to the

Toberman Building.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS he
Harry Friedman, President

Ornamental Wrdiight Iron and Bronze
ArtiSlk Lighting Fixtures
1584-6-8 E. Twentieth Street, Los Angeles.

Phone WEstmorc 6139

Built-in Fixture Company
2608 SAN PABLO avenue
BERKELEY, CALIF.

'
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architect

— the result of every
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Oanta JVLaria

PAGE GAS FURNACE
installation

IS

liluminated ^vltn

Five stages of
heat extraction
insures maximum

economy by using
all the heat.
The
outer casing

Duplex 0^0 lites

MoA

shadows!

heavy

is

of

galvanized
iron.

No Glare!

diffused light, even-

about the room,
thoroughly shielded from the
eyes, reducing eye strain to
ly distributed

the

May we supply you with full

minimum.

These are reasons why Architects are

data as to the construction and

economical operation of the

recommending Du-

plex-a-lites for schools.

In

The
coupon below will have
prompt attention.

Page heating system.

Santa Maria, in Glendale, in
many other California cities

you

will find Duplex-a-lites

furnishing scientifically
correct illumination

Manufactured by

for classrooms.

Southern California Duby
the Forve Company, Inc. A
...

in

Montague Furnace Co., Inc.
376-386 Sixth Street

plex-a-lites are distributed

•

San Francisco

Northwest Representative: E. J. Hilscher,
94 Columbia St., Seattle

request will bring you complete data.

MONTAGUE FURNACE

INC.

CO.,

376-386 Sixth Street. San Francisco, Calif.

O'he

FOV^BJCompany Inc.
818 South
t09

ANG£L£6

Q Figueroa
'ESTABLISHED

Please call

Q
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Gas Furnace.
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7|LONG

Michigan Boulevard are buildings as
fine as men can make them. From the
majestic Stevens Hotel with its three thousand
rooms to the stately Tribune Tower rising thirty
stories above Chicago's famous thoroughfare

^^l.

Sloan Flush Valves can not
be held open to waste
water nor operated to deliver an insufficient amount.
Closing action is automatic
and entirely out of the

—

Sloan Flush Valves are used in every one of the
buildings named above.

Not only in Chicago, but in practically every
and town you will find Sloan Flush Valves

hands of the operator.

city
in-

stalled in the nation's fine buildings.
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THE W. P. FRICK SCHOOL --=^ Study in Creative Duplication
BY ZOE

HERE

has been much sharp criticism of the practice of exactly
or approximately duplicating and
copying the architecture of the

Old World. The

so-called futur-

of the art world make
a plea tor the free play of the creative spirit to
the end of evolving new, typically American art
and architectural forms. On the whole, this
movement is desirable and worthy of attention
and sympathy, for those affiliated with it often
give us ideas and symbolisms of singular virility.
These ideas, these flashing bits of beauty and
istic spirits

we may embody in whole or in part in
current works, so saving the bulk of our creations from falling to the dead level of monotony.
But there is one point largely overlooked by
these caustic critics of today's architecture and
architects. That is, that copy, duplication and
collation of architectural details and structures,
long ago executed by European and other peoples, can have in it elements of genuine creativcness. Duplication, collection and combination
of various exact details, is, in its ultimate expression, something of a fine art. It is not a haphazard art, for the builder or architect must go
to his sources in the spirit of a seeking student.
He must absorb their spirit as well as their outward forms. He must, as it were, sit humbly at
the feet of the master.
When he comes to reexecute what he has seen
detail,

and observed, he must not do it woodenly,
blindly and without intelligent adjustment ot
his inspirations to their new environment and
purposes. He must labor to fuse the inspiration
of another worker with inspiration of his own
with movement, rhythm, character, symbolism
or what you will that is of his mind and the
fruit of his own pondering over and understanding of the original work.

As proof that architectural dupilication can
achieve the status of a fine art, we show this
month the W. P. Prick Junior High School in
East Oakland, the work of Architects Blaine &
Olsen. The structure represents an assemblage
and accurate duplication of executed works,
gleaned from first-hand study of various Spanish

A.

BATTU
sources. In

School

is

a

its

interior and exterior the Prick

museum, authentically presenting

the finer aspects of the architectural arts and
Old Spain, and the student of these subjects may turn to it with the assurance that the
work is pure in spirit and craftsmanship. There
is, in all America, probably no other building
of its kind, no project of its size and significance,
so completely true to the European traditions
inspiring it.
Yet this building in its own right and light
possesses creative interest. It does not stand
stolidly without appeal to the intelligence or
sense of beauty. This is due, no doubt, to the
fact that the work is a growth, the slow blending of many inspirations gathered by the architects during a year's stay abroad in 1912. and
192.3, six months of which were spent in Southern Spain and Northern Africa. While the two
men were busily sketching and photographing
bits of detail and architectural compositions
that caught their fancy, and making exactly
measured and scaled drawings of things that appealed particularly, they had no thought of the
Prick School in mind, or how they might make
use of the material being gathered. They merely
absorbed and lived with the environment in
which they found themselves.
When the school commission came to hand, it
appeared as an opportunity to build not just the
Spanish type of school now so common to California, which it must be admitted has degenerated into a somewhat standardized, nondescript
affair, but a school truly expressing Old Spain.
The Spanish sketches were brought out. There
was among them complete details of the tower
of Santa Maria la Mayor in Ronda, Spain
stately thing, whose history is replete with the
ironies of human nature and history. The building and part of its tower were built iioo years
ago as a Moorish mosque. Later by proper addition to the height of the tower. Christian conversion and decree of the Pope, no doubt, it became a Roman Catholic church.
A part of the tower, its moldings and finials,
exactly duplicated, is now the point of focal
interest of an American school, a structure
crafts of

—

[Cuncludcd on page Ji]
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ABOVE — DOMESTIC SCIENCE WING; BELOW — PORCHJ W. P. TRICK SCHOOL, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
WYTHE, BLAINE AND OLSEN, ARCHITECTS
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THE PLACE OF THE HOTEL IN THE MODERN CITY
BY

PRMER

PRESIDENT TAFT

GUY WILFRID HAYLER
once said,

"Hotels mark the development of a
city," and with this in mind one can
Jeiiniteh' assert that no city plan or
scheme for community building is at all
complete which ignores the tremendous

which hotels

inlluence

3 days of the

From the
which way-

exert.

earliest inns, at

monster caravansaries of today, city
progress has unquestionably been marked by the sense of
hospitality which greets the stranger within her gates.
And in the twentieth century the city cannot do justice
to itself unless it provides not merely hotels but really exceptitinal, hrst-class ones. Mere ordinary hotels no longer
fill the bill. Just as the city planner sees to it that residential districts are well designed and that the railroad
station is central, adequate and attractive, so therefore
must the hotels be equally worthy in every way of the
community which they represent as the city's hosts. It is
little use for a city to plan or advertise itself unless it
considers this great fundamental fact. Chambers of commerce and other civic bodies are becoming more than ever
alive to the paramount place of the hotel in the modern
city, and in few other States is this more important than
in California, which is increasingly attracting tourists
from the entire world.
The following is a list of great hotels erected in California in recent years. They represent a total cost of millions of dollars and contain over 10,000 rooms. The list
is by no means complete. Nevertheless it is very expressive of the wide-awake cities, and if statistics were available would undoubtedly show the direction of tourist
farers stopped, to the

travel.

O/v

Ihtc/

Alameda,

Ycur Erati-J

Anaheim

ALinicJa
Angelina,

Bakerstieid

El Tejon

Brawlcy
Brawlev

Dunlack

192.6

Planters,

1916

Calexico
Del Monte
El Centre
EI Centre
Eureka.

Calcxico
Del Monte
Barbara Worth.
Balboa
Eureka.

Fresno.
Ful ierton
Gleridale

Californian
Cal iforn a

Glcndale

Mar\ land
Chrystic

Dupont

Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los

Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Marysville

,

.

.

.

.

192.5

192.6

1916

.

.192.5

192.6

Mark Twain

192.5

92.4

192.5

192.6
192.2.

.192.4

.

,

,192.3
,

.

Hayward Annex
Rosslyn Annex.
Marysville
CovcII
Aztec
San Carlos

Leamington

Palo Alto
Pasadena

Cardinal
Constance
.Petaluma
Carquinez
,

Petaluma

Richmond
.

.

19LI.

Regent
Wilcox

Figueroa

.

916

192.6

192.3

.

Commodore

.

1

192.5

Cecil

.

Sacramento.
San Bernardino
San Bernardino
San Diego

,

Indio
Breakers
Biltmore

Long Beach

.

192.7

...

.

Hollywood Plaza

Indio

1917
1914

1914
1915
.1915

Glcndalc

Gilbert.

.

192-6

i

Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood

.

.

.

.

Modesto
Monrovia
Monterey
Oakland

,

.

.

.

192.6
192.3

1916
.1914
.1915
1916
192.6

,

,

192.6

.192.4
,

192.6

.1914
,1914

Senator
Antler.
California
.Casa de Manana
,

,192.4

1914
192.7

^9^4

Cost
1

350,000
110,000
615,000
175,000
300,000
100,000
1,000,000
300,000
85,000
350,000
1,500,000
190,000
544,000
150,000
1,150,000
115,000
115,000
1,150,000
155,000
185,000
110,000
175,000
1,500,000
7,000,000
1,700,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
750,000
1,650,000
415,000
150,000
150,000
650,000
1,000,000
150,000
450,000
375,000
115,000
1,500,000
150,000
500,000
450,000

San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
San Pedro
San Pedro
Santa Ana
Santa Barbara
Santa Monica
Stockton
Susan viUe
Tracy
Ventura
Whictier
Yosemite

Californian

Commodore.
Governor.

.

...

,

Lombard

Mark Hopkins
Roosevelt
Sainte Claire

Anderson
Benj. Franklin

Miramar
.Cabrillo

Santa

Ana

1914
1914
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1913
1917
1916
1913
igii

Carrlllo

1913

New Miramar

^9^

Wolf

Mount

Lassen

Tracy
Ventura
William Penn
Yosemite National Park.

.

1915
1916
1916
1916
1914
.1917

$1,000,000
150,000
500,000
115,000
5,000,000
500,000
1,100,000
110,000
700,000
135,000
75,000
100,000
550,000
500,000
100,000
155,000
85,000
160,000
150,000
800,000

Besides the California record as above, in the State of

Oregon there have been more than 10 hotels built since
1914 and in the State of Washington iS erected. In Florida
and through the Southern States the building of new
hotels has been phenomenal. However, in spite of all
this, no one who travels can fail to notice there are yet a
great number of cities and towns which still need a good
hotel. The memory of many places is marred by this defect. City developers in numerous sections of the country
are now giving the closest attention to the provision of
hotels, as essential elements in their development plans.
The readers of Dickens or Thackeray would say that
the hostelries of England expressed the native congeniality of the people. They did! And the slow transportation by stagecoach made it essential that they should
partake of that character. They were family hotels in the
best sense of the word. In the modern American city this
character is still retained, but it is broadened out into a
democratic interpretation of the family as a community
institution. First, the hotel stands for the entertainment
and comfort of its guests. Second, it stands as the nucleus
around which their pleasures and business pursuits center.

And

third, it stands as the embodiment of the spirit of
the city, which enters into the life of visitors in many
ways, as the hotel serves as the headquarters of local
societies and the scene of local functions. It is therefore
imperative that the hotel shall have the maximum of
local standing, an indefinable dignity which can only be
attained by careful and well-thought-out design and location, coupled with an appreciation of the form of public service which the community has a right to demand
of it.
Suppose we consider as an illustration the Biltmore
Hotel, Los Angeles. These facts will show that the finan-

employees, purchasing power, etc., establish
once the value of the hotel to the up-to-date city.
The Biltmore cost six million to construct, exclusive of
site, and the furnishings cost an additional million. It
employs 1100 persons, representing 900 families; $500,000
per month is brought into Los Angeles by this hotel
alone. Conservative estimates place the total brought
into the city by the hotels of Los Angeles at over two
cial stake,

at

millions per month.
this hotel is exhibited when
that in a typical month there are purchased
77,000 pounds of meat, 47,000 pounds of poultry and iSo
barrels of Hour. Over 1,500,000 pieces of^ linen are laundered, looo pounds of soap used and 2.59,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity consumed; 110 gallons of paint are
used and 2.00 yards of carpet replaced. These are all big
expenditures of money which flow directly into trade,

The purchasing power of

it is

known

[Comiimed

oti
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The Application of Flat Painted Ornament
Spanish painted ornament on wood and
PRESENT VOGUE
THE
reprocraftsmanship
plaster has
to a demand for
foi'

led

si^ilful

in

ducing the naivete, mellow coloring, soft blending, that give charm
to the Spanish originals. ((An oriel window and balcony in the
National Broadcasting Studio, San Francisco, was decorated on
Philippine mahogany in typical Spanish colors, glazed and antiqued. ((Schultze and Weaver, Architects, ({h. Quandt (ZT Sons,
{since 1885I Painters and Decorators, 374 Guerrero St., San Francisco

"Co-operation for Quality"

Pioneirs

atiti iptcialitfj iti

designed

and furnished.

the application of lacquer by air hrtt.ih in the architectural field. Complete decorative color schemes

Quandt quality

is

available for the small job as well as the largf.

Our operations are State-widi.

INTERIOR DECORATING
AMERICAN SCENERY IN DESIGN
f

IF

NOT A LITTLE INTEREST

terior decorators

and

art

BY

R.

to
lovers have

in-

been the tapestries, rugs, leaded glass and
colored motifs assembled for Yosemite
National Park's new million-dollar
hotel. The Ahwahnee Lodge. The entire designing is in keeping with traditional decorations used bv theCalifornia
Indians, and was transcribed and adapted under the direction of Arthur Upham Pope and Dr. Phyllis Ackerman,
consultants. The work was done by Jeanette Dyer Spen-

(whose six stained-glass windows, interpreting
Indian themes conventionally transposed in angles and
colors, enrich and lighten the lounge), Jesse Sawyer,
Robert Boardman Howard, Henry Howard, Ernest Born,
cer

and M. B. Roller. Mr. Roller's wrought-iron work in
Indian motifs shows unusual development in spacing and
fitness.

Months were spent by world-famous experts in the
preparation. Hundreds of rare and costly rugs from all

AMORyI
parts of the world cover the floors of halls and guestrooms. These include brightly woven "khilums" from
the Caucasus, of the early nineteenth century, the patterns in which are strikingly in accord with the Yosemite
Indians.
A large "toile Peinte" (painted tapestry) is a distin-

guished feat accomplished by Robert Boardman Howard.
It reflects the character of the late fifteenth century, and
hangs in the Gothic writing-room between the heights
of tall windows framing the walls of the valley. Well
handled, indeed, is the series of wild-flower, bird and
animal depictations, peculiar to the Yosemite region,
and introduced against a deep-blue background. The
distinctive manner in which the subjects are arranged,
and the botanical and zoological knowledge displayed
by the artist, convince the beholder that the composition
involved much careful study. Each arrangement of petal,
leaf and growth habit stands out in its characteristic
accuracy. Mountain wild flowers in their native, radiant
colorings appear in the natural profusion of which the
purple lupine, leopard, elk and mariposa lilies, penstemon, Indian paint brush, fern and columbine are only a
few. Bear, cougar, deer, badger, weasel, skunk, squirrel,
chipmunk and mice people the forest floor, peering and
posing beneath cone-tipped pine, aspen, bur-oak and
alder. Above them in the branches flutter bluejay, owl,
pheasant and yellow warbler.
*

A STUDY

*

*

IN CREATIVE
[Concluiled fmni

DUPLICATION

pagt.-

v]

dedicated essentially to things practical and far removed
from Eastern philosophies and European ecclesiasticism.
But even so, there are few who may find either artistic or
symbolical discrepancies between its present purposes
and environment and its original purposes. Thus does
architecture bring happy consummation to the diverse
currents of man and his history.
Over the main entrance is a great grille of terra cotta.
It is the duplicate of a Moorish design found in a Granada
building. The design of the auditorium ceiling, which is
painted upon roughly hewn beams, is likewise a pure
a Moorish original.
About the building are a multitude of small details
which have been executed in faithful exactness to the
sources inspiring them. The cornices are of brick and reversed and projecting tiles— a treatment little employed

and exact copy of

American construction because of the time and expense involved. But here we see that both are justified in
the massiveness and strength created and the play of
shadows cast upon the walls. The faience tile used liberally throughout the building comes from Spain, Turkey,
Africa and Mexico. The white-washed brick walls are
the last light touch. Lacking this, the whole would be
startlinglv obvious and repellent, but with it, it is
quietly and powerfully subtle— a place that tempts us to
explore further that we may know it intimately.
in

*

*

*

The Haws Sanitary Drinking Faucet Company,
Ahwahnee Hotel
bv Robert Hownid

T.npestry,

r;iiiucd

Inc.,

Berkeley, California, has recently prepared a new catalogue, covering their complete line. A request for Catalogue "L" will bring a copy.
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HONOLULU,
CORNER OF MAIN LANAI, ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL, WAIKIKI BEACH,
WARREN AND WETMORE, ARCHITECTS

33

T. H.
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EAST

AND WEST COURTS, ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL, WAIKIKI BEACH, HONOLULU,
WARREN AND WETMORE, ARCHITECTS

T.

H'.
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Honolulu,
above-lounge; belovv-lanai; royal Hawaiian hotel, waikiki beach,
warren and wetmore, architects

35

t. h.

—
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dai.i.room;

below — dining-room; royal Hawaiian hotel, waikiki beach, Honolulu,
WARREN AND WETMORE, ARCHITECTS

t. h.
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ABOVE— LIBRARY AND ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA AT

LOS ANGELES

BELOW — DORMITORY FOR MEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
GEORGE W. KELHAM, ARCHITECT
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ART IN IRON & BRONZE
MORE DOORS
HERE is such great latitude in the
treatment of a door, such almost
unlimited variety of paneling and
modeling, of style, of scale, of
color, of texture, that it is not
surprising that frequently doors
lavc escaped entirely from their frames, from
their appropriate part in the composition of the
entire facade or wall.

Structurally the doorway is more important
than the door; and in architectural design the
same thing is usually true, as, in fact, the doorway may be the accent, the most important
single element of a composition.
Yet it is also the case that the doorway is
made for the door, as the cabinet for the jewel.
It requires a discriminating judgment, as well
as designing ability and a thorough knowledge
of styles and of the possibilities of the material,
to harmonize properly these various factors, and
to produce a result that is artistically satisfying
in mass and in detail.

Qiiinby Building, Lus Angeles
Fx.cut.J hy Ar,h,t,tlur.il Ir.m Worts

The accompanying

Wi-tlu'ibv Keyser Shoe Co. lildg., Lds .Angeles
Jix^cut^J by ArchitfCtur.il Iran

Warks

illustrations

show

ex-

tremely different solutions, all more or less successful, all very creditable examples of modern
craftsmanship. How these doors and doorways
fit into their ensembles can not be shown in a
detail view; but that careful consideration has
been given to this point may be deduced from
the good sense of scale revealed. The different
treatment of cast and wrought metal is obvious,
and its suitability to its setting.
While these photographs indicate the play of
light and shade, high or low relief, relative
values of surfaces and ornament, and so on, it is
of course impossible to realize the color scheme.
Colors and gilding play an increasingly important part in ornamental metal work. However,
that is a subject which can well be left to a later
and special discussion.
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Ahove,

l.cjl

— Klfin Norton

Ex.tuUd by

—

Hclo:i, l.efl

Co., Shop, Los Angi-l-

Ahni'r, kivhi

Roosevelt Builiing, Los Aiigek-s

ExtcuUd by A.

1. B.tyrT

Co.

— Hcllman Rank Building, Los Ange
ExfCiLUd by A.

Philip Frif,ltiMn 6? Soft

Bihu,

R'islil

— Petroleum

1.

Bayer Co.

Securities lildg., Los

Ex,:iit,.l by A. J. «..y.'r Co.

Angeles

:

EDITORIAL
A ^oyal View of Architecture
Prince of Wales, at the
Annual DinTHE
ner of the Royal Institute of British Archilast

tects,

responded to a toast with some comments

— opinions — which

were so much to the point,
and so applicable to conditions in this country,
that we take the liberty of quoting His Royal
Highness:

"We, none of us, can escape from architecture,
whether it be good, or whether it be bad. We
are surrounded by architecture; we are affected
by it every day of our lives. If our architects are
dull and uninspired, we are condemned to live
in ugly, ill-constructed buildings; we are compelled to go about our daily businesses in drab
and ill-planned cities, towns and villages. But
if our architects can give us surroundings that
are both good to look at and good to dwell in,
the difference in our general well-being and our

outlook on

life is

"The architect

wonderful.
differs

.

.

from other
he cannot begin to

creative

community gives him his chance.
painter can paint a picture it may be a very
bad picture, but he still has the hope that some
silly fool will come and buy it. The musician
can start playing, on the chance of collecting an
audience. But the poor architect cannot go out
and build a town hall, or a hospital, or even a
cottage, without a definite commission to do so.
He cannot even start building a pig-stye or a
reptile house or a monkey house, unless someone has a pig or a reptile or a monkey to put
into it. The work of^ the architect is not the
production of drawings, but the erection of
buildings. And if this country wants beautiful
houses it must employ the best architectural designers. If it wants noble public buildings, it
must give the collective genius of this great pro-

create until the

fession

—

a

free

opportunity

to

compete

for

..."
From whatever

them.

source the Prince collected his
breezy and acute personality has
given a vivid touch to a universal problem.
data, his

monious whole.
This use of European

details may be criticized,
but the architectural ability shown in plan, design and execution is unquestionably of a high

order.
*

A

.

artists in this great point;

The

notoriously fond of mince pie. Exact copies of
from being unheard of.
Seldom, if ever, has such a process been followed, as is described elsewhere in this journal,
with a California school. Here a great number
of Spanish details, carefully measured from the
originals, have been combined in an ensemble
which is distinctly not a copy of any building;
which was planned to accommodate the specific
requirements of a modern educational system;
whose exterior composition is a comprehensive
unit, embracing a large number of parts which
are very cleverly welded together into a hardetails are far

own

*

+

Lesson Poitited by Tragedy

FIVE

lives were sacrificed recently in San
Francisco when a "hotel," a flimsy fire-trap,
was destroyed by fire.
These are the facts
Inspection in San Francisco is handled by seven
men, as against many times that number in Los
Angeles, and, in fact, most cities of that class.
The local building code has been "whittled
down" to the point where it is ineffective to
prevent the construction of buildings that are
fire menaces.
Attention has been called, repeatedly, to this

serious situation.

Architects have urged intelligent revision of
the code, and increase in the number of inspectors; it would seem timely for them to renew
their recommendations.
*

*

*

NEW WEST COAST LUMBER

OFFICES

Announcement is made of the removal of the general
offices of The West Coast Lumber Trade Extension
Bureau to Longview, Washington. District offices will
be maintained in Seattle and Portland.
*

*

*

APPOINTED KELVINATOR REPRESENTATIVES
Sales Company, 949 Mission
San Francisco, has been appointed Northern California distributor for Kelvinator electric refrigerators.

The Dickey-Kelvinator
street,

Modern Archaology

*

of the great buildings of the Old World
have been reproduced, almost to an entirety,
in this country. There was a period, too, when
the designs of individual rooms were lifted indiscriminatingly, mixed together in one build-

The

ing in an amazing patchwork; Americans are

city.

SOME

*

*

Annual Convention of the American

Institute
of Steel Construction, Inc., was held at Pinehurst, North
Carolina, October 15-19, 1917.

Fifth

+

The General
their

Electric

San Francisco

*

*

Company announces removal

office to

of
the Russ Building in that
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Home, Palo Alto,

Calif.

Wells P. Goodaioiigb, General Contractor.

S"

Birge

M.

Clark, Architect

Bsmona RQofJile
Beauttf * Versatilitij *

Permanence

PRIDE which
THE
Ramona Tile take

the mdnufiicturers of
making, blending
and laying of their product is transmitted to the
architect and owner of the home employing this
material. The supreme value of skill, personal
attention and responsibility is unquestioned.
in the

N CLARK & SONS
•

•

MANUFACTURERS OF

Main

Office:

FINE CLAY

•

PRODUCTS

116 Natoma Street, San Francisco. Pfione: Kearny 2830
Works: West Alameda, California

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

John Reid, Jr., three years
James S. Dean, three years
Earle B. Bertz, two years
Fred H. Meyer, two years

Harris Allen, President

Henry H. Gutterson,
Albert J. Evers,

\'ice-President

Scc.-Treas.

J/S.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Northern California Chapter,
The American Institute of Architects, will be held on
November 19, 192-7, the last Tuesday of the month, at
6:50 p.m., in the Hotel Mark Hopkins. Dinner will be
served at $1.50 per plate.

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting
A.

I.

of the Northern California Chapter,
A., was held in the rooms of theSanFrancisco Archi-

tectural

Club on Tuesday, October

18, 1917.

The meeting was called to order bv President John Reid,
Jr., at 8 p.m. The following members were present:Jas. H.
Mitchell, Lester Hurd, Ralph Wvckoff, \Vm. K. Bartges,

Wm.

B. Farlow, \Vm. Arthur Newman, A. Appleton,
Fred'k H. Meyer, Morris M. Bruce, Ernest Coxhead,
Warren C. Perry, Fred'k H. Reimers, Wm. I. Garren,
E. G. Bangs, H. H. Gutterson, Harris Allen, John Reid,
Jr., Geo. W. Kelham, E. S. Norberg, J. S. Fairweather,
Chas. F. Masten, AlbertJ. Evers.
Mr. Harris Osborn was present as the guest of Mr.
Ernest Coxhead.

MINUTES
The minutes

of the previous meeting were approved as

published.

REPORT OF OFFICERS
President read his annual report, which was ordered
received and placed on file.
The Secretary read the annual report of the Board of
Directors and of the Secretary-Treasurer, both of which
were ordered received and placed on hie.
A committee, consisting of Jas. H. Mitchell, H. H. Gutterson and Wm. I. Garren, was appointed to audit the
Chapter's accounts and report at the next meeting.

The

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Committee on Practice: Mr. Wm. Corlett being absent his
report was read by the President. The committee had no
extensive activity to report.
Committee on Legislation and Building Laws: Mr. Fred H.
Meyer, chairman, read a very complete report, showing
activity in connection with other organizations in regard
to the Inspection Department of the San Francisco Board
of Public Works and with State building laws.
Committee on Relations with Coast Chapters: Mr. G. B.
McDougall being absent the President read his report,
showing no activity on the part of the committee during
the past year.
Committee on Public Information and Entertainment: Mr.
Harris Allen, chairman, made a comprehensive report
showing that the Honor Awards constituted a splendid
medium for public information; also a brief outline of
the year's entertainments.
Membership Committee: Mr. Wm. C. Hays, chairman, being absent his report was read by the President. The re-

Fairweather, one year
C. Hays, one year

W.

*'j>cca.>^'

port showed a splendid growth during the vear for the
Chapter, especially in Institute memberships, and recommended extended activity for the future.
Committee on Education and Library: Mr. Warren C. Perry,
chairman, read the report of this committee. The library
at the Club is in good condition except for three missing
volumes. Some small repairs are recommended bv the
committee. A checked list of books is appended to the
report. Education at the Club is at present functioning
well, but some additional courses, especiallv in history,
may be advisable at a not-far-distant date. Mr. Perry also
reported regarding the School of Architecture at the
Universitv of California, of which he is director.

Committee on Civic Improvements:

by

this

No

report

was presented

committee.

Committee on Competitions: Mr. John Reid, Jr., chairman,
read the report of this committee, reporting only one
projected competition, which did not materialize.
Committee on City Planning: Mr. Ernest Coxhead, chairman, read a report showing some activity in cooperation
with other bodies and making recommendation for
future activity.
Committee on Industrial Relations: Mr. George Kelham,
chairman, presented a report of this committee, showing
cooperation with the Industrial Association throughout
the year and the important part the Chapter has had in
industrial relations of the building trades.
Exhibition Committee: Mr. Earle B. Bertz, chairman, being absent the report of the committee was presented by
Mr. Harrv Gutterson. The committee can point with
pride and the Chapter hnd great satisfaction in the Exhibition last May in Golden Gate Park Museum and in the
Honor Awards, culminating in the meeting at Temple
Emanu-El on August 51. The President commended
especially the activities of this committee.
Committee on Uniform Code: Mr. Wm. Mooser, chairman,
being absent Mr. Jas. H. Mitchell read the report of the
committee, showing great progress and recommending
continuance of the committee.
All of the above reports in due sequence were ordered
received and placed on hie.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES
Special Committee on Quantity Surveys reported
progress through Mr. Wm. I. Garren.

The

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Mr. Allen, chairman Committee on Public Information,
reported progress in the matter of group advertising.
The amendment proposed at last meeting and regularly
published was brought up for consideration. The amendment reads as follows: "The annual meeting of this Chapter shall be held on the last Tuesday in October. " Moved,
seconded and carried.

tcunciujni

..r.
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Two

residences at Orange Grove Ave.
and California St., Pasadena,
Mr. Dwight Hamlin. Owner
Everett O. Babcock. Architect
J. J, Brintnall, Contractor
R. G. Blessing. Roofing Contractor

PASADENA PREFERS
SIMONS PRODUCTS
RANGE GROVE AVENUE
Pasadena

is

in

one of America's

most famed residence streets.
Throughout the length and
breadth of this beautiful boulevard Simons
brick and Simons roofing tile are well
represented. For more than forty years

Simons burned-clay products have been
generously employed in making Pasadena

homes more substantial and
more beautiful.

"Since 1886"

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
WALTER R. SIMONS, Prcs. & Gen'l

Mgr.

Commerce BIdg., Los Angeles
Telephone WEstmore 3323

620 Chamber

ROOFING TILE

of

BRICK

PADRE TILE

CAN FRANCISCO
PUSLIC LIBRARY

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB

GROWTH

ilHE
and development of
organizations are generally marked by
:liange and progression. Therefore our
Club must be growing if recent changes
are a criterion. Our recently elected
director, Mr. J. H. Devitt, has left to
gain some Eastern experience and Mr.
C. J. Sly, our efficient and exacting instructor in structural engineering, has been chosen to fill
I

his place.

The Atelier has taken on the atmosphere of a wellordered and business-like institution of learning since
Mr. Bertel Lund was chosen massier.
The new House and Library Committee, with Mr.
Rudolph Igaz as chairman, have made marked improvement in the appearance of the librarv by working out a
system of controlling the use of the books.
The class in Water-Color Rendering took a new lease on
life when the students began to realize what a wonderful opportunity was slipping bv them, and Messrs.
DeGastyne and W'eihe have responded with enthusiasm.
The new publicity manager— well, judge for yourselves.
The persistent efforts and fine work of the students in
design, shown in the last problems of the 192.6-17 season,
were well rewarded, J. H. Devitt, Bertel Lund, Rudolph
Igaz and Ralph Berger receiving first mention.
The
patrons, Messrs. Ernest E. Weihe and Edw. L. Frick, as
well as the students, are to be congratulated for rhis fine
showing.
We must again express our appreciation to the Columbia
Steel Corporation for that delightful and instructive inspection trip to their plant at Pittsburg on October nth.
The original suggestion for this trip came from Mr. C. J.
Sly, our instructor of structural engineering, and to Mr.
Ira Springer, chairman of the Entertainment Committee,
goes the honor of having made flawless arrangements.
Through his efforts and the courtesy of the Columbia
Steel Corporation, the sixty members who took the trip
were furnished transportation to and fro, entertainment,
and a fine dinner all free of charge.
Leaving San Francisco at 5:00 p.m., the party arrived in
time for dinner at Pittsburg at 7:00 p.m. Three short
speeches bv officers of the Columbia Steel Co., Mr. John
D. Fenstermacher, vice-president; Mr. Louis Sloss, secretary, and Mr. Wm. Cohn, assistant superintendent,
first welcomed the party, outlined the history and growth
of the company, and then gave some statistics and technical data as an introduction to the tour of inspection.
This tour of the shops proved to be a brilliant and spectacular affair. Tapping a huge open-hearth furnace, filling
the ingot molds, the flow of liquid fire and the colorful
sputtering and spouting of fountains of fire, due to escaping gases, are scenes that will not be easily forgotten.
The transformation of S-inch by 8-inch ingots into ',4inch reinforcing bars, the rolling of thick plates of steel
into their sheets ready for the galvanizing bath, and the
stamping of wire nails, all left indelible impressions
whose educational value can not be overestimated. The
orderly sequence of the various operations, and the systematic routing and handling of the materials was in itself a demonstration of the necessity of good planning and
effective organization. The trip was a splendid success

and

we thank

made

it

the

possible.

Columbia

We

Steel Corporation for having
look forward to other trips of this

nature.

LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
The

September meeting of the Los Angeles ArchiClub was marked by the nomination of officers
for the coming year— the election to take place in late
October. George P. Hales was the sole nominee for president, for vice-president Mr. Olch and Edward Musa were
named, for secretary Raymond Wyatt and Edward Musa,
and for treasurer Llovd Rally.
late

tectural

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, A.

I.

A.

of Weber, Staunton & Spaulding during the latter part of September, the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A., was the guest of the abovenamed firm and the members present were served with an
Italian dinner. In memory of the late Arthur B. Benton,
founder of the Southern Chapter, A. I. A., a resolution
of condolence was voted. Other pending business matters
were referred to the several standing committees, to be
considered and reported upon later.

Meeting

in the

new

offices

OREGON CHAPTER, A. I. A.
meeting of the Oregon Chapter, A. I. A., was
called for mid-September, the occasion being the presence
in Portland of A. H. Albertson, Regional Director. Albertson gave a talk of an informal and inspirational nature, dealing with the work of the Institute and outlining the duties and functions of its officers and committees.
A program of winter activities has been prepared, which
will be announced shortly.
A

special

*

*

*

ALAMEDA COUNTY SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
At the October meeting of the Society of Architects of
otScers were elected for
the forthcoming year: Chester Miller, president; for vicepresident, Ralph E. Wastell, and for secretary and treasurer, Charles F. B. Roeth. John Donovan and E. Geoffrey
Bangs were elected to positions on the directors' board.

Alameda County the following

The organization has under consideration a proposal of
the East Bay Industrial Association which is seeking to
have the architects endorse its open shop plan and a labor
wage scale, relating to all workers in the building and
allied industries. No action has as yet been taken on the
association's proposition.

CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF ARCHITECTURE
At the meeting of the State Board of Architecture, October 15, 1917, the following were granted certificates to
practice architecture in this State: James S. Arnot, Pacific

Southwest Bldg., Fresno,

Calif.;

Wm.

F.

Gunnison,

666 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco, Calif.; Harris
Osborn, Examiner Building, San Francisco, Calif.; Gardner A. Dailey, 415 Mason street, San Francisco, Calif.;
Wm. C. Mahoney, 1762. Pierce street, San Francisco,
Calif.; Harry J. Scott, 1340 Filbert street, San Fran1

cisco, Calif.
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ehn ll^ W.

McCnll, Archiuci

Wi-lsh & Wtlsli, General Cunlractiin

Win.

So

J. ISaccus, Hiick LUinlraclor

The Albert Brown Mortuary
Oakland

Built
of

California

•

QannovUs Face Brick

An

interesting face brick building

Built of

Cannon's 2xl2-inch

red, spotted

with buff,

it

Roman

is

pictured above.

Brick in pink and

attracts the eye.

architect and the owner are to be congratulated upon
using "America's Finest Face Brick." Surely they are well

The

pleased.

Would

not you be?

CANNON &

CO.
^r,

Tzf.
'Brick
'iMjah^^fc^n^ricd&^Mest^^ace
COPYRIGHT.
4lX)

®-

forum BUILDINO

•

CANNON & CO

9th and

K

Streets

SACRAMENTO
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CHIEF INSPECTOR
John

MORGAN

Horgan, long recognized

Serial Issue or The Inspector

as

The building fraternity mourns the loss of a conscientious public official and a good friend.
*

*

*

CENTRALIZED INSPECTION URGED
With

the support of a large

number of

civic, technical

and business organizations the board of building and
safety commissioners of Los Angeles is seeking to have
the citv council enact proper legislation to place under
its jurisdiction the inspection of boilers, elevators and
all mechanical equipment installed in buildings. Heretofore a separate board of mechanical engineers has operated to carry on inspection activities which are sought to
be transferred to the building department.
*

*

*

ABERDEEN GETS VOLUMINOUS CODE
The

longest ordinance ever submitted to the city council
reported to have been presented at a recent meeting of
that body in Aberdeen, Washington. The ordinance, designed to regulate the construction of building, made a
bulky document of 145 typewritten pages with ^^^y chapters of legal and technical phraseology. It was taken
under advisement in order to afford the councilmen time
to read the code leisurelv.

C.

COHN
NUMBER eleven

I

TORNADOES, QUAKES AND LAUGHS

DIES

one of the foremost
among building inspectors, died at his home in San Francisco on October jo.
Mr. Horgan was born and raised in San Francisco, and
for more than 2.0 years ofHciated as the chief of the building department. He joined the city service as a building
inspector in 1903. Prior to that time he was connected
with the building trades.
P.

AND EDITED BY MARK

Damage wrought by tornado

in St. Louis last month has
been estimated anywhere between $50,000,000 and $75,000,000. Loss of life was reported to be more than 80

victims.

Hundreds were

injured.

This

unfortunate disaster emanated from elemental
forces beyond the control of humans, but in a way it is
interesting to note that by comparison the loss of life in
this tornado was about lo times greater than has been
suffered in California from earthquakes during the past
10 years.
The property damage, too, perhaps will amount to
about 10 times the damage from earth tremors in California in 1.0 years, or since the loss caused by earthquake
and attendant conflagration in San Francisco in April,
1906.

We haven't

heard anybody say that thev will no longer
to visit the Middle West because of the
sad occurrence in St. Louis. Yet when California enjoys
one of its early morning shimmy-shakes the alarmists
begin predicting dire things and promptly attempt to
legislate the quake out of the earth. Perhaps if the real
truth were known, earth tremors in California are mere
echoes of Mother Earth's hearty laughter at the futile

go East or hesitate

efforts of

man.

is

*

*

*

U. S. ADOPTS BUYING RULES
The United States Veterans' Bureau has issued instructions to medical officers in charge of its hospitals to adhere to the simplified practice recommendations in making all future purchases of supplies and equipment for the
various hospitals for the disabled veterans.
In the instructions to the medical officers, the Director
of the Bureau, Brigadier-General Frank T. Hines, Reserve Corps, stated: "It is obvious that the benefit to be
derived from any simplification is directly proportionate
to the degree of adherence it receives and the N'eterans'
Bureau expects cooperation from the medical officers in its
effort to eliminate

waste."

simplified practice recommendations cover vitrified
paving brick, metal lath, files and rasps, smooth and
rough face brick, common brick, range boilers, wovenwire fencing, woven-wire fence packages, milk bottles
and caps, hollow building tile, structural slates, roofing

The

lumber, forged tools, builders' hardware, asbestos
paper and asbestos millboard, hot-water storage tanks,
steel reinforcing bars, sheet steel, eaves, trough and conductor pipe, concrete building units, sand-lime brick,
tissue paper, cut tacks and small cut nails and sidewalk,
floor and roof lights.
slates,

L.

What

A.

UNIVERSITY JOB UNDER

WAY

considered the prize job of the year in more ways
than one is under way for the University of California
near Los Angeles, work having been begun by J. C. Bannister and Frank Gow, associated general contractors,
soon after the contract was awarded by the board of
regents of the university. Allison and Allison, architects
of Los Angeles, prepared the plans for the auditorium and
class-room building; George W. Kelham, San Francisco
architect, made the plans for the library edifice, which are
the two major structures of a number of edifices that will
comprise the group of university buildings to be reared on
the campus in Westwood, immediately adjoining the
city of Los Angeles. Sketches of these buildings are
shown on another page of this issue.
The entire project will be carried on under the direct
supervision of George W. Kelham, supervising architect
for the University of California. It is asserted the new
units and campus of the uni\ersitv in Los Angeles will
be a model from the standpoint of utility, design and construction, as well as aesthetically.
The general contract for the two major structures was
awarded to Bannister and Gow at a figure just below
$1,500,000. Messrs. Bannister and Gow are well and
favorably known in building circles and their previous
training and practical experience as structural engineers
and building contractors should serve them to carry
through this big job. The two men formerly were employed as inspectors and engineers in the Los Angeles
Municipal Division of Building.
is
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THE INSPECTOR
FIRE

n
w

MENACES CAN BE ELIMINATED
f

BY

MARK

C.

COHn|

Expert Consultant on Housing and Building Regulations

(This

is

the twenty-ninth of a series of articles on building codes)

MEN

DIE IN FIRE- Burned to
Death." Not a pleasant headline to appear in the newspapers the opening day
of National Fire Prevention Week last
month. But that is what happened in
San Francisco when an old three-story
lodging house gutted by lire snatched
the lives of five human beings and sent

IVE

three other victims coursing to hospitals, seriously inAnd there were only i8 persons in the building.

jured.

That the same thing did not happen about the same time
in a lot of other cities is fortunate, but there is no assurance that a still worse catastrophe may not occur, even
before this article goes to print.
As long as public otlicials and public apathy tolerate
conditions that obviously are unsafe, such grim tales of
loss of life are bound to recur. San Francisco has suffered
other fires during the past few years, also with loss of
life, in structures of a similar character as the one here
discussed. Yet there is no evidence that any satisfactory
improvement was ordered made in the building that

burned or many other cheap rooming houses known
bv the inelegant classification of "Hop-houses," where
nightly are housed large numbers of men who through
force of financial circumstances must seek shelter in such
places.

FIRE

EVERYWHERE AT ONCE

There are some economic and physical reasons why all
building laws cannot be made to apply uniformly in cases
of old buildings. But there are no reasons why intelligently compiled building ordinances cannot be made to
apply to nearly any building and thereby establish reasonable requirements for safety of life and property. It is
not a problem easily solved in the heat of passion and
public indignation such as usually follows a fire that
entails loss of life. But surely it is possible to accomplish
something during a period of 10 years. The building that
burned in San Francisco was built, according to public
reports, soon after the big conflagration of 1906 and conformed to the inadequate laws of that date.
EXPERT SERVICE NECESSARY
Cities often employ experts to conduct surveys and offer
recommendations for varied public operations such as
"traffic control" to save time; "railway franchise appraisements" to save money; "uniform realty assessments" to equalize taxation; "zoning" to serve comfort
and convenience.

saving of men, women and children from crefires in buildings equally as important as the
saving of time, saving money, equalizing taxation or
providing comfort and convenience? What could be more
important than an effort to save precious human beings
Isn't the

mation by

from possible incineration?
seems incredible to believe that in this enlightened
age human beings are housed in cubicles no larger than
closets separated by partitions of tinder-like boards,
chicken wire and cheese-cloth and paper.
The building here discussed is reported to have been
unequipped with fire-escapes, although three stories
It

high. And its general construction is best illustrated by
the description given by one of the first lodgers awakened the night of the fire, who said that "fire seemingly
was everywhere at once."
Much has been published in this series of articles to
indicate there is great need for vigilant inspection and
proper control of building through the avenue of adequate yet reasonable legislation that would largely
minimize the ever-present danger to life and property

from

fire.

NO

riRE-ESC-iPES

There are ample precedents to show it is legal to enact
laws applicable to existing or old buildings which are
manifestly unsafe for human occupancy and fire hazards

community.
Assuming that in the building here discussed loss of
life would have been averted if it had been equipped with
to the

outside fire-escapes,

it

is

interesting to note as an ex-

ample what was done in Los Angeles a few years ago. In
that city there were several score buildings of three or
more stories in height without fire-escapes. A building
ordinance was passed and made specifically applicable to
existing structures. The ordinance was enforced intelligently, aggressively and without fear or favor, with
the. result that about 800 fire-escapes were installed in
old buildings.

It is not too much to hope that the loss of life in this
recent fire shall not have been in vain and that every city
will profit by this experience and promptly employ an
expert or a committee of experts, solely responsible to
the public authorities, to conduct an investigation of all
public and semipublic buildings and similar structures
used for public assemblage, all buildings that indicate
fire hazards or are otherwise a menace and dangerous for

Such an expert or committee of experts to submit
report of recommendations with a practical
building code that will operate promptly to minimize
hazards, of which no doubt many will be found. Conditions such as are here discussed obtain in some degree in
use.

detailed

practically every city.

TEETH IN LAW SHOULD BITE
Care, too, must be exercised in the type of legislation
that is intended to apply to existing buildings. Often the
zealousness with which some building ordinances are
written defeat their own purpose. They, too, frequently
become inhibitory rather than regulatory and either prohibit changes or make exorbitant the cost of improvements in old buildings that would in many instances
better admittedly bad conditions. Unintelligent, poorly
written, inefficient, ineffectual and impractical building
legislation is at times as disastrous as the absence of
workable regulatory building ordinances. In fact, desirable improvements are possible in the absence of inhibitory legislation. Adequate and intelligent regulatory

building ordinances can be
with teeth needs someone to

made
make

effective.
it

bite.

And

a

law

"
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THE INSPECTOR
Ask
UnJer

I

THE INSPECTOR

this htaditi^ are published questiofis

unJ

utistvers dealing

This column is dedicated to kicks and comments. Names omitted on
request. Right is reserved to publish or reject any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence of good faith. This

Herewith are published a number of queries
Inspector and the answers. Pop the question.
be omitted if you wish.

building problems.

asked of

The

Your name will

'

K

department
K!

INSPECTORS'

all

employees of the

Los Angeles building, electrical and plumbing divisions
with a Hallowe'en dinner-dance and all the appropriate
stunts of the occasion last month.
The Breakers' Club in Santa Monica was thrown open
to the municipal employees, their families and friends.
Honored guests of the occasion were: Mayor George E.
Cryer, of Los Angeles, members of the Board of Building
and Safety Commissioners, J. W. Toms, president; Frank
McGinley, vice-president; William H. Antram, Ralph E.
Homann and C. E. Noerenberg. City Councilmen L, R.
Rice-Wrav, chairman, E. Snapper Ingram and William M.
Hughes, who comprise the Council Committee of Building and Safety, were other honored guests.
Officials prominently identified with the municipal
division of building were: John J. Backus, superintendent
of building; R. H. Manahan, city electrician; Clayton \'.
Welch, chief of the building division; Albert A. Bennett,
chief plumbing inspector; Fred Munsie, secretary to the
Board of Building and Safety Commissioners; Clyde
Makutchan, research engineer, and Otis Phillips, heating and ventilating engineer.
like to

shoot the fellow

who

says "archie-

teck"?
*

*

Jr.,

two months ago.
*

*

*

RADIO ORDERS AND BUNGLE-OWES

A LOT OF GOSSIP
Further amendments to the Los Angeles building ordinance relating to the uses of steel joists and the fireproofing of structural steel are probable. These two subjects
have been and continue the source of much heated debate.
*

fooling," says the Federal Radio Commission.
"Canned" music released on the ether must be announced
by radio stations so listeners will know it's camouflaged
and not mistake it for the real thing.
But what about the poor fellow who buys a "bungleowe" from Foolem, Tellum Nothing and Sell M. Quick?
He needs no radio announcer to tell him he owes a lot of
money for a bungled job. And he will soon learn that
inadequate foundations laid on top soil will cause the
house to settle, but that won't settle the bills to repair
cracked walls and ceilings.
He may save buying a squealing radio set because the
floors will squeak, the doors stick and rasp, the water
pipes rumble, the windows rattle, the paint peel and the
sturdy-looking outside walls built of holey and wobbly
chicken netting painted with plaster will invite the wind
to come in and whistle and howl. The poorly supported
floor will spring and dance. So what more jazzified enjoyment could one wish?
And when winter comes the trick fireplace will be found
to be nattv and ornamental but synthetic and unusable
in the old-fashioned way. Early cold mornings will prove
the inadequate furnace can easily be mistaken for the

The rusted-out thin metal gutters and roof
drains will hang like icicles; while cheaply built roofs
make fair parasols but as umbrellas they are all wet.
And we sign off with "caveat emptor.

*

*

plastering ordinance in Los Angeles is due
for further tinkering is problematical, but the proponents
and opponents seemingly find a lot to talk about.

Whether the

*

Too many

*

*

want

interests

difi^erent

Francisco building code in too

to rewrite the San

many different ways,

seem-

how

to do it. The result
is conflicting interests so confuse the issue it turns out to
be all talk and no action.

ingly,

without

program of

a set

*

*

*

Rumor

that the San Francisco building department will
be thoroughly reorganized furnishes a live topic among
persons who seem to think they know the inside workings. The chances are, however, that if any changes are
made they will occur gradually and in all probability
nothing of a radical nature will be done.
*

*

*

of our wags remarks that building codes and the \'olstead Act are both enforced alike— leniently.

One

*

Henry E.

Shields, for

*

+

more than 10 years employed

in the

San Francisco Bureau of Building Inspection, has been
appointed acting chief building inspector. Permanent appointment to fill the office vacated by death of John P.
Horgan probably will follow the municipal election
this month.
*

"No

refrigerator.

open for constructive criticisms.

*

of Riverside, is now regularly appointed State Engineer of California. He has been acting
State Engineer since Paul Bailey resigned that post about

Edward Hyatt,

is

Lk,

HALLOWEEN PARTY

The Plain Folks' Club entertained

Wouldn't you

THE INSPECTOR

Tell

with

+

*

SEATTLE AMENDS STEEL CODE
G. W. Roberge, city building inspector of Seattle, predicts that safer and more economical building will result
from an allowance made in an amended building ordinance regulating stresses and uses of structural steel. It is
asserted

some of the

special requirements for inspection,

testing, etc., established in the
effective last

month,

new amended ordinance

are rather stringent.
*

*

*

TO CONDEMN FIRE-TRAPS
City Attorney J. J. O'Toole of San Francisco has been
requested by a committee of the Board of Supervisors to
draft an ordinance creating a board of building condemnation with requisite authority to cope with hazardous
buildings. This action followed closely a recent lodging

house

up

fire in

which

five lives

official activities to

were

lost

and which

stirred

eliminate manifestly bad condi-

tions of long standing.
*

*

*

SAFETY ORDERS TO BE DISCUSSED
The

California State Industrial

Commission

will hold

meetings in San Francisco on November 2.1 and in Los
Angeles on November 19 for the purpose of discussing
final adoption of tentative safety orders to regulate the
use of paint spraying machines and devices and other
related subjects.

»s
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RAPHA^,

^ SCHOCD^ I

Raphael Weill School, San Francisco

Our

Meyer

&

John Rc,J,

Johnson, Architects

Jr.,

Consult^,? Architect

Renaissance inlluences
Gr.initex tcrr.i-cotta, buff in color, expresses here the Chissic and
of a distinctive school entrance.

GLADDING, McBEAN
San Francisco

Portland

& CO.

Los Angeles

Seattle
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PLACE OF THE HOTEL IN THE MODERN CITY
[l...iinr,uf.l li.,m p:.BC

2(1

and there are many subsidiary ones, such as the 11,000
taxicabs engaged from the hotel doors. In all, this hotel
money is distributed at the rate of over $150,000 per

Hiiitrr Kiiitiin Rrsiflrncr, BfVfrly Hi/Is, Calif oryiia

Ginr Verge, Los

Aiigrlrs, Architect

month.
This example of

a great Los Angeles hotel will serve to
that the lesser hotel in the smaller city is proportionately as great a community asset. The city hotels
cannot and should not he neglected. It should be the dutv
of every chamber of commerce to see that one or more
first-class hotels be established in their communities,
with all the financial and sympathetic backing thev are
in a position to give, remembering that the average hotel
visitor spends at least $10 per dav and is in the citv for
about three or four days.
There are many architectural and engineering firms now
specializing in hotel building. Undoubtedly they are
creating magnificent structures, and they are expert in
devising their financing, but it is questionable as to
whether they ever consider the place which an hotel
should have in the city structure, viewing it in a comprehensive way. It should be the mission of city planning to
successfully devise the location and environment of all
the civic necessities, of which the hotel is one of the
most important.
Location is of primary consideration; and this should
be, not in the business area, where traffic, noise and
smoke are serious drawbacks, but rather on the rim of the
shopping district. Assuming that the railroad station is
in short, direct access to the main business thoroughfare,
there is frequently a midway section which still retains
a residential character, and this should be a suitable
location, other things being favorable. Not only is the
environment more pleasing, but more and cheaper land

show

A Qreat Screen Star
Chooses lu'Vis-O
BUSTER KEATON,
of the great comof the screen, took
hishome-planningseriously.
line

L-dians

He

selected

a

not only becomes a city landmark but
secures a valuable advertising asset. Above all, the hotel
on a restricted site on crowded streets cannot adequately

tect

street vista,

it

function, and soon becomes more or less of a shopping
center, with a cluster of stores in its structure. This
brings around it a lot of incongruous elements which
have no place in legitimate hotel life. It can therefore
only succeed by climbing higher, which it will soon proceed to do. The hotel proper is soon a skyscraper, with
quiet and order above and a general confusion below. It
the city's hotels are centralized under present conditions,
many of them frequently lose light and air and are eventually no better off. There is no intrinsic objection to high
buildings, providing they have abundant light and air

and can function properly to themselves and everyone
else without causing traffic congestion. A definite hotel

many

advantages, because it can possibly insure permanent conditions of environment of the same
character over a wide area, which each hotel desires to
have individually, and which it might not be easy to
obtain as an isolated structure. The larger a city becomes,
the more its component parts will tend to group, because
district has

they do this for mutual advantage as much as anything
The hotel cannot expect to be dissimilar.
Any sectional districts, whether for trade or residence,
need very careful consideration before they are allowed to
grow up. They should be definitely tied into all the other
supporting elements of the city plan. A hotel needs consideration from the street, traffic, transportation and
business area viewpoints, and it should have these
whether it is a single structure or a unit in a sectional
district. If this is done, it will materially gain on the
monetary side by having the best access, best health conelse.

Hills,

in

home-

of Beverly

clusive section

frequently available. This allows an ample site, with
the possibility of gardens, parking facilities for automobiles, and a plotting of the structure on a spectacular
scale. If the hotel can be arranged so that it terminates a
is

his

as

knoll in the most ex-

site a

and erected thereon

home

that

notable even

is

of unusual esNaturally his archi-

this city

tates.
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Disappearing
Screens

dows.

for

Your

all

Roller
the

uf

Permits full
of vision when in
use. Ideal for casements
or double-hung sash. Used
in thousands of homes
costing under $ro,ono.
not in use.

clients can

how
The coupon

simple, or
will

InyisO)
-'
^
'^^

Disappearing Roller Screen

Company

Los Angeles, California

Street
1

how

bring you

full details.

1260 Temple

and

roller shade.

freedom

win-

enjoy the same advantages
in beauty, convenience and
ultimate economy, no matter
elaborate their plans.

Rolls
a

Out of sight, out of theivay,
out of the weather zvhen

6 pages of valuable techdata on screening

nical

modern windows, this
COUPON WILL BRING
YOUR COPY

IN-VIS-O Disappearing
Roller Screen Company
260 Temple St., Los Angeles
I

I shall be glad to receive for my files a copy of
your manual on screening modern windows.

a
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for a slogan
Contest open
eral public.

well as to the gen-

to architects as

You may win a first prize of $5,000.

Read

Fifty-seven prizes in all

the following

paragraphs ca7-efully. Then mail attached coupon
for free booklet.

Contest closes December 15.
This free Booklet

In thinking about your slogan
for wood, bear in mind that
one-fourth of all the land in
the United States is covered

with forests!

These vast forests are continually growing; unlikeother
natural resources, wood conrenews itself through the ages.

stantly

—

Thus you see that timber is a crop
crop of boundless value to the entire naFailure to harvest it when ripe
tion.
means waste, as in the case of any other
crop of the soil.
Leaders of the lumber Industry, manufacturers of .inwricnn Standard hiunber^
are producing from the mature timber
clean, sound lumber. They are grading it
according to new and stricter quality
rules; thus it goes to the user as a standard
product conforming exactly to his needs.

Wood and

the

home

Note, too, that you can always obtain,
at a price within the available funds, a
species of wood which will take and flawlessly retain stains, enamels, paints and
varnishes in accordance with your most
exacting specifications.

Durable, economical and easy to work,

lonial Days, still occupied and still in excellent condition, are of wood construction. So, too, are a majority of modern
residences. Infact, three-fourthsofall the
homes in this country are built of wood.

This marked preference for wood ap-

Mail coi'pon below or write
for booklet wIikIi will be sent

And remember

particularly that you
can effect substantial savings by the judishort
length
and end-matched
cious use of

you postpaid.

Wood
There
for

is

a

ever in

wood

for

First Prize

demand

Third Prize

.

.

.

.

Four Prizes (each)

.

Fifty Prizes (each)

.

55.000
2.000
I.OOO

500
100

case of lie for any of the
prizes offered, the full amount
of the prize lied for will be paid
to each tying contestant.)

—

—

.

.

Un

and newest hotel in the
world the Stevens, Chicago is equipped
with window frames and sashes made of
wood.
And what flooring has ever equalled
the comfort and durability of wood? Tolargest

contains the

....

Second Prize

every use, and a use

every wood.

The

It

OMcial Blank On Which Your
Slogan Should Be SubmilUd.
This may mean S5.000.00
added to your bank account.
So mail yourcoiipon right now.

lumber.

Contest closes Dectmber 15th

wood flooring is standard construction in buildings of almost every type.
Modern "Mill"
assures

'"^^'f-^-- "JJ

or Heavy Timber conunequalled economy

with fire-safety for most industrial requirements.

Made immune
suitable

to fire

fireproofing

^i-'

and to decay by
and preservative

treatments, lumber is increasingly available for use in mercantile, industrial and
public buildings as well as homes. Wood is
destined to be America's most universally
useful material adaptable to the widest

*?£.'

range of purse and purpose.

plies to fences, gates, pergolas and garden
furniture, as well as to the exterior of the

home

itself.

you know that the
very finestdwellings and apartment houses
are extensively trimmed, paneled and
beamed with wood.

As

for the interior,

And

for built-in furniture

and conven-

iences, wood is of course beyond comparison. In fact, wood has definitely established built-in beauty as one of the most

attractive

and desirable features of mod-

ern domestic architecture.

The ever-increasing need for compactness and convenience calls not only for
built-in bookcases, breakfast nooks and
kitchen cabinets, but also for built-in
buffets,
closets,

china closets, wardrobes, linen
built-in dressing tables.

and even

They please owners and help

to sell houses.

m

day,

struction

wood has always been the architect's favorite medium of expression.
Famous historic mansions of early Co-

may mean

^5,000 to you
Send today!

Manufacturers of .iinerican Standard
in the National Lumber Man-

Lumber

ufacturers Association believe a better
understanding of the industry and a
greater appreciation of wood will beot
advantage both to users and to the
manufacturers. To obtain a slogan for
its campaign of information, the Association is conducting a nation-wide

contest with liberal prizes. To qualify,
send for free booklet, "The Story ot
Wood". Please use the attached coupon. Remember, the contest closes

December

1

irs.'^"-?^-"^""""''-""
^ on"

I

I
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1

National Lumber
Manufacturers Association
p. O. Box Sll. Washington. D. C.
Manufacturtrs of American Standard Lumber

'
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ditions, lowest lire dangers and greatest public utility
services. No hotel company can afford to disregard such

hostages to prosperity.
This article would he incomplete did it not give sonicconsideration as to how the smaller city may attain the
desideratum of a first-class hotel. If it is to be secured by
the efforts of the local chamber of commerce, they should
remember that hotel building is complicated and full of
pitfalls, and the advice of expert architects, engineers
and financiers should be secured from the start.
The investment required is so large that loans or sale
of stock are usually imperative, and someone or somebody
must sponsor the project to its completion. They must be
financially responsible, with a reputation for the successful management of property, because debts payable out
of earnings require something more than mere property
as a guarantee.
Loans may be obtained from individuals, banks, insurance companies or mortgage bond houses. Various limitations govern all of these. The cost of floating the loan
is considerable. Commission to bond house, interest during construction, legal expenses, bond printing, appraisals, etc., often amount to ten per cent of entire building
cost. Preferred stock issues may be advisable, with their
many advantages, although they usually provide for
about one per cent higher interest rate than first mortgage

The Permanent Skylight

bonds would pay.

The interest of the corporation may be involved with a
variety of property securities, leasehold of property,
leasehold to operating company, etc. All this must be
considered as integral with the hotel financing from the
start.

The hotel building must he designed commensurate
with the business upon which it will depend for its income. A good knowledge of local conditions is essential,
so that the mistake will not be made of slavishly copying
some other hotel operating under other conditions. The
hotel must be a good financial risk, and this can only be
done by seeing that its design in all particulars is based
on the greatest possible income on the investment.
Through the agency of the chamber of commerce many
notable hotel projects have achieved success in the past

few

years. It

ily represent the

SEATTLE FIRE STATION NO.
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Washington

Seattle.

which this local body can worthcommunity and express their desires re-

is a field
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Sheet
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garding an important civic institution. After all, there
is no substitute for the hotel; and the modern city, if it
fails in this sphere, cannot possibly expect to achieve
sustained success in many other directions.

STEELEAD

is

permanent,

the

everlasting skylight.

Where

these

|Mr. Hayler, who contributed the above article, is a city
planning expert with many years' experience in notable
architectural and engineering work. Studying the city
from many viewpoints has led him into much detailed
research of the elements comprising the city structure.
He is an associate member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers; member. Institution of Municipal Engineers; member. Royal Sanitary Institute (England) and
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other professional bodies.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Architect in History, by Martin S. Briggs, F. R. I. B. A.
"An honest attempt to claim for the architect the position in history that is his due, and to expose prevailing
fallacies about his work." These crisp, vivid descriptions
of architects and their careers, from the golden days of
Greece and Rome through the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance up to the close of the nineteenth century,
are so fascinating that we urgently recommend every
architect to secure this

book

for his library.

in History,"

steiijad,
Uhef^rmanentSkylight
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MONTHLY BULLETIN
ICimcluJrf f,,.rap.iBe45]

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The

report of the Nominating Committee was read, as
follows:
President, Harris Allen; \'ice-President, Henrv H. Gutterson; Secretary-Treasurer, Albert j. Evcrs.
Directors: For unexpired term of Henrv H. Gutterson,
Earle B. Bertz (2. years); John Reid, Jr. (5 years); James S.
Dean (j years).

p ermanent
to

owner and

architect

— the resuh of every

PAGE GAS FURNACE

There being no other nominations, it was moved, seconded and carried that the Secretary cast the ballot.
(Directors R. H. Meyer, J. S. Fairweather and Wm. C.

Hays

^S atisfaction

installation

are serving unexpired terms.)

Mr. Allen made a brief address and amid great applause
took over the chair gracefullv offered bv Mr. Reid.
The Chapter passed a vote of thanks to the outgoing
officers for their devoted services to the Chapter during
the vear.

NEW

BUSINESS

Discussion of Education Fund was brought up by Mr.
Fairweather. Suggested that Education Committee make
recommendations to be passed upon by the Executive
Committee. No action was taken.
Mr. Norberg showed plumbing symbols as published bv
the Master Plumbers Association, suggesting that the
Chapter take some action. The President suggested that
it be referred to the proper committee for report at next
meeting.
The Secretary read a communication from Mr. Chester
Miller, President of the Alameda County Society 0/
Architects, offering close cooperation of his organization
with the Chapter for the next vear. The communication
was referred to the new Board of Directors.
A communication from Mr. E. T. Thurston regarding
building inspection was referred to the Committee on

Five stages of
heat extraction
insures maximum
economy by usinq
all the heat.
The
outer casing is ot

heavy

Legislation.
Invitation of the Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference was read and the Secretarv was instructed to present the thanks of the Chapter for the courtesy.
Mr. Harris Osborn made a brief address.

ADJOURNMENT

May we supply you with full
data as to the construction and

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

economical operation of the
Page heating system. The
coupon below will have

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers,
*

NEW

*

galvanized
iron.

Secretary.

*

BUILDING FOR LOS ANGELES REALTORS

prompt

A

splendid new building for the Los Angeles Realty
Board is assured after a drive for funds which has just
resulted in a subscription of $150,000 by members of the
board. This drive, under the direction of Harry H. Culver,
vice-president of the board, raised the above amount in
less than thirty days. Forty-four members of the board
subscribed $1,000 or more each.
A large lot has been purchased at 1137 South Grand
avenue and building operations will begin as soon as
plans are completed. It is thought that a building will be
decided upon which will be practically a duplicate of the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce Building, which is a
two-story building, the rear of which is used as a theater
and the front half as offices on the first floor and diningrooms and parlors on the second lloor.
*

*

attention.

Manufactured by

Montague Furnace Co., Inc.
376-386 Sixth Street

•

San Francisco

Northwest Representative: E. J. Hilscher,
94 Columbia St., Seattle
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*

general manager of the
J. B. Keister, vice-president and
National Lead Company of California, has been elected
president of the National Paint, Oil and Varnish Association in convention at Atlantic City recently.
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THE ECONOMIC HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS AS
ILLUSTRATED BY THE OFFICE BUILDING*
It is time Mussolini came over here and took a hand with
our American cities. His masterful appreciation of spaghetti is what marks him as the verv man we need. For
our American cities are rapidly being resolved, hy their
crowd-collecting skyscrapers, into such livelv bowls of
human spaghetti, wriggling through the crowded streets
and subways, up and down inside the skvscrapers, in and
out and all about, that we need a new kind 61 a leader to
handle the mess. I think Mussolini is the man.
In New York we are already so engulfed by these
clumps of giant skyscrapers that it is past all comfort and
decency for men and women to try to get about at all.
Long ago we lost our light and air, hither and yon, in
New York. The skyscraper is an old thief of those commodities. We are a City of Shadows. But nowwe are also a
citv of the most closely interwoven crowds of human
beings ever known in Christendom.
And yet almost every other American city is copying
New York and putting up its own crowd-collecting skyscrapers. Whv do they copy New York? When thev see
the mistake New Y'ork has made, why don't they let the
populace of that poor giant city squirm in its own sauce,
and keep their own buildings down to a sensible height
and properly spaced? Or do they want to suffer from the
vertical convergence of everybody trying to work in the
same place at the same time, which has already abolished
New York as a city of safety and sanity, and turned the

old

town

into the

bowl of human spaghetti that

it

now

is?

New York we

have 100,000 people going to the
theatres at the same time, at the same crossroads, at
Forty-second street and Broadway. That is bad enough.
But we also have a million people going to work in the
same market place of middle Manhattan at the same time
in the morning and trying to get away from it at the
same time in the evening. They all live somewhere else.
They work in the middle of Manhattan because that is
where the citv's jungle of giant skyscrapers stands. The
streets are impassable and the subways are impossible.
The demonstration is complete. Our Frankenstein monster, the collective skyscraper, has overcome us.
Surelv we cannot centralize indefinitely. Too many high
In

buildings, built too near together, bring a vertical centralization which can never be decently handled by the
horizontal streets and subways below.

Nor can any
to a

city act indefinitely as financial

thicket of skyscrapers.

No

handmaid

set of taxpayers

has

to supply enough streets and subways for
these skyscraper thickets and have a penny left for
schools, parks, playgrounds and all the other insistent
needs of a great modern city. Even New York, the richest
city in the country, finds she cannot do this.
There is still time for the other great American cities to
enact zoning laws that will decentralize their workaday
population by providing a low general level of buildings,
pierced here and there by beautiful towers. But will the

enough money

other cities do this?

Or

will they

still

copy

New

Homes

Healthfully Heated

CLOW

with

Gasteam Equipment
ABUNDANT, wholesome warmth,

with
-healthful properties of the air main-

tained, has
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Architects
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heating.

and

interior

designers

also
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Home-owners appreciate the ease and
economy of operation, the comfort of
uniform temperature, the convenience of
automatic control.
Inieresting details for architectural
data files are contained in our book-

York,

let,

Alay

«'t'

send a copy?

for better or for worse?
address by Major Henry Curran, counsel, New York City
York, at Fifteenth Annual Meeting, Ciiamber of Commerce
of the United States, Washington, D. C.
*
*
*
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THE ECONOMIC HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS*

LOS ANGELES

of the skyscraper have become so thoroughly imbued with a fanatical zeal that, like most
reformers, they are totally blind in one eye. Their distress over the plight of the poor pedestrian and the still

PACIFIC GASTEAM CO.

The opponents

more unfortunate motorist at rush hours makes them see
the skyscraper problem only in its length and breadth—
never in its height; and height, strange to say, is the most
interesting thing about the skyscraper.

The

fact that the
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tali buildinj;, eight hours ncr dav, renders an economic
service in concentration and clficiency never before possible in the history of man escapes their notice entirelv.
I am perfectly willing to admit that the first tall build-

may have had its origin in some landowner's desire
make a handsome profit out of a small plot in some

ing
to

commercially valuable
to say that

district,

some of the

I

might even go so
were

earliest skyscrapers

far as
little

more than stunts— and pretty bad ones, at that.
But as all your economic text-books will tell you,
stunt cannot survive

if it is

a

not economically and prac-

tically sound. And what business man or architect would
dare say nowadays that the skvscraper is anv longer an
experiment? To be sure, we architects are still experimenting, and you business men are doing evervthing vou
can to stop us from putting too many Chinese pagodas on
top of your office buildings, but somehow we always
manage to come to an amicable conclusion in the end.
In modern business, concentration is all-important because, in the final analysis, all business deals, no matter
how vast or how complicated, are based on the simple
law of barter and sale. Now barter and sale mean personal
contact. "Putting the signature on the dotted line in the
presence of witnesses" is no mere phrase. So it will be a
long time before television will take the place of that
comforting feeling that you have when your victim has
screwed the cap on his fountain pen, had a good-luck
drink from your private stock "just off the ship," and
closed the door of your private office. Such being the
case, the skyscraper has not outlived its usefulness yet.
Anything that helps to consummate a deal quickly and
with the least waste of motion is a boon in this day.
From the twenty-eighth story of the Equitable Building
to the tenth floor of the Bankers' Trust is a quick jump
because the travel is mostly vertical. Flatten out the
financial district to eight or ten stories and those offices
might be ten or twelve blocks apart, and the traffic on the
surface would be just that much more congested.
If the die-hard opponents of the skyscraper, such as my
friends Mr. Curran and Mr. Mumford, would only talk of
regulation and control of tall buildings, I would be with
them heart and soul. Perhaps they don't know it, hut
I always have been. But when they talk about flattening
out Manhattan Island to a level ten stories throughout
its area, I can do nothing but groan. They seem to have
forgotten all about the elevator.
Perhaps they do not realize that there is as much vertical
traffic as horizontal in New York's financial district during business hours. Maybe more. In fact it would not be
difficult to prove by means of a careful survey that in this
section of the city there is less traffic congestion, both
pedestrian and vehicular, during the important hours
than in sections where the average building height is less
than one-third what it is downtown.
But in spite of the inadequacy of its original plan. New
York has become the greatest city in the world chiefly
because of that group of skyscrapers which have made
history. Perhaps if the entire area of Manhattan Island
were allowed to grow up in forty-story skyscrapers of the
cracker-box type, without regard to transportation,
traffic, light or air, it would be disastrous to the business
of the city. But it is hardly likely that the men whose
ingenuity created the present-day marvel of the skyscraper will kill the goose that laid the golden egg.
In 1916 we began the necessary regulation of building
height. And now we are at it again, trying to govern the
city's growth so that it will function with a maximum of
efficiency, a minimum of traffic trouble, and, last but not
least, so as to give it the utmost in beauty and strength.

•From an address by Harvey Wifcy Corbett, architect, New Yorl; City,
Annual Meeting, Chamber of Commerce of the United
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States,
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MARY PICKFORD^ STUDENT OF ARCHITECTURE
BY ZOE

A.

BATTU

NTERVIEWING

or talking with
the average layman on architecture is a lot like trying to pluck
invisible fluff out of fog. He is
vague, uncertain, cautiously uncomfortable, as a man who realbeing forced onto uncertain ground by

izes he is
an unknown power. He may have had built by
an architect one or more homes, perhaps a factory or some other business building, but still
architecture remains some sort of elusive magic.
It is

something of which there

is

a great deal in

Europe. California, too, seems to be "getting"
architecture. They talk a good deal about it in
magazines and advertisements.
With strong memories anent the pursuit of fluff,
I went to interview Mary Pickford about Cali-

home architecture. How, when, where to
begin— I puzzled over the problem while riding

fornia

out to the studios on the car. Well, we didn't begin. We just started off. We talked about this
thing and that— about San Francisco and Los
Angeles, the people of the Middle West, England, Europe, about the legitimate stage, plays,
about the "movies," of course. Miss Pickford
told me of the quite fabulous sums made by the
publicity people and other writers in the film in-

M:iry I'ickJorti
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raphy seemed fashioned by a higher wisdom to
soil where ancient, time-hallowed social, cultural, artistic and architectural traditions flourished like the proverbial green bay
tree. This tale is struck so deeply into the soil
and rocks of the land by the labors of Padres and
Dons that even yet echoes of their footfalls pervade the still hills and valleys.
The marvel is that we were so long in awakening to the beauty of the heritage; so blind in perceiving its significance; so slow in taking it to
ourselves as to a familiar garment, which it is;
so ingenious in corrupting and "adapting" it.
But Mr. Smith suffered no blindness; traveled no
indirect paths to the sources of California's arprovide a

dustry.

I

fear

I

was not properly impressed or

tempted with this information. Architecture
spoils you; gives you "queer" notions. I began
to have a hunch that I was being interviewed
quite as much as the person whom I had come
to interview. In this case, it was not an unpleasant turn of the situation.
Finally, we did get around to architecture.
Miss Pickford has ideas on the subject something besides the usual vague or cut-and-dried
ones of the layman. She discussed the new home,
or, rather, the creation of an estate that she and
her husband are undertaking near San Diego.
They have a tract of some 2.500 acres to be developed in the lordly and gracious manner of the
old Spanish rancho. The house, of which George
Washington Smith is the architect, is to be
Spanish, authentically so.
George Washington Smith has been named as
architect because in Miss Pickford's opinion his
work ideally re-creates all those factors upon
which the Spanish architectural tradition of
California is founded. It savors of a truism to
go over the story of the Padres and Dons in early
California history to tell again how they came
to a primitive frontier, whose climate and topog-

—

—

r^
of Col. Jackling
Wiishington Smith, Architect

Coiirl, RcsiJc-ncc
(ifr)rgf

Residcnci- of Cr.iig Hfrbcrtnn, Mnnti-Litn

George Washington Smith, Architect

chitectural traditions. His homes, whether large
or small, are remarkable in their directness; in
the simplicity with which they speak the truths
of this old architecture as something eminently
suitable to the creation of a tradition of beauty,
utility and artistry for a growing land and people.
Southern California ranch house provides
this artist with an ideal medium for the embodiment of the very spirit of the State's early history and life. For it was in the South that the

A

ranch house achieved its grandest manner, its
most lavish, lordly and patriarchal airs. Here
the Grandee and the cattle baron lived amidst
their broad acres and knew nothing but large
scorn for the small economies, necessary in social
orders, dictated by the ways of cities, compctiICoiitinutd on piiyc 5S]
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RESIDENCES IN PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. DESIGNED BY HAROLD
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ENTRANCE DETAIL, RESIDENCE IN PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. DESIGNED BY HAROLD
Photo by HiUcr
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ENTRANCE DETAIL, RESIDENCE IN PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. DESIGNED BY HAROLD
Photo by Hillcr
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ABOVE — FLOOR PLANS; RESIDENCE HAROLD

BELOW— FLOOR

S. CHASE, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
PLAN; RESIDENCE MRS. CURTIS GATE, CARPINTERIA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
REGINALD D. JOHNSON, ARCHITECT
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RESIDENCE FOR MR. HAROLD

REGINALD
Photo by Padilla Co.

S.

D.

CHASE, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
JOHNSON, ARCHITECT
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ABOVE— MAIN HALL; BELOW — LOGGIA RESIDENCE
;

REGINALD
Photos by Padilta Co.

D.

OF MR. HAROLD S. CHASE, SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.
JOHNSON, ARCHITECT
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RESIDENCE FOR MRS. CURTIS GATE, CARPINTERIA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
REGINALD D. JOHNSON, ARCHITECT
Pliolos by Padilla Co.
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VALLEY, CALIEORNIA
LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE FOR MRS. CURTIS CATE, CARPINTERIA
REGINALD D. JOHNSON, ARCHITECT
Fliotus by Padilla Co.
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E. F. CONSIGNY, BEVERLY HILLS, CALirORNIA
GABLE AND WYANT, ARCHITECTS

RESIDENCE, MR.
Photos by Moll Studios
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RESIDENCE, MR. EARL BARKER, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
GABLE AND WVANT, ARCHITECTS
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GARDEN FRONT, RESIDENCE MR. EARL BARKER, BEVERLY
GABLE AND WYANT, ARCHITECTS
Pholu by Moll Shidias

HILLS, CALIFORNIA
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RESIDENCE, MR. CHARLTON
Photo by Matt Studios

E.

AMES, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA. GABLE

AND WYANT, ARCHITECTS
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RESIDENCE, MR.
Plinlii

by MotI Sllidios

C. R. L.
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CRENSHAW, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. GABLE AND

VVYA.NT, ARCHITECTS
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INTERIORS, RESIDENCE MR. ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
ATLEE B. AYRES AND ROBERT M. AYRES, ARCHITECTS
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RESIDENCE, MR. ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
ATLEE B. AYRES AND ROBERT M. AYRES, ARCHITECTS
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MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
ATLEE B. AYRES AND ROBERT M. AYRES, ARCHITECTS
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ABOVE — SKETCH FOR RESIDENCE, MRS. LITA GREY CHAPLIN, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
ROY SELDON PRICE, ARCHITECT
BELOW — FLOOR PLANS, RESIDENCE, MR. C. R. L. CRENSHAW, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
GABLE AND WYANT, ARCHITECTS
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A STILL HUNT FOR THE "NEW" IN LIGHTING FIXTURES
BY ZOE A. BATTU

GHTING FIXTURES,
sketches,

photographs— within

designs,
the past

month

I
venture to say that I have
looked at some thousands of them. Los
Angeles, whither the search led me, is
amazingly prolific in the matter of
lighting fixtures. The fruits of her
labors arc amazingly good, amazingly
bad and in all degrees of indifference. San Francisco designers are hardly less prolific and the same may be observed as to the quality of their output.
In the course of mv search one gentleman observed that
about lighting fixtures, their use and design, there is little
new that can be said. The matter of harmonizing them
with the building and room of which they are a part; of

direct or indirect principles; of taking care
that in our zeal for the unusual and original we do not
overlook the first purpose of lighting fixtures, namely,
to be mediums and not obstructions to illumination; is
merely the trite and the apparent.
The gentleman is quite right. But even so, I have been
able to discover some phases of lighting fixture design,

employing

employing both direct and indirect methods, as evolved
believe are worthy
in leading Western studios, which
1

of brief mention.
One of the things most apparent is a striving toward
the modernistic. This attempt cannot be called modernistic in the sense that it deals with the bizarre, or the
controversial in art and design, which disregards reasonable relation to general environment, but modernistic
in the sense that the compositions seek to convey something of the quality— the symbolism of light, itself.
Interior and exterior fixtures tend to have the main elements of their design move upward. This is true of both
direct and indirect type of fixtures. It results in a delicacy,
strength and grace of line, and in the direct principle fixtures the light issues easily and logically from them,
rather than spurting out, or being merely an attached
blob of illumination.
This tendency is ideally exemplified in the center and
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HUMER-DULIN bUILDING

TELEPHONE BUILDING

JNiUR-ANCE CENTER BUILDING

GTHE ,eriIPE)R~FIMISH OF TODAT
of its greater durability, beauty of finish far exceeding any other known finish
)obtainable on the market today, its quick drying qualities (just a few minutes), and
speed of application by air brush such as the world has never known before the highest

BECAUSE

—

was selected for all the interior metal and hardwood trim in
the 26-story Coast Division Building of the Pacific Telephone Co., San Francisco
[Miller & Pflueger, Architects; A. A. Cantin, Associate], the first great building in the
world to be completely and successfully finished with this super-finish. (H^When the 22story Hunter-Dulin Building was planned. Quality and Time for completion were imperaquality nitro-cellulose lacquer

New Standard of Excellence for finish established in theTelephone
Building led to the selection of the highest quality nitro-cellulose lacquer for all interior
mahogany trim in the Hunter-Dulin Building, San Francisco [Schultze & Weaver, Archi-

tive considerations. The

tects],

new

[Lindgren

&

Swinerton,

Inc.,

Builders of both skyscrapers ].(IJ_ Also applied in the

15-story Insurance Center Building, San Francisco

[Cahill Brothers,

Owners and

[Powers

&

Ahnden, Architects],

Builders].

([I_Today architects and owners must consider the cost of a quality painting job not only from "first
costs" but from the standpoint of r/p-keep costs as well. Herein a quality nitro-cellulose lacquer demits greatest value for no other known material can be handled with such great speed and, when
properly applied by experienced craftsmen equipped with the most efficient air brushes, produce such
a beautifui and durable job, thus delivering a building many days in advance of a completion date
possible with old line materials. (II_The greater economies effected only by a quality lacquer finish will

onstrates

appeal to those who plan and build, or invest in large structures and business enterprises.
adoption in the Architectural field is inevitable.

To Pioneer

is

the Spirit oj the West!

PAINTERS

T hese

Its

universal

great lacquer operations pioneered by

AND DECORATORS
Since l»Si

374

GUERRERO STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
"Co-operation jor Quality"

Complete decorative
Pioneers anJ Specialists in the application of Lacquer in the architectural field.
and furnished, advice jor your technical painting requirements furnished.
QUANDT-QUALITY is available for the small job as well as the large. Our operations are state-wide.
color schemes designed

—

Shcrwin.Wini.ims Co.'s "Opex" L.icquer u^ed exclusively in the Hunter-Dulin 3nd Insurance Center Buildings and "Opex" Lacquer
and Fgypiian l.-icqucr Mfg. Cd.'s highest qu.ility nitro-celUihise lacquer used in (he Tcleph.ine Building.
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S.nita Cruz, Calif.

wall fixture from the Boyd Studios, San Francisco, which
here shown. In this case the vertical principle, now being so widely employed in American architecture, is applied to a lighting fixture with a result striking in its
suggestiveness and beauty.
The greater bulk of our fixtures is executed in metalcopper, iron or brass. This is but one phase of the increasing use of these metals in Western architecture and the
corresponding renaissance of an old European art. The
lighting-hxture studios are making a distinct contribution to this rebirth of an ancient craft. Their workmanship, as a whole, shows growing understanding of the
is

possibilities

and expressiveness that

lie

dormant

in cold,

rigid metal.

in homes and buildings constructed as recently as five
or ten years ago, the lighting fixtures show but faint
traces of tendencies now fairly apparent. Horizontal motives, which spread the fixtures outward, were more

Wall Bracket by Otar

the

Lampmaker, Santa Cruz,

43

Calif.

generally employed. Skill in metal working had not
achieved anything of its present standards of grace and
strength, and the fixtures appeared ungainly and awk-

wardly

rigid.

There was something mechanical about
whereas the vitalizing, human touch of

their execution,

intelligent

handwork

is

now

plainly visible.

Illuminating engineers of a prophetic turn of mind tell
us that It will only be a matter of time when lighting
will come from completely concealed sources. These
gentlemen look upon any and all lighting fixtures as
inefficient, wasteful makeshifts, while for the art of their
design they have onlv vast scorn. It is not unreasonable to
suppose that such prophecies will come true and the new
order will be one of superior, perfectly mechanized, unimaginative economy and efficiency. It will, of course,
be the death of an art of rich interest and evolving beauty,
and surely this is an idea terrible to contemplate. Let us
add the hope that this day will not soon come.
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EDITORIALLi the "^ight Direction
the leading San Francisco newspapers
ONE
has undertaken
sponsor
Model
of

a series of

to

"

Homes," and we understand

similar action has
been taken in Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle.
The building of a "Model Home," so called, is
no novelty. In fact, the public has become rather
skeptical, even somewhat suspicious, when a
"Model Home" is advertised, with great fanfare
of trumpets and protestations of perfections.
However, it is new for a great paper to adopt
one of these infant prodigies and officially endorse it as legitimate.
And this is the significant fact in this new series
of undertakings; that no step is taken without
professional advice and service.
Besides engaging a responsible certificated architect to perform fulL architectural service, a
consulting architect is secured for independent
comment, criticism, suggestion, approval, of the
plans, in regard to design, construction, material.
Such public and complete recognition of the
value of real architectural service, indeecf of its
actual necessity for the success of such an undertaking, has never before been expressed. Its educative importance is tremendous, and cannot but
result in beneficial effects to the profession, not
merely from increased practice, but in a better
relationship with lavmen as clients, present and
,

potential.
*

*

*

<^re Specifications Followed^

MUCH

has been said about the practice of
specifying "or equal" after mention of
some specific material, which usually results
in the substitution of another
so it is claimed
material, cheaper if not inferior. But one does
not hear so much about the unauthorized use of
other materials, or treatments, for what is definitely specified.
It is amazing how frequently this condition
exists; and the architect's responsibility cannot
be denied. Doubtless there are often cases of

—

emergency when the specified article is not available within a reasonable limit of time. Doubtalso, the difference in quality or cost is
often negligible. But legally and morally the
architect is bound to see that specifications are
followed, that buildings are executed in complete accordance with the terms of the contract;
less,

and architectural supervision, however distinguished from "superintendence, "certainly should

be close enough to prevent anv substitution of
materials.

can readily be seen that the reactions of a
on discovering such condition, are liable
to reflect injury upon the entire profession.
Therefore it is the duty of the individual architect to prevent substitutions except when unavoidable, and decide such cases with the full
cognizance of the owner, both for his own sake
and for the protection of his fellow practitioners.
It

client,

*

*

*

TSljw 'building Code

FRANCISCO

SAN
California
ample

set in

in

cities, too,

and other
can profit by the ex-

particular,

Los Angeles for a new modern build-

ing code, which

outlined in an article elseSo long as the movement in
Los Angeles is under auspices of an impartial,
official, governmental board, an auspicious beginning has been made. Other cities should follow cither by launching local building code
movements under government control, or by
joining with Los Angeles to get the best that is
developed there, for use in local codes.

where

is

in this issue.

*

*

*

LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
The monthly dinner of the Los Angeles Architectural
Club was held in the beautiful assembly rooms of the
Artland Club. All of the nominated officers of the Club
were anxious for the annual election, that they might
take up their duties for the coming season. In spite of
the fact that there are many capable men on the list of
prospective officers, it was unanimously decided that the
remaining work of the year be completed by the present
executive personnel of the organization. As there are
many important 'tasks to be accomplished before the
officers of the past year retire, it was decided to honor the
present officers with an additional month's duty. Though
the present paid-up membership of the Club is larger than
ever, it contains the representatives of the most active
and inlluential architectural groups of the community.
With such architects assembled in one group, it is to be
expected that another year of interesting activities will
place the standards as well as the status of the profession
well in advance.
In a short time the greatest event of Western architectural history is to be displayed at the annual Beaux Arts
Ball. The managing and consulting committees of local
architects are drafting the plans for one of the greatest
spectacular events that is possible for an architect to
visualize. The great ball of the season is to become an
annual event that is not to be surpassed either for the
spectacular display of scenes or its vivid drama of life.
"The revelrv and gayety of the occasion are to rival the
ancient fabled gayety of Cleopatra's court.
The success of the present year's ball is guaranteed by a
group of the most active men of the city, who are giving
the program their financial backing.
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Dr. Hcrlx-rt Moflitt Residence, Woudside, Calif.

%amona

J. L'.

Gcurge VVasliington Smith, Arrhitfil

Clenieiice, Uiu!Jcr.

& ^tediterranemi Architecture

Tile

example
shown
THE HOME
work
Mr. George Washington
above

roof

is

from

is

a typical

covered with

Ramona Roof

Tile, graded

light at the eaves to dark at the ridge.

construction

at

of the

Smith.

of

beautiful

the gable rakes

is

The

Its

in color

interesting

particularly effective, the

plaster of the wall being carried half over the rake roll

and the

joint lines accentuated.
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San Francisco. Vhone: Kearny 2830
116 Natoma
Alameda,
California
Works: West
Street,
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER,

A.

I.

A.

There will be no meeting during the month of December
because of the holidays. The next regular meeting of the
Northern California Chapter will take place Januarv 51
at which meeting the subject of city inspection will be
discussed. Interested persons outside the Chapter will he
invited to attend.
+

*

*

ALAMEDA COUNTY SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
a meeting held November 7th, the Alameda Count\Society of Architects officially endorsed the policies of
the East Bav Industrial Association, which had been
presented to it during October. The industrial association, which is an organization of emplovers and industrial heads, has based its labor policies upon the American
Plan and is seeking endorsement and support for its stand
from all industrial and professional organizations the
nature of whose work and activities entail the employing
or contacting with labor.
The architects at this time also gave their endorsement
to the program of the Pasadena Community Arts Association for embodying, in the public school curriculum,
courses in the appreciation of architecture, and have taken

At

preliminary steps to put the plan into actual operation in
Alameda County public schools.
The Pasadena Art Association has already succeeded in
having courses on architecture for the layman made a
regular part of the high school art department programs
and plans to lend its support to making the movement
State-wide. The work is modeled somewhat after the
courses which deal with literature and general art appreciation and is designed to give the student some basis of
intelligent judgment and discrimination in things architectural and a realization of the esthetic values of good
architecture to the practical problems of livable homes
and sound city planning. In Santa Barbara the classes
have been directed bv leading architects, who recognize
in it an opportunity of hrst import to educate the future
citizenry along lines where education and direction is
sadly needed.
November list the society's meeting was addressed by
Andrew P. Hill, a State officer who functions in an advisory capacity in matters relating to school architecture
and school construction. Hill outlined the nature of his
duties in relation to the school architect and discussed
the nature and solution of some of the timely problems
in school planning and building.
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The Fred

l^iblo residence

Beverly Hills, Cali/ornia,

Wallace H^jf,

architect;

W. Bean, contractor.
This charming home is
equipped with eight
Mu)t'5tic Electric Heaters

J.

E<Iectric

Heat A^ain!

phases of electrical
FEW
have shown

development
toward

as rapid strides

perfection as Electric Heat. Its superior
Mtijestic Electric Healers

and economy are now
generally recognized. This is definitely
proven in the ever-growing number of
cleanliness, safety

are

CO.,

m both

in different sizes, colcrrs

and capacities for
every heating purpose

Majestic installations.

MAJESTIC ELECTRIC APPLIANCE

made

luall'insert

and portable types

Inc.
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INSPECTOR
TRADE-MARK AND TITLE REGISTERED

COMBINED WITH
VOLUME THREE

IN

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
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Serial Issue of

The Inspector

SAN DIEGO ADOPTS BUILDERS' LAW

Knecht, chief building inspector, in its linal form is reported to have had the hacking of the Chamber of Commerce, San Diego Realty Board, Security Under\\'riters'
Association of San Diego, Architects' Association, San
Diego Material Credit Men's Association, Lumbermen's
Bureau, Bankers' and Mortgagers' Association, Material
Dealers' Association, District Council of Carpenters and
General Contractors' Association.
*

*

ARCHITECTS GRANTED LICENSE
Architects recently granted certihcates to practice architecture bv the California State Board of Architecture are:
Frank Alexander Vigers, 6113 Glen Airy street; Cyril
Provo Hubert, 12.10 West Sixty-eighth street; Yoshisaku
Hirose, 117 North San Pedro street, and Leon J. Corbey,
1 110 West Twenty-seventh street, all of Los Angeles, and
Edgar V. Ullrich, La Jolla, and Ernst Raymond Carlos
Billerbeck, 147 Twentieth street, Santa Monica. William
F. Gunnison, 1666 Golden Gate avenue; Harris Osborn,
Examiner Building; Gardner A. Dailey, 415 Mason
street; William C. Mahoney, 176^ Pierce street, and Harry
J.

Scott, 1340 Filbert street, all of San Francisco; and
S. Arnot, Pacific Southwest Building, Fresno.

James

*

*

*

BUILDING HEIGHT LIMIT RAISED
initial steps, through its board of
trustees, to raise the building height limit from six to
twelve stories. The movement is reported to have origi-

Coronado has taken

nated from a request for a permit to build a modern apartment hotel backed by local realty interests.
*

*

*

loss of 78 lives.

*

*

*

California State Builders' Exchange is an organization that promises to become an important factor in
building affairs of the State.

The new

*

*

*

Edgar Lee Beaslev, for the past eleven years building
spector in South Pasadena, died last month.
*

in-

*

*

At the meeting of the State Board of Architecture,
Northern District, the following were granted certificates
to practice architecture in this State: Mr. Albert J.
Fabre, no Sutter street, San Francisco, Calif.; Mr. Asa
W. Story, i6z Maple avenue, WatsonviUe, Calif.; Mr.
Wm. B. Glynn, 12.31 Market street, San Francisco, Calif.
*

*

Happiness and prosperity for
wish of the editor.

*
all

readers

is

COHN
NUMBER TWELVE

]

A

private corporation owned a hotel fronting on a city
street.Theroof of the building had attached to it a cornice
which extended over the street 16 to 2.0 inches. It sloped
at an angle of 50 degrees. Snow and ice would accumulate on this cornice and slide off onto the sidewalk. This
had happened for years. A policeman had reported the
condition to his superiors. A young woman was walking
on the sidewalk in front of the hotel. A mass of snow and
ice fell from the roof and severely injured her. She sued the
hotel company and the city. Both were held liable by the
highest court of New York.
The court said: "The city of Ogdensburg, having constructive notice of this overreaching roof and of the
danger to pedestrians by reason thereof, was called upon
to do something, either to remove the encroachment or
danger or to protect passers-by from it." Klepper v. Seymour House Corporation, 158 N. E. 19 (N. Y., 192.7).
This interesting report appears in a recent issue of the

Minnesota Municipalities.

PLUMBING EXAMINERS APPOINTED
Charles M. Swinnerton, Oliver Finder and I. R. Bancroft
are the plumbing examiners appointed by the board of
building and safety commissioners of Los Angeles by virtue of a new plumbing ordinance which became effective
last month. The examiners are not new to the job because
they performed similar duties, under a previous plumbing examiners' ordinance, which are now transferred to
the board of building and safety commissioners by virtue of city charter requirements. Hereafter the findings
of the plumbing examiners are subject to review by the
board of building and safety commissioners. Master and
journeymen plumbers, and gas-fitters must appear before
the plumbing examiners to qualify for registration.
*

"Guilty of manslaughter" is the verdict reported in the
case of the proprietor and two employees connected with
the Laurier Theater, Canada, which burned last January,

with

C.

CITY HELD JOINTLY LIABLE FOR INJURIES

With aJjustments made in the draft of an ordinance designed to license and bond building contractors, the San
Diego city council adopted the measure which will be
ellective this month. The ordinance proposed bv Oscar G.

*

AND EDITED BY MARK

the sincere

*

*

NEW

SIMONS COMPANY IN

OFFICES

"Better service for our old as well as our ever-increasing
new trade," says Walter R. Simons, president of the
Simons Brick Company, "suggested removal of main
office headquarters to suite 610, Chamber of Commerce
Building, Twelfth and Broadway, Los Angeles."
This pioneer brick company for 30 years occupied
ground-floor offices in the old Stimson Block, 11^ West
Third street. This location not so long ago was the hub
of activities and the Builders' Exchange long was headquartered on the top floor. The new telephone exchange
of the Simons Brick Company is Westmore 3313.
*

*

*

GLOOMS
announcement was made that Ford
cars on a down payment and so
much rent monthly, some wiseacre began to juggle the
calendar so as to have thirteen months in a year. Gloomy
for us poor optimists who find that twelve monthly pay"''*''
ments are ten too many.

As soon

as published

intended to

sell

his

new
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THE INSPECTOR

NEW BUILDING CODE FOR LOS ANGELES
Iby
Presidtttt,

(This

EFORE

is

Board

j.

of Building

w. toms|

and Safety Commiisiomrs

of

Los Angela

the thirtieth of a series of articles on building codes)

the end of 1918 building opera-

tions in Los Angeles will be governed
IV a modern, up-to-date building code.

Action to this end was initiated by the
Los Angeles board of building and safety
commissioners last month. No pains
will be spared in drafting a set of building regulations calculated to meet the
needs ot a great metropolis.
The board of building and safety commissioners has
given long study to the subject and has observed closely
during the past two years the operation of legislation
now in effect, which was written 10 or more years ago,
when Los Angeles was on the threshold of its marvelous
growth and development. It is obvious to all who know
anything of the situation that Los Angeles needs a code
which will govern the future upbuilding of the largest
city west of the Mississippi, with a greater area under

municipal control than anv other city in the world.
A program has been planned carefully, consistent with
other activities of the board, looking toward centralization of all building regulation under one department of
the municipal government. The board in this effort has
been supported whole-heartedly by civic, building, business and property owners' organizations. One of its recent
recommendations to the city council contemplates centralized control of mechanical equipment in buildings,
inspection of boilers and elevators, heretofore assigned to
another municipal bureau.
The redrafting of existing ordinances will be done under
jurisdiction of the board of building and safety commissioners in its division of building and in immediate charge
of the chief of that division. Eminent professional consultants will be called in to aid in solving the problems
in hand. In addition to technical and professional talent,
which it is intended to use to the best advantage, the
board purposes to work closely with various organizations and individual citizens and taxpayers interested in
an instrument which will affect all the people.

By keeping the actual code writing in the hands of the
board it is assured the task will be prosecuted with dispatch. An official body, charged by law with the enforcement as well as with the recommending of building
enactments, will be on the job. Facilities of various governmental bureaus will be employed. All persons and interested groups will be assured a public office where
information may readily be obtainecf and problems, suggestions, recommendations and constructive criticism
may be submitted.
Those whose business brings them in close contact with
matters governed by a building code appreciate the great
benefits that are bound to accrue to Los Angeles bv creating a building code that will fit present-day conditions.
Few, however, appreciate the magnitude of the task.
This job is comparable with drafting a code to operate
for all cities in California, for within the territorial
limits of the city are to be found all the conditions encountered throughout the State.
To illustrate: Los Angeles has considerable waterfront
area and the new building code must provide suitable
regulation for waterfront construction. The metropolitan business areas are numerous and building code requirements devised for those sections would apply to
similar building problems in any large California city.
Sections given over to residences and the smaller type of
commercial buildings abound, and here the same regulatory treatment would be applicable to conditions anywhere in the State, particularly in any one of twenty or
more large cities in Southern California.

By the same token, building regulations for varied specialized occupancies such as theaters, apartments, hotels,

»

factories, department stores, schools and hospitals could
be applied readily to the same types of structures in other
cities.
first interest, however, is in solving its
problems, for each year it issues more building permits for a larger total valuation than all of the other
large California cities together. Its building operations

Los Angeles'

own

[Concluded on page

W. W.

Aiilraii

Ralph

P..

Ilonwiiii

J. l\'.

Turns

C. E. Nocrcnbcrii

Commissioners of Building and Safety of Los Angeles

5 1 ]
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THE INSPECTOR

Ask
Under

this heading are published questions

and answers

Tell

building problems. Herewith are published a number of queries
asked of The Inspector and the answers. Pop the question.

Your name will

department

be omitted if you wish.

^

8

Before a building is lathed or sheathed in San Francisco,
notice of inspection must first be tiled with the building
department, according to a new ordinance approved by
the board of supervisors.
*

*

*

building operations of more than 1000 square
would have to be designed and okehed by a
State licensed architect is the gist of a proposed ordinance
under consideration by the city council of San Diego.

That

all

feet area

*

*

*

L.

A

is

open for constructive criticisms.

K

S(

NEW BUILDING CODE FOR

LOS ANGELES

[C'tucKiJeil finni payc so]

average annually about 40 per cent of

all

California con-

struction. Los Angeles' operations plus the operations of

the other Southern California cities, where topographical
and climatic conditions are practically the same, make a
total of about 50 per cent of all the building done each
year on the entire Pacific Coast. It follows that a building
code which will operate for safe building in Los Angeles
will be of vital importance t6 the entire community, particularly the building industry.

William C. Emerick is the new building inspector
Huntington Park, succeeding A. H. Ginsbach.

©

THE INSPECTOR

This column is dedUattd to kicks arul commtnts. Names omittfd on
request. Right is reserved to publish or reject any complaint received.
Give name and address in evidence oj good faith. This

dealing with

in

work on the writing of the new code was
month. This task will be prosecuted diligently.

Preliminary

begun

last

COTTAGE, COMPTON-SURREY

ffcrcnt charthe roof of the lean-to is of a slightly dil=f
a careful ^tudv of the roof textures, one will note that
„..„ding, nidicating
,.,.,.., hnildnig,
ot the
l..c niaui
levd 01
the caves
eaves levc.
at ine
taking place ai
acter to that of the cottage proper, the change taKuig
observation
til
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huilding.
building.
it
It
later than the
that the "off-shof was huilt at a period somewhat
with these old structures arc brought to light, and what
of this nature that many interesting facts in connection
further study proves to be
may appear at i^rst glance to be a building without much interest to one, uponbut what is worthy of careful
old cottage
most interesting in many ways. One will find that there is hardly an

By

facts in connection with its evolution and construction will be
the second story and that the roof of he
that a pattern tile has been used for the hanging of
slightly different order, with most pleasing results.
porch 'has been covered with the same tile, arranged in a
side of the chimney saddle is fortunate
«The manner in which the plane of the roof extends and forms one
the use of the old bonnet tiles.
and satisfactory, and the lines of the hips are well treated by

analysis, as

closed

dis-

many unusual and unexpected

CNotice

minor English domestic architectur'^ in thi^ exclusive serial is
Publication of photographs of thevaricd types of the
Europe.
Company, from data collected at first hand
n'ade possible by courtesy of Gladding McBean
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ART IN IRON & BRONZE
GATES AND BALCONIES
HE

modern need

for gate or bal-

cony railing is of course very different from that which inspired
their use in the Middle Ages.
With practical use limited at most
to preventing small children going
or falling out, dogs from coming
in, the ornamental character becomes most important; a light and airy pattern is all that is
necessary, and usually best suited to its environment. Such treatment is most easily secured with
wrought iron, and if intelligently detailed, it is
no more expensive than cast metal; in most cases,
it would be impossible to execute such work by
castings.

Unfortunately, repeat designs in fairly heavy
section, even though clearly indicated for
wrought iron, such as the grille herewith illustrated over a bank window, have frequently been
cast. When painted or gilded, the differences between the mechanical exactness of cast work and
the small variations of hand work are covered
over, so that for general effect, and, of course,
for practical purposes, cast iron fills the bill and
is considerably cheaper. The artist and the stickler for sincerity, for truthful use of genuine ma-

the same; and it is hard
any case where a legitimate and

terial, will criticize just

to conceive of

appropriate design for cast iron could not be
used,

when

cost

is

an item.

The growingpopularity of hand-wrought work
which owes so much to the vogue for Mediterranean architecture and especially that of Spanish inspiration, should tend to develop individual craftsmanship; and there is no doubt that the
work now being executed shows a steady improvement in that respect. It is not likely that
modern work will ever reach the heights of
elaboration which are to be found in the masterpieces of the Middle Ages. Time is too valuable
now— living costs too high; and the urge of
ecclesiastic enthusiasm has dwindled. However,
there is opportunity for the development of a
very rich and beautiful art in wrought metal in
our modern building operations.
*

*

*

A STUDENT OF ARCHITECTURE
[Continued from page lo]

tion and monetary systems. Life in all its expressions was feudal, primitive, voluptuous. To recreate the spirit of this day, age, people and
architecture, there is none better fitted for the

moment than George Washington
And with a client so appreciative of his

task at this

Smith.

abilities, there is certain to result a

masterpiece

of contemporary California-Spanish architecture.
Nor is this Pickford-Fairbanks home to be
built, furnished, completed, moved into with
the unprosaic finality with which one buys a
pair of shoes and later casts off. It is a home that

H
li;

grow with the years— a wing added here,
another room at a later date. The ultimate and
will

be provided for in the plans,
so that the building on will not be a process of
tearing down, and the completed whole will
have logic and unity. This strikes me as a singularly ideal way of building a home— a fine
combination of the practical, artistic and romantic—a method too little practiced in this
hurried age with its mania for overnight acquifinal version will

and construction.
Next we turned to "futures,"

sition

to ideals in architecture and city planning. This subject Miss
Pickford takes seriously. It concerns the men
and women who will live in the cities we are
building today. Are we building as wisely as
Balcony,
ti.vccitlcd

Women's

.Athletic Club,

by Philip Friedman

Los Angeles

we know? Will

our

work be condemned

cherished; our vision held

or

worthy or small?

[Concluded on page 6j]
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Huntur-Dulin Building,
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Schultzc

Sijn Friinrisco

HE

Chateau roof of the new Hunter-Duliii
Building at Sutter and Montgomery streets,

San Francisco, claims the special attention of
all

who behold

tones,

is

it.

The

roof

tile,

of rich,

our Varicolor Berkeley.

warm

The two

main facades are clothed in our bufif Granitex
Rear walls and court are faced
with our Library Gray coated brick, with terra
terra cotta.

cotta returns.

^is«i>

GLADDING, McBEAN
San Francisco

Portland

tr CO.

Los Angeles

Seattle

& Weaver,

Architects
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A STUDENT OF ARCHITECTURE
[LMncludcd from p2^v 5s]

Miss Pickford

of the opinion that in some
things the heritage we are building will be open
to question; that the architectural profession
may some day be weighed and found wanting.
The practice of allowing houses of all styles,
quality and degrees of excellence in design and
workmanship to be built in all and any sections
will result in cities presenting a confused, cluttered collection of ridiculous contrasts. The idea
of architectural control and conformity being
carried out in some of the more expensive home
development projects is a step in the right direction. The same idea, however, should be applied
in the medium-priced and less expensive home
tracts and subcli visions. These are the places
where there is a crying need for such control and
the opportunity of the architectural profession
to function in its broader and idealist concepts.
The day must come, believes Miss Pickford,
when the major traffic arteries will be underground, leaving the boulevards and surface
thoroughfares largely to the pedestrian and the
safety of children. As to the children of the
future, where will they play in safety, inasmuch
as our cities are becoming more and more congested? And in few cities in America do really
adequate legal means exist for providing that
each new district opened shall set aside playground space. This item is usually an afterthought, where it should be a first thought in
city planning.
In these thoughts, Miss Pickford reveals herself not only as one of the pioneers of the film
industry but also a pioneer in other vital issues;
in issues of grave responsibilities, in whose
handling today lies the beauty, the soundness,
the well-being of the people and cities of to-

morrow.
*

*

OREGON STATE CHAPTER,

. . ,

chooses Iri'Vis'O
"P.AUL
-'-

G.

A.

I.

HOFFMAN

installed

had

In-Vis-O Dis-

appearing Roller Screens
his

in

Los Angeles home.

Naturally,

when

he re-

turned to South Bend as
Vice President of Studebaker's,

he demanded the

same convenience, beauty,
and ultimate economy in his

new home

there.

You

insure your clients the

advantages,

IN-riS-0
down like

can

same

Rolls up atjd
a roller shade.
of theway,

Out of sight, out

out of the weather when
not in use.
Permits full
of vision when in
use. Ideal for casements
or double-hting sash. Used
in thousands of homes
costing under $10,000.

whether your

freedom

plans call for a simple cottage, an elaborate mansion,

an apartment house, or a
Screen

The In-Vis-O

Manual

will bring you full details.

A.

meeting of the Oregon State Chapter, A.

I. A., of
discussed at some length the
need of public education on the functions of the architect. It is the intention of the organization to run, in one
of the newspapers of Portland, a series of articles explaining the nature of architectural services and the wisdom
of employing an architect, from a practical and moneysaving standpoint. This series, among other points, will
seek to correct the impression that an architect has fulfilled his ultimate usefulness when he has provided attractive perspectives. The necessity of architectural supervision will be stressed, and it will be pointed out that
accurate accounts are kept on the cost of every item enter-

a

For the Second Time
the
Vice President of Studehaker's

great hotel.
*

At

Pan/ G. Hojfnuin Res'ulencf, South Bind, hid.
Reese Weston, Washington, D. C, Architect

is

November

15th, there

was

ing into the construction of a building.
The Chapter held an architectural exhibit from November 19th to December ist, at which was displayed not
only the work of Oregon architects but also a collection
of photographs and sketches of the work of Washington
and New York architects. This latter was loaned through
the courtesy of the Washington State Chapter, who had
shown the works in an exhibition a few months previously.

XI

!

'"

"^

Disappearing Roller Screen
1260 Temple Street

Company

Los Angeles, California

16 pages of valuable technical data on screening

modern

windows,

this

COUPON WILL BRING
YOUR COPY
IN-VIS-O Disappearing
Roller Screen Company
1 z6o Temple St., Los Angeles
1 shall be glad to receive for my files a copy of
your manual on screening modern windows.
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ELKET
ASPHALT

Melrose Hotel, recently completed

andTroyer

at

Los Angeles.

S.

Charles Lee was the Architect

Gl 3iey Slate Shingles were used on the slanting
roof and Gl ^ey tolled hoofing on the flat surfaces.

Brothers, the builders.

sections

of the

Responsibility Endorsed
EL REY ROOFINGhavemade
had

right here

is

Its

manufacturers

—

the size of their plant

roofing market of the Pacific Coast

you can check with the utmost

You

Pacific Coast.

a high standing in western

more than a quarter of a

building circles for

Their resources

on the

—

—

are

century.

their strength in the

all

matters

on which

ease.

can with confidence, therefore, recommend El Rey lo-year

and 2o-year Guaranteed Roofs to your clients. You know that
you are adding a strong, dependable endorsement to your specifications.

El Rey Guaranteed Roofs are built up with layers of the finest
grade of El Rey Asphalt Roofing.

They

are carefully inspected

by our own experts before being approved. So complete
confidence in
last

them

that

we

is

our

unhesitatingly predict they will out-

by a considerable length of time the period of the guarantee.
Let us send you the specifications for
fftoofs,

and complete information

EL

'^RflY Guaranteed

as to prices

and

installation.

Los Angeles Paper jMLanulacturing Co.
1633 North San Pablo Street

Telephone ANgelus 5236
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PASADENA ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
About
at

forty architects and draftsmen gathered together

luncheon

hist

June and organized

rary basis to see

if it

a club on a tempocould succeed in a city the size of

Pasadena.

The

result obtained far exceeds the fondest

hopes of

its

charter members.

Since its inception the club has met weekly for luncheon, having as a speaker one of its own members or some
representative of the materialmen. They have visited
numerous new buildings under construction, including
the new "Civic Center" and other citv planning projects.
Excursions have been made to other cities to study their
building and planning projects, the most notable being a
visit to Santa Barbara, which included some sixty members in a caravan of some twenty-five cars. This made a
very notable impression on the citizens of that community.

The club plans to have a full season of winter activimodeled upon those of the larger city organizations.

ties,

Wm.
Wm.

Officers elected include
F. Stone, vice-president;

J.

Stone, president; Orrin

J.

Myers, secretary.

A new insulation handbook, entitled "Facts and Figures
on Insulation," has just been published by United Cork
Companies, Lyndhurst, N.J. It is of standard filing size,
and bears the American Institute of Architects file number A.

I.

A.-37-a-i for ready hie reference.

The information given is based upon actual experiences
gathered in more than twenty years, during which
United Cork Companies has manufactured and erected

Homes

Healthfully Heated

cork insulation for every type of insulation requirement.

Write to United's main

Lyndhurst, N.

office at

CLOW

with

J., for

a copy.

Gasteam Equipment

Way

One Qood

Say

to

Merry Christmas

ABUNDANT, wholesome warmth, with
•^healthful properties of the air maintained, has

won

for

home

heating.

and

You have a friend in the profession
an associate an assistant or a student

Architects

of architecture you want to remember

radiator design.

—

—

this Christmas.

A

subscription to Pacific

Coast Architect makes a most suitable
gift and will give much of value and
pleasure the whole year 'round.

The

First

so as

to

Copy

will be sent at once

arrive at Christmas time,

Vsc-

^ame-

is

.ind special

Send

interior

designers

also

for the grace and beauty of

Home-owners appreciate the ease and
economy of operation, the comfort of
uniform temperature, the convenience of
automatic control.

let.

May

ive

send a copy?

PACIFIC GASTEAM CO.

This Ctnipan

check for $4.00.

it

gift.

Pacific Coast Architect,
703 market st., san francisco
Enclosed
for one ye.ir

prefer

Interesting details for architectural
data files are contained itt our book-

to-

gether u-ith a suitable letter saying that

you are the donor of the

universal approval for

CLOW GASTEAM EQUIPMENT

Pacific

Co.ist

Architect

571 Mission Street

363 Hobart Street

SAN FRANCISCO

OAKLAND

letter to:

WILLIAMS RADIATOR CO.
35-1873 West Cordova Street
LOS ANGELES
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BROWN

&

Companj) Building, San Francisco, is another building equipped witK JoKnson Heat
Control. ni\e certainb? of JoKnson value and operaPacific

Gas

Electric

conveniences and comforts and temperature evenness obderived,
tained, and 4ie fuel economy) of twent^^-five to fort? per cent

tion, {Ke

—

are wK}).

And

{Kese

same reasons

are wh^)

ougKt to te equipped witK JoKnson Heat Control.
in

your

cit9

:

or write to us for full detail of construction, operation

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland

your buildings too

Confer witK our engineer

417

Rial.o Building

607 Van Nuys Building
404 Fa.lmg Building

-

and

results.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Seattle

Denver
Salt Lake CitP

452 Coleman Builcling
Cahfornm Street
1 230
610 Mclntyre Bmldmg
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A.

Following several months of planning, the Washington
State Chapter, A.

I. A., held its architectural exhibit late
October. The event was one of unusual interest to both
the public and the profession and included a showing of
the notable buildings constructed within the past five

in

showing of the work of
Northwestern architects, numerous photographs of executed works, together with sketches and renderings of
years. Besides a representative

proposed notable buildings in other cities and sections of
the country, added further interest to the exhibit.
The jury of awards is composed of Morris M. Whitehouse, Herman Brookman and Earl N. Dugan, and an-

nounced

its

decisions.

The November meeting

at the Chapter was given over
to the discussion of the citv planning situation in Seattle.
Earl O. Mills, a member of the firm of Harland BartholoiSc Associates, city planning engineers, who are en-

mew

gaged

in city

planning projects

in

various cities of the

was the principal speaker.
Goodwin, president of the Seattle

Pacific Coast,

E. S.
city planning
commission, also spoke and brought out that the work
of his commission suffered from a lack of sympathetic
support among public and private organizations. Furthermore, his commission has to date been unable to obtain a
general, comprehensive plan for the entire city. The commission is thus forced to present its recommendations as
separate projects, whereas they should be understood and
considered as part of a whole and unified scheme.
These talks were followed by an informal Chapter discussion, which resulted in a proposal that a committee
of three be appointed to organize a general committee,
composed of Chapter representatives and representatives
of other organizations, to secure such financial and sympathetic support as would enable the city planning commission to function adequately.
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on the reverse of this form, to-wit:
1.
That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are:
Post Office Adress
Name of
Publisher, Western States Publishing Corporation, 70) Market Street, San Francisco.
7°! Market Street, San Francisco.
Editor, Harris Allen,
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Managing Editor, None.
70! Market Street, San Francisco.
Business Manager, J. Leslie Meek,
2.
That the owner is: (If the publication is owned by an individual his name
and address, or if owned by more than one individual the name and address of each,
should be given belowi if the publication is owned by a corporation the name of
the corporation and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of the total amount of stock should be given.)
Western States Publishing Corporation, yoj Market Street, San Francisco; A.
Hoffman, 34s Battery Street, San Francisco; Harris Allen, 70J Market Street, San
Francisco; H. Collier, 345 Battery Street, San Francisco; N. Brydone-Jack, 1617
Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
J.
other
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None.
(If there are none, so state.)
securities are:
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